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fl century and a year haue passed since the dissolution of the
ancient Holy Roman empire of the German nation mas formally an-
nounced at Regensburg on the 25th of Pebruary 1803 by the Reichs-

deputationshauptschluss- The Holy Roman empire of Charlemagne,
a thousand years old, had led only an imaginary existence during the
tmo preceding centuries. Prom among the hundreds of its territorial

lords, tmo powers had gradually come to the front. The long period
of war after 1793 had resulted in the disappearance of the mafority
of its petty States. The form adopted at the Vienna Congress in 1815,
for the 39 remaining States, the so-called “Deutsche Bund” with a
Pederal Diet at Pranhfort, was, by lack of authority, but little suited for

changing Germany into anything more than a “geographical idea.”

economical deuelopment on an extensiue scale was first rendered
possible, by the social-political combination of large territories, which
took place on the 1st of January 1834 in the form of the German “Zoll-
uerein” (Customs Union). According to Preitschke, euen then it took
Germany till the end of the fourth decade of the 19th century to
regain the height of prosperity she had occupied among the other
nations before the outbreak of the Thirty Years COar. Q

Scarcely had a generation passed, when the economical uni-
fication was followed by the struggle for a political combination into
a uniformly administered State. QA smaller territory, but with an organisation stronger than
euer before, the new German Cmpire, foreshadowed by the “Hord-
deutsche Bund” (Dorth German Confederation) of 1867, was created
on the 18th January 1871. The free will and action of its princes
and citizens called into life a Pederal State, at the head of which
three emperors, William the Great, Prederic 111. and William 11., haue
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stood, since its foundation, as the embodiment of the greatness and honour

of their country, and as the guardians and preseruer^ ot uniuersaL peace. -Xhe

results of these political euents haue proved blessings to all classes of the nation,

and many of the disadvantages caused by the dissension ivhich formerly pre-

vailed mere rectified under the nem €mpire by its first generation of citizens.

|bi ll| 1. rcrritocy. |ii i io|

Q The territory of the German Gmpire, exclusive of those parts (such

as Haffs, Boddens, &c.,) which are covered by water, embraces an area of

540,742’6 sq.-kms which is divided as follows: Prussia 348,658 sq.-kms

(64'5 per cent), Bavaria 75,870 sq.-kms (14 per cent),- Saxony 14,993 sq.-

kms (2'8 per cent), COiirtemberg 19,513 sq.-kms (3'6 per cent), Baden 15,081

sq.-kms (2'8 per cent), Alsace-Lorraine 14,513 sq.-kms (2'7 per cent), (Deck-

lenburg-Schwerin 13,127 sq.-kms (2’4 per cent), and the remaining 19 States

38,988 sq.-kms (7'2 per cent). D
n Colonial Germany beyond the seas, however, covers an area five times as

large, viz., 2,656,915 sq.-kms, made up as follows: in Africa: German Cast

Africa 995,000 sq.-kms, The Cameroons 495,000 sq.-kms, Togoland 87,200

sq.-kms, German South COest Africa 833,100 sq.-kms. South Seas: German

Dew Guinea 239,000 sq.-kms, the Caroline, Pelew and CDarianne Islands

2,176 sq.-kms, the CDarshall Islands 415 sq.-kms, Samoa 2,572 sq.-kms; Cast

Asia: Kiao Chao (on lease) 552 sq.-kms, and in addition a sphere of influence

7,650 sq.-kms in extent, embracing 50 kms around Kiao Chao. Q

r««i li IL Population. \n -la]
1

Population
of to-day.

Che population of the Cmpire according to the census

of Pecember 1st, 1900, numbers 56,367,178 persons*).

An estimate made on the strength of the registers of

births, deaths, immigration and emigration, returns the numbers for the

middle of 1901 at 56'7 millions, 1902 at 57.7 millions, 1903 at 58'5 millions.

Che numbers contributed by the larger Pederal States in 1900 were as follows:

Prussia 34'5 millions (61*2 per cent), Bavaria 6'2 millions (11 per cent),

Saxony 4'2 millions (7'4 per cent), lOurtemberg 2’2 millions (3'9 per cent),

Baden 1'9 millions (3'3 per cent), Alsace-Lorraine 1'7 millions (3 per cent),

Hesse M millions (2 per cent), and the remaining 19 States 4-6 milliog

Since 1816 the population of the area covered by the

empire has developed as follows: at the end of 1816

24'8 millions, 1850 35'4 millions, 1871 41'1 millions,

O ) rhese figures ace exclueiue of persons on board German ships outside the

German Gmpire, the white population in the German protectorates, and the Germa^

expedition in China, in ail 97,000 persons.

8’2 per cent).

Increase of Popu-
lation.



1890 49 4 millions, 1895 52’3 millions, 1900 56’4 millions^ "Che growth ex-
pressed in percentage has been as follows; 1816—1900 total 126'9 per cent
yearly auerage 0'98 per cent; 1871—1900 total 37'3 per cent, yearly auerageMO per cent; 1890—1900 total 14i per cent, yearly auerage 1’32 per cent;
1895—1900) 7*82 per cent, yearly auerage 1*52 per cent.

Q The increase in the population shown by the last Census is actually
and relatiuely the largest euer noted for the whole Cmpire. In certain parts
of the country, howeuer, a comparatiuely larger growth has repeatedly
occured. Whilst during the period 1816-1855 the eastern parts of the em-
pire showed the greatest increase (attaining in Pomerania a maximum of
1'64 per cent, per annum), during the period 1855-1900, it was principally
the north Western Industrial neighbourhoods (the towns excluded) which
showed a considerable increase in their population, a maximum of 1'65 per
cent being reached in Westphalia. In the Southern States the increase in the
population has been constantly below the auerage for the whole Cmpire (Ba-
uaria 0'64 per cent, Wurtemberg 0'51 per cent, Alsace-Lorraine 0'35 per
cent). Prussia with I'lO per cent, stood a little aboue the auerage, and the
Kingdom of Saxony, with 1'51 per cent, considerably aboue. The relatiue
growth of the population since 1871 in some of the important diuisions of
the country is shown in the following table: Q

Prussia

City of Berlin . . .

Ruhr Coal Pistrict

Gumbinnen
Bauaria

Saxony
Wurtemberg
Baden
Alsace-Lorraine . . .

Increase per cent
1871-1900

Increase per cent
1890-1900

total yearly auerage total yearly auerage

39’6 M5 15'1 1'40
128'6 2'89 19'6 1'78
222'8t^) 4'12*^) 61'2 4'88

6'7 0'22 0'7 0'07
27-0 0'83 10’4 0’99
64'4 1-73 19’9 1'82
19'3 0'61 6'6 0-62
27'8 0'85 12’7 1'20
ll'O 0'36 7’3 0'69

Density of

population.

The density of population, that is to say the number
of persons dwelling on euery sq.-hm of the country’s

,
^rea, has undergone a corresponding change. In the

present territory of the whole Cmpire and of the four kingdoms, the figures
are as follows: q
"

a VMtlyT»«!,9e rf
1900/03 amounted

o“ud«71n atsl'nguret'
"xlapyixlont In 1871. is notim
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Density of population per sq.-hm

1816 1855 1871 1890 1900

German Gmpire. . . . 45-9 66'8 75'9 91'5 104'2

Prussia 39*3 6M 70-7 86'0 98'9

Bauaria 47'5 59'4 64'

1

73'7 81-4

Saxony 79-6 136'0 170'5 233'6 280'3

U)urtemberg 72'3 85'6 93'2 104'4 111'2

Q The population is strihingly thin in the country districts north of a line

drawn between Hanouer and Breslau, with the exception of the surroundings

of a few great cities such as Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen and Danzig. The

districts south of this line are particularly densely inhabited, with the ex-

ception of large portions of Bauaria to the east of the Rhine, and the inter-

mediate mountain districts between the lOeser, €ms and CDain, the Swabian

lura and the €ifel. The population of small uillages and towns is most dense

in parts of Silesia and the Prouince of Saxony, in the Kingdom of Saxony and

also along the Rhine and its principal tributaries, particularly the middle

Deckar, the lower (Dain and, aboue all, in Rhenish-COestphalia, all of these

districts being decidedly industrial ones. The Baltic Hohenriicken, (Decklen-

burg, parts of the prouince of Brandenburg, the heath of tiineburg, the district

of the middle Sms as well as the southern districts already mentioned, are

on the contrary uery sparsely populated. Q
In Germany, on an auerage, about 106 boys are born

to euery 100 girls; the mortality howeuer, among the

former is so much higher, that they only remain in a

majority until they reach the age of 21. Amongst those

who attain a greater age, the female sex preponderates in an increasing scale,

there being 122 women to euery 100 men ouer 60 years of age. In the

year 1900, the total number of men was 27'7 million, the total number of

women 28'6 million. Of the total population, 19'6 million (34'8 per cent) were

children under 15 years of age, and iO’4 million (18’5 per cent) young people

between 15 and 25. In the prime of life, between the ages of 25 and 40, there

were 11’9 million persons (21 per cent), and between 40 and 60, lO'l million

(17'9 per cent); of the remaining 4’4 million (7’8 per cent) fully 11/2 million

(2'7 per cent) had already passed the biblical 70 years, and 269,000 (0.48

per cent) were ouer 80 years old. 8 men and 32 women could look back on

a full century. The men whose age (18 to 45) rendered them liable for mili-

tary seruice numbered 11 million. The classification into ages today, shows

little uariation from the figures noted since 1871. The proportion of children is

almost exactly the same, whilst the diuision comprising children from 15 to

30 years shows a slight increase; the numbers between the ages 30 and 70

haue decreased a little, while the numbers of quite old persons haue aug-

mented to a considerable extent. Q

4
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Households.

The population of Germany in 1900 comprised 12'3 mil-
lion households of an auerage of 4'6 members. Amongst
them mere 0'9 million households (7'1 per cent of the

total) which consisted of a single person^ mahing 1'5 per cent of the population,
2/3 of them being women; 81,000 institutions of oarious hinds (0'7 per cent
of the households) housed 2*9 per cent of the population—the remaining
95'6 per cent of the population were members of family households. In this
last category nearly nine tenths belonged to the family, one-fortieth were
household seruants, and one-twelfth lodgers, boarders, industrial or agricultural
seruants. A tendency to increase amongst institutions and single households
is clearly euident from the statistics since 1871. Q

The 121/4 million households are diuided amongst
6'2 million inhabited dwelling houses and 89,000 other
buildings. The auerage number of persons dwelling in

each house is 8'9 the maximum (46’6 persons) occuring in Berlin. C
The following are the figures for 1900

Dwellings.

Actual number

millions

relatiue

percentage

Single

CDarried

Widowers
Widows

1 males .

Diuorced c ,females

33,520
19,593
0,809
2,353
0,031

0,061

59’5

34*8

j

5-6

j

0-16

years on the auerage males ouer 20, females ouer 16) are married, and a
further tenth (9'7 per cent) haue been married. TThese statistics show a slight
increase of married persons as compared to preuious figures showing the
hes^marriageable^^g^ amongst single, widowed or diuorced persons. Q

The number of marriages contracted in the year 1900
was 476,000, uiz. 8'5 per thousand of the population.
With this number the auerage of the Seuenties was

CDouemcnts of

the population.

attained again. After the ¥ranco-German war, the number of marriages in-
creased in 1872 to 10’3 per thousand, but fell in a few years to 7'5 per thou-
sand, after which it rose pretty regularly to the present figure. The birth rate,
howeuer, shows a considerable difference; for, reaching its highest point in 1876
with 42'6 per thousand, it continually decreased until in 1900 it fell as low as
to 36'8 per thousand, and from an annual auerage of 40'7 per thousand during
the period 1871-1880 to 37'4 per thousand for the period 1891-1900. These
figures, howeuer, do not giue occasion any anxiety; for in consequence of eco-
nomic progress and sanitary achieuements the rate of mortality has fallen still
lower, uiz. from 28'8 per thousand during 1871-1880 to 23*5 per thousand
during 1891-1900, so that the natural rate of increase in the population has



risen from 11'9 per thousand during the former period to 13'9 per thousand

during the latter. In the v^ars 1851 'I860 it only amounted to 9 per thousand.

Q This satisfactory philo-progenitioeness of the German race is not euident

to the same extent in uarious districts. The annual auerage of the natural

increase per thousand of the population from 1891-1900 mas as follows:

Prussia 14'9, (COestphalia 19'8, Posen 19*4, Rheinland 16'5, Berlin 9'
7) Bauaria

that part on the right bank of the Rhine 10'4, Bauarian Palatinate 16'0,

Kingdom of Saxony 15'5, lOurtemberg 10’9, Alsace-Lorraine 8'6. Q
The annual auerage of illegitimate births occuring

during the period 1851-1860 amounted to 11*5 of the

total number of births; this percentage, howeuer,

dropped to an annual auerage of 9’1 per cent during 1890-1900. The number
of still-born children also decreased to 3'1 per cent, although it had amounted

before 1881. Q
The population of Germany according to the last cen-

sus comprises 2 large groups of Guangelical Christians

numbering 35’2 million persons (62’5 per cent) and a

third group of Catholic Christians with 20’3 million (36’1 per cent); other

Christian creeds claim 204,000 persons (0*4 per cent). The non-Christian

group includes 587,000 lews (I'O per cent) and 11,600 persons belonging to

other religions. 5,900 persons made no returns as to confession. Q

to 4 per cent regularly

'Denominations.

g Illegitimacy andR still-births.

111. nationality, Language and emigration. 0
i Rationality.

There were 779,000 foreigners liuing in Germany in

1900, a number exceeding II/3 per cent of the actual

population. The number of persons born abroad was
somewhat greater, and totalled 838,000, so that about 60,000 persons of

foreign birth haue become German subjects. In 1871 only 207,000 foreigners

( 1/2 per cent of the population) were noted. Of the foreigners in the census

of 1900, 97'2 per cent belonged to Curopean states. Of the remaining

21,500, the large majority (17,800) were citizens of the United States of

America, some of them of German origin. Of the Curopean foreigners,

391.000 persons (50 per cent of the total number of foreigners) were subjects

of Austro-Hungary, 88,000 (11 percent) were Dutch, 70,000 (9 per cent) Italian,

55.000 (7 per cent) Swiss, 47,000 (6 per cent) Russian, 27,000 (3'4 per cent)

Danes, 20,000 (2'6 per cent) Trench, 16 000 (2 per cent) British or Irish. The

greatest increase amongst these nations since 1880 is shown by the Italians, who
haue become nearly ten times as numerous, the Dutch 5 times as numerous,

and subjects of the Austro-Hungary (Donarchy and Russia, 3 times as numerous,

rhe Danes on the other hand haue decreased to 3/4 of their number in 1890.

In the year 1900 the mother tongue of 92 per cent of

ail inhabitants of the German Cmpire was German.

Dearly 1/2 per cent of the inhabitants had another
Hatiue language.

mother tongue besides German, the principle number (170,000) being Poles.

6



41/2 million inhabitants acknoiwlcdgod exclusiuelya non-German mother tongue,

amongst them being 3,100,000 Poles, 212,000 Prench, 142,000 CDasourians,

141.000 Panes and Horioegians, 106,000 Lithuanians, 100,000 Cassubians,

93.000 lOends, 80,000 Putch, 66,000 Italians und 64,000 (Dorauians. The
mother tongue of 22,400 persons mas Gnglish, 2,200 of tuhich—principally

German -Americans—claiming equally German as their mother tongue. Q
Q The districts occupied by the Polish-speaking population are principally

the prouinces of COest Prussia, Posen, Silesia; in the Rhenish -COestphalian

industrial districts, homeuer, a considerable increase of the Polish-speaking po-

pulation has resulted from the great influx of Polish miners. In 1880 only

5.9 per cent of the population in the Recklinghausen district mere Polish-

speaking. In 1900 the percentage had risen to 13.8 per cent. The strong

permeation of Alsace-Lorraine—at one time purely Prench—mith the

German element is morthy of note, for only 198,000 persons (forming a

ninth part of the mhole population), still speak exclusively Prench. Q
The number of Germans resident abroad, mhich the

international statistics for 1890 returned at 3,500,000,
is imcomparably greater than the number of foreigners

residing in the German Gmpire. In the interchange going on betmeen the

nations, therefore, the German Gmpire has hitherto lost considerably. After

subtracting the gain resulting from immigration, the 60 years from 1841 to

1900 shorn a net loss by emigration of 4,790,000 persons, or a sixth of

the natural increase in population of the German Gmpire. The rapid economic
gromth of the country has, homeuer, resulted in there being a gain of 94,000
persons instead of a loss for the period 1895-1900. Q
Q The country mhich has benefited most from the influx of Germans is

the United States of America, mhere the census for 1890 shomed the presence

of 2,700,000 inhabitants mho mere born in Germany. 6,200,000 or 8.2 per cent

of the total population of the United States mere the offspring of German parents,

and 1’6 million mere children of parents one of mhom mas born in Germany.
There are no statistics relating to a great number of persons descended in the

second generation from parents of German birth. Taking all in all, about one
sixth of the population of the United States may be counted as having German
blood in its veins. The next most important country, mhere persons of German
birth or German nationality—the difference is not observed in the figures given

by the various countries— are to be found, mas, according to the statistics for

1890, Smitzerland mith 94,000; then came Prance mith 84,000, Great Britain

and Ireland mith 54,000, British Australia mith 50,000 and Brazil mith 44,000.
The number of German-speaking persons in all the coun-

tries of the morld taken together, is very much higher.

Gstimates recently made put the total number of per-

sons in the morld mho use German for their every-day speech at 82,000,000 of

mhom 70,000,000 mere in Gurope. Of this number 53,000,000 live in the Ger-

man Gmpire, 11,000,000— rapidly decreasing in number— in the United States,

9.400.000 in Austria, 2,300,000 in Smitzerland, 2,200,000 in Hungary,

^ German speakingR population abroad.

E German subjects in6 foreign countries.
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2,000^000 in Russia, 600,000 in Central and South America, ouer 200,000
in Luxemburg, about 100,000 each in "France, Belgium, Great Britain, Asia,

Africa and Australia, and 50,000 each in "Denmark, Holland, Italy and Roumania.
This distribution of the German race ouer the whole
earth, and its grouping together in special countries

is—apart from territories bordering immediately upon
the present German Gmpire—essentially the result of the continuous mouement
which has made itself euident amongst Germans during the last few gene-

rations, particularly in the form of emigration to ouer-sea countries. Q
Do statistics can be giuen concerning the emigration ouer the frontiers

of the empire; regarding the emigration of Germans to lands beyond the

seas, the Imperial statistics return the number at 2,560,000 persons for the

period 1871-1902. The total number of German emigrants to lands beyond

the seas for the period 1820-1903 is estimated at 6,500,000, and the result-

at ouer 20 million.

According to the statistics of the Washington Immi-
gration Office, ouer 5,000,000 Germans emigrated to

the United States between 1821 and 1902; during the

period 1871-1903 the United States was the goal of

2,500,000 Germans, or 95 per cent of the total

number of German emigrants, while all the rest of

America only receiued about 100,000 Germans during the same period. The

attempts made to induce German peasants to go to Brazil haue had no

success worthy of mention. The number of emigrants to that country rose,

temporarly only, to 4,000 in 1890, but since 1896 not more than 1,000 per

annum has been recorded. It is only due to the sudden decrease in German
emigration as a whole, which commenced in 1894, that the figures for the pro-

portion claimed by Brazil, Canada, Africa, &c., appear comparatiuely higher.

Q At the beginning of the eighties the annual number of emigrants amount-

ed to ouer 200,000 persons,—from 41/2 to 5 per thousand of the population.

In 1891 the number was 120,000, in 1901 only 22,000, in 1902 32,000. Of

these 29,211 went to the United States, 807 to Brazil, 546 to other parts of

America, 114 to Africa, 2 to Asia, and 235 to Australia. It must be pointed

out here that, as a rule, only steerage passengers are counted as emigrants.

If cabin-passengers were included in the number of emigrants, the figures

would be uery different, especially those for Asia, Africa and Australia.

"Four-fifths of the emigrants from Germany start from

Bremen and Hamburg, the remainder principally from

Antwerp and Rotterdam. Besides the German emi-

grants there are a large number of foreign emigrants—in 1902 221,000 in all,

including 75,000 Austrians, 73,000 Russians and 69,000 Hungarians—who

make their way to German ports in order to cross the ocean on German uessels.

German emigrants in the year 1902 were diuided ac-

cording to age and sex as follows: fully two-fifths

were females, and two-thirds of the total number of

8 1
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emigrants mere betiueen the ages of 17 and 50. Of euery 100,000 males

between the ages of 21 and 30, 400 to 500 emigrated annually between 1871

and 1893, and ouer 300 in euery 100,000 females between the same ages

accompanied them. The proportion of emigrants of both sexes between these

ages has, howeuer, dropped to about 120 at the present day. Q
It is a characteristic feature of emigration from Ger-

many that not the lowest but rather the better classes

leaue the country, emigration is too expensiue a

matter for the uery lowest classes on the one hand,

and on the other it is neuer taken into serious

consideration by them. This class of the population is influenced much more
by the other great mouement which has lately fundamentally altered the

distribution of population in the German Gmpire, uiz. the mouement of the

population within the Gmpire itself from one part to another, and from the

country to the cities, whereby a great tendency to moue from the Gast to the

lOest has made itself euident. ^

The effects of migration are clearly shown by the

birth statistics of 1900. If foreigners are not taken

into account at all, and only the 55'5 million natiues

of Germany considered, we find that the following dis-

tricts in Gast Germany haue gained through inland migration;—Brandenburg (in-

cluding Berlin), Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein (including Lubeck), 1'3 million

inhabitants; in lOest Germany,—Bremen, Rheinland, COestphalia and the King-

dom of Saxony 0’9 million; in South Germany,—Baden and Alsace-Lorraine

0'2 million. The following districts haue lost,—in the Gast—Gast and lOest

Prussia, Posen, Silesia and both CDecklenburgs 1'7 million; in the lOest—the
Prouince of Saxony with Brunswick and Anhalt, Thuringia, Hanouer (with

Lippe), Oldenburg, Hesse-Rassau (with lOaldeck), 0’4 million. In the South—
Bauaria, COilrtemberg (with Hohenzollern), and Hesse, 0’2 million.

Pigures showing the distribution of gains and losses in reference to

inland migration are giuen below:

Districts which
gained in the—

Receiued (in thousands) from the

Gast lOest South total

Gast 976 284 24 1,285
lOest 463 395 10 868
South 23 66 97 186

Districts which passed ouer (in thousands) to the

lost in the—
Gast lOest South total

Gast 976 703 40 1,719
lOest 44 395 (gain) 48 392
South 7 124 97 228

R (Digration in the

Q Gast, lOest and

^ South of the Gmpire.

@ Gmigration andW mouement of popu-M lation within theM country.
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(Digration within the country has, therefore, brought a gain of about half a million

inhabitants to COest Germany, principally from the east. lOithin Cast Germany,
,

hoiueuer, there is also a preponderating mouement towards the west; for the dis-

tricts which are gaining here are in the west, and those losing are in the east. The
conditions in South and lOest Germany are almost the same. In uiew of these

facts, the abooe figures giue a statistical picture of the “westward mouement.”
' Q The migration within the country, already shown in figures, partially

' explains the unusual increase in the population and comparatiue density found

in these German States and districts which are more strongly deueloped in-

dustrially as compared with the markedly agricultural districts. Q
The fact that the increase in the population has been

below the auerage of the Gmpire in Cast Prussia and
Posen since 1870, is principally due to losses caused

by migration; in Bauaria, COurtemberg and Alsace-

Lorraine, howeuer, which are likewise loosing through

interchange of population, the natural increase is a

relatiuely small one. Hamburg and Berlin draw their growing population

principally from abroad, while the growth in the kingdom of Saxony as well

as Rhineland and COestphalia, is to a large extent due to natural philo-pro-

genitiueness. Since 1890 the situation has altered in so far that the excess of

births ouer deaths has increased euerywhere, with the exception of COurtemberg

and Berlin, whilst emigration to foreign countries has considerably decreased, in

j
fact has been replaced since 1895, as already pointed out, by a slight gain. Accord-

ingly Alsace-Lorraine, where the losses were due principally to emigration abroad

(Prance), shows a considerably smaller loss. The increased mouement towards

the west is manifested in Rhineland and COestphalia, where the numbers gained

; through migration haue been doubled; similarly, the greatest loss is shown in

i

Cast Prussia. The influx into Berlin and Hamburg has fallen off by a half.

I
The unusually high gains in population due to migration experienced

1 in the capital of the Gmpire and in the city State of Hamburg, are a result

of the cause already mentioned, uiz. the “Influx into towns”. Phis has

occasioned a fundamental change during the last generation in the relation

between country an town population, as proued by the following figures: C

Country population
(in places of less than
2,000 inhabitants)

Town population (in

places of more than

2,000 inhabitants)

Dumber
of places

having

ouer

2,000 in-

habitants

actual (in

thousands)

percentage

of total

population

actual (in

thousands)

percentage
of total

population

1871 26,219 63'9 14,791 36’

1

2,328

1880 26,514 58'6 18,721 41-4 2,707

1890 26,185 53'0 23,243 47’0 2,891

1900 25,734 45'7 30,633 54-3 3,360

I
I
I

Influence of mi-

gration and natural

increase upon the

actual growth of

the population.
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so that whilst in 1871 nearly 67 per cent of the population of the German

empire liued in the rural districts, and 33 per cent in towns, today only

46 per cent Hue in the country, and 54 per cent in town communities. The

actual loss of the rural population during the period 1871-1900 was half

a million, whilst the towns gained almost 16 million, uiz. more than the

town population numbered altogether in 1871. The town population was .

diuided in 1900 as follows: Q •

Inhabitants Humber
population

in

thousands

Percentage
of total

population

of the

empire

Country towns. . . 2,000- 4,999 2,269 6,816 12'1

Small towns .... 5,000-19,999 864 7,585 13'4

(Diddle sized towns 20,000-99,999 194 7,111 12'6

Large towns .... 100,000 and ouer 33 9,120 16*2

Total . . . 3,360 30,633 54'3

Q Among the large towns there were 14 with ouer 200,000 inhabitants,

7 with ouer 300,000, and 5 with ouer 400,000 inhabitants, uiz.: Berlin

1.889.000, Hamburg 706,000, CDunich 500,000, teipsic 456,000, Breslau

423.000, "Dresden 396,000, Cologne 373,000, "Frankfort-on-the-CD. 289,000,

Huremberg 261,000, Hanouer 236,000, CDagdeburg 230,000, "Dusseldorf
'

214.000, Stettin 211,000, Chemnitz 207,000.
j

Q The aboue figures only giue the population inhabiting the actual muni-
}

cipal area. If the large towns are taken together with the suburbs imme-
|

diately adjoining them within a circle of 10 kms. from the centre of the town,

according to a recently tabulated computation for 30 large towns, we arriue at

the following figures:

Total popu-
lation (in

thousands)

Actual
number (in

suburbs)

Per-

centage

Greater Berlin 2,534 645 25'5

Hamburg 988 282 28'5

Cssen 758 639 84’3

"Dresden 634 238 37-6

Leipsic 566 no 19'5

(Dunich 526 26 5'0

Barmen-Clberfeld .... 519 220 42'4

Cologne 481 109 22'7

Breslau 475 52 ll'O

11



Total popu-
lation (in

thousands)

Actual
number (in

suburbs)

Per-

centage

prankfort-on-the-CD. . . 437 148 33-8

Hanouer 339 104 30'5

"Dortmund 338 195 57’7

Duremberg 337 76 22'5

Dusseldorf 311 97 31'3

Chemnitz 305 98 32'1

Stuttgart 300 124 41-2

If the suburbs are included, the population of large towns in Germany
has increased by almost a half. Whilst the number of inhabitants in the
municipal area grew between 1871 and 1900 at the rate of 114'6 per cent,

the total increase within the 10 km circle, was 141 '5 per cent, i. e., the
growth within the suburban area, was considerably greater than in the cities

themselues. Q
I Amongst the 9i million town inhabitants ascertained in 1900, 43'3

per cent were persons born in the towns themselues; in 1900, on the other

hand, 1’4 million persons from these towns settled in other places. These
large towns, owing to the preponderating influx of able-bodied adults, show
a distribution of ages considerably more fauourable from the standpoint of

economic deuelopment than the remaining portions of the Gmpire. Q

lU. Classes and Occupation of the Community.

iT] fl- Occupation. Ill M

Development.
The deuelopment of the diuision of Germany into ranks
according to profession or social position has been from
the uery first most closely connected with the changes

and uarying aspects of the population, its mouements and distribution. At the

beginning of the nineteenth century Germany was sparsely inhabited by a
population principally denoted to agriculture, and was only in a position to

support a comparatiuely small number of inhabitants. Dieterici, in 1849, puts
the agricultural population included in the German customs Union at 7/ioths

of the whole, and the non-agricultural population at 3/ioths. At that time
Germany raised at home not only sufficient agricultural products (with the

exception of cotton), but also exported annually a considerable amount of

her surplus produce. Soon, howeuer, a change in the economic conditions

of the country made itself euident. Wholesale industry grew to such an
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extent that Germany took a leading place among the industrial nations of

the world, and the increasing home population consequently consumed a

higher proportion of the products of the earth. Industries for producing

goods for export sprang up, whereas instead of exporting agricultural pro-

duces as formerly, she has now to import them. Q
The transition from an industrial minority in the

population to an industrial majority was completed

in the last two decades of the past century, and is

reflected in the figures showing the numbers employed in these two diuisions

of labour in 1882 and 1895. Whilst in 1882 42’5 per cent of the 451/4 million

inhabitants of the Gmpire still earned their liuelihood by agriculture, 35’5 per

cent by industrial pursuits, and 10 per cent by trade and commerce, the pro-

portion of the population lining by agriculture fell in 1895 to 35’7 per cent,

whilst the manufacturing population rose to 39'1 per cent, and those lining

by trade and commerce to 11'5 per cent of the whole population. The following

are the principal results of the two censuses:

[^Population dinided according to occupation or trade in 1882 and 1895.Q

1895 1882
Increase or de-

crease since 1882

1,000
persons

per cent
1,000

persons
per cent

1,000
persons

per cent

I. flgriculture 18,501 35-7 19,225 42-5 - 724 - 3-8

11. coining, CDanufac-
tures and Building 20,253 39-1 16,058 35-5 -1-4,195 -

4
- 26-1

111. Commerceandtrade 5,967 11-5 4,531 10-0 -»- 1,436 -4-31-7

lU. Domestic service

and paid work of

varying nature . 887 1-7 938 2-1 - 51 - 5-5

U. Army, civil service

and free professions 2,835 5*5 2,223 4-9 -1- 612 -4-27-5

Army and navy, in-

cluded in theabore 737 1-4 542 1-2 -4- 194 -4-35-8

Ul. Without occupation
or no occupation
stated 3,327 6-4 2,246 5-0 -1-1,081 -t-48-1

Dll. Other occupations
or of no occupation 7,490 13'6 5,407 12-0 -1- 1,642 -4-30-4

Total population . . . 51,770 100-0 45,222 100-0 -4-6 548 -4-14-5

Q The total population therefore has increased by 14'5 per cent; the agri-

cultural population on the other hand has decreased 3’8 per cent, while the

number of persons employed in industries has risen 26’1 per cent, and the

number of persons in business occupations 31'7 per cent. Q
Q Persons receiving pay for domestic service (attendants, &c.) and labourers of

varying occupation. D

|cy Division accordingR to occupation.
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The population is diuided according to occupation as folloujs:

- In 1895 In 1882
Increase or
decrease

thousand
persons

percent-

age
thousand
persons

percent-

age
thousand
persons

percent-

age

Agriculture:

As their main source of Iiuing 8,293 44-8 8,236 42-8 + 56 + 0'7

Seruants*) 375 21 425 2'2 — 50 -11-8
Tamily and dependents .... 9,834 53-1 10,564 55'0 — 730 - 6-9

(Dining, Industry and
Building:

As their main source of Iiuing 8,281 40-8 6,396 39'8 1,885 + 29-5

Seruants 320 1-6 302 1-9 -4- 18 -t- 5*8

Tamily and dependents .... 11,652 57-6 9,359 58-3 + 2,293 -t-24'5

Trade and Commerce:

As their main source of Iiuing 2,339 39'2 1,570 34'7 786 + 48'9

Seruants 284 4-8 295 6-5 — 11 - 3'9

'Family and dependents .... 3,344 56'0 2,665 58'8 -f- 679 -t-25-5

Other occupations and of no
occupations:

As their main source of Iiuing 1,858 26-3 1,429 26-4 + 430 + 30-1

Seruants 361 5*1 302 5-5 59 -f-19-6

'Family and dependents .... 2,687 38*2 2,322 43'0 -h 365 -«-15'9

Without occupation and inde-

pendent 2,143 30-4 1,354 25-1 + 788 -t-58-2

Total

:

As their main source of Iiuing 20,771 40-1 17,632 39-0 + 3,927 + 20-7

Seruants 1,339 2*6 1,325 2'9 + 14 + M
'Family and dependents .... 27,517 53*2 24,911 55'1 + 2,607 -»-10'5

Without occupation and inde-
+ 58-2pendent 2,143 4'1 1,354 3-0 788

'Population earning
their iiuing.

The aboue table shows that in 1895, 2/5ths of the popul-

ation of 6ermanv were earning their Iiuing by an

occupation or trade. The numbers of domestic seruants,

which make up another fortieth of the population, are separated from those

earning a Iiuing by a trade or profession, because their occupation, like that

of the house-wife, is entirely deuoted to household matters, and consequently

counts directly with the household from the priuate stand-point, but not

from the political economist’s point of uiew. There is also a further matter

to be taken into account, uiz. that, in ascertaining the proportion of the total

population which is earning its Iiuing, that part of the population—likewise

Q Seruants Iiuing In the house employed in household duties and not in indu-

strial pursuits. **

These Iou> figures are explained by the fact that those of no occupation do

not come under the heading “Gaming their Iiuing” but under the separate heading

„iuithout occupation.”
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forming 2/5ths of the whole— lohich is below the age of 14 or aboue that of

60, and which is naturally less capable of earning a lining, is not reckoned

separately. If this is considered, and the numbers are diuided into sexes,

the following result is obtained: Q
Q Persons between the ages of 14 and 60:

Total number

in thousands

Humber by

thousands

earning living

occupations

per cent

(Dales . . .

"Females. .

15,158
15,770

14,141

4,768

93’3

30'2

Total 30,928 1 8,909 61'2

Of the population of an age able to earn its own liuing 3/5ths are there-

: fore actiuely engaged in doing so, that is, 9/ioths of the males and 3/ioths

I of the females.

I
Since the year 1882 the proportion of the total population earning its

\ liuing has risen in all branches of occupation, but principally in trade and
commerce, whilst the proportion of domestic seruants has fallen, fln increase

of 800,000 (
2
/3rds of the total number) is returned in the diuision “without

occupation and independent,” a diuision made up of the most uaried elements.’*')

Taken all in all, those earning a liuing by an occupation haue increased by l/sth

(nearly 4 million), those under “Pamily” by l/lOth (21/2 million) and persons

in domestic seruice by 1 per cent (14,000).

The falling off in number of those engaged in agri-

culture or forestry, a decrease amounting to about

700,000 persons, is not so much deriued from those

actiuely engaged as from their seruants and families.

On the contrary, the number of agricultural concerns and the area under
cultiuation has slightly increased (see below). Improued agricultural science

and machinery, in reducing the amount of manual work haue made it possible

to dispense with a number of agricultural labourers. COhat has, howeuer,

had far more to do with the depopulation of the rural districts—a circum-

^
stance to be much regretted, both from the social and economic stand-points

—

j is the greater freedom and higher pay offered in towns and industrial districts,

fl far more fauourable deuelopment is shown in the industry of the country

as well as in trade and commerce, which haue benefited by almost the whole
'

increase in the population, uiz. (86 per cent) since 1882. The number of

If] ) To this class belong persons lining on their own means, pensioners and those

I
in receipt of financiai support, those attending school, and students not liuing with their

families, inmates of benevolent institutions, aims-houses, infirmaries, asylums, prisons
and reformatories, as well as persons having no stated occupation, but ail these pro-
vided they are not included elsewhere under “Tamily.” The increase Is principally from
among persons of private means, pensioners, students and school children. O
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persons gaining their liuelihood in industries has increased by 1,900,000,
and their families by ouer 21/3 millions; the number of persons in domestic
seruice only increased by 18,000. The numbers of those engaged in trade
and commerce shows a growth of nearly 770,000, and their families and
dependents of 680,000, while the number of seruants decreased by fully
11,000- The relative increase has been similar in the remaining occupations,
also the free professions and ciuil seruice, household seruants and persons
of varying occupation, together with those of no occupation- Taking the
average of all occupations, those actually employed and earning their living
have increased by 18 per cent, their families by half as much, viz-, 1/ioth,
and their seruants by 1 per cent- Persons of no occupation—including those
who have a slight occupation of secondary importance—have become more
than twice as numerous, showing an increase, without servants and families,
of nearly 58 per cent- 0

The proportion of females, who work for their living,

as far as has been ascertained up to 1895, is shown
by the following table: q

Female workers.

Occupations of females-

1,000 persons percentage
Increase or
decrease in

percentage

1895 1882 1895 1882 since 1882

earning a living- - - - 5,264 4,259 20'5 18'5 H-23'6
Domestic servants - - 1,314 1,282 5'0 5’6 + 2'5

Pamilies 18,667 16,828 70'8 72'9 + 10-9

COithout occupation and
independent 1,116 702 4'2 3'0 + 58’9

Total - - - 26,361 23,071 lOO’O lOO'O -M4'3

Q This shows that in 1895, l/sth of all females or, including domestic
servants, l/4th (as compared with 3/5ths = 61 per cent of the males) were
actively engaged in an occupation- This means an increase in female labour
since 1882 of 23*6 per cent, as against 16 per cent among the males- In

1895, of a total of 18 million females above the age of 14, 29 per cent were
earning their living, and a further 7 per cent were employed as domestic
seruants- These figures are certainly far behind those for the male population
of the same age, where as many as 91 per cent are earning their living;

nevertheless they show, that the proportion of females earning their own
living already amounts to one third of the males- Q
Q Amongst the total number, therefore, of persons earning their own living

in 1895, the proportion of males to females was 3 to 1, in agricultural pur-

suits 2 to 1 ; in the textile industry and clothing trade, however, the number
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of females employed loas but little behind that of the males, and in trade and
commerce, where the males employed stood in the proportion of 4 to 1 to
the females, the diuision “Hotels and refreshment rooms” shows a prepon-
derance of females ouer males earning their lining. Similarly in the diuision
“"Domestic seruice, &c-” females are in the majority, whilst the public seruice
and professions are only beginning gradually to become open to them.

So much for the general features which testify to the large and growing
output of work by the whole population.

Colour is lent to the picture by a glance into the
uolumes of Imperial statistics regarding occupations
and professions, as many as 22 main groups of oc-

Different classes

of occupation.

cupations being distinguished. (Statistics of the German Cmpire. Hew edition,
uol. Ill, p. 30.) Q

In 1895 Agriculture stood at the head with ouer 2/5ths of all persons
actiuely engaged in deriuing their lining from the production and sale of
produce. Dext came the clothing industry (with 8 per cent of those earning
their lining), then the building industry (with 7 per cent), commerce (with
6'4 per cent), the textile industry (with 5 per cent), the production of articled
of food, metal working, earning and wood work, the carrying Trade, mining,
smelting and salt works, &c. It must not be forgotten here that these figures
are no criterion for the ualue and relatine production of the narious branches
of industry, nor for their relatine importance within the Gmpire.
Q Since the census of 1882 the insurance business has shown the greatest
increase of persons earning their lining (120 per cent); then come the chemical
industry (79 per cent), the Hotel and Restaurant business (76 per cent), the
jolygraphic industry (71 per cent), metal working (63 per cent), quarrying
^51 per cent), the paper industry (50 per cent), &c.

The geographical distribution of occupations confirms
the fact, already suggested by the table of density of

the population, that agriculture is the principal source

Local distribution

of occupations.

of work and liuelihood of the population of Posen, Gast and COest Prussia
and Pomerania, and that it still forms the most general occupation of the
population in CDecklenburg, Oldenburg, Bauaria, (Ourtemberg, Hanouer, Baden,
Alsace-Lorraine and Schleswig-Holstein, whilst in most of the remaining states
and districts, industrial occupations predominate. This is particularly true
of the Kingdom of Saxony, COestphalia and Rhineland, where more than half
of the population depend upon industry for their lining. Trade and com-
merce is most prominent in Sleswick-Holstein, the Kingdom of Saxony,
Hesse-Dassau and Rhineland, where I/7 to 1/8 of the population earn their
liuelihood thereby, whilst in lOiirtemberg, COest Prussia the number is only

The diuision of occupations in town and country is

still more distinct than in the different districts of
the country. The census of 1895 shows the following
result:

7 per cent.

Comparison of oc-

cupations in towns
and in the country.
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Q Place of dwelling of persons earning their lioelihood by occupations, and

persons of no occupation and of independent persons: Q
In the large towns In other towns In country

1,000
persons

per cent
1,000

persons
per cent

1,000
persons

per cent

Agriculture 45 1'4 1,078 11-8 7,215 62-9

Industry 1,608 49-4 5,708 49-4 2,573 22-4

Trade and Commerce
Domestic seruice and hired

775 23-8 1,850 14-4 488 4-3

labour 141 4-3 367 4-1 65 0-6

'Public seruice 340 10-5 1,170 10-2 256 2-2

COithout occupation 344 10-6 1,276 10-1 867 7-6

Total - . . 3,253 100-0 11,449 100-0 11,464 100-0

fl half of all those earning their liuelihood in towns are employed in

industries, l/7th in trade and commerce (in the larger towns and fully 1/ioth

in the ciuil seruice and free professions- In the country the industries are

only half, and the ciuil seruice and free professions scarcely a quarter as

strongly represented as in the towns- Q
The deuelopment in some of the larger towns is particularly striking-

rhe following are prominently industrial: Barmen, where in 1895, 75 per cent

of all persons earning a liuelihood and in seruice came under the heading

of those occupied in industry, then Crefeld with 67 per cent, Chemnitz

with 67 per cent, Clberfeld with 66 per cent, Dortmund with 64 per cent-

Huremberg with 60 per cent, Diisseldorf with 57 per cent, flix-la-Chapelle with

56 per cent, Brunswick with 54 per cent, Leipsic with 54 per cent, Berlin with

53 per cent, Breslau with 51 per cent, Cologne with 51 per cent, and Dresden

with 50 per cent- Q
n The most prominent commercial cities are Hamburg with 37 per cent,

Stettin with 30 per cent, Bremen with 29 per cent, flltona with 29 per cent,

Frankfort-on-the-fDain with 28 per cent, Leipsic with 26 per cent, (Dagdeburg

with 25 per cent, Halle-on-the-Saale with 25 per cent, Cologne with 24 per cent,

Berlin with 24 per cent, and (Dunich with 24 per cent inhabitants earning

a liuing by trade- Attention must here be again drawn to the fact that the

economic importance of the out-puts of these cities is quite inadequately ex-

pressed by the figures showing the number of persons earning a liuelihood

in certain callings- Q

occupation, industry trade and commerce, 28*9 per cent were their own
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masters, 3'3 per cent employees—principally in commercial and technical

i establishments—and 67'8 per cent artisans. These were divided accordiim
to occupation as follows: Q

Year

Own masters Employees Artisans Humber of

employees and
artisans to

every 100
masters

1,000
per-

sons

per
cent

1,000
per-

sons

per

cent

1,000
per-

sons

per
cent

Agriculture
|

1895 2,569 31'0 96 1-2 5,628 67-9 223
1882 2,288 27-8 67 0-8 5,882 71-4 260

CDining industries

.

1895 2,062 24-9 264 3-2 5,956 71-9 302
1882 2,201 34-4 99 1-6 4,096 64-0 191

Trade and commerce
|

1895 844 36-1 262 11-2 1,233 52-7 177
1882 702 44-7 142 9-0 727 46-3 124

Total - .

1895 5,474 28-9 622 3-3 12,817 67-8 245
1882 5,191 32-0 307 1-9 10,705 66-1 212

The relatively largest number of persons conducting their own business
(36 per cent) is shown under the head of Trade and Commerce, to which the
largest number of employees (11 per cent) also belong. Socially, the artisan
class is the one most strongly represented in the various industries, comprising
as it does 72 per cent of all persons earning a livelihood. It is interesting to
note the two diametrically opposed tendencies which have led to a not incon-
siderable increase in the number of masters in the item Agriculture, and
to a considerable relative decrease in their numbers in industry and trade in
favour of subordinates (employees and artisans). The number of employees
has risen throughout all the classes. Q

If those employed in the civil service, the professions, personal household
domestics, hired labour of varying sorts, and if attendants and those of no
occupation are also tahen into consideration—which cannot, however, be done
without causing a certain amount of distortion, since the division is socially
dependent upon quite other factors than those applying to the three divisions

Own masters employees Artisans

1,000
persons

per-

centage
1,000

persons
per-

centage
1,000

persons
per-

centage

Agriculture, industries,

)

trade and commerce
j

5,474 28-9 622 3-3 12,817 67-8

Other occupations .... 460 14-4 196 6-1 2,542 79-5
Totai . . . 5,934 26-8 818 3-7 15,358 69-5

Social divisions
and wealth. looks more carefully into the great social differences

among the class of those who carry on their own
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business- Including families and relations, the total population for 1895

may then be diuided up as follows:

1,000
persons

percentage
of the

population

"Percentage

of the

independent
persons

Independent 23,013 44-4 lOO’O

a- wealthy class . - - 646 1'3 2'8

b- middle class) - - 15,875 30*7 69-0

c- poorer class . - - - 6,492 12’5 28*2

Dependent 28,757 55'6

Total . - - 51,770 lOO'O

position of the

middie class.

The middle class embraces one half of the population

engaged in agricultural pursuits- On general economic

considerations it appears possible as well as desir-

able to maintain and strengthen it in that direction- It also includes one

seuenth of the industrially actiue persons, and three-fourths of those in trade

and business- D
Q This latter class, howeuer, is more and more changing its natural basis

through the growth of largely capitalized shops and stores in the wholesale

and retail trades- The greater part of the poorer class of independent persons

really belong to the working class, and is mostly composed of small artisans

and home-workers in the textile and clothing industries, whose conditions of

existence leaue a great deal to be desired- Q
Independent persons are comparatiuely most numerous

in the clothing and cleaning trades (56 per cent of

all persons earning a liuelihood and in seruice), in

Social diuision in

uarious occupations.

commerce (48 per cent), in artistic professions (36 per cent), in the hotel

and restaurant trade (36 per cent), in the wood trade (32 per cent) and^ in

agriculture (31 per cent); they are most sparsely represented in the chemical

industry (10 per cent), in quarrying, brickmaking, &c. (7 per cent), and most

poorly of all in the mining and smelting industries (0'5 per cent) where

large concerns are the rule. The greatest number of employees are to be

found in the assurance business (66 per cent) and railway and traffic concerns

n ) The middle class includes those, mho, folloming agricultural pursuits, are

possessors of farms of 2-100 hectares, or mho, folloming industrial pursuits, trade or

commerce, or hawing their omn establishments in mhich collectiuelv 2-20 persons are

employed, rhe omners of larger establishments are accordingly relegated to the mealthy,

and those of smaller establishments to the poorer class. "From the independent class in

all other occupations, V,oth is taken for each of the mealthy and poorer classes, mhile

V.oths go to increase the middle class, fit the same time, homeuer, among persons ot

no stated occupation, only those are reckoned as independent mho line upon their

priuate capital, income, or pension. **
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(16 per cent), the smallest number in agriculture (0'96 per cent) and the hotel

and restaurant business (0'49 per cent). The largest number of labourers are
found in the mining and smelting industries (95 per cent), in quarrying, brick-

making, &c. (91 per cent), in the building trade (81 per cent) in the poly-
graphic trades (85 per cent), in the metal-working trade (81 per cent), and
in the chemical industry (80 per cent); the fewest are found in commerce
(40 per cent) and the assurance business (5*8 per cent).

Q In the majority of occupations and trades, a decrease in the number of
masters and an increase in the number of hands took place, this being parti-
cularly noticeable in the textile industry, but also to be found in mechanical
occupations such as those of potters, smiths, hat-makers, glasiers, brick
makers and brewers. QJQ The two sexes are differently diuided in the three social classes; that is

to say, of euery hundred males and females earning a liuelihood, we find:

Own masters employees tabourers

CDales Temales (Dales Temales (Dales Temales

Agriculture 40’

1

12’6 1’4 0-7 58’5 86’7
Industries 22’8 34’2 3’8 0’6 73’4 65’2
Trade and commerce 36’4 35-0 14’2 2’1 49’4 63’0

Total 31’3 22’0 4’1 0’8 64-5 77’2
As compared to 1882 34’2 25’4 2’4 0’3 63’4 74’3

D In the labouring class, therefore, there are relatiuely a far greater number i

of females earning their liuing than males, whereas in the employee class there I

I

! are but few to be found, although many more than formerly. In the industries,
a third part of all females earning their liuing are independent workers
(numerous home-workers in the textile and clothing industries being here
included). In trade and commerce the proportion is a little higher still, uiz.,

35 per cent. In this branch of occupation as many l/SOth of all females :

earning their liuing belong to the class of employees.
D The following figures show the relatiue position held by females to
males in the seueral social classes in general, and in the particular occu- i

pations which they prefer— uiz. agriculture, the textile industry, the clothing
and cleaning trade, commerce, and the restaurant and refreshment business,

j

Since 1882 the proportion of females in the labouring class has risen by i

nearly 2 per cent to 29 per cent; the proportion in the employee class fully -

21/2 per cent, i. e., to ouer 6 per cent. On the other hand, the relatiue pro-
j

I

portion among the independent workers has remained unaltered at about
20 per cent. In the diuision restaurant and refreshment rooms, 2/3rds of all

persons employed are females; in the textile industry there are as many
females as males employed; in the clothing trade and in agricultural occu-
pations the males are only slightly in the majority. The largest number of
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independent female workers are found in the clothing trade with 48 per cent;

more than 1/4 (26 per cent) of the employees in this branch, as well as in

the restaurant and refreshment room business, are females.

fl fourth category of persons engaged in occupations,

numbering 3-4 million, is that of those who assist

in the family of which they are members. The majority

of these (2*97 millions) are employed in agricultural

occupations, and only 129,000 and 284,000 respectiuely in industry and trade.

There are many Germans who do not earn their

liuing by one occupation exclusiuely, but who, besides

being engaged in their principal occupation, also earn

something in other branches of industry. D
Thus in 1895 l/7th of all wage earners,—as against l/5th in 1882—and

Position of members
of families and de-

pendents.

Secondary
occupations.

Pper cent of persons with independent means and if no stated occupation, had
an occupation of secondary importance; this proportion was made up of

about l/8th of those earning their liuing principally by agriculture, just l/sth

by industry and about l/eth by trade and commerce. Almost a third part

of the secondary occupation was of an agricultural nature, and 1/ioth of all

persons earning a liuelihood by secondary occupations were women. These

hgures cannot, howeuer, be actually relied upon except as far as the agri-

cultural occupations are concerned. Q
IP The following statistics for 1895 show the ages of those earning their

nuing : Q

Ages

Humber of

1,000 persons
earning

a liuelihood

Percentage
of all

persons
of the giuen

age

Percentage
of ail

persons
earning

a liuelihood

Under 14 181 M 0'9

14-20 3,980 62'9 19'2

20-40 9,469 62'0 45'6

40-60 5,460 58’4 26'3

Ouer 60 1,680 42'2 8'1

Amongst them ouer 7

0

417 29'2 2'0

Total . . . 20,771 40'

1

lOO'O

n The productiue ability of the population from a political economical

point of uiew deuolues upon persons between the ages of 14 and 60.

Amongst the female population, nearly half, exclusiue of domestic seruants,

were occupied in earning their own liuing, the preponderating number being

between sixteen and twenty years of age; between the ages of 20 and 30,

howeuer, the number of females earning their liuing was only l/srd in con-

sequence of marriage; of the domestic seruants 593,000 (44’3 per cent) had
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not reached the age of 20, a further 519,000 (38'8 per cent) were between
the ages of 20 and 30, making in all 1,113,000 (83'1 per cent) under 30,
while only l/6th were ouer 30. Q

fls far as child labour was concerned, it was ascer-
tained that, including those employed in household
seruice, 215,000 children under 14 were engaged in

Child labour.

earning their liuing. Ouer 3/5ths of these were engaged in agricultural occu-
pations, and about l/6th in the industry and l/eth in household seruice.
These must be regarded throughout as minimum figures, for, as experience
has shown, the statements made as to the occupations of children are often
uery faulty.*) q

BT 1). Agriculture. Z_ Id

1
See Special treatise.

|

Bl 1)1- bca 'Wishing- IcJ

CDodern sea-fishing has been but recently introduced in Germany, and
the greater portion of the fish for home consumption is still imported from
abroad. Until the eighties, sea-fishing used to be carried on exclusiuely in
the old fashion by sailing uessels. It was not until 1885 that the first
steamer was employed for fishing. Prom 1892-1902 the number of uessels
employed in the German sea-fisheries rose from 87, with a displacement of
4,451 tons, to 401 uessels, with 33,255 tons displacement, employing 3,372
men.**) The annual turnouer rose in 1897 to ouer 23 million marks, 2/3rds
of which fell to the share of the north Sea fisheries. Since then, the proceeds

a *) In order to enable the constantly occuring abuses in the employment of children
to be more effectually dealt with than hitherto, a special Act for the protection of
children was passed in 1903. The Act was based upon an inquiry instituted in 1898
and not yet completed, which showed that there were in the German Cmpire at that
date no fewer than 532,000 children under 14 years of age engaged in industriai
occupations other than factory work; of these 307,000 were employed in uarious in-
dustries (144,000 in the textile industry, 42,000 in the wood industry, 41,000 in the
ciothing industry and cleaning trade, 28,000 in the production of articles of food and
drink), 18,000 in commerce, 3,000 in the transport branch, 22,000 in hoteis and
restaurants, 136,000 for carrying seruice, 36,000 for ordinary messenger seruice, and
12,000 in other occupations. In addition to these there were the children empioyed in
household seruice and in agricultural occupations for which the figures are lacking, and
those engaged in factories. Die number of these latter, thanks to the prouislons of the
new "Factory Regulations of 1891, fell considerably as compared with earlier years, and
has only slightly increased during the last period of growth. The figures of the "Factory
Inspection officials are as follows: in 1890 27,485; in 1892 11,212; in 1895 4 327-
in 1898 7,072; in 1900 9,249; in 1901 9,454. ’ ga ) These figures, taken from the statistics of the empire, only include fishing
uessels of more than 50 cbms (17-65 register-tons) gross tomage. rhe totai number of
registered uessels on September 1st 1903 was 753, with a displacement of 43 600 tons
and employing 4,963 men. n
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hauc considerably risen. The import of fresh fish in 1901 amounted to 2T\
million marhs, and the import of salted fish to 5'6 million marhs. Q

The industry consisted until recently of small concerns; of late, hotueuer,
a number of large concerns with big capitals haue deueloped. Su* fishing
companies exist on the Horth Sea at €mden, Geestemuende, Hordenham,
Uegesach, Brake and Glsfleth, Hamburg, flltona and Glueckstadt. Herring
fishing continues to be carried on partly by means of sailing uessels, but
in the deep-sea fishing on the Horth Sea, steamers are almost exclusiuely
employed. q

In 1897 the amount of capital inuested in the Horth Sea fishery was
2-21/2 million marks; the amount at the present day is fully ten times as large.

In the Baltic the fishing industry still consists of small concerns, though
a great fish market has grown up at Hela, and at Stettin there are large
fish-dealers, who with more than 100 boats purchase the fish from the
fishermen out at sea and export it. Q
Q Besides the springing up of large export businesses, such as the “Hord-
see” Co. at Hordenham, the establishment of fishing harbors and fish-markets
at Geestemuende, Bremen, Hamburg and Tlltona (where the turn-ouer in fish
for 1901 amounted in ualue to nearly 11 million marks) and also at Hela, is of
special importance, as is likewise the organisation of the transport by rail.

numberless concerns haue arisen for the preparation and sale of fishing-
tackle, and for the realisation of the products and by-products of the industry.

\ UlL Industry and Commerce. |__jg|
The intense deuelopment of industrial enterprise within
the German Cmpire corresponds to the large number
of its different industrial groups. In the year 1895
more than 3,145,000 industrial undertakings were

ascertained to be in existence, and 320 different kinds of industry were
classed under 21 different heads.’*') These industries employed 101/4 million
persons, of whom 7,930,000 were men and 2,340,000 women. The in-

dustrial nucleus lies in 1,430,000 undertakings with their staff of assistants,
employing 8,550,000 or 83 per cent of the total number actiue in in-

dustry. The number of businesses in which only a single person is actiue

(1,710,000) is gradually decreasing. Of the two great groups which can
be distinguished in the domain of industrial actiuity, that of actual manu-
facture and handicrafts took the foremost place as far back as 1895, with a
good two-thirds of all industrial concerns, (68 per cent) and almost four-
fifths (78 per cent) of all persons employed in industry. The other diuision
of commerce, transport, lodging and innkeeping, comprised almost one-third

) There were in addition half a million of secondary undertakings, in which the
whole number of persons employed were only incidentally actiue; these haue not been
taken into consideration in the aboue reuiew. q

Industrial under-
takings, and per-

sons employed.
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(30 per cent) of all industrial concerns, and one-fifth (21 per cent) of all

persons employed; barely one per cent of the total industrial actiuity is

occupied in marhet gardening, cattle breeding and fishing.

According to the number of persons employed, the group
for the manufacture and cleaning of clothes occupies
the first position among the uarious branches of manu-

3 Industrial groups.

facture, comprising as it does more than 13’5 per cent of all persons em
ployed in industry. Dext to it comes the commercial diuision u»ith 13 per
cent, and then follow the building trade with 10’2 per cent, the manufacture
of food and articles of consumption with 10 per cent, and the textile in-
dustry with 9'7 per cent; a lower percentage of persons employed is shown
in the metal working trade with 6’2 per cent, the wood industry with 5'8 per
cent, machine and instrument making industries with 5'7 per cent, hotel,
lodging and licensed uictuallers’ occupation with 5*6 per cent, quarrying and
brickmaking with 5'4 per cent, and mining, foundries and salt-works with
5’2 per cent. The smallest number of persons industrially actiue, apart from the
non-industrial groups of art and assurance, as well as cattle-breeding, fishing
and market-gardening, is to be found in the illuminating material branch, &c.
wth 0’6 per cent, and in the chemical industry with M per cent. QQ If classified according to the number of concerns, the groups form a
different arrangement. The group for the manufacture and cleaning of clothes
and the commercial diuision, howeuer, again head the list with 27 and 20 per
cent respectiuely ; a long way after these two groups, which almost com-
prise half of all enterprises, come the others, for the next group, that of the
manufacture of food and articles of consumption only comprises 8’6 per cent
of ail undertakings; it is closely followed by the hotel, lodging and licensed-
uictuallers’ calling with 7'5, the wood industry with 7*0 per cent, the textile
industry with 6’5 per cent, the building trade with 6’3 per cent and the
metal-working industry with 5’1 per cent of all existing undertakings. (Din-
ing, foundries and salt mines with O’l per cent, and the manufacture of
illuminatingjmaterial^ with 0'2 per cent, occupy the lowest places in the list.

The causes for the difference between the number of
persons employed and the number of undertakings
of the uarious groups of trades, are due to the uast

differences in the auerage sizes of the undertakings. COhilst in the clothing
and clothes-cleaning, cattle-breeding and fishing groups, only an auerage
of 1’6 persons—and in artistic and commercial groups only an auerage of
2'1 persons fall to one business, other groups which are inclined to deue-
lope into large concerns, and in which domestic industry carried on at home
plays an unimportant role, show a far greater auerage; for instance, the
paper industry with 8'7 persons, the polygraphic industry with 9'0 persons,
the illuminating material industry with 9’4l' persons, the chemical industry
with IM persons, the stone and earth industry with 11'6 persons, and—far
aboue all other groups—the great mining, foundry and salt mining companies
with an auerage of 130 persons employed. Q

Sizes of the

undertakings.
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Q Zha tendency towards enlargement on the part of all the different con^

cerns has made itself more or less euident since 1882. In the group for

mining, &c. the auerage number of persons falling to one concern has risen

from 81 to 130, in quarrying and brichmaking from 7 to 12, in the textile

industry from 3 to 5, and the auerage in all concerns has risen from 2'4

to 3'3. Only the groups organised on a small scale, such as cattle-breeding,

fishery, artistic trades, commercial occupations and the clothing branch, show
but little increase in the size of their business. Q
Q These figures certainly are only of relatiue ualue for industrial classi-

fication, as the diuision into separate concerns does not express the com-
mercial grouping of the same into uniformly managed concerns, that is to

say, all branch and separate establishments are included, euery separate local

works, or workshop belonging to a special branch of industry (see p. 27
Total establishments). Q

The following table shows the diuision of commercial concerns according

to size
:

Q Small retail, middle sized and large businesses in 1895. Q

Size

1,000
busi-

nesses

Percent-

age of
1,000
persons
employed

Percent-

age of all

Increase or decrease
since 1882

all busi- persons
employed

Businesses Persons
nesses

percentage

Small retail busi-

nesses (1-5 per-

sons employed)

.

2,935 93*3 4,771 46-5 1-8 10-0

(Diddle sized con-

cerns (6-50 per-

sons employed)

.

191 6'1 2,454 23-9 69-7 76-3

Large businesses

(ouer 50 persons

employed) .... 19 0'6 3,044 29-6 90-0 88-7

Giant businesses

(ouer 1,000 per-

sons employed)

.

0'26 O'Ol 449 4-4 100-8 110-5

Total . . . 3,145 100-0 10,269 100-0 4-6 39-9

Of the total number then, of 31/7 million concerns, more than 9/ioths

(93 per cent) are small retail businesses employing 5 persons or less; these

businesses howeuer only giue employment to 46 per cent of the 101/4 million

persons engaged in commerce. The remaining 7 per cent of the concerns

absorb 53 percent of those employed in commerce, whereby the “large busi-

nesses” (with ouer 50 per cent of employees) comprise only 6/ioth of the

total concerns, but 30 per cent of all persons employed in commercial houses.
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i. e-, fully 3 million persons. The “Giant concerns,” of which there were 255
in 1895, giue occupation to nearly I/2 million employees. QQ The “middle sized” concerns employing 6-10 persons include l/l 7th
of all businesses, and 1/4 of all persons employed in commerce. The large
concerns belong principally to the industries proper, and the giant concerns
almost exclusiuely so, as they employ ouer l/srd of those engaged in the
industries proper; on the other hand, the small retail businesses head the
list with 7/ioths of all persons engaged. Q

In the small retail businesses, one third of those engaged are their own
masters, while in the middle sized concerns only l/3th are masters, and in
the larger concerns, only 1’5 out of euery 100 persons own a business, whilst
6'7 belong to the staff and 91'8 are workmen. In the industries proper, the
difference in the numbers of those hauing their own businesses and thosej ...

striking. Q
Although now almost euerywhere on the decrease,
the home-work industry, or work done for another
business in the worker’s own dwelling, is a feature

of certain branches of trade and manufacture, ^here were as many as
300,000 such small work-shops, in only 70,000 of which any additional
assistance was engaged, and they gaue employment to 460,000 persons in
all, 200,000 of whom were women. (Dore than 4/5ths of these home-workers
belonged to the textile industries and to the cleaning and clothing trade, which
means

^

that nearly 2/3rds of all concerns in the textile industry (though
embracing only ^/sth of all persons employed) are of the nature of home-
work concerns. Other branches of industry in which this home-work pre-
dominates are the paper-making industry, the wood and saw mill industry
and the fine-art trades. n

Homc-ioork
industry.

Highest develop-
ment of largely

capitalised busi-

€ nesses.

The highest pitch in the deuelopment of modern com-
mercial life has been reached in the so-called uniuersal-
prouider concerns, i. e. undertakings which, acting
under a single directorship and control, embrace a
number of uarious branches of commerce, and more

especially in giant priuate establishments. I^he combination under one manage-
ment of the most uaried commercial branches in the retail line certainly re-
presents the organisation of incomplete distribution of labour, as, for instance,
in the case of small public houses, small retailers and artisans. Butin large
concerns this massing together of uarious commercial branches and organisa-
tions signifies an acme of concentration both technically and financially effect-
ing a capability of output of the highest order. Whilst in 1895 the 89,000 com-
bines noted did not embrace as many as 3 per cent of all commercial businesses,
they now giue occupation to no less than 1,700,000 persons, or i/eth of all
persons engaged, in commerce and trade, i/sth in fact of all persons engaged
in the industries. The importance and size of these concerns is still more
clearly shown by the table on p. 29 setting forth the driuing power employed
therein. The greater number of these combines are found in the prouision and
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drink trade (27,000); in commercial businesses proper (16,000) and in hotel

and refreshment room business (13,000).

The aboue can be finally supplemented by a consi-

deration of the question of ownership of the 1 1/5 million

concerns where assistants are engaged. By far the

Ownership.

larger number (1,280,000) were the property of single proprietors, only 5 per

cent (70,000) of them belonging in 1895 to associations or to a number of pro-

prietors. COhat position, howeuer, do these latter occupy in the commercial

business of Germany? They include no less than i/5th of all those en-

gaged in commercial houses where assistants are employed, as many as

2’83 millions. In the diffusion of the industries, where the 40,000 collectiue

undertakings only make 4"6 per cent of all businesses which'^employ assistants,

they embrace 36'8 per cent of all those engaged (21/2 million persons); that

is, in the chemical industry 65 per cent, in the assurance business 69 per cent,

in the illuminating material industry 68 per cent, in mining 5/ioths of all

persons engaged. Of these combined underiakings (55,000) 4/5ths are in the

bauds of companies, working with a total of about 1 1/2 million employees.

The remaining 15,000 collectiue undertakings are companies, co-operatiue

associations, municipal undertakings and the like, with a total staff of ouer

11/5 million persons. Of this number in 1895 3,400 Joint-stock companies

gaue employment to about 800,000 persons in 4,750 establishments.

Q Besides these heauily capitalized undertakings and 770 limited liability

companies, a not unimportant part is played in German commerce by co-

operatiue associations; in 1895 they had passed the first ten thousand, and
comprised 2,200 concerns employing 18,000 assistants. Q

All these figures, howeuer, fail to giue a correct idea of the present state

of affairs. Tor during the past 8 years since the last commercial census was
taken, combine-concerns and collectiue undertakings haue increased in number
and size beyond all expectation. Q

Among state concerns*), the following belong to the

Gmpire: a number of railway work-shops in Alsace-

Lorraine, the Imperial Printing Office, the military work-

shops and Imperial shipbuilding yards, making in all

Imperial, State

and municipal
establishments.

40 establishments. In addition there is the Imperial bank (see p. 70), which

takes a middle place between an Imperial and a priuate concern. Q
The statistics show a number of 135,000 persons engaged in the

763 uarious State workshops, &c., mining and smelting ranking first. One-

twentieth of all mining operations and one-eighth of the persons employed in

the mining industry come within the prouince of the exchequer. In the waggon
and ship-building industries, and the engine and machine building yards there

are 35,000 men engaged. Q
^ *) The statistics only show undertakings which arc worked on a commercial basis.

Amongst others the Postai, Telegraphic and Raiiway system (see section “Traffic”) are

not taken into account, with the exception of the workshops oelonging to them, as are

also street railways. "Furthermore, municipal hospitals, slaughter houses, waterworks
and public baths are omitted. O
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1
In 1895 municipal undertakings mere on the increase, though only

slightly. By far the greater part of the 1,642 municipal concerns with their

21,000 officials and workmen mere employed in the lighting department.
In banking and money matters, the municipal sauings-banks and pawnshops
played a not unimportant part. There mere also a number of lucratiue mun-
icipal institutions and concerns, such as breweries, saw mills, and laundries,
working in the interest of the municipal treasury. Q

fl recent deuelopment of growing importance is the

formation of combined undertakings for the purpose
of regulating the conditions of supply and demand in

Trusts.

certain products. In 1902, apart from the purely local combines, there were
about 350 of these cartels or trusts known. The majority haue been formed
in the chemical industry, the iron industry, in quarries and brickmaking, and
the textile industry. "Further, the participation of German business men in
numerous internationa l trusts (41 in 1897) must also be referred to here.Q
' The facts stated as to the diuision of the population

commercially and according to occupation only assume
their proper significance, as far as the country’s in-

CDachines and
machine power.

dustriai and commercial capabilities are concerned, when the figures are referred
to which show the number of machines and engines in the uarious branches
for executing mechanical work. In 1895 there were in all 164,500 concerns
(or 41/2 per cent of all the concerns in Germany) employing motors with a
total force of 3-43 CDillion h.p.*) Q

Dearly 4/5ths of this total is produced by steam, and not quite l/Sth by
water-power. Other driuing means employed are gas, petroleum, compressed air
and wind ’•'), which make together only about 2'2 per cent of the whole power.
1/5 of all works employing power (58,000) use steam; nearly as many (54,000)
use^^ater^^^about^^a^jiinth part use wind power, and fully 9 per cent use gas.
'' Steam is to be uniuersally found throughout the larger

works, water power on the other hand being only used
to any considerable extent in smaller works. The total

iC£>
Work done by
power engines.

horse-power employed has risen considerably since 1895. The aduances made in
electro-technology haue enabled numerous electric systems for illuminating
purposes, driuing street cars and factories to be laid down. The use of gas
engines of all sizes has also become much more general. The number of
stationary and trauelling steam engines in Prussia (exclusiue of the engines
of the army and nauy authorities, locomotiues and marine engines) increased by
70 per cent from 1895 to 1902. This deuelopment being similar in the remaining
Pederal Staates, the present total of all mechanical power employed for in-
dustrial purposes throughout the empire may be estimated at 6 million horse-

n ) These figures do not by a long way express the mechanical power employed
in Germany. They do not include all the machines employed in the agricultural industry

'

in non-commercial public works and concerns (such as railways), nor the engines em-
ployed in nauigation, which in 1895 made a total of at least 8 million h.p.O J The power conuerted into electricity is not shown separately in the statistics.
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power. If all the other mechanical power employed including locomotives and
marine engines be added to this, the estimate must be placed at least at twice

that figure, i. e. 12 million horse'power. Q
Q The greatest number of engine-driuen works are found in the industries

connected with the preparation of food and drink, such as corn-grinding,

baking, brewing, distilling and beet-sugar making. Pearly half of these

concerns (42 per cent) are provided with engine'driven plants. The machine'

saws which are so universal in wood*work and Joinery make this industry

the second in the employment of machinery. Pext come railways, navi-

gation, the textile and hardware industries. These five branches of industry

include nearly 3/4ths of all machine-driven works. The greatest total of

driving power is employed in mining and smelting, viz. 995,000 h. p. or 29 per

cent of the whole—averaging 557 h.p. to each plant—although only 1 per cent of

all works employing driving power is represented by these branches of industry.

The division of the mechanical forces employed, accord-

ing to the dimensions of the various works in 18^
gives the following results: Dl

Power engines
and size of works.

COorhs employing

Percentage

of

ail works

Humber
of 100
persons
employed

Humber
of every
100 h.p.

employed

in each division

1-5 persons 93'2 45'4 11’5

6-20 „ 5'3 14-7 10’5

21-100 1-2 15'8 19-3

Over 1 00 „ 0'3 24’

1

58-7

The larger concerns employing over 100 persons, though constituting scarcely

l/3rd of the total number of works, employed altogether l/4th of all persons

engaged in such occupations, and 3/5ths of the total engine-power used in-

dustrially. It is around them that the industrial output of the nation clusters.

The manner in which the total effective force is employed

is best illustrated by details of the machines used. In

1895 the following machines were chiefly in use: Q
U}orhing machines.

1,000

machines

Humber in

small
concerns
(1,000

machines)

Textile industry:

Roving and spinning machines . . 10,072 51-3

Silk spinning do 306 4’1

Jacquard looms) power- 1 41 O’l

Other looms i driven 1 255 0’9
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1,000

machines

Humber In
small

concerns
(1,000

machines)

Jacquard looms) (

Other looms i \

23 9'7

75 37'5
Carding engines

Other industries:

38 1'5

CDill runs fFlour making) 114 89'6
Saws (Carving and wood-work) - 119 43'6
Circular and endless saws (do-) - 43 13’1
(Detal-cutting machines 35 0-7
Ovens for bricks and earthenware 28 17'4

fls can be seen, the textile industry employs the most machines, though
utilising only 15 per cent of the total engine poiuer in use in the industries- The
figures showing the number of machines employed in small concerns proue
how important a part these small establishments play in certain branches of
industry- nevertheless, the small proportion of power-driuen looms employed
in small concerns shows clearly the backward state of the technology of the
majority of these small establishments- ri

Irn
1 1

uiiL rarcnts-
|

The protection of inventions and of intellectual property offered by the
Patent Acts of 1877 and 1891 had been of no small importance for the rapid
growth of German industry- Since, 1877, and up to the end 1902, as many
as 139,000 patents were granted and 191,000 “utility models” were protected-
rhese figures are divided as follows: n

Patents granted
1877-1902

Utility models
registered

1891-1902

Total
1 39,092

6,265
5,866
5,524
5,101

5,073
5,009

1 90,602

7,487
4,495
7,478
3,038

21,648
1,626

Concerning:

Relating to electric apparatus
(Detal working (chemical and mechanical) -

Instruments
Railways

Domestic utensils

Steam boilers and engines



patents granted
1877-1902

Utility models
applied for in

1902

Inuentors place of residence:

Germany
Other countries

92,189
46,903

26,317
1,166

Q Beside the objects protected by patents and the registration of “utility

models,” trade-marks mere registered, under the Trade-marks Acts of Octo-

ber 1st 1894, on some 57,391 articles in common use, thus characterising them
as the goods of certain firms and of a particular quality. Q
Q The number of patents granted grows euery year, as does also that of

the “utility models” registered; the number of trade-marks registered annu-
ally is homeuer slowly decreasing. Q

IX. Industrial actiuity and production.

The capabilities of German industry haue at least kept

pace with the increase of mechanical power and the ex-

pansion of industrial enterprise. This becomes at once

apparent if the results of the commercial and industrial

census are compared with the figures showing the products at the present

day; in many respects the productiue capability of the industries has grown
more quickly than the amount of working power employed, and the increase

in the number of concerns and amount of capital inuested in them. Improue-

ments in technological respects and matters of organisation haue allowed a

full application in the industries of the law of increasing returns, and the

agricultural industry has enabled the nation to work in many places against

the contrary law which holds good in agriculture. D
D The iron mining industry for example, as can be seen from the fol-

lowing summary, has made perfectly astounding progress in respect of pro-

ductiuity. In spite of a considerable decrease in the number of persons en-

gaged, the out-put has risen to half as much again. In the beet-sugar industry

an increase of 2/5ths in the number of persons employed has taken place,

but the output has been nearly trebled. In the coal mining and brewing in-

dustries on the other hand, the number of persons employed and the total

amount of products haue both increased in the same ratio. It must, howeuer,

be added here that the brewing industry in particular has made considerable

progress in euery direction, a progress which has rather increased the ex-

cellence of the products than the lucratiueness of the industry.

W Increased produc-

Q tiulty of the

^ Industries.
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C The figures for 1895 were:

Q Productiueness. ?“

Persons
employed

in

thousands

Bulk produced

Increase or decrease
since 1882

Persons Products

percentage

Iron mines 20'7 12,350 (1,000 ts) -31'0 + 49'5
Beet-sugar manufacture. 95'2 1,167 + 41'4 + 1 94’6

Coal mines 258'4 79,169 + 48'6 + 51-9

Breweries 97'7 55,250 (1,000 his) + 43'2 + 41'5

Q fl similar satisfactory state is shown by the mining results which giue

an idea of the deoelopment of the coal and iron industries, the two chief

industries and the basis of the entire commercial actiuity of modern times,

during the last decades of the nineteenth century, fls shown by the following
tables, the following changes took place in regard to number of persons em-
ployed and the bulk of products since 1880: Q

Increase since

1880
fluerage production

of a workman
Increase in

productiveness
since 1880Persons Products 1900 1880

percentage tons percentage

Bituminous coal mines 131 133 262 264 1

Iron mines 22 162 202 433 114
Pig-iron works .... 64 212 129 245 90
Iron foundries 167 249 14'4 18'8 31
lOeld iron works . . . -25 -25 26'7 26'6 0
Ingot iron works . . . 520 864 32'8 51'0 56

Cl Chief mining statistics for 1880-1902. C
Q Production in 1,000 tons.—employees in 1,000 men.—Ualue in 1,000,000 marks. Q

1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902

Bituminous coal:

(Dines at (Dork . . . 484 408 319 318 315 308
employees 178-8 262-5 303-9 413-7 448 451-2
Production 46,974 70,238 79,169 109,290 108,539 107,474
Ualue 246 538 539 966 1,015 1,057

Iron ore:

(Dines at (Uork .... 831 755 491 575 522 462
employees 35-8 38-8 33-6 43-8 40-8 39-2
Production 7,239 11,406 12,350 18,964 16,570 17,964
Ualue 34 48 41 78 72 66
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1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902

Pig-iron:

Blast furnaces at

work 246 222 212 274 263 241
employees 211 24-9 24'

1

34-7 32'4 32-4

Production 2,729 4,658 5,465 8,521 7,880 8,530
Ualue 163 268 237 551 492 456

Cast iron

:

Poundries 1,034 1,148 1,232 1,253 1,249 1,295
employees 35-7 64 67'9 95'5 85-7 84'5

Production 515 1,027 1,155 1,796 1,513 1,570
Ualue 95 187 185 349 273 262

(Ueld iron and Steel:

Works 335 255 208 174 164 156
employees 51'2 54 38-2 38-2 31-6 27'5

Production 1,358 1,559 1,077 1,016 823 895
Ualue 201 234 150 179 123 120

Ingot iron and Steel

works:

Works 53 115 149 189 200 199
employees 20-1 52-8 75-1 124'7 121'9 126'4

Production 661 2,032 3,962 6,362 6,211 7,422
Ualue 136 329 413 863 794 848

Q In addition to these, 1,600,000 tons of zinc, lead and copper ore ualued

at 60,000,000 marhs, and 4,500,000 tons of stone and potash salts ualued

at 48 million marks mere mined. The foundries produced 325,000 tons of

zinc, lead and copper, representing a ualue of 135 million marks. The ex-

traction of salt from solutions mas carried on in 1901 in 121 principal and
87 secondary establisments, employing 8,650 hands, and producing 1,121,000

tons at a ualue of 64,000,000 marks.

The iron crisis of 1900/1902 interrupted the progressiue

deuelopment for a time (as can be seen from the de-

crease in the returns of production, ualue and em-
ployees for that period). Oming to the fact that in order to fulfil the

coal mining contracts mhich had been put on one side during the crisis,

increased exertions mere required after the crisis had passed, the number of

employees in the coal mines rose, although the amount produced remained

the same. D
The statistics for 1897, dramn up at the instigation of

the Home Office, giue a fair idea of the present state

of the entire commercial productions of the German
Gmpire. The products of some of the German industries in the year 1897

mere as folloms: Q
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I. (Dining, smelting
works and saltworks.

(Dining.

Bituminous coal . .

Brown coal (lignite)

Ore
Salts

Blast furnaces (in

got and weld iron

Bolling mills).

Pig-iron, ingots . . .

Partly manufactured
entirely manufact-
ured

II. Quarrying.
Stone quarries . . .

Cement industry . .

Glass manufacture
Pottery ware . . . .

111. (Detal works.
Poundries

of

instru-

lU. (Danufacture
machines,
ments, &c.

Boiler works of all

kinds
Iron constructions .

(Dachines
Cocomotiues and loco-

mobiles
Ships (iron and steel)

Railway and street
car construction

.

U. Chemical manufact
ures

Amount
in

1,000
tons

90,451

26,915
11,938
3,156

5,556
1,654

5,062

525

1,584

Ul. Textile manufactures
Yarns (partly manu

factured)

Amongst them:
Cotton yarn

8,311

524

Ualue
in

mil-

lion

marks

733
78
135
39

443
144

687

86
74

115
114

318

78
80

620

62
72

63

948

835

315

Plax
Jute

(Oorsted
Carded
Chappe
Yarns (entirely manu-

factured)

CUouen goods.

Amongst them:
Cotton woven goods
tinen
7ute

Cloth, Buckskin,
flannel

Other woollens ....
Uarious wouen goods
Silk wouen goods . .

Curtains

(Oorked goods . . . .

Haberdashery
embroidery, atc. . . .

network manufact-
ures

Ull. Paper industry.
(Oood cutting . . .

Cellulose manufact
ure

Paper and cardboard
(t)orked-up paper-in
dustries

Ulll. Indiarubber, gutta
percha and celluloid

industries

IX. Leather industry . . .

X. Articles of food and
consumption.

(Danufact. of starch
(exclusive of rice

stqrch)

Tobacco industry . .

Amount
in

1,000
tons

769

250
778

16

Ualue
in

mil-

lion

marks

43
38

275
259

2

74

448
83
46

364
266
115
195
13

141

104
53

26

48
205

272

79

336

46
325

fl total summary of these values is difficult because some of the groups
appear twice, fl part of the value of coal, for instance, appears in the
manufactures belonging to other industries. The estimate of the value of these
industries varies between a total of 8,100 and 9,250 million marks. Q
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X. Cost of doing. , itf

The German nation, according to Schmollcr, has at its

disposal a capital of about 175 to 200 milliard marUs

(the highest estimates are 250 milliards) which in-

cludes a floating capital inuested in stocks of about 45 to 50 milliards. The

national income amounted, according to the most careful calculations made

by (Day, to 31’2 milliards in 1900, as compared with 25'4 milliards in 1895;

on an average there were 550 marks income to every head of the population-

Persons earning their own livelihood with incomes up

to 3,000 marks, and those persons with higher incomes,

took the following share in the total national income:

Distribution

of income.

E national ujcalth6 and income.

Single income Total income 1895
Increase

in 1900

CDiiliard CDiiliard

CDarks marks "Percentage marks Percentage

up to 3,000 . . 22-87 73-4 19-50 17

over 3,000 - . 8-30 26-6 5-89 41

total 31-17 100-0 25-39 23

The total national income has therefore increased by a quarter during

the last five years, a period however of great growth in trade. Those incomes

over 3,000 marks took twice as large a share in this increase as those below

that sum- The population increased during the same period by 7'8 per cent.

•Tr 42 per cent of the total income in 1900 (12'9 milliard marks) belonged

to the labouring classes (including servants), which numbered 15'5 millions

of all persons earning their own livelihood or 59 per cent.

Q fl more accurate idea of the development and distribution of the national

income can be gained from the Prussian tax list for 1902:

The population of Prussia was shown by the returns to amount to

34.550.000 (about 3/5 ths of the inhabitants of the whole empire); of these,

3.760.000 physical (physisch) persons, or 10'9 per cent of the total popu-

lation, possessed a taxable income exceeding 900 marks (on an average

2,277 marks per person), on which an income tax of 170,200,000 marks (an

average of 45'3 marks per person) was levied. In addition there were 2,670

(uridical (juristisch) persons possessing a total income of 476,000,000 marks

paying an income tax of 18,640,000 million marks—450,000 physical per-

sons having incomes over 3,000 marks, amounting in all to 4,793,000,000

marks. This sum was made up of 1,237,000,000 marks income from ca-

pital, 996,000,000 marks from landed property, 1,475,000,000 marks from

trade, commerce and mining, and 1,084,000,000 marks from other profitable

occupations. D
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Deductions amounting to 693,000,000 marks were made for interest

on debts, permanent charges, and other legal, non-taxable items, so that

the group of “Zensiten” referred to only had to pay taxes on 4,100,000,000
marks, which amounted to 121,100,000 marks, or 71’2 per cent of the entire

amount raised by taxes from physical (physisch) persons. qQ The diuision of the single tax groups was as follows: q
Amount of income Zensits Amount of tax

(Darks
1,000
persons "Percentage

(Dillion

marks "Percentage

900-3,000 3,310 88'0 49'0 28-8

3,001-9,500 369 9’8 42'0 24'7

9,501-100,000 78 2*1 52'7 31’0

Ouer 100,000 3 0-1 26-5 15-5

Total . . . 3,759 lOO'O 170'2 lOO'O

_ The conditions of income in towns and in the country show a great
uariation: n

Towns Country Total

Total population 1,000 persons 15,031 19,520 34,551
Assessed to pay taxes,

including dependents 1,000 persons 6,742 5,485 12,227
do percentage 44*9 28'1 35 '4

Income assessed million marks 6,002 2558 8,560
Amount of tax 1,000 marks 128,239 41,955 170,193
Per head of the populat-

ion marks 8'53 215 4'93

Q The number of physical (physisch) persons (without dependents) assessed,
rose between 1892 and 1902 by 54 per cent, their share in the total population
from 8'15 per cent to 10’88 per cent, the amount of taxes at which they were
assessed by 48 per cent, whilst the total population only increased to the
extent of 15'6 per cent. q

Corresponding to the aboue, the taxation statistics of Saxony, which are
also made up of quite small incomes, show an increase in the number of assess-
able Zensits quite out of proportion to the growth of the entire population in spite
of a slight increase (from under 300 to under 400 marks) in those incomes
exempt from taxation, and, further, a relatiuely much larger increase in total

income and the amount of taxes, uiz.: Q
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1880 1900 Percentage
of increase

Humber of inhabitants . . 1,000 persons 2,973 4,202 41'3

Zensits 1,000 persons 1,120 1,746 56'0

Income assessed million marks 982 2,214 125'6

„ per head of population marks 877 1,268 44'7

Amount of tax 1,000 marks 12,116 35,243 190'8

The income-tax in Prussia also giues a fair idea of the

capitalism of 3/5ths of the German nation. The follouj-

ing are the main results arriued at from the assess-

ments made during the period 1902—1904:

Towns Country Total

Total population 1,000 persons 15,031 19,520 34,551
Zensits assessed with a

rateable income of ouer

6,000 marks (including

dependents) 1,000 persons 1,951 2,821 4,773
Percentage of the total po-

pulation per cent 13'0 14-5 13'8

Assessed income million marks 47,581 28,076 75,657
uiz.:

Capital 23,236 5,552 28,788
Landed property 17,312 10,936 28,248
Capital inuested and wor-

king capital 9,034 1,435 1 0,469

Independent exemptions
and priuilegies 11 68 67 134

Capital ualue of debts

exempt
Amount of tax 1,000 marks

10,207
23,874

4,211

1 3,042

14,418
36,917

Per head of population . . marks 1'59 0'67 1'07

n The amount of property-tax leuied may be diuided as follows: Q
Ualue of property

in marks

Humber of persons taxed Amount of taxes leuied

1,000 persons percentage (Dillion marks percentage

6,000-52,000 140’2 80'2 9,373 25'4

52,000-500,000 240'5 18'5 15,021 40’7

Ouer 500,000 16’8 1'3 12,523 33'9

Capitalism in

Prussia.
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Bauarfan private

income-tax.

Savings-banks.

1880 1901
Increase in

percentage

Savings-bank books (thousands) 2,942 9,035 207
Dumber of books per 100 inhabitants . . 10-8 25’8 139
Amounts deposited (million marks) . . . 1,595 6,236 291
Amount per book (marks) 543 691 27

Cl The number of savings-bank books in Prussia has consequently been
more than trebled during the 21 years from 1880 to 1901, and in 1901
amounted to ouer 9 millions, so that euery fourth person has a book. In
1880 there mas only one savings-bank book to every 9 inhabitants- The
total amount deposited has increased during this period to nearly four times
mhat it mas, and at the end of 1901 had gromn to 6 1/4 milliard marks. Of
the books themselves, 27'9 per cent mere for amounts up to 60 marks, 28*3
per cent betmeen 60 and 300 marks, 39'2 per cent betmeen 300 and 3,000
marks, and 4'2 per cent mere over 3,000 marks. Q

Up to the end of 1900 the amounts deposited throughout the mhole
empire had gromn to 8'86 milliard marks, and mere distributed among
13,860,000 books; this means one savings-bank book to every four inhabitants
of Germany. q

fl further proof of the improved financial status of

the majority of the population is furnished by the
rise in mages; this can, to a certain extent, be

traced by folloming the amounts paid in to sick and old age assurance
societies- q

The folloming table shoms horn every hundred meekly contributions are
distributed among the various mage classes: Q

(Oages.

39

0 The 6,601 millionaires assessed (0'51 of all persons paying income) paid
alone 8,888,000 in taxes, i. e. 24'07 per cent of the total amount levied. 0

The Bavarian private income-tax shomed the folloming
difference in the 16 years betmeen the financial periods
1882/83 and 1898/99. The number of persons assessed

increased by 15'7 per cent. Among persons draming quite small incomes

—

of 40 to 100 marks—from investments of capital, the increase amounted to
only 2’6 per cent; among those draming an income of 400 to 1000 marks
the increase in number amounted to as much as 17 per cent, mhile the
mealthy class, mith private incomes of more than 12,000 marks, has more
than doubled- q0 During this period the population of Bavaria increased about 12’6 per
cent, mhile the amount of income-tax levied increased 55'4 per cent. 0

The condition of the savings-banks also testifies to

the spread of improved conditions. The folloming
figures are for Prussia: q
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Ciass Yearly earnings 1891 1901

1. Below 350 marhs 25'3 17-9

11. 351-550 „ 38'4 33'6

111. 551-850 „ 21-7 23'9

lU. 851-1,150 „ 16'2
)

U. Above 1,150 „
14*6

8'4
j

~

The relatiue proportion of wages of small amounts has steadily de-

creased since 1891. The fact that in 1891 a new class or diuision for wages
amounting yearly to ouer 1,150 marUs had to be added to the four existing
ones, shows clearly the tendency of the leuel of wages to rise generally. Q

lOhen one considers that the average chargeable wages (in 64 co-operatiue
associations) were 612 marhs in 1888 and (in 65 co-operatiue associations)
804 marhs in 1901, that in the Ruhr district the average daily wages paid
in the whole mines of 3’21 marhs during the five years from 1888/92,
had risen to 3*95 marhs in the five years from 1898/1902, and that the
average yearly income had risen during the same period from 987 marhs to

1,223 marhs, it is quite evident that increased national property has favour-
ably affected all grades of society.

The increased consumption of commodities confirms this.

To-day there is a very much larger consumption per
head of the most important provisions and raw mate-

rials than there was 20 or 30 years ago.

Specification of goods

Consumption Compared with

yearly

average

in

total

1,000 ts

per head

kgs

yearly

average

in

con-

sumption
per head

kgs

Rye 1893/1901 8,026 148'6 1 880/84 121'0
Wheat and spelt 4,765 88'2

55 about 65
Barley 55 3,716 68'8

55
46'6

Oats
55 5,960 110'4

55 821
Potatoes 55 31,886 590'5

55
339'9

10,000 his liters liters

Alcohol 1902 351 61 1889 5'4

for trade purposes . . 55 111 1'9
55

0'9

Beer 1901 7,080 124 1879/83 85
in north Germany . . 55 4,709 105 55 63
in Bavaria 55 1,524 245 55 213

1,000 ts kgs kgs

Tobacco 55 93 1'6 1876/80 1'7

Salt in the whole .... 55 1,040 18'2 1877/81 13'3

g Consumption@ of commodities.
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Specification of goods

Consumption Compared with

yearly

auerage

in

total

1,000 ts

per head

kgs

yearly

auerage

in

con-

sumption
per head

kgs

Salt for the table .... 1901 436 7’6 1877/81 7-7

Sugar 1902 669 11'6
tt

5-8

Coal (black and brown) 1901 152,138 2,667 1876/80 1,170
Pig-iron 7,857 137'8

tt
51'6

Petroleum 1,027 17-7
tt

5’4

Raw cotton 1902 336 5-79
tt

2'86
Poreign spices 8'9 0'15

tt
0'12

Salted herrings 235 4'06
tt

2’38
Raw coffee

It 171 2'95
tt

2'33
Cocoa beans

tt
19'6 0'34

tt
0’05

Rice
It 129 2'23 1'66

Pruits, foreign tt 145 2'51
tt

0'61
Tea

tt
3-4 0'06

tt
0-03

lute
tt 133'9 2'31

tt
0'32

n The consumption of wheat and potatoes per head is subject to fluctuation
from year to year according to the haruests and prices; on an auerage howeuer
the consumption of wheat has risen by I/4, and of potatoes by 2

/3rds per head
during the last 20 years. The increase in the consumption of alcohol must
be attributed exclusiuely to the increased use of spirits in uarious in-

dustries, which has doubled since the close of the eighties; the consumption
of brandy for priuate purposes shows a slight but constant decrease during
the same period. Likewise the consumption of beer, which was increasing
considerably until a few years ago, now shows a tendency to decrease. The
same with tobacco. Salt is consumed at a constant rate per head, while
the consumption of rock salt for feeding animals and other purposes has i

been doubled in the last 20 years. The amount of sugar used has also been I

doubled. q I

n ^he years 1901 and 1902, it is true, show a noticeable decrease in con-
sumption, but this is doubtless only temporary, as in consequence of the
Brussels Conuention the prices of sugar haue fallen. The consumption of
coals and pig-iron has increased two and a half times during the last 25 years, i

and of petroleum three times. Among commodities coming exclusiuely from
foreign parts, cocoa and jute show the greatest increase, almost 7 times as
much being supplied as 25 years ago. The consumption of foreign fruits
has increased 5 times, that of cotton twice. There is also a large increase in

\

the amount of tea, herrings and rice consumed. Butcher’s meat auerages '

at present ouer 40 kgs per head per annum; in 1860 it only amounted to
17 kgs. |-|



Prices.

This increase in the consumption of commodities is

due in the first place to the increased purchasing power
of the masses, and wages having risen, and prices,

in many cases, having fallen through improvements in modern technology

which have immensely increased industrial productivity, and developed and
cheapened means of transport. Q

In the case of 29 important wholesale commodities, the prices have ex-

perienced an average decrease of about 1/4 during the last generation. Q
In some instances the fall in prices has been still greater; for instance,

sugar has been reduced by a good half*) in price (not taking into consideration

the further considerable reduction as a consequence of the Brussels Con-
vention since held), cotton and spirits by nearly half, wool, pig-iron and
lead by more than l/3rd. On the other hand butcher’s meat has risen

7 per cent in price, coals 11 per cent, comparing the average prices during the

years 1871 to 1880 with those of the years 1891 to 1900. Q
rj There has also been a general rise in rents. Still enough has been said,

ro prove beyond a doubt that the German nation has advanced greatly in its

standard of comfort and wealth during the last generation. []

XL Torcign trade-
1

bl

Development of Ger-

man foreign trade.

In the year 1903 a foreign trade amounting to 85 million

tons, and of a value as far as can be at present calcu-

lated of 11’4 milliards of marks passed through the

German customs**). German foreign trade has reached this high level through

development which commenced in the fourth decade of the 19th century, and
which has rapidly increased with every decade. The progressive returns of

the German customs are shown in the following table: Q
1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902 Increase

in percentage
1880-1902(Dillion marks

Imports
exports

2,844
2,977

4,273
3,410

4,246
3,424

6,043
4,753

5,710
4,513

5,806
4,813

104
62

Total . . . 5,821 7,683 7,670 10,796 10,223 10,619 83

Der head of the average population of customs district

(Darks

Imports
exports

63-9

66-8
86-5
69-2

81-4
65-6

107-4
84-5

100-0
79-1

98-8
81-9

55
23

Total . . . 130-7 155-7 147-0 191-1 179-1 180-7 38

) The considerable decrease in prices due to the influence of the Brussels Sugar
Convention is not included in this return. O
a ’^*) The figures will be considerably higher when the definite special values are

I

ascertained. D

k
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The ualue of the foreign trade, as loe haue seen aboue, has increased in

a considerably quicker ratio than the population. In the year 1902, the foreign
trade represented 181 marks per head of the population as compared with
131 marks per head in 1880, i. e. an increase of almost 2/5 per head. In 1903
the amount per head mas estimated at almost 200 marks.

German foreign trade in 1902.

Total imports and Gxports*)

Imports exports Total

1,000 ts 1,000 ts 1,000 ts

Total 44,134-5 36,075-1 80,209-6
Quantity "Precious metals, in-

eluded in above . . 1-2 0-4 1-6

In million marhs

Total 6,093-5 5,130-8 11,234-3
Ualue . . Precious metals, in-

eluded in above . . 174-8 135-0 309-8

Special trade*’*') in the year 1902***)

In thousand tons

Total 43,335-7 35,029-6 78,365-3
Quantity Precious metals, in-

eluded in above . . 1-2 0-4 1-6

In million marhs

Total 5,805-8 4,812-8 10,618-6
Ualue . . Precious metals, in-

eluded in above . . 174-8 135-0 309-8

In 1880 the weight of the merchandise in special trade
amounted to 30,572,000 tons; thus there has been an
increase of 156 per cent by 1902 •f), whereas in the

matter of ualue the increase has been ouer 83 per cent. Q
a rhe whole export and import trade comprises: 1. Importation of general goods
except bonding-house and credit goods, the importation of raw material for manufacture
and the importation of bonding-house credit goods. 2. The exportation of general goods,
including those subject to a home duty (beer, brandy, salt, tobacco, sugar), the expor-
tation of all manufactured goods, as also of bonded and credit goods. p
a ) The special trade comprises: The import of general goods, direct or with bills
of lading, the import of general bonded or credit goods, and the import to undergo manu-
facture on home account. The export of general goods, including those home wares
exported under customs supervision and subject to a consumption tax (beer, &c.), and
export goods after they haue undergone manufacture on home account. p
p rhe figures obtainable for 1903 are: imports 47*0 million tons, valued at
6*3 milliards niarhs; exports 38*3 millions tons, valued at 5-1 milliard marhs; total
trade 85*3 million tons, valued at 11’4 milliard marks, rhe precious metals included
in these figures represent a value in the imports of 315 million, in the exports of
116 million, together a total ualue of 431 million marhs. p
a +) rhe increase in weight up to 1903 was 179 per cent. p
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!

Owing to the geographical position of Germany in the I

centre of Gurope, it is not always possible to determine I

with perfect accuracy the place of origin and destination
;

of goods; for goods pass, not only through Dutch,
|

Belgian and Trench ports, but also through Trieste and Genoa by the
|

St Gothard railway ; Gngland also is often erroneously regarded as the place :

of origin or destination of goods passing through Germany. In proportion to ?

, the growing independence of Germany’s trade beyond the seas, this error ;

:
has gradually declined in importance. Tinally, the free port of Hamburg is j

‘ a factor liable to cause errors in German trade statistics. Still the reports
j

i returned by the admirably systematised statistics of German foreign trade

may be looked upon as fairly reliable. Q
I U (Dore than 1 per cent of the whole German trade in 1902 fell to the
' following countries: Q

(Dillion

marks
percentage

1. Great Britain 1,576'1 14-86

2. United States of America 1,360-3 12-82

3. Austria-Hungary 1,252-6 11-80

4. Russia and Finnland 1,145-7 10-79

5. The Hetherlands 599-7 5-56

6. Trance, with Algeria and Tunis 269-7 5-37

7. Belgium 457-4 4-31

8. Switzerland 454-0 4-28

9. Italy .... 322-5 3-04

10. British India, with Indo China and CDalacca . . 308-6 2-91

1 1 . Argentina 249-0 2-34

12. Denmark 205-8 1-04

1 3. Sweden 199-6 1-88

1 4. Australia 165-7 1-56

1 5. Brazil 162-4 1-53

16. Chili 145-3 1-37

1 7. Roumania 134-0 1-26

18. Spain 130-7 1-23

19. Dutch Indies 114-4 1-08

; Difficulty of exact

a statistics

f of foreign trade.

R "Part taken by the

Q seueral countries

^ in German imports.

This list undergoes some alternation if imports and
exports are taken separately. Taking countries with

a trade of ouer 20 million marks in 1902, the order

was as follows: Q
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A.

j C Imports into Germany in 1902. D
i

i

!

Countries of Origin
CDillion

marks
percentage

j 1. United States of America 91M 15-7

2. Russia and Finland 773’6 13-3

3. Austria-Hungary 719’5 12-4
i 4. Great Britain 610-6 10-5
] 5. Trance, with Algiers and Tunis 315-4 5-4
i

6. British India, mith Ceylon and (Dalacca 238-4 4-1

7. The Hetherlands 206-1 3-5

8. Argentina 201-8 3-5
J

9. Belgium 196-7 3-4

!
10. Italy 192-5 3-3

1 1 . Switzerland 138-7 2-9

i
12. British Australia 120-2 2-1

13. Brazil 118-6 2-0

14. Chili 113-0 1-9
•

1 5. Dutch Indies 90-9 1-6

) 16. Roumania 84-2 1-5
i

17. Sweden 80-5 1-4

18. Spain 74-9 1-3

, 19. Denmark 74-7 1-3

20. China, with Hongkong and Kiauchaou 55-6 1-0

21. Cgypt 45-6 0-8

22. British West Africa 43-0 0-7

: 23. Turkey 36-6 0-6

24. Central American Republics 33-0 0-6

25. British South Africa 26-2 0-5

i
26. Rorway 23-8 0-4

27. Tree-ports of Hamburg and Cuxhauen 22-3 0-4

Q German Gxport in 1902.

£and of destination
(Diliion

marks
"Percentage

1 . Great Britain 965-5 20-1

2. Austria-Hungary 533-1 11-1
1

3. United States of America 449-2 9-8
{

i

4. The Detherlands 393-6 8-2
3

( 5. Russia and Tinland 372-1 7-7

1

6. Switzerland 285-3 5-9

7. Belgium 260-7 5-4

8. Trance, with Algiers and Tunis 254-3 5-3

9. Denmark 131-1 2-7
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Land of destination
CDillion

marks
"Percentage

10. Italy 130'0 2’7

1 1 . Sweden 119'0 2'5

1 2. British India, with Ceylon and CDalacca 70*2 1-5

13. "Free-ports of Hamburg and Cuxhauen 61*3 1’3

14. Dorway 61'3 1’3

15. Spain 55'8 1’2

16. lapan 49-8 I'O

17. Roumania 49'5 I’O

18. China, with Hongkong and Kiauchaou 48'8 I’O

19. Argentina 47'2 I’O

20. British Australia 45*5 I’O

21. Brazil 43'8 0’9

22. Turkey 43'3 0’9

23. British Dorth America 38'7 0’8

24. CDexico 34’

1

0’7

25. British South Africa 33’1 0’7

26. Chili 32’3 0’7

27. Dutch India 23’5 0’5

28. Portugal 20’4 0’4

Commercial intercourse is most characteristically
|

represented by following its deuelopment accord-
j

ing to geographical features. The results are
,

as follows: Q I

CDillion marks

1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902

1. European countries

with trade carried on
exclusively or almost
exclusively by land^)

Import
Gxport

1,197
1,367^*1

1,686
1,275

1,244
1,299

1,657

1,809

1,540
1,703

1,620

1,797

Total . . 2,564 2,961 2,543 3,466 3,243 3,417

“ ) Tree-harbors Hamburg, Cuxhauen, Bremerhauen, Geesterniinde, Baden tariff
j

exemption, Austria-Hungary, the Detherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, Trance (up to 1895 1

including Algeria and Tunis). D I

D ) Hamburg and Bremen acceded to the Imperial Tariff Union in 1889. The figures 1

of foreign trade in these districts up to that time, as well as goods produced and
|

consumed there, included articles belonging chiefly to trade by sea. Hamburg and
Bremen had 600,000 inhabitants in 1880. Taking for granted that dutiable articles

j

ualued at 300 marks were consumed per head, 180,000,000 marks worth of German
j

goods sent there for export belonged to land trade, and the remaining 480,000,000 marks
j

worth to maritime trade; these are best included in the countries under group HI, as all ^

reliable items concerning their source or destination are lacking. The import into Germany
|

from Hamburg and Bremen in 1880, was inconsiderable, so that the total import at that 1

time can be included without hesitation in the maritime trade from countries in group HI. I

^ Gxport from 1880 to 1902

Q classified according to

^ countries and routes.
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(Dillion marks

1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902

II. Curopean countries Import 424 748 793 984 975 1,040
with trade carried on
chiefly by sea*)

export 341 381 407 586 571 610
Total . . 765 1,129 1,200 1,570 1,546 1,650

111. Curopean countries Import 887 799 783 1,135 944 932
with trade carried on export 1,022 1,006 924 1,293 1,265 1,346
exclusively or almost
exclusively by sea**)

Total . . 1,909 1,805 1,707 2,428 2,209 2,278

lU. United States and Bri- Import 170 408 512 1,027 1,050 920
tish north America export 192 432 385 460 412 488

Total . . 362 840 897 1,487 1,462 1,408
U. CDexico, Central and Import 66 363 445 571 543 557

South America export 25 174 219 239 211 216
Total . . 91 537 664 810 754 773

01. Africa Import 17 51 79 147 126 164
export 5 22 43 73 71 92

Total . . 22 73 122 220 197 256
Ull. Asia Import 66 165 268 392 416 443

export 22 96 122 242 222 216
Total . . 88 261 390 634 638 659

Ulll. Australia Import 8 51 119 125 111 123
export 2 23 23 50 55 47

Total . . 10 74 142 175 166 170

Although no exact comparison can be made betmeen the figures of the uarious
years for many reasons^—uiz., alteration in tariff districts, alteration and
improuement in statistical methods and organisation of commerce—the aboue
table giues a clear uietu of the geographical deuelopment of German commerce
with foreign countries* Trade with foreign continents has increased con-
siderably more than that with Guropean countries, although not in such pro-
sortions as appear from the figures. Q

In order to fix the proportions which land and maritime
trade bear to each other, the low figures in group II

can be calculated as equiualent to the inconsiderable
maritime trade in group 1. The annual maritime trade percentage of the total
trade is as follows:

1880 1890 1895 1900 1901 1902

Imports 57'8 60-5 70'7 72’6 73'0 72'1

Gxports 54'0 62'6 62’0 61'9 62'2 62’6
Total trade .... 56'2 61'4 66-8 67'9 68'3 67'8

2 ) Russia (up to 1895 including "Finland), Italy, "Denmark, Seruia.) Tariff exemption: Heligoland, Great Britain and Ireland, Greece, Sweden,
Dorway, "Finland (since 1900), Gibraltar, (Dalta, Cyprus, Spain, "Portugal, Bulgaria,
Roumania, Turkey (up to 1895 including Asiatic and African provinces). O

CDaritime and
land trade.
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Q Although the land'tradc in 1880 was only slightly less than the maritime

trade, at the close of the century the latter had increased to double the

amount of the land-trade. The increase is rather due to greater imports than

The most significant aspect of the deuelopment of

German foreign trade, in addition to its increase in

quantity, is the complete transformation in its cha-

racter- Since 1870 Germany has deueloped from a

country engaged chiefly in exporting agricultural products to one in which

importation of such products predominates. In former times the export of

agricultural products serued chiefly as payment for the importation of in-

dustrial and tropical products. Q
Q flt the present time 1/^ of the food required in Germany is imported

from foreign countries; industry also demands constantly increasing amounts
of raw materials from foreign countries for its products. Imports, on the

contrary, consist chiefly of manufactures, which are constantly becoming more

qualified. Q
U The deuelopment made in this direction during the last decade was as

follows:

Import (value in million marks)

1891-1895 1895-1900 1901 1902

Raw materials for industrial pur-

poses 1,762'1 2,404-1 2,510-8 2,600-6

(Danufactures 964'3 1,137’8 1,145-0 1,189-8

Articles of food and table deli-

cacies; liue stock 1,629'5 1,852'3 2,071-3 2,128-3

Precious metals, in bars or

coined 223’8 276'4 289-1 174-8

Total . - - 4,579'7 4,670-6 6,016-2 6,093-5

export (value in miiiion marks)

1891-1895 1895-1900 1901 1902

Raw materials for industrial pur-

poses 12T2 978-3 1,132-5 1,211-9

(Danufactures 2,1 04’

1

2,630-3 2,987-8 3,182-3

Articles of food and table deli-

cacies; liue stock 597’5 671-2 623-7 601-6

Precious metals, in bars or

coined 141’8 189-4 81-2 135-0

Total . . . 3,570’6 4,469-2 4,825-2 5,130-8
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D The summarised figures of import and export arc as follows: C
excess of imports of:

excess of exports of

manufactures

articles of

food, table

delicacies and
live stock

raw ma-
terials for

industrial

purposes

CDillion marhs

1890 926-3 1,059-1 1,194-8

1892 1,134-3 1,023-6 1,109-3

1894 1,023-2 997-8 1,052-6

1896 1,031-3 1,112-8 1,387-2

1898 1,315-0 1,390-2 1,387-5

1900 1,245-2 1,691-7 1,782-7

1902 1,542-0 1,397-4 1,986-2

Q The trade returns of 1902 showed the following figures, classified under
the heading of the uarious goods. Only such classes are included which
exceed 200 million marhs in import and export:

Imports exports

(Dillion marks

1- Cattle and lining animals 241-6 19-5
IL COaste materials, fertilizers and uarious animal

products 214-8
165-4

42-8

270-3111. TFuel

lU. Articles of food and table delicacies

1. Raw materials 1,564-3

322-4
263-5
318-62. (Danufactures

U. Raw materials and manufactures from fat, fatty

and mineral oils

1. Raw materials 225-8
154-8

19-0

37-02. (Danufactures

Ul. Raw materials and manufactures of the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry

1. Raw materials 211-8
113-1

44-6

388-32. (Danufactures
Ull. Raw materials and manufactures of the metal

industry, with the exception of machines, instru-
ments and apparatuses

1. Ore 106-1

164-9
14-9

136-12. Crude, common metal, including coins . . .

3. Plainly worked articles 13-4 183-4
4. (Danufactures 29-1 416-8
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Imports Exports

(Diilion marks

UIll. Raw materials and manufactures of the wood-
working, wood-carving and cane industries

1. Raw materials 107'0 52-3

2. Plainly worked articles 146'5 39-5

3. (Danufactures 37'6 88-4

IX. Raw material and manufactures of the leather,

oil-cIoth and fur industries

1. Raw materials 186-5 86-5

2. CDanufactures 154-3 234-1

X. Raw materials and manufactures of the textile

and felt industries; wearing apparel

1. Raw materials 854-5 182-5

2. (Danufactures 479-1 1,030-4

XI. CDachines, instruments and apparatuses 87-5 324-0

Commercial
balance-sheet.

In order to counterbalance the total negative results of

commercial movements, which, including the trade in

precious metals, is shown in the following figures, viz.,

1890 863 millions, 1892 1,077 millions, 1894 1,234 millions, 1896 805 mil-

lions, 1898 1,429 millions, 1900 1,290 millions, 1901 1,198 millions, 1902
993 millions. To these figures must be added the receipts of the sea

carrying industry, estimated at present at 300 millions, the many hun-

dreds of million marhs profit derived from German capital invested in

foreign enterprises the incomes of German capitalists trading in foreign

stocks and bonds’*') and from operations on foreign exchanges, the receipts

from insurance enterprises, the income from the German cable, only in

the beginning of its development, and finally the receipts from the con-

stantly increasing number of foreigners travelling in Germany—whereby the

expenditures of Germans travelling in foreign countries must be correspond-

ingly allowed for.

Trade with foreign

countries and
inland market.

fl comparison of the development of trade with foreign

countries and the increase of inland productive power
proves that the receipts from German work increase

home consumption, and that the inland market with

the consumptive power of the general public has increased more rapidly than

foreign trade. Q
D ’*') According to reliable information the investments of German capitalists in

foreign countries are placed at 15-16 thousand milliards at least one-half of which are

invested in countries outside Europe. O
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6LJ XIL Transport and Communication.
fl. Post, Telegraphs and Telephones.

Increase in business
of the Imperial Tost.

lOithin the Jurisdiction of the Imperial Post, which
serues ^/5ths of the whole empire, there has been,
since 1870, an enormous increase in business. COhilst

the population during the years 1872-1902 has increased by two-fifths, the
number of post-offices at the end of this period has become 51/2 times larger,
the staff of employees four times, the number of letters, pachges, &c. sent
seuen times, and the number of telegrams transmitted four times as many
as at the beginning of that period. The number of remittances of money,
according to the total sum transmitted by the Post, is nearly double what
it was, whilst the total receipts haue increased to more than four times their
former amount. The only department showing a falling-off in business is
the trauelling post, the number of passengers carried decreasing from 5*6
million to 1'2 millions. lOhereuer modern means of transport are making
headway, there is no room left for the latter mode of conueyance. Q

The postal systems of Bauaria and COurtemberg haue developed in a

1
Statistical summarv
of the entice German

Tostai System.

Postal despatches.

The entire German Postal System was composed at
the end of 1902 as follows: about 38,200 post-offices

—

or one office to euery 14’2 sq.-kms and euery 1,480
inhabitants, 126,500 letter-boxes seruing to effect the

transmission of 6’2 milliard postal despatches in one year. Por this purpose
the post-office uehicles and officials couered a distance of 338 million kilo-
metres, i. e., 248 million kilometres by rail, 88 million kilometres by road,
and a further 1'2 million kilometres by German canals, &c. 'Che marine mail
couered an additional 13 million kilometres. (Chese figures do not include
?ostal messenger seruice.)

Sight-ninths of the total number of postal despatches
trauelled only within the boundaries of the empire;
246 million came from foreign countries and German

protectorates, whilst 291 million were sent thence from within the empire,
flt a rough calculation another 168 million foreign despatches trauersed the
empire upon their way to other countries. q

Half the total number of dispatches consisted of letters (2 milliard) and
post cards (1'2 milliard). The number of post cards sent has doubled during
the last fiue years in consequence of the constantly growing craze for
collecting picture post-cards. Che enormous increase in the number of letters,
too, was largely due to the acquisition by the State of the priuate postal
institutions existing in many of the large towns, as well as to a considerable
reduction in the fees for local postage. Besides this 931 million “printed
matter’’ packets were transmitted, 72 million “samples,” 10 million “business
papers” and no fewer than 1'4 milliard copies of newspapers and 210 million
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Telegraphs.

special supplements to newspapers; 45 million of these despatches were
registered. The traffic in packages and valuables further include 201 million

ordinary packages, and 13’5 million packages, letters and cases with state-

ments of value enclosed. The business in money transmission included

172 million despatches, the total sum transmitted in valuables and money
amounting to 29*3 milliard marks. Q
^ In the year 1902 a total number of 103 postal despatches per head of

population were transmitted in Germany, made up of 52 letters and post-

cards, 44 “printed matters, communications, newspapers and samples,”

3 postal money-orders, and nearly 4 packages, &c., containing valuables.

Q The total number of persons travelling in postal conveyances was
3 millions. Q

The second great means of communication, the tele-

graph, although an invention of the latter half of the

nineteenth century, is to-day scarcely of less import-

ance than the postal system. There was in 1902 a telegraph-office to every

20'3 sq.-kms or every 2,114 inhabitants. The lines measured 134,000 kms,
with 496,000 kms of wires. The number of telegrams sent by the 26,700
telegraph-offices was 45'2 million, 32*1 million being sent within the Gmpire

itself, making an average of 80 telegrams per 100 inhabitants. Q
During the last two years a third means of communi-
cation, the telephone, has likewise developed to quite

an extraordinary extent. Pit the end of 1902 there

were 67,000 kms of municipal lines with a total length of cable mains
amounting to 1,088,000 kms, and distributed among 18,610 places. The tele-

phone connections measured 358,000 kms in length. There were 393,000
call-stations (4,000 of them public ones) and the number of conversations

in the year was 843 million, 112 million conversations being exchanged between

call-offices of different places.
” The postal district of Berlin remains the greatest telephone centre of

the world. It has over 65,000 call-offices and 209,000 kms of connection

mains. In 1902 the number of conversations exchanged daily, was 433,000.

LI lOithin the Imperial "Postal district there was 1 call-office to every

27'4 sq.-kms and every 2,952 inhabitants. In 1900, 632 places abroad were

connected with Germany by telephone. The largest direct cable main is the

Paris-Berlin line, which was completed in 1899 and measures 1,150 kms. This

also transmits the telephone communication between Berlin and Bordeaux, a

distance of 1,750 kms.

Telephone.

In the German Protectorates beyond the seas, and in

Constantinople, Beyrout, "Jaffa, "Jerusalem, Smyrna,
Tangiers, Shanghai, Hankau, Peking, Tientsin, Tongku,

Choofoo, Shanghaikwan, lOeihsin, Tsingkiang, flmoy.

Canton (since 1903 also in Hanking), and a number
of postal agency establishments, there were at the end of 1902 altogether

108 German post-offices and 27 telegraph-stations. ^

§
German Post-

Offices in the Ger-

man protectorates

and abroad.
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German submarine
cables.

Among the German telegraph lines, the submarine
cables are morthy of special notice. With the exception

of seueral lines communicating with the islands in the

}orth Sea and the Baltic, measuring altogether 570 kms in length, they serue
exclusiuely for the purposes of international communication. 7 cables, with a
total length of 2,205 kms, are the property of the Imperial Post-Office, 2 of

which, with a length of 1,158 kms, are in 6ast Asia. An eighth cable, the Greet-

siel'Ualentia line, is not in use. There are 6 other cables which Germany owns
in common with other countries. Germany’s share in these, measures 937 kms
in length. In addition to these there are 5 private cables which are worked by
the Imperial Post-Office. Their total length is 10,628 kms, and they include the
Borkum-Uigo line, the property of the German CDarine Telegraph Company, mea-
suring 2,065 kms, and the Borkum-Horta-Dew York line of the German Atlantic

Telegraph Company measuring 7,674 kms. The latter company is at present
laying a second cable between Borkum and Hew York, and further lines for

forming connections with transmarine possessions are already planned.

In 1902 an official staff of 240,000 persons was
required to carry on the work of the entire postal, tele-

graph and telephone system of Germany. This number

Official Staff.

was composed of 98,000 officials, 106,000 subordinate officials and 36,000
assistants. The number of female clerks employed is on the increase; in 1902
12,400 females were employed in the Imperial Post, 9,700 hauing the position
of officials. Among the 6,551 officials employed in the telephone service, as
many as 5,725 were females.

The total revenue of the Postal, Telegraph and Tele-

phone systems amounted in 1902 to 494'6 million

marks, and the expenditure to 444'5 million marks.
A special public task has been assigned to the Post-
Office by the legislative provisions for the protection

of the working classes. The Post-Office sells insurance

Reuenue and
Expenditure.

Social significance

of the Post-Office.

stamps for old age pensions and pensions for persons incapacitated for work.
It also pays the sick, accident, old age, and incapacity pensions. In 1902 the
Imperial Post-Office sold 420 million insurance stamps amounting in value
to 112 million marks. It paid:

Class of payments
Amounts paid in

millions of macks
1,000 persons re-

ceiving payment 1,000 payments

Accident insurance 90'7 792 5,323
Pensions for persons incapa-

citated for work 65'3 534 5,373
Old age pensions 20*9 170 1,878
Sick annuities 1’3 14 97
Subscriptions refunded . . . 6'3 165 330

Total . . . 184’5 1,675 13,001
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B. Railways.
1. Pull-gauqe Lines. fdj

Railway system.
At
line

52,(

the end of the financial year of 1902 the full-gauge
s of the German Railways measured a length of
)04 kms. (Dore than a third of the sustein

(18,580 kms) consisted of two or more tracks. (Dore than three-fifths
(32,718 kms) were main lines, almost exclusiuely the property of the 6ouern-
ment, only 1,260 kms being priuate property.’*') Of the 19,287 kms of branch
lines, by far the greater part is State property, only 3,334 kms belonging to
prioate concerns.’*"*') Consequently, more than nine-tenths (91 '2 per cent) of
the full-gauge lines are the property of the State. The greatest railway system
in Germany under one management is the Prussian-Hessian State Railway; its
total length of track measures 31,998 kms. The Bauarian State Railway has
5,916 kms of track, the Saxon State Railway 2,668 kms, the (Ourtemberg
1,803 kms, the Imperial Railway system in Alsace-Lorraine 1,670 kms, and
the Baden State Railway 1,655 kms. Q

The total length of track was made up of 70,943 kms of “through”
lines and 26,936 kms of shunting lines, sidings, &c.

Q The network of German railways grows annually by about 2 per cent,
which increase is almost entirely due to the building of branch lines, the
system of main lines being complete. QQ In 1901 there were 94'4 kms of railway in Germany to euery 1,000
sq.-kms of country, and 89'8 kms to euery 100,000 inhabitants. As far as
larger areas are concerned, the network of lines is most dense in the Kingdom
of Saxony, which has 163*8 kms of line to euery 1,000 sq.-kms, in Rhine-
land, which has 139*8 kms, and in Westphalia, which has 129*8 kms. In the
principal industrial district of Germany, that of Ruhr, the length of line per
1,000 sq.-kms amounts euen to 346 kms. Che railways are fewest in Cast
Prussia with 62*7 kms to euery 1,000 sq.-kms, in Pomerania, with 63*6 kms,
and in West Prussia, with 65*5 kms. Q

In 1902 the capital inuested in main and branch lines

amounted to 13*46 milliard marks, or 259,000 marks
per km. The cost of maintenance, repairs and exten-

Inuested capital and
cost of working.

sions throughout the whole system, including telegraphs, amounted to 243
million marks. At the end of 1902 there were 20,296 locomotiues in use, and
the rolling stock numbered 41,259 passenger cars, 424,019 luggage cars and
trucks. Of the passenger cars, 10 had six axles, 3,033 four axles, 11,507 three
axles, and 26,709 two axles, whilst of the freight cars 4,628 had four axles,
6,245 three axles, and 413,146 two axles. In addition to this there were 2,332
post-office cars in use. The passenger cars could seat 1,892,000 persons,
i. e., 54,000 in the first class, 291,000 in the second class, 1,122,000 in the
" ) 483 kms of priuate line was transferred to the Trussian-Hessian Railway
Company in 1903. p“ ) 257 kms of branch line was transferred in 1903 to the State of Prussia. o
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third class and 426^000 in the fourth class. The total load carried by the

goods wagons amounted to 5^287 million tons» or 6'12 tons per axle. 3
The number of passengers conveyed amounted to 891
million persons; there were 1 million tons of luggage,

and 366 million tons of freight. The average payment

'Passengers and
goods carried.

paid by each passenger per hm was 2*69 pfennig; the rate paid for every ton
of freight per hm 3'68 pfennig. 6ach passenger was carried an average distance

of 23'7 kms, and every ton of freight 100*1 kms. The total number of kilo-

meters travelled by all passengers amounted to 21,092 million, and that

traversed by freight (if reduced to 1 ton) was 36,687 million. The prime cost

^ the rolling stock amounted to 2,572 million marks, and its maintenance
during 1902 to 188 million marks. The receipts totalled

2,025 million marks, and the expenditure 1,311 million

marks, leaving a surplus of 714 million marks, or 5*4 per

Rentability.

was 545,000.

narrow-gauge
lines.

cent on the invested capital. The total number of workmen and officials employed

2. Darrow-gauge main lines. q
In addition to the full-gauge lines, there are a further

1,879 kms of narrow-gauge track in public use. 849 kms
were the property of the State, and 1,030 kms private

property. The receipts from these lines amounted to 10*3 million marks, and the
expenditure to 8*7 million marks. This made the interest on the invested capital

of 120 million marks (69,000 marks per km) only 1*4 percent. In 1902, 23 mil-

lion passengers and 7*2 million tons of goods were conveyed on these lines.

fln important part is played in Prussia by the local

tertiary railways which are termed “small railways”
(Kleinbahnen), in the Act of 7uly 28th 1892. At the

‘Small” railways.

end of 1901 they comprised 3,000 kms of street railways, and 5,700 kms of

“small railways” resembling the above-mentioned branch lines.*) Amongst
the Tramway concerns of Germany, the “Great Berlin Tramway Company,” is

worthy of special notice. Apart from the three suburban systems which it con-
trols, its lines measure in all 237 kms, and its cars number 2,574, with a
seating capacity for 83,500 passengers. The number of passengers carried during
the year 1901 was 277 million. By far the greater number of German street

railways are driven by electricity, only 3*3 per cent of the total length of line

being used in 1901 for horse cars, and 5*9 per cent for steam cars. On the other
hand, only 4 per cent of the small branch lines are driven by electricity, the
remainder being driven by steam. Three-fifths are under the direction of large

establishments which control a number of separate undertakings on uniform
principles. One Berlin firm alone has a network of lines measuring over
2,200 kms under its control- As many as 34 per cent (1,952 kms) of the local

small lines are the property of municipalities, and nearly half are run by them.

*) Outside 'Prussia the “small raiiways” are for the most part inciuded in the
system of larger lines under the head of “branch iines.” p
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]C. Inland napjgation.

(Uaterways.

D The inland water traffic of Germany has increased enormously of late
years* Transport by water is for the most part carried on by means of the
large natural riuers and steams, but latterly, owing to the rapid increase of
traffic, it has been found necessary to employ artificial assistance in the shape
of canals and cuttings* q

The length of the German waterways nauigable for
traffic, including the riuer mouths, measures 14,400 hms*
This includes 9,300 kms of natural riuers, 2,470 hms

of streams made nauigable, and 2,470 kms of canals for barges* Besides
this there are the “Horth Sea and Baltic” (Kaiser-lOilhelm) Canal 100 hms in
length, and the Konigsberg-Pillau Sea Canal measuring 32 kms in length*
2,400 kms of this system of waterway were nauigable for boats of 1'75 meters
draught, a further 3,100 hms for boats drawing 1’50 meters, and 7,100 hms
for boats drawing 1 meter, while 1,800 hms were only nauigable for boats
drawing less than 1 meter* Q

Goods traffic on I
freight traffic is concerned, there are really

the loaterujays.
j

10,000 hms of inland waterways that come under
- I consideration* The freight transported ouer this distance

amounted in 1900 to 46’2 million tons; 26 million tons were for inland
traffic, 14'4 million tons came from abroad, and 5'8 million tons were exports*
IJ Tour-fifths of the traffic fell to the share of the 7 principal riuers of Germany,
whose total length is about 3,000 hms* The figures for each are as follows:

Length in

Uilometers

CDillion hms tra-

uersed if reduced
to one ton

1,000 tons
of goods
per hm

(Demel 161 88 550
COeichsel 239 159 670
Oder 650 1,042 1,600
Clbe 621 2,605 4,200
iOeser 366 128 350
Rhine 570 5,292 9,290
Paunbe 384 34 90
Total 3,000 9,350 3,125
Total waterways * * * 1 0,000 11,500 1,150
German railways* * * 49,600 36,900 740

Q The goods traffic upon these waterways shows a uery considerable
deuelopment as compared with the railway traffic, for in 1900, 24 per cent
of the total goods traffic within the Empire was effected by means of waterways
and 76 per cent by railways* The annual amount of traffic ouer euery kilometer
of waterway was 1,150,000 tons (in the case of the 7 principal riuers as much
as 3,125,000 tons) and ouer the kilometer of railway it was 740,000 tons*n
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O follotuing arc the ports which show the largest traffic returns:

Rrriued Left Total

1,000 tons

Ruhrort, Duisburg and dis-

trict 5,485 8,867 14,352
CDannheim-tudwigshafen . . 6,047 1,060 7,107
Berlin-Charlottenburg .... 5,902 735 6,637
Hamburg (riuer traffic) . . 2,526 3,175 5,701

Q Some distance behind comes Stettin with a riuer traffic of about 2*419
million tons; then CDagdeburg with 1*995 million tons, CDayonce, Kastell and
Gustausburg, ¥ranhfort-on-thC'(Dain and Breslau* Q

flt the end of 1902 the number of German uessels
for inland nauigation amounted to 24,681, with a total
capacity of 4*8 million tons* These included 2*743

Uessels.

navigation on
the Rhine.

uessels with a capacity of less than 20 tons, 8*018 with a capacity of between
20 and 100 tons, 8*525 with a capacity of between 100 and 300 tons and
4*506 with a capacity of more than 300 tons. Q

There were 22*079 sailing uessels with a total capacity of 4*6 million tons,
Gngine, driuen uessels (steam, petroleum, benzine, gas, electricity) numbered
2*602, with 144,000 tons capacity. Q

(Dore precise figures can be giuen for the Rhine. In 1901
there were 1*123 steamers and 8*379 sailing uessels.
Among the former 9 per cent serued exclusiuely, and

6 per cent partially for passenger traffic, 14 per cent only for goods traffic
and 66 per cent for towing. The greatest transport capacity of a single
freight steamer was 975 tons (and in the case of the sea'going steamers, not
included here, 1,770 tons). The remaining uessels seruing for freight trans-
port haue an auerage capacity of 326 tons. The largest carry more than
3,000 tons and draw 2*75 ms of water.
Q 70 per cent of the h.p. of the steamers plying on the Rhine belonged
to Germany, but in the case of sailing uessels and towed barges only 50 per
cent of their loading capacity were under the German flag, 37 being Dutch,
and 13 Belgian, etc. Uessels belonging to foreign nations also ply on other
German riuers, but not nearly to the same extent.

'Si
1 Xlll. Shippinq. ~ jg

Q The present highly deueloped condition of Ger
extends bach only to the year 1870. The maritime
such as Hamburg and Bremen, had, it is true alw
but the actual shipping business carried on was on

1 ' 1

man shipping practically

trade of certain towns,
ays been of importance,
ly limited. Toreign flags
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predominated in their harbours. Their ship-building v^i^ds turned out com*
paratiuely few ships, and the share which they had in deep sea fishing was
uery small indeed. Up to the year 1867 one of the most important conditions

for any great actiuity in this direction was lacking; preuious to that year

there existed no flag common to the whole of Germany, and consequently

no unity in Germany's maritime interests. It is only since the foundation of

the north German "Federation and of the German Gmpire that this state of

affairs has altered. There are no comprehensive figures forthcoming to show
the development of the industry until the year 1872/73. Q

jbl
(

Harbour Buildings and River Regulation, frl

Q The great technical progress in dredging and deep level working enabled

Germany to overcome the difficulty experienced by ships in approaching her

shores and river mouths. Since the beginning of the eighties and since

Hamburg and Bremen joined the Customs Union (ZoIIverein), large modern
harbours have been constructed on the Gibe and COeser, with enormous
basins, quays, sheds and store-houses and practical means of transport

between ships and railways. Since 1887 Hamburg has at different times
been obliged to add three large new harbours to those already existing,

and new basins have also been constructed at Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven.
During the same period Bremen more than doubled its harbours and
quays. The advantages which the northern ports gained by joining the Customs
Union resulted in the opening of the Kaiser U)ilhelm Canal which threw
these of the Baltic open to trade. This again gave an impetus to trade which
led to the deepening of the Trave and to the building of a harbour at Liibech as

well as the construction of the CIbe-Trave Canal. The river Oder has been

buoyed, channelled and regulated, and Stettin and its mouths supplied with

a free harbour district of modern construction. The same has been done at Deu-
fahrwasser for Danzig at the mouth of the river COeichsel, and the Haff Canal,

a waterway of 7 ms in depth, has given to Kbnigsberg the most modern harbour
devices. Cmden too has constructed a modern port with a depth of over 9 ms
and a free district. The Dortmund-Cms Canal which provides a direct connection

by water with the COestphalian Industrial regions must also be mentioned.

Q In addition to the above-mentioned expenditure amounting altogether to

over 1,000 million marks, the construction of the various inland navigation

canals which are at present projected must also be touched on. They com-
prise canals connecting the east and west, the deepening of the upper lOeser,

the Cms-lade Canal, the canal for heavy shipping between Berlin and Stettin,

the channelling of the upper Oder, the eastern canals, the construction of the

(Dasovian Canal, &c. In short the problems in connection with harbour and
canal construction are ones which have taxed the technical shill of high and
low-level engineering to the utmost, and which have been solved or are shortly

to be solved with the most brilliant success, either by the State or by private

German enterprise. Q
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B. CDaritime TrafficEE Ic)

Q The following are the figures for the maritime traffic in German ports
for the 1901:

Hrriued £eft

Total
In ballast or

empty Total
In ballast or

empty

1,000
Uessels

Registd.

tonn. in

1,000 ts

1,000

Uessels

Registd.

tonn. in

1,000 ts

1,000
Uessels

Registd.

tonn. in

1,000 ts

1,000
Uessels

Registd.

tonn. in

1,000 ts

Total number
of uessels . . 89’4 19,169 10'8 1,494 89-7 19,133 25'2 6,090

Steamers inclu-

ded in aboue 49'4 16,401 20 1,044 49*3 16,333 10'2 5,055

Came from £eft for

German ports

.

54'3 4,410 8'6 852 54'6 4,399 9'5 868
Other Guropean

ports 32'8 9,409 2*2 626 33-3 10,280 15'5 4,907
non European

ports 2'3 5,349 — 15 1*8 4,454 0*2 315

The proportion of German shipping carried on under the German flag has
considerably increased^ particularly within the last 10 years, in consequence
of the institution of regular shipping routes and lines to all parts of the globe.

Uessels engaged in traffic

1891 1901

Dumber Tonnage Dumber Tonnage

per cent

German ships 72'8 51'9 76’5 59'4
"Foreign ships 27'2 48'1 23'5 40*6
British ships included in aboue 8'2 30'7 5'7 220

— ••• V'WIt

chiefly at the expense of the British ones. q
Q If a registered ton is reckoned as equal to a ton weight, the quantity
of goods carried works out as follows:—freight arriuing, about 18 million
tons; freight leauing, about 13 million tons; total, 27 million tons.*) Q

*) Since the traffic in goods between German ports is reckoned both in leauing
and arriuing, in order to ascertain the total amount of traffic it ought only to be
reckoned once. Hence the difference between the figure for the total amount of traffic
and the sum of arriuals and departures, rhe figures are, howeuer, only giuen approxi*
mately in round numbers, since it is not possible to obtain quite accurate statistics for
the total amount of traffic. g
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Q It must be borne in mind that a large proportion of German maritime
traffic is carried from foreign ports, in consequence of the geographical po-
sition of the country as has already been pointed out and cannot therefore
be calculated numerically.

GC C. Treights.

Q It is estimated that Germany had in 1800 a maritime traffic of 200,000
registered tons, in 1867, 700,000; in 1871 Germany owned 150 steamers
with a capacity of 82,000 register tons and 4,350 sailing uessels with a
registered tonnage of 900,000. Plssuming a steamship ton to be equivalent
to 3 sailing vessel tons, this would result in a capacity of transport equal
to 1,146,000 registered sailing ship tons. On January 1st 1902, the position
was as follows:

Dumber
Thousand reg. tons

Creuj
gross net

steam ships

Towed uessels (or lighters) . .

Sailing vessels

Total number of vessels ....

1,463

260
2,236
3,959

2,446
84

550
3,081

1,506

80
507

2,093

40,41

1

906
12,629
53,946

The transport capacity, now that a net steamship ton according to the altered

circumstances in shipbuilding is equal to 4 sailing ship tons, amounted to
6’6 million sailing ship tons, or almost 6 times as much as 30 years ago.

D The freight-carrying centers of Germany lie to-day entirely on the Horth
Sea. The following table shows the ports to which the various vessels belong:

Hamburg Bremen Baltic ports

Dumber
1,000

reg. tons,
gross

Dumber
1,000

reg. tons,
gross

Dumber
1,000

reg. tons,
gross

Sailing vessels 348 223 141 178 361 26
Sea-going lighters . . . 102 36 125 42 15 3
Steam-ships 529 1,348 329 699 451 327

Total . . . 979 1,607 595 919 827 356
Per cent . 24'7 52'2 15'0 29'8 20'9 11’6

These figures show that no less than two-fifths (39'7 per cent) of the total

number of ships, and over four-fifths (82 per cent) of the total loading capa-

city of the German commercial navy fell to the share of Hamburg and
Bremen alone. The Baltic ports on the other hand now claim no more than
a fifth (20'9 per cent) of the number, and a ninth of the loading capacity of

the commercial fleet.
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V

n flt one time freighting was carried on almost entirely by small establish-

ments^ but the tendency towards larger and giant concerns is to-day strongly

in euidence. In 1886 Hamburg had only 4 large steam nauigation companies,
while in 1902 there were as many as 8 freighting companies with a fleet of

ouer 50,000 tons, four of them ouer 100,000 tons, the Hamburg America
Line with 620,000 tons being by far the largest. In 1902 Bremen had two
freight fleets with ouer 100,000 tons, one being the Dorth German Lloyd
with ouer 500,000 tons.
^- The means at the disposed of the 6 largest German Uoint Stock Shipping
Companies, which control altogether more than half of the German merchant
nauy, amounted in 1902 to a nominal share-capital of 249 million marks
and 112'3 million marks in preference debentures. The total ualue of Ger-
man capital inuested in shipping amounted to about 650 million marks. The
annual receipts from freight and passenger transport of the German shipping
firms are estimated at between 350 and 400 million marks.

n relatiuely short auerage age of the German merchant ships uouches
for their high efficiency. The auerage age per gross register-ton of the sailing

uessels was, at the beginning of 1902, about 17 years, that of the lighters

about 9'1 years, and of the steam-ships 8'1 years, making an auerage for all

sea-going ships of about 9’7 years. Q
The auerage size of the sailing uessels amounted to 246 gross register

tons, of the sea-going lighters 322, and of the steam-ships 1,673, making an
auerage for all uessels 779 gross register tons. There are at present 25 steam-
ers with a lading capacity of ouer 10,000 tons, 12 of them carrying more
than 12,000 register tons. 4 of these steamers possessed the high auerage
speed of 22’5-23'5 nautical miles an hour. The record for transport capa-
city among sailing uessels is held by the fiue masted full-rigged ship
“Preussen” with a hold capacity of 5,081 gross register tons and a tonnage
of 8,500 (equal to 850 railway trucks of 10 tons each). Q

6t T). Ship'building. la
Q Germany possesses 42 dock yards on the coast, 26 of which are for
the construction of middle sized and larger sailing uessels, 13 on the Baltic
and 13 on the Horth Sea. Three of this number are Imperial yards for the
construction exclusiuely of warships, 5 or 6 are priuate yards adopted at
present for the construction of warships and high speed steam-ships; 2 or
3 are capable of deuelopment in this respect, while 4 or 5 others serue ex-
clusiuely for the construction of large and middle sized cargo and passenger
steamers. The remainder are occupied in building smaller uessels.

n These dockyards, apart from the Imperial yards, command a capital of
about 110 million marks. 25 of the aboue-mentioned yards employed in 1899
more than 50,000 hands, and required for their works roughly 18,000 h.p.,

136 dynamos, 572 electric and 51 other motors, 9,725 machines and 1,261
cranes with a total lifting capacity of about 9,000 tons. 43 of the 136 existing

1
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ships lucre oucr 100 ms, and 17 lucre oucr 150 ms long, flt the present
moment there are about 25 slips for the construction of uessels of oucr
10,000 register tons.
U Tor the purpose of repairs there are large docking arrangements in the
fortified harbours, a dry dock of enormous dimensions at the mouth of the
lOeser, large floating docks on the €Ibe and Oder and numerous slips.
Smaller floating and dry docks are found at ail seaports. Q
Lj Up to the commencement of the nineties, Germany obtained more than
tiuO'thirds of her ships from abroad, principally from England. During the
years 1900-1903 the 'auerage annual proportion supplied from abroad luas
only 28 per cent, luhile at the same time she built a number of ships for
^reign countries luhich corresponded to 11'6 per cent of her own requirements.
LJ In 1901 Germany turned out 230 steam-ships with a gross register
tonnage of 261,000, and 211 sailing uessels with 30,700 gross register ton-
nage. In 1902 she built 227 steam-ships with 212,000 gross register ton-
^ge and 280 sailing uessels with 58,700 gross register tonnage. QO The following table shows the statistics for 1902: O

Steam-ships Saiiing uessels

Dum-
ber

Gross register-

ed tonnage
Dum-
ber

Gross register-

ed tonnage

Sea-going uessels of ouer 100 re-

gister tons 55 161,800 13 11,500
Sea-going uessels of under 100 re-

gister tons — — 33 1,900
Riuer uessels . . 40 6,800 154 25,700
Special uessels (tugs, ice breakers.

dredgers, &c.) 121 1 7,000 80 1 9,600
COarships 11 26,700 — —

Total . . . 227 212,300 280 58,700

Built for foreign countries 25 26,100 10 1,300
Built for the German Empire abroad 19 46,000 25 11,800

D flt the end of 1902 there were 121 steam-ships with a registered ton-
nage of 256,000 and 114 sailing uessels with a registered tonnage of 22,300
lying in German ship-yards in course of construction. These included

[

18 warships with 67,700 registered tons, 50 sea-going steam-ships, with
177,400 registered tons, 15 sea-going sailing uessels with 8,000 registered
tons; while 13 sea-going uessels with a registered tonnage of 18,400 were
being built abroad for the German Empire. D
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1^.e. Institutions for the furtherance of (Daritime CDattcrs.jg
R number of important institutions hauc been started in Germany by the

initiatiue of the State and of priuate indiuiduals for the promotion of German
maritime traffic and maritime affairs in general. Such institutions are the naut-
ical department of the Imperial Haual Office^ the German maritime Observatory,
thelnstituteforCDaritime knowledge, theDaualCDuseum inBerrm,the departments
for aquatic and marine construction at the Technical Colleges, navigation Schools
and CDarine engineering Colleges, the "Fishery Schools and the organized nautical
education of the youth of Germany by means of three training ships. The founding
of the great inspecting body, the German Lloyd, ivas of the greatest importance.
The three elaborately furnished testing stations for toiving purposes at the Berlin
Technical College, the north German Lloyd establishment at Bremerhaven and the
“Kette” Company in Uebigau, serve for practical experiments of marine architects.
Great activity has been shown by such private associations as the German naut-
ical Society and the German Sea Shipping Society, as well as by the professional
representative associations of shippers and ship-builders, and of wharf and dock
hands. The German Union for saving shipwrecked people has been a great bless-
ing. The development of yachting has served to encourage enthusiasm for the
sea while forming a source of amusement. The principal clubs are the Imperial
yacht Club, the north German Regatta Club, and, of late years, the “Seefahrt”
Club at Hamburg. R Society for the Promotion of the Technics of Ship-building
was founded at the commencement of the present century and counts many
professional men among its numbers. The fact of His (Dafesty having consented
to become its patron proves to the world what importance Germany attaches
to the development of the practical and scientific interests of ship-building.

XHJ

BEZ
L Bullion and Credit, Stocks and Shares,

|

Stock exchange and Sauings-banks.
1 Bullion.

Coinage.

The total value of coins of the Empire struck in accordance
with the Acts dated "December 4th 1871 and "July 9th 1873,
April 1st 1886 and "June 1st 1900 to amend the Act of

^uly 9th 1873, from the founding of the Cmpire up to the end of the financial
year 1902/03, was 4,674 million marks. Of this amount, however, 89'7 million
marks’ worth had been withdrawn from circulation at the end of (Darch 1903.
The total amount in circulation at the end of (Darch 1903 was made up of gold
pieces amounting to 3,876’4 million marks, silver amounting to 621'9 million
marks, nickel amounting to 70'3 million marks and copper amounting to 15'9 mil-
lion marks. Besides the coinage of the Empire, the German “thaler” still passes
as legal tender. The gradual withdrawal of these pieces from circulation was,
however, decided upon by the (Dint Ret dated 3une 1st 1900, so that in about
10 years Germany will have a “pure gold” instead of an “imperfect” standard.
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In addition to the mentioned specie there are 6,900,000
Imperial Banh notes of 5, 20 and 50 marks" ualue in

circulation, amounting in all to 120 million marks*

Q

Cj Besides this there were in 1902—apart from 2'2 million marks worth
of Brunswick notes, and notes of the prouincial banh in Bautzen amounting
to about 3 million marks, which were only current in a limited radius—notes

issued throughout the empire by the fiue authorized banks amounting to

1,371'2 million marks, made up of 100, 500, and 1,000 mark notes. Of this

sum about 265’2 million marks’ worth were in excess of the actual deposits

of coin and bullion.

The amounts of legal tender in circulation for seueral years are giuen

below, the totals being reckoned in millions of marks.

Xear

Coins of the Cmpire

Gold

Per-

centage
of

amount
in

column
10

Silver

Per-

centage

of

amount
in

column
10

nickel

Per-

centage
of

amount
in

column
10

Copper

Per-

centage
of

amount
in

column
10

Total

amounts
of

columns
2, 4, 6,

8

Per-

cent-

age

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1880
1890
1900
1901
1902

1,746-6

2,527-5

3,687-2

3,796-2

3,876-5

78-73

83-

21
85-47
85-20

84-

56

427-1

452-2
543-7
574-2
621-9

19-25
14-89

12-60

12-

89

13-

56

35-2
46-2
68-0

69-

3

70-

3

1-59

1-52

1-57

1-56

1-53

9-6

11-4

15-7

15-8

15-9

0-43
0-38
0-36
0-35

0-35

2,218-5

3,037-3

4,314-6
4,455-5

4,584-6

100
100
100
100
100

Year

Thalers
Imp.
Bank-
notes

Bank-notes Total legal tender

Total

sum
esti-

mated

Total

sum Total
Unse-
cured

Per-

cent-

age

Total of

columns
10, 12,

13, 14

Percentages

Coins
of the

empire
Thalers

Im-
perial

Bank-
notes

Bank-
notes

1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1880
1890
1900
1901
1902

475
450
360*)
330
300

159-4
122-9

120-0
120-0
120-0

1,007-7

1,197-0

1,313-9

1,345-4

1,373-4

392-3
276-8
362-3
294-4
266-7

38-93
23-12
27-57
21-88
19-42

3,860-6

4,807-2
6,108-5

6,250-9

6,378-0

57-46
63-18

70-

63

71-

21
71-88

12-30
9-36

5-89

5-28

4-70

4-13
2-56

1-96

1-92

1-88

26-10
24-90
21-51

21-52
21-53

Paper money.

« This great fall is due to the fact that with the continual increase of population of

the German Gmpire a large proportion of thalers is being re-minted into coins of the Gmpire.
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cT B. Vhz Impcriai Banh, and Banking generally.
i

Banking.
German banking may be diuided into tioo groups,—the
Imperial Bank and its branches, and the priuate joint
stock banking establishments with theirs. Both these

haue made Berlin an authoritatiue financial centre. Q
The former commenced its career on "January 1st, 1876,
in succession to the Prussian Bank, after an agreement
between Prussia and the German Empire had been

Institution of the

Imperiai Bank.

Capitai of the

Imperial Bank.

signed on 17th/18th (Day, 1875 (prouided for in the Banh Act of (Darch 14th,
1875), referring to the transfer of the Prussian Bank. The original capital of
* the new banh amounted to 120 million marks. By the

Act dated "June 7th 1899 to amend the Bank Act, this
capitai was increased to 150 million marks on "January 1st

1901 by the issue of 30,000 shares at 1,000 marks each. A further increase
of capital to 180 million marks is looked forward to for January 1st 1905.
rhe reserve funds on "January 1st 1903 amounted to 47'5 million marks, and
are to be increased to one-third of the original capital. O

On "January 1st 1903 the Imperial Banh had under its

direction the principal banh in Berlin, 18 chief branches,
61 smaller branches, 272 subordinate branches with
counting-houses, 12 subordinate branches without

counting-houses and 12 store-houses, making a total of 376 establishments
as against 359 on January 1st 1902. I^he following table shows the develop-
ment of the branch establishments during periods of 5 years. U

Branch
establishments of

iC|| the Imperial Banh.

fit the

begin-

ning of

the year

Independent
Gstabiishments Subordinate Branches

Totals

of

columns

4 and 9

Chief

bran-

ches of

the Imp.

Bank

Smaller

bran-

ches of

Imp.

Banh

Totals

of

columns
2 and 3

larger
subor-
dinate
bran-
ches of

Imp.
Banh

Subot
branche

Be

with
count.-

house

dinate

5 of Imp.
ink

without
count-
house

Store-

houses

of

Imp.

Bank

Totals

of

columns
5-8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1876 8 44 52 4 99 27 130 182
1881 17 43 60 2 111 20 28 161 221
1886 17 44 61 2 115 19 22 158 219
1891 17 45 62 1 137 17 25 180 242
1896 17 47 64 1 177 13 20 211 275
1901 17 58 75 — 228 13 14 255 330
1902 18 61 79 — 253 12 14 279 358
1903 18 61 79 — 272 12 12 296 375

It

pose of

is evident that, the Imperial Bank is continously adhering to its pur-
serving as a bach-bone to the whole system of payments throughout
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the country, and of uniformly effecting the equalisation of the system euery-
where by its continually increasing extension to the smallest places. It is
interesting to note that the almost uninterrupted increase in the total of
branch establishments attained a quite unusual height in the period 1896 to
1901. flt the same time the multiplication of the subordinate branches of
the Imperial Banh which haue counting-houses is also to be noted, fls far
as their business with the public is concerned they correspond to the inde-
pendent establishments, and only differ in their organisation. Q

The amount of business transacted by these establishments is shown in
the following table: Q

Comparatiue summary of business transacted by the Imperial Bank QD since its foundation. Q

Periods

Sums in millions of marks

Total

turnouer

Purchase of bills

Loans
Gold
pur-

chased

Deposit-

account
Local

bills

prouin-

cial bills

Poreign
bills

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1876-1880 45,6266 1,078-1 2,553-1 34-6 590-7 90-2 27,333-9
1881-1885 63,950-2 1,138-0 2,622-2 53-2 831-3 71-4 44,785-5
1886-1890 89,809-2 1,430-1 2,868-3 70-4 907-2 127-7 67,064-7
1891-1895 111,492-3 1,882-1 3,217-0 64-1 1,021-1 134-2 83,947-7
1896-1900 161,145-8 2,873-3 4,496-8 106-5 1,514-2 102-0 117,928-1

1901 193,147-6 3,276-6 5,303-4 169-0 1,514-8 139-0 136,288-7
1902 191,926-2 3,068-8 4,368-7 180-4 1,499-8 29-2 135,468-6

Periods

Receiued
and paid
out to the

account of

the empire
andPederai

States')

nominal
ualue of

papers and
documents
handed to

Imp. Bank
to be taken
charge of

and super-

uised 2)

Total

amounts
dealt with

at the

different

clearing

houses^)

Cost of

admini-

stration

net

profit

Added
to

reserue

funds

Diui-

dends
per cent

decla-

red")

1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1876-1880 1,821-9 664
( 8,887-55))

5-4 9-7 0-8 5-94

1881-1885 2,119-1 1,245-2 12,130-1")

(l2,554-4^)

5-7 11-3 1-1 6-49

1886-1890 3,219-3 1,902-2 15,823-7 6-6 12-0 1-3 6-54
1891-1895 4,290-8 2,558-3 18,476-3 8-7 13-9 0-9

»)
6-72

1896-1900 19,626-5 2,821-4 26,957-8 ll'l 24-9 — 9-07
1901 31,448-4 2,975-9 28,922-0 13-7 25-9 14-6») 6-25
1902 33,758-7 3,029-3 29,969-0 14-1 19-9 2-9 5-47

0 (Dotes see following page.) D



Q fls can be seen from the aboue tables the Imperial Bank has made enormous
strides. In 1876 the total turnover amounted to 36,7 milliard marks; in 1902

j

it reached 191 *9 milliards, that is to say, in 27 years it increased by more
[

than fioe times. The years from 1896 to 1900, in particular, show a rapid :

I

increase in all branches of the business compared with former years, an ;

: increase corresponding to the tension of all the economic forces of Germany ^

taking place during that period. The one exception was in the purchase of gold.
The amount of business done in this direction is not so much dependent upon «

economic conditions as upon international banking relations, the standard of
value at the time, and the position of the money market, ^he circumstance ^

that in spite of the existing crisis in banking circles the bank’s business
'

increased further in 1901 is due to the great reluctance to making advances
shown by the other credit-advancing establishments, which had became very

'

cautious on account of the collapse of certain large undertakings. H
rhe total turnover since 1896 at the central office in Berlin and the ;

5 principal branch banks was as follows: Pi

yeav Berlin Hamburg Trankfort, CD. Cologne Ceipsic Breslau

1896
1900
1901
1902

44,852'7

59,904'2

63,781 '4

67,087-5

1 3,852-8

1 6,375-5

15,713-5

1 5,502-9

8,958-8

10,742-2

10,598-7

1 0,296-3

3,292-3

6,492-1

6,373-8

6,091-4

3,964-5

4,927-4

4,969-9

5,363-0

3,560-6

6,810-6

5,473-1

4,998-6

Circulation of notes.

The Bank flet of 1876 permitted a circulation of un-
secured notes not subject to taxation up to the value
of 385 million marks. Of this sum 250 million marks’

fk *
enormous increase of receipts and payments is partly explained by the fact

that more and more of the lederal States have connected their treasuries with the Im-
perial Bank. qO Average quotation at end of year.

At the present moment there are 11 clearing houses. Dn reduction of dividends was necessitated by a re-distribution of the profits.

c
foundation of the bank, for example, the State received 50 per cent

k *”1 remaining, after deducting the 4V2 per cent ordinary dividends for the
shareholders and a sum of 20 per cent for transference to the reserve funds, and also

p percent of any balance still remaining. To-day the State receives 75 percent 6f any
balance remaining after paying a dividend of S'/z per cent to the shareholders and trans-
ferring a sum of 20 per cent of the balance to the reserve funds
a Actual figures reached December 1883. *

®) Actual figures for the year 1884.
Actual figures for the year 1885.

D *) Actual figures for the year 1891, in which the prescribed limit of 30 millionmarks for the reserve funds was reached. The fact that further additions have beenmade reserve funds since 1901 is owing to the Bank Act of 7une 7th, 1899. O
*J This unusual figure is explained by the fact that the sum of 10,500,000 marks

fof shares was placed to the reserve funds in accordance with § 2
of the Act of 7uly 7th, 1899. U



ujorth luerc issued by the Imperial Bank and the remainder by the other

32 priuate banks in Germany which are allowed to issue notes. By the year
1899, 25 of these establishments had renounced their rights to issue notes,

and their business fell to the Imperial Bank. The Bank Regulations of 1899
raised the limit of notes, free of tax and unsecured, to 541'6 million marks,
of which 450 million marks’ worth were allotted to the Imperial Bank.

In 1900 and 1901 two banks renounced their rights to issue notes, and
the present total of notes issued by the Imperial Bank now amounts to

470 million marks. The auerage totals of Imperial bank-notes in circulation

for the years 1896-1902 were: 1,085'7 million marks in 1897; 1,124'5 million

marks in 1898; 1,141’7 million marks in 1899; 1,190’2 million marks in 1901;
1,229'6 million marks in 1902.

The fiue priuate banks which still issue notes-work
with a total original capital of 66 million marks. The
percentage of diuidends paid were as follows:

I©
Dotes issued by pri-

uate banks.

year

Percentage

Baden
Bank

Bauarian
Dote Bank

Brunswick
Bank

Bank of
Saxony in

Dresden

iOurtem-
berg Dote
Bank

1896-1900 611/30 81/2 55/6 71/30 53/4

1901 5 8 52/3 4 5

1902 5 7 51/2 5 41/4

Circulation of notes.

The auerage ualue of priuate bank-notes in circulation

in 1902 amounted to 143'8 million marks; of this

amount 55'3 million marks’ worth were unsecured,
rheir remaining daily liabilities amounted to an auerage sum of 60'2 million

marks in the same year. COith the exception of the Brunswick Bank and
the Prouincial Bank in Bautzen, these banks haue
placed themselues under the Bank Act, and are con-

sequently, like the Imperial Bank, subject to the re-

strictions it imposes on the carrying on of their busi-

ness. €ach of these banks, therefore, can only transact

9 Business sphere of

the Imperial Bank
and other note-issu-

ing banks.

business of the following nature:—rraffic in Gold and Siluer, bills of ex-

change, loans, certain kinds of promissory notes, receiuing and paying out
money, buying and selling stocks and shares for clients, receiuing money for

deposit and current accounts, taking charge of and attending to ualuables.

The other large German banks are on a different footing.

They are gouerned merely by the general prouisions

of the commercial code, the Stocks Shares and Gx-

Deposit and stock
and share banks.

change Act, and the Deposits Act of 1896, and haue deueloped a peculiar

position in the management of their business, and one which, apart from
the issuing of notes, is quite unrestricted. In many cases they include
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branches of banking which in other countries are kept distinct^ such as
deposit banks, banks for capitalising commercial enterprises, and stock'

broking business. The most important among them, following the example
of the Imperial Bank, haue established a system of branches and other

subordinate connections; they haue euen founded independent branches in

foreign countries, and haue become enormous undertakings of the uery first

unportance. Q
j The following joint-stock banks are the most noteworthy both for size

and importance. In 1902 there were 122 German deposit and share-issuing

banks, each with a share-capital of ouer a million marks or transacting

business amounting to that amount, and showing at the end of the year
assets amounting to 7,085 million marks. The increase of capital in 1902
amounted to 441 ’7 million marks. Their own capital was made up in shares
to the ualue of 1,980 million marks and in reserue funds amounting to

391 million marks (19'7 per cent of the share-capital). Other capital to the

extent of 3,380 million marks was entrusted to them by creditors and
customers. Upon their files were acceptances to the ualue of 1,176’5 million

marks. Their total liabilities, including their clear profits, amounted to

4,713 million marks, against which there stood at their immediate disposal

the sum of 3,398 million marks, (in specie, bills, loans, shares, &c.),—i. e.

72'4 per cent of their total liabilities.—The gross profits of the banks for 1902
amounted to 256'76 million marks. The net profits figured at 156'17 million

marks. The auerage diuidend paid upon the share-capital was 6'19 per cent.

The state of the joint stock banks not issuing notes

(with an original capital of at least one million marks).

Xear
Hum-

ber

Own
capital

Re-

serue

Other
assets
(Credits

and
deposits)

Liabilities,

including

net profit

Dispos-

able

assets^)

Gross

profit

net

pro-

fit

Auerage

percentage

of diuidends

(Dillion marhs

1896 98 4,215 235 1,868 2,739 2,011 159 118 7-66
1900 118 6,958 391 3,128 4,608 3,243 263 185 7'19
1901 125 6,643 380 3,015 4,304 3,157 258 153 5'66
1902 122 7,085 391 3,380 4,713 3,398 257 156 6-19

Tendency towards
concentration.

The deuelopment of German banks due to natural con-

ditions and legislation has more recently manifested
itself in a tendency towards concentration. This is eui-

dent from the following summary: Q
D ) Such means as cash, bills, deposits, securities, &c., which are generally con-
sidered easy of realisation. D
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number possessing at

Imperiai Bank
offices

Banking
estabiishments

Bank
branches Bankers

Bankers
branches

1876 62 97 33 974
1896 254 163 82 1,473 2
1900 321 223 190 1,489 7
1902 358 230 229 1,492 12

I
The number of offices of the Imperial Bank increased therefore six times, the

' number of banks by 237 per cent, their branches by 700 per cent, the number
; of bankers (including their branches) by only 154 per cent The deuelopment of

the figures of the distribution of capital and turnouer is still more euident
Of those of the more important banks whose expansion
has been most rapid, ten belong to Berlin; they are
followed by twenty-two prouincial banks in no way

connected with the former as far as concerns organisation; their deuelopment
howeuer cannot be compared with those of Berlin. D

10 Berlin banks 22 prouincial banks

Own
capital

Capital be-

longing to

other persons

Total

capital

engaged

Own
capital

Capital be-

longing to

other persons

Total

capital

engaged

million marks

1886 418'8 502’9 921*8 114*9 161*2 276*1
1896 777'5 942'8 1,720*2 141*0 201*0 342*0
1900 1,111'8 1,486*4 2,598*2 185*9 278*2 464*2
1902 1,184'8 1,812*9 2,997*7 191*6 275*7 467*3

Berlin and
prouincial banks.

COhilst the capital belonging to the Berlin banks therefore almost trebled
itself during 17 years, and the amount of the capital entrusted to by them other
persons was almost four times as much, the same items in prouincial banks

O The growing influence possessed by these ten banks is euident from the
fact that they possessed: C

establishments
and branches

Deposit offices

and
exchange offices

Constant parti-

cipation in joint

stock banks

Branches
of

business
Total

1896
1902

22
40

32
115

2

16
13
14

69
185

Position of eleuen

Berlin Banks.

In 1902 there were 11 Berlin banks each with a share-

-capital of more than 30 million marks, a total nominal
share-capital of 995 million marks, and reserue funds



amounting to 235'2 million marks. Their acceptances in circulation amounted
to 692 million marks. Their liabilities, inclusiue of clear profits, were 2,669 mil*
lion marks, whilst the assets at their disposal figured at 2,016 million marks,
i. e., nearly 76 per cent, making a 4 per cent higher security than for the
total of the banks in question. This small number of banks had uery great
influence in consequence of the enormous means at their disposal, about I/7 of
the total bank capital of Germany and more than 50 per cent of all the
capital administered by banks being at their disposal, and their branches
being distributed ouer the whole country. They declared on an auerage a
diuidend of 6 per cent, making a total of 65 million marks. Q

Besides these 11 great Berlin banks there are seuen
other banks in the Gmpire each with a capital of at
least 30 million marks, and in addition to these the

banks of particular branches of business such as stocks and shares, and in
particular two of the largest real-estate banks (one in CDunich and the other
in Leipsic). q

The unsworn brokers who frequent the Stock Gxchange
as middlemen haue combined, partly at any rate, to
form a common society with a uiew to obtaining certain

Large provincial

banks.

Banks doing
brokers’ business.

advantages in effecting transactions of large proportions and increasing their
business credit. The most prominent amongst these are the two broker banks
in Berlin, which had 38 members in 1902 and a capital each of 3 million marks
with a total reserue of 1’2 million marks—and the Hamburg broker Bank, with
56 members and a capital of 1 1/2 million marks. The first two showed profits
for 1902 amounting to about 360,000 marks. The turnouer in Berlin fell

from 3’4 milliard marks in 1893 and 3*7 milliard marks in 1895 to 1'7 milliard
marks; in Hamburg it sunk from 0'9 and 0’7 milliard marks respectively to
0'25 milliards. i-i

i
Clearing business
and the Beriin

i “ Kassenuerein”
Bank.

"For large payments, the most important business is

transacted by the clearing and bill-broking department
of the Imperial Bank. Besides this, however, the Berlin
banks and others make use of a special institution
the “Berliner Kassenverein” founded by themselves,

for clearing and collecting bills. The total turnover of this institution for
1902 amounted to 35*9 milliard marks, which sum was equally divided be-
tween bill and check transactions, 92’11 per cent of it being settled in the
institution itself. The encashment business on acceptances, invoices, and
accounts collected for customers reached a total of 13'9 milliard marks. Special
liquidation and clearing houses for transactions in stocks and shares also
exist in Berlin, Trankfort-on-the-CDain, Hamburg and Breslau. pn The clearings of payments within the larger banks themselves,—which
are growing constantly in consequence of the rapid spread of separate enter-
prises throughout the country, through their branches and other affiliated
concerns, cannot be elicited. It is therefore impossible to give a summary
of the total transactions in payments within the German Gmpire. Q
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"Private banks.

It is just as difficult to estimate in figures the trans-
actions of the German priuate banking institutions-
About a dozen of these latter are little if at all behind

the great joint stock banks in the amount of business done, whilst the smaller
priuate banks are of comparatiuely less importance, as has been shown but,
number neuertheless many hundreds. ^

German banks
abroad.

Among German banking establishments a compafa-
tiuely small fraction are beyond the seas and haue
been established formed by the four daughter concerns

of the larger Berlin and Hamburg joint stock banks with a total capital of
55 million marks; 11 establishments exist in South America, India, and eastern
Asia, as well as numberless priuate German banks, some of which are quite
independent of home establishments, and which transact their business partly
in Germany and partly abroad. q
fQl special institutions require-

a advancing credit on
*^*2”*^ floating capital, it is equally interesting to^ note the deuelopment in Germany of institutions the
object of which is to procure credit for the proprietors

of non-transferable or real estate. Such institutions are the (Dortgage Banks,
the Land-mortgage Banks and “Landsdiaften” (Country banks). Q

In 1902 there were 39 mortgage banks transacting busi-
ness in Germany with a share-capital of 640'9 million
marks and reserue funds of 242*5 million marks. They

CDortgagc banks.

haue mortgage bonds in circulation to the ualue of 7,026 million marks. CDore
than half of these were issued at less than 4 per cent, 3,083 million marks’
worth at 4 per cent and only 7*2 million marks at a higher percentage.
The total amount of loans made by all these banks amounted in 1902 to
7,440*4 million marks, and consisted almost entirely of town and municipal
mortgages and loans, scarcely one-eighth being for mortgages on land. The
clear profit of the mortgage business and other branches amounted in 1902
to 63*2 million marks; the sum paid in diuidends was 46*3 million marks,
making an auerage of 71/2 per cent. q

Deuelopment of CDortgage Banks since 1896. n

Xear
Dumber

of

banks
Capital

Reserve
funds

CDortgage
bonds in

circulation

Loans
Det

profits

Percentage
of average
dividends

1896 40 493*7 123*7 5,293*2 5,614*0 63*66 7*96
1900 39 582*6 189*1 6,504*5 6,888*2 63*22 7*67
1901 39 628*9*) 226*6*) 6,715*0 7,100*7 62*16 7*08
1902 39 640*9 242*6 7,026*0 7,440*4 63*2 7*3

TThis great increase is due to the wholesale deferments which were rendered
necessary by the crisis in 1900/01. j*
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£ Up to the year 1899 the lucratiueness of the banhing business increased
steadily with only one exception. In 1900 certain banhs passed through a seuere
crisis which led in some cases to serious consequences, and a sifting out of

unsound institutions. Since 1902, howeuer, the results of this crisis haue
been to a great extent made good. p,

M ''Iff addition to the aboue-mentioned 7 milliard marks

§ creditSanefng
mortgage bonds on town property, comes the further

S institutions. sum of 3 milliard marks mortgages principally on
^1 landed estate procured by other credit-aduancing in-

stitutions. These are partly old-established concerns of semi officiat character
dating back to the 18th century. The 12 credit-aduancing institutions of this

character which exist to-day, together with the central Prussian prouincial insti-

tution, serue, with one exception, the interests of the great landed proprietors,
and haue aduanced loans to the ualue of 21/3 milliard marks. Of a similar
nature to these institutions, but operating in a restricted field, is the
Berlin municipal mortgage institution, which has mortgage deeds in circu-

lation to a ualue of more than 200 million marks. There are further 15
other so-called country banks or banks aduancing credit on landed estate, and
hauing state, communal or prouincial liability, which haue aduanced a total

sum of ouer 550 million marks in mortgage bonds and more than 235 million
marks in corporation loans. Three of these institutions, certainly, procured
their working capital through prouincial or state debt bonds. The total sum
of securities in circulation amounted to about 750 million marks. The re-

maining capital necessary for the loans aduanced was procured principally

(9

Co-operatiuc

credit-aduancing

institutions.

(see p. 90, &c.).

El_l. 1
Statistics

of shares, &c.

Besides these two principal systems of procuring credit

there exist in Germany a number of co-operatiue so-

cieties for aduancing loans, principally for agricultural

purposes but also for other branches of industry

C. Stocks and Shares.

According to the estimates of the “Peutscher Okono-
mist,” shares haue been issued in Germany to the
ualue of 20-25 milliard marks during the period

1887—1902. One-third of the annual increase of property of the German popula-
tion, which has been estimated at 6 milliard marks, is to-day laid out in stocks
and shares. Roughly speaking about a quarter of the capital property of Ger-
many is employed on the stock exchange. Puring the last 15 years the amount
of German capital inuested in foreign loans, exclusiue of outlays in banking
and industrial shares, was ouer 6 milliard marks. Between 2/3 and 3/4 of
the profits on German capital inuested fell to the share of the home money-
market and inland enterprise, and—apart from municipal and state loans and
the mortgage broking business, was inuested chiefly in bank and industrial
shares. r-,
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Q The demand for foreign shares makes it more difficult to form an idea
as to the amount of capital inuested in current foreign loans and undertakings
tO'dav than formerly, because, since the Stock exchange Act came into force,

a perpetually increasing percentage of capital inuested in foreign shares is

offered on foreign markets. Of the first importance in this respect is the
London Stock market, and then those of Brussels, Amsterdam and Hew York.

0 In Germany the following amounts were suscribed for new concerns,
loans, &c.: q I

Issue of shares during 1896-1902 in million marks, at current rate of exchange.

Auerage 1896-1900 1901 1902

German Toreign German foreign German "Foreign

state loans 167*56 186.02 505*57 29*26 536*40 339*00
CDunicipal loans 166*30 23*77 293*58 12*86 196*13 61*22

(Dortaage deeds 396*55 44*76 210*50 7*16 350*00 6*16

Railway bonds 42*00 170*25 14*81 148*93 8*71 29*30

Industrial bonds 99*34 10*57 193*23 0*97 158*10 3*20

Railway shares 25*97 21*94 3*02 — 48*01 6*68

Bank shares 260*57 10*86 36*26 9*00 114*33 7*43

Insurance shares 0*70 — — — — —
Industrial shares 498*91 15*64 164*28 1*85 184*47 0*51

Total at rate of exchange 1,657*90 484*00 1,421*31 210*03 1,596*15 453*50
nominal amount 1,407*81 521*64 1,412*73 225*83 1,586*66 481*86

Q During the years 1896-1900, when the boom was at its highest, an
enormous rise took place in the number of shares issued for banking and
industrial purposes, accompanied by a corresponding rise in premiums neuer

reached before, an auerage namely of 67-69 per cent for shares in industrial

enterprise, and 40 per cent for banking [shares. The commencement of the !

crisis then made itself distinctly felt. The number of shares issued in 1901

was an unusually small one. In 1902 these was euidence of a decided im*

prouement, as proued by the business results of the banks. In spite of this, ;

howeuer, during the year 1902 banking and industrial shares of a nominal i

ualue of about 195 million marks were put on the market at a price of
j

I

The double and partly contradictory effect of the boom
j

on the one hand and of the new Stock Exchange Act
j

on the other,—seruing as it did to make stock exchange

business more difficult—followed by the increased cost of the Imperial stamp
]

duty and later by the crisis, is to a certain extent reflected in the figures

showing the proceeds from Imperial stamp duties on securities. |j

Only issued in 1896 for 3'48 million marks, current rate of exchange.

299 million marks.

^ Imperial stampsR upon securities.
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Proceeds from Imperial stamp duties upon securities.*)

fluerage of the years

Stock and
Share stamps

Stamps on
transfers

million marhs

1881/82-1885/86 41 2-7
1886/87-1890/91 6.5 11'3
1891/92-1895/96 7'4 130
1896/97-1900/01 17-5 14*0

1901/02 14-5 13'4
1902/03 21 '3 13-6

Joint-stock

companies.

_ - - .It

recent increase in stamp duties. Q
The total number of German foint-stoch companies in
the middle of 1903 was estimated at ouer 6,000. Por
5,500 companies a paid-up share-capital of 9'8 milliard

marhs could be proued, to which 1'5 milliard preference debentures must be added.
The reserue funds were on the auerage estimated at a sixth of the share and
debenture capital. 85 companies date back to before 1850, though the actiuity
in founding companies only commenced after the establishment of the Empire.
Out of about 4,000 joint-stock companies whose date of foundation could be
ascertained, more than 2,500 were started between the years 1890 and 1900.

The actiuity shown in forming companies during the
last few years is diuided by the crisis of 1900 into
two parts, a boom and a period of quiet. Up to 1900

fletioity in

company-forming.

this actiuity was directed with great energy to the foundation of new com-
panies, and also, hardly less to the increasing of capitals, and the conuersion
of separate existing firms and open commercial companies into joint-stock com-
panies. Special establishments similar to the English ‘Trust-banks” were
founded for this latter object in certain industries.

Summary of promotions.

Total number of
promotions Divided amongst

Dumber Industry, Building

of
bhare-capital CDining, Agriculture, Banks

Year
joint-

Cattle, Breeding

stock flueraac Ter- Ter- Ter- Ter-
com- Total

for Dum- cent- Capi- cent- Dum- cent- Capi- cent-

panics every ber age of tai age of ber age of tai age of
company col. 2 coi. 2 coi. 2 C0I.3J

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1896 172 268-6 1-5 123 71-51 172-6 64-26 13 7-56 37-0 13-78
1898 329 463-5 1-4 248 75-38 289-1 62-37 17 5-17 62-6 13-51
1900 261 340-4 1-3 219 83-91 282-9 83-11 5 1-92 6-1 1-79
1902 87 118-4 1-4 66 75-86 98-7 83-36 2 2-30 2-2 1-86

n ) It must be borne in mind that the stock exchange tax was raised in 1885. 1894
and 1900. g
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Year

Diuided amongst

Insurance companies Railways and other

means of communication
Uarious

Per- Per- Per- per- Per- Per-
num- cent- Capi- cent- Mum- cent- Capi- cent- num- cent- Capi- cent-

ber age of tal age of ber age of tal age of ber age of tal age of
col. 2 col. 3 col. 2 col. 3 col. 2 col. 3

1 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1896 1 0-58 3-3 1-23 17 9-88 37-7 14-04 18 10-47 18-0 6-70

1898 1 0'30 2'0 0-43 33 10-03 86-4 18-64 30 9-12 23-4 5-05

1900 — — — — 19 7-28 40-0 11-75 18 6-90 11-4 3-35

1902 — — — — 10 11-49 9-9 8-36 9 10-34 7-6 6-42

X -I, X-
I
^his actiuity in the foundation of companies mas par-

'

the industries'"^ I
ticularly marked in the building and smelting industries,

I more than 3/4 of all the new companies formed be-

tween 1896 and 1899 being connected with these branches of industry. The
subdiuisions within this group in which the deuelopment was most noticeable

were the branches of metal working and machine construction. Fiue or
six of euery thousand companies formed came under this category, and if

electrical companies are included, far more than a quarter of the new com-
panies formed will be included in the group, fl further sixth fell to the

share of the industries for the preparation of food and drink, about 100 brew-
eries alone being founded as joint-stock companies. There was also a spirit

of actiuity strongly in euidence in the quarrying and kindred industries, the

textile industry and railway construction. In banking, too, such actiuity

was also prominent, but was less shown in the number of new banks
founded as in the amount of capital inuested. One-seuenth of the total capital

inuested in newly formed companies was deuoted to the metal working in-

dustry and machine construction, while the electrical branch alone claimed
50 million marks annually on an auerage. Railways and other carrying and
traffic-forwarding concerns absorbed one-tenth of the total capital inuested

in shares. ^
nearly 9/ioths of the joint-stock companies at present

existing are in the industries, the building and smelting

businesses. The rest, apart from about 150 Assurance
companies, are diuided amongst banks and other credit institutions. The
proportions as regards capital are howeuer quite different; fully a third of

the capital inuested in shares and debentures being engaged in banks and
assurance companies. Q
Q In 1896 about one-seuenth of the existing joint-stock companies had a
capital of less than 100,000 marks, and another seuenth between 100,000
and 250,000 marks, (bore than half the total number had capitals of

E Spread of joint-S stock companies.
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between 250,000 and 21/2 million marks. One-tenth of the total number
had capitals of between 21/2 and 10 million marks, and a little ouer a hundred
companies exceeded this figure. Since then the number of larger companies
has considerably increased. Yet of the 5,500 joint-stock companies whose
figures we quote the capital (including debentures) still auerages 2’05 million
marks. The estimated auerage capital for all existing joint-stock companies
is 1'35 million marks.

Business profits.

There haue been no new statistics elicited as to the
net profits of all existing joint-stock companies, nor as
to the diuidend paid. In the following table those

companies are included whose shares are or haue been quoted on the Berlin
Stock-Cxchange.

^ j Summary of business proceeds of joint-stock companies
O registered at the Berlin Stock-€xchange.

Year Humber Share capital in

million marks

Tiuidends paid

Totals in

million marks Per cent

1875 330 3,178'8 135-93 5-31
1880 430 3,225-4 146-55 5-20
1885 501 2,81 9-3^) 141-79 6-28
1890 605 3,802-0 271-63 8-61
1895 680 4,131-0 267-01 8-60
1900 930 6,676-9 539-54 9-41

Q ¥rom this table some idea of the conditions preuailing may be gained;
for not only is the number of companies uery large, representing more than
two thirds of all German capital actiuely inuested, but the aboue figures are
also proportionately in agreement with the statistics relating to uarious pro-
fessions for the year 1895.

H stock and other Exchanges.

Turing the last century the number and importance
of the exchanges haue considerably increased, and they
haue not only become the means of judging the standard

of credit, of effecting transactions in bonds and securities, but they also
guard and regulate most minutely all the aboue mentioned undertakings as
well as their credit ualue. There are 30 exchanges in Germany to-day, 17 in
Prussia, 2 in Bauaria, 4 in Saxony, 1 in iOurtemberg, 1 in Baden, 2 in
Alsace-Lorraine (as well as a COine-Gxchange in Colmar) and 1 in each of
the three Hanseatic towns.

n ) This number is not accurate, as the share-capital of 30 Tire-assurance com-
panies could not be elicited, and is therefore not included.

number
of exchanges.
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i

^ The only exchanges whose influence extends beyond their own local or
particular sphere, and which effect the money'marhet in general, are those of

Berlin, Hamburg and ¥rankfort o- (D. The importance of the remainder is

either a purely local one or makes itself felt only in particular securities and
kinds of goods. Q
n ^he number of persons attending the Exchanges is shown in the foIIoW'
ing table: ^

Berlin Bremen Breslau
Dres-
den

Trank-
fort o.(D.

Ham-
burg*)

Cologne Ceipsic CDunich
Stutt-

gart

1896 2,876 1,355 384 45 659 294 557 95 77
1900 3,025 1,345 308 44 580 — — 519 85 74
1902 2,912 1,343 256 45 523 — 393 468 90 69

Stocks and Shares.

(Dore than half the aboue mentioned exchanges are
both Stock and Produce exchanges, about one-tenth
being exclusiuely Stock-exchanges, and the remainder

exclusiuely Produce exchanges. The Berlin Stock-exchange list quotes about
2,150 stocks and shares, principally German and foreign securities and state

loans, bonds, railway debentures and securities and bank shares, as well as
many industrial shares. The Prankfort exchange list, which influences the

whole of South Germany, quotes about 1,100, and the Hamburg exchange
about 600 stocks and shares. Q

The following table shows the number of new stocks and shares ad-
mitted to German markets: ^

1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902

Totals in million marks

Home Stocks /
‘ *

. < Proportion con-
and Shares

| y^^ed

^T«portt“'n eVn:
and Shares

| y^^ed

3,788

_)
890

-*)

2,093

163
2,534

782

2,2981

126
1,504-4

647

2,423-4

127
448

8

2,366

25
778

12

2,748

645
2,632

1,171

The principal position in the produce market is held

by the Hamburg exchange, fln enormous international

trade takes place there, the most important articles

being coffee and sugar, the general goods trade as
well as the settlement of freights and the marine insurances. The Bremen
exchange is chiefly of importance for the tobacco and cotton trades. Leipsic

is the centre of the textile industry and at the same time the seat of the German
book-selling business, whilst Gssen is the market for mining shares, &c. Q

C 'Position of the

Q Hamburg and

^ Bremen exchanges.

^
The number for Hamburg amounts to many thousands, but cannot be ascertained

I exactly, as the exchange is open to euerybody. n
’ D Only the total ualue of conversions effected in home and foreign stocks and

shares can be ascertained for 1897, the amount being 1,400 million marks.
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rol ottman excBMoc F'’*.
^xcbanges of 6ctmany play an Important part

a business for
foreign undertakings and arbitrations. These trans-» actions are heauily burdened by legislation and stamp

duties^ though the latter haue been partially remitted.
The total sum for 1893/95 amounted to 111,000 marks, but dropped in 1902/3
to 55,000 marks owing to a falling-off in business.

; j

German Stock-
participation of German capital in foreign stock

exchange business
IS increasing on the other hand, flt the end

of 1893, 167 German banks and bankers had securities
amounting to 290’3 million marks deposited abroad

for their own account or on behalf of their customers, flt the end of 1903
the sum had reached 1,002'4 million marks.

— 1 6. Sauinos-Banks. t JeJ
See p. 39.

hi XU. Insurance affairs.^ If)

Branches.
Insurance affairs haue reached a higher state of deue-
lopment in Germany than in any other country, and
haue been helped forward both by priuate initiatiue

and by the state. They include the most uaried spheres of operations in in-
dustrial life, and are furthermore growing into one of the weightiest factors
of social politics, a factor which aims at improuing the social condition of
millions of persons. Starting from the oldest branches of marine and fire
assurance, expansion has taken place in uarious other directions,—insurance
against damage by hail, storm or water, insurance of goods in transport,
of glass and cattle, against sickness and accident, for dowries, military ser-
uice and risks of war. The complex many-sidedness of modern life and
the growing need for security against contingencies of euery kind haue
occasioned the institution of insurance against theft and burglary, against
business risks and losses, for the redemption of bonds and against the
ailing in ualue of securities, as well as insurance for guarantees, credit and

liabilities and the insurance of bicycles. This protectiue
system was crowned by the mission inaugurated by
H. CD. Gmperor COilliam 1. on Douember 17th 1881, and

Insurance
by the State.

continued by H. CD. Gmperor COiiliam 11. on February 4th 1890, for a continual
social insurance, a system which is gradually and steadily being extended
to further classes of the public. Q

On CDay 12th, 1901, an Imperial flet dealing with pri-
uate assurance undertakings came into effect, prouiding

fhe establishment of an office for inspection of
priuate insurance concerns. Its object is to protect and superuise the in-
surance business of Germany. Q

Priuatc Insurance.



Insurance
of persons.

In 1901 there were 27 foint'Stock companies and
30 mutual insurance companies doing business pri'

uately in Germany as life-insurance companies. These

57 companies had issued at the end of 1901 nearly 6 million (5,998»374)

policies in their uarious branch establishments^ amount-
ing to a total assurance of 8'3 milliard marks. The
average sum assured per person was about 1,400

Life insurance.

marks. In the year 1901 the premiums paid amounted to 358'5 million marks.

The development of this branch of insurance business is constantly on the

increase.

Sums in million marks.

Year
Dumber of Amounts "Premiums
companies assured paid

1880 47 2,281*99 78*04

1890 56 4,311*51 164*10

1896 60 6,266*12 260*82

1897 60 6,731*58 283*76

1898 59 7,182*43 306*82

1899 59 7,601*68 323*10

1900 58 7,999*96 341*17

1901 57 8,347*64 358*51

48 of the companies dealing with insurance in case of death issued

policies to the number of 1,478,936 and amounting to 6,094*10 million

marks. 525,000 of this number were death policies amounting to 2,240

million marks (or 26*6 per cent of the total sum), and the rest were tontine

insurance.

33 companies undertook burial insurances or insurances for the working

classes in case of death, and at the end of 1901 had issued 3,942,963

policies, amounting in value to 748*3 million marks. The claims paid in

1901 amounted to 94*3 million marks.

48 companies for dowry insurance issued 321,982 po-

licies for survivorship covering a sum of 598*6 million

marks; and 7 companies issued policies against mili-

tary service to the number of 254,493, amounting to 306*7 million marks.

The annuities amounted to 46 million marks.

In 1901 annuities were issued by thirty-five companies,

flt the close of the year 53,464 policies were in force,

covering 17*09 million marks in running annuities, and
2*17 million marks in deferred annuities. There were, moreover, 1,280 policies

covering 1*6 million marks in annuities for sick persons, and 815 policies for

80

Annuity
insurances.

E Dowry and6 military service.
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Summary showing the deuolopmcnt of fire insurance offices. n
(Sums in million marks.) ^

year

Societies loint-Stock Companies (Dutual assurance
Companies

Hum-
ber

Sums
insured

pre-

miums
paid

Hum-
ber

Sums
insured

pre-

miums
paid

Hum-
ber

Sums
insured

pre-

miums
paid

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1890 57 35,706'0 47-0 30 50,505-7 103-1 19 8,127-2 21-9

1895 57 41,931 '3 60-0 29 60,959-5 123-3 19 9,704-9 25-1

1899 57 47,829-9 66-8 30 74,279-7 164-3 17 11,025-0 28-3

1900 57 49,677-1 64-7 29 77,097-3 167-2 17 11,328-3 28-9

1901 57 ">
? 29 78,692-0 164-0 17 11,624-9 29-5

The insurance of goods in transport has assumed
almost equal dimensions with that of the fire-insurance

business. In 1901 there were 47 large companies

and a considerable number of smaller offices and priuate firms for the in-

• surance of goods in transport, the majority of which were working on a

;
mutual system. The principal portion of the business, howeuer, fell to the

share of the joint-stock companies. These collected premiums to the ualue

of 108'4 million marks, out of which a surplus of 2'4 million marks remained.

The sums paid in claims amounted to 44'7 million marks. 40 companies

represented a paid-up share-capital of 20’7 million marks, and 76’3 million

marks in shareholder’s securities. The greater part of the entire business

was of course done in marine insurance; the 12 Hamburg companies, for

S
instance, insured property in this branch alone amounting to 5 milliard marks.

Another important field for the insurance business is

found in agricultural crops, cattle and stock. The in-

surance of liue-stock and crops against damage by

hail appeals chiefly to persons engaged in agriculture. It is principally

carried on by means of co-operatiue associations, there being at the present

moment more than 6,500 societies for the insurance of liue-stock scattered

ouer the . €mpire. Various German gouernments are trying to establish

agricultural insurance offices, which will be supported by the local societies,

and will in turn guarantee them insurance. In Bauaria, for instance, there

' is the “Bauarian Agricultural Insurance Office,” which at the end of the

year 1901 included 1,551 societies and a total of 74,030 members. The im-

' portance of the priuate insurance business is also shown by the magnitude

: of the sums insured in 24 of the largest liue-stock insurance companies,

—

; 356'7 million marks for the year 1901 premiums being paid to the ualue

;

of 8*1 million marks, and 5'1 million marks in claims.

There are 5 joint-stock companies which undertake

insurance against damage by hail. In 1901 these

companies insured property to the ualue of nearly

i

'( g Insurance against

j
^ damage by hail.

^ Cattle insurance.

^ Traffic insurance.
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Insurance of glass.

1 milliard marks (961*4 million); their premiums amounted to 9*1 million marks,
and the total of claims paid for damage sustained totalled 5*8 million marks.
IChere are also 12 mutual insurance offices with a general organisation ex-
tended ouer the whole empire, and 5 other such companies working with
either a locally or a materially restricted field of actiuity. The former in-
sured property to the ualue of 1,321*1 million marks, the premiums paid
amounting to 14*1 million marks, and the total sum paid out in claims for
damages reaching 11*2 million marks; the latter insured property to a ualue
of 319*4 million marks, their premiums amounting to 3*8 million marks,
and their expenses (including claims paid up and estimate making) to
3*5 million marks.

The insurance of glass is closely connected with the
insurance against damage by hail. €xact statistics
for this branch of insurance cannot be elicited, because

a large number of the fire insurance offices also make a business of insuring
glass, and haue no separate statement of figures upon this particular matter,
phe following are the results declared by 9 offices doing business exclusiuely
in glass insurance, and by 11 other businesses which publish particulars upon
this branch of their business:— the whole 20 companies commanded at the
end of 1901 a paid-up capital of 381,000 marks and 395,000 marks reserue
funds, 1 million marks in cash and at the bank, and 2*6 million marks in
mortgages and landed property. The total amount of premiums paid was
3*6 million marks, the expenses in claims for damages amounted to 3*1 million,
Icauing a total surplus of 163,000 marks.

The tremendous claims, sometimes coming in bursts,
which are made upon the fire, transport, and damage by
hail insurance companies make it absolutely necessary

for the larger offices to secure themselues by means of re-insurance. 35 joint-
stock companies exist (with a capital of ouer 110 million marks) whose
business is partly or entirely deuoted to re-insuring or sharing the risk of
insurance. Their premiums and fees for 1901 amounted to 214*1 million marks,
and their expenses arising from claims paid alone to 90*9 million marks.
The total profits figured at 5*2 million marks.

There are finally a number of other branches of insur-
ance which haue only been lately created and are not
at present of uery great importance though taken up

by the aboue mentioned companies. Amongst these must be mentioned, for
instance, the rapid deuelopment of insurance against burglary. In 1901 there
were 19 companies undertaking this branch of insurance; their premiums
amounted to 2*5 million marks, and they paid out as much as 343,000 marks
in claims. 2 companies may also be mentioned which, with a capital of 2 mil-
lion marks, exclusiuely undertook insurance against damage occasioned by
water mains, whilst the greater part of the aboue-mentioned companies, parti-
cularly the fire insurance companies, undertook this as a subordinate branch
of insurance.

Re-insurance.

Deu) branches of

insurance business.
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Lucratiueness of

private insurance
undertakings.

rhe following table of figures’*') showing the business
results of the aboue-mentioned foint-stoch insurance
companies, giues some idea of the lucratiueness of this

branch of business: Q
1. Total Surplus 2. Surplus from

Premiums

Xear Total

(million marks)
Percentage of total

of premiums

1890
1895
1900
1901

70’32
81'28
108*42
129*74

12*0

8*7

9*6

11*3

foreign companies.
Besides the German companies there are a number of
foreign insurance companies doing business in the
German Gmpire. Their admission to the Gmpire is

dependent upon permission granted by the Imperial Chancellor after they
haue been reported on by the department for the superuision of insurance bu-
siness. This permission has up to the present been granted to 22 life, 8 fire,

8 accident and liability insurance and 6 transport insurance companies of con-
siderable size, principally of Austrian, Swiss, Cnglish and American nationality.

It must always be kept in mind that all the figures giuen aboue only
contain the amount of risk-securities insured by German companies, for it

is not possible to ascertain exactly what share foreign companies claim,
nor to ascertain the amount of assurance business undertaken by German
companies abroad. Q

Oi XUL Imperial Social Insurance. tueJ
1

See special article.
|

SI XUII. Unions and Associations. . Id*

1
fi. Unions ana Leagues.

Q Side by side with the indiuidualism which permits every person to follow
his own bent, there exists in German intellectual and industrial life a strong
tendency towards union for the promotion of common ends. This tendency
has been active for divers purposes from times immemorial, and to-day there
is no branch of social, scientific or intellectual life which has not been affected

by its influence. Q
O These figures cannot of course include ail companies; the number of those
omitted , is, however, inconsiderable, so that the figures give a fairly correct idea.
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Religious Societies.

The first under this heading is formed princip'
ally or exclusiuely by societies of a religious or scienti-
fic nature, and other societies seruing for the further-

ance of knowledge- In addition to the state synodic establishments it comprises,
the great uoluntary religious associations of the Protestant Union, the Gustau-
-fldolf Society, the Guangelical League, the German Catholic Piet, the Bonifatius
Society, the Society for mission-ioorh at home and abroad, the uarious reli-
gious orders and all the numerous associations of different religious Societies,
both local and corporate, for the direct or indirect promotion of religious objects!

Art and scientific research are encouraged by the State
academies and assisted by Commissions and Institutes
at home and abroad as well as by such priuate So-
cieties as the Piet of German Jurists, the Law Society,

uarious scientific societies of medical men, naturalists, geographers, historians,
philologists, engineers, political economists and social economists- All such
societies, whether belonging to localities, to separate states or to the nation
at large, are constantly employed in the endeauour to lay before the public
the results of their labours and the present state of their knowledge, either
by means of the Press or by holding Congresses, thus enabling the necessary
grouping and classification of indiuidual effort and efficiency to be effected-
* second group is formed by the Societies of a patri-

otic or political character, hauing the interests of both
the State and the Community in uiew- On the one

Societies for the

furtherance of Art
and Science.

Patriotic-political

Leagues.

hand there are political party organisations with their central control and
the elaboration of the party machine down to the district leagues; on the
other hand there are leagues for safeguarding the interest of the father-land
and the promotion of national aims.

In this latter class the ** warrior societies” (Kriegeruereine) and leagu^
are most prominent- Che majority of them belong to the “Kyffhauser” League
which was founded some years ago- Societies with patriotic and political aims
are represented by the German Colonial Society, the Pan-German League, the
Ostmarkenuerein ” and uarious other societies for preseruing German natio-

nality and customs, such as the Society for the preseruation of the German
anguage, the Schools* Union and the Dauy League- q

Patriotism and politics are fostered by many other
societies as well, societies whose first aim is of a re-
creatiue character- These often assume the shape of

assemblages of indiuidual classes- In euery place, large or small, countless
social unions forming centres of recreation and amusement for the uarious
ranks of society are to be found- Some of these are founded for special
purposes by certain classes, being sometimes associated with old traditions;
such are the social unions of shopkeepers and sea-faring men, the manifold
associations of artists and students and the shooting guilds, and sometimes
with more modern aims of life in uiew such as gymnastics and singing,
societies, sport, cycling and card-playing clubs, &c- q

Social Clubs
and Societies.
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The gymnastic^ shooting and singing societies did much at one time to
paue the may to the foundation of the €mpire, and carried out on a small scale
what the national societies were striuing to do throughout the whole country.

Then again various fraternities and lodges have likewise
duties to perform, both of social and public utility. (Dany
of these societies have been founded for charitable and

Lodges; Charity.

philanthropic purposes, sometimes for the speedy relief of temporary necessity
by the organising of charitable festivals and bazaars, at other times working both
preventively and directly by the establishments of permanent institutions, such
as numerous associations for the care of the sick, hospital unions, the Order of
St. lohn, the Red Cross Society and the COomen of the "Fatherland flid society, &c.

fl great social duty incumbent upon many of these
associations is to supplement the task of making
provision for toilers and workers who are in distress.

Social Care.

lUomen’s Societies.

n addition to creches, kindergartens, and holiday institutions, peoples’ kit-

chens, coffee palaces, public baths, convalescent homes, homes for consump-
tives of the working classes, and homes for the aged,—these and similar
societies have organised employment agencies as well as working mens’ colo-
nies, and created residential and other dwellings.

Religious and social considerations have co-operated in bringing about
a reform in the public and private mode of relief of the needy, and have
paved the way for their classification and grouping into organised associa-
tions and unions. These have found their intellectual center in the German
Union for the relief of the poor and for general charitable purposes, and
also in the so-called GIberfeld system which has rendered possible the ne-
cessary co-operation between the centers and individual workers.

Since the so-called woman’s question has arisen, various
associations have been called into being to represent
the social interests of women and to protect and

minister to the world of women-workers, and these have been formed into
various Leagues. Among the most important may be mentioned the League
of German U3omen’s Associations, embracing 159 societies, and the League
of Societies for COomen’s Progress.

The associations representing the interests of trades
and professions have adopted new and specially or-

ganised methods in accordance with the demands of

modern industrial and business life. Here too, we
find countless associations and organisations called

into existence not only by the State but also to a large extent by private
initiative. The further development of these reveals a certain tendency towards
a future comprehensive concentration and grouping together. This tendency
is entirely at variance with the opinions which prevail at the beginning of

the 19th century as to the complete and inevitable resolution of society into

units, for at the commencement of the 20th century numerous features for

its re-concentration into groups are to be found.

Representation
of the interests

of uarious trades
and professions.
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COc must first consider the representation of professions as regulated by the

state. Germany has at the present time 158 Chambers of Commerce and Crade^

and 10 Chambers of Agriculture around which the People’s Industrial Council

(at present inactiue), the German Agricultural Council, and the Colleges of Land
economics are grouped. Che interests of traffic are represented by the Home-
Railways’ Council. Other offices haue called in the assistance of expert aduisers,

such as the Colonial Council, the Board of emigration, the Stock exchange
Committee, the Social economic Committee, the Workmens’ Statistical Board, &c.

The learned professions are regulated by councils of doctors and lawyers.

Besides these there are uarious independent associations to protect the

interests of agriculture, manufactures, trade and commerce,—such as the

Parmers’ League, the German Commercial Piet, the Central Association of

German CDanufactures, the Industrial League, the Society for guarding the

common economic interests of Rhineland and Westphalia, the Society for

commercial Treaties, the Central Society for preparing and examining com-
mercial Treaties, the Society for the maintenance of the Gold-standard, &c.

Then there are other Unions to represent the interests of special classes and
callings,—the Union of German Smelters, the large Societies of Architects

and engineers, the Unions in the medical profession, the German "Fishery

Union, the Inland Shipping Union, the German Lawyers’ Piet, &c., and
Associations which haue been established locally throughout the land for all

the more important occupations and branches of industry. Their endeauour
has been to increase the general knowledge of the community and to spread
knowledge among their members on subjects within their prouince by the car-

rying out of practical experiments, the publication of literature and periodicals

dealing with special branches, &c. This has also been done by the Unions
for improuing and furthering certain branches of knowledge, such as the
Society for improuing the breeding of Cattle, Horses and Pogs, the Union of

Gardeners and Pruit-growers, &c.

Officials too haue formed themselues into Associations for the represen-

tation of certain interests. Amongst others the German Officers’ Union may
be mentioned and the 174 uarious officials’ unions which are leagued together,

with a total membership of 128,000, into the German Officials’ Societies

League. There further exist Unions for Post-Office officials, for railway
seruants and others. Although all these associations serue the more general
objects of their particular profession or calling, there are a number of others
whose first aim is to represent their pecuniary interests.

Certain industrial branches show a strong inclination to

combined representation; for instance, in the mining and
smelting industries there are 9 associations representing

i more than 400 mines; in the iron trade there are 4 such associations with
ouer 2,000 members and works; in the remaining industries there are up-

; wards of 30 larger and smaller unions, principally representing mechanical

j

engineering, shipbuilding, the chemical, textile, leather, paper, brewing, destil-

j

ling, milling and tobacco trades and industries. The Exchange Association
i

Expert Unions-



of German Booksellers with its many thousand members is not limited to
Germany, whereas the Central Union of German itinerant Booksellers is
exclusively Imperial. Che small shopkeepers have combined together into
no associations with nearly 7,000 members, the hotel and inn-keepers into
a league of 200 associations with 17,000 members, the majority of these
large Associations j^g built up by local organisation. Q
(91 Association In the I

representing the industrial

a liberal and learned professional interests also exist in many of^ liberal and learned professions, as for example
the various German authors’ societies, associations

of journalists, musical societies, the German Stage Union, the Stage Asso-
ciation, the Artists’ League, various arts and crafts societies, societies with
funds for the relief of teachers, and societies for female teachers. These
societies look after and assure the private circumstances of members of
their profession who are unable to work, and also provide for their widows
and children. They not only watch over the interests of the various callings,
but aim also at rendering material support. Q

tmpiovers'
^ number of the associations which serve the interests

3 “Cartels” and professions have also made it part of their^ ' object to represent their members in the position of
employers; at the same time there exist also a number

of special employers’ organisations for effecting the same purpose. "First of
all come the employers’ leagues proper, cartels, syndicates, &c. (see p. 29)
the object of which is to look after and generally regulate the conditions of
supply and demand within their branch, then come the so-called Unions of
employers of Labour (Arbeitgeberverbande). The particular purpose of these
latter associations is to counterbalance the working men’s associations and
their endeavours as well as to oppose any efforts on the part of the as-
sociated working men to secure an alteration in the existing conditions of
work or wages when it does not appear justifiable to the employers. At the
head of these stands the German Central League, and next to it the Hamburg
League for the employers of Labour embracing a number of large associations
from among the most varied branches of industry, and extending to a number
of neighbouring places. The next in importance is the Berlin League of em-
ployers of Labour, &c. In addition to these general leagues there are others
for special branches of industry, sometimes of a local character and sometimes
extending over large districts of the country. There are 3 for smelting and
mining concerns, 11 for the metal industry, 4 for the brewing industry, 4 for
the textile industry, 9 local and 1 central for the building trade, 2 in the hat
trade, 1 in the manufacture of wall-paper, besides 3 leagues of masters of
handicraft in the wood-work industry. q

There are four principal groups of workmen’s asso-
ciations—industrial unions, trades-unions, Christian
working men’s societies and miners’ corporations. In

Workmen’s
associations.

1902 the first group included 60 central leagues with about 733,000 members.
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Trades-Unions.

nearly half as many again as in 1897. There luere also 11,000 local organi'
sations. The budget of this immense League amounted to 21 million marks
with a fixed capital of about 101/4 million marks. The expenditure amounted
to 10 million marks and was made up of 31/2 million marks for the relief
of the needy, and 2 million marks for supporting strikes. Up to the pre-
sent time the part taken by female workers in the industrial union moue-
ment has been inconsiderable, although it has much increased of late. In
1902 it included 28,200 females, and has more than doubled since 1898.
This number is, neuertheless, only about 3 per cent of the female workers
who might enrol themselues in such an organisation (901,000 in all). The
largest number of members of the organisation come from among the metal-
workers (128,000), masons (82,000), wood-workers (70,000), miners (42,000)
and hands employed in the textile industry (38,000). The most perfectly
organised of these Unions is the Book Printers’ League, consisting of
33,000 members. Among the others, that of the factory hands consists of
33,600 members, those of the carpenters, shoemakers, carriers, tailors, persons
employed in the tobacco trade, the building trade, and harbour hands com-
?rising between 14,000 and 24,000 members each.

The second group, the so-called “Hirsch-Dunker” Trades-
Unions, comprised 103,000 members in 1902, the
majority of them belonging to unions of machine

engineers and metal workers. The entire property of the trades-unions,
including the invalid and burial funds, amounted to 31/4 million marks at
the end of 1902. The sums expended in 1902 for the support of members
who were out of work amounted to about 250,000 marks, the sums distri-

lOAo
support during sickness to 62,000 marks. The total outlay in

1902 for sickness and burials, support of the disabled and needy, for prouid-
ng legal protection and for educational purposes, amounted to 775,000 marks.

In the third group we find industrial and religious forces
working together. The €uangelical Societies numbered

120,000 members in 1902, between 80,000 and

QAA A
wjere leagued together into a Central League. There are

800 Catholic workmen’s societies with about 180,000 ordinary members.
The total number of German workmen organised in this manner amounts

to about 11/4 millions.

Besides these three free groups of organisations there are the Unions of
(Diners, which are subject to state control.

In the middle of the nineties there were 140 journey-
men’s societies in existence, with a membership of half
a million. They distributed 32 million marks in aid

and support, and their funds amounted to 77 million marks.
Some of the private official and commercial societies
combine recreative and educational objects with in-
dustrial aims. The most important of the commercial

leagues is the German League of Commercial Societies, comprising 86,000 mem-
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Workmen’s
Christian societies.

lourneymen’s
societies.

Business and Com-
mercial Societies.
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bcrs, 25 per cent of whom are principals and 75 per cent employees* The prin-
cipal aim of this and 3 other great leagues^ besides the object of providing
recreation, is a practical economic one, its chief object being to provide in-

formation as to situations vacant, the assistance of those out of employment,
and technical education in their particular branch- In addition there are four
large associations of shopkeepers^ assistants, where the tendency is almost
exclusively industrial-

rhe associations of private officials, with about 15,000
members, are of a similar character to the mercantile
or commercial societies- The funds at their disposal

Priuatc officials

societies.

Tariff associations.

for giving assistance in cases of sickness or disablement amounted to 3 mil-
lion marks. The German foremens’ Association, with a membership of 35,000,
is made up of private and state officials.

In one branch of trade, at least, the employers and em-
ployed are associated to-day in a common organisation,
as they used to be in times gone by, for a mutual

regulation of the conditions of work- In the German book-printing trade we
find an association of principals and apprentices formed for the promotion
of mutual agreements as to tariff. Similar associations are gradually making
more and more headway in other callings, such as the building, tailoring

and upholstering trades.

Attempts have, however, been made to keep up at the
same time the old forms of industrial organisation by
giving new life to the system of guilds. Amongst the

Guilds.

handicrafts there are almost 8,000 guilds including about 1/4 million work-
men (a further 50,000 or so artisans are incorporated in the trades-unions).

"For information about the organisation of workmen
and employers into trade and sick-¥unds associations,

and councils of advice of various sorts, as connected
with social legislation, see special article.

Organisation
according to social

legislation.

Associations.

B. Associations.

The associations constitute a group of societies of con-
siderable importance- They form to a certain extent an
opposition to the unions of manufacturers, being in-

corporated combinations of consumers- They also serve to unite manufact-
urers for the purpose of obtaining the necessary means, principally credit,

to manufacture. And, finally, this form of organisation embraces certain
undertakings, which, in the form of co-operative societies, represent a distinct

form of enterprise.

German co-operative societies and associations can look back upon half

a century of successful activity. In 1849 Sdiultze founded in Delitzsch the
first co-operative society for buying and selling carpenters’ raw material,
and in 1850 the co-operative society for advancing loans. About the same
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time Raiffeisen founded the Hammersfeld Association for the relief of im-
pecunious agriculturists^ and sowed the first seeds of that magnificient insti-

tution the Agricultural Sauings and Credit Bank Association.

The mouement has made great strides, particularly during the last ten
years of the past century. In 1890 the number of trade and industrial

co-operatiue societies was 7,608; in 1895, 13,005; in 1900, 19,557. The total

number of local associations amounted in 1902 to more than 22,500, which
means an increase of about 200 per cent during 12 years. CDore than 6,000
of these were agricultural associations with a long way ooer a million peasants
as members. By far the larger number of associations in 1902 were com-
bined into 35 Leagues. The most prominent among these are the following:

The General Union of the self-aided Trades and In-

dustrial Associations, which has its head-quarters at

Charlottenburg and comprises 29 sub-unions and

The three chief

Unions.

1,651 associations; the General Union of Agricultural Associations, at Darm-
stadt comprising ^uly 1st, 1902) 25 affiliated unions and 8,363 associations;
and the General Agency Union, at Heuwied, embracing 3,982 associations.

In 1902 the associations belonging to the Charlottenburg Union numbered
about a million members, their business credit amounted to 1791/2 million marks
and their reserue to 62*9 million. The associations lent their members about
3 milliard marks in credit, raw material, dwellings, the necessaries of life, &c.

The Darmstadt (formerly Offenbach) General Union comprised 7,787
associations in 1902, with a business credit of its associates amounting to
18'4 million marks and a reserue fund amounting to 20 million marks. The
neuwied General Union reported on January 1st 1902 that there were 3,190
associations with a membership of 288,000 belonging to the Union. The
assets of the Union amounted to 24M million and its liabilities to 240
million marks, so that a clear profit remained of M million marks. It lent

its members 147 million marks in loans and purchase-money. The Central
Credit Bank belonging to the Union showed assets amounting to 53’6 million
and liabilities amounting to 53*3 million marks. The clear profit of 0'3 mil-
lion marks was diuided in diuidends at the rate of 31/2 per cent.

Besides these three gigantic unions, there are smaller
ones of some importance, as shown by a reuiew of

the collectiue actiuity of 22,500 German associations
which were classified on (Darch 31st, 1903; 13,481
credit co-operatiue societies, people’s and industrial

banks, societies for aduancing loans, sauings and credit bank associations
were carrying on business and aduancing personal credit through the agency
of a number of central banks. CDost of the remainder were chiefly employed
in buying and selling, some also in producing goods. The whole were diuided
into two groups, of 723 industrial and 5,500 agricultural associations.

Amongst the former, 323 were producers, and amongst the latter the
majority were occupied in production on their own account, such as dairy
produce, wine and fruit growing, &c.

Q Statistics of flsso-

g ciations. Co-oper-

atiuc and Buiiding
Societies.
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About 1,600 lucre engaged in the purchase of raw materials, about 250
in the sale of goods, and ouer 600 were workmen’s associations (COerh'
genoffenfdiaften). Among the other associations, the most important were
the 1,847 co-operatiue supply associations.*) The constantly increasing impor-
tance, howeuer, of the building and dwelling associations (about 500 in number)
must not be^ underrated. Only 625 of all these associations are not subject
to the Associations Act. (Dore than two-thirds of those registered haue un-
limited, and 6,400 limited liability.

the Central Prussian Co-operatiue Bank was founded
to serue as a centre of credit for the uarious Prussian
associations, its original capital being 20 million marks,

which has since been increased to 50 million, the total turnouer in 1902/03
amounted to ouer 8,200 million marks, and in the middle of 1902 more than
9,000 associations, mostly agricultural, with nearly 1'3 million members were
registered on its books.

Central

Co-operatiue Banh.

0 XUlll- Schools and Education-
See special treatise.

XIX. Art, Industrial Art and Architecture.
See special treatise.

XX- rheatres and Concerts-

Permanent

a companies

0 and theatres.

As in the case of many of the subjects discussed aboue, the deuelopment
of the German theatre shows characteristic features perfectly at uariance with
those of other countries.

The most important factor is formed by the large per-
manent theatres, which are sometimes court theatres,
and sometimes municipal theatres which receiue con-
siderable subsidies from the purses of German Princes

or from the municipal reuenue. Sometimes, too, they are undertakings of a
purely priuate nature.

The German Stage Almanac mentions about 700 German theatres,
550 of which are situated in the German Gmpire. Of this number 100 are
municipal theatres and 40 court theatres.

) rhese arc diuided according to the nature of their liabilitv into 220 associa-
lions luith unlimited liability and 1,527 with limited liability, 5 with unlimited instal*
ment liability, and 95 non-registered associations. ITheir numbers show a rapid increase.
lOhilst in 1890 only 984 co-operatiue supply associations existed, there were 1,400 in
1895 and 1,528 in 1900. Vhe growth during the last 2 years (1901, 1902) has therefore
been an unusually large one.
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In the majodtv of these theatres performances are giuen uninterruptedly
during the greater part of the year from Autumn to Spring. The actors
have fixed engagements, and performances are giuen on all, or nearly all
the days of the weeh. Occasionally one company mill play consecutiuely
at a number of theatres in the same neighbourhood. Other theatres, again,
haue touring companies, one for drama and one for opera. About 80 theatres
in the German Gmpire only giue performances during the summer or when
the bathing resorts are in full sioing.

In addition to the permanent companies of the aboue-
mentioned theatres, there exist also about tioo dozen tra-
uelling dramatic companies mhich tour throughout the

Trauelling

Companies.

Staff.

Repertoire.

Authors.

Gmpire and are always well receiued, particularly in places which haue no
proper theatre. The number of these touring companies is certainly on the
decline in Germany, for there, as opposed to other countries, nearly euery
place endeauours to support a permanent theatre of its own.

Those dramatic companies, howeuer, which exist for the purpose of
reproducing plays in the uarious dialects—such as £ow-German, Bauarian,
Uiennese, Swabian, Alemanic, &c.—are still of as much importance as euer.

In the season 1902/03 the lists of the Union of mem-
bers of the German stage comprised about 20,000 ac-
tors and actresses, uocalists, and chorus singers en-

gaged in German theatres throughout the world. About 15,000 from among
this number were actiuely engaged.

During the year 1902/03 between 650 and 700 nouel-
ties were put upon “the boards that typify the world.”
One-sixth of this number were operas, operettas and

other musical pieces. During the same year about 900 German authors,
translators, poets, and ballet composers, and 250 musical composers and
colaborators had their works performed, or had them accepted for performance.
The dramatic authors who haue had their works staged during the last few
Y^^rs^Jiumber^J^OO—^00, and the number of composers is about 400.

These statements do not howeuer by any means ex-
haust all that can be said as to the deuelopment of
the art. Besides the performances giuen by amateur

societies in most towns and uillages, euidence is often found of an endeauour
to draw wide circles into co-operating in serious dramatic efforts. To this
class of society belong first and foremost the student clubs for the resusci-
tation of classic art, and next in importance come the historical, patriotic and
religious plays which are performed in so many places. The most important
of this latter are, for instance, the Passion Play at Oberammergau and the
festiual performances at Rothenburg and other places. The festiual play

The Art aming
the people.

house at Bayreuth ho

Tree stages and
popular art.

ds quite a unique position.

The serious side of the Art also is marked by the
efforts which are being made by numerous societies
to bring before the public by means of free stages and
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aspiring talent plays which are unsuitable for ordinary theatrical reproduction.
€fforts are also being made to familiarise the broad masses of workmen
and artisans, and also school children, with literary masterpieces, and thus
popularise the art among the people.

CDusical life.

there is at present no trustworthy information con-
cerning the richly deueloped musical life of Germany;
a country where music is studied and enjoyed more

by means of Royal, municipal, military and priuate
by the aboue-mentioned societies. Here also, as in

than anywhere else

orchestras as well as
all matters connected with the artistic and intellectual actiuity of the country]
figures and statistics can assist but little in giuing that appreciation which
can only be obtained by personal acquaintance and intimacy with the inner
life of the nation.

XXI. Army and Hauy. aj

According to the Act dated CDarch 25th, 1899, Bauaria
has to maintain 3 army corps, Saxony 2 and COurtem-
berg 1, while Prussia and the remaining Pederal States

haue to maintain 17, making thus a total of 23 army corps altogether. €ach
army corps is diuided into two or three diuisions, each of which is, as a rule,
again split up into two infantry, one caualry, and one field-artillery brigade;
these latter are composed of 2 regiments, or, in single instances, of three,
rhe remaining arms, as well as the communication troops, are placed
immediately under the direction of the corps commanders. The Guards army
corps is distinguished from the rest by the important difference that its
caualry is collected into a special Guards caualry diuision. The total number
of diuisions is 49.

rhe peace footing of the German army for 1903 was as follows: Q

Officers

Hon
commis-
sioned
officers

CDen "Further

personnel
Seruice

Horses

Total Infantry 13,384 48,859 337,067 2,570 810
Comprising:

a) Infantry—216 regiments and
607 battalions 12,073 44,070 323,569 2,475

b) Rifles—18 battalions 388 1,434 9,781 72
c) (Dachine-guns,—15 diuisions

.

60 203 952 1 810
d) (Dilitia-295 districts 863 3,152 2,765 22
Caualry—93 regiments, making ,

482 squadrons’^) 2,436 9,670 57,255 816 65,921

*] Comprising 10 regiments of Cuirassiers, 28 of "Dragoons, 20 of Hussars, 25
of Cancers, 4 of Heauy Cauairy, 6 tight Horse and 17 squadrons of mounted rifles.
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Officers

Don
commis-
sioned
officers

(Den
Further
personnel

Service

Horses

Tield-artillery—94 regiments and
583 batteries 3,062 11,909 53,301 996 33,624

Foot-artillery—18 regiments and
163 companies 946 3,893 20,403 140 556

engineers—26 battaIions,102com-
panies 598 2,404 13,033 104 —

Communication troops 584 2,764 11,965 125 4,715
comprising:

a) Railway troops 185 723 3,778 33 —
b) Telegraph troops 50 173 1,353 13 —
c) Balloon troops 17 54 343 5 58
d) Commissariat, 23 battalions

.

332 1,814 6,491 74 4,657
Special formations 572 1,393 2,474 68 —
non-specified military 2,764) 187 2 223 —
Total peace footing of 24,346 81,079 495,500 5,042) 105,626

Dumber belonging to

"Prussia 18,939 62,753 384,729 3,891 82,548
Saxony 1,738 5,997 35,899 368 7,751
Wurtemberg 935 3,260 19,725 201 4,250
Bavaria 2,734 9,069 55,147 582 11,077

Q The total strength of the German standing army amounts accordingly to
605,967 men. The war footing numbers 2,549,918 men exclusiue of the Land'
Sturm (last reserue) and supplementary reserues (about 3 million men). The
strength of the German field army is placed at 1,335,000 men, 425,000 horses,
and 4,200 guns. ^
([j The following table shows the position of the German nauy in completed
modern uessels. n

Dumber and type of ships
Displacement

in tons

Indicated

h.p.

14 Battle ships (ouer 10,000 tons, launched 1891
and later) 153,568 171,000

8 Coast iron-dads (ouer 4,000 tons, launched
1889 and later) 32,912 42,000

3 Armoured cruisers (ouer 8,000 tons, launched
1899 and later) 28,669 46,200

Latus . . . 215,149 259,200

L In addition to 8 officers at the Imperial military court.

O ’^*) Including 2,203 army doctors, 1,056 paymasters, 679 veterinary surgeons,
1,011 gunsmiths, and 93 saddlers. n
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Dumber and type of ships
Displacement

in tons

Indicated

h.p.

Transport . . . 215,149 259,200
6 Large protected cruisers (ouer 5,000 tons.
launched 1892 and later) 34,806 62,000

1 3 Small protected cruisers (ouer 2,000 tons.
launched 1887 and later 10 since 1898) . . . 39,084 103,000

7 Small unprotected cruisers (ouer 1,500 tons.
launched in 1890 and after) 11,684 22,800

6 Gun-boats (ouer 800 tons, launched 1898 and
later) 5,550 7,800

306,273 454,800

Ships in course of construction

:

Dumber and type of ships Tonnage h.p.
Total

tons h.p.

6 Battle ships each

3 Armoured cruisers) . . „
5 small protected cruisers . „

1 3,200
9,500
3,250

1 6,000
19.000
10.000

79,200
28,000
1 6,250

96.000
55.000
50.000

1 23,450 201,000

The remaining uessels comprise 5 obsolete battle-ships, 12 obsolete
armoured gun-boats, 3 obsolete armoured cruisers, 9 small cruisers, 1 obsolete
gun-boat, 15 training ships, 8 special seruice ships (amongst them 2 yachts,
“HohenzoIIern” and **Kaiseradler”), 3 harbour boats, 41 large torpedo-boats
(ouer 230 tons) and 79 smaller torpedo-boats (up to 155 tons). Amongst
the larger torpedo-boats are 30 homogeneous ones of modern construction
(launched since 1899) each of 350 tons displacement, 6,000 h-p. with a speed
of 26'5-30 nautical miles an hour. 12 additional boats of this type are in

course of construction- Q
The following ships are destined to serue as auxiliary cruisers in

time of war: 9 high speed steam-ships with a speed of 18-23’5 nautical

miles and a total registered tonnage of 103,070 tons, and 20 mail stea-

mers with a speed of 15-17 nautical miles and a total tonnage of 185,400 re-

gister tons.

The naual forces (according to the Budget of 1903) are made up of

1,169 naual officers, 207 engineers, 186 medical officers, 149 paymasters,

’<‘) Without Including those in the Estimates for the present Budget.) Including an armoured cruiser of 9,000 tons and 17,000 h.p.
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20 chaplains, 583 naual cadets, 114 special seruice officers (rockets, tor-

pedos, &c.) and 29,764 loarrant officers, petty officers and men, in all 32,192
persons. In addition to these must be mentioned the marines and artillery,

1,275 and 2,387 strong respectiuely, which are attached to the nauy, so that
the standing strength of the naual forces amounts to 35,854 men.

The supplementary forces on leaue and in reserue number about 630
officers, 53 engineers, 373 medical officers, and 78,000 men.

m XXIL Administration of Rcuenucs in the ll9

gmpire, the State and the CDunicipality. ^
The €mpire, the 'Federal State and the (Dunicipality form the three

principal factors which are at the present moment, each within its own
precisely defined sphere, responsible for the direction and execution of the
requirements of the community at large. "For this reason, as well as owing
to their hauing assumed uarious duties of a semi-public nature which were
originally priuate economic duties and later transferred to them by law, they
exert a deep influence upon the entire deuelopment of economic life of Germany.

El "Principles of the
duties which fall to the share of the Gmpire

R Imperial Budget. accordance with the Constitution and the prouisions of
Imperial legislation, those to be considered with regard

to the administration of the reuenues of the Gmpire are the maintenance of
relations with foreign countries, the administration of the colonies, the Army
and nauy, the maintenance of the Supreme Court, “Sozial-Politik” (Social
economics), the administration of the Post, Telegraphs, Telephones’*') and the
Imperial Railways. The empire couers the costs connected with these duties
in three ways: 1. Indirectly by raising duties and taxes on the sale and con-
sumption of certain commodities’*'’*'); 2. directly by raising duties and fees,
and from the proceeds of its uarious fiscal enterprises; 3. by making the
uarious Pederal States responsible for any deficits arising—unless caused by
loans—whilst these States diuide among themselues any surplus remaining
from certain sources of reuenue.

flil such matters of internal administration, the ad-
ministration and execution of Justice, the Police, Church
and educational matters, the aduancement of science
and art and general economic duties connected with

agriculture, trade and commerce, including the improuement of the land.

g Administration of

Q reuenue in theE States themselues.

D ’•') Bauaria and lOurtemberg haue their own Post and Telegraphs Admini-
stration. g
^ ’*'’*') Taxation of beer and brandy in Bauaria and COurtemberg is carried out by
these states on their own account, whilst salt, tobacco and sugar are to-day taxed
uniformly throughout the Cmpire. j
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construction and maintenance of inland nauigation canals and harbour
quays —these are all attended to by the states themselues. In addition to
these the administration of extensioe state loorks and concerns, such as
railways, state canals, mines, forests, estates horse-breeding establish-
ments, &c., must be mentioned in connection with the larger federal
States. The chief sources of reuenue of the "Federal States are direct
state taxes, fees and duties, lottery proceeds and the profits from the
uarious state undertakings. q

Finally, the duties of the municipal bodies—which can
be subdiuided into uarious classes, and are accordingly
gouerned and limited by the state with regard to their

Administration of

municipal reuenues.

financial arrangements—are in many respects similar to and closely connected
with the duties of the federal State. They consist in taking care of local
interests, attention to public health, care of the poor, schools, making
and repairing roads, &c. Waterworks, slaughter-houses, tramways and gas
and electric supply works are becoming on an euer increasing scale the
property of the municipality, as well as public baths, breweries and brick-
fields, theaters and concert establishments. They further contribute towards
couering the expenses of certain works undertaken by the state, which
are directly connected with their locality, and in return receiue assistance
from the state in executing uarious tasks. The reuenues of the muni-
cipalities, apart from the profits of municipal works, consist principally
of direct taxes which are raised as a rule in the form of additions to the
direct state taxes. In spite of this, howeuer, the sums paid for the use
of some of the municipality’s property still plays a uery important part
in certain places. To this must be added the considerable sums often
paid for the use of open spaces by such undertakings as transport con-
cerns, electricity, gas and water works which do not belong to the mu-
nicipality.

Circuits eoucrn-
Supplementary intermediate positions between muni-

3 ment districts
cipality and state are held by the local districts, gouern-
ment districts and prouinces. They generally haue
precedence of the municipalities, and haue to carry out

the public economic and educational problems. Their requirements for this
purpose are met by the state and the municipality, but they also raise direct
taxes and dues. q

There are no comprehensiue figures for this last group, nor for the re-
uenues of the municipalities. It is howeuer easy to see how public duties,
affect the Budget throughout the empire and the "Federal States.M Budoct of th

following summary embraces separate figures (in

3 empire and^ million marks) for the Imperial Budget, the Total
_ -n-j- .*. Budget of the Tederal States and the Prussian Budget,

the latter being the largest of the Pederal States. The
figures are taken from the estimates for the financial year of 1902, and are
expressed in million marks: Q
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German
empire

Pederal

States

Separate
figures

forPrussia

Gross expenditure

Total 2,441 4,375 2,622
Ordinary 2,290 4,209 2,622
Regular 2,109 4,042 2,476
Occasional 181 167 147

extraordinary’*') 151 165 —
Gross Receipts

Total 2,441 4,356 2,622
Ordinary 2,290 4,210 2,622
extraordinary’*') 151 146 —

Q According to the estimates, therefore, the expenditure and receipts of
the €mpire balance each other, whereas the Tederal States show a deficit of
19 million marks in their reuenue. m
Q The total sum required by the State is diuided according to the purpos^
for which it is employed as follows: p

"Purposes for which required
German
empire

Pederal
States

Separate
figures

forPrussia

1. expenditure upon objects of reuenue. . 511 1,959 1,273
made up of:

State Railways 83 1,283 975
Post and Telegraphs 471 53
(Dines — 214 161
Porests — 89 43
estates — 24 8
CDiscellaneous undertakings 6 166 85

11. Other demands upon the Gouernment 1,833 1,355 723
made up of:

external ’') 57 56 27
Internal ’*'’) 72 400 167
education and public worship

*J<) . . 2 303 165
Justice 3 199 121
Pinance Board 693 359 243

O ’*') Only such occasional outlays are reckonned under extraordinary expenditure,
which are met and cowered by extraordinary sources of revenue, such as receipts from
the reserve funds or loans. _
a Inclusive of the Head of the State, Court and Gooernment. n

Inclusive of Police, Industry, Commerce, Traffic, Agriculture and Public Buildings.
Science, education. Art, and ecclesiastical matters. n
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Purposes for which required German
empire

Federal
States

Separate
figures

forPrussia

Proportion laid upon the Pederal

States) 565 —
Pensions 122 34
CDiscellaneous 0'4 4 0-2
Army 678
Dauy 205 — —

111. national Pebt (administration, interest

and amortization) 94 466 278
lU. Payments to the empire (proportionate

payments, balances paid and other

payments ) — 587 348

15 The gross receipts are diuided as folloios:

German
empire

Pederal
States

Separate
figures for
"Prussia

fl. Ordinary Reuenues 2,290 4,209 2,622
1. Reuenues from State Concerns, gross 564 2,621 1,810
* »» »» »» (net* * 53 662 537)

made up of:

State Railways 90 1,898 1,416
Post and Telegraphs 448 59
(Dines — 243 190
Porests — 177 81
estates — 52 24
Other concerns 26 192 98

11. Taxes 1,054 599 255
made up of:

Pirect taxes) — 435 211
Sumptuary taxes) 995 83 0'03
Traffic duties +) 95 56 33
Legacy duties and duties on do-

nations — 26 10

D See p. 97. rhe payments are first of all actually made on both sides and appear
twice ouer in the budgets, those amounts figuring as expenditure in the balance
sheets of the federal States, appearing in the receipts of the Cmpire, and uice uersa.
Only the difference in amount, houjeuer, need be tahen into consideration in estimating
the respectiue financial positions.

D General income tax, property tax, priuate income tax (Landed property, house
property, house rent, industries, capital, and special taxes), licences tahen out by
itinerant uendors, railway and mining royalties, and other personal taxes (poll taxes).) Taxes on beer, meat, and other articles in use, dog licences and duties on luxuries.
O 4*) "Duties on transferance of land property, stamp fees.
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German
empire

"Federal

States

Separate
figures

forPrussia

111. Taxes 11 181 92
made up of:

Traffic fees 2 28 8
Other fees of fldministratiue Offices,

Fines 8 24 8
Legal fees. Fines 1 129 76

lU. Re-inbursement from Imperial Trea-

sury for administration of customs
and Imperial taxes 65 42

U. Other sources of reuenue*) 661**) 152 86
Ul. Surpluses and balances from pre-

uious years 37
Ull. Remittances from Imperial Treasury — 554***) 337

B. extraordinary Reuenues 151 146
1. Receipts from reserue fund — 8 —

11. Loans and balances of Loans in pre-

uious years 146 98
111. Other funds at the disposal of the

State 5 40 —

In order to ascertain the total Budget of the empire
and "Federal States^ it is necessary to subtract a num-
ber of mutual payments both between the seueral
states and between the latter and the empire. The

payments made between the "Federal States amount both in reuenue and ex-
penditure to 39 million marks, which comparatiuely small sum is not sub-
tracted in the foregoing summary. The payments made by the empire to
the "Federal States, howeuer, amount to 692 million marks in all; against
this must be put payments 596 million marks, made by the "Federal States
to the empire. If all the amounts which counterbalance one another in the
entire Budget for empire and "Federal States are omitted, the following result
is obtained:—total expenditure 5,547 million marks; total reuenue 5,536
million marks. n

Total gross Budget
of the empire and

"Federal States.

\

{

The receipts under this heading consist mostly of reuenues from state capital
(interests, &c.), priuate and official contributions to state expenditure, rents, proceeds
from the sale of landed and portable state property, and occasional, miscellaneous
reuenues. g
a *) This includes 581 million marks in proportionate payments (see note * p. 100),
48 million marks from the Imperial old age pensions funds, and 11 million marks from
the Chinese indemnity. g*) See note * p. 100. g



1

i Imperial and State

I

Pebts.

The indebtedness of the uarious States is of great im-
portance in judging the position of the state finances

_ ^
In 1902 the consolidated debts of the empire and thepderal States reached a total of 13,980 million marks, or 248 marks per
of the empire. Almost one*haIf of the total amount

(6’72 milliard marks) fell to the share of Prussia, more than a fifth (2’73 mil-
liard marks) to that of the empire, and more than a tenth (1'46 milliard marks)
to Bauaria. the administration and payment of interest on these debts
claimed 3 million and 476 million marks respectiuely, making in all 8'51 marks
per head of population. In addition 72 million marks (or 1-27 marks per head
of population) mere employed for amortization. 0

These debts are, homeuer, principally incurred for di-
rect profit-bringing purposes. Out of the 11,246 million
marks debts of the separate states, no less than

(

1 employment and

\

security of debts.

7,404 million marks mere expended in acquiring railways for the State or
in the construction of new lines. Purther, out of the 2,734 million marks’lm-
perial Pebt, incurred for the most part for the defence of the country, as much
as 146 milhon marks was for loans for railways. The total inuested capital

c
German State Railways amounted at the beginning

of 1902 to 12,330 million marks; 7'81 milliard marks fell to the share of
milliard to Bauaria, 0’87 milliard to the Kingdom of Saxony

0'62 milliard to the empire, 0*60 milliard to lOurtemberg and 0’56 milliard
to Baden. The remaining 0'48 milliard marks were diuided among the other
Pederal States. qD Among the remaining items which constitute the property of the state the
extensiue possessions of forests and estates must be mentioned; they include
5'54 million hectares or fully a tenth part of the territory of the German Em-
pire. The reuenue deriued from this source in 1902 amounted to 116 million
marks, which, at a rate of 31/2 per cent (corresponding to the present ualue
of Consols), equals a capital of about 31/3 milliard marks. Since there is
still other reuenue producing state property of ualue, it can will be said that
there are almost no State Pebts which are not couered. 0

Although the city of Berlin, in consequence of its size
and position as capital of the Cmpire, is not by any
means a typical example, we may complete our sum-

mary by giuing the principal items in the budget of this city. According to
the estimates for 1903, the 104 million marks ordinary and 13'5 million marks
extraordinary expenditure brought the total requirements of the city (inclusiue
of 72 5 million marks for the cost of working municipal concerns) up to
190 million marks. The general administration claimed 14*3 million marks;
the local contribution to the state police-administration 5'2 million marks;
public health 16*9 million marks (12 million for regular and about 5 million
marks for occasional expenses); education and furtherance of arts 25'2 million
marks (21*9 million for regular and 3*3 million marks for occasional expenses);
the furtherance of economic interests 21’5 million marks (18 million for occa-

Budget of Berlin.
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sional and 3'5 million marks for regular expenses) which last item includes: i

construction of roads, &c. 17'9 million marks,— fire and extinguishing appa- ^

ratus, &c- 2'2 million marks. 13*2 million marks were deooted to the care i

of the poor, and 19’5 million marks to amortization of debts; other miscel- I

laneous expenses amounted to 1'5 million marks. Q I

On the other hand there was a reuenue amounting to 29’8 million marks
;

from priuate economic sources. This included 22'5 million marks profits de- I

riued from municipal works diuided as follows:—gas-works, 6'9 million marks;
|

water-works, 5'8 million marks; drainage and irrigation works, 3’1 million f

marks; cattle-markets, slaughter-houses, and meat-inspection establishments,
|

1’8 million marks; and market-halls, 1*6 million marks. In addition to this, >

8'4 million marks are obtained by fees, 64’4 million marks in taxes (comprising i

31 million marks in municipal taxes, 21 million marks in ground rents, and
|

8 million marks industrial taxes), 3'9 million marks from state and priuate i

contributions, 5’8 million marks from loans for public buildings, and 5*1 million
;

marks assignments and transfers included as reuenue in the Budget. If
|

the 72’5 million marks working expenses for municipal works, which were !

eliminated from the first item, are included, this makes a total reuenue of

In conclusion, details may be giuen briefly show-
ing what the claim made upon the indiuidual by the

public expenditure amounts to per head of the po-
j

pulation. The following are the figures for the po- [

pulation of Berlin in 1903: The total sum annually demanded per head
for the actual requirements of the state (not including the cost of working

;

of Imperial state and municipal concerns couered by their own profits, which i

alone makes 96'55 marks per head) was 95'43 marks; the €mpire claimed !

21’93 marks, Prussia 21’15 and Berlin 52'35. These amounts are diuided as
follows:

Q Expenditure per head of population in 1903. Q
Germany Prussia Berlin Total

marks

1. Army and Hauy 1700 17-00

2. Poreign affairs

3. education. Science, Act, and ecclesiastical

0-78 0*01 — 0-79

matters 0-03 4-50 13-04 17-57

4. Agriculture, Industry, Commerce, Traffic,

and general economic expenditure 1'34 5'39 11-33 18-06

5. taw and Police 0-03 5-17 2-73 7-93

6. Social economics and care of the poor . . . 0-81 0-59 6-98 8-38

7. Public hygiene 0-03 0-14 8-91 9-08

expenditure for certain public needs
(total of 1-7) 2002 15-80 42-99 78-81
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Gcrmanvl Prussia
I Berlin Total

marks
Porward (total of 1-7) . . .

8. General State and Administration expenses
9. Debt expenses (not including the Prussian

railway debt, nor the profit earning debt
in Berlin) ... .

Actual requirements of the State (total
or I -9j

'

10.

Additional working expenses (including the
cost of Prussian Railway debt and municipal
profit earning debt)

^®tali requirements of the State (total

20-02
0-20

15-80
4-70

42-99
7-02

78-81

11-92

1-71 0-65 2-34 4-70

21-93 21-15 52-35 95-43

8-13 42-48 45-94 96-55

30-06 63-63 89-29 191-98

XXlll. The German Colonies.
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Area (1,000 sq.-kms) . . .

Population per thousand
white settlers

(total number)
German settlers

Troops quartered) _
in the colony. !

(Cstim., of 1903)

'

Railways (kms)

995
6,847

1,247
965

232
1,699

495
3,500

581
494

101

900

87-2

2,500

159
149

7
150

87 —

835
200

4,674
2,595

826
>

382

239
380

301
207

4
210

208
50

145
39

0-415

15

69
36

2-57

33

347
151

2
40

0-552

102

3,442
>

2,754
128

•
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Reuenue and Expenses
1903 In thousand marks

Receipts

„ from colony itself

,, „ the empire .

Expenses, occasional . . .

„ regular

8,462
3,096
5,365
1,067

7,379

3,666
2,083
1,583
399

3,256

1,096

1,096

117
967

8,431

2,171

6,260
1,655

6,762

990
108
882
109
876

429
51

378
143
284

541
291
250
184
348

1 2,808
455

1 2,353
7,470
5,277

Poreign Trade 1902
In thousand marks

Imports (total)

„ from Germany

.

Exports

from Germany.

8,858
2,065
5,383
1,521

1902

13,276 6,206
7,659

6,264|4,194
8,006

8,568
7,229
2,213
353

2,211

,010
,121

300

988
392
964
372
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rhe plan of the site of the German State Building will be
found on the back of the title page of the Exhibitors’ list.
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THE GERCDfln SPflPE BUILPinG. ^

V command of His CDajestv the Gmperor, the German State
Building has been erected so as to resemble the principal part
of the Royal Palace at Charlottenburg. It stands like a
historical monument among the edifices erected by the United
States in the gigantic amphitheater of the Exposition, in a
free and open space interspersed by flowing cascades, fls

an exhibition building, it presents to the Heio World an embodiment of the
renowned European ciuilisation of past centuries, while as the representatiue
edifice of the German Empire, it is symbolic of the new lustre of the old
Prussian (Donarchy.

The Prussian crown has shone from the dome of the Charlottenburg
Palace euer since it was erected; the Great Elector’s son began the Palace
while he was the Elector Prederic III. and finished it as King Prederic I.

He auailed himself of the princely art of those days, which was domi-
nated by the Court of Louis XIU. at Uersailles. But in Brandenburg-Prussia
this art assumed a characteristic form. The Charlottenburg Palace shows ^

traces of international origin, while the Royal Palace in Berlin, the principal
part of whose more antique decoration is reproduced in the “German State ^

Building,” owes its authoritatiue historical impress to a great German artist.
^

In Germany architectural styles do not, as in Prance, bear princely titles to
mark their dates. The uoice of general culture classifies them. When they
are named after persons, artists’ names are chosen, and the right to this
royal honour in German art was won by Andreas Schluter, in the seruice of

^

the first Prussian King. Thus the artistic type of the “German State Build*
ing” is of national ualue. n-i ^

Q task of its architect. Professor Bruno Schmitz, consisted in mould* ^

ing this historical art*monument into a lining work. Prom the Charlotten*
burg Palace he copied the whole appearance, the front and middle halls and well*
-staircases with the two principal saloons,—from the Palace in Berlin, one of

I
ist most beautiful rooms for which Schluter alone is responsible. In both these 1

princely dwellings many works of art and collections of furniture haue been ^
9
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brought together. In the adjoining building containing the German mine restau-

rant^ features of Schluter's last and finest priuate work in Berlin are artistically

made use of. This eclecticism mas justified, for it represents the essence of

German art during the transition period from the 17th to the 18th century.

Trance and Gngland haue follomed suit in the choice of their representatiue

buildings, they hauing also auailed themselues of historical artistic forms
deriued from former periods. They, homeuer, could adopt patterns mhich are

characterised by the uniformity of their ancient and for the most part national

traditions. Such conditions are not hnomn to the culture of art in Germany,
and in the (Darch country less than anymhere else. Slomly and painfully

mas the haruest gathered in. Vigorous gromth mas follomed by stagnation and
relapse, for the Thirty-years lOar came like a mhirlmind and destroyed its fin-

est germs. The next rise of art in Brandenburg-Prussia begins mith that

period in mhich the middle parts of the Charlottenburg Palace arose. It mas
a nem beginning, partly supported by foreign aid; but the organising pomer
mhich then manifested itself in such a measure in the domain of art had

originated a generation before, and had been tested throughout all Gurope mith

political and economical success. Its exponent mas the Great Glector. COith a

strong hand Prederic lOilliam united the scattered possessions of the Branden-
burg-Prussian State into a great national pomer. Time and means mere lacking

for much art culture, and buildings serued rather for fortifications than for

shorn. Puring the last ten years of his reign, homeuer, a change began. His

uictorious arms mere mirrored in art. This can be seen in a series of mall

tapestries mhich decorate a hall in the upper story of the “German State

Building.” They mere first executed in Berlin for King Prederic 1., and mere

made on carpet looms of Prench origin from designs by Putch artists, but

the order for them mas giuen as far bach as 1686 by the Great Glector, and
they commemorate his uictories ouer the Smedes. Q
Q fl similar connection betmeen matter and form predominated in the art

of Berlin on the eue of the monarchy. Its hero almays remained the Great

Glector, the princely designer mas the future King, mhile the artists mere

mostly foreigners. Q
Q Similar conditions preuailed at the commencement of the Charlottenburg

Palace, only there the pomerful personality of the Great Glector somemhat
yields to that of a charming princess. Por this palace mas a personal pre-

sent of the Prince later knomn as King Prederic 1. to his consort. It bears

the name of the first moman mho sat upon the Hohenzollern throne, mho

—

as Prederic the Great says—“introduced social grace, true delicacy combined

mith loue of art and science into Prussia”, the friend of the philosopher

Leibnitz, Sophie Charlotte. Q
In 1695, eleuen years after their manage, the Glector bought an estate

for her, called Lutze, situated near the Spree “a short mile” mest of Berlin.

The first plan for the little country uilla, built only to serue as a temporary

residence, mas probably that by Johann Arnold flering, mho at that time

directed the building of the most important edifices in Berlin. He died.
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hou)«ucr, in 1695» and as long after its inauguration as 1699 we find the
mother of the Glectress describing the part already inhabited by her as “only
half finished.” The oldest center part moreouer—the “corps de logis”—which
was supplemented at Charlottenburg by plain low additional buildings for

the court officials, the “Officen” for the “Cour d’honneur,” is shown at

St. Louis otherwise than it appears at present. The main front at that time
faced the garden. In an illustration contained in a description of the Palace
written in 1702 but only published in 1706, the front only shows a flat

dome springing from the oual projecting garden saloon. The architectural

style of this garden front was howeuer the same as it is now, and this

preuails also in the present principal front turned towards the “Cour
d’honneur.” It follows the traditional school of the old Renaissance. Schliiter

probably had a share in the formation of this old front, for in 1694 he
entered the seruice of the elector of Brandenburg as sculptor. His first

labours were exclusiuely confined to sculpture, but after his return from a
journey undertaken to Italy for the sake of study, he applied himself to building
in Berlin. In the Zeughaus his art gaue way to Trench classicism, but
on the Royal Palace he has stamped the impress of his powerful indiuiduality.

The front of the Charlottenburg Palace, as seen to-day, and after which the
,, German State Building” is erected, was designed by Schluter’s colleague
and successor, the master whom Sophie Charlotte herself called her “Oracle
on building,”—Cosander nicknamed “Goethe.” Born in Sweden, the latter

obtained his artistic training in Italy and Trance. His mistress had also
receiued the first impressions which formed her taste from the same source.
Rt twelue years of age the intelligent princess, who was married to the elector
of Brandenburg before the completion of her 16th year, uisited in the company
of her mother the Court of Louis XIU. at Uersailles. Trom that time the Trench
language became to her the acme of all polite manners, and Trench art syno-
nymous with art itself, only in music she preferred the Italian School. Rn
^igram written at her estate in Lietzenburg says:
Q “qui regna d* Italia il dolce riposo

Q qui brilla di Trancia la cara liberta.”

Q Trom this twofold source then, that art was deriued by which Cosander
transformed the Palace of the Clectress in 1701 into a residence worthy of
the Queen. It was effected in a practical as well as striking manner by the
round central chamber and its projecting gable which unites the whole
building, and by the towering dome which majestically crowns the whole.
The latter afforded at the same time an increase of space for its “Tambour.”
It is closed by windows, and forms a round chamber suitable for a vestibule.
But the exterior of this cupola tower at Charlottenburg appears too heavy in
proportion to the building underneath. This fault has been fortunately avoided
in the “German State Building” at St. Louis by turning the windows into
arcades from which Bochumer bells chime forth and the electric search-light
disperses its rays. Dor is the effect of the newly added pictorial decoration
on the whole frontage of the German house less favorable. Both the large
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sculptured groups of figures on either side of the gable and the big shield
i

ouer the centre “tambour” arcade, where the Charlottenburg castle shows
only a plain cIocU, giue the middle projection a far better base for the cupola,

j

;
This was the more necessary because the building at St. Louis does not \

I

lie low as in Charlottenburg, but on a stately height. It has unmistakably

;
gained by the exchange of the “Cour d’honneur” for a perron leading up to

; it, for the Charlottenburg palace was gradually and not without constraint
^ adapted to the almost incomparable grand breadth of the "French palaces.

. The German State Building in its compacter form, more according to German
taste, is fully justified, especially by its high cupola, in towering ouer the

exhibition city as a far seen and attractiue object. But the significance of the

national and historical style of the Charlottenburg Palace lies in its interior;

^

it is there that it attains to that magnificence, designated in the language of
’

;
art as “Royal.” Piue of the principal rooms haue been reproduced in

|

the “German State Building” uiz., the two centre circular saloons, with the i

well-staircase, the “Oaken Gallery,” and the “Cressenzimmer” (galloon room). I

Che preuailing taste in these is the Italian, deueloped in Versailles, but within i

the widest limits. Single forms are defined in character by the actiue arti-
|

ficers of that period in Berlin, who, mostly schooled abroad, manipulated the :

wealth of forms of the Trench ornamental style according to their own
|

independent fancy. Q j

Q Che artistic ualue of these rooms lies in their harmonious keeping; I

they gain a personal character through their grand plastic and through the

paintings on their ceilings. Che staircase is most imposing, the gently
|

ascending steps leading in a three-fold spiral from the spacious area of ;

the uestibule, the whole being lighted by a subdued reflection from the white !

walls. Che white stucco, only gilded here and there in well chosen parts, !

imparts an elegance and yet a solemnity to the place which giues it a distinct

. character without making it appear ceremonious or stiff. One feels that
|

this staircase belongs to the dwelling of a Princess; the majesty of uictories
j

; won by force of arms, at that period so often impressed by such places,
j

yields here to the scepter of Rpollo among the CDuses. They are indeed
i

present, painted on the ceiling in traditional forms leading us back to the I

pleasing art characteristic of Correggio and the Venetians. Likewise on the
j

stucco, bas-reliefs of Hermes accompanied by troops of Cherubs wreathed with
j

festoons of flowers, represent the four Seasons, flboue the window-niches
|

and on the wall reaching to the Cupola, these are joined by groups of music- i

making “fauns amourettes,” and the walls beneath the arched stair-uault are
• decorated with emblems depicting the arts of peace. Q
I
Q Che whole decoration with its delicate bas-reliefs and lines depicting the

figures in life-like and free and airy, but neuer obstrusiue porportions, dates

j

from the Trench school of the period.

I tJ In the “Oaken Gallery,” traditions of German home art preuail to a

greater degree. This room serued as a dancing hall, but by reason of its great

length resembles a gallery, fls its name implies, this type of room took its
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rise from the Italian Renaissance -Palaces. But there it serued solely for
monuments, whereas in the Trench Palaces for royal state. On German soil
euen these long outstretched saloons conuey some idea of comfort on account
of the parquetted wainscotting. QQ Here the panelling of the walls is in oah, and the combination of brown
with the gold of the caruings, according to German taste. Pilasters and panels
giue the walls a quiet tone, while the richer play of form is confined to the
upper terminations. Here Dorth German feeling found expression in natural,
mouing, liuing forms, particularly in the crowns and finish of the picture
frames. But also in the portraits of Prederic 1. and Sophie Charlotte which
decorate the gallery, and in the frames of the wall-niches which enclose
mythological scenes aboue the mirrors, the precision of Trench decoratiue art,
as seen preuailing in the lower parts of the walls, in the principal cornices
and doors, is interrupted by a fresh feature. It is remarkable that all these
parts show the Prussian Cagle, and euerywhere in a natural position,

—

with outspread wings’ flt Charlottenburg the flat uaulted ceiling is only

j

white; at St. Louis it will be ornamented with paintings corresponding to
other ceilings in the palace, especially with those of the Dutchman Peter de
Coxi. Through rich colouring and its being greatly widened, this saloon
will be the most elegant in the “German State Building.”

The “Tressensaal” (galloon room) at Charlottenburg belongs to the magni-
ficient suite which opens on the garden side, and combines the best methods
of decoration for a princely and yet homely dwelling room of that period. In
spite of the pilaster diuisions the flat surface preuails. This is due in ad-
dition to the mirror panelling, to the hangings of purple silk on which gold
bands or tresses are sewn in bold outlines. This style, which has been reuiued
lately particularly in Austria, was then customary for ornamenting beds of
State, and the pattern itself reminds one, as also the grotesque figures in the
door and mirror wainscotting, of the sketches of Berain and (Dardt; but their
employment as wall decoration, and the graceful outlines of the folds betray
north German art. The caruings resemble those of the “Oaken Gallery.”
Here also the Prussian Cagle appears euerywhere, beside the horse in the
Hanouerian arms and the sign manual of Sophie Charlotte. The numerous
candelabra restored in bronze and gilt, haue a beautiful effect on the purple
back-ground. These and the furniture consist mostly of pieces lent by
Royalty, manufactured in Germany about that time. And thus these halls in
the Charlottenburg Palace, like the German poetry of that period, transmit
unaided in their natural language strange lessons of harmony and rhythm.

3 a o
Q Through SchlCiter’s genius, meanwhile, powerful works full of imperishable
beauty were produced; the equestrian statue of the Great elector near the
Palace bridge, and the series of masked dying warriors on the Zeughaus bear
witness to this. Dor is Schluter’s art quite absent in the Charlottenburg
Palace. His spirit is apparent in the four large “bas-reliefs,” which are
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let into the loalls of the round saloons. They were designed in the antique, but
carried out in the fullness of form of Rubens. They show in classical and
allegorical style the influence of Brandenburg’s electors—probably "Frederic 1.

and "Frederic 111.— on the ciuilisation of their country. Their style resembles
in the freshness of its picturesque composition and in the firmness of the

indiuidual figures the reliefs on the pedestal of the elector’s monument. And
outside, at the entrance to the palace courtyard where the pair of gladiators

copied from the Borghesian model aduance their shields as if to protect the

peace of the house, the sentry-boxes which serue as their pedestals betray

by their massive compactness the hand of Schluter, as also the decorated

frieze of the Berlin Zeughaus with the vigorously portrayed figures of dying

warriors, reduced in size, but losing none of their inward grandeur. But
these are only isolated examples of Schluter’s wonderful art. They pale

before the splendour with which he surrounded the young Prussian Crown
in its home, the Hohenzollern Palace in Berlin. Out of a composite edifice

consisting of various disjointed buildings standing side by side, of the old

(Dargraves and electors, he erected a royal palace which even in its present,

(according to Schluter’s plan) unfinished form, is, as a residential seat

of the German Cmperor, unsurpassable in majesty and architectural style.

After this work, Schluter was advanced from “Court sculptor” to “Pirector

of the royal Palace.” Thus he is named in the new patent of the 2nd Dov. 1699,

and from that date to the Summer of 1706 he spent his whole energy on
the building of this palace. In the first two years his efforts were strained

to their utmost, for Schluter’s work had to keep pace with political events,

and the king had expressed his wish to enter his new Palace in Berlin on
the 6th of CDay, 1701, after the coronation in Kbnigsberg on the 18th of "Uanuary,

and to enter at the triumphal gateway riding past the equestrian statue of

his father, which represents the latter as a Roman Conqueror. The inner

apartments were also to be royally decorated for his reception, above all the

great state chambers in the second story. And they were ready in their main
points; they have remained, except for a few supplementary alterations, almost
unchanged ever since, as the chief place in which the might and glory of the

German Cmpire are reflected in its solemn as well as its festive ceremonials.

Q This was a more excellent performance for rapidity of execution than

the whole princely art of Curope at that time could have shown, and it was
accomplished mostly by native labour in the small city of Berlin, which had

till then supplied her artistic requirements from foreign sources. q
It was a happy thought to memorialise this great achievement in the history

of art, in the “ German State Building.” One of the last, and doubtless most
beautiful pieces of decorative art in the “State Chambers” of the Berlin

Royal Palace, has been faithfully reproduced at St. Louis. It is the ceiling of

the “Red velvet Chamber,” which now, set apart for the Black Cagle order,

leads into the former Chapel. At St. Louis, instead of the fireplace, this room
contains a glass case in which are the principal pieces of plate presented to His

CDajesty the Cmperor by a hundred towns on the occasion of his marriage in 1881.

no j
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Do part of the internal decoration shows the fine traits of Schluter’s art
better than this ceiling, nowhere are the three sister arts more harmoniously
combined: Architecture, which in bold perspectiue apparently carries the wail
on into the ceiling, turns the stiff right angle into mouing surfaces projecting
pillars and concaue circular niches; Painting which raises this airy architectural
bas-relief scaffolding to the open-work centre, conjures classical deities into
its interstices, and enwreathes the middle point with a row of figures; aboue
all. Sculpture which assumes in stucco the most multiform shapes, from the
bas-relief to the statue, from life size to miniature. Here one must acknow-
ledge that Schliiter’s fancy dominated all expressions of decoratiue art, and
that in this whole work there is no line or form which had not his approual.
The majority of them came doubtless from his own hand. It is also to be
seen that plastic art was his chief talent. The great statues of ideal feminine
forms and the houering cherubs in the corners, the two ooal medallions and
the two winged figures under them, pleasing counterparts of the heads in
the Charlottenburg guard-houses, all these bear testimony to Schluter. But
also in the wauy outlines of the balustrade bas-reliefs, and in the designs
of their two center panels under those medallions, sculptural thoughts and
technique preuail, as in all the ornamentation; the emblazoned cartouches,
the winding uolutes, the boldy formed uases, garlands, wreaths and shells,
and the rich horizontal mouldings euerywhere, ail haue the picturesque full-
ness of the Baroque forms, refined by plastic taste.

Q its contents stand as a sign of the period during which flowery and
pompous language, deriued from antique and classical sources, was freely
made use of. When a Prince was to be praised, he was called after the
Olympian Piuinities, and lining powers were incorporated in the forms of
classical myths. Thus the rotation of day and night is depicted in the large
pictures of this ceiling by classical diuinities. Aurora houers before the rising
sun, scattering roses, followed by torchbearing cherubs, while Cuna opposite in
the constellation of the Great Bear, threatens (Dars and Uenus with her bow i

and arrow; as a counterpart, Dight appears with her sleeping children, then
‘

the dewy morning hour before the dawn, and (Dercury beside fleptune, repre-
’

senting trade and nauigation. In the rows round the center aperture are
entwined Bacchantes, Pauns and Hymphs; in the midst of this liuely dance
a skeleton moues. In the bas-reliefs of the balustrade, troops of antique Gods
and Goddesses are passing by. Culture wrested from the strife of the elements :

is symbolized by Deptune driuing between riuer gods across the sea, Helios
guiding his sun steeds, Cybele her lions, Diana her stags and Uuno her pea-
cocks; while Zeus, borne aloft on his eagle, hurls his thunderbolts against

I

the shapes of darkness. Plora caresses Zephyr, and Apollo accompanies the .

CDuses. Dhese are repeated, wonderfully painted, as counterpieces to the
Graces and Horaj, on the golden ground of the two square plaques. This •

world of figures is grouped together, howeuer, only for the glory of the new
king, for in the center picture Jubilant cherubs crown his sign manual, while
the geniuses on the balustrade bow ouer his escutcheon. Q
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The artistic freshness of the whole is heightened by its execution. The
j

urgent haste led to bold means being used. The preualence of white or gilt 1

stucco was conuentional in rococo ceilings, as well as the imitation by painting
|

instead of bas-reliefs; the realistic effect of paste-board and glass in the middle i

frieze is uery original; glass-plates are fixed on the reddish dyed plaster, and on
|

these figures cut out of gilt paste-board haue been laid. The natural looking

flowers springing from the corner uases are also made of paste-board, and many
|

other pecularities of this work haue made it a durable and festiue monument. This
|

ceiling was therefore all the more appropriate for the temporary State-building
|

in St. Louis. It brings with it the full charm of Schluter’s art, which is here no
i

less national than are the decorations of Le Brun in the palace of Uersailles.

Schluter’s style also characterises the adjoining Gobelin saloon of the

Berlin palace, and is continued in the reading-room on the ground floor,

whose walls within their pilasters and niches haue been copied from the so-
\

called Swiss Gallery in Berlin.
j

The Restaurant connected with the principal building in the German I

State Building by a leafy walk, is also after Schliiter. Its pattern, taken from I

his last Berlin building, a uilla in the Dorotheenstrasse, erected in 1712 for
|

the (Dinister of State, Bogislaw uon Kamecke, now the Club house of the Royal
j

York Lodge of "Freemasons; it is a graceful structure which appeals to those

who enjoy material pleasures in a Restaurant. Here howeuer only a few ideas [

haue been borrowed from Schluter’s art, and indeed the fundamental design
;

of this hall as well as its decoratiue uariations haue been freely inuented.
|

But German art as it is to-day, speaks from the historical part of the “German
I;

State Building.” Cuen where this present-day art only faithfully copies, it
j

joins its technical capability to that of the past where it works independently,
j

but employs past styles, and endows them with new ualue. In these rooms
|

Germans encounter welcome memories of historically well known forms. !

The Great elector has paued the way for them; they march forward

through comparatiuely peaceful times, and are the first in the rude “(Dark”
j

to sun themselues in the beams of a refined ciuilisation and in the splendour
j

of youthful majesty. It is significant that in Charlottenburg a royal lady i

took the lead. In the person of Sophie Charlotte rare contrasts are harmo- :

niously combined to an unusual degree. She was beautiful enough to pass for
j

the fairest of the fair with Peter the Great and the Prench ambassador,
|

intellectual enough to inspire Leibnitz with his Cheodicee and to giue a
!

pleasing turn to the rough jokes so much in uogue in her time. Her “Liitzen- I

burg” become a “Lustenburg;” and yet there amidst the gay festiuities the
;

plan matured to which the Academy of Arts and Sciences in Berlin owes its
|

existence. She liked to Hue “sans facon,” and was euen called “la reine :

republicaine,” but she was not auerse to display when it imposed no con-

straint upon her. So did Sophie Charlotte shed the lustre of intellectual

freedom and elegance ouer the ceremonial splendour of the Prussian crown, in

accordance with the motto borne by a memorial coin of hers;

“(Don deuoir fait mon plaisir.”
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These were also the sentiments of her princely consort- History placeci
Trederic I- between two truly soldierly men, who in their iron energy ouer-
'looked the attractiue appearance of things- He loued the latter excessively, not
only because it lay in his character, but also because the times demanded it
of their princes, and because his country had become inclined for it- And
that Frederic 1- understood how to develop the idea of princely craft derived
from the Court of Louis XIU- not only as being suited to his own wishes but
also to the resources of his country, history has amply confirmed- His
patronage of art raised industry and trade to a height proportionate to the
existing international scale, and strengthened its international growth on
native soil- Its lasting influence for improvement permeated all forms of life-
flnd what Leibnitz did for the Queen, Schluter did for Frederic L; two German
men whose names resound even to-day far beyond German borders- QThe next period during which Prussian art flourished after Schluter had
passed away, came a century later under Prederic the Great- Prance too, and
not the CDark was then its original abode, and yet it formed the most impressive
^corations of the “German House” at the Paris International exposition of 1900-

Phe importance of this “Priderician” art is however not due to the artists
who shaped it, but to the king who stamped it by the greatness of his own
personality with its chief historical features- Pesne’s picture of him as
a child is the only reminiscence of the monarch once styled “unparalleled ”
in the German State Building at St- Louis- Q

af Two centuries haue confirmed the significance of the Prussian siuau
^r Germany for the existence of nations- Q

That which Prederic L anticipated as a brilliant semblance has received a
universal historical impress; on the tower of the Charlottenburg palace facade at
St- Louis the German Imperial crown floats over the Prussian arms- Its present
wearer, in desiring for this building the artistic style of the ages of his royal
ancestor, did so with the joyful claim of an heir to his rightful privileges-

O RIfred Gotthold CDeyer-

Description of the German State buildin9.~p^
The representative building of the German Gmpire as well as the German

Wine Restaurant have been built according to the plans of Professor Bruno
Schmitz, of Charlottenburg; the local management of the building arrange-
ments was entrusted to Herr Alexander Rudeloff, architect and during the
further course of the work to Herr Wilhelm Brurein, architect- The erection
of the building in the rough was carried out by (Dessrs- Boswau and Knauer
Limtd- Berlin- __

^
.

5^^ main building covers an area of 930 sq- metres, is 46 metres long
and 21 metres wide; the ridge of the roof is 18 metres, and the topmost
point of the figure on the tower 48*12 metres above the level of the terraces-
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n The ground-floor comprises a large reading room in addition to the

circular entrance hall and uarious offices and exhibition rooms; the upper

stories consist of reception rooms- O
Pit the south end of the middle hall is situated the chief reception room»

the “Oak Gallery,” and adjoining it there are two smaller apartments, the

“Galloon room” (Tressen-Saal) and the “Brandenburg Chamber.” fl door

leads from the latter to another large apartment, in which the celebrated

Berlin Gobelins from his CDafesty the Cmperor’s collection are exhibited.

The main building is connected by an arboured walk with the German

lOine Restaurant. This latter is 25 metres long, 19 metres wide and 15 metres

high, and contains a total space, including cellarage, &c., of 6,246 cubic metres.

Q Special seruices haue been rendered by the following firms who supplied fit-

tings, &c., for the decoration and embellishment of the building, free of charge:

lulius Bluethner, of teipsic, a grand piano in the upper hall; the

“Bochumer Herein fiir Bergbau und Gussstahlfabrikation,” cast steel bells in

the tower; Hugo Bremer, of Reheim, “Bremer” lamps; the “Delmenhorster

£inoleumfabrik,” wall-hangings and floor-couerings; the “Deutsche Linoleum-

und COachstuch Co.,” of Rixdorf, floor-couerings; the “Deutsche Steinindustrie-

flktiengesellschaft,” a marble table in the entrance hall; H. C. €. Cggers & Co.,

of Hamburg-Cilbeck, the wrought bronze balustrade in the entrance hall;

H. ¥rost & Sohne, illuminating fittings for the Brandenburg Chamber and

the Gobelin Hall; August Gerber, of Cologne, 20 busts of celebrated German

personages, and 12 busts of German Princes in the Oak Gallery; Gladen-

becks Bronzegiesserei in Priedrichshagen, Inhaber lOalter, Hermann und Alfred

Gladenbeck, two cast bronze feet for flagstaffs, after designs of Prof. Chr.

Behrens for the Priedrichsplatz at CDannheim; Rudolph Hertzog, of Berlin,

all the window curtains, stores and lambrequins in the main building as well

as the two large flags before it; the Konigliche Porzellanmanufaktur of

Berlin, different articles of porcelain in the reception rooms; the “Aktien-

gesellschaft Lauchhammer,” of Lauchhammer, a fountain group “Abend,”

in the garden, designed by Prof. Kuno uon Uechtritz; the Regina-Bogenlampen-

fabrik Cologne-Sulz, arc lamps; 1. Rochlitz of Berlin, tower clock with auto-

matic electrical winding apparatus; the Siemens-Schuckert Co. Ltd., of Berlin,

electric search-light in the upper chamber of the tower; Hilleroy and Boch,

of CDettlach, the tiles of the uerandah and terraces of the main building;

tOeber-Palckenberg, of Berlin, fireproof linen awnings in the arboured walk;

10. Ziesch & Co., of Berlin, Gobelin couerings for the upholstered furniture

manufactured by Kimbel & Priedrichsen of Berlin. Q_ Lorenz.
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33
n order to understand and appreciate the peculiar character of
German educational matters, tue must not only consider their
historical deuelopment, which took many hundreds of years,
and the natural connection of all the uarious forms of education,
but must also make ourselues familiar with euerything con-
nected with the study of teaching and learning. This cannot

be realized at an international exposition, because, apart from the cost and
range couered by such a representation, neither the actual instruction itself
nor its historical deuelopment can be directly shown. Howeuer, according to
the experience gained from the exhibition of German educational matters
at ^icago in 1893, we may hope that it will be possible, within the giuen
limits, to bring home to the large number of uisitors to the exhibition the
forms taken by our educational system as a whole, as well as the methods
employed and the results obtained thereby. q

It is quite impossible to inuestigate this complicated system without
the assistance of written works, fln attempt has therefore been made for
the first time by Prof. Lexis, of Goettingen, with the co-operation of a number
of professional men to set forth concisely in his book “Pas Unterrichtswesen
im Peutschen Reich,” all branches of education as deueloped under the
direction of the separate Pederal States. Q

Accordingly the exhibits comprised at the exhibition of German education
must only be taken as a selection of typical representations intended to sym-
bolise German methods in their entirety. Do sort of completeness could of
course be aimed at, and it appears all the more justifiable to lay special stress
upon a more thorough representation of particular branches than was done at
the exhibition of German education at Chicago, in which, as many uisitors to the
present exposition will remember, more care was taken to giue a general idea of the
whole than to go into a detailed consideration of separate branches of education.

Che intimate connection of the uarious stages in the educational system
from the Peoples’ and Higher Schools to the Uniuersities, Colleges and Schools for
special branches of Technology, is of great importance for understanding German
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methods. By means of the Uniuersity and the colleges connected therewith,—

which besides instruction also giue opportunities for research,—German education

is directed towards the highest aims of science. "For this reason we must not

omit to represent the German academies of science at the exhibition among the

principal types of our educational institutions as an embodiment of the organi-

sation of scientific worh. Poreign countries haue constantly paid considerable

attention to these academies as well as to German uniuersities and technical

colleges on account of their peculiar deuelopment and organisation. It is there-

fore natural that they too should be placed at the head of the following treatise.

Lj It may be added that natural sciences and medical science with the

educational establishments connected therewith, claim a far larger proportion

of exhibits than the humane arts and sciences. The exhibition of the German
Uniuersities and Technical Colleges has therefore been obliged to keep the

natural and medical sciences of Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy, Zoology,

Botany, and CDedicine distinctly uiew among the many branches of knowledge

I

which fall within their domain. This is shown in the following special articles.

Although, howeuer, the humane sciences are apparently put in the back-ground

of the German Uniuersity exhibition, a glance at the collection of publications

issued by German Academies which fills the “Chrenhof” or “Court of Honour,”

dispels any impression that these branches of German Science are at all

1 neglected or behind-hand. The specimens shown in the “Court of Honour,”

from the excauations at present being carried out by German scientists in

the Saalburg, Babylon, Baalbeck, &c. and in no lesser degree the full-sized

photographs seruing for the purpose of instruction in artistic education, may
be cited as proofs, in special branches, of our statement aboue. Here, too,

howeuer, full appreciation can only be gained by studying the comprehensiue

work regarding the German educational system preuiously mentioned. In this

I
booh the work of the German Uniuersities in these branches is also thoroughly

discussed, and all information desired in the other matters connected with

i

our educational establishments can be gathered from it. Q

2. Uniuersities^ Technical Colleges
p

1and other Scientific Institutions.

b; H G<^n&rM Suruev. \u id

a. Academics of Science and Uniuersities luithin the

It

The Uniuersities of Germany do not merely serue for acquiring the

highest education in scientific matters ;
they are at the same time centers

for independent research. Their libraries, laboratories, collections, obserua-

tories, &c. are consequently not only fitted up to meet the requirements of

students, but are intended to offer to instructors and young experimenters

alike the means and assistance for furthering science in all its branches. This
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sphere of uniuersity actiuity finds an important supplement in the loork of
the Academies, especially of learned societies which are organised and sup-
ported by the State, where the most prominent members of the particular
sciences meet together* The Academies, as such, are neither instructional
nor experimental institutions, but centers at which the results of research
are collected; they are a powerful incentiue to fresh experiment, and organise
wide reaching undertakings which are beyond the power of a single indi-

uidual; they also guarantee pecuniary assistance for carrying out expensiue
work, and render possible the publication of material which it would otherwise
be extremely costly to make public* Q
Q The State Academies within the German Gmpire (the numberless priuate
learned societies, some of which partly enjoy State support, do not come
under consideration here) are all situated in Uniuersity towns* They are
intimately connected with these Uniuersities owing to the fact that their
ordinary members are for the most part professors at the Uniuersity* In
Berlin on the other hand, the ordinary members of the Academy haue the
right to deliuer lectures at the Uniuersity, euen when they are not professors*
The following is a list of the Academies:—In "Prussia;—!* The Royal Academy
of Science in Berlin, founded 1700* It has a physical-mathematical side and
a philosophical-historical side numbering 60 members in all, as well as
foreign, corresponding and honorary members* Its yearly expenditure, apart
from the reuenues from numerous bequests connected with the academy,
amounts to 281,000 marks* 2* The Royal Society of Sciences, in Goettingen,
founded 1751, which has a philological-historical side and a mathematical-
-physical side, each consisting of 15 members, besides foreign, corresponding
and honorary members* Annual reuenue 27,600 marks* ^Q In Bauaria: The Royal Academy of Sciences founded 1759, at (Dunich,
comprising a philosophical-philological side, a mathematical-physical, and a
historical side* Annual reuenue 80,000 marks* In connection with the
Academy is the General Conseruatoire of State Scientific Collections, to which
most institutions of the Uniuersity belong* QD In Saxony: The Royal Society of Sciences at Ceipsic, founded 1846, with
a mathematical-physical and a historical-philological side* It receiues an
annual State subsidy of 20,000 marks* QD The immediate purpose of the Uniuersities continues to be the giuing
of instruction in the sciences, although Uniuersity professors are expected to
contribute towards further progress in sciences* Che learned professions for
which they prepare according to old tradition, are Theology, Jurisprudence,
and (Dedicine, and in these three branches instruction is giuen by the three
corresponding faculties, which were once designated the “upper” faculties*
Besides these there also exists, a philosophical faculty which originally in
its calling of a "Faculty of Arts (Artistenfakultat) had the task of preparing
students for entrance to the upper faculties* At the present day, howeuer, the
range of learning of the philosophical faculty embraces the entire field of
science which lies beyond the range of the aboue mentioned practical pro-

i
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. fcssions- The philosophical faculty has also in turn become a preparatory
i

I
institution for certain branches of the professions mhich haue deueloped in*

. dependently of recent years. Such, for example, as the callings of teachers
'

in the higher schools, both of languages and mathematics, of mathematics and •

I

natural science, and of certain technical branches such as chemistry, agriculture,

i at some Uniuersities forestry, and quite recently for professions requiring a

,
special preliminary training, in political economy and science. Besides this,

houjeuer, the students belonging to other faculties find in the philosophical

;
faculty the necessary auxiliary scientific instruction for their profession or

: branch. CDedical students in particular receiue their training in natural

I
science in this faculty. Otoing to the unusually wide field cooered by the i

i philosophical faculty, one can understand hoio it is that vohere it has retained

}
its wide scope it requires in itself the seruices of more professors than all the
other faculties together, flt some Uniuersities, therefore, it has been considered

(

!
desirable to split up this faculty into tu>o branches, a historical-philosophical ^

j
faculty and a mathematical-natural science faculty. The former has kept the

I title “philosophical.” flt other Uniuersities tmo sections haue been formed i

\
luhich haue only certain points in common. In Tubingen there is also a special

:
political-science faculty, and in (Dunich a special political-economic faculty.[n ^

I Q principal representatiue of the Uniuersity is the Rector, mho is i

j

elected to hold office for one year by the regular professors (at some Uni-
j

I

uersities by the other professors as luell). His appointment is subject to *
|

I

the souereign’s approual. The business of the uarious faculties is transacted
'( by the Deans, mho are also elected by the regular professors of each faculty

(
to hold office for one year. The body of scientific instructors consists of

! regular professors, extraordinary professors and priuate tutors. Besides these
there are the lecturers and assistants. The students matriculate at the Uni-

; uersity, and are enrolled in one of the faculties. Only those can obtain the
'

j

full rights of matriculation mho haue as leauing certificates from one of r

,
the nine classes of higher educational establishment (“Gymnasium,” “Real-
Gymnasium,” or “Upper-Realschule”). "Foreigners haue to produce a certifi-

! cate of a corresponding standard. Students can also be enrolled in the philo-
; sophical faculty under rather less strict conditions by means of the so-called :

‘ “small matriculation.” Besides this certain branches admit “Listeners.” ’

'

"Female students haue up to the present been allomed to matriculate only at
; certain Uniuersities, and then only prouided that they haue the proper certi-

I

ficate. The majority of Uniuersities only admit them as listeners. |j ;

' All the faculties confer the degree of doctor upon certain conditions,

and the theological faculties also confer the lomer degree of “Licentiate.” *

The securing of such a degree is not, homeuer, the practical aim of a person :

;
studying at a Uniuersity, for there is no State priuilege connected theremith.

! Besides the purely academical examinations for the degree of doctor, there are

,

also State examinations for the principal professions, and ecclesiastical exa-
:

minations for the theological faculty. To be admitted to the theological, legal,
;

or higher grade teachers’ examinations, it is necessary to be able to proue a '
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t

course of study of at least three years as a fully matriculated student- "For

the medical profession the period of study has been lengthened to fiue years.

Q The following is a list of the Uniuersities within the German Gmpire.

in Prussia: 1. Berlin, founded 1809; four faculties (theological faculty only

Guangelical). 2. Bonn, founded 1818; fiue faculties (theological faculty Guang-

elical and Roman Catholic). 3. Breslau, originally founded 1702; refounded

1811; fiue faculties (an Guangelical and Roman Catholic theological faculty).

4. Goettingen, founded 1737; four faculties (theological faculty only Guangelical).

5. Greifswald, founded 1456; four faculties (theological faculty only Guangelical).

6. Halle, (united with COittenberg), founded 1694; four faculties (theological

faculty only Guangelical). 7. Kiel, founded 1665; four faculties (theological

faculty only Guangelical). 8. Konigsberg, founded 1544; four faculties (theo-

logical faculty only Guangelical). 9. (Darburg, founded 1527; four faculties

(theological faculty only Guangelical). 10. CDunster in lOestphalia, founded as

an Academy in 1771 and as Uniuersity in 1902; four faculties (theological

faculty only Roman Catholic). Q
n In Bauaria: 1. (Dunich (originally in Landshut), refounded in 1829; fiue

faculties (only a Roman Catholic theological faculty, and a special political

science faculty). 2. COurtzburg, founded 1582; four faculties (only Roman
Catholic theological faculty). 3. Grlangen, founded 1743; four faculties (only

Guangelical theological faculty). Q
tJ In Saxony: teipsic, founded 1409; four faculties (theological faculty only

Guangelical). Q
Q In COurtemberg: Tubingen, founded 1477; seuen faculties (an Guangelical

and Roman Catholic theological faculty, and special natural science and po-

litical science faculties). Q
D In Baden: 1. Heidelberg, founded 1386; fiue faculties (theological faculty

only Guangelical and a special natural science faculty). 2. Preiburg in Baden,
founded 1457; four faculties (only Roman Catholic theological faculty). Q

In Hessen: Giessen, founded 1607; four faculties (only Guangelical theo-

logical faculty).

Q In (Dechlenburg-Schwerin: Rostock, founded 1419; four faculties (oi^
Guangelical theological faculty). Q
Q In Saxe-COeimar: “Jena (supported partly by the three Duchies of Saxony),
founded 1558; four faculties (only Guangelical theological faculty). Q
Q In Alsace-Lorraine: Strassburg, founded in its present form in 1872;
six faculties (an Guangelical and Roman Catholic faculty and a special mathe-
matical natural science faculty). Q
Q Besides these, there are in Prussia the Lyceum-Horianum in Braunsberg
for the education of Roman Catholic Theologians which ranks officially with
the Uniuersities.

Q In Bauaria there are eight Lyceums which were founded for the same
purpose. In Prussia there are, moreouer, six training colleges for Roman
Catholic theological students, and one in Alsace-Lorraine and Hessen. 3
Q Dr. Lexis.
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(51 b* The rcchnical High Schools of the German Gmpire. J3

In 1813 and 1815, after the struggles from which the
German States had regained their independence, the
economical condition of Germany, in consequence of

the stormy times of the deuastating Hapoleonic COars
had fallen to the lowest ebb. In Gngland at the same

time the steam-engine had begun its triumphal progress by opening up that
countrys’ riches of iron and coaL flt that time the German States had only
a thin population, which, owing to the undeueloped state of commercial in-

dustry, deriued a naturally limited income from agricultural pursuits-

Q It was recognised that Germany was only to be economically raised by
the expansion of her industrial actiuity. Two ways led to this end,—the
practical, tahen by pioneers like Krupp, Siemens, and Borsig, working
quietly but uninterruptedly to replace the former handicrafts by an organised
industry, and the theoretical way adopted by the Gouernments, of placing
industry on a scientific basis by the erection of Technical Schools- That
permanent progress in competition with other countries could only be made
on such a foundation is proved by the recent developments in technical

chemistry and electricity and heat-engines in Germany- Qn The beginnings of the German Technical High Schools were not surrounded
by the festive splendour which shed such bright light on the founding of the
Universities- Almost all the Technical Schools out of which the present Tech-
nical High Schools have risen were originally (Diddle-class Schools; and only
when they had by continuous effort gained an important position, did they
obtain the charter of a High School in the second half of the nineteenth

century- The accompanying sketch represents better than words the course
of the development of the High School- The origin of the High School in

Berlin is marked by the fact that it grew out of the union of the flrehi-

d 1799) and the Commercial Academy (1821)-

This aim is clearly expressed in the first sentence of

the constitutional statutes of the Technical High School
in Berlin: “The aim of the Technical High School is

to afford a higher education for the technical professions in the civil and
public service and in commercial undertakings, as well as to cultivate Arts
and Sciences in so far as they come under the head of Technical Instruction-”

Both teaching and independent scientific research are therefore aimed at;

the lecture-theaters, drawing-halls and laboratories serve for teaching pur-

)oses, while in the laboratories scientific research is also prosecuted-

Gach Technical High School has departments for sepa-

rate studies, and in each are divisions for architect-

ure, building construction, engineering, chemistry and
mining, natural sciences and mathematics- Besides

these some schools have special departments, as Berlin and Danzig for ship-
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Origin of the German

Technical High Schools. 1750

i!

10
11

name: established:
Charter

1 Berlin ....
Technical College

for Building 1799

since:

1799

2 Dresden. . .

1821 Trade school
1828

1879
1851

3 Stuttgart . . 1829 1862
4 Carlsruhe . . 1825 1865
5 Darmstadt . 1836 1868
6 flix-Ia-

Chapelle 1870 1870
7 Brunswick . 1745 1877
8 CDunich . . . 1827 1877
9 Hanouer . . 1831 1879
10 Danzig . . . 1904 1904
11 Bresiau . . . 1905 1905
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I

'building, Karlsruhe for forestry, CDunich for agriculture, and Brunswick for -

i pharmacy. O I

I
Q The diuision into separate departments guarantees a greater thorough-

j
|

I

ness of instruction, while the union of the Heads of Departments in the
|

Senate secures a united intellectual aim. Q
j

J

The sudden deuelopment of technology has rendered *

^

new and comprehensiue regulations necessary in euery
;

;

branch: they can only be slightly sketched here. In i

'

architecture, the founding of special professorial
j

^

chairs for town building, partly to meet the aduanced technical demands for
|

town buildings, and also to secure that the long neglected artistic point of :

view should he kept in mind when building not only a single edifice, but a
j

whole city. The erection of conseruatories for ornamental botany is specially

I taught in Berlin and Danzig. In building construction and engineering:

i
introduction of laboratory instruction, opening of laboratories for hydrotech-

nics, for iron constructions and measurements of earth pressure, Dresden

and Berlin. In (Dachine Construction: the fitting up of laboratories for '

the same and of large electro-technical Institutes. The building of testing
|

stations for water-power hydraulic machines, needed from the rapid in-
j

crease of late in the use of water-power, Dresden, Darmstadt and Berlin. 1

Ship- building: the fitting out of an extensiue establishment for testing
'

i
the resistance of models of ships by towing, in Berlin. Chemistry and i

mining: deuelopment of electric chemistry, in flix-la-Chapelle. The pre- i

paration of more thorough expert instruction for working mines and treat-
j ^

ment of iron. Technical Administration: the giuing of special instruction
'

to such engineers as intend to take ouer the management of large technical
|

works or communal stewardships. A comprehensiue technical education
;

^

forms the foundation in these cases, while a special study is made of law I
|

and administratiue science. Q |

An exhibition can only be made of the form, not of
i

the contents of instruction. The photographs taken i

of work done in the laboratories, as represented in
|

some pictures, giue only a faint idea of the restless !

actiuity pulsating through these places. One cannot measure the results of f

the instruction by drawn plans; this can only be gauged by what former !

students, now practical engineers, create in practical life as the outcome of j

the intellectual nature of their instruction, (bhat is exhibited must then be • *

looked on only as the outer shell of this work. Kammerer.
j

Exhibition of the

qI Technical High

^1 Schools.

R Dew Regulations

g during the last

g ten v«ars.

B, Scientific Chemistry in Germany, To

Q The amount of work done in Germany in the field of chemical science
j

and technology is enormous, but the great results which haue been and are <

being daily attained by the latter are principally due to the fact that techno- t

logy is most intimately by-related to science. Science can dispense with
j
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Chemical
Instruction.

technology, although at the moment it deriues great help from it, but the
technology of the present day is inconceiuable luithout science. (Dany years
passed before the efforts of Liebig, the founder of modern chemical research
and instruction as it exists in Germany to-day, called into being a sudden
practical growth of the industries, and since then the industries haue been
constantly gaining incentiue and assistance from the progress of science. The
chemical industry engages in its works and laboratories the seruices of a
great number of highly trained chemists, whose business is to examine scientific
discoueries as to their technical ualue and turn them to account industrially.

The deuelopment of this industry is, therefore, entirely dependent upon
the excellence of the seats of learning. This being so, we will giue our atten-

a moment to their organisation throughout Germany.
Chemistry is taught at euery uniuersity and technical
college, at a number of mining academies, agricultural
colleges and schools of forestry. There are also special

schools which giue instruction in such particular branches of chemistry or
chemical technology as dyeing, ceramics, and fermentation.

Q
_

The diuision of the instruction and course of study in chemistry is uery
similar at the Uniuersities and Polytechnics. They are still principally based
upon the well tried methods of Liebig. Preparatory instruction in chemistry
is not made a condition for commencing study at any of the colleges, for at most
German Grammar schools this science is only taught in most elementary form.

The course of instruction commences by the nouice becoming acquainted
with the general reactions of different substances, and then with qualitatiue
and quantitatiue analysis, and uolumetric analysis of gases, fls a rule four
semesters” (2 years) are spent in learning these subjects. The student then

goes from the inorganic to the organic department of the laboratory, where
he spends one or two “semesters” in becoming an adept in making organic
preparations and in the analysis of organic substances. This concludes the
actual training of the student for a chemist, in the majority of cases,
howeuer, the young chemist undertakes the writing of a scientific treatise
for the purpose of securing a doctorate. The theme of his treatise is selected
for him by one of the professors under whose guidance he has to carry out
the work. Besides doing all this practical work in the laboratory, the student
is also bound to attend a number of lectures deliuered by the professors.QThe directors of nearly all the laboratories in German colleges haue
formed themselues into a Union, the aim of which is to regulate the chemical
instruction throughout the country upon a standard system. In order to put
this into effect, an examination, the so-called Union examination, has been
instituted for students; it is held after the 4th-6th semester, and in it the
student is required to show a knowledge of general and inorganic analysis,
and analytical and organic chemistry.

1^
Closely connected with this course of instruction is the
free, independent research of the tutors at the colleges.
To-day, just as formerly, it is considered indispensible

Chemical Research.
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that the professor should perform research loorh, for it is assumed that only
by this means voill he be able to stimulate the younger generation by his
example, and at the same time teach them to exercise their inuentiue faculties.

This successful tujo-fold actiuity of research and instruction forms the basis
of the deuelopment of German chemistry. lOe mill nom turn to the most
recent results achieued by chemical research, particularly in connection with
the chemical department of the education exhibition. Q

Uniuersal chemistry has made enormous strides

owing to the actiuity of physico-chemical research, ex-
perimental research as to the general properties

of matter, especially those of dilute solutions, has presented science

with a bounteous store of fruitful material. Owing to 1 . H. uan’t Hoff’s
pioneer labours, which began in the year 1885, it has been discouered that

the state of a substance in dilute solutions is similar to the gaseous state,

and that Boyle’s and Gay Lussac’s law of gases, as well as what is hnown
as fluogadro’s Caw, also hold good for dilute solutions if osmotic press-
ure is substituted for gaseous pressure. Research work in the physiology
of plants, such as that of Traube, de Uries, and particularly Pfeffer,
offered an inducement to a closer inuestigation of osmotic pressure, which
Pfeffer succeded in actually measuring in his clay cell prouided with a

diaphragm of copper ferrocyanide. Recording to his experiments it is found
that dissolued substances exert the same osmotic pressure in solution as
they would do in a gaseous state at the same temperature and in the same
uolume. Q
Q One result of this theory was the conception of a new method of de-
termining molecular weights by lowering the freezing point and raising

the boiling point (Raoult’s and Beckmann’s methods). Q
Q lOhilst the properties of the atom and molecule in solution were being

thus studied, the further deuelopment of the methods hit upon by Uictor
(Deyer, performed by means of displacement of air, rendered it possible

determine the molecular weights at extreme temperatures, (H. Biltz) and gaue
a natural explanation for phenomena which had hitherto been considered in-

explicable. This method has been carried still further by Hernst, who de-

termined the uapour density of metals by using an iridium bulb and an
electrically heated furnace, while for weighing uery minute quantities of metals
it was necessary to use an extremely sensitiue balance constructed of fine

quartz filaments. Q
Q COith the help of these uarious discoueries the theories of the dissocia-
tion of gases and of the electrolytical dissociation of salts in

solution were further deueloped. flil methods based upon the theory of os-

motic pressure pointed with quantitatiue uniformity to the fact that this is

greater in aqueous solutions than the pressure calculated from the molecular
weight of the substances as determined by other methods. It followed there-

fore that these substances when dissolued in water were in a different mole-
cular state, that is to say, they must be more or less split up or dissociated.

I
Uniuersal
Chemistry.
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Since just those substances which in aqueous solution are able to conduct
the electric current, (i. e., the electrolytes) are under a considerably higher os-

motic pressure than is to be expected from their molecular weight in the
gaseous state and from their concentration, and since, these same sub-
stances lose the property of conducting electricity to any appreciable extent
when dissolued in other soluents and at the same time cease to exhibit ab-
normal osmotic pressures, it follows that the splitting up of the substances
in aqueous solutions is closely related to the conductiuity of the electrolytes.

This fact which was established principally by Kohlrausch, Hittorf, Ost-
wald, Planck, uan’t Hoff and many others, led to the deuelopment of
the theory of ions and to the establishment of the laws of electrolysis
by the Swedish scientist Suante Arrhenius. It would carry us too far if

we were to enumerate and treat fully of all the numerous results achieued
for general chemistry from these laws. ^
Q The question as to the nature of the forces which come into play in a
chemical combination or reaction was asked long before a science of chemistry
existed, and the question has not euen yet been finally solued; neuertheless
the manner of operation of these forces, their dependence upon such external
conditions as mass, temperature, and pressure, has been inuestigated with
undoubted success. The results of these inuestigations are the law of the
effect of mass and the theory of chemical equilibrium. Chemical
Statics. The scientific explanation furnished of the formation of ocean salt
beds by uan’t Hoff and CDeyerhoffer are one of its practical results. Out
of all the results and successes which theoretical research has showered
upon us, we will only mention the ualuable discoueries which haue been
made in thermo]-chemistry and electro-chemistry. Any change pro-
duced on passing an electric current through a compound body is called
electrolysis, as far as electricity itself exerts its influence (Para day, 1837).
The practical application of this process is the separation of metals from
their solutions (quantitatiue analysis by means of electrolysis was especially
perfected by A. Claassen) or from their molten salts (calcium production
(Borchers and Ruff)), electrolytic reduction and electrosynthesis (€lbs
and Tafel) are successful achieuements in this field of research. The further
perfection of electro-chemical science has completely cleared up the subject
of the production of electric energy by chemical systems, and the thermo-
dynamic theory of electro-chemical processes has aduanced so for that we can
calculate the electromotiue force of numerous galuanic combinations (Rernst).
electrical methods are also often of ualue for characterizing chemical prepa-
rations (Abegg, Bredig and Drude).

El Inorganic
actiuity is again being displayed in the field of

g Chernistry. inorganic chemistry, which, since the epoch making

of the metals of the alkali and of rare earth groups by Clemens lOinkler
(discoueries which were of much importance in deueloping CDendelejeff’s
system) had been forced into the background by the signal aduances of organic
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chemistry- By using high and lou) temperatures, high and low pressures,
'

liquid air (Linde), and the electric furnace (Borchers), it has become
possible to attain quite new effects- COe may here mention the operations
which use liquid ammonia as a soluent (Stoch) and the synthesis of certain
natural iron ores by using pressure (Ruff).M fls already pointed out, the latter part of the pastB Organic ChemistcY- century stands almost entirely under the spell of the

Hydrogen peroxide has been obtained in a crystalline form (Stadeland
,

COolffenstein). The conditions of generation, the properties and the effect

of ozone haue been exactly inuestigated (Ladenburg, Hernst and Harries).
The preparation of the colloidal metals and metallic oxides has been made
a special study of by Pa hi. Our knowledge of the properties of the rare i

metals and earths has been extended (crystalline Zirconium (iOedekind)). The
chemistry of complex compounds has been considerably enriched (Rosenheim,
COeinland and Grossmann, amongst others). The greatest success, howeuer,
has been attained by the study of contact-substances, such as finely di-

uided platinum (platinum-sponge), the peculiar effect of which upon a mixture
of gases was first discouered byPoebereiner and applied in his gas igniter.

Clemens CO inkier worked out the sulphuric acid contact-progress, which
consists in combining sulfurous acid and oxygen to form sulphur trioxide

'

by means of platinised asbestos, which resulted in a complete reuolution in
the manufacture of sulphuric acid (Hnietsch). By a scientific treatment
of this problem Cngler and Lothar lOohler haue made it apparent that
the property of platinum sponge of combining hydrogen and oxygen depends
upon the absorption of oxygen (auto-oxydation) by the platinum sponge,

;

whereby a peroxide of platinum is formed which ignites the hydrogen im- '

pinging upon it. Q |

Analytical chemistry has experienced extension in many respects, and the
analysis of gases has been brought to its highest point by means of the appa-
ratus ofHempel, Cl. Winkler, 0. Brunck, Bunte, "3. ’Fischer, andWohl.

Che unprecedented successes of A. W. uon Hofmann in the field of coal-
;

-tar dye-stuffs drew the general attention of chemists to purely synthetical
j

work, and the original problems of Liebig, the inuestigation of the com- :

position of natural and physiological substances, no longer held the field.

With the euer increasing clearness giuen to the theory of the constitution of ;

organic compounds and their laws of substitution, which reached a climax
in the establishment of the formula of benzol by August Kekule, synthetical

work became more and more successful. One might haue thought that syn-
thetical chemistry had reached its highest point when Cngler and Adolf
uon Baeyer produced indigo by artificial means, whilst Graebe and
Liebermann did the same with alizarine, and Gmil and Otto Pischer
with rosaniline, and when the discouery of phenylhydrazine by Gmil "Fischer
opened new paths of inuestigation in the chemistry of nitrogen, which led

to the discoueries of free hydrazine and hydric nitride by Theodor Curtius, I
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and amidoguanidinc by Johannes Thiele. But the uictorlous path of re-

search did not stop here, but turned to attempt problems full of mystery, the
treatment of which appeared far more difficult than any of those hitherto

solued. The synthesis of sugar and the theoretical researches on the subject
by 6mil Tischer (and by lOohl, Ruff, ToIIens, and Thierfelder) is the
most brilliant confirmation of uan’t Hoff’s stereo-chemical of unsymme-
trical carbon atoms. The syntheses of uric acid, xanthine, theobromine, and
caffeine by €mil "Fischer, Robert Behrend and COilhelm Traube, form
the return to the problems of £iebig and their solution. The inuestigation
and synthesis of the terpenes and camphors, the ethereal oils and artifical

aromatic substances by COallach, Tiemann, uon Baeyer, Bredt, Beck-
mann and others, formed quite a new branch of organic chemistry, the
hydro-aromatic branch. Yet another new field is opened by the heterocyclical

combinations (Cadenburg, Knorr, Dennstaedt, Gabriel, "Doebner, Busch,
Stoer and others), which are closely related to the alkaloids. The explanation of
the constitution, the decomposition and synthesis of these complicated alkaloids,
of coniine (Hofmann and Ladenburg) of narcotine and hydrastine (Roser,
"Freund and Tritsch), of atropine and the cocaine alkaloids (Ladenburg,
Hiebermann, CDerling and u3illstatter), of nicotine (Pinner), of mor-
phine and thebain (Uongerichten, Knorr, Pschorr and Preund), and of
quinine (uon (Diller and Rhode) form pages of glory in the history of Ger-
man Chemistry, and excite the greatest admiration for the discouerers. Q

Great work has been done here, though there are still

2 ch"mTs°trv^and
difficult, if less inuiting, problems yet to be

?? c worked out in the chemistry of the amorphous and
colloidal natural products, of cellulose (Alexander

(Ditscherlich, Kbnig, COolf fenstein) of caoutchouc and guttapercha, which
possess such great ualue for technological purposes, and, more important than
all, the chemistry of uegetable and animal albumen (Gmil Pi sc her), of the
colouring matters in the blood (COilliam KCister) and of the digestiue juices
(Thierfelder, Kutscher, Siegfried, Salko wski, Promm and Heuberg),
all of which problems still haue to be finally solued, for only when a know-
ledge of them has been obtained can a really scientific system of CDedicine
be built up. Physiological chemistry and organic chemistry are becoming
euer more closely connected, especially since the introduction of pure culti-

uations of microbes, the chemical effects of which haue been studied in
many hundred different kinds of cases (Pelbruck, Cmmerling and
Lindner). q3 In the chemistry of fermentation there were until recently two
principal uiews held,— Liebig maintained that the process of fermentation
was a chemical one, whereas Pasteur held that it was biological. The
experiments made by Gdward Buchner haue now confirmed Liebig’s uiew,
for he has proued that pressed yeast-juice (the zymase) which contains no
cell-substance (plasma) is capable of producing fermentation in exactly the
same way as liuing yeast. Dr. Harries.

i
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w C Physics and hindred Sciences. w
SI (“Scientific Instrument” Group.) Id

Q During the eighties of the last century the opinion loas often to be heard
expressed, euen in professional circles, that the science of physics might be
compared to a structure which had been brought nearly to completion by
masters such as Helmholtz and Cord Keluin, and which offered science

sufficient room for many years to come; it was thought that now it could
only be a question of harmoniously fitting out the structure by working
diligently at the details. To-day euery one recognizes how erroneous that

opinion was. fls a matter of fact we can look back upon a deuelopment
during the last ten years which will euer be remembered in the history of the

exact sciences. Q
The mouement was set on foot in Germany by Heinrich Hertz. Upon

the early and much to be lamented death of this scientist, his teacher

Helmholtz wrote: “In ancient classic times one would haue said be had
been sacrificed to the enuy of the gods.”

Q Unfortunately but a few months after the death of his great pupil the

master himself followed; it was not granted him to liue to experience the

discouery of Rbntgen, led up to by Cenard and others. O
n It is still in the memory of euery one how much stir was caused by the

discouery of the Rbntgen rays in consequence of their immediate importance
for medical diagnosis and research, fl circumstance of far greater importance
for the science of physics was, that within a remarkably short period it led

to discoueries and work of the foremost importance by physicists of all ciuilized

countries. lOe need here only mention the names of Becquerel, Curie,
'3. 1. Thomson, Ramsay, Glster and Geitel. The importance of these

scientists’ discoueries will be better appreciated when we say that they haue com-
pletely changed our preuiously held conceptions of the nature of matter. Another
standard by which to gauge their importance is offered by the large amount
of assistance and incentiue they haue giuen during the last ten years to

kindred sciences such as meteorology and astronomy, chemistry and medicine.

_j This actiue mutual influence of the sciences, from which physics in turn
haue deriued great benefit, may be designated as a characteristic feature of the

euolution of the exact sciences during the last few decades. To keep to the simile

already adopted, it has been found necessary to make uery considerable addi-

tions to the structure of physics, and the same is true of the kindred sciences.

These extensions haue chiefly been the work of the physical institutes of our
Uniuersities and Colleges. The perfection of the older portions of the struct-

ure has, howeuer, also made great aduances, and an important share has
fallen to the lot of those state institutions of Germany which are distinct

from the uniuersities. Q
Q COork in newly opened fields of research requires but simple aids, but

as soon as it is a question of working out methods already known and of
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cxtcnsiue systematic inuestigations loith the aim of ascertaining as accurately
as possible the relations in figures in a certain field which measurable
quantities bear to one another,. the matter is different Such loorh cannot
as a rule be undertaken by the laboratories and obseruatories of our colleges,
either because the inuestigations cost too much, or because the all-important
duties of the professors as tutors do not leaue them time enough to com-
mence making calculations which may last some years, and often require
the co-operation of seueral persons. Q

Since the foundation of the German Gmpire, a number of state scientific
institutions haue been founded, chiefly in the kindred sciences of physics,
and already existing ones haue been extended. Such are the Imperial Standard
gauging Commission at Charlottenburg and the Royal Prussian Scientific Ob-
seruatories at Berlin and Potsdam (flstrophysical Obseruatory, (Deteorological
and (Dagnetic Obseruatory, and the Geodetic Institute). In the field of physics
Germany was the first country to establish an Imperial Physical Technical In-
stitute. This it did at the end of the eighties at Charlottenburg. This Insti-
tution, at first under the guidance of Helmholtz and at present under that of
Kohlrausch, deueloped an unusually beneficial actiuity, and large state institu-
tions haue been founded by Gngland, America and Prance during recent years
after the pattern of the Imperial Institution. Other countries are content for
the present to establish state laboratories whose task is to work out pro-
blems in fields of special importance (electricity, for example), which in Ger-
many fall to the lot of the Imperial Institution. Q

After these preliminary obseruations we may pass on to the considerations
which haue determined the system of organisation of the “Scientific Instru-
ment” Group. Q

It is not the first time that Germany has shown a collection of scientific
instruments at an international exposition in the United States. At the Chi-
cago exhibition of 1893 the instruments of a great number of branches of the
mathematical and natural sciences in the “German Uniuersity exhibition”
were displayed. Qn At that time special importance was attached to showing historically
interesting apparatus and original constructions of the instruments with
which German scientists had made important or memorable aduances in the
exact sciences. It will suffice to recall the air pump of Otto uon Guericke
in the field of physics, the instruments of Gauss and lOeber, Kirchhoff’s
spectral apparatus, and the instruments of Helmholtz. Quite apart from this
portion of the Uniuersity exhibition, the German Society for (Dechan ics and
Optics had collected together a considerable display of scientific instruments,
which bore conclusiue testimony to the strides made by German instruments
of precision during the last decades of the past century. Q

In making preparations for the present exhibition it was decided to
auoid a repetition of the display made at Chicago, and not to emphasize the
historical standpoint in the field of physics and the kindred sciences. It was
also decided not to make a systematic demonstration in the group now under
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I
consideration of the scientific aduances made in Germany during the last

i

ten years by means of the instruments used by our scientists. ¥or in many

I
cases it happens that the apparatuses in question are being at the moment
employed in other investigations, or that they have already been altered for

I
use in other kinds of work. Q

I
It mas therefore decided that the German industry of instruments of

I
precision and optical apparatus should be asked to display in the German

I I
educational exhibition the instruments and apparatus made for the sciences

i
j

of astronomy and geodesy, meteorology, and pure and applied physics.

I
Special attention mas to be paid to the display of the more precise measuring

I

* instruments. O
D Although numerous instrument morks have acceded to this request

mith the most praisemorthy readiness, it is at the same time natural that

the exhibition cannot be complete. By no means is euery leading instrument
morks represented, and the exhibits offered often fail to giue an idea of the

I
diversity of objects turned out by one firm. It is just the most expensive

5
productions of the industry of instruments of precision, mhich are only

manufactured to order, and mhich are rarely at disposal for exhibition pur-

poses. CDost of the scientific institutions mhich possess them cannot spare

them for such a long time. The transport of such delicate instruments too,

especially for long distances, is open to considerable objections. If in spite

of this a great number of the most beautiful instruments are exhibited at

St. Louis, it has only been possible to do so through the generous support
offered by the Imperial and State authorities. o

The group “Scientific Instruments” is divided into four departments
i resembling laboratories, and designated fl-D. They are Astronomy, Geodesy,

and (Detrology (A), Optics (B), Glectricity (C), and Thermometry and CDeteo-

i

rology (D). Besides the precise measuring instruments and devices mhich

serve purely for scientific purposes, there are also exhibited, in the rooms C
and D particularly, apparatuses for scientific technical investigations.

I I
D Scientific glass instruments of precision are closely connected mith Ther-

t
I

mometry. These are exhibited by numerous firms in room T). In the province

i
;

of meteorology, investigations of the atmosphere have made ^ great strides

I

during the last fern decades. These are represented by the exhibits of the

I Aeronautical Observatory at Berlin, mhich is connected mith the Royal (Deteo-

1
i

rological Institute. Attention may be further called to some cases filled mith

I
demonstration apparatuses and contrivances employed for purposes of in-

I j

struction at our Universities and Technical colleges, and in particular to tmo

;
large projection apparatuses mhich are set up in the lecture hall adjoining

j
j

the group. The lecture hall itself also demands attention as being typical of

• similar auditoriums at our colleges. It is intended to employ the hall for

delivering lectures, preferably on subjects connected mith the group, and

amongst others on the subject of ocular photography. Q
Cl The specialist mill find a more detailed description of the contents of

this exhibition in the introduction to the special catalogue of the group
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“Scientific instruments.” It would haue been difficult to sharply distin9uish
this from other groups of the comprehensiue educational exhibition, and no
attempt has been made to do so. In order to get a concise idea of the work
done by Germany in the manufacture of scientific instruments, attention should
also be paid to the exhibits in other German departments, particularly the
“Chemistry” and “(Dedicine” sections of the educational exhibition.

n ^he careful observer of these exhibits will be confronted at every turn
by the close connection and constant interaction between science and techno-
logy. U3e need only mention the incentive which is constantly being given to
the technology of precision by the above mentioned scientific State Institutes
as well as by the numerous Institutes in the Universities and Technical
Colleges. On the other hand some of the firms exhibiting in the group bear
testimony to the great assistance rendered to science itself, owing to such
undertakings being carried on in a thoroughly scientific spirit.

It is to be hoped that the exhibition of scientific instruments at the
German educational exhibition at St. Louis of 1904 will have many points of
novelty even for the observer who has carefully studied this branch of German
industry at Paris in 1900, and that it will confirm the impression that
German science and technology in this important branch are progressing
satisfactorily. Qn Dr. Lin deck.

n The principal aim of Biological CDuseums should be to awaken not only an
appreciation of nature and of a natural and healthful manner of living, but
also to bring home to every individual the fact that life follows certain fixed
laws which can be determined with just as much certainty for the bird of the
air as for the fish in the lake or river and for the medusa in the sea, and
that man can only break these laws at the expense of his health and working
capabilities. The large biological museums have other aims, which are how-
ever of secondary importance. These are to arouse a pleasure in nature and
in the beauty and diversity of her products, to awaken an understanding for
the structure of the various organisms and their adaptations, to increase the
knowledge of mankind with regard to animate creatures, whether useful or
harmful to his well-being, and, last but not least, to assist in the building
up of the biological sciences.

This is an extensive programme, and we readily admit that up to the
present no German museum has proved fully equal to the task in every
respectj but strenuous efforts to this end are being made in all directions,
by this museum in one way, by that in another, for it is often the case that
the means and assistance at hand necessitate a judicious limitation to parti-
cular fields of study.

~
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Q Since the objects of nature are insufficient in themseloes to demonstrate
directly to the uninitiated the fundamental laws of physiology, and since long
explanations are seldom read, many museums haue draton up guides in which
a specialist has collected the auailable material into a connected essay, en-
deavouring at the same time make it more comprehensible by means of a

!

system of questions and answers. Tor a number of years past the Berlin
Central establishment for the welfare of Working CDen has taken up the or-
ganisation of such guides for workmen. The result in almost euery case has ;

been entirely satisfactory. These guides are the best means of gradually in-

creasing the number of visitors to a museum. Some of the more recent
museums (Bremen and flitona) have in addition a special lecture hall and
a reading room, both open to the public; while in Rltona popular lectures
are delivered with lime-light views on objects in the museum. In connec- '

tion with the CDuseum for (Darine Science now being established at the
University of Berlin, popular scientific lectures have been introduced for
some three years past, the exhibits in the museum being much employed for the
purposes of explanation. These lectures have been well attended. The sub-

1

jects chosen are various branches of marine research, and often deal with
j

the biology of marine organisms. Lectures with lime-light views are accom-
panied by the great disadvantage that those who attend them are unable to >

make any notes in the darkened room, and what they hear may thus be !

easily forgotten again. In Rltona this difficulty has been overcome by the
lecturers sending short extracts of their lectures beforehand to be printed
in a local paper, the paper supplying in exchange a number of copies free

of cost. Q
D All the larger biological museums have issued catalogues which take
into account the requirements of the average visitor, and are edited accord-
ingly. They are also sometimes illustrated. Q
Q next to the objects themselves, the labels attached to them are the most

{

important part of a museum, for they have as a rule to take the place of a
j

spoken explanation. CDany museums adopt the good plan of printing short
|

general explanations which can be quickly read, and more detailed explana-
|

tions of the objects of particular interest. The museum of natural science
|

at Berlin, as well as other museums, uses in many instances geographical
|

labels upon which the district where the exhibit is found is marked in red
on a small chart of the world, as well as any localities where it appears
in various geological strata.

Biological museums in Germany are principally of a zoological character,
since the preservation of plants in a manner true to nature is accompanied
by considerable difficulties. As a substitute we find in many of the larger
towns botanical gardens containing extensive collections of living plants.
In all the larger museums, too, there are botanical departments with com-
prehensive collections of plants for the use of specialists, whilst some of the
dried plants, such as the specimens of woods and seeds, are also open to
the inspection of the public. Q
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Biological museums may be divided up into three groups, according to

size and the class of people mho visit them. QQ 1. General museums or People’s (Duseums, which aim at cultivating

all branches of Biology, and often give special attention to special branches
such as commercial geography, knowledge of mercantile wares, raw products
and the various forms in which they are industrially employed. This class of

museum is naturally only found in the larger towns, for they cost considerable
sums to establish and keep up. The largest museum of the kind in Germany
is the natural History (Duseum in Berlin. The second place is held by the
Hamburg natural History (Duseum. Other important museums of this class

are those of Bremen, Prankfort-on-the-CDain, Stuttgart, Dresden and Carlsruhe.

D 2. Provincial museums. These are of the same character as the
general museums, but their programme is somewhat more restricted. Their
chief aim is to give full consideration to the interests of their particular

districts. Thus the West Prussian Provincial (Duseum at Danzig makes a
point of carefully collecting animal and vegetable fossil remains that are
found in amber, as well as the prehistoric urns and utensils which are found
in such numbers in that province. The RItona Provincial (Duseum, which
exhibits the animal and vegetable world of the district in splendid biological
groups, is an excellent representative of this type. The artistic treasures of
the country are also very cleverly displayed there on the same principle;
we see the Holstein peasants sitting around the wide wooden table in their
becoming costumes, and in the hall, the walls of which are decorated with
Dutch tiles, we see the housewife busy with her duties about the old-fashioned
hearth. q

3. (Duseums of the Biological Institutions at Colleges, Uni-
versities, Agricultural Schools and Academies of Porestry. The principal
purpose of this class of museum is instruction, and it is this which gives
them their special form. The University museums for example show a pre-
ference for anatomical and embryological slides and models rather than for a
systematic collection. The most important of these museums, such as those
at (Dunich, Breslau, Bonn and Tubingen, make a practice of admitting the
public on certain days of the week. Q

In the course of the following remarks only the zoological collections
are referred to. The botanical collections, for the reasons mentioned above,
are of considerably less extent and importance. The tendency is becoming
more and more marked to divide the objects collected into two classes, a
show collection likely to interest the general public, and a scientific
collection to which only scientists and students are admitted. At the
natural History (Duseums in Berlin and Hamburg this principle has been
fully carried out, whilst other museums have only followed it partially, some i

more, some less. The advantages of adopting the system is clear. Por the '

exhibition the best objects are carefully selected,—non multa, sed multum.
Uisitors should not be obliged to wander through endless rows of stuffed
birds, cases of insects or jars of spirits, but should only be shown the

;
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most important objects; these, hoioeuer, must be faultlessly arranged and
explained, so that they are attractiue to the eye and at the same time in-

structiue to the mind, flil objects lohich are not suitable for this part of
the museum are collected and set aside for examination in the scientific col-

lection. Three important factors must be considered in order to render
the collections of all larger museums attractiue to the general public: the
rooms must be as luell lighted as possible, the objects must be presented to
uieio in faultless cases, and sufficient opportunity must be giuen to uisitors
to rest a luhile upon comfortable benches. This last point is unfortunately
neglected in most museums, in spite of its being a luell known fact that
uisiting a large collection is uery tiring and occasions as much mental strain
as physical. If one returns home exhausted after uisiting a museum, one
has no inclination to repeat the uisit. Q

The question of light is one of the most difficult problems to solue
in connection with museums. It has but too often happened that the archi-
tect from artistic considerations has made the windows too small, and this

considerably reduces the ualue of the whole building. The flitona and Bremen
museums testify to the fact that euen in buildings of considerable size the
lighting may be satisfactory throughout, prouided the buildings stand quite
alone. If the windows are made high and broad, and if no cases are ar-

ranged against the exterior wall, then as a rule all the objects exhibited will

receiue sufficient light. In the new building at present in course of con-
struction for the Darmstadt Datura! History CDuseum, Prof. G. uon Koch
has hit upon nouel and excellent method of lighting for the large animal geo-
graphical group which occupies a surface area of 20 square metres or more.
The arrangement is similar to that of an aquarium where the uisitor finds
himself in semi-darkness while the greatest amount of light falls obliquely
from aboue upon the uessels of water and other objects. It cannot be denied
that euery object obtains a sufficient amount of light by this means, whilst
the uisitor himself is surrounded by a pleasant semi-darkness.

Q In the matter of exhibit cases, the Dresden museum undoubtedly holds
the foremost place in Germany. The more recent museums one and all

fauour the substitution of iron cases for wooden ones, although they are
more expensiue; the aduantages are, howeuer, so great that the cost ought
not to be considered. They can be made almost absolutely dust-tight, of

infinite durability, and the parts necessary for fixing glass panes can be
reduced in size to a minimum, so that they permit of the greatest possible
clearness and the best utilization of space. The larger the panes of glass
in front of the case, the more attractiue to the eye the latter becomes.
In Dresden there are some uery high and broad sample cases which are set

on rollers and can consequently be easily shifted. Their huge doors can be
opened and shut with the greatest ease.

Q In the best modern constructions all locks and hinges are arranged
inside, so that nothing can be seen but smooth narrow strips of iron.

lOithin the cases the objects are placed upon glass plates which can be ad-
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justed to any desired height- In most museums the cases are painted dark
on the outside, black, with a suggestion of blue or green- Opinions held by
German specialists as to what the inside colour should be, uary uery con-

siderably- In the large Berlin museum Geh-Reg--Rat (Dobius chose a light

yellow shade for all the cases, as well as for the mounts and supports of all

the objects exhibited, and for the labels and notices- There is no doubt that

this sand or khaki colour has its aduantages for many objects- Brown or
any dark coloured birds or mammals stand out splendidly against this back-
ground- "For corals and skeletons a dark blackground is most suitable- If

a case containing jars of objects preserued in spirits stands in a corner
where it gets little light, the objects should be made to stand out more clearly

by using a dazzling white paint- In Dresden light green and light blue
shades haue also been used with success- The old rule holds good in this

that one ought not to adhere to one principle, but that the colour should be
selected according to the character of the exhibit- COith regard to arrange-
ment, the larger museums follow a systematic principle throughout, so that

the anatomical and embryological exhibits and models are found near the
systematic material connected therewith- There are of course exceptions; the
skeletons of mammals for instance are often enough placed by themselues
on account of their number- In the collections of the zoological institutes at

the Uniuersities and other educational establishments, the same arrangement
predominates- In some cases, as at Heidelberg or Tubingen, the anatomical
exhibits are arranged by themselues organically- The Hamburg museum has
made an important aduance in the systematic preseruation of animals in

spirits, by painting the objects with water colours, this giuing a uery natural
appearance to fishes, crabs and other creatures-’*')

Q Almost all the more important museums of Germany take consider-
able pains to-day in presenting “biological groups” or “pictures of life,” in

which seueral animals and plants are shown in their natural surroundings-
The museums recently opened at Bremen, Altona and Darmstadt are cha-
racterised first and foremost by their large number of excellently represented
biological groups- The animal kingdoms of the Alps, of the Arctic regions,
the desert, or of the natiue woods, oceans and coasts, form material for
groups which are frequently as charming as they are animate- The difficulty

of describing single objects can be ouercome either by attaching small num-
bers to them so as not to interfere with the appearance of the group, or still

better by coloured photographs with numbers and corresponding descriptions-
(Dany old museums haue followed the example thus set, and haue en-
deauoured to bring new life into their galleries by similar pictures from
nature- At Darmstadt the experiment has been made to put groups together
from an animal-geographical point of uiew; the animal life of Australia
and new Zealand, as well as that of South America, haue been combined
into one large life-like group, and although they are somewhat unnatural, the

0 ) See CD, uon Brunn’s “Sin Beitrag zur CDuseumstechnih,” issued bv the Dat.
Uer., Hamburg, Xlll, 1895. q
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different species liuing in primeual forests, steppes and highlands being all
too close together, they still produce a highly instructiue and fascinating effect.
A certain amount of unnaturalness can neuer be auoided in a museum. In
the CDaritime CDuseum in Berlin the biological principle has been uery fully
extended to the animal and vegetable kingdoms of the sea. A large, dry coral
pef about 20 sq.-ms area, and 22 large “Alcoholariae” present a plastic
idea of the plenteousness and beauty of colour of the inhabitants of the sea.*)

The above aphoristic explanations ivill suffice to show that the biological
museums of Germany are energetically advancing, constantly endeavouring
to stimulate their visitors to a natural scientific mode of thought, and to
aivahen in them an enjoyment of nature. In the same degree in which
increasing industry is sapping public health, the biological and hygienic sense
of appreciation of our lower classes must be developed. Our natural'Science
museums are called upon to act as a wholesome counterweight to the evils
which the concentration of enormous masses of people in large towns and
the constantly increasing number of factories bring in their train.

t. Plate.

|bi.
I
b. Botanical Gardens and CDuseums. ["

Owing to the new lines of investigation in the science of botany, and
in accordance with the ever increasing efforts to make the results of scientific
research accessible to still wider circles, the scope of botanical gardens
and institutes has so widened that they are no longer able to carry out their
aims in all the Universities and High Schools in the same manner, and in
several of the latter have been obliged to confine their activity within certain
limits. Seeing that besides systematic botany, anatomy and physiology,
both the geography and pathology of plants are constantly advancing to the
fore in botanical studies, the requirements of botanical institutes are in no
small degree increased. Pormerly botanical gardens were places containing
collections for the botanical study of plants necessary for the scientific ex-
periments of professors and students, biological studies of indigenous plants
were made by preference by means of regular botanical excursions, while
with regard to exotics one was contented with one or two specimens in
conservatories, with drawings, preparations, and a collection of their fruits.

Por all botanical institutes, with small means, and in which besides
the professor not even a systematically educated custodian is employed, such
a limitation is indeed expedient. At the present day it may be regarded as
indispensable that in every botanical garden the medicinal, poisonous and
useful plants should be placed in a particular department, or distinguished
by special labels; and nowadays a professor would rarely like to do without
a biological department in which the development of vegetable organisms in

*) See £. Plate, “Beitrage zur Technih des Sammelns, der Konseruierung und der
Aufstellung biologischer Gruppen mariner Tiere.” In Uerh. “Peutsch. Zooloo- 6es.” 1903.
p. 143-158. ^ Q
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relation to the uaried conditions of plant life is prominently set forth, fl

botanical museum mill also soon be a necessity as a means of instruction
in euery Uniuersity. In greater cities hotoeuer, the fact must be taken into
consideration that teachers and scholars of uarious academies, indeed often
business men and others desirous of knowledge, uisit botanical gardens and
museums to obtain instruction, and it is not only indiuiduals mho thus seek
knowledge, but often whole societies conducted by a professor or learned
botanist, whilst latterly Workmen’s Unions are taken to hear lectures in
botanical gardens- Experience has taught that, in spite of the unauoidable
misapprehensions of many, fust this class of people deriue profitable in-
spiration and satisfaction from their uisits. In this way botanical gardens
and museums are acquiring a greater significance in furthering the education
of the people, and the uniuersal and increasing demands for this means of
instruction must be considered when laying out such gardens in large towns,
whilst making prouision that their earnest aim as a means of education
should not be thwarted by their being used as a public promenade for loafers
and children- Botanical gardens haue the same aim as museums, and
similar rules should be made for admission: they are not intended to replace
public parks and pleasure grounds, which enlightened Town Councils, in-
fluenced by professors and persons uersed in botany, are now trying to make
instructiue- qQ The Royal Botanical Garden in Berlin and the Botanical CDuseum
connected with it haue in accordance with the increasing requirements
undergone many changes, which haue, howeuer, for the present attained their
completion in the new garden and museum at Dahlem- These institutions
not only promote botanical science in systematic and biological directions,
including botanical geography and phyto-palzeontology, but also in pharma-
ceutical, technical and commercial botany, and for the last ten years colonial
botany, the rearing of useful tropical plants and the study of those injurious
to them- Since the year 1801, in which the celebrated botanist Willdenow
became "Director of the Botanical Garden in Berlin, its treasures increased
immensely, so that in the year 1812 the number of cultiuated species had risen
to 7,700- Under the direction of Link (1815-1851), fl. Braun (1851-1877),
Gichler (1878-1887), and the present director Gngler (appointed in 1889)
this number has steadily grown, and an enlargement of the old garden (in
1857) as well as the erection of seueral new conseruatories in the same
became necessary, of which we need only mention the new palm-house
erected under Braun 1857—1858, and the hot water conseruatory or Uictoria
house built under Gichler, as they are still in use, and on account of the
ouer-stocking of hothouse plants in the new garden will probably remain in
use for a year or two. qUnder fl. W- Gichler’s direction seueral innouations were introduced,
aiming at greater facilities for the instruction of the masses- fl department
was reserued for pharmaceutical and useful plants, and a small Alpine garden
and a section for aquatic plants were made; further, the hot-house plants
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I were planted out during the summer in geographical groups. The Botanical

I

CDuseum arranged under his direction was found to be too small ten years

i after it was opened.

I Q CDore important changes aiming at the improuement of botanical in-

j

struction in the Uniuersity were introduced by Gngler first in the old

I

Botanical Garden, and on the laying-out of the new one were transferred

I
to this and extended. Besides the already existing department for cultiuating

i useful plants of the temperate zone, another was formed for tropical and sub-

! -tropical useful plants. The Systematic Department was so altered that not

. only, as is usually the case, were the shrubs systematically grouped, but a

j I

prominent place was giuen to the most important types of a whole family,

i
j

as far as the conditions of the open country would allow in summer, while

j

annuals and bi-ennials were placed beside the shrubs in pots. Such an

I

arrangement possesses the great advantage of affording the teacher the op-

portunity of presenting his pupils with a general uiew of the most striking

forms in any one group of plants. Q
Then a (Dorphological-biological Department has been fitted up,

intended to show how plants exist under different conditions, and how they

modify their organs to suit their surroundings.

fl second similar division exhibits the variation of plants in growth,

leaf colouring and development of blossom, and a third shows the very

varied sexual relations of plants.

0 The Geographical Grounds, covering an area of about 100 as, which

presents to the visitor the plant world of the temperate zone, has undergone

an important reform; viz., in contrast to the arrangement of all the former

botanic-geographical groups, a great value was attached to the imitation of

natural formations. 0
0 Corresponding groups were also arranged in the botanical museum,
but above all a laboratory was fitted up there for practical and independently

; working students (Doktoranden). This led to the treasures of the Botanical

j
Garden and (Duseum being much more used for study, particularly for

i anatomical work. But another problem was set the Botanical Gardens and

j

CDuseum when Germany came into the possession of foreign colonies.

• Then our Botanical Institutes saw the task set before them, not only of

I coping with the ever increasing introduction of new objects of interest, but

I of taking their part in furthering the culture of useful plants, in the utilisation

I
of the products of countries under German protection, and the examination

j
!

of them as to their practical use. Thus as early as in the year 1889, useful

{
! tropical plants were sent to the Cameroons, and in 1891 a Central Botanical

j
I

Station for the Colonies was connected with the Garden and CDuseum,

!
j

which undertook the propagation of useful plants in order to introduce them

i
i into our colonial territory, as well as the training of gardeners and managers

I
of plantations. After some of the officials and also the Director had been

in the tropics, one was better able to judge of the conditions prevailing

there, and especially to pay attention to the noxious plants among the culti-
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uatcd ones, as the cryptogamic diuision of the Botanical (Duseum is uery
|

rich in fungi which occur in the tropics as noxious plants. Q I

O The rise of completely new suburbs in the neighbourhood of the old 1

Botanical Garden, the injuring of many plants, particularly conifers, by
smoke, the faulty construction of the older conseruatories, and the impossi-
bility of enlarging the garden on its old site, induced the Gouernment after

[

some hesitation to decide on its remoual. Thanks to the energetic efforts i

of the CDinisterial director "Dr. flithoff, an especially appropriate site of
}

42 hs has been granted in the Royal Domain of Dahlem. In this area, as the
\

exhibited plans show, it is now possible to meet all botanical requirements;
|

this land also has the great aduantage that it is treeless, so that each de-
|

\

partment can be arranged according to its particular aim. fl sufficiently
| |

large space is also prouided for the Botanical CDuseum, as well as for I [

its future enlargement. The CDuseum Building consists of three parts : one
| j

for instruction, with laboratory and experimental rooms, one containing the !

now largely extended Library and Herbarium, and a third part accessible to
the public as an Exhibition. The material which serves for scientific inuesti-

‘

gation is in a separate part. There are work-rooms besides for the officials ^

and other botanists. The exhibition or open department of the museum is '

divided into systematical, pathological, pharmacognostical, technical, economic,
|

colonial, geographical and phytopalaeontological sections. s

D The CDorphoiogical-biological Section (1 ha) adjoins the CDuseum.
|The two divisions for medicinal and poisonous plants (2G>a in extent)
|

as well as for economical plants of the Temperate Zone (44 a) are
close by. That for systematic botany (4 hs) again, lies at a little distance

*

from the CDuseum. In the north west of the Gardens the large group ofGx-
j

hibition Conservatories is to be found as well as the Palm-House, and
j

adjoining these the propagating houses, these latter not open to the public,
j

including a morphological-biological as well as a Colonial Section
| |

(6 a) and farm buildings. In the centre of the Gardens an area of 11 hs is I ;

laid out geographically, thus giving a concise view of the vegetation of I
[

the north Temperate Zone, bringing into prominence the most important
| |formations of the various countries and mountainous regions. In these
j

!

grounds some of the groups are turned in summer into sub-tropical floral
| ?

beds by the arrangement of plants in pots. It cannot be denied that this
{

\department of the Botanical Garden costs much trouble and money; but the
|

!

plantations, especially those of the high mountainous regions, flourish ex- { f

cellently, in such a manner as has astonished many an inhabitant of ^ the j

Rips. These grounds greatly facilitate the instruction in plant geography,
because the lecturer can easily supplement his verbal instruction by pointing
out certain traits in the individual floral domains, whilst the geographical
collection in the (Duseum serves to complete the illustration.

O In the large conservatories, pictures of vegetation in the tropics are
hung, while in another division the useful tropical plants minutely labelled,

jmay be studied. Thus opportunity is afforded to thousands of people of !
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comparing the plant-world of this and foreign countries, and so extending

their knowledge. It must be admitted that the uegetation in distant lands

far surpasses these representations, this kind of picturesque grouping

interests not only the ordinary sightseer but also the botanist to a higher

degree than the systematic diuisions. "Finally the large Arboretum, 15 hs in

extent, must be mentioned, as it contains the trees which thriue here, system-

atically arranged. O
It is important to mention that in the neighbourhood of the new Bo-

tanical Garden there are institutions whose aims are akin to botany, such

as the Royal Horticultural Academy, to whose students the lectures and de-

monstrations in the Botanical Gardens are open, the Imperial Biological In-

stitute in which the diseases of indigenous plants are inuestigated and agri-

cultural experiments made, the Pharmaceutical-chemical Institute which goes

hand in hand with the Pharmaceutical-botanical department in the Botanical

CDuseum, the Colonial-chemical section of which co-operates with the central

botanical station in the Botanical Garden and CDuseum. Q
In this way the great number of plants which arriue at this centre of

the empire from our colonies and other lands, are made accessible to wide

circles, and form a source of intellectual stimulus and in many cases of

practical actiuity. Through the circumstance howeuer of the departments which

serue practical purposes being joined to the purely scientific ones, the former

are preuented on the one hand from committing graue errors, whilst on the

other hand incitement is giuen to learned botanists to consider the necessities

of practical and uniuersal instruction while prosecuting their purely scientific

studies. The Botanical Garden and CDuseum serue also to encourage botan-

ical efforts not only in the kingdom of Prussia, but in the whole German
Gmpire, the Colonies and other lands, by lending collections of dried plants

and sending seeds. Thus the Garden and CDuseum, and the same may be

said of all similar establishments in German States, are not only parts of

a Uniuersity, but are national Institutions.

pi There are museums, in which rich collections brought together by gene-

rous learned men and intrepid explorers lie unused or are not turned to

the aduantage they ought to be. In Berlin euen, it was impossible for a

long time through the lack of sufficient scientific assistance to work up the

botanical material which had been brought thither during the last century by

numerous explorers. This state of things has been improued there as else-

where by the appointment of a larger number of scientific officials, and now
the scientific arrangement of large dried plant collections is making satis-

factory progress. The necessity for Germans working in our Colonies to

become acquainted with the plants around them, and especially to discouer

useful plants, leads botanists at home to thoroughly inuestigate exotic plants;

yet care must be taken that in the satisfying of present wants science does

not suffer.

Q CDany systematic essays and treatises on plant geography haue been

published by the officials of the (Duseum and recognised euen outside Germany
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as ualuablc additions to science. The connection which exists with the Royal
Prussian Academy of Arts through the publication of the comprehensiue
work “Pas Pfianzenreich” (Phe Vegetable kingdom), or “Regni uegetabilis
conspectus,” is especially conduciue to the interests of science.

D It is self-euident that only a uery small part of the comprehensiue tasks of
both Institutions which are here hinted at can be presented at the Gxposition.
D First of all a suruey is giuen of the most important scientific work
carried on during the last ten years, so as to show what a substantial share
the Berlin Garden and CDuseum has had in the progress of botanical in-
uestigation. These studies are partly large general systematic works and
partly special monographs and elaborations of plant geography from uarious
regions. Purther it is by shown by some sketches and photographs how
the newly founded Botanical Garden at Pahlem seeks to fulfil its tasks,
especially regarding the representation of biological conditions as well as the
domain of plant geography. Pinally, by a selection of important and remar-
kable uegetable objects from the colonies, a picture is giuen of their progress
in botanical research, in which less stress is laid on the exhibition of large
quantities of the more common uegetable products, but more on the scientific
character of the collection. QQ P r. G n g I e r.

Jdi
The study of (Dedicine in Germany, whether in its scientific and practical

aspect or in its progress, is partly public partly priuate. In the German
educational exhibit at St. Louis, the gouernment organisation is particularly
brought into uiew, and will therefore be specially dealt with here: the priuate
institutes, howeuer, which take a uery noticeable place in Germany, are briefly
referred to, especially as their work is also a result of the scientific medical
education at our uniuersities, and is not entirely unrepresented at the ex-
hibition. QQ To the priuate establishments belong the medical societies, the
hospitals supported by priuate contributions, institutions founded
for the study of medicine, and the uarious medical journals and archiues, &c.
Some of these publications are published and paid for by the State.

The actiuity of the medical (Doctors’) societies is great, for it can be
said that such a society exists in euery town of 30,000 inhabitants, holding
regular sittings at which mostly original papers are read. (Dany of these
societies haue a large number of members, the Berlin CDedical Society hauing
alone 1,000; Rudolf Uirchow was chairman of the latter for many years
before his death, and his successor is Grnst uon Bergman n. COe may
mention here also the Berlin Society for Internal CDedicine, with uon Leyden
and Kraus as Presidents, and also the German Surgical Society, the great
medical Societies of CDunich, Dresden, Hamburg, Leipsic and Stutt-
gart. Though perhaps priuate actiuity is not so prominent here as in America
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vet throughout Germany there are Imposing and ujell fitted up hospitals

supported wholly or partially by priuate means, to say nothing of those

large hospitals whose cost is defrayed by the community- To this class be-

long the hospitals of the Roman Catholic religious orders, particularly

those of the Brothers of CDercy, those of the uarious Roman Catholic

sisterhoods, the excellent St. Hedwigs Hospital in Berlin, and the no less

excellent Cuangelical Deaconess Hospitals, of which the “Bethany'’
Hospital in Berlin is a good example.

Q numerous small and large priuate endowments make it possible for the

poorer class of medical students to carry on their studies, for the more
talented to complete them by prouiding books and apparatus and paying

trauelling expenses, and also enable pupil teachers and assistants to study

scientific or practical medical problems. Particular mention should be made
here of the legacy of the Countess Louisa Bose, who bequeathed to the three

Uniuersities of (Darburg, lena and Berlin a sum amounting to more than

two million marks for such purposes. Q
Q Without disparaging the periodical literature of other countries we may
well say that the scientific medical journals of Germany take a first

place: we need only refer to the “flrehiues of Anatomy and Physiology”
which can look back on a hundred years of existence, and also toDirchow’s
Archiues for pathological Anatomy. Q
n The State arrangements for the study of medicine are: 1. (Dedical

Taculties at the Uniuersities; 2. Special Institutions seruing for the

cultiuation of Public CDedicine and Hygiene; 3. Institutes for continuing

medical education, particularly that of the ordinary practitioner, after lean-

ing the Uniuersity.

Q Let us first turn our attention to the Institutes mentioned under head-

ings 2 and 3: to these belong among other institutions the two large ones

in Berlin, the Imperial Board of Health and the great Prussian Institute

for Infections Diseases, with which the Prussian Institute for experi-

mental Therapy in Prankfort-on-the-(Dain is connected. In addition to these

there are the State Vaccination Stations. Other public hygienic establish-

ments are joined to the Uniuersities, such as the large one at (Darburg for

hygiene and experimental therapy under the direction of Prof, uon Behring.

Others again, in which state prouision is supplemented by priuate contributions,

exist in the form of sanatoriums for tuberculosis.

Q The establishments comprised under head 3 are of the most modern date.

In Berlin, the Gmpress Prederic House for the improuement of medical

education by the aid of state and priuate means, is an institution which is

destined to serue as a center and foundation of the whole higher education

of Germany. The organisation of such higher education is the task of the

Central Committee for Postgraduate Instruction which has already

founded local associations in twenty-fiue of the large towns of Germany
for prouiding gratuituous continuous courses of instruction and lectures for

medical practitioners. The state collections of educational medical
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appliances which will find a place in the impress Prederic House, as well

as in the academies for practical medicine,—of which up till now two
are contemplated at Cologne and Dusseldorf,—will serue the same end. In this

the municipal authorities and the state combine together to make it possible,

on the one hand, for doctors who haue been practising for years to embrace
an opportunity of improuing and renewing their medical knowledge, and on
the other, to receiue young medical men who haue just passed their public

examination, and are obliged to practice in the hospital for a year. QQ All the German Uniuersities with the exception of (Dunster in COest-

phalia are prouided with chairs of medicine which haue an organized connection
with other faculties in possessing certain mutual fundamental arrangements,
so that the professors of all the faculties participate alike in the administration
of the Uniuersity, that the ordinary professors are authorized to hold lectures

in any faculty, and that similarly the students of one faculty may without
hindrance hear lectures in any other. It is a pleasing fact that students make
cxtensiue use of this, and in this lies the great aduantage of a Uniuersity
as organized in Germany. Indeed medical students are obliged to hear some
of their lectures, such as those on physics, chemistry, botany and zoology
from the professors of these branches in the philosophical faculty, as the
medical faculties haue no special chairs denoted to these branches. QQ The faculties are now working substantially in three directions: Q

1. The education of future doctors by instruction in theoretical and
practical medicine. QQ 2. In that of research for the furtherance of medicine as a science,

by forming its principal centres of study. Q
3. By the promotion of the practical side of medicine in the in-

stitutions and hospitals subordinate to the Uniuersity the infirmaries and
dispensaries for out-patients of all kinds. These last accomodate a large
number of patients, and in the smaller towns are the only hospitals for the
Uniuersities, in this way seruing public interests. Q

In addition to this it is found that the young military doctors of
Germany for the most part receiue their medical training at the Berlin
Uniuersity. They are admitted into a special institution in Berlin, the
present Gmperor COilliam Academy, where, besides receiuing special facilities

for instruction such as short courses of lectures, collections of preparations
and instruments and a handsome and excellently managed library are at their
disposition. It was impossible to represent all these arrangements for the
public and priuate cultiuation of medicine in the exhibition, as unbounded
means, time, and space would haue been necessary; so in the main the exhibit
has been confined to the medical faculties and such other state institu-

tions as the Imperial Board of Health and the Institute for Infectious Diseases,
neither could euery feature in the work of these establishments be taken
into account, and therefore regard has been paid chiefly to the problem of
instruction which forms one of the principal aims and ends of state
medical institutions. Q
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The German medical exhibit at St. Couis is intended to demon-
strate the important objects of instruction in the seueral departments of

medical science which haue either come into use in Germany since the

exhibition at Chicago or were not represented there, flt the same time the

exhibit is intended to symbolize, as far as possible, the manner in which
instruction is giuen in the separate diuisions, and must accordingly com-
prise not only the methods of Instruction but also the educational
appliances used. Q
Q Che uarious objects are distributed in the exhibition in the follow-

ing manner: round a space fitted up as a lecture hall for lectures and
demonstrations particularly for projections by the sciopticon, fiue diuisions

haue been grouped which are specially intended to illustrate the methods
of instruction. The largest diuision is taken up by bacteriology;
immediately adjoining is that of anatomy, then surgery in two sub-

-diuisions, followed by that for pathological anatomy, and finally by that

for medicine proper. In an ante-room leading from the lecture hall to

the corridor and opposite it educational appliances are placed, Roentgen
ray apparatuses being specially prominent, whilst the remaining exhibits,

which haue not been placed in the other diuisions, haue been arranged in a

small narrow space separated by a passage from the Roentgen cabinet and
the lecture hall. D
Q Germany attaches the greatest importance to this exhibit of the
methods of instruction, because it has been her constant endeauour to

cultiuate the same with euery means at her disposal. It cannot, howeuer, be

expected that the objects and preparations exhibited to elucidate her aim
(methodics) should be showy. They rather illustrate by a few examples the

course of instruction in an appropriate and simple manner. Q
Q Thus in the Bacteriological Cabinet, the objects for which haue been

chiefly selected by Prof. fl. COassermann of Berlin in co-operation with the

Imperial Board of Health, the methods are symbolised which are used

in the identification of the uarious bacteria, modes of cultiuation, dyeing, &c.

Purther a series of drawings, illustrations, preparations for projections which

are made use of in research, are exhibited. The changes also which bacteria

produce in human or animal organism are shown as far as they serue for

methodical research and educational demonstration. Q
Cndeauours haue been made in the anatomical section to exhibit a

series of preparations showing how practical instruction is imparted to-day

in the Berlin anatomical lecture halls. In connection with this the ana-

tomical cabinet contains quite a series of educational appliances used at

the lectures. Q
Q In the surgery section two subdiuisions haue been made, one under

the direction of Prof, uon Bergmann of Berlin, the other fitted up by Prof,

uon rDikuIicz-Radecki of Breslau. The method of instruction is demon-
strated in these diuisions by a series of models representing the single stages

of an operation. O
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O In the cabinet for pathological anatomy, arranged by Prof. Orth
in Berlin, great attention has paid to methods of preseruation of preparationsm which the natural colours are retained; among these methods those of
^elnihouj, TIores, Kaiserling, and Pich are prominent. nn The section for Internal (Dedicine has been prepared by Professors
uon £eyden and Kraus of Berlin, and comprises those means of inuestigation
and appliances which concern the aztiology, the diagnosis and the thera-^utiw of different conditions of illnesses, and which are used practically.

the Roentgen Cabinet contains apparatuses exhibited by CDessrs.Siemens & Halshe, besides uarious Roentgen photographs by uarious in-
uestigators. p.

fls often as opportunities occur, lectures and demonstrations will be
giuen in the Lecture Hall.

-pr. Waldeyer.

1

1

|oi
1

upper and tower Schools. | ra|

Q German methods of education and training were demonstrated
America at the World’s Columbian exhibition at Chicago

in 1893, there was more space at the disposal of the German School and its
teaching apparatus than this time at St. Louis. But many things can now
be dispensed with which were amply brought before the notice of the uisitors
to the American World’s Pair of ten years ago; and matters concerning German
schools and education which haue been reformed, or which haue come intowistence during the last decade, can now be specially dealt with.

Howeuer much German teaching methods may be appreciated in other
countries, this circumstance does not preuent erroneous ideas of the character-
istics of some of our schools from preuailing abroad, euen in educational circles,
t has therefore seemed desirable, in spite of the limited space at disposal, toi^strate the uarious upper, middle and lower schools by typical examples.

^..,5 old Gymnasium, with its traditions extending ouer centuries, wS
until a few de^des ago the only preparatory school for the uniuersities. It
IS characterised now as then, by its extreme adherence to the study of the

u
following schools are arranged according to that planwhether their course begins in Sexta (sixth class) or in a higher class: theSouth German Lycees, the Grammar schools (Halle and CDagdeburq), theRoyal Rational schools ((Deissen, Grimma, Pforta), the monastic schools (llfeld,

Wurtemberg lower euangelical-theologico-philosophical semi-
naries, and the military academies for young noblemen (Brandenburg, Bedburg
Liegnitz). In many of these older establishments, the pupils, at least a numbS:

rn
^ lodging (collegers, boarders, foundationers).

Siu K
permit the foreign educationist to form an impartial opinion, not

the external and internal arrangements of a large and fauourably
tiiated establishment of this sort been represented, but also those of a moremodest one with a smaller attendance, (Royal Augusta Victoria Gymnasium in
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Posen, and the Royal Gymnasium in COongrovuitz). The Hoachimsthal Gym-
nasium, founded by Joachim Prederic, Glector of Brandenburg, has

been selected to illustrate an endowed school, whilst Schulpforta, founded

by Puke (Doritz of Saxony, also an endowment, is an example of the

old Royal and Rational schools. Q
Under the name of Pro-gymnasiums, frequently called Latin schools in

South Germany, we understand schools without upper classes chiefly denoted

to the study of Latin and Greek. Q
Since German educational methods were last exhibited in America, reform

schools haue made great strides in Germany. In the United States this term
conueys a totally different meaning. In Germany it represents schools of a

classic or a modern tendency which first instruct all their pupils alike through

several classes, and then, on this common foundation, continue the instruction

either in the classical method of the gymnasium or in giving greater attention

to the modern languages, mathematics and the natural sciences. Q
O Since Pirector Sch lee of flitona created this common basis for the Real-

gymnasium (a high-school of nine classes, with Latin, Trench and Gnglish,

but no Greek) and the Realschule (a high-school of six classes, without the

three upper ones, and which cultivates modern languages only) and there has

been a great deal written for and against this principle. Extended practical

trials of it were not made until 1890; in 1898 this reform plan was in

working at 30 German high-schools, whereby two systems were distinguished,

that of flitona and that of Trankfort. Q
In both these systems the teaching of Trench began in Sexta (elementary

class, pupils averaging ten years old) ; but the first added English in the third

and Latin in the fourth school-year, while the Trankfort system, chiefly ad-

vocated by Privy Councillor Reinhardt, Pirector of the Goethe-Gymnasium
at Trankfort-on-the-CDain, allows of only one foreign language (Trench) in the

three years’ course of common instruction, followed in the fourth year by

thorough instruction in Latin, and not until the sixth school-year (when the

pupils are about fifteen or sixteen) is English added on the modern side

(Reformrealgymnasium) and Greek on the classical side (Reformgymnasium).

In our school exhibition at St. Louis, the Goethe-Gymnasium, the CDodel

School at Trankfort-on-the-CDain, and the Reformrealgymnasium at Barmen
represent the German reform schools, while in the catalogue and in written

notices and time-tables there is abundant material to allow the foreign educ-

ationalist to form a clear idea of the important changes which have taken place

in the matter of German, and more especially of Prussian high-school methods.

The older (normal) system of the Realgymnasium is illustrated

by the Elberfeld institution, while the third group of high-schools—those of

nine classes, without Latin or Greek, in place of which a very thorough study

of modern languages, mathematics and the natural sciences is made—is re-

presented by the Oberrealschule of Bochum. O
Q After a six years attendance at one of the high-schools with satisfactory

results, the pupil receives a certificate entitling him to serve for one year in the
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army instead of two. The Rcalschulc with six classes which teaches "French
and english but no dead languages, dismisses its pupils with this certificate,
and its system and work are shown in this exhibition by the Realschule of
Kreuznach. qO ^ founder of the Berlin Realschulen (CDodern schools) desired
to giue an opportunity to cleuer boys leaning the upper classes of the elemen-
tary schools (mostly at 12 years of age) to enter a high-school without diffi-
culty and take aduantage of its educational priuileges, the authorities haue
created a number (now 13) of Realschulen, in the curriculum of which no
foreign language is taught in the first two classes. I^his is contrary to the
general gouernment plan of study for all Realschulen outside Berlin, and is
meant to facilitate the transfer of pupils from the elementary into the higher
schools. In the four upper classes French is taught uery thoroughly, while
€nglish has on the whole not sufficient time denoted to it. This sort of
school is represented in the exhibition by the Second Berlin Realschule.
Q Finally, to giue an idea of the numerous priuate schools and their
methods, the euangelical Boys’ Grammar-School at Godesberg has been se-
lected, which is specially interesting on account of its pleasant situation on
the Rhine, and from its peculiar organisation. It comprises a colony of com-
fortable family homes in which those boys who are far from their own homes
are receiued as members of Christian families. QQ There is^ no opportunity for the mixed education of boys and girls in
schools of this type. In Germany girls receiue their education—except in the
Grand "Duchy of Baden—partly in the national or board-schools for girls
(see exhibition of the 213th Gemeindeschule in Berlin), and partly in the higher-
grade schools for girls with nine or ten classes. In these schools great
attention is paid to the study of modern languages, and the instruction of
the pupils is carried to a point which enables them to enter the teachers’
seminaries so often connected with these establishments, they also hauing
the opportunity of practical teaching as pupil-teachers in one of the “Practice
schools” (Ubungsschule) connected with the seminaries. A typical example
of this class of schools is found in the Royal Augustaschule at Berlin.
The seminary of this school grants a certificate qualifying for the post of
teacher at the higher and intermediate grade girls’ schools, and also offers
the pupils the chance of taking courses in the dead languages. At the time

Chicago World’s Fair we had no “gymnasium” schools for girls at
all. The first girls’ gymnasium gluing a certificate qualifying for studying
at the Uniuersity was founded in Carlsruhe in 1893; almost at the same time
Helene Lange opened a Gymnasium course for girls in Berlin, and this was
followed by Fraulein Dr. Windscheid’s Gymnasium course at Leipsic. The
exhibits of the Sophienschule at Hanouer, an upper municipal school with a
gymnasium course for girls, illustrate the work and tendency of the latter schools.Q national-school teachers obtain their preliminary training in inde-
pendent seminaries; the one selected as typical for the purpose of our ex-
hibition is the Royal Teachers’ Seminary at Burgsteinfurt in Westphalia. O
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Q The corresponding institutions for male teachers are the School'
teachers’ seminaries, represented by the one at Ziegenhals, the preparatory

course for which is passed at the so-called “Praparandenanstalten” or

preparing establishments. In addition to this there are also Practice

Schools (Ubungsschulen) of one and three classes, which prouide the

necessary pupils for practical experimental teaching. Q
COe haue no special Teachers’ Colleges or Dormal Training Schools for

training candidates who haue already gone through a special course at the

Uniuersities for higher teaching posts, as in the case in America. The

principal part of the training is relegated to the Uniuersities and their semi-

i

naries. In order, howeuer, to meet the requirements of the examination for

higher grade teachers, in a number of the higher educational establishments

seminary courses haue been introduced which are immediately connected

with the teachers at such establishments, and are intended to giue beginners

in the teaching profession opportunity to obtain further pedagogic training.

This is done by means of conferences held under the presidency of the

director, by allowing them to attend lectures by sound and capable higher
| |

grade teachers, and by their writing essays upon questions of education and I

I method. Besides the information contained in the ofhcial regulations regarding
5

this system and a summary of the work of the seminaries at present in
\

existence for candidates for higher grade posts further details as to the

internal work of these higher pedagogic courses may be obtained from the
|

explanations, some of which are in the form of notices. [] |

[ QJ Between the higher and lower grade schools come the intermediate •

schools where only one foreign language is taught. The organization and
|

j
aims of this class of schools are illustrated by the Pirst Intermediate Girls’ I

1 School and Arndt Boys’ School, both at Stettin. Q 1

I
The more modest, though not for that reason less important purpose >.

j
of the lower grade schools, the national or board-schools, is to in- ;

I
struct the youth in the general knowledge and accomplishments necessary

|

I

for plain middle-class life. In the one- class Rational Schools (the simple
|

\
uillage school of Datum-Rienhofen in the Prouince of Schleswig has here f

I

been chosen as an example) boys and girls of all ages at which they must ! i

I

attend school are instructed in one and the same room by the same teacher.

{ In the different conditions of town life it has been found necessary to establish ,

I

i
numerous board-schools of seueral classes. The instruction giuen by these schools, ?

I I
as shown by the curriculum, summaries and exhibits submitted by the two

;

I \
Berlin board-schools (the 232nd for boys and the 213th for girls) embraces more :

I
than the merest elementary branches. Physics, for instance, is also taught, and !

I

each of the 260 odd board-schools in Berlin has a small well-fitted room for
)

this purpose, the apparatus of which is shown in the exhibition in two cases,

n ^be care which the state and the parish take of the poor children who

during their early years haue been able to obtain no instruction, can be seen

from the exhibits of the auxiliary schools for deaf and dumb, blind, and

weak-minded children at Prankfort-on-the-(Dain, Steglitz and Palldorf;
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these exhibits are supplemented in many directions by single municipalities

as uiell as by the Royal Central Deaf and Dumb Institution at CDunich, by
Director Kunz (lUzach) and by Instructor "Frenzel (Stolp). In institutions of

this sort, uihich are often supported by liberal prioate endowments, the children

receioe instruction according to their capabilities. This not only serues to heep
aliue the remaining spark of intellect, which though small is often found to be
still in existence euen in the poor weak-minded child, but the unfortunate
children themselues are also brought up by tender training to enjoy to a certain

extent the happiness of other children, and to deuelop their capabilities and
talents such as they are. In these successful institutions, which for the most part
are to the children dearly loued homes, they receiue an education in some trade
or occupation so that they finally become independent and capable of working
with their hands, and are not obliged to seek support in the form of charity.

The military training establishments, including the cadet schools, follow
the same curriculum as our Real-Gymnasiums, and are this year represented
in the Schools’ exhibition. QO ^he qualification certificate for one-year uolunteer seruice, obtained after

successful attendance at an upper-grade school for six years, is also granted
by certain German schools in foreign countries (Antwerp, Brussels,
Bucharest and Constantinople). Some treatises, summaries and examples of
school-work, as well as uiews are exhibited. 0

COe cannot here giue details of the sums expended in the German
empire and in the larger federal States upon national schools and the higher
education of youth, for the training of teachers, &c., nor can we fully show
how much success has been met with, how great the attendance is, what is

the number of teachers engaged, nor how the pupils are diuided according to
the standing of their parents, their creed and the selection of a profession
in after life; we might also, if space permitted it, proue how the small
number of entirely illiterate is gradually decreasing, what strides the whole
question of education has made in Germany, particularly during the last

generation, how enormously the expenses for educational purposes haue
grown, and quote the sums expended in pensions for teachers and pro-
viding for bereaued relatives. All these points have been clearly brought out
by numerous tables, diagrams, and curves which are on view at the
exposition, and the critical expert who examines our school exhibit will
recognize the instructive tendency underlying its arrangement. QQ But the attention of the non-specialist visitor will also be attracted for
a while to the exhibits which show by models, photographs, coloured
pictures or plans, the places where young Germany is brought up and
fitted for its future calling in life. Qn It is comparatively seldom that the educational institutions of Germany
benefit by large donations from benevolent citizens; it is mostly left to the
care of the state and the municipalities to make the necessary outlay, to
build municipal schools with light healthy rooms provided with heating and
ventilating plants as required by modern hygiene. The expenses of building
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noted upon the models of school-houses, gyn^nasiums and the like»

giue some idea of the proportionate internal fittings, and particular at-

tention should be paid to the exhibits shomn by the most capable municipa-
!

lities of Prussia, Bauaria, Saxony, COurtemberg, Hesse and RIsace. In this

I Schools’ exhibition of German tomns there is therefore much to be seen

which could not well be included elsewhere, uiz., school gardens and baths, kit-

chens and workshops, museums and reading rooms, barracks and holiday resorts.

I fl special department is deuoted to gymnastics and school sports,
' games and hygiene. The literature represented by books and periodicals,

the sketches and photographs and a large model of a gymnasium show that,

as a result of the incentiue giuen by our Gmperor, the physical training of

the German youth is in no respect behind that of other ciuilized countries.

Q Any person examining the photographs of German school-boys at play and

on tour in the woods and mountains, in the shower-bath and swimming, rowing

I and exercising in the gymnasium, must realize that in the youth of Germany,

I

I

though the school discipline is strict, there still Hues a fresh, free, and happy spirit.

Q The pains we take to train the eye, to deuelop in the rising gene-

! ration a more and more aesthetic temperament and an interest for the highest

I

;

and most ideal faculty of recreation existing in man, namely, for Art—all

I

this is the purpose of our exhibition of drawing and artistic wall-decorations,

i The educational appliances exhibited by the Berlin Albrecht Purer House,
' and the portfolios of school drawings submitted, show in what direction the

reforms in the teaching of drawing are mowing in Germany, how real objects,

I
i natural or artificial, serue from the beginning as models, how colour as well

;

as form is also considered in all grades of instruction, and how throughout

j

the whole instruction, drawing and sketching from memory is encouraged.

Q In addition to the artistic pictures and sculptures which are intended

to train the taste of the pupils by their presence in the class room, our school

[
exhibition is still further embellished by a number of busts. They represent

I

in the course of instruction in the classics, heroes, thinkers and poets of the

i classical age. There are, howeuer, also a certain number of German edu-

;
cationasts represented who haue rendered great seruices in the education

of our youth and in the development of our school system. Q
0 lOe would gladly haue arranged around "Fro eb el’s portrait an extensive

collection of Troebel literature and an exhibition of the German Kindergarten
work, but the space at disposal would not permit of it. It is just in this particular

branch that American educationasts haue now for a number of years been

studying with great thoroughness the striking features of German education.0
The German exhibition contains a small but picked selection from among

. the copious amount of educational appliances at present on the market

in the form of atlases, reliefs, globes, models and other apparatuses such as

diagrams and text boohs, and has been confined to the most characteristic

and novel specimens. The selection includes a few models of school furni-

ture of modern construction as well as ingenious contrivances for assisting

elementary instruction, and finally lesson boohs for all branches of the
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lower, intermediate and upper grades of our school system. It also comprises I

educational treatises and books of reference in which the education-

ast can obtain all the information he requires upon German education, the

history of German schools, their constitution, methods of instruction, didactics,

school statistics, and the most recent reform mouements. Q
He will also be able to obtain information about the qualification certi-

ficates giuen by the uarious kinds of schools, and he will gain the im-

pression that the way to the highest ideal of education is open to euery

one in Germany to-day, and that attendance at the Uniuersity is no longer

an exclusiue priuilege conferred by the humanistic gymnasiums. During the

last generation new standards haue been adopted and new forces haue

been called into the field to aduance modern education. Great has been the

seruice rendered by our Gmperor in drawing attention to the necessity of

schools making allowance for the altered requirements of the present age, i

and of adopting new systems in order to giue the youth of Germany the
i

proper equipment for the present struggle for existence. The picture which •

we offer the uisitor to St. Louis is therefore uery different to-day in many
;

important features from that which we presented ten years ago at the Columbian
I

exposition. The discussions and decisions of the conference held by Cmperor
lOilliam 11. in December 1890 haue in the meantime born ripe fruit, and an

Imperial Dote dated Rouember 26th, 1900, marked out the ground for the

further aduance of school reform on the lines of sound progress and ,

in conformity with the spirit of the age.

Q It is quite impossible at an exposition to represent in a conuincing or

sufficient manner the fruits and tangible results of such a work of reform.

School exercise books and final examination work (there are but few examples

of these) haue been purposely selected so that good work is also accompanied
i

by bad. And if these exhibits are not exactly interesting, and are open to

criticism, these ordinary objects of school work display at any rate the actual

results of instruction and learning; they also giue the foreign educationalist the
i

only opportunity of examining the work which has really been done and what
has been accomplished; and this he can neuer secure from the most effectiue

photographs of classes and written explanations of the systems followed. In-
;

sufficient and incomplete the picture certainly is, for unfortunately it is im-

possible to bring to a Uniuersal exposition a German instructor of youth i

surrounded by his class of attentiue boys and eagerly listening girls. And
j

there is something else which obuiously cannot be made clear in boohs or
|

by pictures nor represented at an Uniuersal exhibition, but which has been i

busily at work for hundreds of years in the German school house; it is the
|

idealism of German teachers of both sexes, the energy with which they work, '

the training and discipline of the youth of Germany, its keen attentiueness,
|

and honest diligence. Dr. Bahlsen.
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crman Art liucd and throue during the nineteenth century
under different conditions from those which preuailed in the
Trench or English art of the same period. Trance and Gng-
land haue enjoyed for centuries the possession of centres
of national life which haue attracted the majority of the pro-
ductiue forces of both countries- Artists and men of letters

who entered the capital found in it their intellectual home, and felt them-
selues imbued with the concentrated uital energy of the whole nation. Their
creations represented not only their most ideal aims, but were further en-
hanced by the collectiue spiritual force of their country.

In Germany no such centre of national artistic life was formed. There
was not a single town in which all artistic effort was concentrated in order
to deuelop to the highest standard by constant intercourse and emulation.
At least a dozen towns, large and small, attempted, independently of each
other, the culture of high art, each of which endeauoured to find complete
expression for the artistic power of the nation.

Q The natural result of this diuision of patronage was the attainment of
grater uariety, while decreasing the actual quantity of production- The art-
cities of Germany, owing to the uariety of their characteristic features, differed
materially at the beginning of the nineteenth century. These old birth-places
of mediajual art play no part in its artistic mouement. QQ Between the bourgeois culture of the times of the reformers and that of the
nineteenth century, we find a period in which the numerous princes of Germany
collected around them the uital forces of their territories 0}hen in the nineteenth
century the political reconstitution of the country created a new opening for the
deuelopment of ciuil life, it was confronted euerywhere by the suruiuing admiration
of the times of absolute rule which it had adapted to its own purposes. If we
wish to understand the material and intellectual condition of German art in the
nineteenth century, we must not forget this particular historical deuelopment.
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Q In the seuenteenth and eighteenth centuries, the prince, as head of his
dominions, comprised within his own person the whole gouerning power,
and was consequently the patron of art also. But uery little of the art of
former times was left after the Thirty Years war; artists who during the
heyday of mediaeual culture had shaken themselues free from the ordinary
professions, had, during its decline, fallen bach on the formation of guilds,
from whose restrictions there was no chance of escape without exciting the
jealousy and conseruatism of the rest of its members.

Under such conditions the German art of the time could at most meet
the requirements of the prince and ruler, and his taste lay for the most part
rather in architecture and sculpture than in painting. This led to the en-
gagement of foreign artists for the special purposes of those princes who
were bent on adorning their palace and churches, and was the origin of the
numerous schools which sprung up euerywhere in Germany during the seuen-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, organised strictly on the pattern of foreign
institutions of the kind. q jQ COhat was taught in these schools was not the remains of the old I

bourgeois culture, but came from abroad. Court influence turned the eyes
of German art towards Italy and the Detherlands, and, in the eighteenth cen-
tury, towards "France. Thus the essence of German art became a re-deuelop-
ment of "French, Italian and "Dutch thought, and the originators of this deue-
lopment were as often foreigners as Germans. The result was that in
painting the national inuentiue power was suppressed, while in architecture
and sculpture it deueloped to a high degree. The buildings of "Frederic the
Great’s time, the architecture of "Dresden, the palaces of the clerical princi-
palities of western and southern Germany, Schluter’s works, and the smaller
porcelain plastics are all proofs of this independent deuelopment of foreian
thought. Q

It need hardly be pointed out that the prince-patrons opened their
schools in their own capitals, and not in those old bourgeois centres which
had been the seats of national life during the preuious era. These capitals,
which at this time of the reformation were still small and unimportant
country towns, uastly inferior to the great ciuic centres, became endowed
with new life through the prince and his court; the plan of their streets,
the uery facades of their houses were designed less for the conuenience of
the inhabitants than for the decoration of the “capital and Residence.” To
understand the deuelopment of German art in the nineteenth century, these
facts must be remembered. qQ After the wars of the Hapoleonic era, the middle classes came into
greater importance, and a national feeling was born. The old bourgeois
centres awoke from their long sleep, and in the second half of the century
their financial power again surpassed that of the majority of the Residences,
with the exception only of Berlin. Side by side with such commercial centres
as nuremberg, Augsburg, "Frankfort, Cologne, Leipsic, Hamburg and Bremen,
new industrial centres in Saxony and Westphalia put their claims forward.
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Large priuate fortunes, and a high auerage of prosperity amongst the middle

classes were found in places where the old productiue power had fallen asleep,

and a new one had not yet been deueloped. Q
Q In the meantimes the new state had euerywhere taken the place of

the absolutism of the older Residences, preseruing their traditions, and complet-

ing what they had begun. Q
The academies became state-institutions, and their number was increased

by the addition of seueral new ones created on the same pattern. The majority

of these institutions remained where the will of their founders had established

them, only exceptionally where they were most required, but seldom in the old

capitals of national life. Q
This is the reason why Germany became possessed of art centres where

art was taught and followed in a manner similar to that of the smaller

German uniuersities, in no relation to the mouement of the times. Q
(Dany pecularities of German art of the nineteenth century may be

explained by this particular fact, aboue all two:—the little resistance of German
art to foreign influence, and the loose connection between art and the most
important part of the people,—the middle and lower classes.

If Germany had had one great economic intellectual centre of art, its power

of resistance to Trench thought would haue been greater. In considering

the question of foreign influence on the Germany of the nineteenth century, we
speak particularly of Trench thought, for it comes first, that of Gngland

making itself felt not only considerably later, but more indirectly. The fact

that modern German art is insufficiently connected with the life of the nation,

is shown by the circumstance that portrait painting is its weakest point:

how many great German portrait painters can stand by the side of Lenbach

of (Dunich, Kaickreuth of Stuttgart, or Liebermann of Berlin?

n The difficulties described aboue were early felt, and already in the

twenties, certain amateurs in art were trying to mend matters, flt that time

there existed no dealers in art who took serious notice of contemporary pro-

ductions, and the art exhibitions of the period were not worth mentioning;

neuertheless the schools which in the preuious century had trained artists

for the seruice of the princes, continued to send into the world crowds of

artists whom the middles classes of the day were unable to appreciate,

whilst the few remaining princes were practically no longer the art-patrons

of former times, fls a remedy societies were formed which utilised the ag-

gregate small contributions of their members to cultiuate a lower class of

art, sympathetic and comprehensible to the somewhat crude taste of the

majority of their members. Q
These societies had the merit of cultiuating and deueloping the ex-

hibition-system which was finally taken up by the state, and which, steadily

growing, began at length to introduce the art products of foreign countries.

Germany became a large international market, which by the quantity and
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variety of its wares endangered the development of refined taste^ and even
of artistic home-production.

Schools of art, out of touch with the life of the people and far removed
from the economic centres of the country, art societies as patrons of an
indifferent or even low class of art, exhibitions of ever growing dimensions,
and in connection with them a highly developed art trade, ill-arranged con-

nection between the artist and the public—such were the conditions under
which German art developed during the second half of the nineteenth century.

Of the art schools of Germany, the first places must be accorded to Berlin

and (Dunich,—Berlin, the capital first of Dorth Germany and later of the

whole Gmpire, and (Dunich the capital of the south. Hext to these come
Dresden, Carlsruhe, Stuttgart, lOeimar and Dusseldorf,—the last a very hot-

house growth which received its academy in exchange for its famous gallery

when the latter was transferred to (Dunich; but under the management of

such masters as flchenbach, Knaus, von Gebhardt and Hanssen, Dusseldorf
has been able to hold its own amongst art-schools, and even to gain high
repute. Drankfort-on-the-CDain and Hamburg alone of all other towns had
been able to develop a characteristic art without the aid of an academy. Q

(Dunich and Berlin are as different to each other as are the north and
south of Germany, as Prussia and Bavaria. (Dunich has been for decades
the art-capital of Germany. The community of artists there forms almost
a state within a state. Prom (Dunich impulses have gone out which carried

all Germany with them, and there art has found close contact with the life

of the people. Por (Dunich has still all the characteristic features of the
capital of an agricultural country, fln important, in some opinions the most
important part of the art of (Dunich, the highly developed art of caricature,

has been born out of the intimacy of academic art with the genius loci of the
city, nowhere in Germany was this style of art developed so early, so per-
fectly and so universally as in (Dunich, and nowhere else so attractively.

Kaulbach the great pupil of Cornelius, Schwind the masterly inventor,
Spitzweg the caricaturist—from these this branch of art goes down without
a break to the greatest of its living representatives, fldolf Oberlander; and
if some day the life work of Pritz August von Kaulbach and Pranz Stuck
come to be reviewed, their caricatures cannot be omitted. In (Dunich appear
the most important of the German comic papers, the older “Pliegende Blatter,”
the more modern “Augend,” and “Simplicissimus.” The wit even of Berlin,
in spite of many attempts, has been unable to produce anything similiar.
The reason of this singular fact is, that the (Dunich artist lives among a
people of jocular propensities and full of fun, a people which created the cha-
racteristic class of poetry known as “Schnadahupfl.” (Oe must remember
the pecularities of the Bavarian race if we wish to do justice to the (Dunich
“genre painting” with Defregger as its principal representative; and even
£eibl, the greatest of the (Dunich painters of modern times, is a true Bavarian.
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The peculiar spirit of CDunich art euen takes possession of artists who
come from other parts of the empire and settle in the Bauarian capital* Cuen
in such artists as ¥ritz uon Uhde, who to ail appearances remains uninflU'
enced by Bauarian fun, the local influence may easily be noted* QD (Dany fauourable circumstances haue been at work producing and foster-
ing this predominance of art in (Dunich* Since the twenties, the kings of
Bauaria haue applied themselues enthusiastically to one of their regal duties,
the cultiuation of art: it was they who planted the seed of the present art-
istic life in Bauaria* The erection of the Crystal Palace in 1854 had a great
influence of the deuelopment of exhibitions and the art trade generally* Por
decades the exhibitions at CDunich were leading euents in the art of all Ger-
many, and it is only in later years that those of Berlin, Dresden and Dussel-
dorf haue reached equal importance* Q]Q Artistic life in Berlin has grown uery much more slowly* Cuen as late
as the beginning of the eighties the art exhibitions of Berlin were of but small
importance* They were arranged euery two years by the academy, created
uery little sensation at home, and none abroad* Permanent exhibitions arranged
by the art trade did not exist; the intellectual life of the city was denoted to
other purposes* Of late a great alteration has taken place in these circum-
stances, and Berlin is becoming one of the largest centres of the art trade on
the Continent* Its architecture,—which for some time past has been influenced
by that of CDunich—and its sculpture haue become predominant throughout the
north of Germany* Cuen at Prankfort the Berlin style is predominant, though
one of the most original Berlin architects, lOallot, is a natiue of that city*

Only one city of the north uentures to compete with Berlin in this regard,
Hanouer, whose red brick style has been adopted for some of the Berlin
churches* Cnormous commissions for plastic art haue deueloped sculptural
actiuity to an undreamed of extent* Che protection of the present Cmperor
is extended chiefly to statuary* Reinhold Begas of Berlin and Schilling of
Dresden may be called the leading monument sculptors* Q

As far as it is original, Berlin painting has often transgressed academic
rules* The classic expression of this fact is found in the works of CDenzel;
and it is characteristic of Berlin, as compared with CDunich, that this great
master-spirit did not take his subjects from the life of the people, but rather
from the history of the reigning dynasty* Only after reaching modern times
in his coronation picture of King COilliam did he deuote himself to a de-
scription of the life of his own time* Anton uon COerner is at present the
exponent of official taste in the domain of painting* Taken as a whole, the
present generation of Berlin painters is somewhat deuoid of uniformity of
character* Liebermann, though born in Berlin, is under Dutch and Prench
influence* Ludwig uon Hofmann, lately remoued to COeimar, might just as
well belong to Dresden or CDunich; like the sculptor Adolf Hildebrand, who
diuides his time between CDunich and Plorence, and the group of rising sculp-
tors Diez, Geyger, Uolkmann, Tuaillon and Hahn, he Hues in an ideal world
of his own which is only connected with realism by means of the portrait*
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Q In science and literature, especially in dramatic art, Berlin is already in-

disputably the capital of the Gmpire, and will assume no doubt in the near
future a predominant position in the realm of productiue art. In architecture it

has already created a style of its own though the works of COallot and CDesseL
Admitting so much, we must not forget that the last decade of the cen-

tury has giuen new impulses to art and the loue of art almost euerywhere.
In the old centres of the German race, and in the Residence towns alike,

fresh life is at work. (Duch has been done in Cologne, Hamburg and "Frank-

fort to reuiue the forgotten art of preuious times, and to render new homage
to its productions, so long underestimated. The distinct purpose of creating
a new artistic life in the heart of the people has been connected with such
endeauours. In cities like Dresden, where Prell and Huehl exert their energy
in deueloping the system of exhibitions, and in Carlsruhe and Stuttgart where
Dill and Kaickreuth stand pre-eminent, the care of the gouernment is bestowed
on the artistic education of the people and the proper training of the artists.

Some artists show a tendency to prefer the quiet of a country-life to the
academical city. (Dax Klinger, to whom we owe the reuiual of black and
white in Germany, has left Berlin and Rome to return to his natiue city of
Eeipsic, where he works in quiet seclusion. Hans Olde, till he lately took ouer
the direction of the art school in COeimar, neuer left his quiet country house
in Holstein. In such remote and solitary places as COorpswede and Dachau
new schools of painting haue suddenly been formed. Hans Thoma, lately

appointed at Carlsruhe, liued at Prankfort; his peculiar style gathered from
his home in the Schwarzwald, has only of late been fully acknowledged. In
some respects Thoma resembles Arnold Bbcklin, who, though born a Switzer,
has found his artistic home in Germany, and whose influence now rules
supreme ouer the fraternity of younger artists.

Q Thus the artistic deuelopment of the new century may be expected to
form conflicting forces,—those which draw life towards the capital, and those
which tend towards decentralisation. Q

Q There is no lack of meritorious attempts to depict the history of German
art during the nineteenth century, but in spite of the most diligent utilisation
of existing material, they one and all fall far short of doing adequate justice
to the importance of the subject. 0

lOe do not know as yet the full extents of the artistic work of our
times; a list of the names of art professors is far from throwing light on
the uigour of artistic life of Germany. Cuerywhere, euen in the centres of
art culture, artists haue been at work who are already more completely for-
gotten than if they had liued in the fifteenth century; yet the names of some
of these will in future times claim equality with those of the present leaders.
iOhereuer earnest inquiries are made, such artists are discouered. Their
pecularities render them incapable of competing with their more fortunate
brethren, yet history will recognise their greatness. Guen in Paris, the

!
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home of centralisation^ original spirits haue been hnoiun to stand apart from
popular and official art; and if this is the case in Paris, houj much more
easily would the German incur the fate of being ouerloohed or forgotten.
In Paris Prench life incessantly obserues and reuieujs its own progress; in
Germany we are so busy in studying art and life abroad that we are apt
to ouerlooh many and important things at home.

The time has not yet come for registering the names of unrecognised
and forgotten artists of merit: when completed it will be found that the
history of German art of the nineteenth century includes whole chapters
treating of other men and other works than are now known. Yet that new
history will not be poorer than that of to-day in spite of the difficulties

and conflicting influences against which German art has had to contend,
flt the day of reckoning, German art will be able to hold up her head proudly
by the side of her Prench and Gnglish sisters. Alfred Lichtwark.

rt Industry has only been extensiuely and methodically culti-

uated in Germany during the last few decades, for up to the
middle of the 19th century but little attention had been
paid to the same, except in the nature of decorations for

monumental buildings. The middle classes affected unas-
suming styles, which were influenced in the direction of

simplicity and rectalinearity by newly arisen factories and machines. Q
Q U)hen in the course of the seuenties industrial life brought greater
wealth in its train, these unassuming forms no longer satisfied luxu-
rious tastes. The elaborate forms of past ages were imitated in the desire
to further embellish the appearance of dwellings. Owing to political influence,

preference was shown for renaissance forms and especially for the German
renaissance of the 16th century. The latter, with its great perfection of orna-
mental detail, met the need awakened for fanciful shapes. In this direction
(Dunich led the way and exercised a great influence ouer southern Germany,
the mouement afterwards spreading to the north. Q
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D In Berlin the ouerfloiuing wealth of renaissance forms was moderated

by the classical education of leading architects; the erection of palaces too,

at the beginning of the 18th century, exercised considerable influence in re-

placing the somewhat friuolous old German renaissance by Schliiter’s forcible

baroque style-

D In the eighties many attempts in rococo and pedantic forms may be noted,

which, howeuer, were not always fauourably influenced by the heauy character

which Germany imparted to them during the 18th century. "For ecclesiastical

purposes the Gothic style maintained its position ; it was not, howeuer, con-

sidered desirable, as in the beginning of the 19th century, to retain the late

Gothic style, but early Gothic and Horman patterns were imitated. The
latter particularly asserted itself through its fantastic shapes, which had been

somewhat influenced by classical antique and by oriental art.

Attempts to introduce middle-age forms into secular art only met
with success in the restoration of old castles which is euen now being pro-

secuted with great zeal. Such attempts, howeuer, increased the number of

historical reminiscences, which finally acted lihe a drag on liuing art, and
which rendered the free growth of a style suited to our modern requirements

so difficult.

U In the beginning of the nineties the feeling that historical art played too

great a part began to be clearly felt. This feeling was specially caused by the

introduction of Gnglish furniture and utensils which showed how it was pos-

sible, whilst retaining the greatest simplicity in shape, to fulfil the real aim
needed in a light and practical form, the Gnglish ornamental forms, many
of which can be traced to "^apan, or are borrowed straight from nature, were
especially welcome, aboue all in flat patterns. The direct imitation of "Japa-

nese patterns has howeuer been discontinued lately. Q
A short period of superficial imitation of these patterns and models, which

include specimens of Dorth American art industry since 1893, was soon
followed by an extension of the direction in art characterised as “modern.”
Whereas preuiously the designing of patterns had been entirely in the hands
of trained artists, painters, sculptors, and enthusiastic amateurs now came for-

ward who often uigorously opposed historic and traditional styles. Of course
in the constant endeauour to find something new at any cost, it was im-
possible to exclude all exaggerations, but the chief result has been that the
status of industrial art has undoubtedly been raised. People began to

recognise the inuention of new forms of ornamentation as an object worthy
of an artist, and products of the modern tendency gained access to art ex-

hibitions. Although such products were at first considered only as curiosities,

yet the taste for them on the part of the public increased more and more up
to a certain limit; no inclination howeuer exists to renounce historic styles

entirely, either in churches or palaces, and euen the houses of the middle
classes adhere to the traditional styles of former centuries.

n Such conflicting currents of progress and stagnation greatly contribute
to the difficulties with which art industrial establishments haue to contend.
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The luav, hoiocuer, for the cabinctmaking, hangings, and lighting apparatus
industries, &c., has been made someiohat easier, for, as is self-euident, the
modern demands made by society and hygiene, necessitate the introduction
of neuj styles. qQ People are agreed that superabundance of architectural ornamentation
should be banished from proper sitting-rooms, bed-rooms and nurseries, and
that euery piece of furniture should be constructed according to its use,
without regard to historical reminiscences. Q

This mouement moreouer finds unexpected support in the simple, con-
structiue forms which unconsciously grew out of the changed technics in the
first half of the 19th century. People are now inclined to ualue the maho-
gany furniture of 1830,—which was extremely despised about 1870,—higher
than the sumptuous works of the renaissance, as useful models. In this
direction of common sense construction the Gothic type has come more into
use, especially in the work of modern artists. Q

In Germany also the contrast between the town residence and the country
house or cottage is uery marked, the latter forming a real experimental field
from a constructiue point of uiew. QQ The modern machine with its forms based purely on technical science,
such as the sewing machine, motor, cycle, &c., has accustomed the eye to
finding a line which is suited to the purpose required and is also satisfactory
in an ajsthetic sense. This has resulted in the deuelopment of a school which
affects lines excluding all natural shapes for flat ornamentation.

It has been much more difficult for the fancy article industry, the task
of which is to produce newly inuented artistic forms, for it is now cut off
from the old traditional sources. It is true that artists are now more pro-
minently occupying themselues with the solution of such tasks, but on the
one hand the broader branches of this industry (gold, siluer, bronze, iuory,
and pottery work, &c.) are in a stage of transition which renders it uery difficult

for them to participate in an international exhibition, while on the other
hand, flat pattern branches, dependent on natural forms which are elaborated
in fanciful shapes, haue had less difficulty in making progress, whereby the
range of colours has been quite amazingly deueloped. Q
Q The technics which are still to be found in outlying country districts haue
proued to be full of life and capable of deuelopment. The most simple hand-
-work, carpentry, bold fusions of colour and simple but effectiue glazings
haue become starting points for modern formations of refreshing effect.

Q fln important feature in the modern direction is that the centres of
creatiue art are greatly increasing, for the modern direction is opening up a
wide field to indiuidual inuention. Whereas for centuries Berlin and (Dunich
with their academical institutions were the centres of art, we now see Dresden,
Hamburg, Carlsruhe, Darmstadt, Weimar, &c., coming forwards independently.
Here princely patrons, or single independent groups of artists exercise deci-

siue influence. Public education too is eleuating artistic taste euen in pro-
uincial towns. Dearly euery fairly large town has its industrial art-school
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luith library, and sometimes euen extensiue collections arranged as a museum.
In the centres of large industrial districts there are technical schools, in smaller
totuns at least euening classes combined vuith drawing and modelling classes.

Q The finishing of houses. Consequent on the historical direction, a
preponderance of ornamental forms can be noted, and euen celebrated archi-

tects when erecting fashionable uillas keep to old styles, giuing those of the 18th
century the preference. This inclination, howeuer, is yielding in large tow^
^ecially in Berlin, to simplicity of form.

Q On the outside of houses, in place of stucco work, freestone or simple
frame work or brick work is being introduced, in the interior freely cut

stucco instead of moulded plaster of Paris. Por doorways and wainscoting
architectural forms are being gradually abandoned, and smooth or gracefully

curued lines are taking their place.

Q The recesses so much liked in the renaissance mouement are being re-

stricted to window-places and fireplaces, as rooms ought to be spacious, well

lighted, and easily adaptable to all purposes. The dark colouring of former
times is entirely giuing way to light shades, fls ceiling decorations really new
inuentions in decoratiue art and lightly sketched tendril and flower work with
figures interspersed are being introduced in place of painted representations,
and euerything flat is rendered in bright local colouring as an effectiue

decoration.

n CDodern wall-paper is made in the same style with flower and leaf

patterns; they are in themselues hardly noticeable, and serue only to giue col-

our to the background. The wall-paper appears as paper, and does not at-

tempt to imitate cloth or leather. COalls are now rendered far more effectiue

by colouring than by patterns, and the chief point aimed at is to produce
uniform tones in the whole space to be decorated. The walls and ceilings

are no longer decorated with stucco friezes, but with painted or printed border-
ings, dark wood-work or leather hangings. Side by side with this modern
tendency, the old styles with their many excellent effects are frequently us(^
more especially in uillas. Q
Q "Furniture, as shown aboue, is gradually undergoing a change which was
first taken up by exceptionally actiue circles, but which as yet has hardly
entered the precincts of old princely houses. COhereuer in the latter or in the stub-
bornly conseruatiue middle classes the need for simple and smooth furniture
has been felt, the empire style, more especially of €nglish design, has been
introduced. Sheraton’s, Hepplewhite’s and Adam’s patterns dating from the
end of the 18th century are much in uogue. The dread that modern art may
soon perish urges the antiquary to buy without paying any regard to artistic

merit. Older palaces of a definite period must of course be furnished in

harmony with that period, so for instance the Royal castle in Berlin is fitted

up with rococo furniture, and baroque furniture was used in those of Louis 11.

of Bauaria. U
1=^ ¥ixed furniture is opposed to all modern ideas in furnishing, and especially
contrary to American taste. People are banishing high heauy cupboards, large
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!
immovable diuans and heavy cumbersome tables from their rooms. Sofas

and chairs^ &c-, are made in great diversity of form so as to suit all
i

I

tastes, and are so lightly built as to be able to be grouped according to mo*
mentary inclination. The power of invention in this direction has proved so

i

great that no fixed type has become the fashion, more especially as the :

requirements of a house are not so definitely settled as is the case in €ng>
land. In Germany customs and habits vary in different towns, town districts, I

or even in the various flats of the same house. The invention of new styles
|

is due more to the artist than to actual requirements. Q I

I

Q Architectural forms being unpopular it is customary to use either light I

contours in imitation of plants or carpenter-like angular constructions. (Dany I

of the ideas for curved furniture must have been inspired by the treatment

of wood in shipbuilding. Carving is losing ground in this kind of furniture,

the surface being now brightened by inlaid work. The excellent cabinet work
for which Berlin, Cologne, (Dayence and other places have long been renowned,
offers a splendid field for new inventions in the furniture line. Cheaper fur-

niture of pinewood is often stained according to the Cnglish fashion, and some-
times painted to represent rural scenes. Q
O ^^or bedrooms, nurseries and summer-houses smooth washable furniture ^

of bent wood or metal with rounded edges is increasing in popularity. It is

I

I

becoming more and more the fashion to shape furniture in every detail in

I
accordance with its practical use, and this can be said to be the main feature

I

of modern taste.
|

I

”
' Small articles of wood, ivory and kindred material suffered first of

\

I i all from the disappearance of historical patterns. Original invention in this
' direction was not easy, but now individual artists are beginning to use wood

;

I
and ivory for plastic art, and this will probably infuse new vigour into the >

I

industry. Q
i

(Detal. The working of precious metals received great encouragement i

i
from the events of history and the need of objects for presentations conse-

|

' quent thereon. The large number of objects from former centuries still pre-
[

! served in Germany offered a rich store of suitable patterns for the execution

i of presentation silver-ware. Such orders have become rare in the last decade. •

I

The ornamentation of tables with heavy centrepieces, &c., is no longer fashion-
i

{

I

able. Prizes, &c., for sport are, it is true, very numerous, but in extent and
; |

I

execution retrogression rather than progress is to be noticed. Tor those orders
i

I
j

received, however, the silversmith and his modellers are uncertain as to what
[

I
;

tendency they should follow, and content themselves for the most part with i

I
smooth forms, partly in the Gmpire, partly in the Japanese style with light

1 flower ornamentation. Uarious original ornaments have been made at (Dunich

I
i

by artists in phantastic forms and destined for no particular use. Glass and
|

i
delft-ware articles are being made by silversmiths in light fancy shapes with

j

i

j

a decided modern tone. !

1 lewelry has developed of its own accord; patterns enough have been :

j

found from modern plant ornamentation, which are well suited for imitation
j
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in coloured stones and enamel, and in the most fanciful style. The fresh mo-
tiues obtained, howeuer, soon become common, by being imitated in inferior wares.
D €namel painting has assured a place for itself in technical work and
has deueloped from the minute imitation of Limoges work to the most exten-
siue colour effects. €namelled iron is most prominent for decoratiue purposes.
[3 ^he bronze industry has receiued a great impetus from the numerous
orders in the monument line. In the last few years sculptors haue begun
to do independent work for small plastics, instead of remaining satisfied with
imitating already existing models on a small scale. Gold bronze work has
been discouraged as far as priuate orders are concerned by the disappearance
of the taste for rococo, but much has been required for palaces of older origin;
a great deal, for instance, has been ordered for the castle in Berlin. Plastic
bronze is less in demand for fireplaces and lighting apparatus; for electric
lighting, thin smooth brass holders are used in preference, a fashion which
seems to haue originated in America.

Q Gmbossed copper is best suited for the renaissance style, but is slowly
pushing its way with the new forms. q

Tin and alloys of similar colour haue been adapted most success-
fully to the new tendency. Instead of the detailed reliefs of byegone ages,
the mild lustre of smooth surfaces is reproduced, and a quite original style
has been fashioned (Cologne, (Dunich, Berlin). Q
Cl Wrought iron has been accorded almost undue fauour in Germany in
the last few decades, and has been used in almost euery kind of ornamentation,
both in media2ual and baroque style, euen in the remotest districts. It cannot
howeuer follow the modern tendency, as constructiue correctness forms the
basis of all lattice work. It is much more aduantageously employed in bridges
for street traffic, fl happy combination is made with it and malleable reddish-
gold aluminium bronze. qQ Artificial pottery. In Germany the traditions of the 18th century
of the golden age of porcelain haue not disappeared. The rococo models
are preserued in the Royal manufactures of (Deissen and of Berlin. In Berlin,
since 1880 numerous specimens of baroque style haue been completed, some of
which are of enormous size, of exceptional technical perfection and painted in a
peculiar dull colour with flowers. It has been possible to adorn the walls of
large rooms with monumental wall pictures and pilasters. Of late CDeissen
and Berlin haue greatly increased the pallets of their hard fire colours, and
haue obtained phenomenal successes with their crystallising running glazes
suited to modern models. r

Tayence and majolica receiued the best support in the stoue industry.
Dow that central heating has made such progress in the best houses, the
surest and best source of employment in this direction is disappearing. H

On the other hand their employment as wall decorations, wall panels,
for the sides of hearths, for fountains in courtyards and antechambers, and
also for insertion in house facades is increasing. Old German bowls and
similar drinking uessels, are slowly disappearing, and no progress can be
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recorded in the artistic decoration of such wares. The aduance made in colour-

ing glazing on country clayware is euident euerywhere, and great ingenuity

in ornamentation has been displayed in this branch. D
Q Stone for flagstone flooring is as important as euer. The patterns are

traditional. Stoneware uessels like old Serman jugs are not so much in demand.

The larger breweries haue begun to haue special types made for their beer jugs.

Q Glazed stoneware is only used for cheaper wares with printed orna-

mentation. flil the aboue named technics haue been influenced by "Japanese

claywares with simple groundwork, running glazings, and faint, apparently

chance decoration. Besides utensils intended for ordinary use, ornamental

utensils of phantastic shapes are made in great quantities. Q
C3 Glass retains for the most part, as far as cut table glass is concerned,

its traditional forms. Blown glass on the other hand has again become uery

popular in the form of long slender goblet shapes, as well for ornamental

as for useful glass-ware, flashed and cut glass, and glass in running colours

are made in Lorraine, Cologne and Silesia.

Glass staining is executed for churches in the traditional style

(Berlin, (Dunich, Offenburg, ¥reiburg). Great deuelopment is to be obserued

in the uitrification with partly American glass, according to sketches in mo-
dern placard style. ^

Glass mosaics are now executed in exactly the style of the old Roman
and Venetian mosaics (Berlin, (Dettlach), so that assistance from Venice can

be dispensed with euen in carrying out the most extensiue orders. The neces-

sary glass liquids too are made in Germany. D
J Leather enjoys the greatest fauour next to wrought iron. It is pressed,

cut and easily coloured. The patterns haue broken free from historical depend-

ance, and follow a broad path with a predilection for the study of nature

Qtamburg, CDunich, Berlin).

Cl In the textile art, clothing stuffs follow in the wake of international

fashion. Silk and ueluet weauing (Crefeld and GIberfeld) supply the more
durable and simpler patterns in large quantities for abroad, and modern
patterns of artistic design for neckties, blouses, &c. Very rich patterns for

limited use are only exceptionally executed. The present fashion of embroi-

dered tulle and gauzes is uery d^rimental to the silk industry. D
_ Tor church ornaments the most splendid patterns of the middle ages

haue been adopted with perfect success. Silk and woollen stuffs for fur-

niture are for the most part adorned with light flower patterns and peculiar

modern forms and light colours are coming into fauour. Q
Q The linen weauing industry has a rich treasure in its |old damask
patterns with loose flower work which need no essential change to make
them suit euery style. The old German edge patterns are falling somewhat
into the background. O
_ As regards treatment with colours, machine embroidery offers greater

aduantages than the weauing of coloured stuffs, in which it is difficult to

leaue fairly large spaces white and restrict the pattern to definite spots. D
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L "For carpets, knot work (Smyrna style) has been largely adopted, flt

first great success was obtained with the old oriental patterns. Attempts
to supply special carpets after the style of the 18th century were not, in

spite of a large turnouer, of lasting duration. They were lately relieued by
attempts to work in modern style with broken colours and undecided patterns.

Tapestry and furniture couerings are being worked in Berlin (Ziesch)

exactly like Trench Gobelins. Besides this there is a simpler kind, similar
to the northern peasants’ weauing work, especially to the Swedish, which has
now gained an independent position in modern placard style, and which has
spread far and wide. The suburb of Scherrebek in Schleswig-Holstein was
for some time the seat of many amateur workshops in this industry. n
Q Curtains in the form of thick front curtains which were formerly used
to couer windows with, haue entirely disappeared.

Q embroidery has deueloped in a most brilliant manner. All the old styfe
are reuiuing. They are sufficiently well understood for all effects desired to

be obtained euen according to modern tastes. CDachine embroidery is made
much more seruiceable for artistic demands by the crank machine worked by
hand. Pieces for furniture and clothing ready cut to pattern are manufactured
wholesale, so that this kind of decoration which was formerly so expensiue
has become common property, and is making great progress in patterned
goods. Q
Q Lacework has made similar strides. COith the help of the embroidering
machine, threads and odds and ends are conuerted into trimmings which can
be used quite well for skirts. qQ Lace is prepared in countless quantities by machines, and mostly consists
of lacelike embroidery on ground that is etched away afterwards, and is pro-
duced in an endless uariety of old and new patterns with the most brilliant

effects. Silesia (Plauen) is the chief seat of this industry.

n In conclusion, a ferment of life and actiuity preuails in all the branches
of art industry, and no doubt exists that the tendency for original modern
styles is aduancing; euerywhere where a change in modern requirements make
special efforts necessary, inuention and execution are lending a helping hand
to solue the tasks which arise. i“

u Hulius Lessing.
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: BOOK inBusrRY. L_ ^
eci 1. economical and TTcchnical Aspect, c

or about the last twenty years, all those trades which are di-

rectly or indirectly connected with the production of books,
their printing, publishing and circulation, haue been united

under the name of the “Book Industry.” Q
~ The “German Book Trade Union,” comprising all these

branches, was founded at Leipsic in 1884 for the artistic and
technical promotion of the entire German book trade, and applied itself especially

to increasing the influence of graphic art on this branch of industry. This pur-

pose has been partly fulfilled by a series of collections which were made, and
which, combined with the “Royal Saxon Bibliographical Collection” in the

“German Book Industry CDuseum,” contains euerything of special ualue for the

artistic, technical and graphic deuelopment of a book. In addition, howeuer
to the permanent exhibitions in its own buildings, the “German Book Trade
Union” furthers the interests of the industry by instituting large and small
trauelling exhibitions of uarious branches of the graphic arts and crafts,

within the German Gmpire.

furthermore it aims at establishing a co-operatiue participation of the

German Book Industry in special exhibitions in Germany and other countries,

as also in international expositions. ^
In 1893 the Union was commissioned by the German Gouernment to

organise and arrange a collectiue exhibit of the German Book Industry at the

Chicago COorld’s fair, in 1897 it organised the book-trade section of the Saxon
Thuringian Industrial and Trade exposition, which was accommodated in a

space of about 2,000 sq. metres, and in 1900 the Union was entrusted by
the Imperial Commissioner with the management of the book trade group
section of the German Department at the World’s fair in Paris. It may
therefore be regarded as a special mark of confidence in the “German Book
Trade Union” that it has not only been officially requested to manage the

department deuoted to the book industry in the St. Louis exposition of 1904,
but also to take charge of the photographic department there. The “Pattern

i
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exchange/’ established and published by the “German Book Trade Union/’
is a prominent educational factor in the cultiuation of artistic taste in this

branch of industry. Guery member consents to furnish a model sheet of

prints, of lithography or chromo-lithography, a copy of half-tone etching, or
a heliographic chromo, &c., in an edition corresponding to the number of par-
ticipants. In return each member receiues the same number of uarious pat-

terns. "Foreign countries participate actiuely in this important enterprise, the
tenth uolume, of the “exchange” published in 1902, showing that of 187 firms
participating, 86 were foreign ones, of which 30 were resident in America.
The official |ournaI of the Union is called the “Archiu fur Buchgewerbe,”
founded in 1863. It is published monthly, and contains detailed and lucid

accounts of all technical and art occurrences in the book industry. The city of

Leipsic hauing donated ground ualued at 200,000 marks and located near the
German Booksellers’ House, the Union, aided by members of the book trade,

was able to erect a structure suitable for their requirements, the cost of

which amounted to 1 million marks. This building contains exhibition and
museum rooms, reading and drawing halls, the offices of eighteen book asso-
ciations, the Gutenberg Hall dedicated to the great inuentor and other famous
men in the book trade of all nations. j

The following branches of the extensiue German book trade deserue
special mention

:

3 Publishing Trade, which is occupied in buying, printing and
circulating literary productions. The German book trade is divided into actual
publishers and booksellers, music, art and map publishers. The chief branches
of the book trade are as follows: the publisher, the bookseller, the colporteur
or itinerant bookseller, and the second-hand bookseller who is generally in
connection with a retail bookseller and with agencies and auctions. The
directory of the German Book Trade (published at Leipsic) for 1904, shows
a total of 10,624 German booksellers at home and abroad. Of these, 2,612 are
occupied only in publishing books, 340 only in publishing works of art,

397 only music, 138 chiefly with art works, 464 chiefly with music, 224 only
with second-hand trade, 6,184 with books, second-hand books, itinerary trade,
music, maps, paper and writing material, as well as 265 that are established
as agents and newspaper offices. 2,579 foreign publishing firms haue agen-
cies in Leipsic, from whence all or part of their publications are supplied.

Q The foreign and home German booksellers are divided as follows: Ger-
man empire 1,481 towns with 8,207 firms, Austria and Hungary 281 towns
with 941 firms, the remaining Guropean states 277 towns with 1,230 firms,
America 53 towns with 178 firms, Africa 9 towns with 19 firms, Asia 16 towns
with 39 firms, and Australia 7 towns with 10 firms. QQ The publisher creates the trade, inasmuch as he buys the manuscript
from the author, undertaking to have it printed and offered to the public.
In a contract between publisher and author the number of copies of the
edition, the price of the work, the printing, binding, and date of the appear-
ance of the book have to be agreed on. In many cases the publisher under-
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tahcs ujorh on account of third persons; this hind of work is hnown as the
commission publishing trade. It must be borne in mind that in many cases
the publisher takes the initiatiue and furnishes the idea and tendency of the
booh, thus becoming to a certain extent its originator. The production
of the booh publishing trade, as far as is hnown, in the regular course
of business during the last fiue years was as follows: in 1898: 23,739,
1899: 23,715, 1900: 24,792, 1901: 25,331, 1902: 26,906 numbers. q

^he bookseller is the link between the publisher and the buyer; he orders
tne books which suit his business and speciality from the publisher, sends
them to those of his customers whom he supposes will take an interest in

the work, and procures such works which he has not got in stock. n
Q The colporteur bookseller differs from the aboue in selling books ^
sending his trauellers directly to the customers. This itinerant bookselling
business has grown uery much of late years, and deserues our consideration
as long as it is used for selling good books and periodicals. The second-
'hand dealer sells older books which are no longer in print, though of late

years the trade has been extended to the sale of modern second-hand books.
The second-hand bookseller occupies himself with trading in old boohs,

no longer in circulation; modern books haue also, howeuer, been added by
the second-hand dealer to his stock, and he does his business by means of

scientifically arranged catalogues, which he offers to the public, booksellers

and other second-hand dealers; he also attends auctions, and trades in auto-
graphs. P^ The music publisher’s business is done on the same lines as the bo^
publisher’s; besides bringing out new modern music, he publishes new editions

of classical works in all kinds of forms from the most splendid to the cheapest
popular edition. These editions of classical works haue been so carefully

arranged within the last ten years that they are now first in the market of

the world. The following figures show the briskness of the music publishing
business in the last fiue years and the number of nouelties offered—1898:
12,596, 1899: 11,542, 1900: 12,272, 1901: 12,376, 1902: 12,588 Works
published. q
Q The music seller’s business is done much in the same way as that^
the book-seller.

Q The commission agent transacts the internal business of the trade. The
centre of the book trade is Leipsic, and the publisher and seller are in constant
communication with that place all the year round. €uery man engaged in

the book trade must haue a commission agent at teipsic, whom he publicly

acknowledges as his representatiue, and who can act for him on the spot.

Q The following book agencies were established in Germany in 1904: Leipsic

153 commission agents representing 9,373 principals, Berlin 38 commission
agents representing 344 principals, Stuttgart 12 commission agents represent-

ing 679 principals. q
The newspaper publishing trade is uery thriuing. flt the beginning of 19

W

there were about 12,400 periodicals and newspapers; the publication of scien-
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tific periodicals is uery important, and Germany is probably unriualled in this

branch; among the political papers are some of the oldest in existence, such
as the “(Dagdeburger Zeitung” founded in 1626, and the “Leipziger Zeitung”
in 1660- Q

The organization of the German book trade consists in the combination
and regulation of the business between the publisher and bookseller at the
central market Leipsic; circulars of all new publications and announcements
issued are sent to the commission agents; these they send on to the book-
sellers; uice uersa the bookseller sends back all books not required through
the commission agent to the publisher, and all payments are made through
the agent, flil lots haue to be sent free of charge to Leipsic, and all money
paid through the agents in the same way. q
Q great part of the correspondence within the trade is done by means
of the “Order Institute for Book Trade Papers,” founded by the Booksellers’
Union in Ceipsic 1842, and located in the Booksellers’ House. This is

a uery important department, for there are fifteen sorters occupied solely in

putting the papers in order. The number of circulars, order forms and
contracts amounted in 1903 to 35 millions. n*
n ^he official periodical of the German book trade, sent to members onty^,

was founded in 1834, appears six times a week, and is called the “Bbrsen-
blatt fiir den deutschen Buchhandel.”

n ^he co-operatiue exertions of the German book trade are centred in the
‘Exchange Union of German Booksellers” founded on the 30th April 1825, an in-

stitution which affects the whole world where trade is done with the German
book industry. In a great many places the district and parish unions act as
organs for the Union, though in nearly all larger uillages and small towns there
are booksellers’ societies. At the beginning of 1904 the Gxchange Union num-
bered 3,080 members. The “German Booksellers’ House” belonging to the
“Gxchange Union of German Booksellers”, and situated next door to the Book In-

dustry Building, was finished in 1888 and cost ouer a million marks. The book-
sellers’ fair takes place once a year. On the fourth Sunday after Gaster there
is a general meeting held of the “German Booksellers’ Union.” The following
days are taken up with the comparing and adjustment of the bills and business
done in the preceding year. qn ^he united efforts of the music sellers resulted in the “German (Dusic
Sellers’ Union,” which was founded at Leipsic on the 23rd (Day 1829, and
exercises its influence whereuer the German language is spoken. At the be-
ginning of 1904 it numbered 348 members.

P Tor the professional training of booksellers’ apprentices there is in
Leipsic a public “Booksellers’ Training Institute” supported by the Booksellers’
Union of that town. q
n Relief Association of German Booksellers and apprentices in Berlin,
and the General Union of German Booksellers’ apprentices in Leipsic prouide
aid in cases of distress among the members and their families. The mem-
bership of the former association at the beginning of 1903 was 3,007 and the
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#

funds amounted to 650,000 marks. 58,600 marks were expended in relief, i

The General Union of German Booksellers’ Clerks had a membership of 2,628 ;

(at the beginning of 1903) and its funds amounted to 650,000 marks. T)ur-
|

ing the year 1902, 72,000 marks were expended on relief.
” ‘

n Che Art of Printing. In Germany, where the art of printing origi- -

nated, it has deueloped to such perfection that its productions can compete :

with those of all other cultiuated lands. The art of printing in modern
j

times is not confined as formerly to printing with mouable type and pict-

ures, but employs for many productions all the reproductiue methods of
j

graphic art. Che result is that a large number of establishments at the :

present time are not mere printing shops, but book industrial establishments
\

in which printing shops, type foundry, graphic art, stone and copper engrau-
|

ing, book-binding, &c. co-operate successfully. The first and largest printing ^

establishment in the German Cmpire is the Imperial Printing establishment
|

in Berlin, which is chiefly engaged in producing Imperial bank notes. Im-
perial treasury bills. Imperial post-office stamps, insurance stamps, reuenue

;

stamps, sauings-bank stamps, promissory notes, interest tables, &c. The 1

printed matter auerages 180,000,000 sheets annually, the number of officials,
1

artists and workmen being about 1,700. The book industry is indebted to ;

the Imperial Printing establishment for experiments of uarious graphic arts,
'

trials of new methods and the production of new patterns, type and orna-
|

ments. U i

1 . Prom a technical standpoint the German art of printing ranks uery
'

high. The latest mechanical inuentions and the most approued printing me-
thods are employed in most medium-sized and large establishments, and
experienced workmen enable the German book industry to produce such ex-
cellent results, that euen foreign countries recognise their merits. Q
J Printing is chiefly employed for publication purposes, i. e. for the com-

position of type and the printing of literary works designed for publication. On >

account of the great publishing actiuity in Germany this branch of industry i

is uery prosperous. Purthermore a considerable number of foreign works
|

are produced in the German Gmpire, and Germany ranks first among all
^

ciuilized countries in printing oriental works (for foreign countries). In i

most cases, the order requires good, clear print, which generally distin-
|

guishes German publications. If no economy is required in fitting out works,
|

the most difficult sorts of printing are performed in the best style.

Hob work, which includes all hinds of printing except publications,
j

newspapers and illustrations, equals publication printing in the extent of its
;

operations; it is quite probable that the actiuity in this line exceeds all
j

others, fls far as artistic results are concerned, German job work can *

bear comparison with that of any foreign country, taking into consideration,
|

that as a rule only a uery short time is giuen for the completion of casual
work. Dot only type-setting and printing, but also designing as well as all !

sorts of graphic printing processes are employed in artistic job work, and
an extensiue use of colour printing is also made. Owing to the instruction
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I

in dccoratiuc printing giuen by artists and art experts, the technical and
artistic execution of German job printing has of late attained great perfection.

The printing of illustrations ranks uery high, that for illustrated news-
papers being especially so excellent that it cannot be surpassed by any
foreign country. Gspecial attention is giuen to the printing of coloured illu-

strations, and this work is gaining in popularity. The book printing-press
surpasses the stone printing-press in producing large editions, so that co-

loured printing is uery generally employed in book illustrations, and especially

in newspaper illustrations where large editions are required. Seueral firms
produce such excellent results in three-colour printing, whereby original co-

lours of uarious hues are produced from three plates printed in the three
ground colours, red, yellow and blue, that they receiue a large number of

orders from foreign countries. PI
The perfection of these branches of the German book industry is largely

due to the industrial training of all employed in the trade. "For the education
of apprentices there are special schools in Berlin, Breslau, Hamburg, Glber-
feld, CDagdeburg, Leipsic and Stuttgart. The Royal Academy for Graphic Arts
and Crafts in teipsic has educational departments for printing, book-binding
wood-caruing, lithography, steel-engrauing, stone-printing and etching, as well
as for the mechanical processes of photography; there is also a course for
industrial designing. Typographical societies exist in almost all large printing
centres, which aid in the education of printers by instituting lectures, libraries,

collections of patterns and courses of study in graphic art. Q
The German Printers’ Association in Leipsic represents the interests of

its members in state affairs, and regulates the question of wages. At the
beginning of 1903 it numbered 1,100 members, or almost 2/3 of the craft be-
longed to it. The interests of printers are represented by the German Prin-
ters’ Union in Leipsic, with a membership of 36,000 and funds amounting
to 21/2 million marks. The Compulsory Accident Insurance is managed by
the German Printers’ Trade Association, showing a membership of 5,900 at
the beginning of 1903, the number of persons insured being 114,577. The
amount of damages paid in 1902 was 332,930 marks.

The Corporations of Proprietors of Printing establishments in Berlin,
Brunswick, Presden, Hamburg, Leipsic, Luebeck, CDagdeburg, Osnabrueck, and
(Oiesbaden, as well as associations of printing house proprietors which exist
in uarious large printing centres, represent the interests of the book industry
within their respectiue districts. The Tree Sick-Pund Association (“Preie
Uereinigung unabhangiger Uiatikumskassen”, not members of the Union) is

interested in regulating all relief matters by the introduction in euery local

association of reciprocal measures, and secures proper aid for its members’
fund euen if they change their place of work. Q

Stone Printing, Lithography and Chromo-Lithography furnish
employment for a large number of firms, and their productions haue an ex-
cellent reputation in all countries. Stone printing (Lithography) is still used
for one-colour work, but coloured stone printing (chromo-lithography) has de-
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ueloped and attained such a high pitch of cxcellencv that many German chromo-
lithographic establishments ujorh almost exclusiuely for foreign countries
(America and Gngland). The cartographic process, based on the principles of
stone printing, has grown to remarkable proportions in Germany and foreign
countries, fl number of large establishments are occupied solely in producing
globes, cards and maps, their execution being faultless. The printing of music,
in which stone printing is an important factor, has attained a degree of per-
fection that cannot be excelled by any other country. The largest part of musical
works in the whole world is printed in Germany. The present condition of stone-
printing is regulated by the Association of German Stone-Printing-House Pro-
prietors in Leipsic, which showed a membership of 400 at the beginning of 1903.

Type Pounding, (Danufacture of Brass Rules, electrotype and
Stereotype CDaking are constantly increasing in prosperity. The products
of the two first-named branches are largely exported to foreign countries,
especially artistically ornamented type which increase the capabilities of the job
printer and his loue of work. Seueral German type foundries, aided by artists,

haue produced type in the last years which is of unexceptionable superiority.
Glectrotyping has progressed so extensiuely during the last few years that
euery large printing establishment is prouided with electrotyping plant. Por

|

the requirements of medium sized and small printing houses there are
special electrotyping establishments, whose productions satisfy the most pre-

|

tentious claims and are obtainable in the shortest possible time. Stereotypy is so
extensiuely employed since the introduction of practical and cheap apparatuses,
that almost euery printing establishment possesses a special stereotyping plant.

Q The Association of German Type Poundries, founded in 1902 at teipsic,

represents the interests of German Type Poundries. It has 36 members. Q
The Art of COood Cutting occupies the highest rank from a technical

standpoint without deteriorating in artistic qualities. Its chief field of actiuity

is the illustration of newspapers and the production of technical plates,

whereas wood engrauings in publications haue been superseded by photo-
mechanical productions. Q i

^ The Photo-CDechanical Process (half-tone etching, heliography,
|

photo-lithography and zincography) has constantly improued and deueloped !

during the last few years, so that the productions in this line are ranked
|

among the best in the world. In addition to the department for photo-
j

mechanical work in the Royal Academy of Graphic Arts and Crafts at Ceipsic,
j

there are two priuate establishments engaged in experimenting with photo- I

mechanical work and in giuing instruction. The “Association of United German
Chemi-graphic Institutions” founded in Berlin at the beginning of 1903, re-

presents the interests and endeauours to promote the technical deuelopment
of photo-mechanical work. Q

U3hoIesaIe Bookbinding. The uncommonly brisk state of the pub-
lishers’ business has resulted in the deuelopment of what may be called

wholesale bookbinding, a trade which is chiefly represented in Berlin, Leipsic,

and Stuttgart, though its customers are not only to be found throughout the
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empire, but also ouer the tuhole world. In Leipsic there are establishments
which haue ouer 100 machines and employ 300 people. Other bookbinders’
establishments also do uery good work, in which they are assisted by the
existence of six priuate schools for bookbinders. QQ The Association of German Book Binders at £eipsic regulates all in-

dustrial and wage questions. The membership in 1903 was 90.
D The Art of Gngrauing. There is only a small number of establishments
for this art, as far as it is related to the bookbinders’ trade, but the results
are all the more excellent. "For some bindings engraued plates are required
which haue to be so faultlessly executed that in printing with the seueral
plates aboue and adjoining each other, each colour must be so exactly couered

^ the one aboue it that no irregularities can be detected on the finished couer.
Q The requirements of the book trade haue giuen rise to a special machine
industry in Germany, which has quite a large working area, and supplies
firms both at home and abroad. The printing machines made by Konig & Bauer
at Kloster Oberzell near lOurzburg, by the (Daschinenfabrik Augsburg in
Augsburg, by the (Daschinenfabrik 3ohannisberg of (Dessrs. Klein, Torst & Bohn
riachf. at Geisenheim-on-the-Rhine, are to be found euerywhere, and Karl
Krause at £eipsic has customers all ouer the world for his bookbinding and
paper-cutting machines, of which the firm has made a speciality. A few
statistics will help to show the present state of the German book industry:

The thirteen Great Printing Centres of the German Gmpire, with a £ist of the
Book Industry establishments, and the Persons occupied in it, for the

• D year 1895. Q

Place

Book-
-binding

Type Pound-
ing and COood
Cngrauing

Printing
Lithography
and Zinco-

graphy

Copper
and Steel

Printing

Z
fS
-w
0)

<i>

Persons fS

(A

Persons

z
fS

Oi

Ct>

Persons

z
n
to

Persons f3

(0
CD

Persons

Berlin 880 6,064 100 851 541 11,687 324 2,406 23 99
Bremen 60 228 1 3 40 586 32 283
Breslau 120 683 5 42 81 1,326 52 608 _
Cologne 114 360 7 20 89 1,731 53 280 2 7
Dresden
Frankfort -on -the-

211 868 18 81 104 1,957 94 541 4 4

(Dain 109 406 19 527 100 1,250 74 961 5 9
Hamburg 218 756 14 157 193 2,187 144 754 4 12
Hanouer 82 948 7 59 60 1,358 28 748 2 4
Ceipsic 247 4,381 129 1,497 170 5,641 181 2,345 12 124
(Dunich 216 1,035 48 127 99 1,791 72 730 32 232
Ruremberg
Strassburg,

83 555 10 45 39 787 71 1,384 24 86

Alsace 52 167 3 12 20 774 15 148
Stuttgart 103 1,345 44 308 67 1,659 59 424 6 6
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Colour
Printing

Photo-
graphy

Booh and
Art Trade

Lending
Libra-

ries

Deujs-

-papers
Total

tr 1 a C C

'W
(A

<I>

Persons
1

(0

Persons

0)

<1>

Persons

(Si

<i>

Persons K
'M
0
Cx>

Persons n
0
<i>

Persons

Berlin 71 545 22 80 1,034 3,759 18 22 371 2,767 3,384 28,280
Bremen — — 33 101 49 178 1 1 3 10 219 1,390
Breslau 4 162 66 232 148 536 1 1 24 70 501 3,660
Cologne 2 17 61 157 125 351 2 3 15 152 470 3,078
Dresden
Trankfort-on-the-

19 801 92 457 264 754 34 54 53 219 893 5,826

CDain 7 551 56 194 151 378 2 8 33 228 556 4,512
Hamburg 2 9 137 351 278 680 28 105 234 760 1,252 5,771
Hanouer — — 56 183 121 316 5 12 12 83 373 3,711
teipsic 38 1,931 71 296 543 3,314 11 11 80 256 1,482 1 9,796
CDunich 22 106 105 554 313 853 6 8 186 323 1,099 5,759
nuremberg
Strassburg,

21 532 44 137 52 236 — — 20 69 364 3,831

flisace — — 29 90 49 153 2 2 9 118 179 1,464
Stuttgart 7 20 41 200 164 672 1 1 21 74 513 4,709

Dumber of firms in the German Gmpire connected mith the Book Industry
in the Year 1895, with a £ist of the Persons employed, and the Amount of

Working Poiuer used.

name of Trade
Industry

altogether

Chief

esta-

blish-

ment

Secon-
dary
esta-

blish-

ment

Horse

power

used

Persons
concerned

in the

trade

Bookbinding 1 2,850 1 2,073 787 3,592 49,771
Type Poundries and cutters, Elec-

trotype Institutes, (Dusic Cngra-
ues, Chemitype and Woodcutting 589 536 53 576 4,572

Bookprinting 6,303 6,022 281 13,592 80,942
Lithography and Zinc printing . . . 2,733 2,592 141 2,828 22,805
Colour Printing (Coloured prints.

Chromo-lithography, Illustration

prints, CDaps, Labels, &c.) .... 317 293 24 1,309 6,794
Copper and Steel Printing 185 161 24 134 853
Photography (Photo-lithography,

Photo-zincography, Chromophoto-
graphy, Heliography) 4,963 4,589 374 193 11,901

Books, Art and (Dusic Shops, incl.

of publishing and second-hand . 9,902 8,425 1,477 — 24,692
Lending Libraries 287 193 94 — 367
newspaper publishing and Agencies 2,387 1,754 633 290 9,940

Total . . . 40,526 36,638 3,888 22,314 212,637
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Import and Oxport of Book Industry Products in the Years 1898-1902. Q

Year

printed

works

Reliefs,

"Print

and
Stereo-

type

plates

Calenders

Books,

Cards, (Dusic

"Prints, &c.

Coloured "Prints,

Copper and Steel
engravings.
Lithographs,
Chromolitho-
graphs, Helio-
graphs, &c.

"Playing

cards

Im-
port

ex-
port

Im-
port

ex-
port

Im-
port

ex-
port

Import export Import export Im-
port

ex-
port

Boppel-
zentner
a 100 hg

Doppei-
zentner
a 100 hg

Boppel-
zentner
a 100 kg

Doppelzentner

a 100 kg

Boppelzentner

a 100 kg

Doppel-
zentner
a 100 kg

1898 183 8,530 324 681 1,863 1,761 39,675 126,711 6,337 50,505 24 1,135
1899 186 9,450 392 922 1,951 2,115 42,942 126,167 6,694 54,223 29 1,271
1900 298 9,123 375 765 1,942 2,191 44,726 140,864 6,999 61,164 43 1,112
1901 193 8,149 334 650 1,930 3,104 46,133 141,772 6,740 59,916 20 1,180
1902 180 8,862 368 588 1,708 3,822 50,515 142,734 6,487 68,097 24 940

G Arthur COoernlein.

|6L7 li 2. Artistic Considerations.

D The art of making a book an object of beauty has neuer stood higher
than it did in Germany at the time when the art of printing was first inuented.
Hone of the successors of Gutenberg and his associates^ either at home or
abroad, haue euer surpassed in strength or harmony the work which they
executed when closely following the traditions of the old Gothic manuscripts.

Q The German Book-Art reached a second era of perfection during the
period of the early Renaissance, when masters like Purer, Cranach, and
Holbein made an artistic use of the wood-cut which had been inuented and
perfected in Germany for the pictures and ornamentation of books. Their
example was followed until the Thirty years lOar interrupted this progress
like it did so many others. In the books of the 18th century the German
copper-plate engrauer rarely equalled his Trench prototype, although the ani-
mated appearance of the Gothic-letters and the plain style of ornamentation
giue euidence of the practical character of the trade in olden times. This
extends through the classical period of German literature, for a whole gene-
ration, far into the nineteenth century. QD German Book-Art underwent a transformation in the nineteenth century.
Illustration, decoration and print were forced to follow historical styles which
were laid down for them in rapid succession by architecture and the decora-
tiue arts. These tendencies are still partially apparent at the present time
in the German book industry. (Dany styles haue neuer disappeared, whereas
others haue recently been resuscitated and made fresh use of. ^
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D This is especially the case in regard to works of Romantic German
authors, who since the thirties haue contributed treasures of genuine German
imagination, consisting of large illustrated works, editions de luxe and popular

editions. Q
D The classical style which regulated taste at the beginning of the century

was not deep enough to influence types and setting uery emphatically, the

printers keeping to the pleasing traditions of the Gothic letters and simple

setting- On the other hand this style showed its influence strongly in

illustrations. The fresco painter and cartoon draughtsman Cornelius, as well

as his friends, compelled the copper-plate engrauer to giue up all picturesque

effects and confine himself to outlines. Such outline style has, howeuer, fallen

into disuse in the German Book Industry, and the outline engrauing is only

to be found now in a few costly books on architecture, compiled by authors

who considered it a particularly distinguished kind of technique. The effects

of the romantic time which began in the thirties were more lasting. The artists

who illustrated the old legends and fairy tales and the young poets of the

romantic school—CDoritz uon Schwindt, Cugen Deureuther, fldolph Schroedter,

and others, particularly £udwig Richter, the darling of the German public

—

knew how to suit their pictures to the ornaments and types of the time.

To the Gothic running pattern they added firm medieual type in pleasing

contrast to the thin Gothic letters. They treated illustrations from a draught-

man’s and not from a painter’s point of uiew, either etching them in copper

or drawing them on stone, or hauing their designs reproduced by wood-cuts.

Rethel, Schnorr uon Caroisfeld and others reintroduced outline wood en-

grauing for larger works and pictures, fldolph (Denzel, who serued his

time as a young lithographer of artistic book-ornamentation, struck out a

new line in his illustrations to the History of "Frederic the Great with a

picturesque style of drawing which created a new school for wood engrauing.

O In the sixties the (Dediazual style was followed by the Dew Renaissance.

Q Since the founding of the new German Gmpire, the style called “Old

German,” a uariety of the aboue, has ousted its competitors. The rise which

industrial art took in those years bears fruit in the artistic deuelopment of

books and type till the present day. Q
!Z3 The type foundries returned to the old form of German type, especially

to the strong and picturesque “Schwabacher.” Artists such as Rudolph Seitz,

Peter Halm, Otto Hupp, €. Poepler the younger, and others who had denoted

themselues to the study of the old masters, were found to reform book orna-

mentation, both in drawing and type. In (Dunich, (Dayence, Leipsic, Berlin and

other places the Old German style was cultiuated and adopted by the better

printers for job-work and ordinary printing, and still remains popular. The

wholesome principles and the liuely effect of this renaissance style is euident

in many editions of the classical and modern poets. The more seuere Gothic

art was retained for ecclesiastical and liturgical work. Q
German bookbinding participated in this rise. The old patterns called

forth the idea of working single samples with hand gilding and leather
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mosaic, fls the number of luealthy book-Iouers is small, artisans confined
themselues more to job-morh suitable for testimonials and presentation copies
than to costly bindings. Publishers began to bring their products to the market
in a more ornamental and decorated form, in linen and half-calf bindings.
X^he old patterns mere imitated, and hand-gilding in neat pressed work was
sometimes done by uery skilful hands. Besides the bookbinding branch the
art of leather cutting has been carried to great perfection since the seuenties,
when it was first reuiued. QQ Side by side with the taste for old German print, the appreciation of
the Latin type was nourished, and Latin and German type are no longer mixed
indiscriminately. qQ It may be remembered that "^acob Grimm, the old German philologist,
was greatly in fauour of Latin types. Since that time such type has been
uery much used for scientific, business and many other purposes. Artists
and type founders took up the study of the initial letter to which Albrecht
Purer had already giuen so much thought. The seuere cut of modern Roman
letters was replaced by softer and more regular medizeual and renaissance
shapes. The Imperial Printing Office has set a good example in this respect.

rhe different tendencies of the letter press found a large field for ex-
pansion in the growing importance of the publishing trade, and went hand
in hand with the progressiue mouement of illustratiue technology. Q

Picturesque wood engrauing was toned down to great refinement by the
aid of good artists and influential schools. Phe illustrated papers in Leipsic,
Stuttgart, CDunich and elsewhere, take the lead, particularly in the wonderful
reproductions of pictures and water-colour drawings. QQ Berlin is the home of the coloured wood-cut. The wood-cut can only
maintain its ground with greath difficulty for more intricate and more art-
istic work, as the cheaper photomechanical processes haue obtained great re-
cognition for all kinds of simpler illustrations. Zinc-etching and half-tone-
etching done by means of a net—the inuention of CDeisenbach of (Dunich—and
grain-etching done in copper and zinc haue been brought to great perfection.
Of late years much work has been done concerning the exposure, the etching
and the printing from etchings in seueral colours, and more especially in
three colour chromotype. |-|

Q The photo-type process deueloped more quickly in Germany than half-tone
etching. Architectural plans and designs for industrial objects of art were
freely circulated by that means, and the process was successfully applied to
the reproduction of coloured pictures and drawings by old masters and
modern painters. qn Some fine results haue been obtained by photomechanical copper printing.
After hauing been successfully employed for the reproduction of old engrauings,
hardly to be distinguished from the originals, this fine process was used for
the reproduction of pictures by old and modern masters, and comprehensiue
series of pictures belonging to public galleries haue been published. The Im-
perial Printing Office has done exquisite work in that line. Publishers haue
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taken up photograuure uery eagerly, especially for large, “editions de luxe.” •

Besides these mechanical processes, which, in spite of their photographic
;

foundation require constant artistic superuision, the hand work of the litho- i

graphic colour-print has not only kept its place, but euen increased.
|

The German chromolithographs haue been celebrated for years for their I

faithfulness of reproduction and their exactness in scientific and artistic work,— •

aduantages which haue been useful in the production of the facsimiles of oil i

and water colour paintings. COorld-wide fame has been gained for this industry i

by the production of small aduertisement cards. Though they must conform
\

to the wishes of the customers, the taste and skill of the workmen pro-
|

ducing them has improued to a satisfactory extent. Of late photography has
|

been used as an auxiliary to lithography. D
|

All these processes, in which progress is still being made, haue procured
j

the German publishers a good repute which is not confined to one branch
|

only. In the last decades all branches of the book trade haue made use of

the increased facilities for illustration. Scientific literature has been enriched i

by the beauty and correctness of the plates, and by the faithful reproduction of
|

object lessons from nature, technical engineering, art, history, and from euery i

other branch of learning. Hot only books but periodicals and dictionaries haue i

been greatly improued by the new methods. The literary publisher has been

able to keep artistic ends in uiew in publishing illustrated editions of German
or foreign classics and modern writers- “Gditions de luxe” of patriotic and

historical works haue been published, and essays on countries and nations, art i

and nature. Colour-printing has also specially influenced the production of i

children’s picture books. The popular illustrations by uon lOerner, 10. 'Friedrich, i

P. rhumann and others led the public taste in drawing as well as in painting.

The cleuer caricaturists Busch and Oberlander restricted themselues to drawing,
j

Q In the meantime type-founders and printers haue enriched their store of
j

technique and design. Since 1880 they haue adopted the baroque and rococo

styles, and successfully applied the so-called “free-hand style” which had been

started in other countries. The latest turn in the German booh trade is a 7

result of the opposition to this; it is intimately connected with the new t

mouement in industrial art, and aims at the simplification of super-refined =

technique, and the limitation of ouergrown ornament. Q |n The book industry, similarly to industrial art, has been giuen new tendencies
|

by indiuidual persons, generally artists. Workmen, printers and publishers \

compete with artists at the present day in the promotion of this industry.

It is difficult to reuiew this new kind of work. There are no schools :

or groups,—only personalities- Ho special styles haue been deueloped by
|

different cities. The artists are of a wandering tendency, and a capable printer
|

or a publisher with refined taste is only found by chance. The young painters i

are mostly educated in CDunich, whereas Leipsic and Berlin occupy the first •

place in printing and publishing; groups of artists liue in Carlsruhe, 'Darm- i

stadt and other localities. Germany is justified in being proud of its many
|

prosperous art centres. ^ j
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Graphic illustratiue art, booU and art printing are associated in the new
actiuities. q

Artists of repute tooh the iniatiue in eleuating the different methods of
Graphic Art aboue the ordinary trade standard to which it had sunh, by
participating actiuely in the worh. Twenty-fioe years ago (Dax Klinger was
successful in restoring original etching to its position among the great arts.
Seueral Hamburg artists haue occupied themselues with decoratiue wood
cuts in :iapanese collections in their natiue city: Otto Gckmann, Peter Behrens
and others may also be mentioned- Albert Kruger has produced copies of
seueral works of old masters in exquisitely coloured wood engrauing- Q

The work of the last century in the domain of original lithography has
been excellent. CDasters possessing unique talent haue placed the results of
their fancy and obseruation on stone, among others Otto Greiner, who ap-
proaches Klinger’s style. Others haue remained painters, but contribute also
to the collector’s portfolio, and for wall decorations, graceful and effectiue,
generally coloured sheets. A group of such artists haue formed an artists’ union
in Carlsruhe, and opened a workshop of their own, in order to be independent
from a technical standpoint- An instructiue field for frequent experimenting
in this original art has been the production of aduertising placards. The best
German artists haue recently completed a series of coloured wall pictures for the
school and home, and these surpass euerything of the hind in other countries,
n Phe example set by artists has fauourably influenced industrial actiuities,
manufactories demanding better patterns and drawings and new colours. This
tendency is traced euen to the popular post-cards. pThe coloured poster offered a new sphere on a large scale for the
draughtsman. The decoratiue turn euident in all these branches of art has
been euerywhere turned to good account, and has euen influenced the processes
of mechanical reproduction. IThe consequence of the success of the poster is
that book-couers, music, title pages for newspapers, are all ornamented with
a few bright colours, sometimes by the same artists. Since 1895, two period-
icals, “Pan in Berlin and “"Augend” in (Dunich, haue struck out a new
line.

^

Periodicals for wit and humour haue taken aduantage of the new
printing methods, and seueral first-class artists haue appeared (Gd. Phony and
others). These are the best German illustrators at the present time. QQ In books, howeuer, all the best artists haue agreed not to giue illustrations
a prominent place, but to furnish the text with decorations. Such decoratiue
effects, a combination of text and picture, take the lead. Anyone who wishes
to distinguish himself can be original, decided and German, euen within these
bounds. Phis is proued in 'Joseph Sattler’s beautiful and noble art pro-
actions. His “Hibelung” is unsurpassed in the book art of all ages. Q
— Artists of the most uaried talents and tendencies are occupied with boohs

in Germany: CDelchior Lechter, a Gothic artist; G. R. COeiss, the friend of German
folk and peasant style; H. Uogeler, an artist of fine imaginatiue talent; XU.
Cissarz, a graceful decorator; Peter Behrens, a strict rhythmic artist; and many
others possessing like styles. 0

I
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The strength of the netu German book art is to be found in the great

uariety of its stylos. Q
D These artists are chiefly occupied mith works of lining and dead poets;

also with books designed for festiual occasions. The best works owe their

productions to a few publishers noted as prominent friends of art. The

printing is done in houses of the same character, of which there are only a

few in existence. During the last fine years ordinary printing houses haue

improved considerably in style. The systematic activity of the German Book

Industrial Association in Leipsic has interested and directed extended circles

belonging to this branch of industry. In addition to several experienced

offices, a number of young printers and a new group of artists have made
the most progress. The teachings of the old masters of the art of printing

are again comprehended, approved of and applied in the works of modern times.

Attention is given to a strong combination of colours, limited use of surface

ornamentation and harmony of type and decoration.

Q This work of the printers is well supported by the German type

foundries. Dor many years no such variety of new, unique type has ap-

peared as during the year 1900, Gutenberg’s anniversary. An endeavour

was made to render the Latin and German type hitherto in use fuller,

stronger and more unique. An attempt was made to overcome the dry,

mechanical, lifeless features which adhered frequently to the type of the 19th

century. German work has also still higher aims. The German nation is

the only one in COestern Gurope, which possesses a type of its own.

There are many circles which recommend the adoption of the Latin type;

there are however many friends of art, influenced not only by patriotic but

also artistic reasons, who have no desire to forfeit the many superiorities

of the type hitherto in use in Germany in order to be rid of its disadvantages.

It is their opinion that the Gothic type is more unique and animated from an

artistic point of view, and possesses more character. They call to remembrance

the fact that the Gothic type has not been forgotten even in foreign countries.

They are therefore endeavouring to enliven the styles hitherto used. Gothic and

Schwabacher, and also to resuscitate the more simple Gothic and half-Gothic

forms used in the time of Gutenberg. The first important work printed in

this style was the catalogue for the German Gmpire for the Paris exhibition

in 1900, printed by the Imperial Printing Office, with type designed by George

Schiller. The type was suited to the German, Drench and Gnglish editions.

Q Genuine artists have become interested in the various styles of type,

this constituting the most difficult task in decorative art. These have been

aided by a number of type foundries whose proprietors possessed courage

and fine feeling. Otto Hupp, Peter Behrens and Heinz Kbnig are worthy of

mention. A decorative type, possessing a strong, unique surface effect, was
produced by Otto Gckmann, whose artistic career was recently cut short by

an early death. A brisk, earnest spirit of competition prevails at the present

time in German typographic art; the German type foundries allow no foreign

establishments to excel them in artistic productions. Q
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Q German book-binding has not as yet receiued sufficient orders for
single valuable works, as the small circle of friends of art increases uery
gradually. Prosperous wholesale book-binding establishments endeavour to
satisfy the claims of the new styles of art. They are abandoning the coarse
effects which might be produced by coloured print and excessive gilding, and
are employing carefully chosen and moderately decorated genuine stuffs.

Leading artists are occasionally engaged in such establishments.
The year 1904 finds German book art hard at work. R\\ the technical

results attained during the 19th century must now be converted into artistic

results. "Justly considered, this work is a struggle, but one that will surely
lead to victory. qD Peter "Jessen.

H
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he photographic industry cannot be compared either in size,

importance or extension to the greater industries. The whole
value of its productions is but trifling in proportion, for
instance, to that of the chemical industry. Puring the last
ten years however enormous strides have been made, and
photographic productions have acquired a well merited repu-

tation in the world’s market. The development of the photographic industry coin-
cides with the invention of the dry plate. By means of the dry plate, the possi-
bility arose of rendering photography more popular, and the last decade has
seen the expansion of this process in a quite unanticipated and rapid manner.
In Germany the camera is the constant companion of a large number of the
educated classes, and although the photographic industry only partly owes
its origin to the general spread of photography, still its speedy development
is greatly due to the same. On the other hand, however, this speedy develop-
ment can be traced back to the progress made in reproductive processes.
Photo-mechanical book-illustration has especially been brought to a high state
of perfection in all civilised countries, and its productions take an important
place among the means of illustration. Phe value of the photo-mechanical
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;
rcproductiue process for the history of ciuilisation is due to tujo circumstances;

’ firstly, that it can supply an objectiue photograph of the illustration, secondly,

)
that its productions are superior to and less costly than any that can be obtained

5 from the hand of an artist or technologist. (Oood-cuts, lithographs and copper-

;
plate engrauings in their different uariations haue competed with the mechanical

reproductive process in a struggle, the energy of iwhich has been nearly without

, a precedent; this struggle hoioeuer terminated in a victory for the mechanical

;

process wherever the older illustrative technologists could not hold their own
by the merits of their art. To-day it is an accomplished fact, that mechanical

reproduction, owing its origin and fundamental conditions to photography,

: has supplanted the old hand-reproduction process almost everywhere. The
general use of photography, coupled with the extraordinary increase of illus-

: trative material through photo-mechanical reproduction, has created the

photographic industry in Germany. Q
I
Q The principal features of photographic achievements have changed with

r time. The portrait stood in the centre of interest thirty years ago, and in

^ speaking of photographers one invariably meant portrait photographers. This

i

kind of photography has however to-day become almost a thing of the past.

; In Germany, it is true, portrait photography as well as its mechanical applic-

' ation still plays an important role. The same also applies to that artistic and

< mechanical work which has only arrived at a state of perfection during the

;

last few years; but taken as a whole, they have been pushed aside and have

become less important for the photographic industry in the same proportion
‘ in which other photographic branches have come to the fore.

I
Professional photography is at present engaged in a very severe struggle.

I
Its old representatives, who principally used photography from a technical-

t mechanical point of view in business, are in a bad position. The old traditions
' have receded more and more before the advance of new conditions, neither

;
has photography been spared by the tendency of the age, which has brought

. larger industries to the front to the disadvantage of smaller industries

i
wherever the conditions for such a development were favourable. The average

photographic productions in portraiture have sunk considerably in value to-day,

. and the simplification of photographic portraiture has naturally been accom-

panied by changes which from the standpoint of technical development cannot

be regretted, but which haue, however, resulted in the little portrait-studios

! of photographers being mostly replaced by larger industrial concerns combined

with other mercantile businesses. D
^ ^ Thus some of the old representatives of portrait-photography have gradually

i disappeared, others only just manage to exist, whereas a small fraction have

;
understood how to attain to that high perfection in their art which guarantees

I
their thriving even under existing circumstances. Professional artistic portrait-

photography originated from this movement, and its productions certainly

deserve general interest. This pleasing process has been stimulated by the

» action of prominent amateur-photographers. Those amateurs who followed

artistic photography as a hobby were able to give their ideas free scope, and
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hauc thus shown professional photographers what can be achieued in the art;
;

and if to-day our foremost photographers haue risen to an unforeseen stand- ^

ard of artistic excellence, it is mainly due to the stimulus of such amateurs. ^

Q The possibilities of photography in seruing science and technology through '

its objectiueness haue also been increased. The triumphs obtained in this
[

direction are great and numerous. Hot only has reproductiue photography i

largely increased, not only do its productions take a numerically fauourable :

place in illustrating, but they haue also considerably increased in ualue. In
\

Germany the three-coloured print especially has reached a high state of per-
I

fection. In illustrating scientific and artistic works it now occupies an impor- i

tant place. The three-coloured print is adapting itself more and more in its
j

productions to existing requirements, and the facsimile reproductions of euen
|

i

the most difficult originals are no longer impossible. Three-colour helio- ^

graphic printing has yielded the most astonishing results in Germany, and i

hauing been deueloped on a purely mechanical basis it can now be employed
in the most difficult work by reason of the improuement and perfection of its ;

technic. In this branch, such names as Obermetter, Albert, Buxenstein, i

Schelter & Giesecke, Trisch, and others haue obtained a uniuersal reputation.
;

Q Some branches of photo-mechanical reproduction in Germany haue passed i

through a stormy epoch of deuelopment, principally caused by the popularity
of picture postcards, targe sums are turned ouer annually in Germany in I

their production, and still the demand increases. It cannot howeuer be denied
that the enormous quantity of picture postcards produced has to a certain ex- I

tent damaged photo-mechanical reproduction and thus caused it to degenerate,
j

‘

This is particularly the case in heliographic printing, which the illustrated :

postcard has only affected as far as quantity is concerned. The prices haue I i

also sunk in an alarming manner through wholesale multiplication. Q f
•

Q The mechanical reproductiue process, in which a printing press is used, I

|

has lately met an unexpected competitor in the shape of the photographic
|

*

rotary printing machine; this is a mechanical and chemical process in which i

'

bromide-siluer-paper plays an important part, and was originally uery limited I |

in its sphere of actiuity. Germany formerly only possessed one establishment
|

{

which produced the so-called rotary photographs in any quantity. To-day this ;

establishment has not only increased its works on a large scale, but a number
:

t

of other establishments haue sprung up beside it as well; their number is con- \

stantly increasing, and most of these works are doing a large and successful I

business. The bromide-siluer-postcards and other productions of this in- i

dustry are sent by Germany to all parts of the world, and she dominates
the greater part of the world’s market in this article. d
n If we turn to the single photographic-chemical industries, we find fore- !

most in Germany the manufacture of photographic-chemicals, plates and paper.
!

The increasing deuelopment of chemical industry in Germany also causes i i

its photo-chemical productions to enjoy a well deserued reputation. The manu- '

facture of deuelopers, precious metal-salts and other chemical preparations ^

for photographic purposes, forms an important part of the chemical productions
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of Germany. The number of chemical works which make a speciality of photo-
graphic preparations has considerably increased during the last few years,

and whereas formerly almost only raw-material was manufactured, the manu-
facture of photographic solutions and preparations ready for use has made
great progress. Hereby the requirements of amateurs haue been met. Q

The German photographic dry-plate enjoys general fauour. Germany
exports dry plates to foreign countries from its large dry-plate factories,

which for the most part work with great success. Austria, Russia, Horway
and Sweden particularly, and to a smaller extent also Prance, are custom-
ers to Germany for dry-plates. The manufacture of colour sensitiue plates,

and so-called photo-chromatic plates for colour-photography, has receiued

from German experimenters an epoch-making stimulus, and industry is striuing

to turn this recent success to the best aduantage. The manufacture of dry-

plates in flexible layers, so-called films, which were imported from abroad
till recently, is now making fauourable progress, and the home manu-
factures already deserue to be classed with those from abroad. Q
Q Photographic paper, the manufacture of which, thanks to the general use
of albuminised paper, was formerly almost a German monopoly, is now no
longer so. Chloride of siluer-collodion paper, which partly ousted albuminised
paper, and in particular, different sorts of bromide siluer-paper, which enjoy

increasing fauour, are manufactured in equally good qualities in all ciuilised

countries. 0
0 Chloride-siluer deuelopment paper, after hauing been first manufactured
successfully in America is gradually becoming more popular in Germany, and
is produced in the best quality by German manufacturers. Che manufacture
of photographic apparatuses has now reached a climax of technical finish, and
is largely carried on in Germany. The manufacture of first class apparatuses

for all branches of scientific photography, for explorations and for the increasing

requirements of reproduction-technology in Germany, is almost entirely carried

on at home, and large numbers amounting to a considerable ualue are sent

abroad. The industry in cheaper apparatuses of lesser ualue has especially in-

creased and become more uaried. The principal seats of manufacture are Leipsic,

"Dresden, Gbrlitz, Berlin, Trankfort o. CD., CDunich, &c. A distinct type of appara-

tus such as is made in America and Gngland for the use of amateurs has not

deueloped in Germany. On the contrary apparatuses of uery different con-

struction and shape are produced. "From the expensiue apparatus in the hands
of the wealthy and earnest louer of photography down to apparatuses which

with plate, paper and chemicals, are sold at a retail price of 30 pfennig,

all kinds are supplied by German manufacturers. 0
0 In Germany the so-called folding camera (Klappkamera) is, in distinction

to the peculiar type of Gnglish, Trench and American camera, much sought

after, although cameras of the kodak type are gaining more and more.

One can say in general, that the auerage sale price of German apparatuses

is about equal to the auerage price of Trench apparatuses, and keeps aboue
the sale prices of Gnglish and American amateur-apparatuses. German cameras
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are as a rule less adapted to the purely mechanical and simple use of super-

ficial amateurs than is generally the case mith foreign manufactures-

LI I^he manufacture of photographic object glasses is of particular interest, not

only because of their great ualue, but also because of the enormous progress

shown in the scientific and technical loorUmanship of such productions. Stein-

heil who was the pioneer in the sixties and seuenties in photographic optics,

was followed in the eighties by flbbe and Schott who laid down its funda-

mental principles; on this foundation the deuelopment of the construction of

photographic objectiues, in which Germany took the lead, is based, nowa-
days the older photographic types are only used for inferior and uery cheap
cameras in Germany, flil better apparatuses are supplied with modern
anastigmatic object glasses, which can be manufactured to-day at a compara-
tiuely low price, and in a uery large uariety of constructions. Side by side with
the old firms in this branch, uiz., Zeiss, Uoigtlander, Goerz, and Steinheil, a
series of young firms haue lately arisen whose manufactures are highly com-
mendable, and whose instruments, although comparatiuely cheap, satisfy the

highest requirements. The production in Germany of modern first class object

glasses has reached a high ualue, 15-20,000 of such instruments being pro-

duced annually, and sold not only in Germany but in all ciuilised countries.

German object glasses are sent in large numbers to Gngland, "France, America,
particularly howeuer to Russia, Horway, Sweden, Austria and Italy. "Japan

also imports many German instruments. If an auerage price of 150 marks
= £ 7 10/0 per objectiue is assumed, then the sale price of manufactured
apparatuses amounts annually to 2-3 million marks. In addition to this the

great mass of inferior and cheaper object glasses used for cheaper cameras
must be taken into consideration- Their number will not be estimated too
high at 100-150,000, and their auerage ualue is about 15-20 marks each.

In concluding this reuiew some statistical data may be introduced which
howeuer can only lay claim to partial accuracy. The number of photographic
establishments according to trade statistics amounts to about 5,000; 12,000
people are employed in them, and indeed in about the half of these businesses
there is only one assistant- Stone and zinc printing is carried on in about
3,000 establishments employing about 23,000 persons, copperplate (printing)

in about 150 places with about 800 workmen, and colour printing in about
300 places with about 7,000 workmen. Hot all of these works deuote them-
selues to photography- The number of photographic studios which only occupy
themselues with the production of portraits in Germany is about 4,000 with
a staff of 12,000 including owners and assistants. The heliographical print-

ing works haue grown considerably in number and size of late years. There
are about 200 factories at work employing about 2,500 persons. 100 estab-

lishments are occupied with enlarging and retouching photographs, and in

photographic rotary printing, at least 1,000-1,500 workmen are employed-
Photographic shops which look upon the selling of photographic pro-

ductions as their chief business, number about 800, and there are probably
about 4,000 persons occupied in these businesses. The photographic material
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industry probably employs about 2^000 workmen. About 30 establishments

with perhaps 2,000 workmen produce photographic object glasses. In the photo-

graphic plate and paper industry there are about 60 establishments, which
giue occupation to nearly 1,500 workmen.

Q Unfortunately it is not possible to find out how great the sale ualue of

all the photographic products in Germany is; an approximate ualuation amounts
to between 30—4o million of marks. Though ail the aboue statistics are some-
what uncertain, they suffice to proue that the photographic industry occupies

an important place among the lesser industries in Germany, and that it has
attained an honourable and euen leading position in the world’s market, which
bids fair for its future healthy deuelopment and expansion. Q
Q A. CDiethe.

iiiis:
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udging from the many factories, their uaried hind of manu-
factures, their output and large export trade, the musical in-

strument industry occupies an important position in the Ger-

man Gmpire. All ouer the world German musical instruments
are certain of finding a ready market, and as far as the

ualue of their export is concerned, which has aueraged
40 million marks annually during the last few years, no other country can

compare with Germany.
Li The extent to which this industry has deueloped during the last thirty

years is especially noteworthy, as it has been the means of transforming a large

number of small works of modest pretensions into important factories fitted

up with the most modern machinery and appliances. Although the German
musical instrument industry, particularly piano making, could boast of uery

many noteworthy firms as far back as the last century, which did much to im-
proue and deuelop the trade, it was yet uery confined until after the middle
of the 19th century. lOith the exception of (Darkneukirchen and (Dittenwald

uiolins, and Uogtland musical instruments, which found general fauour at

the London exhibition of 1851, German musical instruments were uery little

known up till then in the international market.
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fl ucry marked difference tuas to be seen at the second London exhibition

in the 1862. It mas monderful hoio euery branch of the musical instru-

ment industry had deueloped in so comparatiuely short a time. The German
piano industry in particular had made great strides in its improuement, and
it mas then that the foundation stone of the export to Gngland, mhich nom
yields the annual sum of about 13 million marks, mas laid.

Seueral years later follomed the political changes and establishment of the

German Gmpire, mhich facilitated trading mith foreign countries; the use of

steam pomer and mechanical means of morking also gaue the industry a stimulus
in the seuenties and eighties, resulting in a sudden gromth mhich has neuer
been paralleled in the history of the industry either before or since. Q
Q COhilst the export of musical instruments from the German Customs
Union in 1862 only amounted to 844,550 kgs, it rose in 1867 to 1,631,200 kgs,
and the further increase of the export trade can be seen from the folloming
list of figures deriued from the export statistics. Q

In
CDeter-zentner Ualue

(100 kg) in marks

1873 29,300 16,110,000
1880 63,632 21,657,000
1898 151,350 37,948,000
1902 166,756 44,092,000

n Che folloming data shorn horn the ualue of the export is distributed ouer
different countries; they haue been compiled from the export statistics for 1901

:

Great Britain and Ireland 16,215,000 marks, British Australia 6,539,000 marks,
Russia 4,731,000 marks. United States of America 3,286,000 marks, Holland
2.067.000 marks, Austrian Cmpire 1,506,000 marks, Smitzerland 1,082,000
marks, British South Africa 1,062,000 marks, Belgium 1,032,000 marks, Italy

766.000 marks, Argentine Republic 743,000 marks, "France 719,000 marks,
Smeden 688,000 marks, "Denmark 573,000 marks. Chili 567,000 marks. Dor-
may 514,000 marks, CDexico 509,000 marks, British India 482,000 marks,
Brazil 395,000 marks, Portugal 297,000 marks, Roumania 174,000 marks,
British Dorth America 159,000 marks, Uruguay 142,000 marks. The "Dutch
Cast Indies 128,000 marks, Peru 121,000 marks, Portorico and Cuba 114,000
marks, Ggypt 111,000 marks, China 105,000 marks, Spain 96,000 marks, and
Central America 45,000 marks. Q

Che manufacture of musical instruments is more or less spread all

ouer Germany, but in addition of this, some important centres haue sprung
up and become famous for certain branches of the industry luhich are carried
on there. Q
n ^be most important of these centres is the Uogtiand in Saxony, the
principal places being (Darkneukirchen and Klingenthal; an extensiue domestic
industry is carried on there, and a number of factories are also engaged in
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the production of string and wind instruments, harmoniums, &c-, which are
exported by large local firms. The number of hands employed in this
neighbourhood will hardly be ouerrated if estimated at 5,000.

Recording to the official census for 1895, the musical instrument industry
in Germany comprised 6,745 establishments employing 29,272 operatiues;
this number, howeuer, does not include the large number of carpenters and
the commercial staff belonging to the industry, as they were classified under
a different heading. The distribution of the establishments was as follows:
CDanufacture of pianos and organs 1,862 establishments with 15,921 persons
employed; manufacture of uiolins 1,137 establishments with 1,782 persons em-
ployed; manufacture of harmoniums 1,649 establishments with 3,972 persons
employed; manufacture of other musical instruments 2,097 establishments with
7,597 persons employed.

196 of the aboue works were fitted up with steam, 26 with hydraulic power,
89 with gas motors, 9 with benzine motors and 12 with electricity, making a
total of 332 establishments employing motiue power amounting to 3,544 H.P.

The annual output, which amounts to 80,000
instruments, bears witness to the prosperous con-

dition of this German industry. Q
In the 18th century the practical application of

hammer mechanism was first made in Germany, and with this improuement
piano-making was introduced from that country into Trance and Gngland.
During the following years a gradual deuelopment took place in German
piano-making, and in the latter half of the 19th century, especially in

the seuenties, the industry took a sudden rise which has not yet attained

its culminating point. In the beginning of 1903, there were 465 piano
factories in Germany, 167 of which were situated in Berlin, 27 at Stuttgart,

21 at Dresden, 16 at Leipsic, 8 at Hamburg, 10 at Ciegnitz, 9 at Zeitz, whilst

the remainder were scattered all ouer Germany. (Dore than half of their

manufactures are exported to foreign countries. The following figures,

which are based on Imperial statistics, furnish a proof of the rapid in-

crease in exportation. The ualue of ready made pianos and piano parts ex-

ported was:

In
CDctcr-zentner Ualue

(100 kg) in marks

1880 36,288 7,982,000
1886 64,676 14,875,000
1890 79,863 1 8,369,000
1898 111,631 25,675,000
1902 123,247 28,963,000

[

The principal markets for German pianos according to the statistics of 1901

were: Great Britain: 12,995,000 marks, British Australia: 6,102,000 marks.

I&
The CDanufacture

of 'Pianos,
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Russia: 2,007,000 marUs, Holland: 1,502,000 marks, and the South American
republics. South Africa, Belgium, Italy, and Scandinauia. Q

The success of German pianos is greatly due to the fact that they are
comparatiuely cheap, and possess all the qualities required in a good piano.

They are full and rich in tone, the construction is the most modern, and
great attention is paid to the frames being made solid and durable, and
they are fitted up with quiet elegance and good taste, as well as adapted
to the indiuidual markets.

The branch establishments for making the different mechanical parts
of the piano haue also increased. The most important of these special

branches is the manufacture of piano mechanism which was represented by
30 establishments in 1903, counting amongst their number important factories

in Berlin, Hamburg, Leipsic, and Stuttgart. Then follows the key-board manu-
facture with 50 establishments, whilst the manufacture and couering of

hammers occupied about 25 somewhat smaller firms. Q
Q These special branches not only manufacture for the German piano in-

dustry, but do a large export trade with foreign countries.

Besides these, there are a great many other factories—in the year 1903
there were as many as 280—which are not classified under the head of
musical instruments, though they manufacture the different parts belonging
to the piano, such as: cast steel strings, wires, felt, plates, bronze, iron,

and wooden parts of the piano, wooden earning, &c. Q
In wire strings and felt, Germany, besides supplying her own require-

ments, also carries on a large trade with foreign countries. The oldest and
most important firm for making felt for pianos has its seat at COurzen and
teipsic. Piuots and pins are principally made in QJestphalia (Plettenberg,
Heuenrade, COerdohl), candle-sticks, pedals and handles at Iserlohn, Dresden
and Berlin; the decorative wooden parts of pianos, wood carving, &c. are
^iefly supplied by Berlin and Zeitz. 0

has attained a high stage of perfection in Ger-
many. A great many of the improvements in

organ manufacture may be justly put down to

German masters. Q
In the year 1903 there were 275 factories for

the manufacture of church-organs, of which the greater number were small
establishments working only for the home trade. There are however a con-
siderable number of large and important factories which supply both the
home and foreign markets. The pneumatic system has almost entirely super-
seded the old mechanical system. Q

The manufacture of harmoniums, which in the year 1903 was estimated
to comprise 45 establishments, has risen considerably of late years. The
American (sucking) system has a soft full tone, and produces altogether a
more pleasing instrument than the old-fashioned one of former years. It is

only natural that this has increased the manufacture, and a great many of
the old and new factories which have taken it up are now doing a flourishing

I
i\D

The (Danufacture
of Organs and
Harmoniums
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The (Danufacturc of

CDechanical (Dusical

Instruments

business. Ldpsic and its surrounding districts arc the chief centres for this
neiu industry for the manufacture of organs and harmoniums lohich success-
fully compete with those of American firms. Harmoniums built on the old
(compressed) system, which are still appreciated by some connoisseurs, are
chiefly constructed in South Germany. Q

which embraces all instruments constructed to

emit sounds by means of pin rollers, perforated
rollers or discs, is chiefly restricted to a few
industrial districts or localities. Q

The chief seat of the manufacture of flute-

organs and orchestrions for almost a century has been the Blach Torest
(Baden), and the uarious parts belonging to the instruments are manufactured
at the towns of "Freiburg, Uillingen, Turtwangen, Uoehrenbach and Unter-
hirnach. The oldest and most important factory of this description is that
of CDessrs. (D. COelte & Sons at ¥reiburg i. B., which besides carrying on a con-
siderable export trade to America has a branch establishment at Dew York.
Lately, howeuer, the manufacture of such instruments has been undertaken at
other places, such as Leipsic, Berlin, &c. In 1903 there were 45 such establish-
ments in the Gmpire doing a good export trade especially with India and Russia.

Q The manufacture of barrel-organs with pipes and pin-rollers is

chiefly carried on in COaldkirch in Baden (the oldest seat of this industry),
Berlin, Zittau in Saxony and in one or two isolated factories. In 1903 Ger-
many had 32 factories. Barrel-organs with a clarionet-stop and perfo-
rated music-sheets, so-called “hurdy-gurdies,” are manufactured chiefly in

large works at Leipsic, Gera (Reuss), and Berlin. Q
The branch which up to a few years ago was economically the most

important, is the manufacture of mechanical organs fitted with a steel-
comb and perforated disc, which was inuented in Leipsic, and has retained
its seat in that city. QQ These instruments are made in the shape of musical boxes, dime-in-
the-slot apparatus, cupboards and clocks, in all sizes and at uarying prices;

during the course of the last few years, howeuer, fewer haue been sold, as
the taste of the general public has been diuerted to other manufactures, such as
automatic speaking instruments (Grammophones,Phonographs) and orchestrions.
The factories concerned haue consequently been obliged either to decrease their

output, or to turn their attention to new articles (automatic speaking instru-
ments, piano-orchestrions, &c.). Aboue all howeuer the home demand for

orchestrion like instruments with pneumatic and perforated sheets of notes,
especially for the so-called piano orchestrion (piano combined with orchestrion),

has risen quite unexpectedly, since instruments with steel combs haue become
less popular lately. Glectricity is chiefly used to work the aboue mentioned instru-

ments, and they are generally fitted up as automatic and dime-in-the-slot machines.
Piano organs, the manufacture of which is chiefly carried on at Leipsic,

Zittau, and in Berlin, may also be mentioned here, as their popularity has
considerably increased of late. Q
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The CDanufacture of

Stringed Instruments
and Strings

O During the course of the last two years the manufacture of mechanical piano
playing apparatuses has been added to this branch, and as they most probably haue
euery chance of success, seueral firms haue occupied themselues in their production-
’ is spread all ouer Germany, and is chiefly

carried on in small factories and in the
homes of the workers- The productions of

the old Italian school still serue as models
for present manufacturers- The numerous

attempts to alter the normal shape of the uiolin haue neuer proued successful-
The chief centres for the wholesale manufacture and export of stringed instru-
ments are (Darkneuhirchen in the Saxon Uogtland, and CDittenwald in Upper
Bauaria- In (Darkneukirchen this industry is greatly fostered through the
patronage of the Saxon Gouernment, and a technical school, subsidised by the
State, has been erected for learning the branch- Q

The manufacture of the different parts of the uiolin and other stringed
instruments is chiefly carried on in the workers’ own homes- Bows of uarious
prices are made in (Darkneukirchen and its neighbouring districts, which haue
become famed for the high pitch of perfection they haue attained-

O "For the manufacture of guitars, mandolines, zithers, banjos and such like
instruments, CDarkneukirchen and its neighbourhood has almost a monopoly,
although Klingenthal in Saxony, Hohanngeorgenstadt in the Grz (Dountains^
and Dresden haue started the manufacture of accordion zithers with great
success- Concert zithers of the best kind are supplied by South Germany-

Che manufacture of gut strings has risen considerably in (Darkneukirchen
and its neighbouring districts- qThe trade statistics of the year 1895 shew that the 90 factories in tha
Saxon Uogtland were able to supply half the demand of the international
market, as well as the home one-

rhe CDanufacture of

Harmonicas

was carried on in Germany in the year
1903 by 135 large factories, without in-

cluding the smaller ones- Klingenthal in
the Saxon Uogtland, and its neighbouring

districts is the great manufacturing seat for accordions and concertinas; then
follow Gera (Reuss), flltenburg (Saxon-Rltenburg), Berlin, (Dagdeburg, Leipsic,
and other places with only single factories- 50 factories were also occupied
in manufacturing different parts of harmonicas in 1903-
Q The only places of note where mouth harmonicas are made in great quan-
ities are Klingenthal, its surrounding districts and Drossingen in COurtemberg-

' Brass and wooden wind instruments are
made in great quantities by smaller fac-

tories all ouer Germany; in the Saxon
Uogtland howeuer a centre of this branch
is formed by the places (Darkneukirchen,
Klingenthal, fldorf and Schoeneck- Single

i
The CDanufacture of COind
Instruments and Instru-
ments of Percussion, &c-,

vuith theirAppurtenances,

parts for metal wind instruments are also manufactured at (Darkneukirchen.
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German mind instruments haue become uery popular, and haue entirely I

ouercome the former prejudice entertained against them. Q j |

Some firms produce excellent instruments, quite works of art in this line.

In the year 1903 it was estimated that 170 establishments were employed in
|

making brass wind instruments (including some uery large factories), and I

120 establishments with the manufacture of wood wind instruments; the ’

;

workshops for repairing, of which there are seueral, are not included in this
'

‘

estimate. QJ |

Q Drums and other such instruments are manufactured by some uery large • i

firms in CDarkneukirchen, Berlin, Grfurt, lOeissenfels, &c., and in the year 1903
;

there were 40 such establishments, generally in connection with uellum factories, i

‘

flll the different parts of wind and stringed instruments (such as cases,
|

boxes, mechanisms, mutes, rosin, &c.) are made in large quantities in the
| |

manufacturing districts of the Saxon Dogtland. Implements for tuning pianos ’

j

and zithers are made in Stuttgart, Suhl and (Dehlis in Thuringia. These last |
;

two places also do a large trade in metal music-stands and mounts of drums, , I

in addition to their staple manufactures, such as tuning forks, triangles, i

chimes of bells, &c. Children’s instruments (now no longer included in the
\

I

export statistics of musical instruments) in the shape of toy harmonicas, !
«

trumpets, flageolets, fiddles, drums, &c., are made in enormous quantities
\ i

in the uicinity of Klingenthal in Saxony; steel pianos, smaller peals of bells
|

and other instruments are made in the Crz (Dountain districts of Borsten- ! !

dorf, Cppendorf and Grunhainichen; musical boxes and dolls are made in
:

Sonneberg in Thuringia; children’s trumpets and jew’s harps in Turth and
j

“

Duremberg. 0 I
;

Q In bringing this article to a close, it is only necessary to add the Trade
j

^

Unions Report on the statistics of the years 1891 and 1902 of the industry of ;

'

musical instruments, which according to the regulations of the Trade Union
f

i

only embraces genuine industrial establishments. 0 j
!

0 The Trade Union numbered in its 3 sections, Berlin, Leipsic and Stutt- ? !

gart in 1891 a total of 824 factories employing 16,701 insured operatiues,
i

receiuing 16,932,351 marks in wages, whilst the annual report for 1902 shows 1 i

that there are 1,071 factories employing 24,930 able workmen and paying ,

27,946,858 marks in the industry. Trom the aboue statistics, which show ; i

a considerable increase in factories and operatiues during the last eleuen .

'

years, the statements made at the beginning of this article, that the production
; |

of musical instruments in Germany is in a constant stage of deuelopment,
j j

are both substantiated and proued. 0 I

0 Paul de lOit. ! !

I
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he chemical industry is more than all other industries a
creation of the 19th century. In former centuries the demand
for ail hinds of chemicals loas uery slight, being limited to
a series of substances used as curatiues tuhich mere prepared
by apothecaries and doctors only to the required amount,
and to seueral metallic oxides and mineral dyes, obtained

partly as by-products in smelting establishments, and partly prepared according
to ancient and troublesome receipts by those glass-makers and potters loho
required them. Such products as alum mere prepared here and there on a
somemhat more extensiue scale for the trade, and signs are not lacking
mhich indicate that alchemists, mho mere obliged to make most of the ma-
terials they used mith their omn hands, sold a part of their products.

On the other hand, the idea of a systematic manufacture of chemicals
on a commercial scale first arose tomards the end of the 18th century,
coincident mith the laying of the foundations of the chemical science of to-day!
(Oith the recognition of the many useful applications of such products as
sulphuric acid, nitric acid, soda, &c., in all branches of trade, enterprising
people mere found ready to undertake the manufacture of these products on
a large scale, first in Gngland and "France, and later in Germany. XThe results
exceeded their fondest expectations, as almost about the same time the
scientific progress made by older industries based on dyeing and printing,
bleaching, soap and glass making, and ceramic arts, made the use of chemicals
euerymhere necessary. Chemical industry mas soon established in Germany,
mhere it mas hailed by the large number of mell trained apothecaries as a
melcome enlargement of their former field of mork, but only a limited market
mas found for the products as long as other industries remained stationary,
rhe deuelopment of the German chemical industry to its present magnitude only
took place after the decided transformation of Germany from an agricultural
into an industrial state, the deuelopment of means of intercourse and the
opening up of foreign markets. The chemical industry of Germany homeuer
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is indebted to the excellent training luhich its representatiues mere enabled

to enjoy through the progress of scientific chemical inuestigation, for the

reliable and rapid deuelopment of its foreign relations.

Correspondingly mith this course of deuelopment the sequence in mhich
the uarious branches of German chemical industry haue gromn has differed

from that in other industrial countries. In Cngland for example, the acid

and alUali industries deueloped uery soon to such an extent that it became
necessary to look to foreign markets for the disposal of the greater part of

the products, but in Germany these industries made such sloiu progress that

for many years it mas impossible to auoid the importation into Germany of

such products as soda, bleaching pomder and caustic soda. On the other

hand the manufacture of superior kinds of chemicals and pharmaceutical

preparations, undertaken in connection mith the old apothecary establishments,

soon increased in importance, as young inuestigators, fresh from the schools

of such men as Liebig, COohler and Bunsen, sought in the chemical industry

a field for the application of their scientific attainments. The dyeing industry,

mhich originated in Prance in the second half of the 19th century, mas taken

up by Gngland mith much enthusiasm, but mas homeuer deueloped there

only to a limited extent. In Germany, on the contrary, the most fauourable

conditions mere found for its fullest ultimate deuelopment, and it soon grem
to an unexpected magnitude in spite of the fact that for a long time it

remained dependent on foreign countries for its necessary ram materials.

The enormous needs of the dyeing industry for chemicals of all kinds, the

continuous erection of entirely nem chemical factories, the establishment and
deuelopment of potash mining in Germany, the groming importance of the

ammoniO'Soda process and the increasing use of electro-chemical methods of

manufacture, all these and many other factors haue serued for the establishment

of the German chemical industry, and at the beginning of the tmentieth

century, all branches enjoy the greatest prosperity and contribute mutually

tomards each others’ success.

The folloming statements briefly shorn the present position of the most
important branches of the chemical industry, and at the same time form a

comment upon the achieuements which haue played especially prominent parts

in the deuelopment of the seueral branches. O
The acid and alkali industry, the sphere of actiuity of which was

narrowly limited and definitely prescribed as long as it was restricted to the

Leblanc soda process with its subordinate industries, has safely passed the

crisis brought about by the introduction of the ammonio-soda process, and
has been greatly elaborated. The Leblanc method has not been abandoned,

but is used in the preparation of caustic soda and principally in preparing

caustic potash from Stassfurt chloride of potassium. The hydrochloric acid

obtained as a by-product in this process is indispensable for the dyeing

industry. The enormous use of hydrochloric acid for the preparation of

chloric and bleaching powder has steadily decreased, the final solution of the

problem of electrolytic decomposition of alkali chlorides hauing opened up an
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extremely abundant source of pure chlorine. Independently of these methods
of ujork, the great abundance of salt in Germany is turned to account in

the ammonio'soda process- Q
The sulphuric acid industry, the ratu material for which is almost ex-

clusiuely obtained from Spanish pyrites, is no longer limited to the trouble-
some lead chambers- following the pioneering work of the greatest of German
manufactories, the “Badische flnilin- und Sodafabrik” at Cudwigshauen-on*
the-Rhine, seueral establishments now employ methods which produce sul-

phuric acid by the direct union of sulphurous acid with the oxygen of the
atmosphere, by which method acid of any desired concentration can be
prepared. Q

fl large number of inorganic industries are closely connected with the
acid and alkali industries. The manufacture of artificial fertilizers, the alu-
mina, borax, baryta and strontia industries, the preparation of compressed
and liquefied gases, cyanogen and chromium salts and the manufacture of
sulphites and hyposulphites supplement and enlarge the operation of the old
acid and soda manufacturies in uarious directions-

O ^^he manufacture of fine chemicals has long ceased to be a small
industry. It had deueloped to an astounding extent both in the diuersity and
the quantity of its products. The large number of laboratories supported by
public or priuate means, which are scattered all ouer the country, the amount
of scientific work carried on in all chemical manufactories, the increasing
needs of dye works, printing houses, paper factories and other industrial
establishments which use uarious kinds of chemicals, and the marked ex-
pansion of photography—all these conduce to the creation of an euer increasing
market for this branch of chemical industry.

n The manufacture of fine chemicals includes amongst its innouations that
of salts of rare earths. Only a few years ago these were almost unknown
euen to chemists, but to-day they are prepared on a large scale for the in-

candescent gas-lamp industry. The raw material for this new manufacture
is mineral monazit, the Brazilian kind being almost exclusiuely used. Q

The production of the deriuates of coal-tar, also called “tar distillation,”
could not reach any uery great importance as long as it was confined to the
tar produced in gas works, this quantity being necessarily small during the
time preuious to the general introduction of gas as a means of illumination
in priuate houses. Guer since gas has been so generally introduced for light-
ing and heating, but chiefly since the coke factories in all the German coal
districts haue taken to recouering all their by-products, such a great quantity
of tar has been produced that the factories for working it up haue grown
to enormous proportions. 0n The distillation of tar is carried further in Germany than is customary
in Gngland, for not only are the crude fractions of the tar prepared and made
use of commercially, but also the pure hydrocarbons and phenols. pO The transformation of these constituents of tar into direct raw materials
for the dyeing industry (aniline, naphthylamine, naphthol, &c.) has deueloped
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into a special branch of industry, which is carried on partly quite indepen-
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dently, partly in connection with great dyeing factories, but in euery case
completely isolated from the real manufacture of dyes. QQ fls is well hnown, the manufacture of coal-tar dyes has deueloped
to an exceptionally high degree in Germany, producing without doubt the
greater part of the dyes used throughout the whole world. It requires

chemists of the broadest and most thorough scientific training, and receiues

therefore the uery greatest benefit from the extreme deuelopment of scientific

chemical instruction in Germany. Tor the purpose of its further deuelopment,
howeuer, it is necessary to maintain extensiue and expensiue laboratories for

further inuestigations in theoretical chemistry, fls a matter of fact a great

number of important scientific achieuements haue issued from the laboratories

of dye works. Q
During the last two decades the number of new dyes introduced into

the trade by the German manufacturers mounts up into the hundreds, of

which only a few groups can be mentioned here. Q
The technical synthesis of alizarin, accomplished toward the end of the

seuenties, has led to the discouery of a whole group of dye stuffs, closely

related to alizarin in their nature and method of use, and similarly

characterized by great purity. These dye stuffs haue become of great

importance for the wool-dyeing industry. Still more extensiue, more diuer-

sified and by far more numerous are the azo dye-stuffs, a certain subdiuision

of which, the so-called substituted azo dye-stuffs, has entirely reuolutionized

the dyeing of cotton goods by making the use of mordants entirely unne-
cessary. The group of triphenyl methane dye-stuffs, to which the oldest

and first introduced aniline dyes belong, was considerably enriched during the

eighties by a large number of new substances which can scarcely be excelled

in brilliancy, lustre and shade. By far the greatest triumph of the dye stuff

industry, howeuer, is the technical synthesis of indigo, successfully accomp-
lished towards the close of last century, after many years of experimenting,

by the “Badische flnilin- und Sodafabrik.” By this discouery costly indigo

dye can be prepared from naphthalene, the cheapest constituent of coal tar,

by a series of chemical transformations, and thus successful competition

with natiue indigo is rendered possible. Q
The perfume industry has experienced a deuelopment similar to that

of the dye stuffs. It began with the separation of the fragrant essences of

numerous drugs, chiefly foreign. Uery soon the inuestigation of ethereal oils

began, and by means of the knowledge thus gained the preparation of these

products was carried still further. Guided by the pioneering work of Tiemann
on uanillin, many other syntheses of perfumes soon followed. These syntheses

produced many new perfumes, substances not existing in nature, and also

made it possible to prepare in the laboratory any desired quantity of per-

fumes, which in nature occur in only uery limited quantities. The most
brilliant triumph of this extensiue scientific work has been the artificial

production of jonon, the pure perfume of the uiolet. Uery important results

1
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hau« also been obtained of late v«ars from the artificial composition of the
sO'Called complex scents jessamine, and ylang-ylang oils). Q

The perfume, soap and food-stuff industries haue deriued great benefit
from these achieuements, and haue reached far greater success by their help
than they would otherwise haue done. qQ The industry of pharmaceutical preparations likewise began
with the separation of curatiue substances from imported drugs, but later
replaced these natiue products, so inconstant in their constituents and effectiue-
ness, by others whose purity and uniformity enabled the physician to place
greater reliance in them. This was specially important in the cases of those
drugs whose healing power depended on their containing extremely actiue
alkaloids, for example, opium, quinine, and the fruit of the strycknos species.
But in the beginning of the eighties, the inuestigation of the physiological
action of many coal-tar deriuatiues was undertaken, and these were soon uti-
lized. flt the present time we possess a large and daily increasing number
of synthetically prepared curatiues, many of which, for example antipyrin,
phenacetin, guajacol, &c., are absolutely indispensable to the physician. Under
this head come also the great number of antiseptics, used not so much for
external purposes as for fighting bacteria, the menacing inuisible enemies of
mankind. It would almost seem that the number of achieuements in this
field has been excessiue. q

(Dost recently this industry has directed its efforts towards the producti^
of luxuries and easily digested food-stuffs. Saccharine, the extreme sweetness
of which enables us to sweeten our food without ouerloading the digestiue
organs with sugar, is a blessing for many sick persons. Among the great
number of soluble albumens recently put on the market, some will certainly
be found whose ualue stand the exhaustiue test of time. Q

The problem of the artificial production of food-stuffs, considered on
many sides as the highest aim of technical chemistry, has not yet been fully
solued. numerous interesting experiments which bid fair to succeed haue been
made in this domain; the ueil is gradually being withdrawn which seemed 1

to preuent reseach into the finer chemical structure of those substances which
form the chief constituents of our food-stuffs. QD ^he actiue life, so strongly exhibited in all of the aboue mentioned chief
branches of chemical industry, is reflected also in the smaller special depart-
ments which cannot be detailed here. COe cannot conclude these considerations,
howeuer, without alluding to the ualuable help giuen to the entire chemical
actiuity of Germany by the multiplicity and completeness of those industries
deuoted to the preparation and sale of chemical apparatus and instruments.
Inhere are factories in Germany capable of making any desired chemical ap-
paratus quickly, intelligently, and practically. Great machine factories are
working exclusiuely for the needs of the chemical industry, and prepare
the boilers, ualues and digesters which are required in such great numbers.
Others are engaged in the production of stoneware of immense size and
capable of great resistance to fire. Others again are ready to manufacture
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apparatus of platinum, nickel, lead or other resisting material, homeoer com-

plicated the constantly changing designs may be. And another extensiue in-

dustry, in which a marked diuision of labour is conspicuous, is engaged in

the skillful preparation of the numerous glass, metal, rubber and porcelain

objects which form a part of the equipment of euery well arranged laboratory.

There is no doubt that the accessibility and cheapness of chemical utensils

has contributed in a marked degree to the brilliant deuelopment of scientific

and technical chemistry. Q
Q The economical importance of chemical work in Germany is best illustrated

by the statistics which follow:

Q The number of workmen employed in the chemical industry and the

wages paid are giuen in the reports of the trade association. These latter

are diuided into eight sections, embracing the whole of the German Gmpire,

and are classified according to their chief centres. The number of establish-

ments in each section, workmen employed, and the wages paid during 1898

are shown in the following table:

Sections
numberof
establish'

ments

Dumber of

workmen
constantly

employed

Wages paid

marks

1. Berlin 1,334 20,380 20,150,505

11. Breslau 718 8,815 6,796,806

111. Hamburg .... 1,059 26,313 27,700,358

lU. Cologne 1,141 28,130 30,785,279

U. Leipsic 1,345 25,920 24,976,916

Ul. (Dannheim . . . 693 24,535 25,541,828

Ull. "Frankfort. . . . 527 18,218 21,800,601

Ulll. nuremberg . . . 722 8,530 6,455,327

7,539 160,841 164,207,620

QU The gradual increase in the number of establishments, workmen, total

amount of wages and auerage wage is shown by the following: 0

Xear
Dumber of

establish-

ments

Dumber of

workmen
Total wages

marks

Average
yearly wage

marks

1894 5,758 1 1 0,348 98,621,506 855
1895 5,947 1 14,581 1 03,466,498 894
1896 6,144 124,219 113,727,679 916
1897 6,316 129,827 120,912,418 922
1898 6,589 135,350 1 29,638,202 948
1899 6,911 143,119 1 39,569,030 965'72
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Vcar
Dumber of

establish-

ments

Dumber of

workmen
Total wages

marks

fluerage

yearly wage

marks

1900
1901
1902

7,169
7,352
7,539

153,01

1

1 56,488
160,841

154,921,710
1 59,930,488
1 64,207,620

1,002*87

1,011*10

1,009*67

In 1898 the chemical industry paid 1,279,645 marks to its luorkmen in
accident indemnities. q

The total ualue of all the products of the German chemical industry in
1897 loas, according to the statistics of the Imperial Bureau of the Interior,

947,902,570 marks, and since then it must haue increased to ouer a milliard,

n The quantities and ualues of the products of the single branches of
chemical industry are not published. They are known howeuer for seueral
fundamental products, such for example as the production in tons and the
ualue of: Sodium chloride in 1888 496,400 tons and 10,663,000 marks, 1893
504.700 tons and 13,977,000 marks, 1897 543,300 tons and 12,137,000 marks,
1901 578,800 tons and 15,730,000 marks; Potassium chloride in 1888
142.700 tons and 18,360,000 marks, 1893 137,200 tons and 17,305,000 marks,
1897 168,000 tons and 23,058,000 marks, 1901 294,700 tons and 35,129,000
marks; Sulphuric acid in 1888 398,800 tons and 13,473,000 marks, 1893
522,800 tons and 15,763,000 marks, 1897 623,100 tons and 14,958,000 marks,
1901 856,800 tons and 24,448,000 marks. QQ The ualue of the foreign exportation of German chemical products was
in 1889: 226'7, in 1894: 268'9, in 1898: 339'2 and in 1902: 386'0 million
marks. q

The import statistics for the same years, namely 106*6, 106*9, 104*6
and 111*2 million marks stand in striking contrast to the aboue figures.

Otto n. Witt.
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fl* The Production of the most Important Building materials.

Iron and Cement.

I
I
I

nyone wishing to gain a clear conception of the deuelopment
of engineering in Germany during the last decades, need only

cast a glance at the euer increasing quantities of the two chief

building materials produced there: iron and cement.

1. Iron. In the German blast furnace works the deue-

lopment in the produce of pig iron has been as follows:

1884 3,600,61 2 tons 1891 4,641,21 7 tons 1898 7,31 6,766 tons
1885 3,687,434 - 1892 4,937,461 - 1899 8,143,132 -

1886 3,528,658 - 1893 4,953,148 - 1900 8,422,842 -

1887 4,023,953 - 1894 5,559,322 - 1901 7,785,887 -

1888 4,337,421 - 1895 5,788,798 - 1902 8,402,660 -

1889 4,524,558 - 1896 6,360,982 -

1890 4,658,451 - 1897 6,889,067 -

Che manufacture of pig iron has therefore more than doubled itself in

the last eighteen years. D
The produce, for instance, of the German blast furnaces in CDarch 1903

was: Puddle pig iron 76,361 tons, Bessemer pig iron 34,905 tons, Thomas
ingot iron 510,563 tons, Poundry pig iron 153,910 tons. Specular cast iron,

&c. 67,485 tons, total 843,224 tons. D
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The produce of basic ingot iron in Germany has increased as follows:

Year In the

conuerter
In the Siemens-
(Dartin furnace

Steel-cast-

iron
Totai

1894 2,342,161 tons 899,1 1 1 tons 3,241,272 tons
1895 2,520,396 - 1,018,807 - 3,539,203 -

1896 3,004,615 - 1,292,832 - 4,297,447 -

1897 3,234,214 - 1,304,423 - 3,538,637 -

1898 3,606,737 - 1,459,159 - 5,065,896 -

1899 2,973,225 - 1,693,825 - 5,667,050 -

1900 4,364,650 - 2,145,565 - 1 35,654 tons 6,645,869 -

1901 4,274,886 - 2,012,126 - 107,210 - 6,394,222 -

1902 5,229,939 - 2,434,219 - 116,524 - 7,780,682 -

U)e can say therefore that the produce of ingot iron has doubled itself

in the short period of six years. QQ 2. Cement. The produce of Portland cement in Germany can be seen
from the following figures: Q

Year
Humber

of

factories

(Danufactured
casks (170 kg)

Year
Humber

of

factories

CDanufactured
casks (170 kg)

1877 29 2,400,000 1892 62 10,550,000
1882 32 3,050,000 1893 62 1 1,350,000
1883 34 4,000,000 1894 60 1 1,500,000
1884 37 4,700,000 1895 63 1 2,400,000
1885 42 5,000,000 1896 63 13,150,000
1886 42 5,700,000 1897 66 1 4,700,000
1887 45 7,500,000 1898 83 1 7,000,000
1888 52 7,950,000 1899 86 20,000,000
1889 60 8,800,000 1900 — 23,000,000
1890 60 9,150,000 1901 — 24,000,000
1891 60 9,950,000 1902 95 23,000,000

O (Oithin twenty-fiue years the number of factories has more than trebled
itself and the amount produced has increased tenfold, while within the last
decade the manufacture of cement in Germany has doubled. Q

These facts respecting the multiplication of the manufacture of
wrought iron and Portland cement during the last few years,
sufficiently^^estify^^tothe enormous deuelopment of engineering in Germany.

1. Iron bridges. The progress made in the art of
bridge building is directly due to the tremendous deue-
lopment of traffic. Traffic knows no bounds: it is euer

B. Building.

demanding the solution of greater problems, no matter whether the riuer
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mouths or uallcys be so broad or so deep as to exclude all possibility of

setting up firm scaffolding for the required erection. On the other hand, in

cases, for instance, of ship canals or large railways, traffic is always demanding
more and more space and will not brook any limitation, either by means of

piles or pillars, of its free deuelopment.

Dow the fauourable formation of the land in Germany has allowed of the

narrowing of the network of traffic without making at the outset specially great

demands on space. In the building of their bridges, the Germans were therefore in

the happy position, up to the beginning of the last decade, of being able to occupy

themselues with executing minor tasks, thus perfecting themselues so thoroughly

in the theoretical and constructiue formation of bridge girders as to

haue, in many respects, taught other nations useful lessons in their greater tasks.

Q Ritter, Culmann, Schwedler, Gerber, COinkler, (Dohr, (Diiller-

Breslau, and many other theorists young and old found out the proper

manner of making statistical calculations for euen the largest spans, and
these calculations haue been proued by experience to be correct. Gndeauours
haue also been made of late years to build euerything in artistic form that,

owing to the requirement of the most fauourable distribution of material and
cheapest method of execution, is necessarily simple in shape and outline. Q
0 Side by side with this deuelopment, that of the production of iron has kept

pace. Commencing with cast iron, which greatly limited the span and only obtained

a temporary importance at the uery outset, continuing with wrought iron, now
used exclusiuely for bridge building, and finally ending with the manufacture

of nickel-steel and steel cable, which promise euen in their infancy to play

a part in the future of bridge building. The testing of material has

become important as a pioneer in the science of gauging the strength of in-

diuidual portions of bridges. This too has in the last fifty years become a

special science, the names of Bauschinger and Bach being prominent aboue

all others, fls early as in 1854 fairly large rods, such as are actually used,

were torn to pieces at (Dunich and thereby the knowledge of the tenacity of

iron and its laws was so completed as to be able to be made the groundwork
of calculations. CO dhler found out that especially the difference in tension called

forth by uarying strain was determined by the disturbance of the cohesion

of material, so that now-a-days the strain admissible is regulated according

to the relation of Hue load to dead load, and to the manner and duration

of the liue load. Great attention is also being paid in Germany to the

perfection of cross section. Special ualue is attached to a practical distri-

bution of material round the lines of stress with an exact centric function

of the indiuidual rods in the points of junction, to a suitable execution

of the impacts, and other details, as for instance, a proper arrangement of

riuets at the joints so as to auoid all side tension. While in the fifties

building was still done by the superficial stay, which in consequence of the

inflection of the girders pressed the edges of the walls on one side, we
find the tangential stay introduced as early as 1854, the principle of which is

now-a-days in use euerywhere recognisecl as correct; the bolt stay intro-
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duccd later on, is only a secondary form of this principle. To meet the ex-

pansion and contraction of bridge girders caused by changes in temperature,
the pendulum and roller bearings haue come into use in Germany, and they

haue been improued in later years in the case of broader bridges by the

use of longitudinal rollers on transuerse ones, or by the placing of rollers

slantwise on account of the transuerse expansion. These German constructions

are being more and more introduced. The bolt connection of all the rods
meeting in one point of junction, so as to giue a jointlihe effect to the con-

nection, has neuer been thought much of, more use being made of carefully

thought out and less expensiue riueting which has proued safer and more
capable of resistance in cases of accident. In more recent days, on the other

hand, in cases of broad span bridges jointlihe ouer-lappings of cross girders

haue been introduced in Germany, so as to auoid the uery considerable addi-

tional tension caused by firm riueting. In fact the Germans haue been incess-

antly studying and improuing euery detail not only of building, but
also of the calculations necessary thereto. Special and systematic atten-

tion has been paid to the examination of the influence exerted by a single

load on the indiuidual parts of the bridge ouer which it is passing. These
methods are so improued that now-a-days any scientifically trained and ex-

perienced constructor will succeed, without meeting insuperable difficulties,

in accurately determining by means of calculations and with the help of

“lines of influence” the most unfauourable distribution of load for euery
possible system of girder, and thus be able to calculate exactly the highest
possible demands that will be made within the range of practical requirements
on any portion of the structure under consideration. COith the help of the
representation of elastic and other changes of shape in the indiuidual portions
of “statically indefinite” girder-shapes, which often also meet higher aesthetic

demands, the play of forces can always be followed from their point of appli-

cation to their disappearance in the ground. After Germany had become
financially stronger, her engineers were therefore easily able to solue the
greatest problems in building with skill, gained by thorough schooling in

theoretical learning and practical knowledge. This is best demonstrated by
a list of all the iron bridges of ouer 70 metres span, from which it will be
seen that before 1890 only fifteen were in existance, although before this

date most of the railroad building had been completed. Since 1890 no less

than twentytwo iron bridges of ouer 70 metres span haue been erected. Q
Old Iron Bridges. Before 1890.

no. Bate
name, locality of bridge, and

girder system

Builder or

designer

Open

num-
ber

ings:

lOidth

metres

1 . 1850-1857 Railway bridge ouer the Uistula.

'Parallel girders with trellis-

work

£entze 6 121
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no. Bate
name, locality of bridge, and Buiider or

Openings:

girder system designer Bum- Width
ber

metres

2. 1850-1857 Raiiway bridge ouer the nogat at £entze 2 98
CDarienburg. Baraiiei girder

with treiiisworh

3. 1855 Ptaiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Cohse 4 98
nearCoiogne. Baraiiei girder
with treiiisworh

4. 1860-1862 Ptaiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Pauii. 4 105
near (Dayence. Bauii girder Gerber.
with square-framed work CUerder

5. 1862 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Hartwich 3 97
near Cobientz. Arched raii-

way bridge

6. 1865-1867 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Benkiser 3 90
near CDannheim

7. 1863-1864 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Hartwich 1 100
near Griethausen

8. 1868-1870 Raiiway bridge ouer the Gibe near Cohse 3 96-35

Hamburg. Cohse girder

9. 1868-1870 Raiiway bridge ouer the Gibe near Cohse 4 96-35

Harburg

10. 1869 "Foot bridge ouer the (Dain at Schmick 1 79-69

Trankfort 2 39-56

11. 1873-1875 Raiiway bridge ouer the Uistuia Schwedier 5 94
near Thorn. Haif paraboiic

girder

12. 1876-1879 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rhine Hiif. Aktenioh. 2 106
near Cobientz. Arched bridge Borenberger.

13. 1880 Road bridge ouer the Saaie near “Gutehoffnungs- 1 104
Caibe hutte”

14. 1883-1884 Road bridge ouer the Rhine near Cauter 5 102
fDayence

15. 1884-1887 Road bridge ouer the Gibe near A. CDeyer. Gieim. 3 101
Hamburg Gngeis

CDorc CDodern Iron Bridges. Since 1890.

A. Arched Girders.

1. 1888-1890 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rogat Schwedier. 2 103-2

near CDarienburg CDehrtens

2. 1888-1891 Raiiway bridge ouer the Uistuia Schwedier. 6 129
near Birschau CDehrtens
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no. Date
name, locality of bridge, and Builder or

Openings:

girder system designer Rum- COidth
ber

metres

3. 1889-1890 Road bridge ouer the nechar near Gerber and 1 74-70
(Dannheim. Gerber girders.

Suspension form
Rieppel 2 56-15

4. 1890-1893 Railway bridge ouer the north tohse’s system 3 101
Gibe near Hamburg, tohse (“ Gutehoffnungs-
girder hutte”)

5. 1891-1893 Railway bridge ouer the Uistula CDehrtens (Hark- 5 98-5
near Gordon. Semi parabolic ort, “Gutehoff- 15 61-12
girder nungshiitte ”)

6. 1893-1895 Raiiway bridge ouer the Rhine General Imperial 3 92-0
near Roppenheim. Semipara-
bolic and parallel girder

Railway board 4 31-05

7. 1898 Imperial footway ouer the Upper CDuIIer-BresIau 1 86-0
Spree near Berlin. Outrigger
girder with middle joint,

hanging supergirdle, and ris-

ing arch

2 43-0

8. 1903 Raiiway bridge, single trach, ouer Bernhard 1 90-0
the Hauel near Brandenburg.
Semi parabolic girders and
half diagonals

9. 1903-1904 Road bridge ouer the Ring Rail- Hedde 1 108-0
way near Berlin. Gerber
girders

2 60-0

B. Arched Bridges.

1. 1891-1892 Road and railway bridges ouer Greue 1 156-5
the Gmperor COilliam Canai
near Gruenenthal: tunar
shaped, double jointed square-
framed arches

2. 1892-1893 Road and railway bridge ouer tauter. “Gute- 1 163-4
the Gmperor (Uilliam Canai hoffnungshiitte”
near£euensau. Boublejointed
square-framed arches

3. 1893-1897 Railway bridge ouer the COupper Rieppel 1 170
uailey near (Diingsten (Cmpe-
ror COilliam Canai). Point-
less square-framed parallel
girder with pillar

4. 1895-1896 Road bridge ouer the Danube near Rieppel 1 91
Straubing. Double-jointed
square-framed arch
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no. Date
Dame, locality of bridge, and Builder or

Openings:

girder system designer Dum- Width
ber metres

5. 1897-1899 Road bridge ouer the Rhine near Krohn 1 187-2

Bonn. Double-jointed square- 2 93-6

framed arch 1 32-5

6. 1897-1898 Road bridge ouer the Rhine near Krohn 2 181-25

Diisseldorf. Double - jointed 1 60-36

square-framed arch 1 63-36

7. 1897-1899 1

1

57-02
50-64

Road bridge ouer the Rhine near Rieppel 1 105-6

tOorms. tunar shaped double-

jointed square-framed arch

2 94-4

8. 1897-1899 Road bridge ouer the South £Ibe Rieppel and 6Ieim 4 109-1

nearHarburg. Square-framed
arches luith tires

6 31-15

9. 1898-1900 Railway bridge ouer the Rhine at SeiffertandBarch- 2 102-2

Worms. Square-framed arch haus. Harkort 1 116-8

with tires 17 34-5

10. 1901-1903 Road bridge ouer the Gibe at Union Dortmund. 1 135

CDagdeburg. Square-framed
arch

Hoizmann

11. 1903-1904 Road bridge ouer the Spree near Bernhard 1 78
Berlin. Through girders with 2 37-5

centre arch 1 6-0

C. Suspension-Bridges.

1. 1891-1893 Road bridge ouer the Gibe near Kophe 1 146-68

Loschwitz. Braced suspen-
sion-bridge

2 61-76

2. 1897-1898 Road bridge ouer the flrgen near Ceibbrand and — 72

Langenargen. Braced cable-

bridge

Kiibler

2- flrchcd bridges. The progress made in the building of iron brid-

ges goes hand in hand with that of arched bridges. The cost of beeping the

latter in repair being less and the ajsthetic form being pleasing, the public ge-

nerally prefer them to all others. The progress in this kind of bridge has

been uery marked in the last decade, and is due chiefly to the great aduance

in the theory of their structure and to the careful examination and testing

of the materials used, tohich latter fact has also caused a great improuement

in the quality of the mortar. The study of the theory of uaults has thrown

much light on the theory of arches. The introduction by Hbpke of "Dresden

of joints in the crown and abutments of arched bridges, has rendered
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it possible to build bridges of larger span. Concrete has successfully taken
the place of stone set in mortar; iron too, of different thicknesses is used ?

for strengthening purposes, thus rendering it possible to form extremely light
and bold arches. q

Lately fairly large stone bridges of more than 20 metres haue been built
in Germany, as the following list shows.

Date of

building

Dame and locality of

bridge

Ope

Rum
ber

nings:

(Uidth

metres

Breadth

metres

(Daterial

Designer

and
builder

1. Arches of (Dasonry.

Road bridges ouer the
(Durg:

1886 near Hesselbach 1 30-4 3*9
i ...

1888 near llgenbach 1 21-5 3*9 i Quarry-
Rheinhard

1889 near Hutzenbach 1 33-5 3*9 j
stone

1890 Railway bridge ouer the 25*336 Leibbrand
(Daine

1891-1892 Railway bridge ouer the 6 36*532 4*2 Hoffmann
(Daine near Kitzingen

1884-1889 Smperor (Oilliam Bridge 1 22*2 26 Granite Hobrecht
in Berlin 2 8*2 and

Pinkenburg
1884-1887 ¥lood bridge of road bridge 4 21*30 Clinker Gleim and

ouer the Gibe at Hamburg Cngels
1894-1895 Ualiey of the COertach near 6 up to Quarry-

Resselwang 27*50 stone
(Dasonry

1889-1891 Hercules bridge in Berlin 1 23*36 27*50 Clinker Hobrecht
and

Paensen
1895-1896 Oberbaum bridge in Berlin, 7 up to 27*60 Clinker Hobrecht

Road bridge and ouerhead 22 and
line Bernhard

1892-1895 Road bridge ouer the Oder 8 27*6 13 Clinker tauter
at "Frankfort 30

2. Arches of (Dasonry with Abutments.

1885 Gnz bridge near Hoefen 1 28
1887 (Durr bridge near (Darbach 1 32*0 6*2

1898 (Durg bridge near Balers- 1 33*0 6*6 Tree-
bronn stone

teibbrand

1890 Torbach bridge near Balers- 1 25*0 6*6
bronn
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Date of Dame and locality of
Openings:

Breadth

Designer
(Daterial and

building bridge Rum- Width builder
ber metres metres

3. Cement Arches and with Abutments.

1888 Road bridge ouer the lOer- 1 29 Iron

bach near Crbach

1893 Road bridge ouer the Da* 1 50 8 Iron

nube

1894 Road bridge ouer the Da- 2 22 4-1 Lead
nube near CDunderhingen

Leibbrand
1895 Bridge ouer the Rechar

near (Duehiheim

1895 Bridge ouer the Lein near 1 23-1 5-6 Lead
Gemuend

1895 Bridge ouer the Rechar 4 38 5-5 Lead
near Gemmrigheim

1896 Road bridge ouer the Da- 2 23-0 Lead Braun
nube

1895 Road bridge ouer the Da- 1 43-0 3-8 Iron Leibbrand
nube near Inzighofen

1894 Railway bridge ouer the 1 15-6 Stone Kophe
CIbe near Dresden 5 31-35

1901 Road bridge ouer the Isar 1 64 18 Steel Sager and
at (Dunich Worner

4. Bridges.

1893 Road bridge ouer the Saale 1 13-6

near Ziegenruech 1 30-0

1 12
Konen

1894 Road bridge ouer the Saale 1 18

near lUaisburg 1 29
1 12

5. Cement Arches without Abutments. Quarrystone Cement.

Rega bridge near Dlathe 2 20-5

Zschopau bridge near COald-

heim
2 22-5

Liebold
Persante bridge near Coerlin 3 22-67

Saal bridge at Saalfeld 3 25-85

Lippe bridge near Haltern 3 30
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n Iron superstructures, ceilings and roofs. The introduction of iron
constructions in ouerhead building has made corresponding progress to that
of the deuelopment of iron bridges. Attempts to minimize the dangers
attendant on iron constructions in cases of fire haue been made in great
number, and the results haue contributed more and more to the forming
of regular rules, among the most important of which seems to be the
surrounding of the supports and girders with fireproof material. The in-

creasing recognition of the transmission of tensile strain by the laying of
iron in masonry built in cement, a body which can of itself essentially only
bear compression stress, has resulted in a large number of lighter, stronger
and better fireproof roofings being used of late years in place of wooden
beams and arches. Q

The most popular kind of roofings are those of indented bricks with
strap iron bands (Kleine’s system), and concrete with round iron cores (Konen).
It is in the construction of roofs that iron has come most into use. In the case
of large halls and domed roofs, as in the building of bridges, compensation and
safety are mostly due to the progress of the theory that enables one to build use-
ful constructions on the basis of exact calculations for euery form and shape,

n The introduction of arched roofs with and without joints, as well as
without ties, in order to compensate the lateral pressure, is especially worthy
of mention. This kind of bridge allows the iron construction to be dis-
played because of their pleasing architectural shape. The following are some
of the most noteworthy halls of modern days in Germany:

Length

metres

Breadth

metres

Large hall in the Reichstag, Berlin . . . 28’0 22*0
Philharmony Concert hall, Berlin .... 35’20 25*10
COintergarten, Berlin 74'75 22*26
Triedrichshain brewery, Berlin 43'26 25*26
Bremen, exchange 37'0 34*0
Prankfort-on-the-(Dain, Palmhouse . . . 54'0 32*0
Prankfort-on-the-(Dain, exchange .... 38*82 28*26
Hamburg, Concordia 50*5 25*0
Carlsruhe, Pestiual hall 60*0 29*0
CDayence, Townhall 52*8 27*6
Berlin-Rixdorf Gasworks 44*0 36*0
Berlin, Cathedral cupola 35*65 metres diameter

rhe last named cupola, constructed by (Duller-Breslau 1897/1898, is
especially interesting, as it measures from the circumference at the base to
the top of the cross nearly 60 metres. 0Q The following are the chief measurements of the large railway stations
in Germany: pi
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Length

metres

Breadth

metres

Schlesischer terminus, Berlin 207*28 37*7

flnhalter terminus, Berlin 167*8 60*7

Bremen 131*0 59*3

prankfort-on-the-fDain, three halls, each 188*0 56*0

Cologne, central hall 255*0 65*0

(Dayence 300*0 42*4

Hamburg, central hall 175*0 73*0

experience plays a greater part in

hydraulics than in any other branch of

engineering-

D It is by the lessons learnt from such experience and the benefits ob-

I tained therefrom through the medium of literature, congresses, and meetings,

!
by the reports of the technical representatiues at the different German em-

I bassies, and by their scientific examination and confirmation, that the theore-

I tical foundation of hydraulics has been laid. The execution of the ideas

I lies in the hands of state administration, or large communities, or euen of

j

capable contractors, the number of ujhich has considerably grown of late,

! a fact which has greatly conduced to the aduance of economical science,

1 The euer increasing demands of traffic supply the incitement for new
undertakings and new problems, and proportionate thereto is the progress

I made in other directions in technics, especially in that of the manufacture of

machinery, causing the continual perfecting of implements and machines,

which in their turn render it possible to work cheaper and faster than

before, and incite people to fresh enterprises. C3
D Gxcauating and dredging, both on dry ground as well as under water, has

made great progress in Germany, and has resulted in the improuement of the

suction-dredger. This is shown by the fact that the cost of dredging has been

reduced by a tenth, and amounts under fauourable circumstances now-a-days

in Germany to not more than 0-16 marks per cubic meter, while the working

capacity of large dredgers has risen to seueral thousand cubic meters per hour.

1. The regulation of riuers. The object of all work connected with the

regulation of riuers is to render them nauigable to the greatest extent, and

to facilitate the outlet of their flushwater. By the aid of groins and parallel

works, of fascines and ballasting, and many other means, the riuer profile is

uniformly regulated and definitely limited so that it is exactly filled by

moderate quantities of water. These works can be regarded as complete in

nearly all German riuers. On the other hand those for the regulation of

the ebb and flood are as yet incomplete- The first steps are now being

taken, after exhaustiue and extensiue preparations, towards the retaining

of the high water of the Oder in the hills, in dams, in order to obuiate

sudden danger and to lax up supplies of water for times of drought-
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fl splendid achieuement in the masonry line loas completed in 1890-1895,
*

uiz. the cutting of the mouth of the (Oeichsel, 7'1 hms in length, for the better I

abduction of drifting ice and high mater. Q I

2. Riuer canalisations. Great progress has been made in the nauiga-
bility of riuers by the formation of mouable meirs, the object of which is to

jdam up small quantities of mater, which can be crossed by locks with 1

chambers. This plan mas first adopted in the sixties in the case of the Saar,
and mas then followed in the Brahe, Spree, (Dain, upper Oder, ¥ulda, Gms
and (Dosel, which are now nauigable for ships of from 300 to 400 tons burden,
n 3. Improuements in riuer mouths. Riuers opening out into the
Baltic, which do not suffer from floods, haue as a rule delta mouths.

Here most of the riuers are peculiar in that they do not flow direct
into the sea, but first enter so-called “haffs’’ which are connected with the
sea by narrow canals, fls these “haffs” become silted up, the chief task is
to keep them free. (Doles are necessary, 300-800 metres long, to keep the
mouths of the canals the right depth, and maintain the strength of the out-
flowing water in spite of the sand deposited by the coast currents. The mouth
of the Oder is kept nauigable as far as Stettin for ships of 7 metres draught,
that of the Pregel as far as Hoenigsberg has a depth of 6-5 metres, that of
the nogat up to Danzig 7 metres, whilst Luebeck is about to deepen the
mouth of the Traue to 8 metres right up to the town harbour.

The riuers which flow into the north sea form a flood funnel. In con-
’

sequence of the entrance of the high tide into this funnel, the actual flood
jwater is dammed up, and at ebbtide carries out the silt into the sea, gradually 1

heaping it up at the mouth in such a manner as to become a hindrance to
shipping. Quite a considerable work is being carried out for the improuement
of the mouths of the lOeser and Gibe. The funnels at the mouth are altered 1

in such a way as to increase the amount of flood water which enters. 4

Q especially noteworthy are the works constructed by Pranzius at the
mouth of the (Oeser, which were begun in 1887 and ended in 1893, by which
the nauigable depth for ships was increased as far as Bremen, to 6’3 metres.
Q 4. (Darine and inland shipping canals. Great actiuity is now
preuailing in Germany in the direction of ship canals in the interior. Between
1890 and 1898 the most important canal constructed was that between Dort-
mund and Gms, which cost a round sum of 75 million marks, and is 2'5 metres
deep and 18 metres broad at the bottom. It is 248 kms long, and contains
besides 21 sluices, the celebrated shiplifter near Henrichenburg, an iron trough-
sluice built by (Dr. Gerdau of the firm of (Dessrs. Haniel & £ueg, under the
direction of Offermann, which can be raised and lowered 14 metres by means
of 5 floats 14 metres high. Purther, we must mention the Glbe-Praue canal
constructed by Rheder and completed in 1899, which is 67 kms long, 2’50 metres
deep and 22 metres broad at the bottom. It contains 7 sluices with ex-
ceptionally conuenient arrangements for traffic constructed by (Dessrs. Hotopp.
C Peltow canal was begun in 1901, and its most important sections
haue already been completed. It is 37 kms in length, 20 metres wide at its
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bottom, and has a depth of 2'5 metres in the centre- It has been con-

structed for ships up to 600 tons burden, and is fitted up with electrical

towing arrangements. Although it possesses only one lock with a fall of three

metres, it seroes to auoid and shorten the waterways leading through Berlin.

(Dessrs. Hauestadt and Contag were the contractors who executed the work.

Q The Rhine-Glbe canal, of which the Dortmund-Gms canal is a part,

and which is destined for the same cross-sectional measurements, is nearing com-

pletion. The means haue been granted for the Dortmund-Rhine canal 39'5 kms
long and the central canal from Beuergen, a point on the 'Dortmund-Gms canal, to

Heinrichenberg on the Gibe 325 kms long, with which the canal system of the

lOeser from Bremen to Hameln and a number of cross canals are connected.

Q The marine ship canal—“Gmperor lOilliam canal”—between the north

and Baltic sea, completed in 1894 by Bansch, is 100 kms long and 8'5 metres

deep, and is prouided with two end sluices; it costs 150 million marks. Q
Q It takes twelue hours to pass through the canal. In 1901 the tonnage which

passed through amounted to 4,285,000 registered tons, and the receipts to

2,113,000 marks. The Koenigsberg Saalcanal was constructed between 1890 and

1901, and is 40'5 kms long, 30 metres in width at the bottom and 6'5 metres

in depth. The cost of construction was 12,300,000 marks. Three hours are

required to pass through the canal, and 1,210,000 registered tons of shipping

passed through it in 1902, paying 221,500 marks in dues. n
Q 5. Harbour constructions. German seaports are situated for the

most part at the mouths of riuers, in order to render direct communication

possible between riuer uessels and sea ships; they mostly possess outer

harbours for ships of larger dimensions to disembark their passengers, and

relieue the sea ships wishing to proceed with a portion of their freight to

the chief harbours. Thus Bremerhauen has been built at the mouth of the

tOeser in course of time for Bremen, and Cuxhauen at the mouth of the Gibe

for Hamburg, in both harbours there are docks, in which the large American

fast steamers can moor directly at the side of the wharfs. Similar conditions

haue deueloped in smaller harbours: for instance there is an outer port at

Trauemiinde for Liibeck, at lOarnerniinde for Rostock, at Swinemunde for

Stettin, at Deufahrwasser for Danzig, and at Pillau for Koenigsberg. Q
Q The chief harbours of Bremen and Hamburg haue undergone uery great

changes during the last few years, hauing been conuerted, increased and

fitted out by CDessrs. Tranzius and Hehls into “Preihafen” (free ports) in

1885-1890. At Liibeck and Stettin similar seaports haue been constructed and

furnished with euery modern method of facilitation for traffic, although on a

much smaller scale. Q
Q The inland harbours also, with their increasing traffic and euer rising

importance for inland shipping traffic, haue deueloped, in the free competition

of indiuidual centres of trade and industry, into model and well appointed

centres of commerce. Of special importance in this respect are Cologne,

(Dayence, CDannheim, "Frankfort-on-the-CDain, Duisburg, Dusseldorf, Ruhrort,

Dortmund, Dresden, Strassburg and (Dagdeburg. Q
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Q The folloujing tables will show the importance of such nauigation works for
goods traffic^ and how they are being turned to account to an increasing extent-

I. German inland harbours- Q
Goods traffic in tons in

1880 1890 1896 1898 1900 1902

CDannheim 1,073,469 2,683,150 4,182,482 4,508,271 5,885,000 5,729,574
Ludwigshauen. - . 239,658 815,500 1,093,597 1,324,497 1,777,000 1,623,621
Cologne 214,367 523,600 — 895,427 874,000 800,786
Dusscldorf 131,412 241,011 — 600,036 620,000 661,374
Duisburg — 2,728,618 4,092,096 5,596,971 6,493,809 6,6 21,698
Ruhrort 1,610,664 3,446,413 5,592,221 5,791,296 6,701,000 —

1884 1887
¥rankfort*on*the-

(Dain 152,425 360,062 1,024,161 — 1,112,030 1,034,033

1880 1885 1890 1896

Dresden 212,900 479,272 623,259 767,382 _
(Dagdeburg ... - 1,031,071 1,091,983 1,559,742 1,764,932 1,994,717 —

1870 1880 1898
Berlin (without
suburbs) 2,365,015 4,280,271 5,404,104 5,632,398 5,455,539 5,953,908

1880 1890 1895

Bresiau 125,355 1,219,849 1,409,731 2,018,857 — —

11- German sea ports- Q
Goods traffic in tons in

1875 1880 1885 1890 1895 1898

Koenigs*

berg . . .

Danzig. . .

Cuebech . .

Stettin . . .

Bremen . .

Hamburg .

785,637
821,788
825,525

1,040,179
2,720,966

648,957
926,349

1,065,405
1,338,874
1,597,459
4,121,789

936,952
1,018,113
1,137,661

1,555,097
1,599,120
5,075,237

899,573
939,932

1,482,464
2,042,937
2,265,388
7,519,296

1,064,128
1,195,148
1,517,878
2,431,027
2,968,746
9,346,901

1,171,117
1,442,231

1,762,303
3,178,717
3,624,388

12,258,922

(1897)

Karl Bernhard-
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TOYS

ermany has tioo toiuns—Hurembcrg and Sonncberg—which
form centres of the toy industry. They haue become famed not
only for their historical deuelopment, but chiefly on account» of their great productiuity, and of the important part they

m play in the commerce of the world. In olden times the col-

iectiue name of “Duremberg toys” owed its origin to the

fact that in the middle ages till the 18th century Duremberg was the great

commercial trading place for toys of all kinds. Q
tong before Duremberg had any toy factories of its own, its merchants

trauelled to the most distant parts of the globe with the products of the

mountainous districts of Bauaria, Thuringia, Saxony and of other parts of

Germany, and this gaue rise to the old saying: “Duremberg toys ail the

world enjoys.” After a time, howeuer, Duremberg was successful in be-

coming world-famed for its own products and in deueloping like Sonneberg
—the seat of the Thuringian toy manufacture—into one of the principal

centres of the German toy industry. Q
In order to complete the list of the German toy manufacturing towns

seueral other places must be mentioned, in some of which the industry has
been carried on for many years, and others where it has only begun of late

years to deuelope. Q
Q One of the most noteworthy of these is the town of Turth in Bauaria,

where toys are manufactured greatly resembling those of Duremberg. In

the Kingdom of Saxony the towns of Dresden and Zwickau with their sur-

rounding suburbs especially deserue attention on account of their extensiuely

deueloped wooden toy industry; among the other Confederate States (Alsace-

Lorraine has almost no toy industry) only the duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha,
with its rich production of china and papier mache toys, is prominent. Q
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Q Duremberg and Sonncberg, hotocucr, on account of their leading position

in the commerce of the world, and of their own peculiar style of manufacture,
ranh as the chief representatiues of the German toy industry, and are classed
as such at the Exhibition, although diuided into two separate groups- QQ In the following short account of the general conditions of the German
toy industry, these two towns are especially dwellt on- qQ One glance at the products of the Duremberg industry suffices to show
their characteristic qualities both as regards material as well as nature of

the articles- In no other part of Germany where toys are manufactured
has metal, chiefly tinned sheet iron, and tin, and their alloys, such ex-

tensiue and manifold application as in Duremberg and her sister town Tiirth-

Of the 300 toy establishments of these two towns, 200 belong to the metal
toy branch in which department 3,035 persons are employed, whilst the
total number of hands employed in the Duremberg-Turth toy industry is

about 5,000- The last figure may appear small considering the great im-
portance of this industry; it must be remembered, howeuer, that the “domestic
industry” which in other toy manufacturing districts forms such an important
feature, hardly comes into consideration at all there, and that in the manu-
facture of tin toys by machinery, manual labour is to a great extent entirely

dispensed with-

In the production of tin toys Duremberg distinctly holds its own- It^
probable that this industry has deueloped from the old handicraft of the
tin-smith, which in former years flourished in Duremberg, and which has been
forced by the growth and deuelopment of mechanical industry to gradually
abandon old fashioned manual methods- rn

flt present Duremberg has many establishments in this branch, whiS
were only a short time ago comparatiuely small beginnings, but which haue
now deueloped into large concerns- Through the shilful usage of the material
and the application of automatic machinery and tools,—which not only
allow of greater production in a comparatiuely short time, but also reduce the
expenditure, and consequently also the prices of the articles, together with
the fact that the commerce of Duremberg as far back as middle ages was in
a fairly prosperous condition, manufacturers haue succeeded in raising the
tin toy industry to an almost unparalleled extent- qQ Among the products in this category are: railway trains with all their
appurtenances—the manufacture of which was suggested by the first German
railway in the year 1835, which ran between Duremberg and Turth—ships
and complete equipments for uessels, magnetic toys (swimming animals) and
other mechanical figures, magic lanterns, kinematographs, phonographs, tops,
rattles, trumpets, swords, steam-engines, mills, fountains, dolls’ seruices, &c-
(Dodels of machinery, optical and electrical toys are made to such per-
fection that children are able to deriue great instruction as well as amusement
from them- qAn important branch which helps to make the Duremberg-Turth toy irv
dustry so famed is the manufacture of tin toys, especially lead soldiers- As
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;

long ago as the 18th century, figures were made out of an alloy of tin and :

' lead, and were sent to ail parts of the world by Duremberg merchants.
; The figures made by a certain Christian Hilpert of Huremberg, who died

;

I

in 1792, were highly ualued. flt present, millions of tin soldiers represent- i

;
ing the armies of euery country are manufactured euery year and sent to the ^

market. The figures are cast in moulds of slate which haue been fashioned ?

from drawings of artists; for the so-called full figures the mould is gene- ^

,

rally cut in metal according to a plastic model. Other tin toys, made in a '

similar manner, representing dolls’ furniture, chandeliers, candlesticks, kitchen
utensils, frames, &c. and euen altar decorations of euery kind, are also uery

j

popular amongst children. Q
I
Q fit Turth the manufacture of tin toys as articles of commerce began to

I deuelop in the middle of the 18th century, flt present there are 20establish-
ments at Huremberg and Turth emoplying about 150 hands, though three ;

,
and four times as many people are engaged in their own homes (so-called I

• “domestic industry”) in painting the tin figures. These are made in euery !

kind and quality, and the prices differ accordingly; for example, for fiue marks,
a gross of boxes, each box containing 800 soldiers, can be obtained, whereas i

some other figures cost as much as fiue marks each. Boxes containing whole !

camps, artillery parks, regiments with their officers, men, band, buglers and
euen the smallest detail are supplied. Duremberg and 'Furth send tin toys
to the ualue of about a million marks annually to the market, two-thirds of

|

,
which are exported to other countries. [] |

1
Duremberg has 44, and Tiirth 8 establishments for the manufacture of

j

wooden, horn, and such like toys. These manufacture magic boxes, croquet- :

games, all turned goods, work boxes, dolls’ houses, stables, shops, fortresses, i

wooden snakes, games of lotto, tiuoli, draughts and dominoes, &c. Ordinary
;

wooden toys such as fanciful little houses, dolls’ beds, &c., are sold by the
dozen for a few pfennige, and are made at Oberammergau and Berchtes-

!

gaden in Bauaria, where the large forests enable wood to be obtained uery
cheaply. In the mountain districts of the Rhon wooden toys are also made, i

' and consist chiefly of animals, carriages and carts of all kinds; they are
|

principally sent to the Duremberg and Furth markets. Q I

j
"For the manufacture of all card-board and paste-board toys, such as band- I

boxes, scrap books, transfer pictures and theatres, Duremberg and "Furth haue ;

23 establishments. The transfer pictures haue an especially large trade, for
S

they are not only used for decorating all sorts of toys, such as wooden boxes,
;

dolls’ furniture, botanical boxes, &c., but they are sold in many thousands

I

of little books euery year for the amusement of children. Q
I Q The older articles of the Duremberg toy industry,—children’s whips and

I

counters—are also of great importance, the latter, made in metal, being called i

I

“Dantes”; these latter are exported in large quantities to the east. Q I

I
COidely different to the Duremberg toy industry is that of Sonneberg in

|

; Saxe-CDeiningen. The Sonneberg toy industry looks back upon a history of

many hundreds of years, and owes its origin and continuity to the large
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quantities of excellent wood supplied by the forests of Thuringia- €uen to-day
wooden toys play an important part in the Thuringian toy industry; from
this oldest branch and the home industry founded on it, howeuer, new branches
of the toy industry haue developed, some of which haue become of paramount
importance- Q
Q Sonneberg is the centre and market of the whole of the Thuringian toy
industry, and therefore all products made within a radius of twenty miles
of Sonneberg are called Sonneberg toys, and as such, go to all parts of the
world; Sonneberg, in friendly competition with Duremberg, has been successful
in being recognised in the international market as one of the most prominent
centres of the German toy industry- QO COhilst at Huremberg metal is chiefly worked and made into innumer-
able railway trains, fleets, models of machinery, swords, trumpets, tin sol-

diers &c-,— chiefly toys used for the growing masculine population,—Sonneberg,
on the other hand, chiefly produces wooden, porcelain, glass and papier-mache
toys for the female world, and sees that the future mothers and housekeepers
are provided and well stocked with dolls and all household articles- Q

Duremberg and Sonneberg each succeed in bringing their products to
such high perfection, that each of the towns manufactures a speciality of its

own, which forms its chief industry; in this way they are easily able to hold
their own against the products of other countries- QQ In the Sonneberg toy industry the papier-mache goods hold a very im-
portant position- This branch of the industry had its origin from the art of
wax modelling, which was especially popular in the 18th century, and con-
sisted in modelling by hand portraits and little figures out of clay and wax-

flt the beginning of the 19th century, toys were still made by hand by
kneading a mixture of small pieces of paper, sand and glue together- In the
following years, the price of wood went up, which made the sale of toys
more and more difficult, and the industry found a quicker and ever increasing
market by the introduction of an easier, more profitable and highly successful
method of pressing the mixture in moulds- Qn The Sonneberg dolls vary considerably in price,—from about 60 pfennige
the dozen, to 12 marks and more apiece. The cheaper kinds are chiefly made
in the little neighbouring districts belonging to Sonneberg- QQ flt Deustadt—the neighbouring town of Coburg—dolls are made in most
various hinds and qualities; in spite of this industry being at home as it

were in Coburg, still that town, as well as Rodach, Cisfeld, Hildburghausen,
and other places, is looked upon as being affiliated to the Sonneberg in-
dustry- During the last twenty years, dressed dolls have become quite an im-
portant industry. Dolls with wax heads have gone very much out of fashion
of late years, partly on account of their fragility and sensitiveness to touch
and climate. To some extent they have been pushed out of the market by
the papier-mache and porcelain dolls. Q

The demand for doll’s heads is a very large one. In some of the estab-
lishments of Sonneberg the number manufactured every day reaches several
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thousands of dozens. Domestic industry plays an important part in making
doll’s heads out of papier-mache and mood, in making and stuffing the dolls’
bodies of linen and leather mith hair, sea-weed, or wood-shauings, and also
in making dolls’ clothes. qQ Under the category of Sonneberg papier-mache goods, stuffed animals
for young children, which are almost works of art—so much care is bes-
towed on their manufacture—are also classed. These animals are made of felt,

plush and fur; and ingenuity has gone so far that they euen count milkable
cows among their number, show-pieces fitted up with machinery, speaking
dolls, and all the uarious mouable figures children are so fond of playing
with, are also to be found under the heading of papier-mache goods. 00 Amongst the most important Sonneberg wooden toys are ships and
boats in all uarieties of shape, size and colour. Then come shooting targets,
grazing cattle, menageries, horses and stabling, theatres, paint-boxes, work-
boxes and all kinds of round games. 00 One of the branches of the Sonneberg toy industry which has greatly
increased lately, is the manufacture of glass decorations for Xmas trees. This
branch is chiefly carried on in £auscha, Grnstthal, and Steinheid. Glass marbles,
beads, and transparent drawing frames are made in great numbers. 0
0 The aboue branch of the industry which has existed many hundreds of
years is uery closely allied to the doll industry in Thuringia, as all the ne-
cessary eyes required for the millions of dolls’ heads euery year are manu-
factured in it. Q
Q Another uery important department—especially of late years—of the
Sonneberg industry is the manufacture of Gaster eggs, and all the uarious
fancy articles used for celebrating Caster, such as Gaster hares, hens, &c.

0 In order to encourage, deuelop and raise the standard of the domestic
industry of porcelain and earthenware toys, a School of Industry was built
in the year 1883 by the manufacturers of Sonneberg and the neighbouring
districts, which euer since its foundation has been partly supported by the
duchy of Saxe-CDeiningen and the town of Sonneberg. 0
Q In other parts of Thuringia, toys are also made in great quantities; in

COaltershausen and Ohrdruf in Saxe-Gotha, dolls, animals couered with fur,

carriages, &c., and in Ilmenau in Saxe-COeimar dolls’ heads, dolls’ bodies and
surprise toys. Also in the many porcelain factories of Thuringia, dolls, dolls’

heads, all porcelain toys, and dolls’ seruices are largely manufactured. 00 The total number of hands employed in the Thuringian toy industry ex-

ceeds 30,000. Of these more than 75 per cent are employed in the domestic
industry. This unequal diuision renders the differences between the productiue
systems of Duremberg and Sonneberg distinct. COhilst the one works with
machinery, the other is dependent on manual labour, and this again is entirely

due to the different kinds of raw material used. 00 To complete this account of the German toy manufacture, it is still ne-
cessary to mention the industry of the Grzgebirge, remarkable for the per-
fection of some of its branches. There the uast extension of the forests pro-
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uidcs the home industry with the necessary raw material for wooden toys.
The principal seats of the industry are Olbernhau, Griinhainichen and lOald-
hirchen, where the wholesale merchants of the goods manufactured in the
neighbourhood reside. Certain specialities are made exclusiuely in certain uil-

lages; thus, for instance, the hamlet of Seifen produces little animals by the
radial splitting up of wooden rings, turned on lathes in such a manner, that
each section represents the outline of an animal, only requiring a few finishing
touches from the earner. This cleuer process of production on a large scale
explains the extraordinary cheapness of these goods. QQ Seifen is the oldest seat of the toy industry of the Grzgebirge; at the
end of the 18th century Grunhainichen and Olbernhau joined in, and the im-
portance of the whole district rose rapidly. Q

The total output of German toys represents a ualue of from 50 to 60
million marks, of which three-fourths are exported. The lion’s share in the
production is contributed by the towns of Ruremberg and Sonneberg, which
supply about 90 per cent of all toys manufactured. Ch. uon Kramer.

II sorts of hardware, of the most uarious hinds of metal,
from the most beautiful objects of art down to the cheapest
articles in eueryday use, are manufactured in Germany, and
form one of the chief branches of German trade.

After classifying the materials, German industrial sta-
tistics concerning metal work (group U) can be diuided into

three principal diuisions, with 34 sub-diuisions. QD The following statistics are arranged on the aboue basis. Q
Gold, Siluer and Hewelry. The best work-
manship in fine gold and siluer is to be found
in places where the fine arts are cultiuated, and

fl. Precious CDctals-

where the works of artists haue an opportunity of really influencing the
taste and ingenuity of workmen. Uhe museums and art-schools which exist
in all the larger towns, possess samples of work done at uarious times in
different countries, and are important factors in the deuelopment of the highest
class of industrial art. q

!
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n At Hanau, the chief town for the manufacture of gold and siluer articles,

goldsmiths^ work was introduced in the 16th century by reformers from the
netherlands* "From that time it has grown to be an important centre of Ger-
man goldsmiths’ work. A great deal of its success is due to the capital draw-
ing school which was founded there at the beginning of the industrial period.

Pforzheim is one of the most important manufacturing towns for jewelry.
About 600 establishments, turning ouer about 40 million marks annually, are
engaged in the above industry there. Besides wholesale production, objects
of a highly artistic stamp are turned out. There is a special school for
training intelligent persons in gold and siluer work.

There are large establishments for making siluer table decorations and
dinner-seruices in Geislingen and Schwazbisch-Gmuend. Taken altogether the
German gold, siluer and jewelry trade comprises 6,123 establishments with
34,145 hands, including home work giuen out to 557 places and employing
1,195 people. Q

Gold and Siluer beating. This is an industry for the manufacture
of gold and siluer leaf employed for useful and ornamental purposes, uiz.,

for gilding picture or mirror-frames, booh edges, wrought metal work, &c., as
well as for gold and siluer paper. Q

The metal which is to be turned into leaf is smelted, cast into bars,

rolled out, and then laid in strips, one on the top of another in the hammer
mill, after which it is put between thin parchment (goldbeater’s skin) and then
beaten out as thin as possible with a goldbeater’s hammer. CDuch the same
hind of process is gone through for the production of bronze and tinsel

colours which are stamped out of ingots. Real gold and siluer bronze is

made of the parings left ouer in the manufacture of gold and siluer leaf.

Gold and siluer beating was introduced into Germany in the 14th century.
It came from the Cast by way of Italy. The first settlements were in Augs-
burg and Huremberg, where the trade with Italy was then in a uery flourishing

condition. Later on it found its way into other towns in Germany, notably
in Saxony. How-a-days the chief centres are under the Bavarian government,
uiz. in the towns of Duremberg, Puerth, Schwabach and Roth-am-Sand.

The “gold and siluer beating” branch comprises 265 establishments with
2,828 hands, including home work giuen out to 64 places, employing 272 people.

Gold and Siluer Drawn COire, Gold and Silver Braid and
Thread. This industry which is known by the name of the “Leonic wire
trade” was first introduced into Prance (Lyons) from Italy; from thence it

was carried into Bauaria in the 16th century by Prench reformers; there the

production of “Leonic” wire in the towns of Huremberg, lOeissenburg, Treucht-
lingen, Allerberg and other places gradually developed into a world famed trade.

As far as the rest of Germany is concerned, the greatest number of

factories of this kind of wire are to be found in the following Saxon towns:
Annaberg, Chemnitz, Dresden, Preiberg and Leipsic.

Gold and siluer wire is made in specially constructed wire drawing
machines. Copper rods covered with varied thicknesses of either gold or
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B. Base CDetals
(cxclusiue

of Iron and Steel).

siluer are draton through cone-shaped holes in draw-plates made of the best

and hardest steel; the perforations grow gradually smaller in size until the

wire has the requisite thinness, the uery finest sorts being drawn though
drilled diamonds. (Dost of the factories for gold and siluer wire also make
gold and siluer braid, lace, fringe, and euerything used in the decoration of

costumes, uniforms, ecclesiastical uestments, &c.

¥or the manufacture of gold and siluer wire, braid, and thread, there

are 455 establishments with 3,598 hands, including home work giuen out
to 356 places and employing 223 people. Q

(Dints and Stamping (Dorks. The coining of German gold and
siluer money is carried on at the State (Dints of Berlin, (Dunich, Dresden,
Stuttgart and Carlsruhe. Q

There are a few establishments for stamping medals, commemoratiue
coins, &c. in sterling and base metals; the best known are in Berlin, (Dagde-
burg, Dresden, Huremberg, Stuttgart, ¥rankfort-on-the-(Dain and Pforzheim.

In addition to the State mints, the coining and stamping establishments
number 16 with 365 hands, including work done at home by one person.

Coppersmiths’ (Cork. The general remarks upon
gold and siluer work giuen aboue likewise apply
to coppersmiths’ work of an industrial-art nature.

flt the present day much is done for the satis-

factory production of ornamental and useful articles

made of chased or embossed copper, such as uases, flower pots, wine-coolers,
bowls, &c. Berlin and (Dunich are at the head of this trade, and are followed
by Dresden, Carlsruhe, Ruremberg and Stuttgart.

Copper articles of a purely industrial nature are being ousted out of the
market by the growing taste for enamelled or lacquered sheet iron utensils.

There are 3,504 establishments for this industry with 10,596 hands,
including home work giuen in 36 cases and occupying 105 people. Q

Copper and Brass foundries. Ore and Bell Poundries. Under
this heading we find armatures, taps and ualues for machinery, pumps, gas
and water work fittings, lamps, candlesticks, &c., finer sorts of cast bronze
work, door handles, fittings, mountings, bells, &c. Q

The manufacture of these articles is carried on in seueral large towns
in 1,031 establishments with 5,188 hands, including home work giuen out to

46 places and employing 167 people. Q
The Pewter Industry generally includes the making of useful articles

for domestic use, especially drinking mugs made entirely of the metal, though
it is often only employed for the lids. Berlin, (Dunich, Huremberg and Dab-
burg are the chief towns for the manufacture of the finer sorts of pewter articles,

such as dinner-seruices, &c. In this branch there are 1,032 establishments with
2,351 hands, including work giuen out to 32 places and employing 83 people.

(Detal Toys. This is a uery flourishing trade, and is a speciality of
Duremberg and Puerth. Purther information on this subject is to be found
in the introduction to the group “Toys.” Q
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Humber of establishments 244, employing 2,832 hands, home luorh in
86 places, employing 255 people. QQ Small Shot, and Bullet "Factories. The chief places for this industry
are flix-Ia-Chapelle, Berlin, Heuss, Stolberg, and Durlach. The establishments

1

number 15 with 285 hands, home work 1, employing 3 persons. Under the
heading “Sundry Articles of CDanufacture in Lead and Peioter,’"

1

the German Industrial Statistic Office mentions 254 establishments luith

1

2167 hands, including home loork to 125 places, employing 149 people.

1 n Zinc "Foundries, and Zinc COare (Danufacturies. Zinc casting is

largely employed in the making of works of art, such as bronze figures, can*
dellabra, lampholders, &c.; it is also much used in architecture as cast and
sheet zinc. The number of establishments 139 with 2,290 hands; home work
giuen out to 2 places, employing 7 persons. Q

CDanufacture of Aluminium Goods. Aluminium, which has been
made so much use of within the last ten years, was first manufactured in
1827 by Prof. (Oohler at Goettingen; the process was so improued by Peuille of
Paris in 1854, that large quantities could be turned out. The wholesale pro-
duction of the substance dates, howeuer, from 1888, when electricity was first

used for eliminating the metal from its oxyde. Aluminium can be cast at
700° Celsius, and all sorts of objects are made of it for technical as well as
scientific use. Raw aluminium is used for making dense cast iron, and as
an alloy, especially in combination with copper in sheet form; it has of late

been combined with other metals, particularly copper and iron, and rolled out
as a bi-metallic sheet. Q
n Sheet aluminium is used for many things, door and window fittings,

furniture mountings, caskets, cylinders, cups, mugs, hinges, screws, build-
ing decorations, kitchen utensils, hunting flasks, scientific and musical
instruments, &c. Aluminium has likewise been beaten out to leaf, and threat-
ens to replace siluer leaf; the same applies to aluminium-bronze dust
obtained from the crushing of compact aluminium, which is often used as a
substitute for real siluer and pewter bronze. Aluminium wire is frequently
employed instead of siluer. Q
Q There are 27 establishments with 1,481 hands occupied in this trade,
including home work giuen out to 5 places, employing 15 people. Q

CDanufacture of Glectro-plated Articles. By obtaining a metal
deposit with the help of galuanism, a metal precipitate can be procured in a
mould taken of an object, which after the mould (technically called a “matrice”)
has been remoued, giues a lasting and exact copy of the article in question.
Besides this, a slight metal couering can be giuen to any moulded figure; for
instance, an embossed or cast copper mug can be prouided with a coating of
either gold or siluer. The inuentor of electro-plating was CDoritz Hermann
"^akobi, who was born at Potsdam in 1801, and died there in 1874. In 1839
he succeeded in obtaining galuanoplastic reproductions, but only from metal
matrices; now-a-days they can be obtained from almost any kind of material
which has been rendered conductiue on its surface. Q

fi
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In the same may cliches, stereotype plates, copies of coins, medals, etched
copper plates, large monumental figures and architectural ornamentation,
capitals, festoons, &c., pipes, mires, plates, uessels, leaf metal, metal papers,
ram products for the manufacture of bronze, and finally articles made of glass,
china, crockery, articles made of animal and oegetable organisms, mood, textile
things, and lace can all be metalized by this process.

There are celebrated morks for electro-metalizing at (Dunich and Geis-
lingen. Q

Altogether there are 177 establishments mith 907 hands for the making
of electro-plated articles, including mork giuen out to 12 homes, employing
32 people- QQ Sundry U)orks for Base (Detal (exclusiue of iron and steel) and for
the production of alloys. In this group are to be found: leaf metals, bronze
and brocade colours, tin and copper foil, Leonic mire, braid and fringe of
common metal, gold and siluer paper, coin ornaments (chiefly made for the
oriental trade), insignia, theatre jemelry, tin-foil, metal caps, pemter tubes,
tin pipes, Christmas tree ornaments, &c. Chief places of manufacture: Rurem-
berg, Tuerth, and their surroundings; further, Britannia metal, German siluer,
alfenide goods, as also the manufacture of cables, dramn lead, brass and copper
pipes, brass pins and safety pins, &c- Q

number of establishments: 2,254 mith 37,387 hands, including home
mork giuen out to 352 places, employing 955 people. QQ Braziers’ Work. Braziers’ specialities consist in military accoutre-
ments, official uniforms, helmet-ornaments, belt and strap buckles, buttons,
hooks, &c.; also mountings for furniture and trunks, leather and mood fancy
articles. qn Humber of establishments 1,037 mith 28,738 hands, including home mork
giuen out to 106 places, employing 184 people.

Kl PI j c 1

"Foundries and Iron Cnamelling. TheB C- ITOn 4nd StccL manufacture of cast ironmare is a process much

articles, such as harness, stable, household and domestic goods, up to the
most artistic productions in figures for architectural ornamentation. nd There are 1,556 establishments mith 84,977 hands that apply themselues
to casting and enamelling iron, including mork giuen out to 8 homes, employ-
ing 37 people. QQ (Danufacture of Iron, and Tin-plate. There are 52 establishments
mith 6,461 hands for the manufacture of iron and tin-plate; they prouide
material for the great majority of the tin and ironmongers’ establishments,
and for the making of articles for building, kitchen and decoratiue purposes.

Tor mholesale Ironmongery there are 21,512 establishments mith
49,953 hands, including home mork giuen out to 434 places, employing
989 people. q

Kitchen and Domestic-Articles, made of Gmbossed and Gna-
melled Iron-plate, haue been uery much in demand mithin the last tmenty
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years, and are preferred to ordinary blach goods on account of their pleasing
appearance- Q

I
The (Danufacture of Lacquered Tin has also uery much increased,

S especially in Duremberg where large quantities are made.
"For this ware, there are 1,384 establishments in Germany, with 31,238 -

hands, including home work giuen out to 81 places, employing 232 people*

Q The Hailsmiths’ Trade has declined uery considerably since the in-

troduction of machine-made nails; there are, howeuer, still 4,267 establish-

ments with 4,837 hands at work, including home work giuen out to 583 places,

employing 581 people. Q
The factories for Iron-wire are principally situated in the Rhine Pro-

uinces and COestphalia.

Q They comprise 171 establishments with 4,099 hands, including home
work giuen out to 11 places, employing 22 people.

Q (Danufacture of Riuets, Rails, Irons, Screws, Chains, and
Rings. The chief places for the manufacture of these articles are likewise

in the Rhine Prouinces and COestphalia, after which come Upper Silesia and

I

the South German States. Q
Q Berlin is one of the most important places for the manufacture of

wood screws; Duremberg for wire nails; there are 1,417 establishments with
16,936 hands, including home work giuen out to 688 places, employing

; 875 people. Q
I
Q The Blacksmiths’ Trade is in respect to size the largest among the

metal branches; there are 80,656 establishments with 142,351 hands, including

home work giuen out to 1,400 places, employing 2,651 people.

Q This high figure is explained by the circumstance that machinery has
not been able to replace hand work in the blacksmiths’ trade, or where it

I

is the case, only to a uery slight degree. The blacksmiths’ principal work is

i

mounting uehicles of all sorts, making horse shoes, and shoeing the animals.

Q There are numerous schools for training blacksmiths, especially for the

last named branch of the trade, carried on at the cost of the State and the

I

uarious communities. Q
0 (Danufacture of Locks and Safes. The German art-locksmiths’ trade

has almost attained perfection within the last few decades. All hinds of

lamps, railings, gateways, staircase balustrades, door and furniture fittings

are made and exported in great quantities. Q
I

fln important part of the locksmiths’ work includes the making of

wrought iron furniture, such as bedsteads, washhand-stands, garden chairs

and tables, &c., and the manufacture of safes and cash boxes. 0
Q This metal branch comprises 26,546 establishments with 104,905 hands,

i including home work giuen out to 1,148 places, employing 3,010 people. 0
! 0 Lightning Conductors are only manufactured by a few firms which
' make a speciality of them; there are 83 establishments with 109 workmen in

^

the trade, which is generally carried on conjointly with that of an ironmonger
or mechanic. 0
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Q roois. Scythes^ and Cutlery, flnuils, windlasses, pulleys, pich-axes,
shouels, spades, ploughs, scythes, shears, and all kinds of kniues, forks’
scissors, cut-and'thrust weapons, irons, &c. come under this heading.

The principal places for this industry are the Rhine Prouince (Solinge^
Barmen, Remscheid), Suhl in Saxony, and Berlin. Dumber of establishments:
8,915 with 28,752 hands, including home work giuen out to 2,411 places
employing 4,150 people. qQ Scissors, Kniues, and Tool Grinders. There are about 4,725 esta-
blishments for this trade with 7,098 hands, including home work giuen out
to 563 places, employing 1,018 people. UQ Pile cutting. Piles were made entirely by hand till quite lately, but in
the present day they are forged, ground and cut by machinery. The sharpening
of blunt files, as well as the smoothing off of rough turned edges in new files
is done with the help of the sand-blast. qThere are 2,728 establishments for file making with 8,340 hands, in-
cluding home work giuen out to 1,064 places, employing 1,669 people. QCDanufacture of Steel and Iron Hardware. This includes door
and furniture locks, hasps, padlocks, hinges and the ornamentation of chased,
embossed, or open-work iron plate. Skates haue to be reckoned among the
steel articles which are mostly manufactured in the Rhine Prouinces, then
come steel rings for pianos and other musical instruments (Duremberg), watch-
springs, fret-saws (Augsburg), spectacle frames (Puerth) and lastly cast steel
bullets. QDumber of establishments: 2,124 with 20,741 hands, including home
work giuen out to 464 places, employing 949 people.

Sewing and Knitting Deedies, Pins and Crochet Hooks are
chiefly made in Westphalia, the Rhine Prouinces (flix-la-Chapelle, Iserlohn
and Stolberg) and in Bauaria (Schwabach). QP There are seueral thousand millions of these articles made in the course
of the year. The establishments number 78 with 4,135 hands, including home
work giuen out to 9 places, employing 26 people.
O Pin and Wire CDakers. Iserlohn is the chief place of the manufacture
of hair-pins, hooks and eyes, wire-work fencing and wire netting. Duremberg
IS also a great place for hooks and eyes.

O The establishments in all Germany number 1,447 with 9,031 hands
including home work giuen out to 150 places, employing 251 people.

Steel Pens are manufactured in great quantities in Berlin and teipsic-
Plagwitz, and penholders at Bonn, in 6 establishments with 744 hands in-
cluding home work for 1 place, employing 2 people.

*

D Altogether for the manufacture of metal hardware, there are: 174 240
639,755 hands, including home work giuen out to

10,795 places, employing 20,105 people, 18,661 males and 1,444 females.
This total is diuided into three principal groups: pi
a. Precious CDetals. 6,859 establishments with 40,836 hands, in-

cluding home work giuen out to 978 places, employing 1,691 people.
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B. Base (Detals* 9,714 establishments luith 74,212 hands, including

home ujork giuen out to 802 places, employing 1,952 people. f'l

C. Iron and Steel. 157,667 establishments u»ith 524,707 hands, in-

cluding home tuorh giuen out to 9,015 places, employing 16,462 people.

The auerage annual export of German metal hardware amounted in

the last fiue years to 150,000 tons, with an auerage annual ualue in round

figures of 40 million marks.
rh. uon Kramer.

GLASS inDUSrRY APT) CGRACDICS.
he manufacture of glass and of ceramic products is based

on a common foundation, for they both result from the

practical working up of silicates or deriuatiues of silicic

acid. But whilst the glass industry produces fusible silic-

ates, which can be formed, when in a liquid state, into all

kinds of useful articles, the ceramic art industry employs

infusible silicates of argillaceous earth, the so-called clays which occur in nat-

ure, as its raw material, they hauing, when in a damp condition, plastic

properties, and being able to retain the shape imparted to them when sub-

jected to subsequent drying and heating processes. Thus, although the methods

of work in the two industries are totally different, they haue seueral points

in common, for they are both of extreme antiquity and based on purely em-

piric foundations which haue only quite recently been elucidated by science,

and they are both extremely capable of lending themselues to artistic pur-

poses; they must therefore be regarded from an artistic point of uiew as

well as from a purely technical one. The former standpoint is discussed in

the preface to “Art Industry,” whereas in the present article it is proposed

to reuiew them from chemical and technical standpoints.

B

'
'

I It is probable that glass making was first introduced

1. IThc Gl^SS into Germany by the Romans, but it is a noteworthy

Industtry. fact that in the uery beginning the German glass in-

dustry distinguished itself by a brilliant inuention, con-

sidering the period in which it was made. It is a well known fact that the
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Romans used natural soda imported from Ggypt as the alhaii indispensable
to glass making. As the old German glass workers could only obtain this
with difficulty, they replaced it by potash extracted from the charcoal of the
wood they used.

The other raw material necessary for glass making, sand, is found in
many parts of Germany, and thus the new industry was, from the outset,
only dependent on its own country for raw materials, and it is to this fact
that the rapid and constant growth of the industry is due. The early deue-
lopment of the mining industry in Germany supplied the glass maker with
many oxides suitable for the production of coloured glass, and the good use
to which the old practitioners put this commodity may be still seen and ad-
mired in the beautiful medieual stained glass windows of old German churches.

In the 19th century science concerned itself with the glass industry as
well as with many other old trades, and thus prepared them for new pro-
gress and deuelopment.

The fundamental work of Schwarz demonstrated the principle underlying
the extremely uarying chemical composition of different glasses, and created
a sound basis for the study of the composition of glass. IThe tedious experi-
ments which in former times so often misled glass makers, disappeared with
all their disastrous consequences, and an opportunity was created for the pro-
duction of durable and resistant glass by methods based on scientific principles.

^he potash so exclusiuely used during the middle ages was again partly
replaced by soda after the deuelopment of the soda industry; and soda in
its turn had, at any rate in cheap glass, to make room for sulphates. This
cheap raw material, howeuer, required greater heat for melting down than
could be obtained in the furnaces of the old glass makers. There was yet
another reason why these furnaces had to be abandoned: they were only suit-
able for wood as fuel, and the uast forests which had once couered almost
the whole of Germany had gradually disappeared. The difficulties which arose
from this state of things were most happily ouercome by the invention of
the regenerative gas heating system by Triedrich Siemens. This brilliant
progress not only permitted temperatures to be obtained which could not other-
wise be reached by the old furnaces, but poor fuel such as inferior lignite
coal could be used, which made it possible to introduce the glass industry
as a remunerative occupation in districts where it had previously not been
able to exist. In its ultimate development the regenerative gas heating system
transformed glass making from an intermittent process into a continuous one.
This progress which, it is true, is only of advantage to those factories which
produce vast quantities of cheap glass (such as bottle and window glass works),
was realised by the invention of the vat furnace. Under such circumstances
it is not surprising that regenerative gas heating, which had already caused
great revolutions in many other branches of industry, was most rapidly adopted,
and reached the highest state of perfection in the glass industry.

Siemens’ original constructions have been supplemented by those of other
engineers, some of which have found lasting favour.
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The great importance of the gas heating system to the glass industry
gioes rise to the question, hom many glass works haue adopted the gas furnace?
There are no official statistics on this subject, but the author of this article
has attempted to find an answer by priuate inuestigations made in 1893 and
1898, which haue furnished the following data: [j

In 1893, 312 glass works possessed a total of 255 gas furnaces. In 1898,
324 glass works had 320 gas furnaces in operation, a result which shews
a marked progress of the gas system during the interuening fiue years. Of
the 320 furnaces, 187 were constructed according to the Siemens’ system,
and 53 glass works were worked with uat furnaces of different construction.

The most important raw material for making glass, white quartz
sand, is found in many places and in large quantities in Germany. It is of
great importance that the sand should be free from iron oxide, as colourless
glass can only be obtained under such conditions, the smallest trace of iron
producing a greenish tinge. The occurrence of uery pure sand in the neigh-
bourhood of flix-la-Chapelle, in the Lausitz, and Silesia has been the cause of
an important glass industry springing up in those parts.

The necessary alkali salts are supplied to the glass industry by chemical
works. A third ingredient of ordinary glass to be considered is limestone,
which is to be had euerywhere in a sufficiently pure state. Tor crystal glass,
limestone is replaced by lead oxide or minium. Glass which contains both
lime and oxide of lead is called half-crystal, and its production has increased
of late, it being chiefly used for pressed glass articles.

The bottle glass industry, the products of which contain a good deal of
iron and are consequently dark in colour, is dependent upon uery cheap raw
material which leads to the use of compound minerals such as granite and
trachyte in the composition of bottle glass.

Coloured glass is obtained by the addition of uarious metallic oxides and
other materials. There are but few factories in Germany which produce co-
loured glass, but their work is excellent although euen in Germany it is not
appreciated to the extent that it deserues to be. Chemicals which produce
colour in glass haue also some importance for the manufacture of white glass,
as they are added in order to hide the greenish tinge resulting from the slight-

est traces of iron. (Danganese peroxide, which was formerly exclusiuely used
for this purpose, has of late been replaced with great success by small quan-
tities of selenium and of didymium oxide.

The shaping of blown glass is still done by the old means of the pipe,
and though many attempts haue been made to introduce mechanical blowing
apparatuses, they haue led to no practical results. Great hopes are enter-
tained for Sieuert’s new shaping process, which consists in pouring liquid

glass upon perforated metal plates and subsequently tilting the latter. The glass
sinking down by its own weight sucks in air through the metal plate, and
the process is helped by compressed air being blown into the perforations.
This process permits of the production of glass uessels of enormous sizes
formerly unattainable; a modification of the process consists of pouring liquid
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glass upon damp asbestos, the sudden generation of steam seruing to blow
the glass into a metal form placed ouer it. qrhe sheet glass industry utilises the well known process of cutting open
a cylindrical uessel of large dimensions and flattening it out in a stretching
ouen. This industry is highly deueloped on the banks of the Rhine, in Saxony,
Silesia, and the Lausitz. Some factories in Bauaria still produce uery thick
sheet glass which is finished by grinding and polishing. qQ The manufacture of real plate glass of large dimensions consists of
pouring liquid glass upon metal tables and flattening it by rollers. The
glass sheets thus obtained are finished by mechanical grinding and polish-
ing. The two largest plate glass factories in Germany are at Stolberg near
flix-la-Chapelle and COaldhof near CDannheim, both belonging to a Trench
company. PlO The industry of pressed glass stands in the same relation to the pr^
duction of blown hollow glass, as the plate glass industry to the manufacture
of sheet glass. American influence is traceable in the deuelopment of this
process, which has obtained a good footing in Germany, and is carried on as
a supplementary occupation by many glass works. Tor pressed glass the in-
troduction of regeneratiue gas heating has been of uital importance, as only
by its help can glass be obtained in a sufficiently liquid and clarified con-
dition.

Q The crystal and half-crystal glass industry is less highly deueloped in
Germany than might be expected, although it is true that there are a few
uery important works of the kind. Of these the largest is in Lorraine, where
it was established more than 100 years ago by a Trench company. R few
other factories on the Saar and the CDoselle are likewise of Trench origin.
R large factory in the neighbourhood of Cologne and the well known 7ose-
phinen-Hutte in Silesia are probably the only large crystal glass works which
owe their existence to German enterprise. Of late, art objects consisting of
coloured crystal glass in many layers, elaborately ground and engraued, haue
come into fashion, and haue shown once more that it is impossible always
to replace real lead crystal by half-crystal.

n Glasses especially manufactured for scientific purposes are not producecl
in such large quantities as those hitherto mentioned, but they are particularly
interesting on account of the extraordinary progress made in Germany in
their production during the last twenty years. Two kinds of these glasses haue
to be considered, optical glasses, and glasses for chemical and physical use.
The manufacture of the former began in Germany more than a century ago,
and Traunhofer’s work on this subject secured for them at once a good
reputation. Their production was small, and large quantities of both crown
and flint glass had to be imported from Trance and Gngland. In the be-
ginning of the eighties Prof. Abbe of lena showed that further progress in
the construction of optical instruments was only possible if a greater uariety
of optical glass were placed at the disposal of the working optician. Together
with T)r. Schott, and supported by the Prussian Gouernment, he started ex-
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pcrimental loorks at lena luith the object of preparing glasses of uaried com-
position and of examining their physical constants. Immediate success croioned
these endeauours and to such an extent that uery soon the experimental works
became a large factory, which at present supplies almost the whole world
with glass for fine optical instruments- Countless experiments haue led to
the definite adoption of a number of glasses which possess optical constants
totally different from the old crown and flint- Baryta enters largely into the
composition of these glasses- Schott’s glass works did not, howeuer,
confine their efforts to optical glass, but tried with equal success to im-
proue the glass necessary for the manufacture of physical and chemical
apparatuses- n

Che first problem to be solued here was the production of glass frw
from the troublesome fault of thermometric depression- Various compositions
haue been found to answer this purpose; a glass which is free from depression
and yet uery resistant to chemical attacks is the so-called “Gerate ’’glass,
and the latest noueIty—“BorosiIicate ’’glass—has the additional aduantage
of a uery high melting point- It must be mentioned that Schott’s inualu-
able work has been to some extent supplemented by the Imperial Physical
Institute of Berlin- Undoubtedly it had a uery beneficial influence on the whole
of the German glass industry- A great improuement is noticeable in all glass
intended for chemical purposes, and the fact that baryta and boric acid are
frequently met with in new glasses shows that factories which were formerly
content to work according to the old rule of thumb haue now called in science
to their aid for the improuement of their products-

^Q As an appendix to optical glasses, a peculiar industry may be mentioned
which works for the wholesale market- It is the industry of watch and
spectacle glasses, the output of which is so large that the greater part of it

has to be sold in foreign markets- TThese glasses are partly cut out of large
balloons, a process which reduces the necessary grinding and polishing to
a minimum- Xhz greater number of the factories concerned are situated in
Lorraine and the Bauarian Palatinate-

q|Q The importance and uariety of the German Glass Industry is best shown
by the following statistical data: q

A- Production- n
Quantity in tons Value in marks

1- Hollow glass 133,272
58,835
13,774
78,487
39,547

991

42.310.000
29.675.000
1 0.285.000
1 7.502.000
14.686.000

757,000

2- Green glass

3- Blown plate glass- -

4- lOindow glass - - - -

5- Rolled plate glass- -

6- Glass beads, &c-- - -

— 115,215,000
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B. Import and Gxport.

Common green Tine white (Vindow and IVatch and
glass hollow glass plate glass spectacle glass

1894 1898 1902 1894 1898 1902 1894 1898 1902 1894 1898 1902

Value of import — 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,5 0,4 0,4
1
0,6 0,2 0,5 0,4

Value of export - - 12,7 9,9 11,9 5,5 6,0 7,1 3,2 3,2 8,0 2,7 3,1 3,9

IL Ceramics*
The ceramic industry^ vuhich in the voidest sense of the

loord also embraces brickmaking, is to be found in euery

part of the German Gmpire, lohere it has existed since

time immemorial- It is dependent euen more than the glass industry on local

conditions; its deuelopment has consequently been different in uarious parts

of the Gmpire- (Dodern means of locomotion haue rendered this industry
more independent, yet the fact remains that the occurrence of large beds of

clays of peculiar properties inuariably giues rise to the formation of a dense
group of factories of a decided character- 3
P Common clays, vuhich contain a large percentage of iron oxide and uery
often also of lime, are not uery resistant to fire, and are generally utilised

for brickmaking and the production of common pottery- Their occurrence is

uery frequent- The better classes of clay, especially those vuhich turn vuhite

after burning, are greatly appreciated, and are frequently found- They are
vuorked up vuith great care for a better class of goods- Highly refractory clays

are somevuhat rare, but Germany can boast of some deposits of these in

Silesia, in Hesse, and on the Rhine, vuhich are of extraordinary magnitude, and
serue for the production of refractory bricks and goods for industrial pur-
poses- Peculiar kinds of refractory clays vuhich at the same time are uery
plastic are met vuith in stone-vuare clays- Ovuing to a certain amount of

felspar vuhich they contain, they are capable of producing a dense non-
porous substance vuhen subjected to a uery high temperature- (Dost of these
clays turn gray or brovun on being burnt, and haue been used for centuries
in the production of stone-vuare couered vuith a salt glaze and embellished
vuith blue ornaments by means of cobalt oxide- Stone-vuare, the production
of vuhich formed an excellent school for the subsequent inuention of porcelain,

has assumed a great importance in our times, being uery suitable for the
construction of large and highly resistant uessels and apparatuses for chemical
and other industries- The manufacture of floor tiles of great hardness and
impermeability is also dependent on the use of stone-vuare clays- Q

The purest and most refractory clays are called Kaolines, large deposits
of which are found in the kingdom of Saxony, in the neighbourhood of Halle,

near Passau in Bauaria, and in Silesia- They were not utilised in former times,
and haue only obtained their present importance through the inuention of the
manufacture of porcelain, which as euerybody knows was introduced in 1709
by the alchemist Bottger- The German Kaolines cannot be used in their crude

) In millions of marks: amounts under 100,000 marks are not included. O
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manufacture of porcelain, but haue to be mixed with felspar
s which IS generally imported from Dorway and Sweden. Quartz is also added
I

sometimes, though the Kaolines contain parts of it in their original state,

j

addition of felspar, porcelain enters into partial fusion

^

when being heated and loses its porosity. It is well hnown that the burning
;

Of porcelain is accomplished in two separate operations, and that a mild heat
j

is giuen in the first, whilst the highest temperature attainable is necessary

I

in the second Between the first and second heatings the article is dipped
;

into glaze, which in its composition is similar to porcelain itself but more
: fusible. Porcelain is uery often decorated by rich painting and coloured

^

glazes, and it is certainly the most exquisite material for all artistic

^

endeauours in connection with pottery. The painting of porcelain can be
• done either under or ouer the glaze; in the former case the colours must
^ be able to resist the high temperatures at which the porcelain is burnt
i

Colours painted on the glaze can be burned in at the temperature best suited
I

them in muffle furnaces.

: The necessity of mixing uarious materials for obtaining proper porce-

' p
to the application of clay mixtures in other domains

I

preparation of such mixtures has been made easy
and reliable by Seeger’s important inuestigations concerning the influence

I u-
constituents of day on the formation of the ceramic

object. Seeger s “rational analysis of clays” enables a better idea of the
nature of a clay to be obtained, and allows the features lacking in day
required for a special purpose to be ascertained. Clay mixtures or “artificial
compositions” are therefore largely used now-a-days in all the uarious
branches of pottery. p.
O There is no industry in which “artificial compositions” are more im-
portant than in the manufacture of the better classes of earthenware, which
were originally introduced from Cngland. They produce ware of a white or
light coloured porous body from a mass composed of white plastic clay, fel-

I

spar and ground flint, which is couered with a transparent plumbiferous
glaze. Rs the heat of the earthenware furnace is much lower than that of

j

the porcelain furnace, earthenware may be decorated with a large uariety of
, colours, which are generally applied by mechanical processes.

though the products of the earthenware industry cannot compare with porce-
^

lam either in durability or in the good taste of their decoration, yet they qo
.

a long way in supplying the wholesale market. Q
( P do not turn quite white on being burnt form the material

1 u' u
uarieties of common earthenware and majolica, the glaze of

^

which always contains lead and sometimes tin. Common earthenware is
in a great many places in Germany, but mostly in small esta-

,
blishments which haue recently met with a great deal of encouragement from

j

^tists’ circles. q
j

The manufacture of white earthenware is generally carried on in large
factories, some of which, and notably those of Saargemuend, Dresden and
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Schramberg, haue deuclopcd to an extraordinary size, and giue occupation to
thousands of tuorkmen. qO Stoneware, especially that for chemical use, is manufactured at Char-
lottenburg near Berlin, Krauschioitz in Silesia, Zwickau in Saxony and in
various places in Baden, Hesse and on the Rhine, fl good many factories
are occupied with the production of stoneware pipes. Pi special kind of
stoneware which is remarkable for its light colour, and therefore capable of
coloured decoration is manufactured in the famous works of CDessrs. Uilleroy
& Boch at CDettlach'On'the-Saar, and used both for vessels and for very pretty
and extremely durable tiles. The latter are shaped in a dry state by power-
ful presses; similar tiles are also manufactured in other parts of Germany,
for instance in the neighbourhood of Dresden. q
^ fl peculiar ware, similar to stoneware, only slightly porous and covered
with a brown and white glaze prepared from mixtures of clays, is the so-
-called “Bunziauer Geschirr,” which is manufactured at Bunziau in Silesia from
clays in the neighbourhood. This ware is well known for its durability, and
enjoys a ready sale in all Germany.
Q The manufacture of porcelain is without any doubt that branch of the
ceramic industry which has reached the highest perfection in Germany. It is
true that amongst the many porcelain factories of Germany there are some
which have only developed the technical part of their industry, and, working
for wholesale exportation only, leave much to be desired from an artistic
point of view; on the other hand, however, there are many that have culti-
vated both directions, and justly enjoy universal fame. Of these the two
Royal Works of CDeissen and Berlin are in the first rank. jn

The Royal Saxon Porcelain Pactory at CDeissen is, as everyone knows, the '

oldest porcelain works of Gurope, and is still the largest. In its products it
justly dings to the old traditions of the rococo period from which it dates
its fame, it is always open to modern artistic ideas; in its technical
development it is unsurpassed. The purity of its porcelain and the gloss of its
glaze are too well known to be specially insisted upon here. Do other factory
has such a variety of under-glaze colours, and no less admirable is its dexterous
management of the difficult technique of pate-sur-pate. QQ The Royal Prussian Porcelain Works at Berlin have gone through a
peculiar development; they were founded in 1750 as a private enterprise,
bought up by Prederic the Great in 1763, and have been managed since then
by the Prussian Government according to varying principles, flt present they
are supposed to be in a large measure instrumental in stimulating the ceramic
art in Prussia. Large sums are devoted to the solutions of problems of
the ceramic art, and not so much attention is devoted to the culture of old
traditions as to the creation of new achievements. We cannot here go into
the discussion of the very original and remarkable artistic productions of
the Royal works, but we will enumerate a few of their technical achieve-
ments. We may draw attention to the fact that objects of an extraordinary
size, such as baths, have been produced in the works. The introduction of

X

i
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peculiar coloured and flotuing glazes must be mentioned here, as mell as
glazes tuhich contain luell deueloped glistening crystals. Of no small import-

ance are also the experiments of the factory in the domain of the production

of neuj porcelain compositions which may be burned at low temperatures,

and consequently allow of a greater abundancy of under-glaze colours than
ordinary porcelain- These products, known under the name of Berlin soft

porcelain, possess an agreeable milk white colour, and are totally different

in their composition from the phosphate or bone porcelain so largely manu-
factured in Gngland- Q
Q Of the priuate porcelain factories, many are distinguished by a combi-

nation of exquisite technical skill with refinement of artistic treatment. Q
A peculiar branch of the porcelain industry, represented by a number

of factories, denotes its attention to the manufacture of goods for chemical

and technical use. In this branch the Royal Porcelain COorks at Berlin

take a prominent position, producing apparatuses of the greatest resistance

to high temperatures and chemical attacks, and soluing successfully the most
difficult problems as far as complicated shapes and sizes of objects are

concerned. Special methods are used for the wholesale production of

telegraphic isolators and small parts of electric apparatuses which haue to

be uery exact and uniform in shape. Besides the Royal COorks, the firm of

(Dessrs- Schomburg in Berlin, whose works are uery extensiue, must be

mentioned here. Q
Q The foregoing sketch cannot claim to be complete, but it may be supple-

mented by a few statistical data. Q
Q According to the statements of the Potters’ Trade Association there were
in Germany in the year 1898 a total number of 939 ceramic establishments

with 71,883 workmen. This does not include brickmaking works, which form
a trade association of their own. In that industry there were 12,567 esta-

blishments with altogether 280,702 workmen. Q
Q Among the 939 ceramic establishments there were: Q

1 87 porcelain works with 34,030 hands
43 earthenware factories 15,341 11

43 porcelain-painting establishments . 872 11

1 6 Kaoline mines 216 11

343 stoue works . 10,083 11

116 potteries 1,503 11

27 stoneware factories 11 1,746 11

1 8 tile factories 11 1,021 11

The largest number of establishments is found in Prussia (499), Ba-
uaria (99), and Saxony (81).

Q The following statistics giue an idea of the importance of the ceramic
industry in Germany: Q
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A. Production.

Q The following quantities of uarious ceramic objects were produced in

Germany in 1897:

Quantity in tons Ualue in (Darks

1

1. Porcelain goods . . . 78J48 51,257,137
2. Garthenware goods . 66,267 27,345,003
3. Stoneware goods . . 58,858 3,368,820
4. riles 114,377 9,721,087
5. Uarious — 22,085,409

— 113,777,456

B. Import and Gxport.

earthenware Porcelain, white Porcelain, painted

1894 1898 1902 1894 1898 1902 1894 1898 1902

Ualue of import in

millions of marks 1-8 21 1-6 0-2 0-2 0-17 0-6 1-1 1-4
Ualue of export in

miliions of marks 6-9 9-7 10-6 1-4 3'4 4'5 11-9 30-3 47'8

Otto n. Witt.
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he textile industry occupies the first place in the list of Ger-
man trades. It comprises, indeed, a much smaller number of

establishments than all other industries, but neuertheless it

giues employment to the greatest number of hands, amounting
to about one tenth of all those persons industrially actiue, and
also boasts the largest exports and imports. It is especially

noteworthy that this prominent position has been attained in spite of the fact
that uery few of the raw materials required in its operations are produced in

Germany, and that they haue therefore to be imported from distant countries
at great trouble and expense. QQ According to the gouernment statistics of 1895 the textile industry of the
German Gmpire embraced 248,617 establishments, of which 162,435 belonged
to domestic industry. This latter is characterized by the fact that it is carried
on principally at home, and is occupied in executing orders for outside firms.
It has obtained footing a principally in the mountainous districts of Silesia,

Thuringia, Saxony, Bauaria, &c., but has declined to a considerable extent
recently, owing to its inability to compete with large manufactories; the
aboue number must consequently haue greatly decreased by now. QQ The fluctuations in the consumption of textile goods from uarious causes,
and the fact, that in a number of cases workmen without special train-

ing can be employed, has led in many instances to the deuelopment of the
textile trade into a subsidiary one. The existence of a strongly deueloped
domestic industry on the one hand, and the possibility of the production
of certain goods without manual assistance or the use of motors on the other
hand, leads to the existence of a large number of so-called “single person”
establishments, employing no auxiliary aid whateuer. Q
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Q The folloujing summary shows the preuailing proportions: [j

Total

number
of estab-

lish-

ments

principal

estab-

lish-

ments

sub-

sidiary

estab-

lish-

ments

The establishments are diuided into to

establishments
empioying labour

“single person”
establishments

total

principal

estab-

lish-

ments

sub-
sidiary

estab-

lish-

ments

total

principal

estab-

lish-

ments

sub-
sidiary

estab-

lish-

ments

248,617 205,292 43,325 57,792 56,759 1,168 190,690 148,533 42,157

fl glance at the class “principal establishments” makes the following diuision
into small and large establishments possible:

^ i

a) Small establishments

b) (Dedium establishments

c) Large establishments

1 person 148,533

2 to 5 persons 44,825
6 „ 10 „ 3,586

11 ,, 50 „ 5,088
51 „ 200 „ 2,427

201 „ 1,000 „ 801
ouer 1 ,000 „ 32

1

“ single person”
\ establishments

establishments

employing
labour

Total . . . 205,292 establishments

Q In 1895 the number of persons employed in the 205,292 principal esta-
blishments was 993,257. Of these 532,037 were males and 461,220 fe-

males, 148,533 of the total number belonging to “single person” establishments,
and 844,724 to establishments employing labour. Consequently the textile in-
dustry forms the chief uocation for one person in euery 52 of the 52*25 million
inhabitants of the German Cmpire. .

'

fl diuision into owners, staff and workmen results in the following
figures: pi

(Dale Temale Total

Owners of establishments employing no labour 81,879 66,654 148,533
Owners of establishments employing labour . 47,714 4,196 51,910
Staff 42,611 1,489 44,100
Workmen 359,833 388,881 748,714

Total . . . 532,037 461,220 993,257

Q fl comparison of male and female hands shows that the number of
females nearly equals that of the males; amongst the workmen alone the
number of females exceeds the number of males employed by 29,000 in round
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numbers. Children are largely employed, the percentage being about 8’8 of
the total. There are 10,901 apprentices, of whom 8,710 are males and 2,191
females. Q |Q In the following table the branches of the textile industry represented
in Germany and their extent are shown. The last column of the table

‘

stating the number of persons employed refers only to principal establish-
ments. n

Total

number of

establish-

ments

Of these

number

of

persons

principal

establish-

ments

domestic

industry

establish-

ments

a) Preparation of spinning ma-
terial 1,157 924 113 17,237
1. Silk drying 8 8 1 178
2. COool preparation 969 834 105 16,358
3. Plax steeping and scutching 180 82 7 701

b) Spinning 9,124 7,721 4,430 183,543
1. Silk winding 140 131 104 232
2. Silk spinning 1,458 1,207 1,242 6,577
3. Wool spinning 2,61

1

2,326 705 54,488
4. (Dungo and shoddy pre-

paration 162 153 34 7,390
5. Plax and hemp combing

and spinning 1,662 1,373 746 22,228
6. TFute spinning 33 32 — 8,645
7. Cotton spinning 2,446 1,991 1,432 74,807
8. Uicuna wool spinning. . . 107 106 — 8,235
9. Spinning of other material 150 124 50 679

10. Spinning of unspecified

material 355 278 117 302

c) lOeauing, including ribbon

weauing 144,548 119,326 100,121 508,010
1. Silk weauing 17,658 1 6,859 1 5,349 56,082
2. COool weauing 26,035 23,756 19,755 1 53,098
3. Linen weauing 50,453 34,493 24,543 67,792
4. lute weauing 187 112 132 5,839
5. Cotton weauing 32,751 28,997 27,553 147,121

Carried ouer . . . 291,214 240,903 196,539 1,336,542
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Total
Of these

number of

establish-

ments

principal

establish-

ments

domestic

industry

estabiish-

ments

number

of

persons

Brot. foriuard . . * 291,214 240,903 196,539 1,336,542

6. COcauing of mixed goods 16,332 14,495 1 2,664 77,292
1 . COeauing of unspecified

material 1,132 614 125 786

d) Rubber and hair-plaiting ma-
terial 2,585 1,423 2,162 3,852

e) Knitting industries and stock-

ing making * 35,740 29,864 23,961 80,688

f) Crochet, embroidery and lace

manufacture 21,660 18,253 15,277 43,674
1- Crochet and embroidery . 9,242 7,359 5,892 14,599
2* Lace manufacture and linen

embroidery 12,418 10,894 9,385 29,075

g) Bleaching, dyeing, printingand
finishing 9,607 8,458 2,297 102,825
1. Silk dyeing and printing 311 300 86 6,732
2. Wool dyeing and printing 1,789 1,653 245 22,731
3. Linen bleaching and dyeing 802 633 243 5,671
4. Cotton bleaching and dye-

ing 1,223 1,109 358 32,618
5- Finishing for stockings and

knitted goods 618 506 434 5,556
6- Washing and bleaching of

laces, &c 778 575 727 1,156
7- Other bleaching and dyeing

establishments 4,086 3,682 204 28,361

h) Trimming manufacture .... 16,367 12,368 13,734 32,511

i) Cordage 7,829 6,955 340 20,917
1* Rope manufacture 7,131 6,352 207 1 7,464
2- (Danufacture of nets, sails

and sacks 698 603 133 3,453

Total .... 248,617 205,292 1 62,435 993,257
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Q The number of machines used in the textile industry, according to the
statistics of 1895 is as follows: r*

1. Carding machines in 2,054 establ. 31,229 machines
2- Combing machines 285 5,248
3- (Dule machines

I-* 1,159 6,308
4- Rouing machines

It 907 1 9,060
5- Spinning frame machines. . , . tt 2,017 tt 10,071,551 spindles
6. Ilacquard hand looms

It 5,801 tt 22,968 machines
7. Uacquard power looms

tt 1,013 tt 40,918
8. Hand looms without Jacquard

machine 22,304 tt 73,994
9- Power looms without Jacquard

machine 2,657 tt 255,295
10. Spinning mills for the produc-

tion of gold, and siluer threads.

hand power
It 56 tt 99

11. Spinning mills for the produc-
tion of gold and siluer threads.

motor power
tt 31 tt 134

12. Hand ribbon looms
tt 2,417 5,380

1 3. Power ribbon looms
tt 1,081 8,703

14. Hand twine machines
tt 424 tt 753 spindles

1 5. Power twine machines
tt 1,395 17,353

16. Hand bobbin and plaiting ma-
chines

tt 171 tt 551 machines
17. Power bobbin and plaiting ma-

chines
tt 353 tt 24,018

18. Hand bobbin-net-machines . . . tt 149 283
19. Power bobbin-net-machines. . . tt 265 1,568
20. Hand embroidering machines. . tt 2,1 16 tt 4,320
21. Power embroidering machines. tt 491 tt 2,381
22. Hand multifold embroidery ma-

chines
tt 119 tt 295

23. Power multifold embroidery ma-
chines

tt 1 tt 40
24. Hand stocking looms

tt 2,274 tt 9,465
25. Power stocking looms

tt 462 tt 1 1,018
26. Hand warp machines

tt 2,450 tt 5,588
27. Power warp machines

tt 220 tt 3,780
28. Cnglish hand looms

tt 103 tt 320
29. Cnglish power looms

tt 71 tt 828
30. Trench hand looms

tt 234 1,360
31. Trench power looms

tt 225 tt 8,434 tt
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1 O OJotor power was used in 12,365 establishments, 11,115 establishments
. using 515,583 horse power. This power was deueloped by:

Wind — horse power
j

Water . . 1,936 It 65,125 „ tt

t

Steam . . 7,693 tt 446,886 „
Gas . . 1,151 It 2,858 „ tt

Petroleum . . 100 tt 278 „
Benzine or ether . . 194 tt 337 „
Hot air 39 tt 67 „
Compressed air 2 tt 32 „
electricity . . 169 tt tt tt

I

1 1 ,300 establishments 515,583 horse power

{ Q The textile industry is uery unequally distributed throughout Germany
this is best shown by the following table. in which the number of persons
giuen refers only to principal establishments. which are. howeuer, not specified :

Prouince of Cast Prussia . . . . 1,960 establ. altogether 3,074 persons
„ „ West Prussia 672 tt tt 1,301

City of Berlin . . . 2,914 tt tt 15,266
Prouince of Brandenburg . . . . 7,454 tt tt 54,474

„ „ Pomerania . . . . . 1,912 tt tt 3,184
„ „ Posen 765 tt tt 1,534
„ „ Silesia . . . 33,498 tt tt 90,911 tt

i „ „ Saxony .... . . . 9,141 tt tt 22,809

i
„ „ Schleswig-Holstein 2,474 tt tt 7,279

I

„ „ Hanouer. . . . . . . 3,315 tt tt 22,690
< „ „ Westphalia . . . . . 7,087 tt tt 37,269

„ „ Hesse-Hassau . . . 3,1 10 tt tt 8,921
„ „ Rhineland . . . . . 28,327 tt tt 171,816

Hohenzollern 380 tt t) 1,357 tt

Prussia

Bauaria
. . . 103,009 establ. altogether 441,885 persons
. . . 21,252 „ „ 75,222 „

Saxony
tt tt 267,441

: Wurtemberg . . . 9,513 tt tt 39,968
. Baden

tt tt 29,303
Hesse

tt tt 3,518
CDecklenburg-Schwerin . . . . . 1,285 1,720
Saxe-Weimar 8,818
(Decklenburg-Strelitz . . . 250 361

1

Oldenburg 389 tt tt 3,996 tt

Carried ouer . . . 230,418 establ. altogether 872,232 persons
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Brot fotuard .... 230,418 cstabl. altogether 872,232 persons
Brunswick 647 ft 11 3,839
Saxe-CDeiningen 730 f 11 4,194 11

Saxe-Altenburg 667 H 3,754 11

Saxe-Coburg-Gotha 812 11 1,447 11

Anhalt 287 11 1,302 H
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen. . 382 11 512 11

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt .... 363 11 795 11

(Oaldech 79 11 11 121 11

Reuss, the older 1,015 11 11 12,165 11

Reuss, the younger 843 11 11 14,147 11

Schaumburg-Lippe 495 11 11 629 11

tippe 746 11 11 677 11

Luebech 121 11 11 171 11

Bremen 152 11 11 1,597 11

Hamburg 566 11 11 1,991 11

Alsace-Lorraine 10,299 11 11 73,684 11

German Gmpire . . . 248,617 estabK altogether 993,257 persons

Q The value of the textile goods produced in the German Gmpire in

1897 amounted, according to statistics, to 2,749'9 million marhs (see table 64
pages 207/208 “German Political Gconomy at the end of the 19th century”).

The “Annual of statistics for the German Gmpire” (page 85) quotes the follouj-

ing figures concerning the export of raiu materials and manufactures in the
textile and felt industries, as well as clothes from German customs territory

:

1897
million
marhs

1902
million
marhs

Sheep wool, raw 23’4 29'7

Carded wool 25'0 27'0

COool yarn 44-6 62'5

Cloth and woollen goods not printed 144.4 159-4

COooiien hosiery not printed 23'8 22-9

Cotton yarn 21'0 31-7

Stout cotton goods, dyed, printed, &c. 62’7 81-2

Cotton hosiery 53'6 72-9

Half-silk goods, cloths, shawls. . . . 66’0 91-1

D As mentioned aboue, Germany obtains most of its raw material partly

or wholly from foreign countries. Do cotton or jute is produced in Germany,
the former being imported principally from the United States of America, the

British Gast Indies, Ggypt, &c., the latter from the British Gast Indies. Plax
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and hemp arc grown in Germany to a slight extent, the greater part, hoioeuer,
is imported, flax from Russia, flustria-Hungary, Belgium, &c. and hemp from
Russia, Italy, Austria-Hungary, &c. QQ IChe production of wool in the German Gmpire is decreasing annually:
in 1861 the number of sheep in round numbers was 28 millions, while in
1900 it had fallen to 10 millions. Q

Sheep breeding is principally carried on in Prussia, whilst Bauaria comes
next in importance, and is followed by (Dechlenburg, COurtemberg, Brunswick
and Oldenburg. The enormous quantity of wool used in manufacturing in
addition to the home supply comes from the Argentine Republic, British
Australia, Great Britain, British South Africa, Belgium, Prance, &c. Carded
wool and woollen yarns are also imported from Great Britain, Belgium and
^ance.

Q Silk is produced in quite unimportant quantities in the German Gmpire:
raw silk comes principally from Cast Asia, Italy and Prance, and floss silk
from Switzerland and Austria-Hungary. Silk cocoons are imported from
Prance, Italy and China. q

The importance of the import of raw-materials is shown by the follow-
ing figures: q

1897 1902
million
marks

million
marks

Cotton, raw 231'0 ^ 1 Q'7
Plax

O J 9 /

Hemp
00 V

lute PI *0

(Oool (also goat’s hair, camel’s hair, &c.) . . . 218’7
00 ^

273'9
Carded wool
COoollen yarn QQ'I

oo o

Silk cocoons
OO D

Raw silk
V

1 1 7*7
Ploss silk ?0'g

Jill B

07r1 IAll
1

(Dax Gurtler.

m m m m
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he deuelopment of these industries has been of such a manifold

character during the last tujenty-fiue years that it is neces-

sary at the outset to specify the various branches, and to state

where the chief manufacturing centres are located. They are

as follows: Q
1. Hand and (Dachine Gmbroidery and Lace (Danu-

facture in the Saxon Uogtiand, the Grzgebirge, Bauaria, Silesia and Pomerania.

2. CDanufacture of Hand and (Da chine Point applique, and Tam-
bour Lace in the Saxon Uogtiand, the Grzgebirge and (Uurtemberg. Q

3. CDanufacture of Open-(Oorh, Double Tulle Curtains and
Laces in Cibenstock, Saxony. Q

4. Bobbin or Pillow Lace Industry in the Saxon Crzgebirge. Q
5. CDanufacture of Guipure-Ret, Point Lace and Ribbon or In-

sertion in Silesia, Saxon Crzgebirge and Bauaria. Q
6. CDechanical Lace CUeauing and Bobbin-Lace CDanufacture at

Leipsic, Dresden and Barmen. Q
There are also several isolated factories in Germany, engaged in these

branches of industry and producing specialties such as tapestry, embroidered

flags, quilted work, &c. Berlin, the capital of the Cmpire, is the most notable

centre for the manufacture of these specialties. Q
a The manufacture of embroideries, point applique and frame lace was
formerly an industry carried on at home in which the clever nimble hands

of the mountain population were engaged. The modern inventions of em-

broidery machines, mechanical frames, lace and bobbin looms have however

caused a complete revolution in the modes of manufacture, thereby increas-

ing the wholesale production, and opening up new markets. Q
a The introduction of machinery has had very little influence, however, on

the artistic character of these manufactures, as they demand from operatives
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not only mechanical skill and intelligence but a high degree of artistic talent,
j

flrt-lndustrial schools haue been established in all the principal manufacturing
centres for training capable workers and designers. The directors and teachers

^

in these schools endeauour not only to keep pace with the aduancing spirit

of the times^ but to contribute essentially towards promoting the interests

of this industry. O
The manufacture of embroidery was introduced into the Saxon Uogtland

and the Srzgebirge by Anna Dollain during the latter half of the 18th century.

It was carried on as a hand industry uninterruptedly until the middle of the

19th century, and formed a profitable source of liuelihood for the skilful in-

habitants of the entire district. Dl
embroidering machines, inuented by an Alsatian named Heilmann, in 1829,

were first introduced into the Uogtiand in 1857, causing considerable detriment
to the hitherto preuailing hand industry: the flourishing machine indust^
howeuer has neuer been able entirely to supplant hand-work. Ol

The manufacture of elegant underwear, monograms and flat-stitch em-
broidery, executed in white and colours, dress-trimmings, &c., embroidered in

various colours, headed passementerie, table covers and other ornamental
articles, form an flourishing branch of Industry at the present time in the
Uogtland and the Erzgebirge. O
D Great improvement in these industries, and increased capabilities on the
part of the operative are due to intercourse with Bohemia and the consequent
training of the inhabitants occupying the adjacent Bavarian districts in cer-

j

tain kinds of technical work, such as open work, guipure net, &c. t3
A number of Saxon manufacturers are accustomed to have certain

articles embroidered in Pommerania (Stolp) and in Silesia. D
Q Hand embroidery in (Dunich has attained a high reputation at the present
day. Table linen, elegant underwear and tapestries are the chief articles manu-
factured. CDunich and the Uogtland dominate the German market at the present
time in these specialities. The annual sales amount to one million marks, and
England, Prance, Austria and the United States are among the markets supplied.

Limited space prevents a detailed enumeration of the individual establish-
ments engaged in manufacturing specialities. O

The manufacture of machine-made embroidery and lace is the chief
branch of industry in the Uogtland at the present time, and 9,500 embroidering
machines are in operation there. Of these 3,300 are hand and 6,200 shuttle
system, all principally used for making cotton and silk lace. According to
statistics collected by the Plauen Chamber of Commerce for the district of
Plauen and the Principalities of Reuss in 1902, there were 1,283 shuttle and
1,873 hand embroidering machines in operation. Ro less than 300 firms in
Plauen, Uogtland, are engaged in the manufacture of lace and embroidery.
CDany other firms in the cities towns and villages of the Uogtland are occupied
in producing coloured embroideries in velvet and silk, embroidered gloves, &c.

Q A revolution in the existing methods of lace and embroidery manufac-
ture, and a consequent increase in wholesale production, the extent of which
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cannot yet be calculated, ujill probably be caused by the recent introduction
of automatic embroidering machines, flt present about 200 such machines
haue been introduced and are at loork. The construction and capability of
these machines are remarkable, and the quality of lace manufactured is
faultless. —

, Q enormous proportions of the Saxon machine embroidering industry
haue only been attained since the introduction of tulle embroidery in 1880,
the inuention of the shuttle machine and the employment of the etching pro-
cess lohich mas inuented about the same time, fl nem basis for the technical
deoelopment of the industry luas thus formed, lohich led to the establishment
of a special designing school in Plauen, Uogtiand in 1877. This school nom
bears the name “Royal Art School for Textile Industry” and giues important
euidence of the artistic morth of the aforesaid inuention. =

(Dachine embroidery in the Uogtiand mas confined to mork on firm
material until 1880, mhen the introduction of tulle embroidery disclosed a
nem field mherein the intelligence of manufacturers, designers and embroiderers
could be actiue. The embroidered tulle lace, mhich has attained a morld-mide
reputation under the name of “Saxon point,” has neuer been remoued from
the list of manufactured articles in spite of the uariable fashions mhich
haue preuailed. Alone, or in combination mith “etched lace,” recently intro-
duced, it continually offers incitement to nem and unique products of the
lace industry. qQ Pext to tulle embroidery, the so-called “etched-embroidery” forms at the
present day the chief article of Uogtiand industry. This is a machine-made
lace, and consists of cotton or silk embroidery on material mhich is after-
mards remoued by etching, leauing only the embroidery. Q

This nem technical process renders it possible to manufacture all hinds
of lace in faultless style and morhmanship. QQ ^

The export of Uogtiand embroideries before the introduction of lace em-
broidery mas quite inconsiderable. It did not amount to the tmentieth part
of the present production. Up to 1880 the market only comprised Austria,
Russia, €ngland, Penmarh and Smeden, mhereas since that time Prance, 6ng-
land and America haue been the chief countries importing it. QQ The principal centres of Point applique and Tambour lace manu-
facture are in Saxony and lUurtemberg (Rauensburg, (Dengen). Similarly
mith other sorts of embroidery and lace, they are also made by hand and
machine. q

Point applique bears the unique name “spoke-mork” in Germany, after
the method of manufacturing. The technical execution consists in joining
embroidered or tamboured designs mith spoke-like stitches, and then cutting
out the ground material forming the insterstices. QQ lOorhers engaged in making Point applique and Tambour lace by hand
chiefly produce fine articles of attire, dress trimmings, children’s undermear,
couers, &c. (Dachine mork is principally used in making curtains, stores,
bed-couerlets and other articles designed for ornamenting dmellings. Q
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Do reliable information can be obtained concerning the time luhen this
] j

branch of the industry mas introduced into Germany; the inhabitants of the

Saxon Grzgebirge probably learned and employed the tambour or “chain”
stitch about the end of the 18th century.

Q "Point applique and tambour work became an important article of mer-

chandise after the introduction of the Comely triple-needle sector-machine.

Until then all attempts to manufacture curtains and couerlets mere unsuccess-

ful on account of foreign competition; at the present time homeuer, this

speciality has deueloped to such an extent in Germany that neither foreign

competition nor the flourishing condition of tulle-lace manufacturing in Saxony
can affect it. Its success has been due not only to the business talent of

manufacturers and the progress in shilled morhmanship, but pre-eminently to

the artistic character of the manufactures.

Q According to the latest reports the sales of machine-tambour and Point

applique curtains (frequently executed in loop stitch)^ bed-couers, mindom
curtains and edging for the same, haue increased considerably. The improue-

ment in this industry, especially in the deuelopment of its fine artistic taste

and in the creation of nouelties, assures it a brillant future. Q
Besides the aboue mentioned applique and tamboured mork, curtains,

stores, and couerlets trimmed mith ribbon and lace haue become uery popular

lately. Germany is the chief market for this branch of industry, although

considerable quantities are exported to Austria, Holland, Belgium, Smeden and
Dormay, Gngland and Canada. Q
Q There are 424 firms in Uogtland and the Grzgebirge engaged in manu-

i facturing lace, hand and machine-made embroidery, tamboured and applique
mork, and their annual production, calculated on the amount of sales, is uaiued

at 65,000,000 marks.

The chief centre in lOurtemberg of the Tambour and applique industry is

Rauensburg, and it has been located there since the middle of the last century.

Its present importance homeuer mas attained in 1880-90 through the manu- \

facture of fine curtains skilfully executed in the Venetian style.

Q It is a mell-knomn fact that the tambour and applique manufactures
at lOurtemberg are of excellent quality, and that they haue an annual output
of about a million marks. QQ Ten firms at Rauensburg and one at Ulm, employing from 1,500 to

2,000 female hands and 300 machines, are engaged at present in the manu-
facture of point applique curtains and couerlets. Their market includes Ger-

many, Cngland, the United States and South America. Q
The simularity betmeen the manufacture of open-mork and double

tulle curtains of the Saxon Crzgebirge (Gibenstock and Schonheide) and the

preuiously mentioned industry, consists of the tambour or chain stitch being

used for both. The distinguishing characteristic, homeuer, is the absence of

all plastic affect; no material of close texture is euer used for application,

such curtains, couers, lace, &c. being exciusiuely made by hand. This mork
necessitates such technical perfection that it must be classed among the most
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delicate and exquisite manufactures of the Saxon textile industry. The market
for these expensiue lace curtains is confined almost exclusiuely to America^
as they are scarcely known in Germany, and therefore uery little used. QD In spite of the competition of machine made lace, Saxon hand-made bobbin
lace is an important product, beinq a highly ualued and popular lace among
certain classes of people. Seueral thousand female hands are consequently
^939^d in this industry in the Saxon Grzgebirge (Schneeberg, Schwarzenberg).
Q Such a continuous market exists for linen lace and insertions with
twisted and plaited groundwork, strong linen corners and edging for cushions,
couerlets and scarfs. Torchon lace. Torchon and Guipure handkerchiefs and
table couers, tablecloths and curtains, &c., that frequently the demand can
scarcely be met. There are 28 schools in Saxony, whose aim is to instruct
women in the art of making bobbin lace. In 1896 these schools registered
1,329 women and 36 men as pupils; in 1897, 1,380 women and 23 men; in
1898, 1,391 women and 16 men; in 1899, 1,381 women; in 1900, 1,335 women;
in 1901, 1,326 women, and in 1902, 1,355 women. QQ In addition to these schools for bobbin lace, there is a school for £ace
Designing at Schneeberg. Only such pupils are admitted there as haue
passed through the ordinary bobbin lace schools. The pupils are taught to
make the most artistic patterns of Torchon, Guipure, Cluny, Idria, (Dalines,
Chantilly, Brussels, (Dechlin, Duchesse, Valenciennes, and uarious kinds of
point and coloured lace, and the school has established agencies with sample
rooms at Dresden, Berlin, Cdinburgh, and recently at Schneeberg. QO Since the introduction of point-lace and guipure net into Silesia, the
Silesian lace industry has deueloped into a profitable means of liuelihood for
the inhabitants. During the winter season especially, it is carried on as a
domestic industry, and giues employment at the present day to about
LSOO women lining in the districts lying along the Austrian frontier. nQ The most recent industry established in Germany is the mechanical
manufacture of wouen and bobbin lace at £eipsic, Dresden, and Barmen.
It originated in Cngland, and great difficulties were experienced at first in
operating the extremely complicated weauing and bobbin machines and in
dressing the lace, so that seueral years elapsed before the enterprise became
profitable. The manufacturers at the present time are confined to laces easily
made, which can compete in the German market with Dottingham and Calais
wares, uiz., trimmings for underwear. Tatting, Torchon and Valenciennes lace.

Q The unique and tasteful patterns, produced recently by German mechan- !

ical factories of wouen and bobbin lace, haue become quite popular. Q jQ At £eipsic there are 51 lace weauing machines in operation. One machine, i

working 12 hours daily, produces annually lace ualued at 30-40,000 marks.
|Q Curtain machines are employed for manufacturing certain kinds of lace,

.
j^ed for decoratiue purposes, such as church ornamentation, &c. Q I

Q At Barmen, lace is manufactured on the ribbon loom (ribbon-loom-lace),
and on machines with belt-gear (plaited or bobbin lace); only a few years
haue elapsed since lace weauing machines were introduced. The establishments
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in Barmen are not confined to lace, but include the manufacture of ribbon,

tapes, braid, &c. Ho reliable information can be obtained concerning the amount
of production. Recent statistics shoio that there are about 5,000 ribbon looms^
120 belt'driuen machines, 50,000 plaiting machines, 100,000 rollers and
3 million bobbins at work at Barmen and in the neighbourhood. QQ If the fashions are favourable, the majority of the looms and belt machines
are employed for the manufacture of lace. There are about 7-8,000 ujorkmen
engaged in this work, and wages approximate 8,000,000 marks annually.

Q In the German Gmpire there are 21,660 establishments engaged in the manu-
facture of lace and embroidery (including crochet work); of these 15,277 be-
long to the domestic Industry; 43,674 persons (12,113 men and 31,561 women)
are engaged in these branches of industry, including foremen. QQ The amount of lace and embroidery exported in 1902 was as follows:
cotton lace 30,223,000 marks, cotton embroidery 25,162,000 marks, em-
broidery on linen 344,000 marks, thread lace (made with bobbin or needle)

235,000 marks, blond lace (silk or half silk with metal threads) 323,000 marks,
blond lace and embroidery (silk or partly silk without metal threads) 2,563,000
marks, woolen lace and tulle (embroidery on woolen materials) 1,236,000 marks;
total amount 60,086,000 marks. Q

Prof. R. H 0 fm a n n.
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ntiring actiuity in the field of induftrial technology on the
one hand and research and classification in all branches
of natural science on the other, haue paued the way to the
perception that the objects of the outer world do not owe
their existence to the caprice of fortune nor to blind chance,
but that the production of the uery simplest article, natural

or artificial, requires a sequence of circumstances and effects, which owing to
its similarity in the most uarious domains has been recognized as a uniuersal
principle, uiz., the principle of euolution. In technology this principle is self-

euident; it follows from the conception of worh, and from the fact that bodies
can only change their"position or form through work. In machine construction
the principle has long been recognized that for euery new form to be pro-
duced new forms of tools are also necessary, as well as new machines to
work such tools. Owing to the record-breaking discoueries of the great in-

ventors of the last century, and the development of a science of technology,
the connection has been found between natural and artificial products, for
it has been shown that both sorts of development are regulated by the prin-
ciple of adaptation. The unconscious effect of the forces of nature and the
conscious activity of mankind work according to the same great uniform
principle of gradual evolution and adaptation to all aims or conditions. Q

Were it possible to produce a perfectly complete international exhibition
upon this basis, we should have indeed a picture of human activity such as
it would be impossible to improve upon. Since however at every exhibition the
wishes and views of the individual exhibitors have to be taken into account,
and since these exhibitors will be sure to chose those of their manufactures
and products for exhibition which they consider best suit their own interests,
it is scarcely probable that such a goal will ever be reached. The country where
the exhibition is held is in the best position to offer a complete representation
of its sciences, industries, and technology by its exhibits, for it suffers least
from the difficulty in making proper arrangements, and in transporting and
arranging its exhibits. "Foreign countries, particularly €uropean ones, will only
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be able to shoio a feio examples of their industrial and technical capabilities
at so remote a spot as St. Louis, and must therefore haue recourse to supple*
menting and explaining their exhibits by words, pictures, or figures. Q

It is the object of the present treatise to point out the characteristic
features of the deuelopment of German machine construction, and to show
the present condition thereof.

""

Q The purpose of all machines and engines is without exception the per-
formance of work capable of being put to industrial uses. lOork is performed
when a force acts along a giuen direction; scientifically expressed work is
the product of work and direction. These two factors of the conception of
work, force and direction, or better, force and motion, correspond to the known
diuision of all engines into generating machines and working machines, and
to the direction of the perfection of both classes. QQ In generating engines the forces of natures, such as heat, water power,
or wind, are forced into certain paths; their task is the production of work, of
kinetic energy, in directions already determined, or, in other words, the trans-
formation of the energy present in nature to the purposes of industry. Q

The purpose of working machines is to utilise the energy which has
thus been induced to follow certain fixed directions for the production of
industrially useful and saleable products. QQ The standard for judging generating engines is, according to the general
view, their effectiue power. This standard is, howeuer, a one-sided one, for
no less importance should be attached to the reliability of their working, which
is essentially determined by rational construction, by cleuer arrangement of
the working parts and distribution of the mouing masses, by the capability
of the whole engine to resist inner or outer influences, by the judicious
structure of the whole to make the operator’s work lighter, by employing forms
suited to the working forces, and by obseruing all the physical conditions ne-
cessary for the permanent running of the engine. The economical standard
of a power plant is not the same for all countries, at all times and under all
circumstances. In Germany much importance is attached to securing a high
degree of economy, because economy has to be exercised in the utilisation of
the quantity of energy present in nature. Consequently in power engines of
German origin all the aboue-mentioned considerations are strictly obserued.Q fl high degree of effectiue power is aimed at in steam-engine plants, for
example, both by employing perfect heating arrangements and good steam
boilers capable of absorbing the heat, and also by thoughtful construction of
the whole engine. Safety in construction is apparent in the forms and pro-
portions of the separate parts of the engine, and certainty of mouement from
the accuracy of the working parts; adaptation to working forces and harm-
ful resistance, depends upon the forms and relation to one another of the
bearing-linings, slide-faces connecting rods and the like; complete using up
of the steam generated and consideration of the dynamic forces depends upon
the compound system now almost exclusiuely employed, engines are adapted
to the most uaried industrial purposes by suiting them to the number of
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rcuolutions of the working machine, or to the working of the masses to be
set or maintained in motion. QQ The marine engine of many thousand horse-power, which, on their rock-
ing base, transmit their whole force to the propeller shaft day after day
without interruption only became possible through the perfecting of the engine
in working and constructiue respects, as well as though improued methods of
manufacture. The perfection of the marine engine is to a certain extent a
standard for the degree of excellence attained; marine engines with balanced
mouements (Schlick’s patent) giue German uessels a speed hitherto unexcelled.

D The properties of steam as a motiue force are met by the concentrating,^

or in other words the enlarging of the power producing plant. Large boilers

mean a higher economic working effect. Large steam cylinders incur con-
siderably less loss by condensation than smaller ones. The compound system
necessitates the use of high-pressure steam as well as of larger steam cylinders.

All these requirements come to a head in the euer increasing demand for power
in marine engines of unusual size. Steam engines of three, four or fiue

thousand horse power for use on land, are employed for the production of
power in electric generating stations, mills, spinning and weauing factories,

rolling mills and so forth. The largest land engine, of 7,000 H.P. was turned
out only last year by the “Gorlitz CDaschinenbau-flktiengesellschaft” for a
Berlin generating station of the “flilgemeine Glektrizitats-Gesellschaft.” The
high standard reached in the science of steam engines in general is proued
not only by the work of the company just named, but also by those of such
concerns as the “Uereinigten CDaschinenfabriken flugsburg-Durnberg,” (Dessrs.

Borsig in Berlin, the “Berliner (Daschinenbau-flktiengesellschaft uorm. Schwartz-
kopff” at Berlin, Richard Hartmann at Chemnitz, Cgestorff at Hanouer, Luther
at Brunswick, Haniel & Lueg at Pusseldorf and many others. Q
D The steamers built by the “Stettin (Daschinenbau-Rktiengesellschaft Uul-
kan” are known all ouer the world. On the ships of these yards, which were
only established in 1857, 261 uessels haue been built, 66 of which were large

or small men-of-war, 146 screw propelled steamers for the merchant nauy,
and 49 paddle steamers of uarious sorts. Of the larger steamers we will only
mention the “Kaiser COilhelm der Grosse” with a gross tonnage of 14,349,
the “Hronprinz COilhelm” with 14,908, and the “Kaiser COilhelm 11.” with
19,360. The express steamer “Kaiser COilhelm 11.”, with a length of 706' 6",

a breadth of 72' and a depth, to the lower promenade deck, of 52' 6", is

one of the largest uessels at present afloat. Che engines are of 42,000 H.P.,

and their displacement, when laden, 2,600 tons. The uessels turned out by other
yards, such as the “Germania COerft,” and (Dessrs. Howaldt at Kiel, Blohm & Uoss
at Hamburg, Kaiserstieg at Hamburg, and others, are also known all ouer the
world; they one and all point to the high standard attained not only in naual
construction, but also in engine construction in Germany, for each of these
huge uessels constitute nothing else than a complete engine-works in itself.

O Prom the recognition of the fact that but a small total effectiue working
force (about 12—15 per cent) can be obtained by employing steam as the medium
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In motors^ and owing to the demand for small motors of other sorts, the

construction of gas engines, with which the famous name of Dr. Otto will

always be connected, has been developed. These engines formed the model
for petroleum engines, and particularly for the benzine motors which haue lately

come so much into use for motor cars. Q
Q fls far as the technology of heat is concerned, this form of motor shows
a rise in working effect, for even in comparatively small engines, about
15-20 per cent of the heat contained in the gas or petroleum is turned to

account. Tor certain purposes, such as small works, they possess the advan-
tage of economising space, since they require neither boiler nor chimney. Q

Great attention is constantly being paid to the degree of effectiveness in

Kse engines. In the Diesel motor as much as 28 per cent of the heat supplied

is converted into effective work, and 40 per cent into indicated work. Q
Q flt first gas engines served for driving small machines, &c. Their develop-

ment during the first decades is marked by machines of 5, 10 and 15 H.P.;

in the eighties engineers began building gas-motors of several hundred H.P.;

and towards the middle of the nineties the first gas-engine was built on
V. Oechelhauser’s duplex system, having about 600 H.P. The great success
which attended this engine, owing to its utilising the waste gases from
smelting furnaces, resulted in a stride in the increase of the size of the motors
which had never been anticipated, flt the end of last century the capacity of

such motors had risen to 1,000 H.P., and they have now been brought to suit

all requirements in the larger mining works; motors of two, three and four
thousand H.P. are already at work, and others are in course of construction.

There are essentially three different systems of these engines, the Deutzer
quadruplex, the Oechelhauser duplex and Korting’s single system. During the
short course of development which all these large engines have taken, far

more than 200,000 H.P. have served for the production of power. In addition
to the firms named above, we must also mention the “Huremberg (Daschinen-
bau-flktiengesellschaft,” CDessrs. Borsig, Haniel & tueg, Benz of CDannheim,
and others. qQ The reason for this remarkable increase in the construction of gas engines
lies in their better utilisation of fuel and the consequent cheapening of the
production of power. The unit of effectiveness costs in a gas engine less

than a half or a third of what it does in a steam engine. Q
S

fls driving gas for larger engines, ordinary illuminating gas is not em-
>yed, but either so-called high-pressure gas, Dawson-Gas, or else suction

gas, for the production of which latter the works of the German firm lulius
Pintsch have bekome pioneers. These suction gas plants enjoy special popularity
in Germany because they require little attention, and do not necessitate the
assistance of a licensed steam boiler for working. Such plants can be put
up in any suitable spot, and in Berlin, for example, they are placed in the
basement or on the ground floor of some of the larger hotels in the immediate
neighbourhood of the reception rooms, without the guests noticing the presence
of an engine in any way. This circumstance means, moreover, that gas engines
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arc effecting a decentralisation of generating stations^ which at the same time
places a limit to the excessiue increase in the net-work of cables for electric
mains. q

The other side of the conception of work, uiz. the mouement, the con-
stantly repeated action of the tool and the article worked upon, which
is the fundamental requirement for the conuersion of the latter into com-
mercially useful products, is evident in working machines of every kind. In
the perfection of the working machine many branches of industry in Germany
have had their share. The aim throughout is to introduce automatic action
in the construction of machines as far as possible. This occurs in the manu-
facture of many wholesale articles where similarity of all products manu-
factured by one and the same machine is required. Q]

Although machine construction is of an international character, yet the
views of the constructors and the habits of the operators, as well as the
surroundings of the machine, result in a type peculiar to the country where
the machines in question originate. Q

The machines for the working of iron and wood in Germany, have, it is
true, some similarity to those of other countries; nevertheless not a few
peculiarities have arisen, particularly owing to the tools used, the fashioning,
the application of safety appliances, the enclosure of automatically acting
machines, and the customs and social position of the operators. In Germany
a tendency is becoming more and more prevalent to enclose the working
portions and tool-parts of the machine, partly for the protection of the machine
itself, and partly for the protection of the operator; this of course is done
without impairing the capabilities of the machine.

The recognition of the fact that in a machine enclosed and dependent
only upon itself, the increase of the speed of working depends only upon
reliability of construction, has had a great influence upon the exact perfection
of the machine with regard to the forces and friction occurring therein. This
is not only true of those machines which consist of rigid bodies, but it ex-
tends to pumps, compressors and the like. In this respect also the increase
of the working speed has made great strides. Q
Q following the general tendency of the times in all industries, all mecha-
nical work, which does not require high intelligence is being gradually taken
out of the hands of the operator and relegated to machinery. In the textile

and paper making industries, in the book-printing industry, and in the
manufacture of flour, cement, &c., this principle has been brought to completion,
and other manufacturing operations are following. The metal industry, the
production of articles of food, the pottery and brick making industries and
others as well, are continually making further progress in the employment
of machines for saving work and power. Q

It is impossible within the bounds of a short introduction to do justice to
the importance of the industry of machine and engine construction in every re-

spect. The present condition can, however, be demonstrated and supple-
mented by some statistics of the exportation of German machines and engines.
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Recording' to the “Statistical annual for the German Gmpire,” the ex-

portation of German machines and engines has been as follows:

1900 1901 1902

dz

(=100 kg)

Ualue in

thous-

ands of

marks

dz

(=100 kg)

Ualue in

thous-

ands of

marks

dz

(=100 kg)

Ualue in

thous-
ands of

marks

tocomotiucs (locomotors
and traction engines) . 122,926 15,716 183,204 21,068 197,368 20,500

Steam boilers, with and
without tubes, steam
engines, turbines,

pumps, uentilator-fans

for factories, blast en-

gines, roiling machines,
steam hammers 414,136 32,713 334,772 24,650 440,917 29,758

CDachine tools, transmis-
sions, machines for cutt-

ing and punching metal,
lifting engines 165,259 13,511 154,104 11,486 388,689 26,000

Cardingenginesand cards,
cotton spinning machi-
nery, looms, machines
for wood pulp and pa-
per making, machinery
for treating wool. . . , 213,493 19,928 182,526 15,505 224,826 17,297

Agricultural machinery,
brewing and distilling

machinery, grinding
machinery 216,716 22,585 196,627 17,495 225,919 19,298

electric motors 129,178 23,252 124,596 19,935 134,498 21,520
Sewing machines, &c. . . 75,721 7,572 77,025 7,703 80,554 8,861
(Dachines for various in-

dustrial purposes . . . 1,007,748 80,620 873,089 65,482 480,788 33,655

D COilhelm Hartmann.
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f tuc pass the great technical achieuements of the last century in •

reuieto, our gaze is arrested by the latest and most stupendous I

conquest made by man, that of €lectrotechnics, which, based on I

exact science, first deueloped in the application of weak currents.

In 1833, Gauss and UJeber constructed the first telegraphic

plant in the world which connected the Obseruatory at Goettingen

with the Physical Laboratory. Prof. Steinheil of CDunich shortly afterwards
improued the telegraph, being the first to use the earth as a return circuit.

The discouery of electro-deposition by TJacobi occurred at the same period.

In placing the date of the birth of electrical-engineering in the same year as
that of the first practical use of the electric current, it is clear that what is

now-a-days understood by the term electrotechnics could by no means haue
^rown from such beginnings only. The connecting link between electricity

and engineering was missing. The means of obtaining great working power
from electricity was unknown, in short, the way to connect electricity with

,
i

mechanical engineering was still a question of the future. Q i

Q Do practical use of the arc light, inuented by Pauy in 1810, or of the I

electro motor, constructed by Pal Hegro in 1834, could be made as long as

this gap existed. In 1866 howeuer, Werner Siemens established the dynamo-
electrical principle, and thus found the missing link. By constructing the first

dynamo he gaue rise to the possibility of generating a large quantity of elec-

trical energy in a cheap and simple way. Q
Q engineering thus obtained a new form of energy as a working power,

we may say energy in an improued and more uersatile condition, which,
;

owing to its cleanliness and easy manipulation, soon made its way and
j

took possession of a large field of operations. Q
Werner Siemens can therefore be called the parent of strong-current I

|

technology. He occupied himself at an early date with the study of Tlacobi’s

inuention of precipitating copper from a solution of cupric sulphate, and
;

hit upon the inuention of gold and siluer electroplating. It is well known
;

that we haue him to thank for many improuements in telegraphy, especially
!

'

;
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in the submarine branch. It was he mho introduced the condenser for use
in submarine telegraphy and mho laid the cable betmeen Sardinia and Algiers.
His theories on cable laying haue been considered as fundamental euer since
that time. His name is closely connected mith researches on purely scientific
subjects, and stimulated in his mork by his intimacy mith Helmholtz, du Bois-
Reymond, Clausius and COiedemann, he became the author of many scientific
improuements of mhich the most important and fertile mas the introduction
of the mercury unit for electrical resistance, called after him. Science further
omes a number of important measuring instruments to him, seueral of mhich
are still in use although their forms haue been somemhat altered. Q

His business relations mith Halske, a mechanic, led in 1847 to the esta-
blishment of the morld-famed firm of Siemens & Halske. Their first uenture
mas the construction of telegraphic apparatus, and they put up one of the first
telegraph mires in Curope, that from Berlin to Frankfort.

Dynamo machines could only be used for electric light on a limited scale,
as in spite of the improuement of the ring armature inuented by Zenibe
Gramme, a Belgian, no one knem horn seueral arc lamps could be fed from
a single circuit, or horn to “diuide” electric light, as it mas termed. COhen
regulating one lamp the others mere sure to be affected, or a separate machine
had to be morked for each light. "Jablochkom practically solued the problem,
preuenting the mouement of the carbons tomards each other by fixing them
side by side. q

Through the inuention of incandescent lamps, shortly aftermards made
by Gdison, and the simultaneous first use of a parallel arrangement, mhereby
euery lamp mas independent of the others, in contra-distinction to the series
connection, electric light mas suddenly turned into a formidable riual of
gas light. q

It mas Gdison again mho furnished the “Columbia” in 1879 mith a
parallel arrangement plant for 115 incandescent burners. In the folloming
year he built the first municipal central station for electric light in Rem York,
mhich euen at that time presented all the characteristics of a large central
station of the present day. lOe ome to him and Hopkinson the inuention of
the three-mire system, mhich alloms a much greater distance to be trauersed
mithout any increase of tension. This system mas, homeuer, not efficient for
carrying the current ouer uery long distances, nor for supplying uery large
districts. COith the knomledge that the costs of distribution are diminished
by increase of tension, the transmission of alternating currents at a high
tension mas essayed. As homeuer the consumption tension is dependent on
the lamps, it mas found aduisable to reduce it to a simple current before
deliuering it to the consumer. The first to come formard mith a practical
arrangement for this purpose mas £ucien Gaulard, mho used an induction
coil; there mere, homeuer, a great many drambacks to this system, mhich
mere only remoued in 1885 by the distributing system of the engineers
Zipernomsky, Dery and Blathy, and by the introduction of their poleless trans-
formers. The nem system mas exhibited at the “£andesausstellung” in Budapest,
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and with it the alternating current machine, which had fallen into disuse,
came into faoour again. q

The use of the three-wire system with continuous currents led to the
inuention of the multiphase system for alternating currents by Tesla and
Terraris. The three-phase, or rotatory current, is the most common form of
this, and has been adopted by nearly all larger German firms. QQ Germany and the diligence of German engineers haue contributed
considerably to the further deuelopment of electrical engineering. QO The constructiue deficiencies of the ring-armature inuented by Gramme,
which proued unsuitable for the generation of any particularly strong currents,
were remoued by uon Hefner-fllteneck, at that time chief engineer to CDessrs.
Siemens & Halske, through the inuention of the drum armature. This he
brought out at the Berlin Industrial exhibition in 1879, together with a diffe-

rential lamp, a practical and useful arc lamp which for the first time allowed
of seueral lamps being joined up in series. The firm of Siemens & Halske
created a great sensation at this same exhibition by the first electric

railway. Q
In 1881 edison’s representatiue introduced the first incandescent lamp

at the Paris exhibition. The question whether the diuisibility of electric light

into the smallest units was of any ualue was a matter of great dispute at

that time. R German engineer named G. Rathenau, recognising the importance
of the incandescent lamp, secured the Gdison patent for Germany, and
founded the German Gdison Company for applied electricity. Almost simul-
taneously he undertook to prouide Berlin with electric power, and erected

a plant which became a model for the construction and working of other
central stations, the practicability and lucratiueness of electrical works on a
large scale hauing thus been demonstrated. QQ The manner in which the General Clectric Company (Allgemeine Glek-

trizitatsgesellschaft) originated from the original Cdison Co. is now a matter
of history, and how it deueloped under Rathenau’s management and yielded

such important results in the domain of strong current technology is well

known. In 1882 the Company had the opportunity of showing the German
public this new light at the (Dunich exhibition. This was an important
exhibition, made specially interesting by the fact that it was there that the

Prench engineer (Darcel Peprez made a first attempt to transmit electricity

ouer a distance of 60 kms. Although this experiment was considered a failure

from a technical point of uiew, the efficiency of the transmission being only

25 per cent, it still had an encouraging effect on the deuelopment of electrical

transmission of power, and shortly afterwards Brown, the head engineer of

a machine factory at Oerlikon, in Switzerland, effected a transmission of 50 H.P.
between Kriegsstetten and Solothurn, a distance of 7*5 kms, with a total

efficiency of 75 per cent. The electrical transmission of power was, howeuer,
not definitiuely adopted as a working factor in engineering until the Prankfort
exhibition of 1891, when Brown, together with uon Poliuo-Pobrowolsky, the

chief electrician of the Allgemeine eiektrizitatsgesellschaft, were brilliantly
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successful in transmitting power from Caufen to "Frankfort-on-the-CDain,

a distance of 75 hms; this performance resulted in the usual methods of trans-
mission of power till then employed being uery speedily abandoned. r-i

n Electricity has gone on deueloping in euery direction » euen the inuenti^
of fluer’s incandescent gas light helping more than hindering its uictorious
progress by increasing the taste for brilliant illumination amongst the general
public. Attempts haue been made to secure the aduantages of the fluergas-
'light for electric lighting, and it is euident that the solution of this problem
would result in a powerful impetus to electric lighting. rn

n present Germany supplies more than half the electric incandescent
lamps used in Europe, and exports her electrical manufactures to all parts
of the world, with the sole exception of the Dorth American marhet which is

closed to her by customs barriers. The efficiency of the carbon thread glowing
in uacuums seems, howeuer, to haue reached a limit, for since the introduction
of the „'Flashing‘* it hardly seems to haue altered either in shape or capacities.

Q Great progress was made from an economical point of uiew by the
employment of Professor Dernst’s Electrolyt lamp, in which rare earths are
used, and which has been handled in such a practical manner that the All-
gemeine Elehtrizitatsgesellschaft has already disposed of two million of them.
This ingenious lamp, in which a secondary conductor diffuses light after hauing
been heated, saues about 50 per cent of electrical power, and can be used
for lights of 35 to 250 candle power. Although these lamps will not, as far
as can be seen, oust either the incandescent or arc lamp, yet they form a uery
useful link between the two.

I-In Professor Auer uon COelsbach, who has contributed so greatly toward
the success of the incandescent gas light industry, has also constructed a
lamp which sheds its light by means of an osmium thread arranged in uacuum,
and is uery economical, but only made up to the present for low tension
currents. __

n Phe greatest progress has, howeuer, been made by electro-technics m
regard to their application to street railways, where they seem likely to supplant
all other systems. In this sphere of actiuity the German electric industry is also
uery much to the fore. The number of towns supplied with electric railways was:
at the end of 1891,3; 1892,5; 1893, 11; 1894, 19; 1895, 32; on the 1st of August
1896, 42; 1st September 1897, 56; 1st September 1898, 68; 1st September
1899, 88; 1st September 1900, 99; 1st October 1901, 113; 1st October 1902,
125. The increase of railways as compared to 1901 amounts to 10'6 per cent,

n ^he electric railways in running order in Germany on the 1st October 1902
totalled: whole length of line 3,388'48 kms; whole length of rails, 5,151'50 kms;
number of motor cars, 12,352; number of supplementary ordinary cars, 7,967;
whilst further tracks of a length of 362*49 kms with rails to the length of
386*30 kms were in course of construction. Phe total power used by the
electric railways was— exclusiue of accumulators—122,076 kilowatts. The
accumulators represented a power of 30,052*5 kilowatts, so that the total
amount of 'working power in dynamos and batteries for street railway pur-
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poses amounted to 152,128 kiloioatts, or an increase of 24'7 per cent as
compared to 1901. 0
O The excellent results obtained by the experimental Company for Smift
Railways with the two swift railway cars constructed by (Dessrs. Siemens &
Halske and the flilgemeine Clektrizitatsgesellschaft on the trial track between
CDarienfelde and Zossen, haue become generally known through the daily press.
They excite the astonishment of nouices by the immense speed attained, and
the recognition of experts by their safety and reliability in working and by
their ingenious and simple construction. The speeds attained (210 kms per
hour) are nearly twice as high as that of the fastest trains. The trials

haue demonstrated that such speeds cannot only be reached, but that the
uehicles run much smoother and more reliably than at lower uelocities. The
work of the experimental Company has thus supplied inualuable data for the
practical solution of the important question of employing swift electric plant
for public traffic; in this way it has been possible to cope with the problem
of placing swift railways on an economical basis. Q
n The deuelopment of German electric works has been perhaps euen more
marked, although it must be recognised that it has some what abated lately

as compared to the years 1898—1900. One can fairly assert that there are
hardly any towns of ouer 30,000 inhabitants in Germany that cannot boast
of electric lighting. The dropping off in the increase of new works is not to
be traced to any decrease in the efficiency of electrotechnology, but principally

to the fact that the supply has to a great extent already been met. 0
0 The number of new electric works opened was: up to the end of 1888, 15;
in 1889, 7; in 1890, 8; in 1891, 13; in 1892, 22; in 1893, 31; in 1894, 36; in

1895, 61; in 1896, 70; in 1897, 101; in 1898, 148; in 1899, 135; in 1900, 129;
in 1901, 72; up to April 1st 1902, 14; not mentioned 8; total 870. The works
are distributed in 843 townships, and 69 are either in course of construction,
or their construction has been resolued on. The following table shows the
alteration in the number of works and their supply in 1901 and 1902. 0

System
Dumber of

works
Capacity of machines

in kilowatts

Total capacity of ma-
chines and accumula-

tors in kilowatts

1901 1902 1901 1902 1901 1902

Continuous current with
accumulators 600 684 122,367'7 150,499-7 168,314-0 208,748-3

Continuous current with-
out accumulators .... 24 25 4,634-7 6,154-2 4,634-7 6,154-2

Alternating current (one
and two-phase) 44 45 27,547-5 30,483-5 27,547-5 30,543-5

Rotatory current 45 52 40,759-0 75,925-0 41,634-0 77,756-0

Rotatory and continuous
currents 43 50 86,985-1 86,614-5 102,510-9 106,559-3

Alternating and continu-

ous current 10 12 6,874-0 7,476-0 6,979-0 8,041-0

CDonocycle generators . .
— 2 — — — 970-0
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Q The electric machines in the electric luorks—exclusiue of accumulators

—

can produce 357,992'9 kiloiuatts; in addition to this there are accumulators
mith a capacity of 80,779'4 kilowatts, so that machines and accumulators
capable of supplying a total of 438,772-3 kilowatts annually were employed
by the 870 electric works in Germany during 1902.

The following summary shows the motiue power used in the electric

works. n

Working power
Dumber

of

works

Total work
done in

kilowatts

Steam 509 282,363-1

24,146-1

4,790-3

256

Water 84
Gas 52

4electricity (from another works)
Wind 1 220

40,493-1

(Dixed systems:
Water and steam (one or the other partly in reserue) 193
Water and gas (one or the other partly in reserue) 7 639-6
Steam and gas (one or the other partly in reserue) 4 2,143
Water and benzine motor 6 242-7
Water, steam and gas 1 96
Electricity and steam (the first from another works) 4 1,953
electricity and water (the first from another works) 2 150
Dot giuen 3 500

357,992-9Total . . . 870

Q According to this ouer 58-6 per cent of the works employ only steam,
|

and the work done by their machines amounts to 79 per cent of the total
work done by the machines of all the works. The whole of the electric works
fed 4,200,203 incandescent lamps, 84,891 arc lamps, and 192,059 electric
motors. Reduced to COatt incandescent lamps, the total supply amounted to
8,506,175 normal lamps or 425,308-75 kilowatts.

Q Of late years the use of electricity for chemical purposes has rapidly
gained ground, owing to the increased utilisation of water power facilitated
by electrical engineering The manufacture of aluminium at a cheap cost
price was made feasible by the use of the electric current. It is likewise
used for the extraction of copper, gold and nickel from the ores, for the
production of caustic soda and potash, and especially for the manufacture
of calcium carbide, for which there has recently been an increased demand.

The increasing use of electricity in euery direction has giuen a powerful
impetus to electrical engineering, and this again has re-acted on the already
existing industries. In Germany for instance, more than half the steam
engines and turbines turned out are used for driuing dynamos.
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0 The construction of steam engines has undergone a great change with
regard to reuolutions, precision of regulation, &c., by the requirements of
electrical engineering, particularly those of the alternating current system.
In other industrial branches also electricity acts as a stimulus, offering new
problems, in the solution of which German engineering takes a prominent
part. In fact it stands first in Gurope, and is by no means behind the great
American industry with respect either to working capacity or the quality of
its productions. Qn There are 80 electrical engineering companies in Germany, with a total

capital of 520 millions of marks, of which about 250 millions belong to
manufacturing companies, and about 270 millions are inuested in companies
for financing and operating plants. Q

These companies carry out orders for 300 millions of marks annually,
most of which come from abroad, as the requirements in Germany alone would
of course not nearly amount to that sum. Q
Q The theory of waues established by the late lamented Professor Hertz
has, as is well known, been made use of as wireless telegraphy for trans-
atlantic communications, and in the army and nauy much has been accom-
plished in this direction, the German Professors Slaby and Braun sharing
with the Italian (Darconi the merits of hauing elaborated this important
discouery. The system has been made use of by (Dessrs. Siemens & Halske
and the flilgemeine Glektrizitatsgesellschaft, and has been employed also ^
the gouernment of the United States for many stations on the coast. Q
Q if we inquire how German electrical engineering came to gain such a
leading position in the world’s market in such a short space of time, we
discouer as the principal cause the thorough scientific training of the German
engineer. In the works of the aboue named firms there are about 1,950 engi-

neers, who haue receiued their training at Technical high schools in addition
to numerous technical experts. Of these 340, or 17 per cent, are directors

or chief engineers; about 5 per cent are employed in the laboratories for

testing machines and apparatus, for examining new inuentions, testing and
material; about 3 per cent are engaged in the calculation of machinery,
apparatus, resistances and windings; about 19 per cent are occupied with
the construction of machines, apparatus, switchboards, and railway appli-

ances; about 4 per cent in the actual manufacturing, as heads of the work-
shops, or as managers of the works; about 5 per cent as managers of central

light stations; about 9 per cent as superintendents of electrical installations;

about 54 per cent are engaged in computing plans and estimates for central

stations, transmissions of power, and railways; of these 33 per cent act as
representatiues of their firms abroad, and 21 per cent are working at home;
1 per cent take ouer the literary part, such as publications, statistics, and the

Reparation of catalogues. Q
U Trom this list it is euident that a diuision of labour has been carried

out euen in the intellectual part of electrical engineering; a similar process
has been accomplished in the technical high schools where nowadays a great

i
;

i
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' many lectures are held upon the different branches of electrical engineering

and large laboratories suitable for practical work are fitted up, whereas formerly
the entire teaching consisted of theoretical courses and a few lecture-room

I

experiments-

The training of the German engineer keeps pace with the development
of electro-technical science itself, and thus the conditions are fulfilled for

i enabling the German electrical engineer to successfully retain the prominent
;

position he has reached by his industry and perseverance.

D G. Klingenberg.
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0 the first half of the nineteenth century belongs the birth and
perfection of the railway; within that period and the course of

the few decades immediately following, the travelling public,

while gaining an increase in speed which enabled them to set

time and distance more or less at naught, became gradually

accustomed to the unavoidable restrictions which the new order
of things imposed. During the latter half of the century, the growth of the
cycle and motor-car industry and the state of development which it has since
reached, have made the traveller once more independent of the permanent way,
while at the same time leaving him all the advantages of rapid transit. Q
Q Cycle and motor-car are inseparable from the highways: the better these
are, the lighter the tax on wheel and frame, and the less the driving-power
required. As a fair test of the strength of construction, therefore, we must
select rather the worst than the best surfaces which the vehicle will be re-

quired to traverse, and at the same time the maximum dead carrying weight
must be taken into consideration.

O Truitless experiments in the way of locomotive carriages can be traced
back as far as to Dewton. Leaving these on one side, the new motor-car in-

dustry has found its origin principally in Germany, though it must be ad-
mitted that other countries, and especially "France, have done much towards
shaping the public mind to receive the new idea, as also in determining the
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present form of construction, and in adapting the neio uehicle to particular
purposes. Among other firms, (Dessrs. Daimler & Co. and CDessrs. Benz & Co
of (Dannheim are knoion for their successful productions. n

preuiously existing factor which determined the pattern of the wheelsand frame of the modern motor-car, was the cycle, as the ordinary horse-car
formed the carriage itself, and the railway engine suggested the driuing prin-
ciple. the motor-car then, is a combination of these three elements, uiz the
wheels frame and steering gear of the cycle, the body of the coach or railway-
car, and the driuing machinery of the locomotiue. Perhaps the most surprising
result IS, that in spite of the short time of deuelopment, this extraordinary
combination of three distinct elements has established new standard patterns

? though its adaptation to widely different uses has considerably
diuided the types, and will continue to diuide them still further

Among the uarious other parts of the waggon-wheels, frame, steering
gear, and brakes,—the most important of all are the motors. These may so far
be classified according to four different systems: 1. Benzine motors, 2. (Dotors
with steam engines and boiler, 3. Clectric motors with accumulator, 4. Com-

motors with electric motors and accumulators,
eiertrically driuen motors haue the aduantage of greater mechanical simplicity
in those parts which haue to do with the uariation of speed, the reuersing
motion, and the steering-gear; they haue howeuer the disaduantage of carry-
ing a heauy dead-weight in the accumulators, and another in the fact that the
machine does not generate its own power, but is dependent on central electric
stations for its supplies. q
L, The benzine motor is more independent than the electric. Although the
small motors used haue no great power, the direct use of benzine is neuerthe-
less cheaper than the complicated process necessary to turn the latent energy
of coal into electricity by means of steam engine, boiler and dynamo, unless
one presupposes the existence of large and frequent generating stations for
the purpose. Benzine, too, is an article of commerce which can be had any-
where; and in this, the benzine car has the uery great aduantage of being
absolutely independent of any central sources of supply. QD As a counterbalancing disaduantage, the benzine motor is greatly handi-
capped by the complexity of its construction. The driuer of such a car must
haue a perfect acquaintance not only with the steering wheel and brake, but
with the reuersing and change-speed gears, and with the motor itself. He has
a large number of handles and leuers to attend to, and has to control the action
of the motor at the same time. The car, moreouer, carries special apparatus
for ignition and cooling, which taken with the rest, makes the whole mechanism
a complex system of interrelated parts, which it is necessary to study and
understand before uenturing to use. Deuertheless this type of car seems
destined to take the precedence. qQ The combination of benzine and electric motors has this uery decided
aduantage, that the complicated change-speed and reuersing motions of the
former can be thrown out of gear when required, by replacing the benzine
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motor loith tho electric; the latter can also be used in crowded throughfares,
thus enabling the car to be run in greater comfort by auoiding the unpleasant
noise of the ignition explosions, and the smell of the exhaust gas. Once clear
of the town, the benzine motor can again be brought into play, either alone
or in combination with the electric one: the accumulators can be charged on
downward gradients or on good roads which require but little driuing power.
Such a car has a motor which is complete in itself as well as a secondary
motor, and is therefore a power-station on a small scale. Compared with
the other two systems already described, this class of car has made compara-
tiuely but little progress.

Q Che steam-car, in addition to its engine, carries of course its own boiler,
which, on account of the limited space and the large heating-surface necessary,
can be nothing more than a water-tube-boiler, a type of steam-generator which
requires special attention, as, hauing no reserue steam (the euaporation being
only of the amount actually required by the engine), the water must be
continually renewed from the supply tanh. Che driuer of a steam-car has
therefore to keep his eye on the heating apparatus as well as on the water.

Handicapped as the steam-car is in comparison with the other kinds,
it gains again in being able to dispense with all the complicated arrangements
of the benzine car for driuing, change-speed, and reuerse motion, for its great
advantage is that it carries the equiualents of all these in the machine itself.
It is howewer at a considerable disaduantage in the uneconomical application
of heat to raise water to the temperature required for the necessary steam
pressure, the consumption of fuel being proportionately higher than in the
case of explosiuely propelled cars.

U Of these four different systems, the one which has chiefly deueloped in
Germany is the benzine motor. Che leading firms, among which the “"Daimler-
(Dotoren-Gesellschaft of Cannstatt, and (Dessrs. Benz & Co of CDannheim
are the oldest and most noteworthy, haue contributed much to their im-
prouement; and, so far as the mechanical part is concerned, haue by their
enterprise and progress brought their cars into a prominent place on the
Curopean market. qQ Che aduance of the motor car towards perfection shows steady progress:
the secondary parts, particularly the ualue gear, haue gradually attained the
complete finish of the steam-engine. Che accessory parts of the older types
of motor, which often required the additional help of springs or weights to
regulate their mouements, haue in the modern types been brought completely
under control.

^

Che fuel supply has also been regulated by contriuances,
partly automatic, partly gouerned from the driuer’s seat.

Another most important point for consideration, is the way in which
the driuing power is transmitted from motor to axle. Chis is accomplished
by means of carefully adjusted shafts of a strength calculated to suit the
kind of road the car is built for. Change-speed and reuersing gear are so
arranged as to operate smoothly and to be easily managed by the driuer.
Che parts belonging to the steering gear are all brought together within
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reach of the driuer’s seat, and are combined with the rest of the apparatus
for starting and stopping the car in such a way as to assure perfect certainty
under all conditions of working.

n The frame, the rigidity of which is of the greatest importance, is con-
structed of U-shaped wrought iron longitudinal framing-pieces so connected
as to be as firm as that of a railway carriage which it in some way resembles,
though naturally the purpose which it is to serue points to another form of
construction. Axles and wheels, of steel or wood, or of both haue been per-
fected through repeated experiment. Q
Q The stability of the car is best increased by keeping the centre of gravity
as low between the wheels as possible. The lubrication of the frictional parts
is so concentrated as to be easily supervised and controlled from the driver’s
seat. The working out of all details, especially of the bearings (which, wherever
practicable, are ball-bearings) is most carefully attended to.

The exterior of the body of the carriage depends of course on the pur-
pose to which it is destined. (Dessrs. Benz’s “Parsifal” car is a type known
everywhere, and the “(Dercedes” of the “Daimler (Dotoren-Gesellschaft” is

turned out in various forms under the names “Tonneau,” “Phaethon,”
“Coupe,” “Roi des Beiges,” &c.

Q In addition to private motor carriages and racing cars, the German motor
car industry has developed other types, such as omnibusses, coaches, breaks,
travelling and shooting phaetons, motor cabs, military baggage waggons,
drays, lorries, business vans, advertising vans, railway vans, parcels deliv^
vans and others. Q
Q lOilhelm Hartmann.
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he introduction of railtuays into Germany mas attended with
many difficulties, inasmuch as public opinion mas opposed to

this nem means of communication and the authorities adopted
a maiting policy. The attitude of the authorities at that time
mas due to the fact that they considered the recently con-
structed extensiue netmorU of highmays and roads, on mhich

large sums of money had been expended, sufficient to meet all the re-

quirements made by traffic for the time being, and that these rendered all nem
means of communication superfluous. "Furthermore Germany mas diuided into

a large number of small states, and the prosperity of the land mas so slight,

that no productiue or enterprising spirit preuailed. After the great import-
ance of railmays had been recognized homeuer, and the construction of lines

begun, the railmay system deueloped uery rapidly, so that at the present time
Germany stands at the head of all European countries, as far as the total

relatiue length of lines is concerned. Q
D Companies formed for the construction of railmay lines, mere subject
to the legal regulations of the uarious federal States; each railmay mas con-
sequently morked as an independent enterprise, and this soon led to the
necessity of an agreement mith neighbouring states in regard to the transit

of maggons, uniform style of construction, receipt and deliuery of freight, &c.

Railmay unions betmeen the seueral connecting lines mere consequently formed.
The further extension of the netmorU of railmays and the increase in traffic

finally led to a union of all the lines, carried into effect in 1846 by ten Prussian
railmay administrations, the nem enterprise bearing the title : “Association of

German Railmay Administrations.” OD The aim of this Association, mhich so enormously stimulated the de-

uelopment of German railmays, mas to promote the interests of railmay-
companies by conjoint action, and thus to serue indiuidual interests as mell
as the interests of the general public. QD The efforts of the Association mere directed tomards the establishment of
uniform regulations concerning construction and traffic (technical agreement).
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the regulation of the reciprocal use of waggons (agreement as to the reciprocal

j

use of waggons within the prouince of the “Association of German Railway
Administrations”), the organization and regulation of passenger and freight
traffic, the establishment of railway time tables, uniformity of time, dimen-
sions, weights and coinage, prizes for inuentions and improuements pertain-
ing to railway systems, &c. &c. ^

The Association, howeuer, could exercise uery little influence on the tariff.

This, and the direct arrangements for conueyance of passengers and freight
were regulated by special association tariff unions superintending the traffic

in limited districts. ^Q At the end of CDarch, 1896, after fifty year’s existence, 74 different rail-

way companies, couering a distance of 80,998'! 1 hms in length, had joined
the “Association of German Railway Administrations.” Hot only were all

German railway companies members of the Association, but also the most
important Austrian and Hungarian railways, as well as four in Holland, three
in Belgium, one in Luxemburg, one in Roumania, and one in Russian Poland.
In addition to the technical and operatiue regulations of the aforesaid Asso-

i

ciation, which are based on uoluntary agreement, the German railways are
directly concerned with the imperial laws, mentioned later on, and such laws

,

as regulate by treaty international traffic with countries not belonging to the
“Association of German Railway Administrations.** The following may be i

referred to here: **rechnical uniformity in railway systems” and “Regulations
for fitting up railway carriages so as to ensure customs being leuied in inter-

national traffic,” accepted as ualid by Germany, Prance, Italy, Austria, Hungary,
Holland, Belgium, Roumania, Seruia, Greece, Bulgaria, Luxemburg, Penmarh,
Sweden and Dorway. Pertaining to the passage and use of freight waggons,
the following treaties may be mentioned, in addition to the “lOaggon Agree- i

ment” of the Association: **Italian COaggon Regulations;” **Swiss Waggon
j

Union;” “Regulation of the International Union,” concerning railway com-
i

munication with the largest part of the Belgian and Prench lines, and the
|

**Conuention,” ualid for Alsace-Lorraine and the Gastern Railway of Prance.
!

The contents of these treaties correspond to a great extent with the **rechnical
'

Uniformity” and “Waggon-Agreement” of the Association. Purther the results

of **Conferences for prouiding cars” regulate the passenger and freight cars in

through trains, and **lnternational Railway timetable Conferences” determine all
j

railway connections. In order to facilitate in exceptional cases the connection of
j

single waggons with express and passenger trains in international traffic, the
claims of the seueral lines haue been laid down in the “Liibech Agreement.”
C The construction of railway lines in Germany was at first almost entirely

in the hands of priuate capitalists. Later on the seueral Pederal States con-
cerned themselues with railway enterprises, so that in almost all the German
states the mixed system of priuate lines and state lines existed side by side.

After the majority of the main lines had been constructed howeuer, and only
the construction of less profitable lines was left, priuate capitalists withdrew.
Penally the deuelopment of the railway system compelled the transformation
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of the mixed system into the state system. Hanouer, COurtemberg and Baden
loere the first countries to adopt the state system, Bauaria and Saxony fol-

lowed suit in 1869—1876, and Prussia in 1880, after a large part of the railway
network had passed into the possession of the state. Q

The administration of the railways and the superuision of the priuate
lines is left to each Pederal State. The Smpire, howeuer, has to prouide for
the enforcement of all regulations contained in the Imperial constitution, as
well as all other laws and constitutional regulations pertaining to railways,
and furthermore to remedy all existing defects and unfauourable conditions,
fl special board called the “Imperial Railway department” has been instituted
for this purpose. QQ In order to attain a homogeneous formation and an uninterrupted system
of communication on the German railways, the Pederal Council, aided by rules
and regulations laid down by the Association of the German Railway Adminis-
trations on the basis of the imperial constitution, established in 1892 the
following; “Railway Rules” (formerly “Railway Police Regulations”), „T)irec-

tions for the Construction and equipment of the principal German Railways,**
“Railway Rules for Secondary Lines in Germany,” (formerly ** Railway Rules
for German Railways of secondary importance,” dated luly 1st 1878), and
“Rules for signalling.” qQ during the following years these regulations were considerably altered
and rendered more complete, and a project to consolidate all regulations into
a single “Organisation for the Construction and Operation of Railways,” in
1904 is under consideration. According to the aboue-mentioned regulations,
German railways can be diuided into main and secondary lines. The latter
are distinguished from the main lines in the following points: less speed,

j

a narrower gauge, simpler signalling arrangements, the lines being less care-
fully guarded and less frequently inspected, fewer brakes in action, a reduced
number of enclosures and gatesmen at crossings, as well as greater freedom
and increase in the admissible wear and tear of the locomotiue and car tires.

O Owing to these facilities it was possible to reduce the costs of operation
and construction, to extend the railway lines and to connect isolated parts
of the country with the main lines. According to ** Railway Rules for Secon-
dary Lines in Germany,” the secondary railways can employ normal gauge
and also gauges of 1 m or 0’75 m. A distinction is made between full and
narrow-gauge secondary lines, which are called in seueral Pederal States “local”
or **uicinal” railways. These lines employ locomotiues as the motor force,

n The total length of narrow-gauge secondary lines in (Darch, 1902,
amounted to 1,893'25 kms as compared with 1,602'07 kms in 1899. 842'75 kms
belonged to the state. 549’22 kms had a gauge of 0'75 m, 218’44 kms one
of 0-785 m, 6-61 kms one of 0-9 m and 1,118'87 one of 1-0 m. There were
871 railway stations, i. e., an auerage of one station for euery 2-17 kms. The
rolling-stock was constituted as follows: 409 locomotiues, 1,114 passenger cars,
185 luggage uans and 8,409 freight and working cars. The loading weight
of the freight cars amounted to 5-13 tons, whereas the amount in 1898 was
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2-10 tons. Passenger traffic amounted to 192,173,148 hms, freight traffic to
85,185,596 hms. The capital stock mas 118,838,707 marks, and the expense
for 1 km of railioay 67,626 marks. The receipts totalled 10,171,386 marks,
expenditure 8,570,092 marks, thus leaning a profit of 1,601,294 marks, or
967 marks per kilometer of track. 4,200 officials and workmen mere employed.
In transferring freight from one line to another of different gauge, it is un-
loaded on an inclined plane and a tilting-cart employed, the body of the car
being remoued mith a crane to another frame, or if full-gauge cars, conueyed
on narrom-gauge rolling trestles. rn

e
rhe folloming “Statistics on Railway Traffic in Germany” haue been taken

)m the Imperial Railway Department; they giue information concerning the
deuelopment, importance and commercial condition of the main railways in
Germany. The report includes the operations of normal gauge secondary
lines during the years 1901-1902. qn first railway— the Ludwig railway—was opened in 1835 between
nurenberg and Puerth, and was followed in 1837 by the first sections of the
Berlin-Dresden line, in 1838 by the Berlin-Potsdam line, and soon afterwards
by the first state railway line, that between Brunswick and COolfenbuettel. The
following data show how rapidly German railways deueloped. The length of
the lines (exclusiue of small gauge lines) open to traffic in 1836 was 6kms;
1838: 140 kms; 1840: 549 kms; 1845: 2,304 kms; 1850: 6,044 hms; 1860:
11,660 hms; 1870: 19,694 hms; 1880: 33,835 kms; and in 1898: 47,119'11 kms.
The length of the existing railways at the end of (Darch 1902 amounted to
51,092’01 hms. Of this length 46,730'64 kms were state railways (31,197’21 hms
main line and 15,533'43 hms secondary lines’*') and 4,361’37 kms priuate rail-

ways (1,255'69 kms main line, 3,105*68 kms secondary railways). Q
JQ

Including all tracks let, leased and worked conjointly, the length of lines

in use amounted to 51,328*29 kms including 4,343*44 kms of priuate rail-

ways, and was distributed as follows: q

CDain lines Secondary lines Total

state railways and those under
state management 31,366*68’*') 15,618*17’*') 46,984*85

Priuate railways under state

management 26*61 1 1 4*03 1 40*64
State railways under priuate

management 18*43 18*43
Priuate railways under priuate

management 1,387*03 2,797*34 4,184*37

32,780*32 18,547*97 51,328*29

O ) The length of railways in operation, main and secondary lines has been tahen
from the statistics published. n
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32,81 6'74 hms of priuate lines had single tracks, 18,103'32 kms double
tracks, the rest three and four tracks. 70'50 per cent of this length lay in

i the straight, and 29'50 per cent in curues.

Ooer
100 sq.-metres

Tor 10,000
inhabitants

areei

in Alsace-Lorraine 1 1'48 hms 9-64

„ Prussia 8'80
It 8-86

„ Bauaria 8'90
It 10-85

„ Saxony 16'38
tt

5-78

„ COurtemberg . . 8-61
tt

7-70

„ Baden 12-56
tt 10-05

„ Hessen 16-03
tt 10-90

„ (Decklenburg . . 8-70
tt 21-67

Germany 1901 . . 9'44 kms 8-98

„ 1898 . . 8-92
ft

8-88

Q The capital stock inuested for fuINgauge main and secondary lines ujas
as folloujs: ri

Tor state lines .... 12,519,775,854 marks, or 267,957 marks per km
„ priuate lines . . 610,754,933 „ „ 140,278 „ „ „

Total amount . . 13,130,530,787 marks, or 257,035 marks per km

Q Of this capital about 18'5 per cent loas expended in rolling stock. Q
Q In addition to bridges, submays, &c., there mere 11,570 bridges of 2-10

7 metres span, and 1,059 bridges with more than 10 metres span of the separate
arches. CDany of these bridges are of superior construction mith spans up to
170 metres. The chief details regarding some of the largest bridges can be
obtained from the folloming table:

Tear of

opening
Dame of bridge Humber of

openings
Span

metres

Total length

metres

1857 Tirst Hogat bridge (the second
in 1890) near CDarienburg. . 2 103-2 206-4

1857 Tirst Vistula bridge (the second
in 1891) near Pirschau .... 6 121 726

1859 Rhine bridge near Cologne . . . 4 103 412
1862 Rhine bridge near (Dayence . . 4 105 420
1879 Rhine bridge near Coblentz . . 2 106 212
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Year of

opening
Dame of bridge Dumber of

openings
Span Total length

metres metres

1890 Bridge ouer the Gmperor COilliam

Canal near Gruenthal 1 165*5 156*5

1893 Tordon bridge near Thorn . . . 1’^
61*2

98*5
1

1,288*1

1894 Bridge ouer the Cmperor lOiliiam

Canal near teuensau 1 163*4 163*4
1897 lOuppertal bridge near (Dueng-

sten 1 170 170

1902 Rhine bridge near COorms . . .

1 ^

102*2

116*8
j

321*2

There mere 557 tunnels, mith a length of 197'533 kms; of lohich 47*383 hms
mere single track, and 150*150 kms double track.

Q Broad-footed rails mere generally used for the tracks of normal
gauge lines; only 136*63 kms (1898: 546*66 kms) hauing chair rails. The
total length of track amounted to 95,705*96 kms (1898: 86,269*5 kms),
69,656*46 kms being “through” track. About 7 per cent of the latter consists
of melded iron, or melded iron mith steel heads, 67,241*41 kms of the through
track rested on single chairs (mooden or iron cross-sleepers and stone
cubes). There are on an auerage 1,240 mooden, 1,263 iron cross-sleepers
and 1,663 stone cubes to each kilometer of track. 2,168*46 kms rested on
longitudinal sleepers (Hilf system, &c.); 109*96 kms directly on the ballast bed
(Hartmig system, &c.). In 1898 these figures mere as folloms: 62,262*65 kms,
3,019*98 kms and 134*61 kms, bearing euidence in fauour of single chairs.
The joint of rails is generally effected mhere single chairs are used by
suspended joints. Q

The meight of the rails of 4,776*32 kms track, amounted to 30 kgs, of
40,419*08 kms track, amounted to 30-35 kgs, of 15,743*72 kms track, amounted
to 35-40 kgs, of 5,858*27 kms track, amounted to 40-45 kgs, of 444*02 kms
track, amounted to more than 45 kgs.

There mere 174,826 smitches in use, (reducing the triple and Cnglish
smitches to single smitches) 2,083 of mhich mere morked on the track; 778 slid-

ing platforms, 2,121 locomotiue turn-tables, 2,150 car turn-tables and 5,380
centesimal scales. 13 morks mere engaged in soaking and impregnating
sleepers. 5,029 fixed and trauelling cranes, and 40 shears mere employed
in hoisting loads. 2,925 mater stations mith 7,092 mater pillars furnished
the mater required. There mere 10,445 stopping places and railmay stations.
307 sheds mere used for sheltering, cleansing and ouerhauling cars, and
2119 sheds mith 14,750 stands mere prouided for locomotiues. 559 sheds
mere situated quite close to the mater stations. Q
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The signal and communication department employed:

1901 1898

CDorse apparatuses
Other apparatuses
Telephones

Chief mast signals

Aduance signals

Ringing apparatuses for no-
tifying departure of trains

25,880
907

23,479
38,077
1 5,082

46,609

18,217

1,586
1 3,508
29,769
1 0,870

45,242

Increase of 74 per cent

,, ,, 28 ,, ,,

„ ,, 39 ,, ,,

6,909 wheel heys which preuented by electrical means the highest rate
of uelocity prescribed being exceeded were employed in controlling 5,548 hms
of track where trains had to run cautiously. The proper internals be-
tween trains were secured by means of 3,125 block stations. On lines where
many trains run (metropolitan lines, &c.), electric block signals announcing
the approach and departure of trains (blocks with four fields) were employed.
"Furthermore, the signals are frequently connected with rail contacts, closing the
track at the rear until a train has passed the signal, efforts haue been
made to attain greater security against accidents by increasing the number
of distance telephones, thus facilitating the communications between block
watchmen and station officials, by employing more aduance signals, (in 1898
there was one aduance signal to euery 2'74 signals, in 1901 one to euery
2’52), by guarding trains halting on the open track by means of detonators,
and by flag and torch signals. Constant progress in this direction is
being made by means of extensiue improuements in the mechanical and elec-
trical closing of switches and signals. Chere were 5,984 signal boxes, mostly
towers, for signal, switch and closing apparatuses, affording a clear uiew of
the permanent way. qThe cost of maintaining, renewing and supplementing the permanent way,
superstructures, telegraph and signal contriuances, buildings, improuements and
remoual of snow amounted to 235,536,303 marks (1898: 198,302,692 marks)
uiz. 4,645 marks for euery kilometer, 301 marks for 1,000 locomotiue kms
and 13 marks for 1,000 car kms. Qn Jn CDarch 1902, the rolling stock of the German railways consisted of
19,724 locomotiues, 13,827 tenders (in 1899: 12,702), 41 motor cars (in
1899: 26), 39,878 passenger cars (in 1899: 35,062), and 419,990 luggage
and freight cars (in 1899: 383,576). Che number of locomotiues during the
past years was as follows: In 1846: 1, 1851: 10, 1860: 180 1870: 1 414
1880. 6,253, 1890: 11,304, 1900: 19,069, only 420 of which were built
abroad. In 1900, 1,236 locomotiues were added to the stock. QChe following table giues information concerning the construction of
the rolling stock. q
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Q Locomotiucs. Q

style of locomotiue
Un-

coupled
axles

2 3 4 5
Total

Coupled axles amount

Locomotiues with extra

tender for passenger
and express trains . .

Locomotiues with extra

9 5,609 157 — — 5,775

tender for freight trains

Tank locomotiues for

passenger train seruice

Tank locomotiues for r
)
—

)

371 6,827 950 5 8,153

freight train seruice . .

Tank locomotiues for

shunting

2,324 3,361 62 49 5,796

Total . . . 9 8,304 10,345 1,012 54 19,724

D fl large number of passenger and freight locomotiues are constructed
according to the compound system, which is extensiuely in use at the present
time. In order to satisfy the demands for uelocity and working capacity, the
locomotiues haue been prouided with greater heating surface and constructed
heauier, so that at the present time double-coupled passenger and express
locomotiues, with bogies or adjustable axles, and for certain parts of the
lines freight locomotiues with fiue axles are at work. The auerage weight of

the metropolitan locomotiues, including tender, amounted to tons. 10,568
of the aboue-mentioned locomotiues (in 1899: 8,663) are prouided with con-
tinuous brakes; 7,233 (in 1899: 5,200) haue wheel brakes. 25 of the aforesaid
41 motor waggons are driuen by electricity and 16 by steam or combustion motors.
The use of cars with combustion motors on secondary lines, is increasing.

"During the last few years experiments haue been made on the Prussian
State Railways with superheated steam, and 70 superheating locomotiues were
employed for this purpose. T

Passenger Cars. 1901. [[

With entrance

at the
Total

number
of

cars

Prouided with Total

number
of

axles

Actual

weight to

2 3 4 5

front side

1 axle 1 place

axles
tons

Actual number

16,396 25,521 39,917 26,917 10,382 2,609 9 95,470 5-58 0-29

1898

12,975 22,1 1

1

35,086 25,347 8,488 1,247 4 81,170 5-34
1

0-28
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Q Passenger Cars. 1901. Q
Brake appliances prouided for

Continuous brake

appliances prouided for

Passenger cars
axles

in general
per cent of axles

Apparatuses Conduct only

number of waggon axles

Actual number

33,214 74,453 78 70,114 15,771

1898

27,640 61,241 75-5 57,009 15,216

Q The style and equipment of passenger waggons haue liketoise undergone
a remarkable transformation during the last few years. In order to attain
uery regular, easy motion, the cars were increased in length and prouided
with double axle bogies. Sleeping-cars haue been constructed with triple axle
bogies, numerous trains, especially the so-called through trains (P-trains)
are prouided with dining compartments for the conuenience of trauelle^
sleeping accomodation has also been enlarged and improued. DD Che International Sleeping-car Company of Brussels has furthermore in-
troduced so-called “trains de luxe,” which enable trauellers, in addition to
other comforts, to make long journeys without changing, at the highest pos-
sible speed: i. e. St. Petersburg-Berlin-Ostende, Paris-Uienna-Budapest-Constan-
tinople, &c. &c. Che trains are only composed of first class cars, and an
«tra charge of 2'3 to 4'5 pf. per kilometer is made for trauelling by them,
u Passenger trains are lighted with a mixture of oil, gas and acetylene
gas. Petailed experiments on a large scale are being made with numerous
systems of electricity in lighting single cars and entire trains. Che trains
are generally heated by steam, sleeping and saloon cars by hot water. On
seueral lines passenger cars are heated with pressed charcoal or by the Swiss
hot air system; fourth-class waggons contain stoues. Cl
D Luggage and Preight Cars. 1901.

Style of car

Humber

of cars

number prouided with
Humber

of axles

Actual weight

of load on

1 axle

2 3 4

axles

Actual number tons

Luggage cars ....

Couered freight cars

Open freight cars. .

9,884

(8,664)

1 22,059
(114,163)

288,049
(260,751)

7,614

(6,919)

120,886
(113,036)

281,114
(254,602)

2,182

(1,658)

978
(854)

2,810

(2,661)

88
(87)

196
(273)

4,125
(3,488)

22,126
(19,160)

245,488
(229,726)

587,174
(531,153)

4-96

(4'85)

4-03

(3-86)

3'35

(3-25)

2-42

(2-39)

607
(5-75)

6*21

(6-01)

Total
Auerage

) 419,992

U383,578)

409,614
(374,557)

5,970

(5,173)

4,409
(3,848)

854,788
(780,039)

3*59

(3-47)

6-07

(5-84)
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Luggage and freight Cars. 1901.

Brahe appliances on Continuous brake

Style of car
Axles appliances on

Cars
in general

per cent Apparatuses Conduct only

of axles number of car axles

Total

Auerage
) 143,154
i (127,327)

290,659
(258,046)

34-00

(33-08)

23,835
(18,681)

10,770

(8,741)
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The figures in parenthesis refer to 1898. The increased demands on
freight cars corresponds to the increase in weight of load. The employment
of four-axled luggage cars on express trains increases steadily. The number
of postal cars amounted to 2,315 with 6,555 axles (as compared to 2,122
with 5,889 axles in 1898). 876,340,193 passengers were conueyed (1898:
763,048,450); 0'37 per cent in the 1st class (1898: 0'36 per cent), 8'95 per
cent in the 2nd class (1898: 9’27 per cent), 55’76 per cent in the 3rd class

(1898: 60'41 per cent), 33'25 per cent in the 4th class (1898: 28'37 per cent)

and 1'67 per cent military persons; 942,636 tons luggage and 1,714,394 dogs.
20,600,806,229 passenger-kms were run. €ach person was conueyed on an
auerage: 23'5 hms. nj

n 352,536,405 tons of freight of all hinds were transported (189^
321,960,842 tons); 35,340,713,249 ton-hms were run. €ach ton was trans-
ported on an auerage 100'25 hms. €ach freight car axle, in loaded condition,

carried on an auerage 2'77 tons. m
The chief articles of transport were: Coal, brick coal and coke; about

92.250.000 tons. Bricks and building materials 22,600,000 tons. Brown Coal
22.229.000 tons, Wood 14,130,000 tons, Carth, clay, &c. 10,528,000 tons. Grain
and cereals 9,740,000 tons. Iron ore 9,857,000 tons. Beets 9,038,000 tons,

fertilisers, manure 7,196,000 tons. q
The amount expended on rolling stock was as follows: Locomotiues and

tenders 874,943,000 marks, motor cars 1,113,000 marks, passenger cars

412.707.000 marks, freight and luggage cars 1,212,315,000 marks, total

amount 2,501,078,000 marks. qQ The total amount expended for maintaining and renewing the rolling

stock was 185,541,049 marks (1898: 161,804,073 marks), or, 4,848 marks
for each locomotiue, 332 marks for each passenger car axle, and 69 marks
for each luggage or freight car axle. qQ Che working capacity of the rolling stock was as follows: qQ Tor locomotiues, including shunting, seruice and empty runs, on an auerage

40,333 locomotiue hms, or 26,798 kms with loads; for passenger cars, on an
auerage, per axle, 45,155 car axle km, for luggage cars, on an auerage, per

axle, 49,878 car axle km, for freight cars, on an auerage, per axle, 15,154
car axle km, all cars together 18,904 car axle km. Q
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n 471 workshops were engaged in the maintenance of the rolling stock.
The total number of persons employed on German railways was 546,210
(1898: 511,013). The managing department occupied 23,612 officials and
2,674 laborers; railway operations and watchmen’s seruices: 34,351 officials,

109,324 laborers; station despatching and conducting seruices: 128,868 offi-

cials, 107,414 laborers; train-despatching and workshop seruices: 39,624
officials and 100,339 laborers.

In 1901 salaries and wages amounted to 712,024,639 marks. Workmen’s
pension and relief funds, established by the management, granted 2,792,765
marks for pensions, and 1,318,201 marks for the relief of widows and for edu-
cational purposes, 64,413 marks for relief in general and 54,356 marks for
burial purposes, flt the end of CDarch, 1902, the stock was ualued at
110,185,731 marks (1898: 80,754,159 marks).
III The annual income from operations on full-gauge lines amounted to

1,972,879,586 marks; expenditure: 1,310,092,757 marks; profit: 662,786,829
marks, or 13,053 marks per kilometre (1898: 15,130 marks) and in propor-
tion to the annual income 33'59 per cent. The capital stock inuested bore
5’14 per cent interest (1898: 6*06 per cent, 1900: 5'91 per cent). This shows
^t the year 1901 was an especially unfauourable one. QD In addition to the abouementioned full-gauge railways, the full and
narrow-gauge lines not used by the public must also be considered (mining,
industrial, agricultural, forest lines). Under this heading all connecting lines
with priuate establishments are placed prouided the terminus is not in-

cluded in the tariff and does not serue for public use. These lines are worked
by steam, electric, animal or other power, flt the end of CDarch, 1902, the
number of full-gauge priuate lines amounted to 7,235, and of narrow-gauge
lines to 480, making a total number of 7,715 (1898: 6,499), of which the
industrial lines occupied the first place with 5,595. Of these lines 2,091 were
wnnected with main lines in the open, and 5,624 at railway stations.
LJ "Finally those lines must be mentioned which possess a purely local

character on account of their inconsiderable traffic. The seueral federal States
exercise general control ouer the rights of these lines. In Prussia, a law
pertaining to “light railways” and priuate lines was not passed until 3uly 28th
1892, whereas other states of the German Gmpire possessed laws in this
respect at a much earlier period. In that law, the expression “light railway”
was used for the first time. These lines can be regarded as belonging to
the third category, if the main lines are designated first class ones, and the
secondary lines as second class ones. Compared to the secondary lines the
light railways haue been granted extra priuileges so that they can be adapted
to the peculiarities of euery kind of ground. According to the aboue law, under
the term “light railways” was understood such lines as conueyed traffic within
a certain district or within neighbouring communities, as well as lines not
worked by locomotiues. Under the term “priuate lines” the law understands
such lines as do not serue for public use, but which are directly connected with
main, secondary or light railways, enabling a transfer of material to be made.
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Q The rapid dcuelopmcnt of small lines in Prussia rendered it necessary
to make another diuision. According to directions issued in August 1898,
for carrying the “light railway” law into effect, a diuision into “metropolitan
street railways” and “light railway lines resembling secondary railways”
was prescribed- The first class includes metropolitan street railways and
such enterprises as resemble street railways in character, construction and
management, in spite of their forming a connection between neighbouring
localities, their principal aim being the conveyance of passengers- The second
class includes those light railways which conuey passengers and freight from
place to place, and which in extent, plant and management resemble the se-

condary lines- The “Regulations for Light Railways” were passed almost
simultaneously with these directions, and agree in the main with “Principles
for the Construction and management of Local Railways,” elaborated by the
“Association of German Railway Administrations,” but are in various points
much stricter in character- Light railways as well as private lines may be
of full gauge or of gauge measuring 1 m, 0*75 m or 0'6 m- Q
Q In Germany full gauge and 1 m gauge are predominant- Gauge mea-
suring 0’6 m is chiefly employed in districts possessing less capital, and for

transportable field, forest and mining lines- Q
Q Statistics covering light railways throughout the German Gmpire are not
to hand- Only official statistics for Prussia have been compiled, containing
also information of those lines holding first charters, as well as statistics

of the “Association of German street and Light Railway Administrations-”
The latter only take into consideration those lines which are in active work;
these statistics have however been considerably added to recently, and a com-
bination of both is under consideration- nj

Q The following items have been taken from the above mentioned statistic
and appeared in the “Journal for Light Railways” published by the Prussian
(Dinistry of Public COorks- Street railways and secondary Light Railways are
treated separately, according to their condition in (Darch 1902- 0
0 Pigures referring to the whole of Germany are placed in parenthesis-

a Street railways: The number of street railway enterprises was 142 (186),
80'7 kms in length (3,006'71 kms at work)- One-third were full gauge and

two-thirds had 1 m gauge. Other gauges have only rarely been used- 0
0 Taking the whole of Germany into account the 1 m gauge has increased to^ detriment of the full gauge. The following items are added for information:

a) Passenger traffic in cities 101 lines. 2,040*7 kms in length

b) Traffic otherwise than in cities (bathing

resorts) 17 „ 76*5 „ „ „
c) Trade and industry 20 „ 230*8 ,, ,, ,,

d) Agricultural purposes 2 „ 17*4 ,, „ „
e) Trade, industry and agriculture con-

jointly 2 „ 15*3 ,, ,, ,,
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Rolling stock emplovcd:

steam locomotiues . on 18 lines. or 12'7 per cent

electric motors 94 „ tt 66-2 „ „
Horses 23 „ tt

16-2 „ „
electric motors and horses ' It 3 „ tt 2'1 „ „
Cables 4 „ tt

2'8 „ „

Q The number of steam locomotiues used toas 74, passenger cars 10,057,

freight cars 882. fl steady progress in the employment of power has been

noticeable mostly at the expense of horse power. 16,164 officials and 7,379

regular laborers were occupied, of which the Berlin street railways alone

employed 5,874 officials or 36'3 per cent, and 1,786 laborers or 24'2 per cent.

In Prussia, 799,949,842 persons were conueyed and 726,139 tons of freight

transported (in all Germany 1,191,457,092 persons and 971,377 tons of freight).

The total number of persons conueyed is equal to 20 times the population of

the empire, and in Prussia alone equal to 23 times the population. Q [

C-ight railways resembling secondary railways: number of lines 213;
‘

lenght of lines 6,847'0 hms (5,711 kms). This shows an increase of 9'8 per

cent compared with the foregoing year. The gauge on 41’3 per cent of them
is 1’435 m; on 24'4 per cent, 1 m; and on 17*4 per cent, 0'75 m. tines

with full gauge are steadily increasing. |

Q The following were in operation: a) for passenger traffic in cities and
;

suburbs 4 lines 55'6 kms, b) for traffic otherwise than in cities (bathing

resorts) 5 lines 57'9 kms, c) for trade and industry 64 lines 1,061'1 kms,
d) for agriculture 107 lines 4,626’8 kms, e) for trade, industry, and agri-

culture conjointly 33 lines 1,046’5 kms.

0 The lines employed for agricultural purposes haue increased in one year

by 60'7 per cent. 0
0 The rolling stock comprised the following: steam locomotiues on 196 lines

(92 per cent), electricity on 13 lines (6'1 per cent), steam locomotiues and :

electric motors on 3 lines (1'4 per cent), steam locomotiues and horses on

1 line (0'5 per cent). There were 725 steam locomotiues, 1,689 passenger

cars, 10,030 freight cars. 3,483 officials and 3,564 regular workmen were
occupied. On these light railways about the same distance in axle kms was

j

run by passenger and freight cars. 0 j

0 In Prussia during the last 10 years the number of street railway lines

has almost doubled itself. The length of lines has increased three-fold (172 per

cent), whereas the number of secondary light railways has increased from 11 to

213, the length of line from 159’1 hms to 6,847 kms. The total number of light 1

railways in Prussia is 355 lines, the total length of which is 9,227 hms. There

are 799 locomotiues, 11,755 passenger cars, and 10,912 freight cars in use.

0 496 concessions for the construction of light railways haue been applied

for, so that the hopes entertained respecting the “Light Railway” in Prussia
show euery sign of being fulfilled. Q
0 Pritz Herr.
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limate and quality of soil arc the tujo most important factors
which determine the agricultural condition of a country;
where these two factors manifest the greatest possible uariety,
as is the case in Germany, a corresponding uariety may be
expected in the nature of the agricultural pursuits followed

« T..- ^
agricultural products found throughout the country

rhe German Gmpire, situated in the colder temperate zone and extend-
ing from the high leuel of the flips to the low country lying about the Dorth
Sea and the Baltic, possesses a climate influenced by the Atlantic Ocean, but at
the same time presenting so many uarious aspects that it not only affects
the fertility of the soil in the seueral districts differently but also necessitates
different methods of husbandry and cultiuation. m

The coldest districts are those in the east of the Baltic, the wood^
mountain district of the Hartz, the Swabian and Bauarian Plateaus and the
Alpine region which extends throughout Bauaria, COurtemberg and Hohen-
zollern. There the spring can scarcely be said to commence before April
while the early coming winter nips all uegetation on field and meadow. Con-
sequently only a short period of growth can be counted upon, during which
the hot summer days permit the fruits of the earth to ripen rapidly, while
on the other hand, the long hard winter often endangers the autumn sown corn!
In Silesia, on the contrary, which lies in the centre of the Gmpire, and in
Thuringia and Saxony, milder temperature brings the buds out in (Darch
while the Rhine Prouince, Rheingau and the ualley of the Rhine are among the
warmest regions. There the uineyards ripen in glorious sunshine. n

The rainfall is subject to considerable uariation, but is generally sufficient
to assure a prosperous growth of uegetation. The rainfall uaries in the different
districts throughout the year between 400 and 1,720 mms, and between (Day
and September, during which time a constant and regular supply is of such
great importance, and after the winter’s moisture has been absorbed from the
soil, it uaries between 248 and 830 mms. Accordingly we find certain districts
in which the most delicate plants flourish, whilst in other districts the culti-
uation of summer crops is endangered owing to want of sufficient moisture.
nother peculiar characteristic is that in many extensiue districts of Germany
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the comparatiuely heauy rainfall during :iuly and August renders haruesting
difficult, which is not the case in many countries. The distribution of atmo-
spheric precipitations ouer the whole empire is such that the central and
eastern regions are the driest, while the Baltic region is the most fauourable
for agriculture and the southern mountain district has the greatest atmospheric
precipitation. QD Besides the uarieties of climatic conditions, we find euen greater diffe-
rences in the nature of the soil and in its productiuity. In contrast to the
great low-Ieuel plain of Dorth Germany, which is trauersed here and there
by low ranges of hills, the low-Ieuel plain of the upper Rhine between the
Uosges mountains and the Black ¥orest, and the tertiary ualleys between the
Danube and the flips in the south, we also haue a multiplicity of mountainous
formations of the most uaried geological origin. In the plains we haue an
alternation between the alluuial soils, sometimes found as extensiue moorland
and sometimes as fruitful marshland and flats, and the dialluuial soils which
appear in the form either of erratic loam, clay or sand, in continous sur-
faces—which whilst resembling each other on the whole, yet show considerable
uariations—sometimes of fruitful soil, sometimes medium, and sometimes
also the most barren, unfruitful soil. The mountainous districts of Germany
on the other hand consist for the most part of disintegrated soil which has
been deposited upon the original rock. Dhe kinds of soil uary accordingly
as the rock from which they are deriued was colored sand-stone, shell-Iime,
marls, Silurian, chalk, gneis, mica20us schist or argillite. Here and there
are also found eruptiue formations such as basalt, porphyry, and granite.

Q Taken as a whole Germany is a land of agricultural contrasts caused
by its natural conditions. There are grassy plains and grassy highlands;
fruitful, wheat growing ualleys and bare sandy plateaus; “golden pasture
lands, “fertile plains” and gloomy forests; high and low-lying moorland,
and wooded mountains of a hundred different shades.

Q According to the census taken in 1895, the population of Germany
numbered 51,770,284 persons, from among which number the proportion of
persons with families and seruants engaged in agricultural pursuits (including
gardening, stock-breeding, forestry and fishing) was 18,501,307, or 35’7 per
cent of the total population. These figures put the agricultural population on
about the same leuel with the industrial population, since the numbers engaged
in mining and smelting, in manufactures and the building trade amounted
to 20,253,241. The number of persons engaged in trade and commerce and
the remaining free occupations is far smaller than those employed in agri-
culture, for the number of persons earning a liuelihood in trade and commerce,
with their families and seruants, was only 5,966,846, and those following the
other free professions and occupations, together with the persons hauing no I

stated occupation, numbered only 7,048,890. Q I

The percentage of the agricultural population as compared with the total
'

population uaries uery considerably in different districts of Germany. In some
localities the proportion rises as high as 600 per 1,000 persons, as for in-

p
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stance in the eastern prouinces of Prussia; whilst in the centre of the Empire
and in the industrial districts to the west it falls in places to 100 and less.

Thus whilst the agricultural population preponderates in some parts of the

€mpire, in other parts we find a mostly industrial population. Taken as a

whole, howeuer, agriculture continues to be one of the most important factors

in the total industrial life of the population of the German Gmpire, although

the character of the state cannot be regarded as being, on the whole, an
\

agricultural one. Q j

Q The agricultural population itself is divided into large estate owners,
}

or small farmers and agricultural labourers, fln absolutely accurate division

into classes cannot, however, be made, since some persons occupy an inter-

mediate position between estate owner and farmer and between farmer and
agricultural labourers. The social and economic division of the independent
land owners and farmers (i. e. estate owners, tenant farmers, and the large

and small peasantry) as distinguished from the agricultural labourers, is re-

presented by the following table, which gives the figures for Germany in 1895.

Holdings, Taems or estates
Dumbe

per cent

Rrea in he ctares

per cent

a) Small holdings, with less

than 2 has of land

b) Small peasant farms, with
2-5 has of land

c) CDiddle-sized farms, with
5-20 has

d) Large farms, with 20-100 has

e) ¥arms and estates with, 100
acres of land and over . . .

3,236,367

1,016,318

998,804
281,767

25,061

58'22

18-29

18-00
5-07

0-50

2,415,914

4,142,071

12,537,660
13,157,201

11,031,869

5-59

9-57

28-96
30-39

25-49

Total . . . 5,558,317 100 43,284,742 100

e
rhis summary shows that agriculture in Germany is principally in the

nds of the peasantry. It contradicts an opinion which has been often as-

serted, that Germany is the historic land of the large estate owner. Tor
although the small holdings of less than 2 has are more numerous than the

farms of 2-100 has of land, yet the farms held by the peasantry form 69 per

cent of the total area under cultivation, while the large estates only amount
to 25*5 per cent, and the small holdings to 5’5 per cent. Qn In view of the varying conditions of climate and fertility already depicted,

and the consequent difference in profitableness of working the various farms
and holdings, it is of course natural that the economic importance of the

different divisions (according to size) should vary very considerably. The
productivity of a middle-sized peasants farm of 20 has in the east may be very

different from the productivity of the same sized farm in the most fertile parts

of Saxony, Hessen, or Rhineland, and in the same manner a farm of 200 has
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' in the fertile parts of Germany is far more productiue than a farm of the

^
same size in the sandy districts of the Dorth German plain. Q

j p Deuertheless in certain parts of Germany farms and holdings of a par-

1
ticular size are the most preualent. The districts inhere small peasant farms
are mostly found are Baden, lOurtemberg, Hohenzollern, Alsace-Lorraine, Hesse-

Hassau and Rhineland. The middle-sized farm of 5-20 has is found most
frequently in Hesse-Dassau, Bauaria, the southern portions of lOurtemberg
and in the smaller states of central Germany. The larger farms are found
in Brandenburg, Gast Prussia, lOest Prussia, Schlesmig-Holstein, Hanouer,
Saxony, COestphalia, Oldenburg, Saxe-Altenburg, and Lippe. Parts of Bauaria

too belong to the districts inhere larger peasant farms and estates are found,

as also the eastern prouinces of Prussia and both the CDecklenburgs. Although
this district must actually be characterised as that of the great farms and
estates, the fact must not be ouerlooked that euen here peasant farms oc-

cupy 15-25 per cent of the area under cultiuation, so that the statement is

confirmed that agriculture in Germany is, as a inhole, principally carried on

;

by the peasantry. Q
I p Besides the independent farmers tnho cultinate their oinn land, there
* IS another class of farmer represented in Germany, though not in nery great

i numbers,—the tenant-farmer. It is principally the property of the Croiun that

is let out to tenant-farmers, mho, in consequence of the strict requirements
made by the Cromn as commissioners to their capabilities as farmers and
the morking capital at their disposal, haue done much in the may of laying

out model farms, and haue been nery successful in influencing mide circles

by their example. The landed property omned by the Cromn comprises for

the most part large estates, but euen mhere the land is diuided up into small
holdings the tenant system plays a nery important part. It is seldomest
found among the peasantry, but then generally takes the form of some addi-

tional acres mhich the farmer mishes to add to his omn land for cultiuation.

1 p Che third class of the population engaged in agriculture is that of the

agricultural labourers. This class too assumes a different social and eco-

nomic position in different parts of Germany. Three large groups can be dis-

tinguished according to the localities in mhich they are situated. p
j p The first group is found in COestphalia from the Dutch frontier to ^

cOeser. This is the home of the hired labourer mho rents a small holding

from the farmer, for mhom in turn he must do a certain number of days’

mork in return for a small mage. The proprietor, on his part, prouides the

necessary horses or oxen for morking the labourers’ holding. During the

minter months, mhen the labourer has little mork to do in the fields, he finds

some industry mith mhich he can employ himself at home and add to his

earnings. The most aduantageous feature of this condition of affairs is that

there exists practically no social difference mhateuer betmeen labourer and
proprietor. n

2 p It is betmeen the €lbe and COeser in CDid-Germany, and in the distri^
^ ^ South Germany that me find the home of the free labourer. Here there

j
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arc single estates lying between distant uillages. The villagers themselves,
the owners of small holdings, the cottars, the tenant farmers and peasants
who one and all form part of the community, are in this case the persons
who supply the necessary hands to work the estate. Here, however, it is not
the work upon the land but the actual possession thereof which forms the
basis of these persons’ existence, fls regards their social position they are
just as firmly established in their home as the labourers in COestphalia. But
the labour which they are able to contribute to the estate owners in districts
where agricultural pursuits are much followed is no longer sufficient, and
here too we find that the itinerant labourer has made his way just as in many
^ces east of the Gibe.

D Finally in the eastern provinces we have either to deal with districts
where the frequency of the villages makes the population dense and conse-
quently offers the necessary supply of labour (in some instances more than
is required), or else we find districts of large properties or manors, as in
(Decklenburg, and Uckermark, Pomerania, lOest Prussia, Posen and Cast
Prussia. Here the prevailing system for the labouring classes is a sort of
bondage. The land owner makes sure of having the necessary labour for a
given period of time by means of a contract which covers not only one man
but his whole family. The family is established in the cottages which stand
upon the estate, and must work for the owner of the estate. The work is

paid partly by time and partly by piece. In addition to this the labourer receives
ploughland and pasturage from the estate to enable him to support himself
and feed his cattle. He has no land of his own. Being entirely dependent on
his employer his position is not one to command great respect in the com-
munity, and he has consequently not many ties to bind him to his home.
He becomes unsettled and moves from place to place,—often into the towns,
which offer the attractions of higher wages and more amusement. This has
given rise to rural depopulation in the east, which finds but a weak compen-
sation in the immigration of itinerant Poles and Russians. And this practice
of moving about is perpetually on the increase, so that now a movement en
masse from east to west takes place every spring, while in the autumn the
people flock back again.

Q The efforts which are being made to improve the conditions of agri-
cultural labour in the eastern districts are accordingly directed to retaining
labourers in the country by securing small plot holdings for them and giving
them small establishments. Attempts are being made as well as by the State
to cope with the scarcity of labour in this manner by private societies and
land owners. QQ Great as are the differences in climate and productivity of the soil in
the several regions of the German Gmpire, we find just as great a variety
existing in the nature of the several agricultural occupations; districts where
the farmer is chiefly occupied with the raising of cereals—in some cases even
to such an extent that it is carried on entirely without stock—are varied by
others whose rich meadows and pasture lands naturally favour stock breeding.
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But in many places uje find both equally represented- This may be owing to

the fact that aduantages for both are offered by the natural conditions, and
that the land is equally diuided between ploughland and meadow; or it may
be due to a better soil and damp climate which make the land more suitable

for the cultivation of fodder, or that the establishment of distilleries and
the cultivation of sugar beets and sugar-mahing provides rich food-stuffs

for stock- Q
Q The proportion which the above named branches of industry bear to

each other in Germany at the present day is as follows; ploughland and market-
garden, exclusive of such used for the cultivation of fodder, pasturage,
sugar beets and potatoes, covers an area of 18,846,800 has, or 53'8 per
cent of the whole area under cultivation- CDeadow land in Germany covers

5.956.200 has or 17 per cent, rich pasturage 795,100 has or 2*3 per
cent, poorer pasturage (Hutungen) 1,911,600 has, or 5’4 per cent, vineyards
135.200 has, or 0'4 per cent, fodder crops 2,656,700 has, or 7’6 per cent,

cultivated pasture 1,051,100 has, or 3 per cent, sugar beets 460,900 has
or 1'3 per cent, and potatoes 3,241,800 has or 9'2 per cent- Q

The establishment of the above mentioned technical by-industries has
had a great deal of influence upon the nature of the separate agricultural

pursuits- cohere sugar-making is carried on, the whole industry of the neigh-

bourhood is engaged in the cultivation of sugar beets- COhere sugar beets

are grown, we find that a deep turning of the soil has been introduced, that
it is carefully worked with ridge drills and hoeing machines, and that artificial

manures are much more freely used- The breeding of draft and other cattle,

too, is influenced to some extent by the growing of sugar beets- The more
thorough working of the ground requires heavier draft horses or oxen, and
at the same time, in consequence of the abundance of richer food, more attention
is given to dairy farming and stock fattening- Distilling and the manufacture
of starch, which depends upon the cultivation of potatoes, have an effect

upon agricultural pursuits similar to that of the sugar industry; in the latter

case the produce necessitates hoeing and a very thorough working of the
ground- The distilling industry certainly tends principally to retard the culti-

vation of valuable food-stuffs in farming, but the commercial value won by
introducing these by-industries is of very considerable importance, since the
annual value of the sugar produced amounts to 351 million marks, of spirits

to 197 million marks, and of starch to 72 million marks- Qn Owing to the difference in climate and productivity of the soil we ^
not find large districts in Germany where one or the other system of farming
is carried on exclusively- There are however small localities where the con-
ditions are sufficiently constant to cause some particular branch of farming
to be the prevailing one- The provinces of Grfurt, and Cologne, for example,
and the principality of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen may be pointed out as dis-

tricts in which husbandry pure and simple predominates, while on the contrary
the marsh districts in the province of Schleswig, parts of the province of Stade,
the Duchy of Oldenburg, and, in Southern Germany, Bavaria and the province
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of Troiburg arc particularly fauourabic to stoch-grazing on account of their
extensiue meadows and pasture lands. "For districts where fodder and food-
stuffs are the chief agricultural products, the prouince Rhenish Hesse and the
district of Chemnitz may be cited, the Duchy of Brunswick and the prouince
of (Derseburg for the cultiuation of sugar beets and for potato growing, and
for distilling purposes among other places the gouernment circuit of Trankfort-
on-the-Oder. Q

Che form of husbandry most generally practised in Germany at the present
day is that of the simple or modified rotation of crops, but where particularly
fauourable conditions of soil exist, we find a free method of cultiuation
without a regular rotation. In both systems a similar aim is followed, to
obtain the greatest possible quantity of raw products by using and maintaining
the natural qualities of the soil appropriately by means of increased tillage
by machinery or hand, and by expending considerable sums upon manuring
the fields. QQ Stock-breeding in Germany is in reality dependent upon the smaller
farms, these being engaged in euery branch of stock-breeding. There are at
the same time remarkable differences in the groups of farms (grouped ac-
cording to size) as far as aduantageous stock-breeding is concerned. Horse-
breeding for example grows relatiuely with the size of the farm, for it is

found principally among the larger of these farms. Sheep are mostly bred
on large estates, whilst on the other hand small farms in Germany
breed more swine and horned cattle than large estates, though naturally the
latter take a considerable part in breeding. Finally comes goat breeding
which is only of general importance for quite small farms. QD The actual centers of cattle-breeding are the pasture and moor-land
farms. The former are most frequently found in the marsh-lands of the
Baltic region, in the ualleys of the larger riuers, and in the mountain districts
of Germany. The moor-land farms are principally situated in the districts of
north Germany which are fauoured by sea coast climate. In both kinds of
farms fat stock-raising and dairy-farming are carried on; their principal occu-
pation, howeuer, is the rearing of stock. Those farms where the fodder required
for the stock is obtained from tilled land, or where the existence of technical by-
industries causes a particularly ualuable supply of food-stuff, are not so well ad-
apted for stock-rearing as for stock-fattening and dairy-farming, which con-
sequently form the chief occupation.

The agricultural industry of Germany has from time immemorial been
based upon husbandry, and the latter therefore plays the most important part
at the present day in the agricultural actiuity of the nation. In spite of this,

howeuer, Germany does not prouide sufficient corn for her own population,
but considerable quantities of wheat, rye, barley and oats are imported
annually from abroad. The effect of this inrush of foreign grown grain
upon German agriculture has been to considerably reduce the price of corn
in Germany during the past half century. In order, therefore, to gain any
profit at ail in spite of the low prices, the endeauour is becoming more
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and more euident in Germany to obtain a greater raio production per hectare,

eoen at an increased expense of labour and capital; the production must be

sufficiently large to ensure a profit in spite of the great expenditure of work i

and capital. D \

The increase in raw productions has been largely due to the discoueries

in natural science of such well'hnown men as Thaer, Liebig, Hellriegel, Schulz-

Lupitz, RimpaU'Cunrau and Rimpau-Schlanstedt. The natural sciences haue

also been assisted by the aduances made in technology and engineering.

"Drainage has been applied to the general aduantage of the German farmer,

and agricultural implements by which deep tilling and careful working of the
i

soil can be effected, haue taken the place of the light implements of former days.

D The area under cultiuation in Germany for husbandry and market-gar-

dening amounts in all to 26 million hectares or 48*6 per cent of the total area of

land deuoted to agriculture and forestry. This area is diuided according to

the crops grown upon it as follows: legumens 16,050,990 has, or 61’1 per

cent of the total area; hoed crops and uegetables 4,593,220 has, or 17’5 per

cent; produce grown for purposes of trade 187,910 has, or 0'7 per cent; fodder

2,656,660 has, or lO'l per cent; pasturage and fallow land 2,285,740 has, or

8'7 per cent; house and fruit gardens 482,790 has, or 1’9 per cent. Q |

Q The greater part of the grain crops i. e., 14 million hectares, or 88'7 per

cent of the total haruest area, is made up of wheat, rye, barley, and oats.

But the cultiuation of these seueral kinds of grain is uery differently pro-

portioned; for rye alone takes up 6 million acres or 38 per cent of the grain

growing area, oats 4 million hectares or 26 per cent, wheat 2 million hectares

or approximately 13 per cent, and barley 1’7 million hectares or 11 per cent.

Rye is grown principally in the southern part of the low-lying plain of

north Germany, a region beginning at the lower Gms, extending through the

prouince of Hanouer up to the prouince of Brandenburg where the Hauel and
Gibe flow together, and from thence as far as Lusatia and the parts of the

prouince of Posen which lie between the COarthe and Hetze. In the northern
portion of this plain the cultiuation of rye is rather less extensiue; in place

of it oats are far more generally grown in the northern districts of Hanouer
and Oldenburg, in Schleswig-Holstein, in CDecklenburg, Pomerania, and Gast
and (Oest Prussia. In the rye districts proper, oats are of rather less importance.

lOheat and barley, which are more difficult to grow and require more
attention, are of but small importance in the aboue mentioned district, a
few fauoured spots excepted where the soil is particulary suited for these sorts
of grain. Such exceptions are the Uistula ualley, the Oderbruch, and certain

;

districts of the Uckermark extending as far as CDecklenburg. Q
j

In central Germany we find no large districts with such distinctly marked
contrasts as those in Horth Germany just referred to. The preference in

the different districts for one or another kind of grain uaries according to
the climate and the quality of the soil. In the sugar-beet district, howeuer,
and in the meadow and pasture-land district as well as in the southern por- i

tion of the prouince of Saxony, wheat and barley are slightly in excess, whilst
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in the higher lying districts, such as the Hartz and Weser highlands oats
and rye are more common. 11

In South Germany on the other hand, in lOurtemberg, to the West ^
Bauaria, rye is little cultiuated, while to the east of Bauaria it is more general
again. In place of rye loe find in the first named districts that special pre-
ference IS shown to spelt, barley and oats. Certain parts of Alsace-Lorraine
again are eminently wheat-growing districts, and the Grand Duchy of Hesse
IS noted particularly for barley. In certain districts of the Rhine ualley, how-

j

^er, rye is grown to a greater extent than in the neighbouring regions.
Such is the uaried distribution of these four principal hinds of grain in Ger-

many, according as the climate and soil fauours specially the one or the other.
But it is not alone the relatiue area under cultiuation which determines the im-
portance of any particular grain in a country’s husbandry, but the amounts
obtainable from the different areas under cultiuation. n

It is difficult to imagine greater differences in this respect than those
ound throughout Germany. The lucr^tiucncss of o^ts, for instance,
depends uery considerably upon whether the particular districts planted are
situated in the really barren highlands of Germany or in the fruitful plains
and ualleys. In the same way the aduisability of sowing rye depends on
whether it is to grow on the barren hill districts of the Dorth German
plain, in the sandy tracts of the CDarh, or in the highly cultiuated and fertile
districts of the CDagdeburg lowlands. qThroughout the Gmpire the auerage annual haruests per hectare during
the last four years haue been as follows: wheat 18’50, rye 14'60 surino-
barley 18'25, oats 17’10 d.z.^)

The smallest haruests gathered were:—wheat 14'2 d.z., in COurtember^
rye 11-5 d.z., in West Prussia, spring-barley 14'3 d.z., in Westphalia, and oats
13'4 d.z., in HohenzoIIern. The heauiest haruests noted were:—wheat 25’8 d.z.,
in Anhalt and Schleswig-Holstein; rye 21'2 d.z., in Schaumburg-Lippe; barley
24'2 d.z., in Anhalt, and oats 23 d.z. in Brunswick. QJThe total auerage haruests for the last four years amounts to 3,521,965
tons of wheat, 8,720,840 tons of rye, 3,101,847 tons of summer barley and
7,098,080 tons of oats. qAmongst other cereals, legumens are still more extensiuely cultiuated,
and occupy roughly 1 1/2 million hectares, or 11 per cent of the area deuoted
to the growing of grain. These take an important position in the rotation
of crops owing to their property of enriching the soil by being collectors of
nitrogen. They are grown sometimes by themselues, or occasionally mixed
with other cereals. They are sometimes grown for obtaining seed or green
fodder, sometimes for ploughing into the ground as manure. This latter is
done principally with lupines. qAmongst the group of hoed crops and uegetables which occupies 4'6 mil-
lion hectares or 17'5 per cent, the lead is taken by potatoes with 3'2 million
hectares. Then come beets for fodder with roughly 500,000 has and sugar
a *) 1 Boppelzentner (d.z.) is about 2 ciot. g
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beets with 476,000 has, 15,700 has of this area being employed for seeding.
R further area of about 300,000 has is denoted to various kinds of turnips
and beets for fodder purposes, tops and wild cabbage. COe also find here
and there in Germany cultivated fields of vegetables, such as cucumbers,
onions, asparagus, horse-radish and various sorts of cabbage. QAmongst crops grown for trade purposes we find the cultivation of
rape seed and colza, hops, tobacco and chicory. This branch of crop cultivation
is not very extensive and is only of local importance. n
Q ¥inally fodder-growing such as the clovers, grasses—sometimes mixed
with clover—lucerne and serradella, occupies 2’6 million hectares or 10 per cent
of the arable land. Besides this there are about a million hectares of pasturage
devoted to the growing of fodder for cattle. qQ The development of German stock-breeding has followed the course
which appeared likely to produce the greatest possible amount of profit.
Ilust as during the last ten years Germany has been becoming less and less
a purely agricultural country and has gained more and more in industrial
importance, this course of development has been taken into account by the
agricultural population engaged in the breeding of stock. The idea was
formerly cherished that stock-breeding was a necessary evil indispensable
for obtaining the manure required for husbandry, and the profit which the
farmer made from the sale of cattle and animal products was of but secondary
importance. To-day other views prevail. Tor while the prices obtained for
the products of the earth have been constantly decreasing, the prices given
for all animal products, with the exception of wool, have remained firm.
This is owing to the greater demand for food by the constantly increasing
well-to-do industrial classes, and to the difficulty of transporting such pro-
ducts in Germany. And if a reason for the increase of attention now paid
to stock-breeding is to be found in the above mentioned decrease in prices,
another good reason exists in the technical progress which has been made in
the study of cattle rearing and feeding which has led to the possibility of
raising the value of an estate by stock-breeding, thus rendering the employ-
ment more general and popular. rn

Q Under these conditions stock-breeding in Germany has developed to a
great extent, as can be gathered from the following statistics. At the present
time there are in Germany: 4,195,361 horses, valued at 2,352,063,600 marks;
18,939,692 horned cattle, valued at 4,182,248,200 marks; 9,692,501 sheep,
valued at 194,812,200 marks; 16,807,014 pigs, valued at 913,712,800 marks
and 3,266,997 goats, valued at 54,565,000 marks. nn Horse-breeding has been developed in Germany in two directions. Tne
breeding of blood-horses for saddle and carriage has occupied a place of im-
portance now for many years. The principal center of this branch of horse-
breeding is in the Dorth German plain. The Kingdom of Bavaria, however,
also breeds principally blood-horses, though of heavier type than the Dorth
German breeds. Besides these districts, we also find the blood-breeds in parts
of Baden, the Grand Duchy of Hesse and the Province Hesse-Dassau. In Dorth

)
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Germany, the Trakehnen breed in Cast Prussia, and the Celle prouincial stud
in Hanouer especially deserue to be mentioned- (Dore recent breeds are those
of Oldenburg, Schlesiuig-Holstein and Cast Prisia. Che breeding of shire-
horses, and heauy draught horses, is of considerably more recent origin in
Germany. It is carried on principally in the Rhine Prouince, in lOestphalia,

j
rhuringen, the Prouince of Saxony, the Kingdom of Saxony, the Grand Puchy

I of Hesse, in COurtemberg and Alsace-Lorraine. Che sires and dams kept here
belong to the Rhenish Belgian breed, the Clydesdales, Shires and Percherons.

Che breeding of horned cattle is the most important of all breeding
occupations as far as the number and ualue of the beasts is concerned. Che

I

breed itself has also considerably improued in conseguence of the rise in

I

! the demand. qQ In parts of the Dorth German plain, where at one time one used to see

j

herds of cattle with black and brown, red and gray beasts mixed all together,

I

j
we find to-day uniform lowland breeds. Chese are either breed for milking

j

purposes, such as the Angler, Dorth Schleswig, red Cast Prisian, colored COest-

I

phalian and Oldenburg highland breeds, or they may be breeds noted both

j

for being good milkers and for fattening well, such as the colored Cast Prisian,
the Breitenburg and black and red lowland breeds of Cast and COest Prussia,

I

of the lOarthe and Detzebruch districts, of the Altmark, Posen, Liineburg and

j

of the lower Rhine ualley; or, again, they may be breeds whose good fatten-

I

ing is of more importance than their being good milkers, as, for instance
j

the Weser ualley breed and the reddish Holstein moorland breed. About
j

55 per cent of all the horned cattle in Germany are comprised under these
breeds, the other 45 per cent being made up by the Hohen breed, which is
found in CDiddle and South Germany. Che most important branch of the Hohen
cattle is the large spotted Simmentaler breed, which is noted for its famous
fattening qualities; it produces good draft-oxen at the same time, whilst
its milking properties are of secondary importance. Chis breed alone makes
up 36’4 per cent of the Hohen cattle. A good milking breed amongst these
latter is found in the grayish-brown highland cattle and those of the Uosges
mountain districts. Besides these the prouincial cattle of upper and lower Ba-
uaria, the Pranken, the Pinzgauer and the Glan-Ponnersberg cattle are typ-
ical representatiues of the Hohen breed in South Germany, whilst the breeds
of the Uosges mountains, Siegerland, lOesterwald, Wittgenstein and the Hartz,
are found in the highlands of middle Germany, though they haue only quite
a local importance as compared with the first named breeds. QQ Sheep-farming is the only branch of stock-breeding which has fallen
off in Germany during the last ten years, and this in spite of the fact that
it was once most flourishing in this country, and uery profitable. Its decline
was due to the competition of wool from foreign lands beyond the seas, for
the flooding of the European markets with colonial wool reduced the price
in Germany to such an extent that sheep-farming was no longer profitable.
(Doreouer the intense actiuity of farming at the present day helped to spoil
the industry. The falling off has not only been in numbers but also in breed-
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\ f\t one time the production of fine and extra fine wools was widely spread
but at the present day more attention is paid to fattening, through which of
course the fineness of the wool has had to suffer. The production of good
worsted wools, howeuer, has not suffered to the same extent, fln important
part too is played by the sheep found in central and southern Germany, whilst
the better class sheep-farming, both for fat stock and for wool, belongs
principally to the east. R peculiarly typical form of sheep-breeding is furnished
by the wandering herds of COurtemberg. Q
9 breeding of pigs we find a greater increase than in ail other branches
of stock-breeding. Dot only has it doubled during the last ten years both in
ualue and in numbers, but the growth in both respects has been more rapid

population. Pig-breeding is directly connected with cattle-
-breedmg, as it utilizes waste dairy material, and consequently prospers in
proportion.

In addition to this it is the cheap kind of pork that is demanded by thepeat mass of the population, and owing to the great rapidity with which pigs
breed, pig farmers are easily able to meet all demands. Besides the increase in
numbers the great aduance in pig-breeding has been accompanied by an im-prpement in breed owing to the importation of early bearing Gnglish sows,
particularly the large white Yorkshire sow. The black Berkshire pig has played
a less important part in German breeding. But the efforts of pig-breeders are
directed not so much towards spreading a pure Gnglish breed of pigs through-
out Germany as towards procuring with the help of the Gnglish breeds animproucd German breed of pigs, which is likely to proue especially useful
under the conditions which exist in Germany.

Finally goat-breeding has also experienced an increase as well as an im-propment, partly under the influence of the breed introduced from Switzer-
consequence of an improuement in the national breeds

The development of farming during the 19th century shows signs of an
unusual perferting of technology in euery direction. The increase in the popu-
lation rendered a uery considerable increase in the production of food-stuffs
necessary if Germany was not to become too dependent upon foreign imports.Rt the same time, howeuer, the prices to be obtained for agriculture productswere going steadily down, so that it was only possible to increase the pro-
duction prouided that it grew more rapidly than the increased amount ofcapit^ and labour spent upon it. This, howeuer, could only be effected by
perfecting the technology of agriculture. Consequently, we find a morethorough and careful tilling and working of the ground, a proper amount ofmanuring combined with a suitable rotation of crops, a proportionate breed-
ing of cattle and rational feeding of useful stock accompanied by a greater
extension of technical by-industries practised to-day than was formerly the
case. These are the factors which haue led to an improuement in agricultural
production. ^

l-l

results which natural science has attained in the course
of the 19th century haue laid the foundations of this progress, it has been
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foremost the public measures ^nd the ^ssocidted enterprises th^t
loere undertaken at the same time which haue been responsible for these
scientific discoueries being put into actual practice and turned to account, n !

fl hundred years ago the agriculture of Germany was subject to such
'

restrictions that progress was scarcely possible. It was only the legislation
of the first half of the 19th century, which by doing away with peasant ser-
vice and dues, the pasture rights upon other persons’ land, the confusion of
plot holdings and the system of compulsory meadows, opened the way to im-
prouements in farming and husbandry. It was not until the free peasant could

’

employ his whole time in farming his own ground by aid of the knowledge
obtained from external sources that he was able to carry on his work practically.

But provisions have been made by the establishment founded by the
state for agricultural instruction to assist the farmer in obtaining the know-
ledge necessary for practical farming. In this connection we may mention
the founding of agricultural faculties at universities and agricultural colleges
of schools of husbandry and winter schools, the engaging of itinerant lec-
turers on agriculture and special branches connected with it, such as dairy
instructors, stock-breeding and fruit-growing instructors, itinerant teachers

I

from associations, and, finally, the establishment of experimental farms. Qn perfecting of technology in agriculture would not however have been
* possible under present financial conditions if the agricultural credit-advancing
system had not proportionately increased. rn

I

Q Splendid results have been attained by the provincial banks and the
loan establishments connected with them, as well as by those banks, provincial
credit banks and credit banks and credit-advancing institutions established

;

by the state, by provinces or by united communities. n
j I

Q Last but not least, the agricultural societies and associations have ex-

I

erted their influence to assist the advancement in technology. The farmer’s

;

, home and sphere of work is naturally the open country, and he is consequently
: from the very beginning separated to a certain extent from the centres of social

;
f life and from his companions in the same profession. But when the farmer
came to recognize the fact that he must remain in touch with the centre of all

'

I

scientific and economic life in order to have a share in the progress made, he

j

found that farmers’ societies or associations were the means by which to attain
his object, and consequently we find throughout Germany a great number

,

of local societies, branch societies, circuit and district societies which form the I

I I

basis of the farmers’ associations. These are connected one with another by
I

I central societies, chief and provincial societies in the separate provinces and

I

I small states. These central societies in most parts of the German Gmpire are

I

i
I
now being replaced by legally incorporated Chambers of Agriculture, find in

I

their turn a common union in the general representative bodies of the individual
I states, viz., in Prussia the College of Rational economics, in Bavaria the Board '

I of Agriculture, in Saxony the Rational Board of Husbandry, in Wurtemberg

j

the Central Office of Agriculture, and finally the German Board of Agriculture <

for the whole Cmpire.
l-l
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Q if these bodies are rather of an official character, there are also large
associations which are entirely of a priuate nature, such as the farmers’
Union, whose aims are principally of a political nature, and, for special branch
interests, the associations of distillers and sugar beet growers, the society
of German hop growers and many others- The most important association
of this hind, and the one which has made it its object to further the techno-
logy of agriculture in euery branch, is the German Agricultural Association
founded in 1884 on the lines of the Royal Agricultural Society of Gngland. Its

founder was the well known engineer CDax uon Gyth, and it numbers at present
14,000 members from all parts of Germany- It is strongly supported finan-
cially both by the voluntary subscriptions of the members and by the surplus
profits from its own undertakings- Its aim is to further the technology of
agriculture by means of annual Agricultural exhibitions held in different
places, which have won the recognition due to them at home and abroad,
and by means of meetings held thrice annually at which the public is in-
formed of the work that is being done for the improvement of husbandry,
the theory of manuring, seed-culture, stock-breeding, cattle-feeding, agricult-
ural machinery, fruit and vine-growing, building and architecture, the theory
of farming and of the cultivation of the soil- QQ Side by side with the Agricultural Societies we find the "Farmers’
Co-operative Associations- In the middle of last century Schulze-Delitzsch
and Raiffeisen started the movements which have spread so widely and
generally throughout the whole of Germany, particularly during the last
ten years- The most important factors are the savings and loan banks-
Besides these we have the Central Credit Association and Central Association
Tund- The associations of agriculturists transact the sale of requisites such
as strengthening fodder, artificial manures, cabbages, machinery, &c- The
farmers’ Supply and Demand Associations attend to the disposal of and the
demand for agricultural products- The most important are the (Dilk Asso-
ciations, which have of late been assisted in many of the larger towns by
associated societies founded by the dairy-farmers for the sale of milk, &c-
Besides these there are a large number of associations which attend to the
disposal and sale of fruit and vegetables of every kind- During recent years
Silo Associations for the sale of grain have sprung into existence, as well
as associations for the sale of spirits; this latter includes by far the larger
proportion of potato-spirit producers- Besides smaller associations for the
sale of stock we also find slaughter-house associations, which are, however,
only of local importance- There is in addition the Central Cattle Association,
the object of which is to regulate and organise the cattle trade of Germany-

D Dr- U)- Schultze-

- Wbi immm
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he last few decades haue wrought great changes in the domain
mhich concerns Itself u,lth the food of notions, and especially
in that of the German people. The preparation of raw materials
and of wholly or partly manufactured articles, which was
formerly carried on in single families or by small tradesmen,

flradually absorbed by large manufactories or whole-sale industries, a mouement which displays a marked feature of the newconditions, in tending to establish new standards for food stuffs nIn consequence of the extended means of communication, many Germ^R
territories which had hitherto been shut off from traffic, haue been bvZTt
for^^rfn

^he markets of the world, and channels haue been opened

n ‘•^cyease of their manufactures and consumption. i-iU to this may be added the increasing demands for uictuallinq the armvand nauy, as well as traffic with the colonies and distant lands. The extent
recognised prominence of the great German shipping com-

^ twofold effect in stirring the home industriL into

materials to Germany’s

an^ext^rLi
countries with regard to taste, packing^d external finish haue been made distinctly euident. rn

[J Social legislation has raised the general conditions of life among the
the broad masses of the population the desire

ats^id
quite unknown articles of food and luxury has

proc^re^these^’
prouide substitutes where means haue not sufficed to

n
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Q Pcttcnkofcr, Uoit, Rubner and other German scientists haue tried by
comprehensiue studies to solue the problems of dietetics and metabolism, and
their discoueries haue opened neiu outlets for German industry. CDen like Liebig,

Koch, Soxhiet, flubry, Uogel, Delbriick, COortmann and their co-tuorkers haue
not only created new principles, neiu methods and new preparations, but haue
also relegated antiquated uiews to the back-ground, replacing them by new
ones. Seel, uon Buchka, Konig, Hilger, ¥resenius, "Forster, Kayser and others
haue improued the methods of research, organised the superuision of markets,
moderated extrauagance betimes and shown industry the way which it must
earnestly striue to follow in order to aduance with success. QD And thus from natural necessity a mighty impulse has been directly
giuen to the German prouision industry by the consolidation of technical
methods and contriuances for making manufactured articles tasteful, and by
the reformation of the process of manufacture itself in accordance with the
principles of hygiene. QQ Germany is partly indebted for this progress to the many societies in
manufacturing circles, such as the “German Agricultural Society,” the “Asso-
ciation of German Uintners,” the “Association of German Brewers,” the
“Association of German Butchers,” the “Association of German Chocolate
(Danufacturers,” the “Association of German Pastrycooks,” the “Union of
German Prouision CDerchants and Pealers,” &c. It has been recognised that
a mixture of the mostly unsurpassed natiue raw products with foreign wares
is in many cases aduisable in order to produce a sauoury and nourishing
article- Various ways haue been tried to improue the quality of the latter; one
has been to depriue the materials of some of their less ualuable ingredients
by refining; another has been to add well known substances containing a
high proportion of fat or nitrogen to the aforesaid materials in accordance
with the rules of rational dietetics, and a third, to produce delicious and
entirely new foods. Q

Particular attention has been paid to the nourishment of children, the
sick and conualescents, not only by the perfecting of contriuances for steri-
lizing and pasteurizing, as also by the process inuented for rendering milk
free from germs by filtration, but also in adding quite new dietetic preparations
to the old infants’, babies’, and starch foods. The scientific inuestigation and
rational methods of producing these is a specially German feature, and this
branch of German industry has attained a particularly high stage of deue-
lopment- Among others Tropon, Somatose, Sanatogen, Rutrose, Plasmon,
Gukasin, Roborat, and preparations of gluten are great articles of commerce
to-day. They are mostly produced from animal or uegetable albumen, and
many millions of capital are inuested in their manufacture. These prepa-
rations contain albumen in sometimes an already partially digested state,
sometimes in an easily soluble combination, or already mixed with other
substances, so that dolors not only haue a large number of such preparations
at their disposal, but numerous ways are opened up by which the social
economist and friend of the people can improue the food of the masses. Q
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These dietetic preparations are taken either by themseiues, mixed with
cooked foods, or sold to the public in a special form, for instance as baker’s
wares, &c. m

CDethods of practical bacteriology and of zymology are extensiuely applied
in the production of articles of food, for instance in the preuention of errors
in dairies in making butter and cheese, and in the production of such fer^mented liquors as beer, wine and brandy, new and prominently technicalmethods of fermentation haue thus been brought into use. Liquors containing

If \ ’ particularly fruit wines, haue increasingly come into uogj
^ aid the battle against alcohol. ^new legislatiue regulations haue been issued regarding means of preser-
uation, chiefly of meat, so that particular efforts haue been directed to the
preparation of goods that keep well. It may be mentioned here as a triumph
of German industry, that a large quantity of preserued prouisions left ouerrom the German South Pole expedition were found on its return to be^solutely well preserued both as regards quality and taste. QU Besides these efforts for the improuement of articles of food, the endea-uours for cheapening the same are noteworthy. This has been achieued byusing the best machinery, and also by utilising the by-products as raw
material for other purposes. In regard to the low rate of mortality preuailinanow in the German Gmpire according to the latest statistics (15 per thousand
in January 1904), it may well be asserted that the German prouision industry

contributed in no inconsiderable degree to this gratifying result. QU The most important auxiliaries in the German prouision industry areorder and cleanliness and due regard to all the demands of hygiene. This
IS not only assured by close competition among the manufacturers, but also
y erman social legislation, as well as by the superuision of the works by

^ate-appointed trade inspectors and commissioners of trading associations.U numerous factories haue, howeuer, their own laboratories, chemists and '

hygienists, or their management is under the technical and scientific control ,of some experienced public chemist. In many branches of industry manu-
facturers haue formed associations for the purpose of producing standards
for genuine and reasonably priced articles of commerce, and of preuenting
adulterations. This assures the goods put on the market being thoroughly
genuine, which aim is also materially assisted by a commercially organised

sworn if
authorities, state laboratories and public independentsworn trade chemists. Trade associations, commercial and scientific publi-

cations and regularly recurring meetings for the discussion of current
^estions, keep manufacturers in actiue communication with one another.Q The Imperial Board of Health takes a warm interest in this work, and
IS prominently actiue in securing uniformity in criticism and methods of
testing goods, flt the Uniuersal exposition at Paris in 1900, the German
uictualling industry was represented by an admirable collection. Of the 124

not compete; the remainder carried off 7 Grands Prix,33 gold, 62 siluer, 18 bronze medals and 5 honorable mentions, making a total
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i of 125 awards. Since then the German nation has had to pass throudj®a short
but seuere commercial crisis. The greatest attention must be para during

;

such periods to improving the methods of manufacture in order to heep pace

J

with foreign competition; in this way the German provision industry has
I

made advances, and stands to-day like a sturdy tree fraught with sprouting

I

buds in the centre of the economical development of the German people. QO The German provision industry studies the wishes of its customers
with regard to packing as far as possible. Stimulated by former success

j

and animated by an earnest desire to improve still further, it has taken

i

absolute purity, perfect cleanliness in working, and attention to all the require-

i
ments of hygiene and dietetics as guiding principles, and by these means

i may be confident of maintaining an honorable position in friendly competition

j

with other nations in the markets of the world. QD H. Becker.

a}ine culcurg. rne loine tradg,
flni) rHe^cDflnuTflcruRe
OT spflRKtinG wines. =13

ine culture in the German empire is of very great politic-
economical importance in spite of the fact that only one
450th of the total area of the country is used for this
purpose, and the further circumstance that it lies very
near the northern limit of the growth of the vine. This
is best seen by making a comparison with other winc-

producing countries. Although from the point of area devoted to wine-growing
i Germany ranks no higher than tenth in the list, the money value of its output
i

brings it nevertheless to the fourth place on account of the remarkably ex-

j

cellent quality of the wines from certain parts of the country in good years.

I

The following table shows this very clearly. n
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Italy

prance

Spain

Hungary
Austria

Portugal

Russia

Roumania
Greece

Germany
Bulgaria

Switzerland. . . .

Seruia

Guropean Turkey

Area in

hectares

deooted to

wine-growing

3.430.000
1 J6I,000
1.605.000
365.000
210.000
200,000
1 86,000
1 37.000
1 25.000
1 1 9.000
50.000
35.000
30.000

•>

yearly
average yield

in hectoliters

(Diliions

30-7

30'5

290
5'0

3'7

I'O

lO'O
2'5

2'0

2'6

1'9

1'2

0'6

2'1

Ualue in

marks

CDillions

614'0
490'0
493-0
120-0
46-5

20-0

2

19-0

36-8

125-0

2

26-2

2

This good result is due, as is more clearly shown later on, to the pro*duction ‘"cjrtam districts in favourable years of extremely fine wines, which^e marketed at the highest prices and cannot be surpassed. n
Germany has been far more successful than other Guropean wine-grow-ing countries in fighting against the ravages of phylloxera. The method used

IS one of extermination. Gvery vineyard is thoroughly inspected, and allvines found to be infected with phylloxera are destroyed together with those
in the immediate neighbourhood, the area thus disinfected not being cultivated
for vines for several years. The primary object of this is to confine the evilto such narrow limits that wine cultivation can be afterwards carried on inthe old approved manner. This purpose has been accomplished. Prom 1874
the presence of phylloxera in vine-nurseries, gardens, &c., has been recognised.
ITS nrst appearance in the wine-growing districts was on the flhr in 1881and It was subsequently discovered in the different wine regions of Prussia’
Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Hesse, the Thuringian states, and Alsace-Lorraine!
Between 1874 and 1898 a total of about 360 hs was subjected to this ex-
terminatory treatment, that is to say 0-27 per cent of the total wine-growing
area has suffered. The cost of this treatment has been 7-5 million marks
during twenty-five years, but this seemingly large amount is only 0-23 per cent
of the value of the vintages during the same period. Thanks to the vigorousm^sures taken, German vines have not suffered from phylloxera since In

favorable result no efforts will be spared in testing all such
methods, either of the culture or treatment of varieties of vine not subject to
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phylloxera, which
the extermination

can serue to the future progress of uine culture so that
of uines need not be resorted to. Q

1

According to the statistics of 1893 the total area of the German empire
couered with uines was 135,210 hs. The areas under cultiuation and their
yearly yield for the period 1883/1902 are shown in the following table:

Year
Area under
cultiuation

in hectares

Uintage in

hectoliters
Year

Area under
cultiuation

in hectares

Uintage in

hectoliters

1902 119,922 2,475,699 1892 118,292 1,673,626
1901 1 1 9,560 — 1891 119,294 748,462
1900 1 1 9,249 — 1890 1 20,300 2,974,593
1899 117,284 — 1889 120,935 2,021,569
1898 117,279 1,406,818 1888 1 20,588 2,859,998
1897 1 1 7,042 2,775,643 1887 120,210 2,392,042
1896 1 1 6,405 5,050,874 1886 120,301 1,503,072
1895 116,137 2,01 1,637 1885 1 20,485 3,727,366
1894 1 1 6,548 2,824,422 1884 1 1 9,974 3,358,017
1893 115,766 3,820,352 1883 1 20,037 3,195,967

On account of uariations in the weather,
both the quantity and the quality of the
uintages uary uery greatly in different
years; this holds good not only for the
uarious districts, but also for the different

;

localities in each. Owing to these climatic
uariations, good wine years are not uery numerous: the best during the past 1 j

century were 1802, 1804, 1807, 1811, 1815, 1819, 1822, 1825, 1827, 1834
1835, 1842, 1846, 1848, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1861, 1862, 1865, 1868, 1874^

1

1875, 1884, 1886, 1889, 1893, 1895, 1897 and 1900, but these dates do not
hold good equally for all districts. The better the quality of the wine, the
smaller the yield. Reckoning on the basis of the best quality, one hectare
with 14-16,000 uines produces 48 his of wine per year. In the different
wine-growing districts throughout the country, the greatest care is taken when
gathering the crop, to separate the grapes according to their quality especi- !

ally on the larger estates; in this way an excellent uintage is obtained in those
|years which produce only an auerage quality of wine. The chief wine-countries
|of Germany are those in the western prouinces, the principal districts being !

in the neighbourhood of the Rhine and its tributaries. In the northern
districts are hill and mountain slopes with southern exposures, which from
the fauorable conditions of their soil and climate are particularly adapted to
the cultiuation of the Riesling uine. It is belieued that this uariety originally
grew as wild stock in the ualley of the Rhine or of one of its tributaries. In
addition to other splendid qualities, it possesses a remarkably fine and charac-
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tcristic bouquet, and this too in spite of the uarious methods of cuitioa-hon. It has btouqht loorid-mide fame to the German mines, and is to be foundat Its oery only in the uintaqes of the chief mine-gcoioina pcouinces ofGermany Riesling mine of other countries can s^rcely be recognisedas a product of the same uariety of uinc. Climatic and geological conditions
^ responsible for this difference: to the shaping hand of nature
IS added the intelligent obseruation of the cultiuator, and only through the

hf
factors can the highest results be obtained.

wine-grounng districts of Germany not only is the uine cultioated

but in
the whole year with a solicitude rarely found elsewhere,but in order to obtain the uery best material possible the grapes are gathered

and punctuality quite unusual in the uineyards of other coun-
tries. Here a further element enters into consideration, the shillfulness only

experience in carrying out all those wonderful transformations
which the grape juice undergoes during and after the process of fermentation
in order to bring out to the fullest extent all the ualuable properties whichmarh the finished product.

u;ni^

Germany produces mostly white wines, for which grapes from ti^
Riesling, Syluaner, Trammer and Gutedel uines are used. Red wines are notmade largely, except in some parts of Baden and in the (Detzer district n
LI In point of simple area, the HQ U

U)ine culture of Prussia D
among the wine-growing states of the German Cmpire,

-
couered with uines; but in point of the excellent qualities

yielded by seueral of its districts, it is entitled to the first place. The Prussian
gouernment owns an area of more than 200 hs,-a larger extent than is

fu
German Cmpire. Of these 200 hs, about

^‘«sj)aden district, the remainder, not yet fully laid out, in
fauorably situated, and may be

considered the most ualuable wine estate in the world. In 1902 the uineries
of Prussia were distributed among the seueral prouinces as follows: Hesse-

3,196 hs, Rhineland (including the districts
of the posel, Saar, Hahe, flhr and the ualleys of the Rhine and its chief
tributaries) 12 562 hs, Saxony 732 hs, Silesia 1,273 hs, Posen 130 hs, and
Brandenburg 372 hs. Prom the point of uiew of the wine-trade, only the
p^st two are of real importance. qThe Rheingau, lying along the right banh of the Rhine between Schier-
stein and Caub, holds the first place in the whole world for the ualue of the
wines It produces. The best uintages haue lately brought prices neuer reached
before in the open market. The prices per butt (1,200 liters) of 1893 uint-

ft®
30,000 marks, Grbach 38,000, Geisenheim

ot 15,700, Hattenheim 35,140, lohannisberg 24,020, Kiedrich

r.v ,

Rauenthal 17,100, Rudesheim 24,000, and
uJinkel 15,280 marks. To the Rheingau wines belong also those of Hoch-
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hdm, a small town lying further up the Rhine, close to its confluence with
the (Dain: the familiar term “Hock,” an abbreuiation of “Hochheimer,” is
used in Gngland and America to denote all Rheingau wines. In 1893 Hoch-
heimer reached its highest price, 22,060 marks per butt: for the earlier years
the following maximum prices per butt are worthy of notice; for the ointage
of 1868 in Rauenthal 17,143 marks, Grbach 17,314, and Kiedrich 25,020; for
the uintage of 1884 in €rbach 23,980, and Hattenheim 33,460 marks. The
highest offers for that of 1895 were, in €rbach 7,340, in Geisenheim 6,000,
Hattenheim 9,080, lohannisberg 10,140, and Rudesheim 7,200:—those for
1897, in Hattenheim 14,640, Rudesheim 15,080, and COinkel 13,920 marks.
The Rheingau wines are characterised by their delicateness and pleasant
fruity taste, their generous but mild quality, their richness in body, and
their fine bouquet. The diversity which they show in one and the same year
delights every connoisseur. Assmannshausen produces the best German red
wine from the late-ripening Burgundy grape, which in good years is equal
to the best Trench claret. It is therefore quite easy to understand that in
this beautiful district, so richly endowed by nature, the vineyards command
very high prices, ranging from 96-120,000 marks per hectare. Based upon

I

an average price from 8—10,000 marks per hectare, the wine-growing area of
this small distrirt, 2,315 hs in all, represents a value of from 17 to 20 million
marks. In certain parts its wine-growing area has of late increased. n

There the Riesling vine thrives on gently sloping hills and the terraced
mountain sides in soils of argillaceous slaty character, or of “Cyrenen” marl.
In good years 70-80,000 his of wine are produced, with an average value of
from eight to ten million marks. Trankfort-on-the-OJain, CDayence, Bingen,
Coblenz and Cologne have for many years been important centers of trade
for the Rheingau wines. This trade has greatly increased during the past
few years, and is even now constantly increasing. Its principal centers are
in Rudesheim, Hochheim, Geisenheim, Oestrich-Winkel, "Johannisberg, GItville

j
Wiesbaden, and £orch. a-l

(
Q Rhineland district of Coblenz, the wine-area under cultivation

j
amounts to 8,424 hs, and that in the Treves district is 3,963 hs. These
districts are remarkable for the extraordinary growth of the Riesling vine in

-
j

the slaty soil of the CDoselle and Saar provinces. This wine is characterised
by its pale colour, its lightness, delicacy and freshness, its pronounced

I
j

bouquet and aromatic flavour, the latter in its better qualities surpassing all
other German wines. The market for these wines, as also the price, has greatly
increased on account of the development of these specialities. Tor the same
reasons the cultivated area has also been greatly extended, many woodlands
having been cleared and laid out as vineyards where the soil was favorable.
The average yield of these two districts amounted to 266,986 his, valued at

? twelve million marks. p.

I P ^ prevailing popularity of OJoselle and Saar wines can
I be obtained from the prices paid for Treves wines. This is shown by the

following figures, in which the net proceeds of each “fuder” (975 liters) are '
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“ 9 060
^'‘^st place with 12,750 marks, Piesporter

'

’ f Scharzhofberger 7,970 marks.

I yVnf?^
Scharzhofberger led with 7,050 marks, Bocksteiner following with

\

Zeltinger heads the list with 9,070 marks, followed

blrae7witr?970^
^,500 marks, Scharzhof-

ammmf
Bernkasteler with 7,530 marks. The totalamount of the Treues sales for the following uintages are of interest. Q

number of

“ fuder”s
Total ualue m

marks
Auerage price per
“fuder,” In marks

1893 1,567’5 5,004,250 3,195
1895 1,012 2,842,300 2,809
1897 816'5 2,786,020 3,412

P ..P considerably exceeded the auerage prices, not on account
of the wines, but because the number of markets had con-

^derably increased The chief uineyards lie along the middle part of the
CDoselle from Treues to Cochem, and are not only the largest in area, but
produce the finest uarieties. Other CDoselle wines worthy of notice are ^Josefs-
hofer, Graacher Ohligsberger, Karthauserhofberger and Caseler: somewhat in-

r
Uerziger, €rdener, Kinheimer, Trarbacher, Trabener, COintricher,

fb/ OK
’ ^ niederemmeler, COinninger, &c. and of the Saar wines

the Oberemmeler, CDawerner, Kanzemer, flyler, &c. The most important cen-

fV?nbLfM
fDoselle are Trarbach, Traben, Treues, CDuhIheim,

Bernkastel, and Pusemond; of those on the Rhine Coblenz and Cologne are
the most noteworthy. «

COine-growing in the riuer district of the Hahe is quite an importa^
occupation. In the neighbourhood of Kreuznach, the wine-growing area of which
has of late considerably increased, the auerage yield for the years 1893-1898was 59,670 his, ualued at 1,715,164 marks. Che principal* uines grown here
<1re the Riesling, Syluaner, Rulander, and Traminer; the soil is of grauel and
^

°r The nahe wines are partly full and iuicy,
partly thin, fine wines. Important centers of production are Kreuznach fwith
Kauzenberg), Roxheim, Riederhausen, Dorheim, CDunster, Eaubenheim, Lanqen-
lonsheim, CDonzingen, &c.; while Bingen and Kreuznach are the chief commercial
centers for the trade in this wine. qThe best white wines of what is known as the Rhine ualley are Bacha-
racher, Steeger, CDanubacher, and Oberweseler; of the red wines those from
Camp, Osterspai, and Hochheim, and, further down the Rhine, those of the
Linzer region deserue mention. qOn the flhr, far-famed red wines are produced, chiefly from the late
Burgundy uine. The uineyards are mostly on slaty soils, couer an area of840 hs, and are often laid out in artistic terraces. These wines haue a fine
aroma and a colour which is more or less beautiful; the chief of them are
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from Walporzhcim and flhrtucilcr, both of which places are at the same time
important commercial centers for the traffic. q
§ Bauarian vuinc culture Q
couers an area of 25,000 hs, the auerage area actually under cultiuati^
during the last twenty-fiue years being 22,189 hs, with a yield of 443,543 his.
In the Rhenish Palatinate, on the plains and sloping hills of the Haardt

1

mountains, much wine is grown. The auerage yield of wine in the year 1902
on an area of 15,177 hs was 395,749 his, ualued at 11,278,846 marks.
Throughout the whole of the Rhenish Palatinate the successful results of the
long continued efforts towards perfection in wine culture can easily be seen
Pair wines are produced euen in the most unfauorable years, while in good
ones all kinds are produced, from the inferior qualities to those which cannot
be surpassed. The principal uines are the Riesling and the Traminer, which
are planted in the best localities, the Syluaner, the chief among white’ grape
uines, and indeed the most largely planted uine in this section, the Rulander
(locally called “Tokayer’’), and the Gewurztraminer, this last a speciality of
the Rhenish Palatinate. The principal wines produced are Porst, Peidesheim
and Ruppertsberg. The great ualue of these wines is shown by the amounts
paid per thousand liters for the uintages of seueral years: that of Rupperts-

I®** f ^^’000, and Peidesheim
17,200; of that of 1897, Ruppertsberg brought 7,700 and Porst 7,800.
Indeed the 1875 and 1883 uintages of Porst wine brought 13,000 that
of 1889 brought 12,600, and Peidesheim of 1889 brought 11,710 marks.
Par-famed wines of the midde Haardt mountains are produced in COachen-

Ungstein, Purkheim, &c. In the lower Haardt mountains
Kallstadt is the chief center, while the region lying between Heustadt and Lan-
dau IS noted for the production of large quantities of wine of medium and
inferior qualities. The chief centers of the wine trade in the Rhenish Pala-
tinate are Heustadt, Peidesheim, Purkheim and Landau : enormous quantities
are shipped from these places for export. m
^ ^’*^**^ years in the Pranconian wine districtwas 124,938 his, ualued at 3,598,947 marks, to which Lower Pranconia with
an area of 6,407 hs marks a noteworthy contribution. White wines which
haue long been famous are produced in Wurzburg, Randersacker, Horstein,
Schloss Saaleck, &c.; these are made chiefly from the grape of the Riesling
uine. form of wine-bottle known as “Bocksbeutel” is a peculiarity of
Pranconia. Its wines are brought into trade chiefly from Wurzburg, Kitzingen
^chbrunn, (Darktbreit and other towns, and are exported thence far and wide!

j

The COinc culture of Hesse 5 I

couers area of 13,209 hs, of which 679 hs belong to the Bergstrasse, aS 1

Rn«nish Hesse. The auerage yields of the period 1893/98 were —
270,239 his in Rhenish Hesse, and 9,670 his in the Bergstrasse with a yearly
auerage ualue of 8,898,000 respectiuely 337,000 marks. By far the greater part :

!

1

!
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of this district produces white wines from such nines as the Riesling, Syluaner,
and Rulander uines, with the exception of Ingelheim and seueral places in its
neighbourhood where a uery fair red wine is made from the late Burgundy grape.

Those wines which are made from the Riesling uine grown in the most
fauored parts of Rhenish Hesse are of extremely fine quality, aromatic, and
rich in bouquet. The Syluaner ripens earlier than the other uines mentioned
aboue, which ensures a uniform quality in the uintages of different years.
To this uine are ascribed the chief properties of the wines of Rhenish Hesse,
as also its ability to produce a uery fair wine euen in unfauourable years.

One of the uery best of these wines is the fragrant “Scharlachberger”
from the neighbourhood of Bingen, next in order come those of Racken-
heim, Rierstein, and Oppenheim, followed again by taubenheim, Bodenheim
and Budesheim, these latter being the foremost among uarious other well
known wine districts. «
Q The highest prices offered for each butt were: 1893 Scharlachberger 8,lA)
marks, 1893 Rackenheimer 10,040 marks, 1893 Riersteiner 13,660 marks,
1895 Scharlachberger 5,360 marks, |1895 Rackenheimer 4,000 marks, 1895
Riersteiner 8,000^marks, 1897 Scharlachberger 4,700 marks, 1897 Racken-
heimer 13,000 marks, and 1897 Riersteiner 9,800 marks. qThe “tiebfraumilch” produced on a small area in the neighbourhood ^
Worms, is far famed for its delightful quality. Bensheim, Auerbach and
Heppenheim produce the well known wines of the Bergstrasse. (Dayence and
Bingen are the chief commercial centers for the wine trade of Rhenish-Hesse,
almost one-half of the amount handled being exported. Worms and Oppen-
heim also occupy important positions among the towns of the German wine
trade. There is also a brisk trade in Bensheim and other towns of the
Bergstrasse. q

Baden.

Q In 1902 there were 17,684 hs under cultiuation, producing 415,228 hk
of wine at a ualue of 13,007,404 marks. But in certain years far more than
a million hectoliters were produced, consisting partly of uery good quality
wines, and partly of uery cheap white and red wines: the total yield for ex-
ample in 1875 was 1,336,917 his. The auerage production of the last ten years
was 353,670 his, ualued at 11,386,300 marks. Of this amount 287,910 his
were white wine, 33,070 red wine, and 32,690 Schiller wine, ualued respectiuely
at 8,759,505, 1,473,570, and 1,153,230 marks. The uines chiefly used are the
Gutedel, Riesling, Traminer, and Syluaner for the white, and for the red the
late Burgundy is the most conspicuous. The wine-growing area has decreased
somewhat during the last ten years, particularly in the regions of the CDain,
the Tauber, and £ake Constance. The Kaiserstuhl, on the other hand, shows
an increase: the uery fiery wines of this district, grown upon basaltic soil,

together with those of CDarkgraflerland, the Ortenauer and the flffenthaler
red wines are famed far beyond the borders of their natiue land. Q
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D COurtcmbcrg,
with an area under cultiuation of 16,826 hs, has during the last few years
produced an annual auerage of 254,014 his valued at 10,038,139 marhs. Up
to the present very little of this wine has been exported. The very marhed
decrease which former years have shown has in the last four years ammounted
to only a very low percentage. Wore of the ordinary table wines are produced
than fine wines, and more white than red and Schiller wines. The largest
wine-growing area is the district of the middle and lower Hechar, the chief
places being Cannstatt, ¥ellbach, Heilbronn, tauffen, flecharsulm, Stuttqart
and COeinsberg. P

flisacc and Lorraine, q
showed in 1902 an area of 31,138 hs actually under cultivation of which
10,971 hs lay in Upper and 14,360 hs in Lower flisace, and 5,807 hs in
Lorraine. The average yearly yield for the period 1893-98 was for flisace
738,262 his, value 18,151,211 marks—for Lorraine 173,438 his, value 464 826
marks. In Alsace-Lorraine the average yield for 1875-97 was nearly one million
hectoliters; the highest yield was in 1875 amounting to 2,059,293 his—the
lowest, in 1880, due to heavy frost, only came to 208,000 his. ¥or the so-
called “noble vintages” the Riesling, €dler, Traminer, Hlevner, and Wuska-
teller vines are planted; for ordinary vintages, the Gutedel, Kniperle, Sylvaner,
bang, Rauschling, Trollinger and Olwer. The best qualities of white wine

are produced at Reichenweier, Rappoltsweiler, Heiligenstein, COoIxheim, Wols-
heim, Curkheim, Thann and other places, but these are very little exported
pelicious table wines are an important production of Alsace, and are to be
round in great quantities and in numerous districts, the best of which lie
along the mountain ridge from Thann to (Darlenheim. The fine varieties of
red wines, which are however only exceptional productions, come from Turk-
heim, Kaysersberg, Reichenweier, Rappoltsweiler, Rodern, St. Pilt, Ottrott, and
St. *'«onhard. Wine culture is far advanced in Alsace, but too little attention
has hitherto been paid to the commercial side of the question and to the
treatment of the wine: in the last ten years however, a noticeable improvement
has been made m these respects. Lorraine produces chiefly red wines, especially
table wines made from the Burgundy, CDuIIer and Gamay vines. The white
wines are made from Rulander, Sibling, and occasionally, Riesling grapes.
Practically all the wines of Lorraine are sold for local consumption, and inmost years the supply is not equal to the local demand. A considerable
quantity of grapes have been sent to the German manufactures of sparkling
wines during the last twenty years, being well suited to this branch of the
industry. It is estimated that about 25,000 his are annually produced. O^ Of other German states, the i"!Q ^

Kingdom of Saxony ^has a wine area of 340 hs, and the
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a total of 194 hs.

The German
COinc Trade.

Thuringian States

rheir products hotucucr, arc of quite minor importance.
The German wine trade is in a very flourishing con-
dition, and occupies quite an important position in

the commerce of the world, its foreign markets hauing
considerably increased of late years, as is shown^

I
the following statistics.

Q
Q Imports and exports of new wines, dry and sparkling wines.

D
D

Year

(Oine and cider

in barrels
tOine in bottles Sparkling wine

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

Import

1903 719,118 34,220 6,923 1,108 22,199 4,995
1902 733,187 35,061 6,567 1,054 20,026 4,506
1901 775,199 35,601 7,313 1,206 15,785 3,552
1900 752,999 38,099 7,882 1,311 42,083 9,469
1899 715,903 36,928 6,697 1,113 27,891 6,275
1898 679,501 35,008 6,691 1,108 26,779 6,025
1897 668,620 34,709 7,827 1,317 24,567 5,528
1896 636,923 33,248 7,806 1,418 23,254 5,252
1895 673,694 34,889 6,382 1,293 21,321 4,797
1894 705,870 34,713 6,613 1,327 1 8,506 4,164
1893 755,391 36,127 7,126 1,452 1 9,745 4,443
1892 821,733 42,097 7,723 1,552 19,134 4,305
1891 697,115 39,929 8,914 1,842 22,717 5,111
1890 708,022 37,844 7,780 1,479 21,330 4,266
1889 717,761 43,066 8,083 1,212 19,682 3,936
1888 650,555 31,227 7,579 1,137 1 5,602 3,120
1887 555,495 27,775 7,075 1,061 16,109 3,254
1886 535,220 29,437 7,419 1,113 15,917 3,343
1885 540,973 29,753 7,362 1,104 25,829 6,199
1884 537,368 33,317 8,462 1,269 38,439 9,225

Gxport

1903 131,495 9,770 82,220 10,195 20,612 2,267
1902 127,703 9,488 79,397 9,882 19,971 2,197
1901 128,915 9,595 80,474 10,145 19,590 2,155
1900 141,220 9,847 80,766 10,784 20,450 2,188
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Year

COine and cider

in barrels
(Cine in bottles Sparkling wine

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

Quantity in

double
centners

Ualue in

thousand
marks

export

1899 1 34,039 9,236 79,834 10,616 18,277 2,065
1898 1 30,640 9,018 79,651 10,984 18,011 2,035
1897 1 34,776 9,018 76,872 11,186 1 6,035 1,812
1896 1 32,642 9,228 71,283 10,420 1 8,203 2,057
1895 121,500 8,826 64,945 10,244 1 7,072 1,929
1894 114,371 7,905 56,691 8,835 1 5,205 1,870
1893 1 22,808 8,435 59,007 9,304 16,282 2,003
1892 1 24,392 8,489 58,346 9,156 17,232 2,120
1891 117,397 8,670 56,507 8,665 1 7,664 2,173
1890 125,451 8,048 52,450 8,235 1 5,820 1,740
1889 94,278 7,072 47,338 8,047 15,235 1,676
1888 119,739 8,980 43,386 7,376 1 5,740 2,046
1887 1 1 2,409 8,431 46,955 7,982 1 5,750 2,048
1886 201,275 1 5,096 45,1 1

1

7,669 1 3,400 1,742
1885 144,779 10,858 44,251 7,523 13,753 1,788
1884 1 06,784 8,009 50,287 8,549 13,812 1,588

exports to the chief markets.

1903 1902 1901

Quantities in double centners

COine and cider in barrels.

United States of Dorth America
Great Britain

Belqium
Switzerland

Holland

Russia

Austria-Hungary
"France

Sweden
"Denmark
"Finland

38,872
21,814
19,719
16,999
10,071

6,950
4,066
3,862
2,136
1,699

1,538

35,166
22,547
18,360
17,725
11,369

6,034
3,433

4,023
2,122
1,604

1,439

.

35,510
22,1 18
20,271

13,810
10,934
6,224
3,628
5,946
2,527
2,194
1,906

i

I

f
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1903 1902 1901

Quantities in double centners

lOine in bottles.

Great Britain 23,783 24,036 23,146
United States of Horth America 22,91

1

21,501 19,369
Holland 8,308 8,057 8,311
Austria-Hungary 3,282 3,207 3,111
Tree port of Hamburg 2,521 2,160 2,598
Belgium 2,377 2,224 2,409
Trance 2,030 1,796 1,597
Sweden 1,822 1,813 1,917
Russia 1,648 1,355 1,376
China 1,363 1,605 3,496

Sparkling wines.

Great Britain 9,717 9,605 1 0,074
Belgium 2,358 1,672 1,500
United States of Dorth America 1,621 1,693 1,392

Beginning in the first third of the last century
on a uery small scale, the German manufact-
ure of sparkling mines has deueloped in the
following two-thirds most remarkably. The

method used is the same as that in Champagne—fermentation in the bottle.
The total annual production amounted in 1840 to a quarter of a million
bottles, in 1850 to a million and a quarter, in 1878 to four million, in 1886

. to six million, and at present amounts to no less than ten million bottles.
This increase grows larger yearly, for not only are the products sold in
greater quantities for home use, but the export trade has also greatly in-
creased. The sparkling wines which are most exported are those from the
Rhine (Sparkling Hock), from the CDoselle (Sparkling CDoselle) and the sparkling

j

wine made from uarious red wines of Germany. These are chiefly sent to

)
I

Great Britain and the colonies. ^
I

I n The German sparkling wine industry is yearly making greater strides

j towards perfection in its products. It has brought itself to the front by the
careful selection of different uarieties of wine to suit the uarying tastes of
the consumers. The unwarranted prejudice which formerly existed against
German sparkling wines has now almost entirely disappeared, and distinc-

i
tions of uarious kinds haue been showered upon them, especially by the com-
mittees of award at the largest world-expositions. TFull honour was done
them in 1867 at Paris; and in 1876 at Vienna the Trench themselues confessed
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that scucral of the inferior German sparkling wines were better than the in-
ferior Trench wines, while the better qualities were placed leuel with the best
wines of Trance. They receiued also high praise at Sidney, (Delbourne and
Chicago. Sparkling wines are produced for the most part on the Rhine, the
CDain, and the (Doselle. H. (0. Pahlen.

TORGSTRY IH THG GGRCDAH GCDPIRG.
1- Size and Distribution of Porests. i i i

ermany has a forest area of 13,995,868’5 hs, comprising 25’89 i

per cent or a full quarter of the total area of the country, and
|

in respect to afforestation stands aboue Dorway (24 per cent), f

Trance (17 per cent), Spain (17 per cent), Belgium (13 per
j

cent), Italy (12 per cent), the Hetherlands (7 per cent). Pen- i

mark (6 per cent). Great Britain (4 per cent), but is exceeded *

by Tinland (56 per cent), Bosnia (53 per cent), Russia (37 per cent), Sweden
|

(34 per cent), and flustria-Hungary (31 per cent). n f

The distribution of the forests uaries on account of the natural conditions !

of climate and soil, and by artificial ones such as the deuelopment of economic 1

conditions, laws and ciuilisation. Trom east to west, Germany lies wholly
)

within the natural limits of timber-growth; in a direction running north and i

south only some few mountain chains rise aboue this. Conditions of soil I

permit the growth of trees euerywhere. Guen in the poorest positions, in ;

the sandy parts of the plain and the shallow earth of the mountains, the hardier f

species of timber, especially fir and pine, find sufficient inducement to thriue. 1

Thus in the course of centuries, the actual distribution is decided by artificial I

influences such as the density of population, the growth of property and legal
relations, and the deuelopment of traffic. Afforestation is generally less in
districts where the soil is more leuel and fertile and therefore denoted to agri-
culture, or where the population is denser and traffic more extensiue. n
J] COithout regard to the political diuision of the Gmpire into 26 separate
states, we may distinguish the north German plain district, or 49 per cent I

of the whole forest-area, with fir as the chief species of wood, the secondary
;
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mountain and hill-country of central Germany with pine and beech predomin-
ating, 22 per cent of the forest-area, and the south German district with
beech, pine and pitch-pine, 29 per cent of the forest-area. The afforestation
of the separate states is giuen in the following table: Q

States Total Area

hs

"Forest

hs

Percentage
of the

Total Area

Per head
of

population

hs

Prussia 34,864,865-8 8,270,133-5 23-72 0-24
Bauaria 7,586,993'4 2,466,553-3 32-51 0-39
Saxony 1,489,806-9 384,539-9 25-81 0-09
COurtemberg 1,950,595-0 600,415-0 30-78 0-28
Baden 1,508,100-0 567,795-0 37-65 0-30
Hesse 769,897-9 240,009-0 31-17 0-21
(Decklenburg-Schwerin . 1,316,162-0 236,739-7 17-99 0-39
CDecklenburg-Strelitz . . 292,950-0 62,225-0 21-24 0-61
Oldenburg 642,735-5 68,341-3 10-63 0-17
Brunswick 364,122-0 109,473-3 30-06 0-24
States of the Thuringian

District 1,462,939-2 460,710-6 32-49 0-27
The Smaller Horth-COest

German States .... 364,312-5 89,101-1 24-46 0-07
Alsace-Lorraine 1,451,304-7 439,831-8 30-31 0-26

German Gmpire 1 900 . . 54,064,784-9 13,995,868-5 25-89 0-25
•»» 1 893 . . 13,956,827-3 25-82 0-28
»» 1 883 . . 1 3,908,398-4 25-74 0-31

« „ 1878. . 13,872,926-1 25-75 0-32

2 . Ovunership.

Arranged according to the three principal districts, the afforestation of
north Germany is 21 '37 per cent, of central Germany 31'89 per cent, and of
south Germany 32'61 per cent. Q

The whole forest-area in the German states is owned
as follows: by the Ruling Houses 257,302 hs or
1'8 per cent, by the State 4,489,883 hs or 31*9 per

cent, by the communities 2,258,090 hs or 16'1 per cent, by Institutions
211,015 hs or 1’5 per cent (7'19 million hectares or 51 per cent is public property),
by societies 306,214 hs or 2'2 per cent, property in trust 1,446,664 hs or
10'4 per cent (in tied but not public property 1'75 million hectares or 13 per
cent), by independent priuate owners 5,056,701 hs or 36'1 per cent. Q

targe estates surpass the total of the small in extent. They offer the
greatest security for a systematic permanent reuenue, especially when they
take the form of trusts in the hands of public associations and legal repre-
sentatiues. 64 per cent of the forest is tied property, and 36 per cent un-
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I

3. Species of COood
and (Danner of

Cultiuation.

purposes of management the forest is diuided

ItL
(enquiry of 1895), of luhich 22,041 are purely for afforest-

ation and 931,834 in combination with agriculture. Recording to size the
forests are diuided as follows: on estates of under 10 hs 89*9 per centor 11-8 per cent of the area; on estates from 10 to 200 hs 9*2 per cent or

!
cent of the area; from 200 to 1,000 hs 0'7 per cent or 19'4 per

cent of the area, 1,000 to 5,000 hs 0'2 per cent or 34'2 per cent of the area-
ouer 5,000 hs 0'03 per cent or 14'9 per cent of the area. Thus 80 to 90per cent of the total area is on a scale suitable for independent management.
CUost of the small estates are in west Germany. qThe uariety of wood-species in Germany is not

large. Among the numerous indigenous hinds
which formerly existed, in consequence of the eco-
nomic management of forests which was introduced

middle of the eigtheenth century, only those
aue been preserued, which possess a high economic ualue, uiz., of the

foliage trees, chiefly oak and beech, ouer an area of 1 million hectares, in all
of which howeuer 0-45 million hectares are planted with bark-wood. This ismost grown in the tall timber-woods and plantations on the lower Rhineand in tOestphalia; its cultiuation is declining, because the ground suitable
for It IS denoted more and more to agriculture, but it is grown abundantly
in mixed woods along with fir and beech trees. Bark-wood is likewise de-
clining in extent because it pays still worse on account of the low prices
for tanning-bark. It is found chiefly in west and south Germany. The beech
(Pagus siluatica £.,) formerly much grown for fuel, has with the spread of
coal-mining almost entirely lost its importance and is more and more dis-
placed by the better paying conifer. It is most widespread in west Germany
and m the chalk-ground of the south German mountains, and is moreouer
abundantly represented in the horth, especially on the shores of the Baltic
from Schleswig-Holstein to Pomerania. COhereuer it is further cultiuated on
account of its good forest qualities, ualuable species of wood, chiefly oak, but
a so maple, (fleer £.) and ash, (Praxinus Tourn.,) as well as conifers are grown
a^Iong with it. In many places also horn-beam, (Carpinus £.,) elm, (Ulmus
courn.) are planted with it, and such soft-woods, as aspen, poplar, (Populus £.

)

and, more seldom, lime. The unpretending birch, (Betula £.) is seen euery-
where. Pinally the alder, (fllnus Tourn.) is cultiuated as underwood in damp
low ground. The beech, including the hard-wood species of foliage-trees
couers about 2 million hectares, the soft wood 0'3 million hectares, the foliaqe-
tree mixed forest about 1*2 million hectares, and osier-beds 36,000 hs. The
total area couered by foliage trees amount to 4'5 million hectares or 32'5
per cent of the whole forest area, 67'5 per cent or 9*5 million hectares, being
couered with conifers. The most important species of the latter are the fir
and pine, and in south west Germany the pitch-pine, mixed with larch. The

syluestris £.,) the chief species of wood in the sandy plain, couers
5'6 million hectares. It thriues best in the dry districts of north east Germany
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(the 6ast Prussian fir is highly ualued) but flourishes also in those districts
which haue a considerable rainfall, L e. in the west and on the plateaus of central
Germany from Ruremberg to the Palatinate, and with careful treatment yields
great quantities of wood, euen in the hill and mountain country although
generally of inferior ualue. According to the locality beech and oah, pine and
larch, birch and soft woods are frequently grown with it. The pine, (Picea
excelsa £k.,) forms the great forests which couer the mountains of middle and
southern Germany, but from ancient times it has also been a natiue of the plains
of Cast Prussia, Silesia, and Hanouer. It couers 2*5 million hectares, and
will continue to increase because it is hardy, easily cultiuated, giues a high
yield of timber in a relatiuely short time, and is therefore preferred in new
afforestation and as a substitute for the economically inferior foliage-tree. The
pitch-pine, (Abies pectinata PC.,) is usually grown in the Black Porest and the
Uosges, but occurs euerywhere in mixed woods except in the north east. It

occupies an area of 0'3 million hectares. The larch, (Eacix europaea Will.) is
euerywhere found mixed with the chief species of wood, mostly in the mountains
where it is at its best.

n Of the typical hinds of forestry, tail-timber predominates throughout;
about 11 million hectares or 78'5 per cent are thus planted, 56 per cent with
foliage trees, and 89 per cent with conifers. Bare clearing with artificial
renewal is the general rule for fir and pine, seeding-in with natural renewal,
for foliage-trees and pitch-pine. The cultiuation of tall timber demands long
periods of management, great areas of cultiuation, systematic arrangement,
and constant care, but yields most wood and is the most ualuable per area.
Low woods on the contrary couer only 1-4 million hectares or about 9'6 per
cent. 7 per cent of foliage trees, and 11 per cent of conifers, and permit
of the permanent cultiuation of a small area, but yield less and less ualuable
wood, and are to be found in the small estates of Westphalia and the Rhine, and
as far as conifers are concerned in the east. CDiddle-sized timber is still
more sparsely represented as it amounts only to 5 per cent. The low wood
occupies 6’8 per cent of the forest-area, and consists chiefly of 3'2 per cent
of oak bark-wood in Westphalia and the Rhine prouinces (34 per cent) but
also in^ Bauaria, Baden, Hesse, and Hesse-Hassau. (Doreouer this form of
cultiuation is found euerywhere, especially on independent small estates, in
the east in fir forests as alders, in the west frequently intermingled with
wood for agricultural use, as so-called hill fellinq-wood.

ra
,

^he yields are greatest in the tall timber woods,

g 4- timber rieids. in conifer woods and in the state forests, small-

forests. I^he total production will gradually increase because continued afforest-
ation is taking place and the cultiuation of tall conifers extending, and because
at present younger trees are the most preualent in the conifer high-wood,
48 per cent of the area being of under 40 years growth, 33 per cent from 41
to 80 years growth and 16 per cent ouer 80 years. In the foliage wood on
the other hand these three grades are approximately equally diuided. Q
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According to the statistics of 1900 the German forests produce annually
about 20 million “fest-meter” (1 c.m. = 1 cubic metre solid wood) of timber,
and 18 million c.m. of firewood, making a total of 38 million c.m. of solid
wood (or wood of ouer 7 centimeters diameter) or of the solid wood 53 per
cent timber, 47 per cent fire-wood, in addition to 10 million c-m. of loppings
and roots and 135,000 c.m. (1 million d.z.) of oak bark and 101,000 c.m.
of osiers. qQ South Germany yields the most solid wood, especially large timber,
namely from about 4 million hectares, 14'6 million c.m. or 3'6 c.m. per hectare,
thus 39 per cent of the total quantity, from 29 per cent of the total forest area,’
whilst north Germany produces 42 per cent of the total quantity on 49 per
cent of the total area, and Germany 25 per cent of the quantity on 22 per
cent of the area, or 2’4 c.m. per hectare. The pine forests in Saxony and
Thuringia attain the highest auerage of timber, about 75 per cent of the
content of the solid wood, the beech forests the lowest. The state forests with
proportion of 32 per cent of the area yield 43'5 per cent of the whole timber
and 40 per cent of the total solid wood products, the independent priuate
forests on the other hand with 36 per cent of the area yield only 25*7 and
26'6 per cent. q

By far the greater part of the German forests
are regulated and subjected to a systematic-
ally ordered administration, the underlying
principle of which is to fell only as much

wood annually as is renewed in the growth. This aims at bringing the increase
of ualuable wood to a maximum. Tor this purpose different scientific and
practically tested methods are employed. Those species of wood are reared
which in a giuen locality produce the greatest economic ualue. Besides woods
of only one species, the planting and rearing of mixed forests is attempted.
The principal methods of rearing are thinning in the earlier stages (the age
of thickening) and in the older (pole timber) stage, and clearing in the aduanced
(timber wood) stage; by remoual of badly grown, malformed, and ualueless
trees and of the unwished for species of mixing woods, strong and well-
-formed timber is continually produced, and the rate of growth of the pro-
perty is raised. At the same time a first yield preceding the plantation yield
is attained to the aduantage of the forest-reuenue. The instruction in thinning
has been especially deueloped latterly in uarious directions and brought more
in practice, and uery successfully.

I[Q
5, Administration
and Regulation.

I
6. Porest Education,

Instruction, flduocacy.

All these methods and regulations are only
practicable when those who are to carry
them out haue been well and scientifically

trained in the practice and theory of forestry.
To do this has been one of the first cares of the forest authorities of the
Tederal States in the interests of their forest-economy. The forest state
management in Germany has for centuries past been a model for and char-
acteristic of the science of forestry. Seueral high schools exist at which
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the future state forestry officials are educated in forestry mathematics, laiu

and natural science, but which also stand open to others, and are uisited
by numerous students from at home and abroad- flt the same time they
haue become nurseries for the adoancement and deoelopment of forestry and
the auxiliary sciences- There are schools of forestry in Prussia at Gberswalde
and (Diinden, the High School at Rschaffenburg and the Uniuersity of
(Dunich in Bauaria, the school of forestry at Tharandt in Saxony, in (Ourtem-
berg the Uniuersity of Tubingen, in Baden the Technical High School at
Carlsruhe, in Hesse the Uniuersity at Giessen and for the Thuringian States
the College at Cisenach, besides which lectures on forestry are held at the
Agricultural High Schools in Berlin, Bonn and Halle- At the nine institu-
tions we haue named there are 32 lecturers on forestry, 83 other lecturers
for the education of forest-heepers, and numerous assistants- All the in-
stitutions are furnished with abundant means of teaching, with libraries, collec-
tions, botanical and experimental gardens, and sometimes special teaching
districts are assigned to them- The total number of students of forestry
amounted within the last few years to between 400 and 450, of whom
about 250 were candidates for the State Porest Seruice- Por the tower
Porest Seruice also, different schools exist in the uarious states for theo-
retical instruction, as in Prussia, Bauaria, lOurtemberg, Baden, Hesse, and
CDeiningen- qQ The trial of new methods and the improuement of the existing ones
is the work of the German Board of Gxperimental-Porestry, which is con-
trolled by the Union of German Cxperimental-Porestry Institutions with its

seat at Cberswalde- To it belong nine experimental institutions in Prussia,
Bauaria, Saxony, (Ourtemberg, Baden, Hesse, Brunswick, Thuringia and Alsace-
Lorraine- The united interests of German Porestry are represented by the
“German Porest-Union,” the permanent organ of which is the German Porest
Council- At present about 2,000 members belong to the Union- 20 Porest
Unions exist besides for separate countries or parts of a country- Finally
there is a burial club for foresters, a union of priuate forest-officials of
Germany, &c- q

The national ualue of the forest, its capa-
city to produce necessary goods econom-
ically, to prouide opportunity for remu-
neratiue labour, to fauourably influence

the cultiuation of land and to employ certain kinds of ground usefully, has
made it from ancient times an object of solicitude for the state- The legis-
lation referring thereto, which is uery different in the separate states, is spe-
cially directed towards the preseruation and foundation of enclosed forests
and to the recultiuation or planting of waste tracts- In the first place the
State and other public authorities acquire waste land and plant it- Pri-
uate efforts are supported actiuely by means of subsidies and loans from
public funds, by information, aduice, and by the state authorities which take
charge of the management- According to the report of 1900 there are in the

7- The significance of
the Torest to the 'Public,
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u>hole of Germany 545,000 hs, of waste land fit for planting and’inferlor
pasture land, i.e. about 4 per cent of the forest area and 1 per cent of the
total area.

I
8, The mood trade and

its requirements-

In spite of its noteworthy home production^
wood, to the extent of about 38 million c.m.
of which 20 millions c.m. is solid timber,
Germany is no longer in a position to supply

Its own wood. The industrial deuelopment of the empire and the rapid
increase of population constantly demand more wood. The additional im-
ports of wood, expressed in cubic-metres of timber, amounted in 1886/90 to about
4'5 millions, in 1891/95 to 5.5 millions, and in 1896/1900 to 8'6 millions. The
total consumption thus amounts now to about 29-30 million c.m. or 17-18 mil-
lion, or 0*54 c.m. per head of the population against 0'38 in 1886/90 and
0'40 in 1891/95. The inference is justified that with a continuance of the
present rate of deuelopment of the Gmpire the requirements will still
increase, and that the assured growth in the existing home-production
of wood will not suffice to meet them. The efforts to change this as
much as possible by increasing the timber forests, raising the capacity of
production and improuing the proportion of timber, are therefore amulv
justified.

Germany receiues most wood from Austria-Hungary, Russia, Tim
land, and Sweden, and also large quantities from the United States of Horth
America. The chief articles of import, in ualue about 200 million marhs,
are shown in the following summary: the export of wood is smaller, and
amounted in the last fiue years to 6-7 million “double centners” at a ualue
of 40—70 million marks.

Imports into Germany.

1900 1901

Tons tDillion

marks Tons (Dillion

marks

Timber in the loq 2,627,327
1,578,295
989,570
198,322

673,846
230,752
382,702
48,334
8,125

1,642,551
507,473
296,939
477,326
256,878

104-3 2,451,143
1,377,831

1,019,222
123,428

553,127
1 66,039
319,054
33,698
7 3Q7

1,336,699
384,189
282,293
380,703
223,936

59-3
from Austria-Hungary
„ Russia
„ U.S. north America

Timber in the balk, trimmed 40-4 23-9
from Austria-Hungary

„ Russia and "Finland

„ Sweden
„ U.S. north America

Sawn timber and planks 131-4 87-0
from Austria-Hungary

„ Russia and "Finiand

„ Sweden
„ U.S. north America
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1900 1901

Tons (Diilion

marks
Tons (Dillion

marks

Oak staues 52,893 6-7 45,094 5-4

from Austria-Hungary 32,317 25,335
„ U.S. north America 16,325 15,458

Other Timber 33,764 8-1 53,382 10-5

U)ood-barh and Tanners’ Bark 101,100 8-9 102,632 9-2

from Austria-Hungary 63,929 66,073
Poiished wood and wood for celluiose

manufacture 148,354 3-0 204,009 5-1

Tire-wood 193,914 2-9 173,995 2-4

Charcoal 23,517 1-4 26,305 1-6

Quebracho 1 7,374 6-5 118,836 7-9

1902 1903

tog timber, rough 1,947,592 54'3 2,463,250 68-8
from Austria-Hungary 1,152,018 1,311,555
„ Russia 739,971 1,087,543
„ U.S. north America 26,552 20,763

Balks, trimmed 448,410 22-9 524,617 26'7
from Austria-Hungary 1 27,065 155,818
„ Russia and Tinland 263,123 302,296
„ Sweden 46,560 53,545
„ U.S. north America 6,159 7,314

Sawn wood and planks 1,447,648 92-4 1,729,528 107'6
from Austria-Hungary 387,988 478,796
„ Russia and Tinland 293,424 390,085
„ Sweden 439,678 452,015
„ U.S. north America 241,188 316,583

Oak staues 33,771 4-1 32,189 3-9
from Austria-Hungary 20,786 19,364
„ U.S. north America 7,618 7,076

Other Timber 56,288 12-3 48,730 10-8

UJood-bark and Tanners’ Bark 101,271 90 103,757 9'2
from Austria-Hungary 66,311 68,928

Polished wood and wood for cellulose
manufacture 173,149 4-0 220,042 5-1

Tire-wood 167,085 2'3 1 40,898 1'9

Charcoal 23,089 1'2 16,987 0-8

Quebracho 143,642 88 115,916 7'1

n T. 3cntsch.
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mongst all the uarious branches of German industry, (Dining
'

ranhs as one of the first. Its importance is certainly far too
;

little appreciated, because the mines are confined to small
districts of Germany, and lie moreouer mostly out of the loay
of the usual routes. The most reliable standard by which ;

to estimate the economical importance of any branch of in-
dustry is unquestionably the ualue of its productions. j—

]

n This method is unfortunately not always practicable, because compara-
tiue statistics including reliable statements as to ualue are unobtainable in I

most branches of industry. Guen were it possible to obtain such of a single
;

country, as is being done at present in Germany for commercial and political i

purposes, detailed comparison with other countries would still be infeasible,
|

as no understanding has been arriued at as yet about the common principles
*

to be respected when making such calculations. It is therefore necessary in 1

the first instance, to fall back on a comparison between the number of work-
'

men employed in the uarious branches of industry. Such a comparison would '

be still more ualuable if the wages earned by the persons employed were
compared and not their number, for this would giue an insight into the
powers of consumption of an industry. Guen then considerable uariations i

would arise, according to whether the branches of industry concerned were
j

occupied in the production of raw or worked up materials, fl proportionately
;

larger number of workmen are employed in the raw material industries than !

in the manufacturing industries where the number is smaller and the other
factor of production, the supply of raw materials and partly manufactured
products more prominent. If these differences are taken into account, a de-
finite idea can be formed of the importance of the uarious branches of large
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German industries from the figures furnished by insurance statistics. Rot
only insurance against illness, disablement and the consequences of old age
for the entire German working classes, but also insurance against accidents

is due to the legacy of the great Gmperor and his Chancellor. The latter hind

of insurance offers the most reliable basis for comparison, whereby it must
naturally be borne in mind that the amounts paid on wages exceeding more
than 1,500 marks per year are only calculated at a third. CDore than half the

German miners and smelters receiue wages aboue the amount just mentioned,
and always in cash, paid after the subtraction of the amount payable for the

assurance against illness and old age; the burden of assurance against ac-

cidents is borne by the employers themselues. Q
3 Smelting is uery closely connected with mining, and more so with the work-
ing and making of iron and steel. These industries, which, taken collectiuely

form part of the mining industry, cannot be treated here, although the figures

appertaining to the iron industry must not be omitted, because in both of

the closely connected industries the most important supports of German in-

dustry are embodied. Q
D The figures for 1901 (the last year for which statistics are auailable) were:
a) Industrial accident insurance: 483,578 establishments 6,884,000 work-

men with a wage list of 5,533,392,000 marks; Q
b) (Diners’ associations included in the aboue: 1,929 works (0'4 per cent

of the total number) with 607,000 workmen (8'8 per cent of the total

number) and wage list of 706,737,000 marks (12'8 per cent of the

whole amount); Q
c) "Further, the seuen co-operatiue associations of the iron and steel trade:

26,217 works (5'4 per cent of the total number) with 789,000 workmen
(11'5 per cent of the total number) and a wage list of 787,838,000 marks
(14'2 per cent of the total amount); Q

d) Total of b and c together, German mining industry: 28,146 works (5’8 per

cent of the total number) with 1,397,000 workmen (20'3 per cent of the

total number) and a wage list of 1,494,574,000 marks (27’0 per cent

of the total amount). QQ The small number of works in the mining industry as compared with the
total number of the works contributing to the industrial accident assurance,
taken together with the percentage of the workmen employed, points to the
fact that mining and smelting are the most important of the large industries in

Germany; but the figures show still more clearly, that the workmen in mining
and smelting haue a far greater share in the amount of wages paid than
their numbers would lead one to expect, fl complete change has taken place
in the economical importance of the indiuidual branches of the mining in-

dustry. formerly mining was necessarily limited by the difficulty of traffic

to uery expensiue means of conueyance. The working of rich ores was in

earlier times the sole field for mining actiuity. Owing to the inadequacy
of the machinery obtainable, the chief enemy of mining was at that time
the inrush of water; people therefore always used to try to work beds
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on sloping ground lohich afforded natural outfloio for the water bv means
of adits. Qa This work was consequently always limited to hilly ground; hence the
German term for mining, which literally translated means “hill-industry.”
Although we read in uery early times of coal being obtained, yet it is hardly
a century ago that the coal industry, for instance, in the most important
mining district of the whole of Gurope, in that of the Ruhr, attained any
noteworthy proportions. qQ The transformation undergone in all means of communication by the
introduction of railways opened up undreamed of markets for the coal in-
dustry. This deuelopment caused German coal mining to flourish and become
one of the most important branches of industry. Its prosperity was also
considerably enhanced by the passing of judicious mining laws, which most
of the "Federal States, in imitation of Prussia, introduced in place of a
number of narrow minded regulations. QQ Unfortunately no comparatiue statistics concerning German mining pro-
duce and its ualue were made before the establishment of the Gmpire; for
this reason it may be interesting to draw up some data respecting the pros-
perity of coal mining dating from a century ago. P
Q The following figures show the state of the coal mining industry in the
district superuised by the Dortmund board of mining: O

1
1

2 3 4 5

Amount Ualue

Workmen
(including

officiais)

iJcar
Dumber of

works
of pr

in

1,000 tons

oduce

in 1,000
marks

1792 154 177 684 1,357
1800 158 231 1,039 1,546
1830 172 571 3,368 4,457
1850 198 1,666 10,385 12,741
1870 220 11,813 67,626 51,391
1890 175 35,469 282,442 127,794
1895 157 41,146 273,933 154,702
1900 164 59,619 508,797 226,902
1901 162 58,448 512,185 243,926
1902 164 58,039 486,775 243,963
1903 166 64,690 535,684 255,992

L These figures speak uolumes; although the number of works has not
undergone any appreciable change, and has if anything diminished owing
partly to amalgamation, the number of workmen employed has increased al-
most 190 fold, the amount of output about 365 fold and the ualue 783 fold
since the year 1792. Q
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Q The whole of the productions of the German mining industry together^
in the short period of time that has elapsed since the foundation of the
empire^ cannot show such an enormous aduance as the aboue; and still coal-
mines haue been continually increasing during the last few decades. The
following figures refer to the German Customs’ Union, including the Grand-
Duchy of Luxemburg: Q

1 2 3
1 i 5

1
6 7

Ye&v

Total ualue
of mining
produce

in millions

of marhs

Ualue of
Share of col-

umns 3-6
in column 2

Bitumin-
ous coal

Brown
coal

Iron ore
Pot-

assium
salts

percentage

1871 314 69’5 8'3 9'8 I'l 88'7
1880 376 65’4 9'8 9'2 1-8 86'2
1890 726 74'

1

6-9 6'6 2'3 89'9
1895 706 76'3 8-2 5'8 2'9 93'2
1900 1,263 76'5 7'8 61 3'1 93’5
1901 1,314 77’3 8'4 5'5 3'3 94'5
1902 1,236 76'9 8'3 4-4 3'2 92'8

Zl According to these figures the ualue of the products of the German mining
industry amounted in 1902 to ouer a milliard marhs; this rapid rise in
ualue can only be ascribed to the protection of a powerful and peace-Iouing
gouernment which enabled the mining industry to enjoy uninterrupted pros-
perity. The aboue represent the most important progress made in the German
mining industry; the other manifold branches of the ore industry also comprise
yery important undertakings which cannot be dwelt on here.O CDore than four-fifths of this ualue is relatiue to the coal industry, and
about three quarters is due to bituminous coal. ¥rom the district of the
Ruhr alone, which is only a few hundred square kilometers in extent, about
one half of the total German bituminous coal products are drawn; next in
importance rank the districts of Silesia, along the Saar and near flix, and
then come the kingdoms of Saxony and Bauaria.
Q Che latter two, in conjunction with the duchy of Saxony-AItenburg, are
of considerable importance as regards the most recent branch of coal pro-
duction, namely of brown coal. In this branch too the kingdom of Prussia
leads the way. The industry has deueloped uery much of late years, especially
in the prouinces of Saxony, Brandenburg and along the Rhine. Originally
the first place was held by lignite used for the manufacture of paraffin, but
lately this product, which was formerly dependent on the surroundings of the
mines for its markets, has been almost exclusiuely manufactured into coal
bricks, so as to render it more easy of transport. Q^ Slack too, which is uery poor in gas, has been utilised similarly with
uery good results; the most important use to which bituminous coal has
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been put is that of forming it into cohe, which is irreplaceable for many
smelting processes in the present state of technics. In 1902 more than
12,000,000 tons of cohe were manufactured in the German Gmpire, nearly
three quarters coming from the Ruhr district. Here, especially since the
beginning of the last decade, secondary works haue been established in con-
nection with the produce of coke, hauing as their object the production of
tar and benzol from the coke furnace gases. qQ The surplus of these gases was turned to account, up to a short time
ago, for producing steam power by heating boilers. Por some years past,
however, trials haue been made to utilise the gas escaping from coke furnaces
in a similar manner to the utilisation of the waste gas in blast furnaces,
the coal industry, &c., by subjecting it to treatment and then using it for
the direct production of power in gas motors. Phese endeavours are stimu-
lated, without taking the economy of heat into account, by the rapid increase
in the use of quick running electrical machines, which are dependent on
rapid running motors. Phis utilisation of power will attain immeasurable
importance directly it is possible to make the present day gas motors, which
only act in one direction, reversible, similar to the piston steam engine. QQ The methodical investigations pursued by Germans, which were initiated
and are stimulated by the efforts of other great civilised nations, has made
amazing progress in this domain during a very brief space of time. Q^ Phe German coal mining industry can also boast of standing foremost
among the combatants against the inimical forces of nature. Phe gases
issuing from the layers of coal, firedamp, atc., are—especially when conjoined
with clouds of coal dust—the miners most deadly enemies, exhaustive
researches and continual practical experiments have been successfully made
in the kingdoms of Prussia and Saxony for combating these dangers. QQ Public attention has been especially drawn to such accidents, because
they generally entail very great loss of life; yet far less loss of life is thus
caused than by the unexpected breaking away of rock. Dearly half the mining
casualties in all countries are to be attributed to this latter cause. Phe
Prussian mines administration has of late paid very great attention to this
point in the hope of minimizing all accidents as far as possible. jjQ Although these measures are being taken in the province of coal mining,
the same precautions will also hold good in other branches of mining industry.
Phis is especially the case with iron ore mining; this latter has developed
extensively everywhere, as well as in the older works in Siegerland and
Silesia. Phanks to the discoveries of Phomas and Gilchrist it has become
possible to utilise the iron ores containing large amounts of phosphorus,
which were formerly almost useless. But even the great increase in the
production of these ores, especially in Hanover, Lorraine and the grand-duchy
of Luxemburg (also belonging to the Customs’ Union), does not suffice to
completely supply the rising German iron industry with raw material; in
order to supplement the supply, constantly increasing quantities of Spanish,
Algerian, and lately Swedish ore have had to be obtained. Phe import of

1

!
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: these ores might be less if the transport of the inexhaustible natural
1 supplies in Lorraine and Luxemburg could be effected at cheaper rates

than at present- fls regards potassium salts on the other hand Germany
is quite independent of other countries, enjoying euen a monopoly in
them, no other land possessing such abundance of these salts- (Dining,

I

which is only a few decades old, and was originally limited to the
!

prouince of Saxony, has meanwhile extended far into Central Germany.
I

fl syndicate has been formed there by the producers, in co-operation with
the state mines, some time ago, and showed itself to be profitable, so that
the example was followed more or less by the most important of the coal

;

districts- The doubts originally expressed as to the right use of the great

I

power acquired by the syndicate haue been gradually silenced in face of the
reasonable prices asked by the sellers’ unions in the coal mining industry.

Q during periods of the briskest demand these unions maintained the
’ policy of moderate prices, thereby securing the fullest approbation of their
: customers; this policy is strikingly shown in a special report made at the

I

instigation of the imperial gouernment, referring to the actiuity and influence
of the Sellers’ Union in the mining industry. rn

Q rhe Rhenish-lOestphalian Coal Syndicate, which after great trouble w^
the first to be formed in the year 1893 at Cssen-Ruhr, in conjunction with
the selling associations for other products of coal mining, has only just

i recently been reorganised and placed on a broader foundation for the next
i 12 years by extending its operations to the coal mines belonging to foundries
i and smelting works. Che importance of this moue for German economical
I

history cannot be detailed here; suffice it to say that this union, which has
' been effected after untold trouble by far seeing men under the lead of (Dr.
!

Cmil Kirdorff, the General director of the Gelsenkirchen Coal (Dining Co. Ltd.,
:

will form the backbone of German industrial perseuerance. (Oithout this

I

“rocher de bronze” German industries would not haue so rapidly ouercome
the reuerses of late years, the usual consequences of a too speedy deuelop-
ment, and would now stand in the middle of the crisis, instead of being

i able to see a fair future before them. ri

I

n *-

D n D a
These successes haue awakened the desire in the sister industry to co9

mining, the iron ore mining industry, to replace its loosely connected as-
sociations by a firm alliance and to create a German Steel (Oorks Union, which

j

would comprise the whole German mining industry, from crude iron to the fi-
nished produrt- fls soon as the union has been formed it will be seen whether
it will be aduisable to create a comprehensiue system of standardisation accord-
ing to the American pattern, in which Uanderlip recently perceiued one of the
most important factors of American progress. In any case, howeuer, the Steel
Union will, if it follows the example set it by the Coal Syndicate, be instru-
mental in disposing of its products at suitable prices, thereby assuring em-
ployers the profits due to them, and to workmen liuing wages and constant work.
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Hereby, the reform of German railway freight conditions is not only

of decisiue importance to the whole working population of Germany but

also to eoery consumer. Tollowing the example of Prussia, almost all the

Pederal States haue acquired the railways of their territories and made the

receipts of the same an integral part of their budgets. The adaptability which

ought to be part and parcel of railways as a pre-eminent factor in ciuilisation

is thereby considerably hampered. The freights of German railways possess^

in spite of the raw product tariffs introduced during the last few years for

wholesale transport, a rigidity which acts seriously on the market, and which

is of doubtful policy as far as the budget is concerned.

Q In no other industrial country do the freights form such a high percen-

tage of the expenses connected with disposing of products as in Germany.
The fact that the Imperial Gouernment has included the extension of the

German canals in its programme for a long time past and its intention of

speedily effecting the same may therefore be hailed with the greatest satis-

faction.

The mining industry, as the most important freight prouider, is most
interested in the construction of better and cheaper means of traffic on
account of the relatiuely small ualue of its products, and in uiew of the fact

that euery improuement in this direction means a sauing for the benefit of

the nation and may promote fresh productiue inuestments. Q
Q The following figures supply information regarding the amount of freight

handled by all the German railways: C
1 2 3 5 6 7

Year

Total freight

traffic on
German rail-

ways

Of which the following amount was classed under
Share of

columns 3-6

in column 2

Bituminous
coal and
coke*)

Brown
coal**)

Iron ore

(exclusiue of

pyrites)

Salts

in 1,000 tons at 1,000 kgs percentage

1885 111,200 46,273 7,915 4,461 889 53-5

1890 151,681 58,510 11,384 6,039 902 50'7

1895 181,480 67,235 1 4,604 7,167 1,062 49-6

1900 264,968 95,370 21,860 11,611 1,290 49'

1

1901 259,380 92,245 22,229 9,857 1,306 48'4

1902 263,552 91,914 22,175 10,415 1,359 47-8

Q lust as traffic and mining haue constantly acted and reacted on each

other, so mining and the other branches of German industrial life haue

affected each other aduantageously. Tor want of the most reliable data—the

productiue ualue of the indiuidual groups—a comparison of the relations of

the motor forces may not be out of place here.

O ) Trom 1900, bituminous coal bricks. O
O *) ¥rom 1900, brown coal, bricks and coke. D
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Q The enormous strides made by German industrial efforts may be gauged
with a certain amount of accuracy from the figures relating to the employ-

ment of auxiliary motor power. In 1875 no less than 886,000 h.p. was
employed in all branches of German trade, without including that required

for agriculture, railways, merchant and imperial nauies. This amount howeuer
rose to 3,400,000 h.p. in 1895 for the whole of Germany. It may be noted

here, that the horse-power of locomotiues was estimated at 7 millions, whilst the

German mercantile nauy had 1,000,000 h.p. in the same year. Unfortunately

more recent data as to the motor power in the German Gmpire are not ob-

j
tainable. fair guide regarding the rapid deuelopment which has made itself

euident during the last few years may be obtained from the statistics for

^Prussia, which is the largest Tederal State in size and industry. Recording
to such statistics the amount of steam engine horse-power made use of in

1896, excluding locomotiues, totalled 2,900,000. This amount rose to

4,900,000 in 1903. The horse-power of Prussian locomotiues, calculated at

a low figure, amounts at the present time to about 7,000,000 h.p., so that

added to the aboue mentioned 4,900,000 a total in round figures of

12.000.

000 h.p. for the whole of Prussia is reached. It must also be noted,

that these figures only denote the horse-power produced by steam, so that

the horse-power produced by water, and especially by explosiue motors, is not

taken into account. Q
If these data of the kingdom of Prussia are taken as a gauge for the

deuelopment of the whole Gmpire, it may be assumed that the motor power
used in the whole of the German Gmpire amounts at present to about

20.000.

000 h.p. The basis of the production of this enormous amount is

formed almost exclusiue of mineral combustibles, steam acting in a prepon-
derating manner as the agent for such production, as more than 4/5ths of

all motors at work are driuen by steam. In this domain the latest inno-

uation, the steam turbine, has made rapid progress in its application,

as, apart from the comparatiuely small amount of space it occupies, it is most
suitable for working electrical machines. Heuertheless, the time is not far distant,

when the aduantages described aboue of the direct utilisation of power by the

means of gases will turn the scales in their fauour as compared to steam.
The details already quoted regarding the deuelopment of motor power

call to mind the following words of the well known German statistician

Pr. Grnst Gngel in his work “The flge of Steam:” Q
d “Pespite the enormous aduantages of steam as regards its use and cost

ouer all other known motor forces, despite its use in lessening distances and
in sauing time, it remains an unsolued mystery that solely on that account
such boundless capital should haue been placed at the disposal of the steam
enterprises not only of our own state but also of those of the whole world,
thus enabling them to spread with euer increasing speed throughout all cultiuated

states. This was at the same time materially assisted by the great inuentions *

to which steam also contributed to a certain extent, and by the progress made
in physical science, mechanics and technology, since by them nature’s treasures
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ujcrc rendered accessible to all loho possessed the hnoiuledge, poioer, courage,
and endurance to make her treasures their own. COhen nature distributes her
gifts, and she does so with no niggard hand, it is incumbent on us not to let

them lie fallow; certain tools must be made use of in order, for instance, to utilize
steam in boilers, motors, and uarious other machines, and to turn chemical forces
to account. The more means one uses to take aduantage of the resources of
nature, the greater is the number of people who can participate in the blessings
thereof, the more striue to do so, and the more, unconsciously benefit thereby.Q Thus only can the enormous amount of capital contributed to steam
enterprises be explained, which in their turn exercise a beneficial influence on
euery side, for the greatest part of the means herein employed are conuerted
into workmens’ wages.” QQ Yet in spite of this great prosperity, the German mining industry ranks
only third in comparison with other important mining states. Great Britain,
the United States of America and Germany, alone provide 80 per cent, of the
total coal in the world. Trance and Belgium supplying about 9 per cent, so
that the following figures represent about nine tenths of the total coal produce,
and similarly of the pig-iron.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1893 1897 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903

in 1,000 tons at 1,000 kgs

R. Coal:

United States of

America . . . 165,420 181,630 230,178 244,641 266,064 272,412 323,684)
Great Britain and
Ireland .... 166,955 205,353 223,607 228,773 222,542 230,718 (det. lack.)

Germany .... 95,426 120,475 135,845 149,788 153,019 150,600 1 62,620)
Trance 25,651 30,798 32,863 33,404 32,325 29,997 35,000)
Belgium 19,441 21,492 22,072 23,463 22,213 22,877 (details

B. Tig-iron:
lacking)

United States of

America . . . 7,238 9,807 13,839 14,010 16,133 18,106 1 8,297)
Great Britain and
Ireland .... 7,089 8,937 9,572 9,103 8,056 8,818 8,350*)

Germany (with

Luxemburg) . • • « 4,986 6,881 8,143 8,521 7,880 8,530 10,086*)
Trance 2,003 2,484 2,578 2,714 2,389 2,405 (det. lack.)
Belgium 745 1,035 1,025 1,019 764 1,069 1.217*)

In 1903 the pig-iron production of Germany (including Luxemburg) rose
ain to a surprising extent, and it rose for the first time to 10,000,000 tons.

Since 1897 Great Britain has had to yield her leading position in pig-
iron to the United States, principally owing to the home supply of iron ore

** ) Treiimlnary result. O
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1

not sufficing for the demand and its hauing to be supplemented by foreign
ores. The first place in the production of coal, which Great Britain has held
uncontested for decades, passed ouer to the United States in 1899 as a result
of the rapid increase in American production. In contrast to Great Britain,
whose mining industry has reached a culminating point, that of the United
States, although not always free from relapses, has taken a turn of prosperity.
This doubtless has been aided not only by natural conditions, but also by the
extremely cheap freight rates of the American railways, as well as by the in-
casing use of machinery in mining, especially the in actual work of extraction.Q The exposition at St. £ouis will giue German uisitors a new and welcome
opportunity to study the causes of the flourishing condition of American
industry, and to interchange ideas and experiences with their American
colleagues. £his reciprocal action will fulfil one of the most noble aims of
technology, the fostering of the deuelopment and progress of mankind. CJ

Q G n g e I.
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PRorecnon op thg coorkihg
Ctflsses. F= —

he protection and insurance of labour are two directions in
which the German Gmpire has employed practical measures for
improuing the condition of the working classes. QLaws for the protection of the working classes relate
to those in good health, and aid in forming, carrying out and
dissoluing contracts, in maintaining life and health, and, by

means of preuentiue measures, in offering such security as is required to form
a foundation for gaining a liuelihood. Laws for the insurance of the work-
ing classes aim at restoring to their former capable condition those who are in-
jured while performing work, or at least at affording them compensation for loss.

the insurance of the working classes was initiated by the message
of His CDajesty, Gmperor OJilliam 1. on Rouember 17th, 1881, the laws pertain-
ing to the protection of the working classes are due to the decree issued by
emperor COilliam II. on Pebruary 4th 1890. This contains the following words:
^^Hlthough the results of laws and measures for the improuement of the con-
“dition of the working classes haue been successful and ualuable, they do not
“suffice for the task which I aspire to perform.”

“In addition to an extension of the laws pertaining to the insurance of
“the working classes, the existing regulations regarding the condition of em-
“ployees in factories must be inuestigated in order to remedy complaints
“which haue been made in this direction, and to accede to just demands
“this inuestigation must be based on the fact that it is one of the tasks of
the executiue power to regulate the period, duration and kind of work per-
formed, in order to maintain health and morals, satisfy economical wants

“and claims to equality in law. Propositions as to the form of certain regu-
^^lations for preseruing good relations between employers and employees must
^^be made, wherein the working classes are enabled, through representatiues in“whom they place confidence, to participate in the regulation of all matters
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*‘of common interest and in the promotion of their interests in all negotia*
^^tions with employers and with the organs of our realm. Such regulations
“would giue the working classes the priuilege of expressing their wishes and
^^of entering complaints without let or hindrance; they would also enable
municipal authorities to be constantly informed concerning the condition of

“the working classes, and to remain in touch with them”
Q ^

Although seueral laws relating to the protection of workmen were passed
during the period 1880—1890, before this decree was issued, neuertheless the
law for the protection of workmen, now in force, dates from 1890. QQ The proposals made in the Smperor’s programme were rapidly executed.
Seueral supplementary laws relating to trade regulations were passed in quick
succession, the most important being that of lune 1st 1891, and a law per*
taining to industrial courts puly 29th 1890, and September 29th 1901) and
another for the protection of children ((Darch 30th 1903). QThe system of protection of the working classes, now in operation, has
four aspects: 1. Protection in relation to places of occupation, 2. Protection
in relation to occupation itself, 3. Protection in matters relating to contracts
and wages, and 4. Protection in relation to education. qO The regulations which come under consideration are principally enforced
by industrial superuisors. The Department in the Imperial Statistical
Bureau for Statistics of the Working Classes, and the Gouernment
useum for Public Welfare are engaged in extending and improuing the

laws for the protection of working classes. qThe regulations passed are of a legal public nature, similar to those
for the insurance of the working classes, and cannot be changed by any priuate
agreement between employer and employee; non-compliance is punishable.Q The German laws for the protection of the working classes are confined
in their operations principally to the employees in factories, and more recently
to those occupied in shops (public places of sale) as well as to children en-
gaged in domestic industry and other professional work undertaken by the
family. The priuilege exists, furthermore, of extending the protection to hand-
work and domestic industries, and this has been taken aduantage of by manu-
facturers of clothing and underwear. r||

The following details concerning the laws for the protection of the work-
ing classes may be giuen: 11Q 1. Protection in relation to places of occupation. The aim of
this clause is to protect employees from danger to life, health and morals,
while performing their work. HQ Por this purpose employers are obliged to furnish and maintain work-
rooms, mechanical contriuances, machines and instruments in a condition
adapted to protect employees from all possible dangers, and to regulate the
work in a similar manner. Care must be giuen to prouide sufficient light,
space and uentilation, and to remoue all dust, odours and gas, caused by the
work, and all refuse. Contriuances must also be prouided for the preuention
of contact with machines, and precautionary measures taken against other
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dangers associated with such occupations. In addition to suitable mechanical
contriuances, special safety regulations haue been issued relating to the per-
formance of work and to the conduct of employees. QD Purthermore, employees must fulfil all requirements for the maintenance
of morality and propriety (separation of the sexes during work as far as
possible, separate dressing rooms, wash rooms, and proper closets). Por
certain establishments the police authorities are empowered to enforce the
aboue principles (for instance, properly heated dining rooms during the cold
season, separated from the work-rooms, &c.). The Pederal Council has the
right to regulate these measures in a general way for certain kinds of esta-
blishments. It can fix the time of beginning, the duration and the time to
end the work to be done daily, the rests required, and all rules necessary for
P*^3ctical application in establishments where the health of employees is en-
dangered by excessiue hours of work. The council has issued such special
regulations for enforcement in bakeries, coffee-houses, grain mills, hotels and
saloons where waiters and apprentices are occupied, as also in match and
rubber factories, printing establishments, type foundries, stone quarries and
works.^ flt the same time regulations of a special character are made for the
protection of female employees and young persons from the dangers associated
with lead paint, sugar of lead, cigar and alkali-chromatine factories, accumu-
lator establishments, horsehair loom works and brush factories, Thomas slag
mills and store-rooms, zinc and glass works.

Q
_

Pinally, the Pederal Council has the right to issue regulations protecting
the interests of employees in open shops. One regulation issued requires
the provision of seats for employees in all places for the public sale of
merchandise. 0O Por subduing phosphoric necrosis the employment of white and yellow
phosphorus in the manufacture of combustible materials has been forbidden
by an imperial law passed on (Day 10th 1903.

We may also mention here the numerious regulations for the prevention
of accidents which the trade associations have imposed on the establishments
belonging to them, in order to enforce the accident insurance laws; these re-
gulations assist in maintaining safety, health and morality among employees.
Por the enforcement of these regulations, special officials have been appointed
by the trade associations. 0Q II. Protection in relation to occupation. This clause treats of
restrictions in the employment of the working classes on the one hand, and
In complete prohibition on the other. The so-called restrictions secure to em-
ployees certain suspension of work, free Sundays, night rest, and breaks during
the daily work; they regulate a minimum suspension of work as well as a
maximum duration of daily work. 0

These regulations for the suspension and duration of work are expressed
in a special clause pertaining to Sunday closing. Employers cannot compel
employees to work on Sundays and holidays. Any obligation of this kind in
a contract is illegal. 0
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Q In addition to the ciuil illegality of the aforesaid contracts, there is a
public laio prohibiting the employment of labour on Sundays and holidays
under penalty of seuere fines. This lau) applies in a slight degree to mer-
cantile trades. Occupation on Sunday is entirely prohibited in mines, salt
works, ore refining works, quarries, foundries, factories, workshops, lumber
yards and other building establishments, shipyards, brickyards and on build-
ings. Hotels, saloons, musical performances, shows, theatrical performances
or other amusements and entertainments as well as those occupations relat-
ing to traffic are not subject to this law. The Pederal Council can, howeuer,
extend the prohibition to other trades. The rest to be granted to employees
for work done on Sundays and holidays must amount to 24 hours; for
two days, a Sunday and holiday following each other consecutiuely, 36 hours;
for Christmas, Caster and (Ohitsuntide, 48 hours each. In mercantile in-
dustries, work on Sundays and holidays, on Christmas, Caster and OJhitsun-
tide Bank holidays is entirely prohibited, whilst 5 hours work at the most
is permitted on all remaining holidays, unless the statutes of the community
or of municipal unions extend the restrictions, or entirely prohibit work in
all or seueral mercantile trades. During the 4 weeks preceding Christmas
and on certain Sundays and holidays when local conditions require an ex-
tension of business, the police authorities can make an exception and permit
work to be done for a period not exceeding 10 hours. QQ Por technical, economical or other reasons (e. g. repairs in order to auoid
interruption in daily operations, stock taking, public requirements in the pro-
uision trade, cases of emergency, &c.) exceptions are made to the Sunday
law. In these exceptional cases, howeuer, employees receiue a corresponding
compensation for their loss of leisure; if the Sunday work lasts longer than
three hours, or employees are preuented from attending church, they are en-
titled to 36 full hours at the end of euery third week, or haue free time on
^ery second Sunday at least from six o’clock a. m. until six o’clock p. m. Q
LJ Although the aforesaid law prohibiting Sunday work relates to the
staff in industries of production and not to the proprietor and his family, the
restrictions in mercantile trades must be respected euen by the owners
themselues. qQ Young persons, (under sixteen years of age) with uery few exception,
are not allowed to work on Sundays and holidays in factories or similar
establishments. q

The German legal administration has hitherto refrained from fixing a
standard for the duration of working-days. Por male adults a maximum
working-day has been established. In trades where immoderately long working-
days endanger the health of the employees, the Pederal Council of Trades
can pass resolutions fixing the duration, beginning and end of a working-
day, and the amount of rest deemed needful; the necessary regulations for
carrying these into effect can also be issued. Such regulations haue been
made relating to bakeries, coffee houses, grain mills, electric accumulators,
factories, hotels and saloons. These secure to employees, among other pri-
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uilcgcs, an uninterrupted minimum leisure of 8 hours. Por employees in shops,
or in offices and store-rooms connected therewith, the law prouides an un-
interrupted minimum suspension of 10 hours. Information concerning other
trades, for which the hygienic maximum working-day should be recommended,
is obtained from special industrial statistics collected by the Statistical De-
partment of the COorhing Classes in the Royal Statistical Bureau. Q

Che regulations issued in the interests of adult male employees benefit
female and young employees by shortening the working-days still further than
the maximum working-day which the present law prescribes for female and
young employees. qO fldult female employees (adults, i. e., those ouer sixteen years of age)
are not permitted, according to the general legal regulations, to work more
than eleuen hours daily, and at the most ten hours on the days preceding
Sundays and holidays, fl break of one hour is granted at noon, or if they
haue families, they can generally claim for II/2 hours at noon. On Saturday
and the days preceding holidays, work must cease at 5'30 p. m. Occupation
during the night (from 8'30 p. m. to 5*30 a. m.) is forbidden. Che occupation
of women who haue giuen birth to children is prohibited for four weeks after
confinement, and for the next two weeks only with the consent of a licensed
physician. Che same laws are in force in work-shops for clothing and under-
wear. It is prohibited to employ women in underground establishments, in
mines, salt works, ore refining establishments, quarries and pits. Che federal
Council can pass laws prohibiting the employment of women and young per-
sons in factories where health and morals are especially endangered, or their
employment is only allowed under fixed conditions. Che federal Council has
taken aduantage of this right in numerous cases, e. g. in relation to the em-
ployment in rubber factories, in glass works, wire works driuen by water
power, factories of chicory, raw sugar, cylinder and hammer works, hatchet
rooms, factories of lead paints and cigars, brickyards, horse hair loom works,
brush factories, zinc works, &c. q

^

“Youthful employees” are diuided into two classes: “children under
14” and “young persons” under 16 years of age. QTor the protection of children, the trade regulations (§ 135) and the law
dated CDarch 30th 1903 relating to the work of children in industrial establish-
ments are ualid. qQ These laws prohibit the employment of children under 13 years of age
in factories, and also of children ouer 13 years of age unless exempt from
attending the elementary schools. The employment of children under 14 years
of age moreouer must not exceed 6 hours daily. The maximum duration of
employment in factories for young persons between 14 and 16 years of age,
is 10 hours. The employment of all young persons for night work (from’
8'30 p. m. to 5’30 a. m.) is prohibited; and further, a break of an hour at
noon, half an hour during the forenoon, and another half hour during the
afternoon are required. These laws are also in force in clothing and under-
wear factories. The employment of young persons in other manufactories where
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health and morals arc endangered can be prohibited by regulations issued by
the Pederal Council, as is the case with female employees engaged in rubber
factories, glass works, &c. qThe employment of children under 14 years of age as pedlars is p^
hibited with certain exceptions; furthermore, the employment of one’s own
or other people’s children on buildings, in brickyards, quarries worked by day,
pits and numerous other establishments, specially enumerated, where children
are exposed to dust, as also in stone works, for chimney-sweeping, public driu-
ing, mixing and grinding paints, in cellars, in public theatrical performances
and other public shows, is not permissible. The employment of children under
12 years in work-shops of all sorts, including liuing and sleeping rooms and
kitchens used for trade purposes, working places in the open air and in all
commercial trades, is prohibited. Children ouer 12 years of age are not per-
mitted to work by night (from 8 p. m. to 8 a. m.), nor during school time
in the morning, and altogether only under certain conditions. Che employment
of children in hotels and saloons, in the deliuery of goods or on errands, is
subject to similar regulations. ’q

According to the laws in force it is not only difficult to employ childrS
and young persons, but also all minors; in euery case the employer must
giue notice to the local police authorities before employment, and furnish an
employment card or book for euery person. In factories a list of young and
female employees must be furnished, stating the duration and kind of em-
ployment, and a copy of the rules and regulations in relation to young and
female employees must be hung up publicly. QQ 111 Protection relating to Contracts and COages. The laws of
trade at present in force giue young persons a certain guarantee in regard to
their employers; for instance all persons who haue lost the right of citizenship
are prohibited from employing young employees under 18 years of age, or from
taking apprentices. In order more clearly to define the terms of employment
for certain industries, the Pederal Council can prescribe wage and work tickets,
—for the clothing industry such haue already been issued—stating the kind
and amount of work, if job work the number of pieces, the wages, the terms
for furnishing tools and materials for the work undertaken, and terms for
board and lodging. In factories where 20 or more persons are employed, the
proprietor in association with all employees must issue rules and regulations
fixing the duration of work, the amounts of wages, terms of notice for quit-
ting, and fines. As security for fulfillment of contract, the employer has the
right to retain a fixed amount of wages, or a right of requisition to the amount
of wages customary in the locality; the latter can also be claimed by the em-
ployees. The wages of employees are still further secured by regulations tend-
ing to discourage drinking, by the prohibition of paying wages in public houses
and saloons, by the enforcement of local statutory regulations fixing times of
payment, &c. Por minors, books containing entries of wage payments are re-
quired. each payment is entered by the employer and the book giuen to theminor or his legal proxy to be presented again at the next payment. Local
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statutes can also prescribe that the wages of minors be paid to parents or
guardians, and only by the consent of the latter to the minors direct. In
dissoluing contracts both employer and employee haue to abide by the mutually
agreed term of notice, or in lack of any agreement a 14 days’ notice is pre-
scribed by law. On leauing his occupation, the employee can demand a certi-

ficate stating the kind and duration of work, his capabilities and conduct, &c.

n lU. Protection in relation to Education. Phe law prescribes nu-
merous duties on the part of employers and masters of trades towards em-
ployees concerning the improuement of their education, employers are required,
for instance, to grant employees under 18 years of age sufficient time to attend
a public or industrial school for progressiue education (including schools for
hand and house work), whether the attendance is uoluntary, or in compulsory
compliance with local statutes relating to male employees under 18 years
of age, to female employees in shops, and apprentices under 18 years of age.
fl master must not only grant his apprentices time for attending a school
for progressiue education in a special branch, but must insist on their attend-
ance, watch their mouements, and instruct them in all kinds of work ex-
ecuted in his establishment which are necessary for their education. It is also
not permitted to occupy young persons during the time fixed by the appointed
clergyman for confirmation instruction, sacrament, &c. QQ U. In order to obtain a quick and inexpensiue settlement by experts of all

disputes arising between employers and employees, special Industrial Courts
haue been established, according to the Imperial taw of 7uly 29th 1890,
framed on Uune 30th 1901, and these are to be found in all cities containing
ouer 20,000 inhabitants. Che dispute as a rule is placed in the hands of
three members for settlement, an official chairman, a representatiue for the
employer, and one for the employee: all industrial disputes between employer
and employee and between employees of the same employer, regarding the
performance of work, questions of the engagements, duration of contract
and dismissal of employees are points generally under consideration; the re-

turn of the employment book, the contents of the same, certificates of conduct,
wages books, employment tickets, payment books, capabilities for certain posi-
tions, return of certificates of conduct, tools, clothes, &c. furnished for certain
work, claims made by one employee against another regarding work under-
taken in common from the same employer are also points settled. QQ In addition to passing judgement, the industrial court is also empowered to
arrange disputes. It can interpose in disputes between employers and employees,
and aid in settling terms for continuing or renewing work, endeauoring with
moral suasion to end the dispute by mutual agreement or by passing judgement.

Q The further perogatiues of the Industrial Court are to act as an expert
in industrial affairs. It must grant information in answer to all inquiries
from the gouernment or community, and can also require information to be
furnished in special cases by the gouernment and communal authorities. Q
a Ul. Che execution of the regulations for the protection of the working-

|

classes is in the hands of industrial officials—male and female—appointed
i
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especially for this purpose. Inspection is aided by the police authorities and
(particularly in the protection of employees on buildings) by all organs of
the working classes^ and the officials haue the same rights as the local police,
particularly in the inspection of all factories and works. They generally
possess a technical education, and in addition to uniuersity study they haue
obtained expert knowledge in industrial inspection, ^heir duties are determined
by the gouernments of the Pederal States. They are required to produce
annual reports of their official operations and these are either partially or
entirely published. The industrial inspectors are not only engaged in super-
uising the execution of the laws for the protection of the working-classes,
but in account of their thorough knowledge of the conditions existing among
those classes they are expected to make suitable proposals for the improue-
ment of the laws for the protection of labour. QQ Ull. In order to inuestigate the circumstances of the working-classes,
especially for collecting and periodically publishing material for statistics in re-
lation to these classes, a special department for statistics of the working-
classes has been established since April 1st 1902 at the Imperial Statistical
Bureau, and this has been assisted by an auxiliary council for labour sta-
tistics composed of members of the Tederal Council and the Imperial Parlia-
ment. IThese works, prompted by the aforesaid department, are partly published
in the “Imperial employment 'Journal” issued monthly since April 21st 1903
(Price 10 Pfgs. per number or 1 (D. annually) and partly as special printed matter.
The information concerning the general condition of the working-classes and
the existing state of certain branches of industry published in this manner,
and especially the aid which the auxiliary council giues in presenting the re-
sults to the Imperial Chancellor, furnish further euidence of the progress
made in the protection of the working-classes. nQ Ulll. The interests of the working-classes are further promoted by the
Imperial (Duseum for the welfare of the working-classes, established at Berlin-
Charlottenburg since the spring of 1903. Its aim is to exhibit models, safety
appliances directly attached to machines, plans, &c., in order to giue those
interested, (employees, employers, trade associations, manufacturers, engineers
and gouernment authorities) an opportunity of obtaining information about
the most important inuentions the progress made in protection against acci-
dents and in industrial and social hygiene. These exhibitions are permanent,
and consist of all the new appliances which are worthy of imitation, and
proue thus an effectiue incitement to progress and a ualuable factor in all
social undertakings. A similar museum of appliances for the welfare of the
working-classes, but less extensiue, is situated at (Dunich. qQ IX. The results of the regulations for the protection of the
working- classes are in general uery satisfactory. Owing to the laws for
prot^rtion in relation to places of occupation, enough has been done to insure
health, safety and morality in numerous branches of industry to all employed.
Rapidl progress has been chiefly made where special regulations haue been
issued. Improuement of conditions is more easily effected in newly built esta-

i

i
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blishmcnts, and this is due to the fact that the proprietors themselues are t

interested in the welfare of their employers. lOorhing materials, tools, worh- I

rooms and methods of work are being chosen and arranged more and more
in such a manner that all injury and danger to the workmen is auoided as
far as possible. QQ The protection in relation to occupation has resulted in rendering Sunday
and night work only necessary when technical and economical reasons ur-
gently demand it, at which times wages are increased. The regulations con-
cerning a maximum hygienic working-day for males, and a general maximum I

working-day for young persons and females, haue also caused an increase in I

the inclination to shorten the duration of work, especially in large cities. In
spite of the restrictions put upon the employment of young persons and fe-

"

males, there is no apparent decrease in it, which is a proof that industrial
branches are able to continue work according to the regulations in force. The
employment of children in factories has almost entirely ceased, experience has
proued that the regulations adopted in large establishments for protection in

'

relation to contracts haue had excellent results, and haue aided in settling I

terms and improuing the conditions of work. The employment tickets placed
*

free of charge at the disposition of employers in certain cities, haue proued
uery useful in this respect. On the other hand, committees of employees haue
not been made extensiue use of, only a number of establishments engaged in
extensiue operations and certain gouernment works possessing such institutions.
CDany employers entirely omit any notice to quit, in order to be able to dis-
solue contracts immediately, if desired. Only isolated cases haue occured where
the regulations against drinking and against payment of wages in saloons
haue been uiolated. Another day in the week is frequently chosen as pay day
instead of Saturday. Seueral communities haue already adopted statutes re-

gulating the time of payment of wages. Payment books for minors haue not
proued to be aduantageous. The payment of the wages of minors to their
parents has only occured in a few cases. Q

There are 354 Industrial Courts in Germany; in 1900 there were 316. I

Their powers are taxed to the utmost, which shows how seruiceable this in-

stitution has been. They were occupied with 85,915 industrial disputes in

1902, of which 80,454 were caused by employees, and 5,461 by employers.
57 per cent of these were settled by mutual agreement. In 4,728 cases the pro-
ceedings lasted 1 week, in 5,033 cases less than 2 weeks before the announce-
ment of the uerdict- In addition to a quick and inexpensiue arrangement

I
of disputes at the hands of experts, the Industrial Courts haue assisted in

;
increasing the knowledge of the law, especially of that relating to industrial
contracts among the industrial classes; this occurs, on the one hand through
the instruction giuen to the disputants by the presiding judge, and on the !

other hand through the instruction giuen by the assistants to their electors ^

by reproducing in the form of lectures their experiences gained in the In-
’

j

dustrial Court. Increase in legal knowledge will cause a decrease in the number i

of cases. The Industrial Courts haue not as yet been actiue in settling strikes f
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and cases of discharging employees, but they haue neuertheless frequently been
successful in bringing about a peaceful result in strikes of extensiue propor-
tions- Their importance as agents in industrial actiuity and in promoting an
undisturbed pursuit of trade, as loell as a steady deuelopment of our econo-
mical relations, is continually increasing. nQ The introduction of industrial inspectors has proued extremely advan-
tageous; there are at present 213 in Germany, to lohich must be added 141 male
and 19 female assistants, as loell as 6 chemical experts. It is due to them alone
that the regulations for the protection of the working classes are not simply a
dead letter, but are executed in a conscientious and proper manner. Their unpre-
judiced, propitiating and yet judicious attitude towards employer and employee
has won for them the confidence of both parties, so that they are often
able to dispel the first shadows of a quarrel between master and man.
They are thus able to obtain an insight into the circumstances affecting the
working classes, and to make useful propositions for the improvement of thelaws for their protection.

pi
Social peace in industrial circles will be still further promoted by the

mentioned in the Gmperor’s decree issued
teb. 4th 1890, but not yet put into force (according to the statment of the State
Secretary for the interior, expected to come into force January 30th 19041* the
use of collective employment contracts will be renewed similar to those used
between organisations of employers and organisations of employees, regulatingterms of employment (wages, duration of work and the keeping of apprentices)
in a large number of branches for a long period of time. The favorable ex-
periences in this direction incite continually to imitation

g It is finally deserving of mention how willing employers, employees and
their unions are in assisting the Department of Statistics of the (Dorking
Classes to perform their duties. The unions at the official central office for

working classes are particularly active in giving information
concerning the working classes, in reporting bad conditions, &c., and thereby

UvVh
the circumstances of all who are endeavoring to gain a

livelihood.
"Friedrich Zahn.
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blishments, and this is due to the fact that the proprietors themselues are I

interested in the welfare of their employers. Working materials, tools, work- I

rooms and methods of work are being chosen and arranged more and more
in such a manner that all injury and danger to the workmen is avoided as
far as possible. qQ The protection in relation to occupation has resulted in rendering Sunday
and night work only necessary when technical and economical reasons ur-
gently demand it, at which times wages are increased. The regulations con-
cerning a maximum hygienic working-day for males, and a general maximum

|working-day for young persons and females, haue also caused an increase in
|the inclination to shorten the duration of work, especially in large cities. In

spite of the restrictions put upon the employment of young persons and fe-
males, there is no apparent decrease in it, which is a proof that industrial
branches are able to continue work according to the regulations in force. The
employment of children in factories has almost entirely ceased, experience has I

proued that the regulations adopted in large establishments for protection in i

relation to contracts haue had excellent results, and haue aided in settling
terms and improving the conditions of work. The employment tickets placed

[
free of charge at the disposition of employers in certain cities, haue proued I

uery useful in this respect. On the other hand, committees of employees haue
not been made extensive use of, only a number of establishments engaged in
extensive operations and certain government works possessing such institutions.
fDany employers entirely omit any notice to quit, in order to be able to dis-
solve contracts immediately, if desired. Only isolated cases have occured where
the regulations against drinking and against payment of wages in saloons
haue been violated. Another day in the week is frequently chosen as pay day
instead of Saturday. Several communities haue already adopted statutes re-

gulating the time of payment of wages. Payment books for minors have not
proued to be advantageous. The payment of the wages of minors to their

|
parents has only occured in a few cases. QO There are 354 Industrial Courts in Germany; in 1900 there were 316.
Their powers are taxed to the utmost, which shows how serviceable this in-

stitution has been. They were occupied with 85,915 industrial disputes in

1902, of which 80,454 were caused by employees, and 5,461 by employers.
57 per cent of these were settled by mutual agreement. In 4,728 cases the pro-
ceedings lasted 1 week, in 5,033 cases less than 2 weeks before the announce-
ment of the verdict. In addition to a quick and inexpensive arrangement
of disputes at the hands of experts, the Industrial Courts haue assisted in
increasing the knowledge of the law, especially of that relating to industrial
contracts among the industrial classes; this occurs, on the one hand through
the instruction given to the disputants by the presiding judge, and on the
other hand through the instruction given by the assistants to their electors

, by reproducing in the form of lectures their experiences gained in the In-

dustrial Court. Increase in legal knowledge will cause a decrease in the number
of cases. The Industrial Courts haue not as yet been active in settling strikes
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and cases of discharging employees, but they haue neuertheless frequently been
successful in bringing about a peaceful result in strikes of extensiue propor-
tions. Their importance as agents in industrial actiuity and in promoting an
undisturbed pursuit of trade, as well as a steady deuelopment of our econo-
mical relations, is continually increasing. qQ The introduction of industrial inspectors has proued extremely aduan-
tageous; there are at present 213 in Germany, to which must be added 141 male
and 19 female assistants, as well as 6 chemical experts. It is due to them alone
that the regulations for the protection of the working classes are not simply a
dead letter, but are executed in a conscientious and proper manner. Their unpre-
judiced, propitiating and yet judicious attitude towards employer and employee
has won for them the confidence of both parties, so that they are often
able to dispel the first shadows of a quarrel between master and man.
They are thus able to obtain an insight into the circumstances affecting the
working classes, and to make useful propositions for the improuement of the
laws for their protection. n

Social peace in industrial circles will be still further promoted by the
already mentioned in the Gmperor’s decree issued

beb. 4th but not yet put into force (according to the statment of the State
secretary for the interior, expected to come into force January 30th 1904)* the
use of coilectiue employment contracts will be renewed similar to those used
between organisations of employers and organisations of employees, regulating
terms of employment (wages, duration of work and the keeping of apprentices)
in a large number of branches for a long period of time. The fauorable ex-
periences in this direction incite continually to imitation. n

It is finally deseruing of mention how willing employers, employees and
tlieir unions are in assisting the Department of Statistics of the Working

duties. The unions at the official central office forwo^mg classes are particularly actiue in giving information
concerning the working classes, in reporting bad conditions, &c., and thereby
aid in improving the circumstances of all who are endeavoring to gain a
livelihood.

Triedrich Zahn.
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ioORKcnen’s insuRflnce
he purpose of the exhibition representing the German COork-

men’s Insurance system, is to giue a complete picture of the

methods and actiuity of social insurance.

The workman’s insurance stands in correlation to legis-

lation concerning his protection, both supplementing each other

in the social political prouisions for workmen which are in-

tended to assure the masses of wage-workers of modern ciuilised industrial

states against the dangers of their calling. On the one hand, protectiue

legislation aims at preseruing working ability through protection of life and

health; on the other, in those cases where either through sickness, accident,

or other inualidity working ability is temporarily or permanently lost, work-

men’s insurance seeks, by means of corresponding indemnity—unlike mere

almsgiuing—to afford assistance to the workman and those dependent on him.

Prouisions for workmen effecting these aims haue been prouided by imperial

legislation, stimulated by the imperial messages of Houember 17th 1881, and

Pebruary 4th 1890—Germany acting as a pioneer in this domain. Q
Q The peaceful work of conciliation and social reform began with the

memorable message of His (Dajesty Gmperor lOilliam I., dated Houember 17th,

1881. This message expressed the conuiction that in the ineuitable exigencies

of modern life the needy circles of the population had a claim to a high mea-

sure of protection, and that it should be the object of an administration

based on true Christian principles to meet such claims by combining the

actual capabilities of the people into associations, fl thorough adjustment of

the insurance systems relating to sickness, accidents, inualidity and old
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age was accordingly considered to be a most pressing need, experience hau-
ing proued that neither the workman nor the aid granted by the state sufficed
to solue this problem, new methods were adopted, and by means of compulsory
insurance laws the classes of the population concerned united together into
wrporate bodies possessing self-administration. f]

district (township) associations consequently became the
natural bearers of the insurance risk. The foundation-stone of the whole
system is mutuality and self-administration. Compulsory insurance is limited
in general to those who are dependent from an economical point of uiew that

o
wage-workers and subordinate officials with a salary not exceking

2,000 marks Howeuer, higher officials and persons carrying on small busi-
nesses are allowed to participate in this compulsory insurance, or to insure

imth the right to legally defined assistance, free of cost.
Insurance agamst sickness is ceguiated in the case of commerce aSd

inilm! n ^
^ s^PPl'^entary lam and amendment

in same dated April lOth 1892, and Olay 25th 1903 respectioely, uihereas theegulation of insurance relating to agriculture and forestry was left to thesmtutes of the uarious districts or states concerned. Q^ case of sickness entitles the beneficiary to fvfcmedical treatment and medicine for 26 weeks, and in case of incapacity forwork, financial assistance to the extent of one-half of the auerage daily wage,

nLnVr
hospital-nursmg, besides one half of the allowance for these L

TtuLt K amountingto twenty times their auerage daily wage. The necessary means are raised

^ ^ ‘
insured, and one-third by the employe

?rades'^r'lo!l*i?Hl'ir

is carried out through sick clubs organized accord^ng'^ to

IZ
localities, whose presiding officers are chosen from the insured and

according to the ratio of the contributions. The insuranceagainst sickness embraces (inclusiue of the miners’ clubs) about ten millionpersons in more than twenty thousand clubs, and inuolues an annuTl ex"penditure of about 200 million marks. n
Insurance against accidents replaces the old law of employers’ £iabilitv

deficiencies being equally harmful to employer and employed) by Ilegal (social) prouision, which also insures the person injured or his sur^

fault of his co-workers, or through his own carelessness. ^ n
UDon^h^

liability of the employer is changed into an economical char^

accordino to
concerned, which is apportioned to single establishments^cor^ng to the measure of their risk (workmen employed, and danger).

°t sTowirJhf
fh%«^«9uIation of accident insurance could priced

ini!] •
f‘9inal law of :iuly 6th 1884, which was limited chiefly toindustrial (manufacturing) establishments, being the first issued.

22
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Q Based upon this fundamental law^ accident insurance was extended to

traffic and transport establishments, agriculture, forestry, the building industry,

and nauigation by Imperial laws dated (Day 28th 1885, (Day 5th 1886, 'July 11th

and 13th 1887, whilst the inclusion of trade, handicraft, small factories

(about 1 million establishments with 2 million workmen) remained to be

effected. After the reuision of this law (Oct. 1st 1900) it was replaced by a fun-

damental law of June 30th 1900 and improued by laws relating to trade,

forestry, nauigation, and the building industry.

0 The insurance is carried out under guarantee of the €mpire on the reci-

procal system by employers who unite together into trade associations, which

are formed according to different branches of industry; the self-administration

of the associations can be decentralized by the formation of “sections” and
appointment of “confidential agents.” 0

The minimum indemnity against accidents comprises: 1. in the case

of wounded persons (from the commencement of the fourteenth week after

the accident, that is to say as a supplement to the sick insurance) the ex-

penses of medical treatment, and a payment during the period of incapacity

for work up to 662/3 per cent of the annual earnings, or free nursing

in an institute until medical treatment is no longer necessary, and the same
allowance to those dependent on the injured person as in case of death;

2. in case of death funeral money to the amount of the fifteenth part of

annual salary, but in any case not less than fifty marks, and for those

dependent on the deceased an allowance amounting to 60 per cent of the

annual wage for widow and children, and to 20 per cent of same for ne-

cessitous parents. 0
0 Indemnification amounts are determined by the organs of the trades

association, against whose decision appeal can be lodged (within a month)

with the court of arbitration, in which employer and employed are represented

equally, and final recourse may be had to the Imperial Insurance Department.

The indemnifications are aduanced by the post-offices upon notification of

the board of directors, and at the end of each fiscal year are prorated among
the association membership according to the wages-sheets and risks attending

the occupation. In order to diminish the chance of accidents and “accident char-

ges” the trade associations, after consulating the workmen representatiues,

haue the right to issue special regulations for the preuention of accidents,

the efficacious carrying out of which is incumbent on them. 0
0 The accident insurance system embraces in 66 industrial and 48 agri-

cultural unions, more than 5 million establishments with almost 19 million

insured, among which about 4'8 million farmers with less than 10 hs of land,

and 1'5 million persons occupied in subsidiary industries, or in more than

one trade, are insured. Up to the end of 1903 more than 1,000,000,000
marks haue been paid in indemnities for accidents to those insured. 0
S

Insurance against inualidity and old age, which was introduced on

e first of January 1891 by an Imperial law dated the 22nd of June 1889,

and reuised by the inualidity insurance law of 13th of July 1899, which took
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effect on the 1st of January 1900, completes the system of loorhmen’s
insurance. IThe bearers of the insurance, which includes all branches of
trade, are territorial insurance institutions, guaranteed by the state, whose
self-administration is shared equally by the employer and employees. The
insurance entitles those incapable of worh to pensions without regard to
age, and giues old age pensions to septuagenarians regardless of working
ability. "Further it assures return of subscriptions paid by insured women
who marry before receiuing a pension, to widows or orphans of those in-
sured persons who die before receiuing an allowance, and to those insured
who become inualid through accidents, but who do not receiue an inualid
aUowance because of their higher accident insurance allowance.

rhe means necessary for this insurance are raised through a yearly
contribution from the gouernment of 50 marks for each pension, together
with weekly contributions to an equal amount from employer and employed.
The amount of the same for a definite period is so estimated in aduance,
that the capital ualue of the pension amount which the insurance institution
must bear is couered, as well as the reimbursements of contributions, and
the other expenses of insurance. q

Tor the purpose of estimating the contributions and pensions, fiue wage-
-classes are formed, with yearly incomes of not more than 350, 550, 850,
1,150 and exceeding 1,150 marks, and the contributions are fixed at 14, 2o]
24, 30 and 36 pfennig respectiuely. ’ qD Certain transitional regulations in fauor of those insured who haue
already become incapacitated for work before they are entitled to compensation
(a period of 200 or 1,200 weeks, during which they contribute to the accident
or old age insurance fund), or to those who reach their seuentieth year of
age, guarantee the immediate payment of the inualidity or old age pension
by shortening the time of waiting concerned. QThe inualidity insurance scheme comprises about 13'5 million persons in-
sured, or almost the whole of the hired working classes, and during the first
twelue years of its existence (1891-1902) in addition to 1,093,681 subscriptions
returned, and 156,000 cases of maintenance, has paid 720,000,000 marks
(including state assistance to the amount of 252,000,000) for 1,302,900

f 900,044 inualidity cases) and has receiued
1,359,000,000 in contributions. qAccording to this, it is principally due to the Imperial social policy,
that almost the whole body of working men in Germany is insured against
sickness, accident, and inualidity, and that a million marks is deuoted daily
to the welfare of labour, whereas in other countries without compulsory in-
surance only a fraction of the workmen enjoy similar priuileges; consequently
such countries are considerably behind Germany in the reliability and scope
of the efforts made for the insurance of workmen. QD

^

Certain^ transitional regulations in fauor of such insured persons who
during the first fiue years after the enactment of the law became incapable
of work, or at the time of its enactment had passed the age of forty.
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guarantee the immediate payment of the inualidity or old age pension by
shortening the waiting time concerned. QD To the initiatiue of Imperial social policy the blessing is therefore due
that in Germany nearly all workmen are insured in case of sickness, accident
and inualidity. Guery day 1,250,000 marks are spent for this branch of work-
man’s protection alone. In countries without compulsory insurance, scarcely

one tenth of the workmen enjoy a similar protection, which moreouer falls

considerably short of the German workmen’s insurance in certainty and scope,

n Recording to the latest statistics (for 1901), the following number of

working persons haue enjoyed the benefits of: QD 1. Sick Insurance: 3,617,022 sick persons (with 66,652,488 sick days),

with 163,400,000 marks indemnities (sickness, death money, as well as cost

of medical attendance); QQ 2. Occident Insurance: 585,596 wounded, 12,128 married women,
26,612 children, 256 parents (as dependent upon the wounded being cared
for in hospitals); 53,481 widows, 87,035 children, 3,147 parents (of deceased);
total 768,255 persons, with 100,000,000 marks indemnity; QD 3. Inualid Insurance: 549,000 inuaiid pensions amounting to

66.300.000 marks, 203,000 old age pensions amounting to 24,700,000
marks, total number of pensions 752,000 amounting to 91,000,000 marks,
191.000 persons with 6,900,000 marks refunded, 33,000 persons in medical
treatment with 7,100,000 marks, total 976,000 persons with 105,000,000
marks indemnity.

D "From the aboue table it will be seen that in one year ouer fiue million

persons in need of help receiued about 370,000,000 marks; during the
whole period of 17 years (1885—1901) 50,000,000 persons in round
numbers (sick, persons injured, incapacitated and their families) receiued

indemnities amounting to 3,000,000,000 marks as a result of the le-

gislation for the insurance of workmen, although the most far-reaching

clauses of the law (insurance against inualidity) only came into force on
3an. 1st 1891. The workmen haue only paid the smaller part of the con-

tribution, and haue already receiued about 1,000,000,000 marks more in

compensation than their contributions amount to. If the amount of the

two last years (1902 and 1903) be added to that of the miners’ sick-clubs

(whose total share represents about one-tenth of the other sick-clubs) the

total sum of money paid to workmen for compensation is 4,000,000,000
marks.

The significance of this insurance for German workmen extends far

beyond a simple financial one, for it has become a social-political school for

the whole nation.

Q The importance of German workmen’s insurance towers far aboue its

financial aspect. Through the mutual participation of the employer and employee
in the administration and payment of contributions, the workman is himself

daily reminded of the moral duty of making prouision for the future from
his own resources, the employers of their social duties to their employees, and
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both parties of their common interest in their calling. Thereby social re-

conciliation is effected where otherwise special organisations array them-

selves against each other as antagonists. The workmen's insurance with its

self-administrative bodies, its concentrated means and powers, has brought

goals hitherto considered unattainable within easy reach. Thus the free initiative

of accident co-operative associations, invalidity institutions and sick clubs has

been directed towards restoring lost or menaced working ability, and it has

also rendered the cure of invalid and disabled workmen much more rapid

through the erection of special institutions. (See exhibits in German workmen’s
insurance section.) The successes attained in this domain have been in-

strumental in directing the entire efforts made for the welfare of public re-

gimen into new channels. Of greater importance, however, is that the cure

of invalid and disabled workmen is more rapidly effected through the erection

of special institutions. (See exhibits of the Imperial Insurance Department.)

Because of the success reached through these measures, public sanitation has

been directed into entirely new channels. Above everything else, the co-opera-

tion of these organisations with those of free charity, especially with the “Red
Cross Society” and the “Rational COomen’s Club,” has made it possible for

even the smallest and poorest country parish to systematically cure the sick,

and to undertake an organised campaign against that frightful national pestil-

ence, tuberculosis of the lungs. (See statistical and graphic exhibits in

the exposition.) Instead of smothering the free initiative of self-helping

bodies, as many had feared workmen’s insurance would do, it has on the

contrary enabled them to develop to their highest powers. Q
The reserve capital of 1,500,000,000 marks, about which such different

opinions exist, has furnished the means for solving the most important
social economical questions. Up to the end of 1902 over 400,000,000
marks had been expended from the funds of invalidity insurance insti-

tutions for the construction of workmen’s dwellings, sick and convalescent

houses, sanatoriums, public hospitals, homes for travelling workmen, public

baths, blind asylums, kindergartens, slaughter houses, systems of water
works, sewerage and draining plants, street paving, savings banks, co-opera-

tive stores, and similar institutions for public welfare, as well as for the

payment of agricultural loans (mortgages, light railroads, land and road
improvement, development of cattle breeding, &c.) all measures the final aim
of which is to cause the masses of the people to participate to an ever in-

creasing degree in the advance of civilisation. D
The advantages of German workmen’s insurance, in distinction to other

systems, is, that: Q
1. It guarantees the support required by necessitous persons immediately,

and as a well earned right; [J
2. it gives both employer and employee common interests in their dutie^

and thereby acts in a way as an instrument of social reconciliation; Q
3. it awakens a feeling of social duty throughout the nation; and Q
4. it strengthens the working and defensive power of the nation. Q
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he increasing success with which the principles of modern
hygiene haue been applied to practical life haue led to its
deuelopment from the region of pure theory into a powerful
factor influencing state administration in all its branches.
Obedience to its laws has caused the recognition of the fact
that the maintenance of the health of the indiuidual is the

chief requirement for the healthy growth of the state. In such places there-
fore where the nations of the earth meet in friendly competition to exhibit
the results attained in manufacture, science and art, hygiene is beginning
to occupy a prominent position. It was therefore the duty of Germany to
show the educated public as well as the scientist at St. £ouis, what has been
accomplished by hygiene and to present in a special German hygienic exhibi-
tion, descriptions, illustrations and models of all discoueries which her
scientific inuestigators haue made as well as all practical achieuements of her
specialists in technical hygiene. q
c

recognition of the social-political principle that the working capacity
of the human body is state capital which bears the highest interest, has
been reserued for the present generation. This principle necessitates, the
maintenance of a high degree of health in indiuiduals and consequently im-
poses upon physicians not only the task of curing disease but that of preuent-
ing It. flil progress in this direction is synonymous with economic gain.On the other hand health is the source of a nation’s ability to defend itself
and the first condition for the recognition of a nation’s power by other coun-
tries. The acknowledgement of this fact has induced Germany, in the last
few years, to extend hygienic actiuity, hitherto applied solely in public affairs
to the preseruation of the health of the indiuidual. Influence is thus not only
brought to bear on state and communal hygienic institutions but on the life

indiuidual, thus nurturing a race, powerful and robust enough to
fulfill the tasks imposed on it by cultural progress. 'n
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Q flll hygienic improuements in Germany, hoiueuer, haoe not originated
solely in utilitarianism, but haue their source in spirit of brotherlihess fre-

quently found in circles hauing ideal uiews of life. The aim in uieio is to
help the poor, the weak and the diseased, and thus, institutions are called

into existence which simultaneously fulfill social-political demands. The wealthy
classes do not hesitate to unite with the state and community in promoting
hygienic interests, and this aid has found systematic and actiue expression,
as will be shown later on. These priuate undertakings also include organisa-
tions deuoted to special purposes, whether relating to the health of the indi-

uidual or of the general public. The German Society for Public Hygiene
stands at the head of these movements and for 28 years has endeavoured
in itinerary meetings, to call the attention of authorities and private indivi-

duals to important hygienic problems, to aid in furnishing scientific and
technical solutions and above ail to educate the general public. The time-
honoured meetings of German naturalists and physicians form a special group,
and have propagated hygienic questions far and wide. The German Society

for Popular Hygiene endeavours to improve the health of the individual in

all directions, supplementing the work of the German Society for Public
Hygiene. The German Red Cross Society has also included hygienic propa-
ganda in its programme, and among other societies with similar aims may
be mentioned The German Society for School Hygiene, the German Society for

the Suppression of Quackery, the German Society for Public Baths, the German
Committee for the Investigation of Cancer and the German Society for the

Suppression of Sexual Diseases. The periodicals published by the various
societies afford the general public a mass of instruction and at the same
time offer ample material for treating the questions at issue. Q

The development of hygienic institutions in Germany is chiefly due to

German science which has so ably adapted itself to the needs of life and
has opened the way for practical work by careful and successful investiga-

tions. The CDunich school, distinguished by the name of (Dax von Petten-

kofer, introduced hygiene into public life. It is furthermore universally

recognised that the great discoveries of Robert Koch are not only of vast
scientific importance, but have proved of great value to public and private

hygiene and practical veterinary science. The busts of these celebrated

German men form the best artistic ornamentation of the German Hygienic
Exhibition.

n The participation of the government in public hygiene led to the for-

mation of a central technical administrative institution, the Imperial Board
of Health, directly subordinate to the Imperial Department of the Interior,

and bearing the character of a council. This institution was called into

existence towards the end of April 1876. Its duties consist in supporting
the government in preparing and putting hygienic-police measures into practice

and in observing their effects as well as in furnishing official information to

the authorities in all cases, when required in observing the development of

hygienic-police and medical legislation in foreign countries, and in compiling

•
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medical statistics in Germany- In order to be capable of meeting increased
demands and aboue all to supplement and test all scientific inuestigations
by special experimental work, the Board of Health is furnished with labora-
tories which are constantly being extended and enlarged- QD The Imperial Board of Health is aided by the Imperial Hygienic Council,
which actiuely supports all the "Federal gouernments in matters regarding
public hygiene- fl special committee of the Imperial Hygienic Council is
engaged in compiling a German pharmacopoeia- []Q fl large number of hygienic matters haue been regulated in co-operation
with the Imperial Board of Health, partly by gouernment legislation or de-
cisions of the "Federal Council and partly by proposal of the administrations
of the seueral federal States- Che most important regulations are those
regarding the examination of physicians, ueterinary, surgeons, dentists and
apothecaries, the Vaccination Law of April 8th, 1874 the decision of the
Federal Council of lune 28th, 1899, concerning uaccination, the law enacted
:iune 30th, 1900 for the suppression of diseases endangering public health, the
rules for carrying this law into force, the measures for the suppression of
typhoid feuer, regulations for the transport of corpses, regulations concern-
ing the police control of ships entering German harbours, the law passed
CDay 14th, 1879 pertaining to trade in provisions, table delicacies and useful

articles, the law passed “ 1894^ pertaining to the prevention and sup-

pression of disease among animals, the law passed 7une 3rd, 1900 pertain-
ing to the slaughter of animals and examination of meat, and the regulations
for carrying this law into force- qD Che activity of those authorities concerned with the protection of work-
men is no less important and extensive, and this includes in the broadest
sense the social legislation for insurance against disease and old age- Factory
inspectors supervise the various industrial enterprises, and take care that
hygienic requirements are complied with in the workshops, especially in regard
to ventilation, light and clean liness- Furthermore the interests of workmen
are especially guarded by very strict legal provisions, in establishments ex-
posing employees to danger, without however being detrimental to the work
done in the establishment- qD Based on trade regulations, the Imperial Regulations pertaining to trade
in drugs were passed October 22nd 1901- These determine the drugs, the
trade in which is restricted to apothecaries- In regard to trade in patent
medicines, &c-, the several governments have complied with a resolution of
the Federal Council recommending the enactment of a law containing similar
regulations; this has been in force since "January 1st 1904-
Q Che Imperial Board of Health has furthermore undertaken the grateful
task of bringing hygienic instruction into house and family, school and
workshop- numerous popular printed pamphlets give evidence of the able
manner in which a systematic enlightenment of the general public as to
hygiene has been effected-

j-j
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The administration of the medical and ucterinary departments of the po-
lice is carried on by the gouernments of the uarious "Federal States, numerous
laws haue been passed by the seueral states in all those departments which
are not yet administered by the €mpire, as for instance, in the hygiene of
dwellings, in the care of the insane, in midwifery, in the school hygiene, in
the suppression of local infectious diseases, &c. These regulations are en-
forced by the local police authorities and they thus constitute a body con-
stantly employed in safeguarding the welfare of the people.

D The progress of German industry with its hosts of workmen in the
large trade centres has considerably hastened the growth of cities. Such a
rapid increase in the population of a city often exerts an injurious influence
on its inhabitants. It was therefore no easy task for the respectiue com-
munities to establish such institutions with circumspection and rapidity,

which were capable of nullifying this danger, without disparaging the repu-
tation of large German cities for being abodes of education, culture and health.

The municipalities were and are equal to the task, as was proued by the ex-

hibition of German cities, held last year at Dresden, which can be designated as
a brilliant representation of German municipal institutions, German patriotism
and municipal self-gouernment. selection has been made by experts from
the hygienic articles exhibited there, and these seem to be especially adapted
for exhibition at St. Louis. This part of the “German Hygiene” exhibit
will be located in the engineering Building of the exposition, and will

furnish evidence of the progress made in German hygienic technics by the
indefatigable and effective co-operation of medical science with engineer-
ing skill. Q

everything will be represented there which has any connection with the
hygiene of communities, among which may be mentioned water supply and
sewerage, hospitals and bathing establishments, building police and habitations,

school hygiene and disinfection, slaughter houses and flaying establishments,
fl competent judge will find many objects showing the results of extensive
research publicly exhibited for the first time. In the water supply exhibit one
of the chief novelties is a process of removing bacteria from drinking water
by ozonising it. The method of double irrigation is also new, whereby waste
water which has once passed through fields can be utilized for agricultural

purposes and rendered perfectly pure by conducting it over meadows before
its outlet into an open water-course. The artistic wall-paintings exhibited by
the Imperial Board of Health are both new and instructive. They represent
the most important methods of water supply and sewerage in landscape
style, and arc intended to arouse interest and draw attention to their im-
portance. Q

The international bathing resorts occupy a prominent hygienic place

among German cities. Although their hygienic institutions haue probably become
well-known outside Germany through the annual visits of numerous foreigners,

it has however seemed desirable to include them in the exhibition in order to

extend their reputation to wider circles, exhibited under the direction of the
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Royal Prussian CDinistry for Agriculture, Pomains and Porestry, it is to be
hoped that the power of attraction of the German bathing resorts may be
hereby increased. Qn Since the discoueries of Robert Koch, a reuolution has taken place in

Germany as regards practical methods of suppressing epidemics. This
is shown by the special measures prouided against the seueral hinds of infectious

diseases. Guery contagious disease has its peculiarities in regard to disease
germs and method of spreading. Consideration was paid to this fact by
adopting certain measures, and these will be represented in the exhibits. QQ A special chart represents the fact that drinking water is the chief point
to be attacked in the struggle against Cholera. It is generally belieued that
the Plague is often dangerously spread by rats, and as none of the fiue

continents of the world are free from Plague, euery harbour is constantly
in danger of being infected by ship rats which are afflicted with the disease.
An apparatus for exterminating rats on ships, inuented by a member of the
Commission appointed by the Imperial Hygienic Council, will be greeted by
all harbour authorities as a uaiuable weapon against the Plague. Q

All efforts to preuent smalhpox from spreading would be fruitless if

uaccination were not general, but the liability to contagion can be remoued by
means of uaccination. The great attention paid in euery ciuilized country
to the suppression of smalNpox makes a demonstration of German legis-

lation in regard to uaccination and the success which it been attained especially
uaiuable. Small-pox is of enormous international interest. Owing to the rapidity
of modern international intercourse by land and sea on the one hand and the
long incubation period of this disease on the other (i. e. the time between
contagion and breaking out of the disease) a person can for instance become
infected in St. Petersburg and show the first symptoms after arriual on the
Pacific coast, thus establishing a new centre for the disease. QQ The Uaccination law hauing been in force in Germany for 30 years the
misery and terrors of an epidemic of small-pox are unknown to the present
generation. As a natiue disease it is entirely unknown there, and if a case
occurs now and again it is always one that has been imported from foreign
countries. It is comprehensible, therefore, that such cases occur on the fron-
tiers and in towns on the coast. The number of small-pox cases in Germany
were as follows: 1898, 129; 1899, 346; 1900, 392; 1901, 375; 1902, 112.

Q In order to realise the significance of these small numbers they should be
compared with those of the city of Hew York*) where 1,964 cases of small-pox
were registered, and with St. Louis**) where 1,916 cases occurred during 1901.

The success of German uaccination legislation has been repeatedly re-
cognized by foreign countries. It was pronounced excellent at the IX. Inter-
national Congress for Hygiene and Demography in (Dadrid, and serued as a
pattern for the resolutions passed at the X. Congress held in Paris. The

O ) Annual report of the Board of the Department of Health of the City of Dew York 1
for the year ending December 31st, 1901 (p. 33}. H 1
a *) Annual report of the Commissioner of Health for the year ending (Darch 31st, 1902*
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Q In 1877, 372 in 100,000 inhabitants died from consumption; in lSOl,
only 205'5. Q
Q In 1877 the mortality from diphtheria was 104; in 1901, 27 in 100,000
inhabitants.

During the last quarter of a century the mortality from measles de-
creased from 30 to 25 in 100,000, and from scarlet feuer from 61 to 23'5.

|

Should further statistical information or other details be desired, a spe- I
|

cial catalogue of the German Hygiene exhibition, published by the Imperial
Board of Health, can be procured- This contains not only a list of exhibitors
and articles exhibited, but a short description of each article, written in a com-
prehensible manner-

Q lOe trust that the exhibition will obtain the approual and interest of all

those engaged in hygienic work, and that it will aid in extending the repu-
tation of Germany as a healthy and progressiue country to all parts of the
world- By giuing euidence of what science, inuestigation, state and com-
munity, trade and industry haue accomplished in the seruice of a mouement
which aims at the welfare of mankind, the exhibition will proue a great
blessing in the future by furnishing precept and practice by which to fufil its

|

noble aim of alleuiating the sufferings and promoting the welfare of mankind-
[

Dr- Breger-
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rom time immemorial the cities of Germany haue been of
importance, and within Germany itself they haue always been
the most powerful and influential factor in the commonwealth.
The decline of German power which began during the disorders
of the Thirty years COar in the seuenteenth century and con-
tinued through the eighteenth, checked them, howeuer, in

t^ir deueiopment, and brought their growth to an early standstill.Q Since the^ foundation of the German Gmpire, which was prepared by the
economical union of the "Federal States within the German ZoIIuerein, the na-
Honal strength of Germany has greatly increased, and the latent forces inherent
in the Gmpire haue been deueloped. Industry and trade grew from year
to year in an unpredented manner, and under the German Gagle the export
trade of the country has increased to such an extent that Germany is now
second among the commercial nations of the world. Prosperity has increased
throughout Germany; aboue all the population has grown with a rapidity
unprecedented among Guropean nations.

O This great progress of Germany has been of the utmost possible benefit
to Its cities. People rushed to them in great numbers, and they grew with
surprising rapidity. The population of Berlin soon rose to ouer a million
(1,888,848 inhabitants in 1900) and Hamburg, (Dunich, teipsic, Breslau and
Dresden haue either increased, or will increase to ouer half a million inhabitants
within the next few years. This growth, howeuer, has not been limited only
to a few of the important business centers; it shows itself alike in the north.
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south, cast and west. Some of the cities, more especially industrial centers,
* show a sudden increase of population that is without precedent. Tor instance,

1 Chemnitz had a population of 68,000 in 1871, and the census taken in 1900
totalled 182,000. this presented a new problem to municipalities. It was

I

not possible to accomodate the sudden increase of population within the old

city limits. Hew buildings had to be added. Cndeauours were made to guide

I
the growing actiuity in building into new paths, and to add and include

j
new territory whilst strictly maintaining the old appearance and characteristics

i of the different towns, this new mouement found its expression in city

j
building. In the first German City-Cxposition, held at Dresden in 1903, a

I
great many city and building plans were exhibited, demonstrating how the

i
cities stroue to combine old systems with new and to accomplish the tasks

j

before them. The result of this practical mouement has been the deuelopment

j
of a particular science during the last ten years, i. e., the art of municipal

* architecture, which is now taught in all German technical high schools. The

;
question at stake is, how can new land be utilised in a systematic and

;
practical manner by means of building laws and boundary regulations,

i
Building plans, howeuer, ought not to be designed according to geometrical

* rules, but ought to be gouerned by the exigencies of traffic and by artistic

I
considerations, whereby as much care as possible should be taken to preserue

the old appearance and historical character of the city. Till the building plans

in Germany show how carefully these rules are adhered to.

Trom time immemorial the condition and deuelopment of schools haue

j

been closely connected with the growth of cities. The state participates in

this, as there are state as well as municipal schools with the same curd-

I

culum. The state establishes a minimum standard; the cities, howeuer, go far

I beyond this moderate demand in satisfying educational requirements. Dot
i only do they erect their school buildings, but they also furnish them with all !

I

means for instruction. They employ capable teachers and exert a com-

I

prehensiue and beneficent guardianship ouer their scholars outside the school.

; no sooner is a young citizen of the German Gmpire born into the world than

j

he is taken and cared for, if need be, at some public creche; then, as soon
i as he can make free use of his limbs he enters the nursery-house, and from

I
there he goes to the school where he has play-grounds and skating-rinks in

I

winter and is taken on excursions into the country in the summer. In short,

municipalities make euery effort to supply their coming citizens with bodily

I

strength as well as mental cultiuation. In many cities more than half the

j
annual expenditure is denoted to the maintenance of schools for the different

\ stages of education “gymnasiums,” “realschulen,” higher elementary and
peoples schools.

Two mouements haue come particularly to the fore during recent times,

one of which is for encouraging the teaching of trades, fls far back as the

middle ages municipal commoners already did much in this direction. Then,

simultaneously with a falling off in the work of artisans and guilds, a neglect

in industrial education made itself apparent. Dow, howeuer, the cities are i

- -
- - ---- i
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tailing the matter up again earnestly, not only to mahe up for lost time
to attain the higher standards required nowadays. Germany must open new
Fields, and this more thorough industrial education is intended to be ameans to this end. State and municipality alike are untiring in their zeal
in encouraging and assisting in this branch of education

In another direction, but closely allied with this idea of industrial
education, the cities are making progress, supported by the public spirit of
heir citizens, in the erection of high schools, commercial high schools, aca-demies, or where this is not expedient by establishing high school
courses, so that their citizens may be in the closest connection with the pro-gress of science.

In the care of the poor and sick as well as for purposes of public wel-
fare, cities haue to face new problems and difficulties euery day. Here publicand priuate beneficence go hand in hand, as their field of actiuity is thesame. Beneuolent citizens and societies for the promotion of public welfare
unite in meeting to resist the euils which are closely connected with the ad-uance of culture and prosperity. This work is euer increasing, and munici-
pahti^es are constantly being called on to lend greater support to old in-
stitutions or to accept the responsibilities of new ones. The work includes theguardianship of foundlings and foster-children, prouiding warm rooms for thepoor in winter, f«fuges for the homeless, offices where the unemployed may

hospitats, abouc all, constanttj
increase in their demands on the municipal exchequer. The requirements of

patients grow from year to year, not only for hygiene but alsofor the erection of hospital buildings, so that the auerage expense for each
during the last ten years. The new

1

^ ®
‘1.

Germany haue been erected in accordance with euery demandor modern hygiene.

of the municipal

weTe
position. The first municipal gas-workswere erected at the beginning of the nineteenth century; they were priuateconcerns, and a long time elapsed before cities erected their own gas-works

property of priuate companies. The first

fonlmL
^P^^^od at Hamburg in 1849. Other cities soon

[n
sample, and a priuate company opened water-works in Berlin

1 ;irr

^ ^573 that the city erected its own works, flt present

1 wo/u.f
smaller cities of Germany haue their own water-works and priuate companies haue gone entirely out of existence, electric

a^rff® introduced at the expense or at the instigation of the cityabout 1880 These three undertakings, water, gas and electric works, form

fmooLn^tf often form the only
Item in the receipts of many municipalities. CDany other municipal

1
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Great progress has been made during the last generation in underground
construction- Increase of traffic as luell as care for the public health are
constantly malting fresh demands- By constant improuement of sanitary con-
ditions the rate of mortality has decreased uery considerably- Statistics shoio
that the death rate in (Dunich in the year 1894 mas 6,400 less than the number
at which it was estimated on the basis of the auerage mortality during the
years 1871-75- Great attention is paid to the care of the streets, their clean
appearance, the rapid remoual of rain water by sewers, and flushing away the
dirt wirth a plentiful supply of clean water; anyone judging objectioely will
not deny the benefit of these efforts, as through the German cities haue won
the repute of hauing the cleanest cities on the continent of Gurope- In the con-
struction of bridges, sluices, and the building of canals, the German technologist
claims both originality and success- Qn There still remain comprehensiue architectural and artistic problems to
be soloed by German municipal councils- Trom time immemorial the town
hall has represented the dignity of the city- It should be fitted up with well
uentilated council rooms and light large, and airy working rooms for the ad-
ministratiue officers, and be situated in a market place or other prominent
position, as well as agree with the general appearance of the city; all in all,

a task beset with many difficulties to be met and ouercome by the archi-
tect- In spite of all this many of the new town halls in German cities
thoroughly comply with these conditions- Besides the city hall as the most
important building of the city, there are many other buildings seruing
different purposes, such as museums, theaters, schools, markets, baths,
police, administratiue buildings and fire-stations, hospitals and asylums, &c-
Gach one of these requires special architectural construction to meet its re-
quirements- The rapid growth of the cities has greatly deueloped building
actiuity- Dew artistic principles haue been established during the last few
years, and those persons who uisited the Dresden Gxposition were astonished
to see the great uariety of form and the marked indiuidual character of archi-
tecture that many of the cities showed- fls a mark of the increasing prosperity
of the last ten years, renewed importance has been attached to the interior
construction of houses, stairs, corridors, walls, doors, &c- The city of (Dunich
is far ahead of any other German city in its schools, public baths, and in
artistic interior decoration- Cities are also patrons of the small industries-
They require diplomas and gold medals for awards, and attach great worth
to the old city treasures of gold and siluer, and add to them if possible- The
highest city officials wear chains of gold and siluer on all state occasions- Q
P fl comparatiuely new element making itself euident in German cities

IS the establishment of museums, which become the center of all that con-
cerns the history of the city, and which also aim at collecting works of art-

p "Formerly it was the custom of royal courts to deuelop horticulture,
and now the cities begin to do so more and more- They do not limit them-
selues to promenades, parks, and squares, but where there is room plan-
tations are formed around the hospitals, slaughter houses, and particular
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attention is paid to the laying out of cemeteries, so that eueryone is able to
share in nature s gifts, and the city is beautified.

4.U '

foundation of the German Gmpire the cities haue broken
their old bonds, and are no longer simple gouerning bodies clinging to histor-
ical traditions, or only executing luhat the state initiates. They haue a higher
goal, as they stand in mutual relationship luith euerything mhich denotes
progress. They aim at representing German ciuilisatory endeauours of the pre-
sent day. rhey do not desire to stand aloof from the people, but among them.

This ideal is of course only attainable if the municipal authorities are
conformable and adaptable. They must be able to follouj the manifold pro-
gress of the inhabitants, and are able to do so owing to their organi-
sation. Che basis for all this was laid down in the great Stein-Hardenbera
period. It contained the principles of the co-operation of municipal qouern-ment with the people, and the close connection between professionally
rained officials of the co-operatiue body and prominent citizens. Che fact
acknowledged throughout the ciuilised world that German city gouernment
IS not bureaucratic is largely to be attributed to the popular element in-
fused into It. pis is also recognised abroad. Gdmund 1. lames writes
as follow Che common motion that Prussia is gouerned by a bureaucracy
IS nowhere more strikingly refuted than in the city administration, and onemay say in local administration in general. In no large country of theworld IS greater care taken to prouide that a decision, so far as it inuolues
the qupion of expediency in any important public matter, shall not bemade by one man than in the Kingdom of Prussia. Che whole spirit
or the Stem and Hardenberg reforms inuolued, in one direction at leastthe actiue participation of the lay element as distinct from the professional
element, m the administration of public affairs, and this principle has found
the most ext^siue application in euery department of local gouernment

clone in the sphere of ciuil administration
except by boards which contain to a large extent a lay element, that isa non-professional element.”

Of the extended actiuity of the administration in German cities uery
instigation of Oberbiirgermeister Beutler sup-ported by the hearty co-operation of the German cities the first City-Gxposition

^ opene m Presden 1903, this was shown in a surprising manner It
either that the exposition would attract many uisitorsor find general acknowledgment, but throughout Germany the exposition

moSr^T?n
number of uisitors increased from month

.1 lu. extended picture of municipal gouernment

bu ^ before the world, and a deep impression was made on eueryoneby this insight into a domain usually closed. In order to preserue alasting impression of the exhibits, a book has been compiled by the under-

edmund 7. Uames; (Dunicipal administration in Germany as seen in the

% Chicago, ,901. Oho anioccsitv
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signed on the subject entitled “Die deutschen Stadte” with the assistance
of a number of gouernment officials and professors, at the express
desire of the exposition authorities (published by 'Friedrich Brandstetter,
Leipsic, 1904).

The tasks at present before the German cities are imposed firstly by the,

increase of population, secondly by the form of present day economics. These
are the problems with which nearly euery ciuilised nation has to cope with.
The German cities in the present exhibition show what they are now doing
to promote public welfare.

Robert lOuttke.

tH M« M« HI HI HI

i
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26

27

28

29

30

Deutsche Linoleum- und COachstuch-

Compagnie * Rixdorf (Berlin) Lino-

leum fU)or cowering. See grp. 43 p. 461.

August Gerber, Kunstanstalt CoIna.Rh.
20 Busts. See grp. 33 p. 442.

L. Kayser, Dschlerei Berlin Doors.
See grp. 37 p. 457.

Kimbel & Triederichsen Berlin # furn-
iture. Seegrps.37and38 p.457and458.

Prof. Olax Koch, Artist Berlin

3 paintings: Uieu)s of Berlin, Dresden
and Liibeck. See grp. 37 p. 457.

Schulz & Holdefleiss, Kunstschmiede-
loerkstatt Berlin * forged bronze
balustrade. See grp. 37 p. 457.

Uerandah*
Regina-Bogenlampenfabrik, G. m. b. H.

Coin a.Rh. 3 Arc lamps. See grp. 69
p. 472.

Uilleroy & Boch CDettlach (Rhein-

preussen) files to floor. See grp. 45
p. 465.

42

43

44

31

32

32a

33

34

35

36

37

37a

38

39

40

41

Regina-Bogenlampenfabrik, G.m.b.H.
Coin a. Rh. 2 Arc lamps. See grp. 69

p. 472.

CDax Rossbach, Artist Solln near
CDiinchen 3 paintings: Uieius of flurn-

berg, Ulm and of the Hohkonigsburg.
See grp. 37 p. 457.

f. Dolckmar, Sortimentsbuchhandlung
^ Leipzig Library in the Library book-

cases. See grp. 17 p. 411.

Office.

Delmenhorster Linoleumfabrik Del-

menhorst bei Bremen Linoleum floor

cowering and Lincrusta wall hangings.

See grp. 43 p. 461.

L. Kayser, fischlerei Berlin Doors.
See grp. 37 p. 457.

Regina-Bogenlampenfabrik, G.m.b.H.
Coin a. Rh. * 2 Arc lamps. See grp. 69

p. 472.

Cmil Schmitz, Garden designer Dussel-
dorf Design of Garden for the German
State Building. Grp. 105 Cl. 626.

Shannon-Reglstrator-Co. (August Zeiss

& Co.) Berlin * furniture. See grp. 38
p. 459.

G. lOoIfel, CDarqueteur Stuttgart

Inlaid picture. Designed by fror. Hans
Christiansen, Darmstadt. See grp. 37

p. 456.

CDain Staircase*
Barmer feppichfabrik Uorwerk & Co.

Barmen Staircase carpet. See grps.37
and 43 p. 449 and 461.

Deutsche Stelnindustrie-Aktien^sell-

schaft, normals CD. L. Schleicher Berlin
CDarble floor. Round marble table.

See grp. 37 p. 456.

Richard Guhr, Artist Berlin Paint-

ings on ceilings. See grp. 37 p. 456.

Konigliche forzellanmanufaktur Ber-

lin-Charlottenburg Ornaments. See
grp. 45 p. 464.

11. first Story.

Hall.

3. Biiithner Leipzig Grand piano.

See grp. 21 p. 416.

Kimbel & friederichsen Berlin

furniture. See grps. 37 and 38 p. 457
and 458.

Prof. U). won Ruemann CDiinchen

Hermes of Bismarck and CDoItke. See
grp. 11 p. 400.

CO. Ziesch & Co., Court art weawer
Berlin Gobelin upholstery to the furn-

iture. See grp. 43 p. 463.

Gobelin Hall*

Conrad Astfaick Berlin 4 painted

copies of Gobelins. See grp. 37 p. 456.

Barmer feppichfabrik Uorwerk & Co.

Barmen tioor carpet. See grps. 37
and 43 p.449 and 461.

CO. Bernau Berlin COall hangings
and upholstery. See grp. 44 p. 463.

Detmolder Stuckfabrik Albert Lauer-

mann Detmold Stucco ceiling. See

grp. 37 p. 456.

Gebriider frledlander. Court jeiwellers

Berlin 7eiwellry. See grp. 31 p. 440.

H. frost & Sohne, Bronzeiwarenfabrik
Berlin Lighting fittings. See grps. 33
and 41 p. 442 and 460.

L. Kayser, fischlerei Berlin COains-

cotting of walls and doors. See grp. 37

p.457.
Kimbel & friederichsen Berlin

exhibition cupboard. See grps. 37
and 38 p. 457 and 458.

Konigliche forzellanmanufaktur Ber-

lin-Charlottenburg Ornaments. See

grp. 45 p. 464.

Carl fypke Berlin COax candles.

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58
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59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

Brandenburg Chamber.
Barmer Teppichfabrik Uoriucrk & Co.
Barmen Carpet to floor. See qros

37 and 43 p. 449 and 461.

10. Bernau Berlin Upholstery. See
grp. 44 p. 463.

Detmolder Stuckfabrlk Albert Lauer-
mann Detmold Stucco ceilinq. See
grp. 37 p. 456.

^

L Kayser, Tischlerel Berlin COain-
scotting to walls and doors. Cupboard
for siluer plate. See grp. 37 p. 457.
Warno Kellner ^ Charlottenburg
Painting and gilding on ceilings. See
grp. 37 p. 457.

^

Kimbel & Priederichsen Berlin
3 brackets in siluer cupboard See
grp. 38 p. 458.

KonlqllchePorzellanmanufaktur Ber-
lin -Charlottenburg Ornaments. See
grp. 45 p. 464.

Gebruder Rohlich * Berlin 2 Picture
frames. See grp. 38 p. 459.
Prof. Otto Rohloff Berlin Timepiece
See grp. 33 p. 443.

Diiele & Stelnert Berlin Siluer lace
See grp. 58 p. 468.

Hermann Uerwiebe, Artist Pankow *
Portraits of the Great elector and his
consort Couise Henriette. See qro 37
p. 457. 3 K-

Wilhelm Uoqel Chemnitz Red wall
hangings. See grp. 43 p. 463.

Oak Gallery.

Barmer Teppichfabrik Uorwerk & Co
Barmen Staircase carpet See

grps. 37 and 43 p. 449 and 461.
€ckstein & Kahn, teinwand- und Tisch-
puqweberel Stuttgart Damask
table cloths. See grp. 55 p. 466.
^“Sust Gerber, Kunstanstalt Coin
a. Rh. 12 Busts. See grp. 33 p. 442.
Konigliche Porzellanmanufaktur Ber-
lin -Charlottenburg Ornaments. See
grp. 45 p. 464.

Opderbecke & Reese Duffeldorf ^
12 marble pedestals. See grp. 37 p. 457.
Gebruder Rohlich Berlin Wall wain-
scotting and doors. See grp. 38 p. 459.
Helene Schuiz, Artist * Berlin ^ Por-
traits of King Prederick the "First and

his consort Sophie Charlotte aboue the
doors and 7 pictures in niches. See
grp. 37 p. 457.
August Unger, Artist Berlin Pain-
tings on ceiling. See grp. 37 p. 457.

Galloon Hall.
|

Arnold & Braun, Kunstweberei Cre-
feld Silk damask. See grp. 57 p. 467.
Barmer Teppichfabrik Uorwerk & Co
* Barmen Carpet to floor. See qrps
37 and 43 p. 449 and 461.

"Deutsche Steinindustrie - Aktiengeseli-
schaft, uorm. (D. L Schleicher Berlin
2 marble mantlepieces. See qrn Zl
p. 456.

Konigliche Porzellanmanufaktur Ber-
lin -Charlottenburg Ornaments. See
grp. 45 p. 464.

Gebruder Rohlich Berlin * Wain-
scotting on walls, doors and uphol-
stery. See grp. 38 p. 459.
Helene Schulz, Artist Berlin Por-
traits of the Great elector and his
consort Sophie Dorothea aboue the
doors. See grp. 37 p. 457.
"Franz Spengler Berlin (Dounts on
doors. See grp. 41 p.460.
Troltsch & Hanselmann Weissenburg
am Sand (Bayern) Braids. See grp. 58
p. 468.
August Unger, Artist ^ Berlin Paint-
ings on ceiling. See grp. 37 p. 457.
3. H. Werner, Court Jeweller Berlin
Artistic siluermiths work. Sec qro 31
p. 440.

Terrace.
Prost & Sohne, Bronzewarenfabrik
Berlin ^ 2 forged wall brackets. See
grps. 33 and 41 p. 442 and 460.
Regina - Boqenlampenfabrik, G. m. b. H

69 p* 472
^

Uilleroy & Boch Wettlach (Rhcin-
prouinz) Tiles on floor. See grp. 45
p. 465.

111. Belfry.
Prof, Christian Behrens Breslau
Group of arms and figures “Power”
and “Wisdom.” See grp. 37 p. 456.
Bochumer Uercin ^ Bochum Cast steel
chimes. International (Paris) pitch.

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93
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94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107
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fl sharp bell, 1,882 mms. diameter,
2,668 hgs., C sharp bell, 1,574 mms. dia-
meter, 1,64172 hgs., € bell, 1,387 mms.
diameter, 1,078 hgs. See grp.118 p.494.
Hugo Bremer, Deheimer (Detallwaren-
u. Olerhzeugfabrih neheim a. d. Ruhr
Bremer lamps. See grp. 69 p. 472.
C. Conradty, "Fabrih elehtrischer und
galuanischer Kohlen « Rurnberg *
Carbon points. Representatiue: Hugo
Reisinger, 11 Broadway, Rew Vorh. Car-
bons for Bremer lamps and searchlight.
See grp. 69 p. 472.
C. ¥. Rochiitz, Grossuhrenfabrih Ber-
lin^Ulorhsand dial ofCloch. Seeqrp.32
p. 441.

Siemens-Schuchertwerhe, G. m. b. H. itc

Berlin Searchlight. See grp. 69 p.472.

ID. Terraces and
Gardens-

Rhtiengesellschaft tauchhammer
Eauchhammer ("Prouinz Sachsen)
Bronze casting of a model for a Steuben
monument and fountain figure “ even-
ing.” See grp. 33 p. 441.
Prof. Christian Behrens ^ Breslau
Resigns of 2 ornamental flagstaff feet
and 2 candelabras on the main fiight
of steps. See grp. 37 p. 456.
Boswau & Knauer, G. m. b. H. Berlin
CDasonry, brichworh, &c. of Pergoia.
See grp. 27 p. 428.
Reutsche Gasgiuhlicht-Rhtien-Gesell-
schaft Berlin Burners, incandescent
mantles , cylinders. See grp. 49 p. 466.
Gladenbech’s Bronzegiesserei, Owner
Hermann, Alfred and Walter Gladen-
bech 3^ Priedrichshagen near Berlin
Bronze feet of flagstaffs. See grp. 33
p. 442.
R. Herrmann, Art lochsmith 4c Berlin
Wrought iron raiiing to the rear hind
facade of the German State Building.
See grp. 33 p. 442.
Rudolph Hertzog 4c Berlin 2 embroi-
dered flags. See grp. 44 p. 463.
G. Knodt, CDetallwarenfabrih 4c Pranh-
furt a. CD. 4( 2 Candelabras to the main
flight of steps. See grp. 33 p. 443.
Cmil Schmitz, Garden designer 4tRussel-
dorf Laurels. Grp. Ill Cl. 649.
Schulz & Holdefleiss, Kunstschmiede-
werhstatt ^ Berlin 4t Gas lanterns. See
grp. 41 p. 460.

Rudolph Seidel 4c Grungrabchen near
Schwepnitz i. S. 4t 12 large circular Rho-
dedendrons. Grp. 108 Cl. 641.
Prof. Kuno uon Uechtritz, Sculptor 4(

Berlin (Dodel to Steuben monument,
fountain figure “Cuening.” See grp. 11

Cl. 30 and grp. 33 p. 444.
Weber-Palchenberg 4. Berlin 4c Pire-
proof linen cover to roof of the Per-
gola. See grp. 25 p. 427.

U- German
Wine Restaurant-D

CD. Ballln, Court purveyor ^ CDunchen 4c

Wainscotting to walls and furniture.
See grp. 38 p. 458.
A. Bertuch 41 Beriin 4c Kitchen fittings.
See orp. 45 p. 463.
B. Bohrmann Rachfolger, Pabrih versil-
berter lafelgerate 4c Pranhfurt a. CD. 4c

Silver plated domestic utensils. See
grp. 30 p. 438.
Deutsche Linoleum- und Wachstuch-
Compagnie 4( Rixdorf-Berlin 4c Lino-
leum floor covering. See grp. 43 p. 461.
H. Prost & Sohne 4t Berlin 4c Lighting
fittings. See grps. 33 and 41 p. 442
and 460.
Adolf Grunow, Gebhardt * Rossel
Rachf. 41 Berlin 4c Carpet. See grp. 43
p. 462.
Rudolph Hertzog 4^ Berlin 4c Curtains
to windows and over doors. See grp. 58
p. 468.
Hildesheimer Sparherdfabrih, A. Sen-
hing 4c Hildesheim 4c Kitchen fittings.
See grp. 48.
L. Kayser, Pischlerei 4c Berlin 4c Purnit-
ure: tables, chairs, bar. See grp.37 p.457.
Kons & Pfennings, Court caterers 4c Ber-
lin 4c Catering.
3ulius Lennhor 4c Beriin 4c Table lamps 4c

See gim. 33 p. 443.
Otto CDetz & Co. 4c Coin am Rhein 4c

Papers for trays and other paper ar-
ticles for the Restauration or the Ger-
man State Building.
Cmil Schumacher 4c Bielefeld 4c Table
linen. See grp. 55 p. 466.
P. A. Schumann, Court purveyor 4c Ber-
iin, Leipziger Str. 107 4c Porcelain, glass
and crystal wares. See grp. 45 and 47
p. 465 and 466.
Gebriider Thonet (aus Wien) 4c Berlin 4c

Garden furniture. See grp. 38 p. 459.
August Unger, Artist 4c Beriin 4c Paint-
ings on ceiling. See grp. 37 p. 457.

108

109

no

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

121a

122

123

124

125
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135

136

137

138

139

140

Department R.
education,

education Building.

1- German education exhibition.
Groups 1 to 4, 6 to 8, 18 to 20, 23, 68, 69,

71, 77 and 142 to 144.

CDanagement; Geh. Ober-Reg.-Rat Br. Schmidt, uortragender Rat im Kql PreussOJimstenum der geistlichcn, Unterrichts- und Oledizinal-flngelegenheiten

Separate exhibition of the Royal
Prussian (Dinistry of education

in Berlin.

1. General.

Berlinoerman education, a systematic re-
presentation of the whole method ofGerman education, in four uolumes by
Geh.Reg.-RatProf.Br.Cexis of Gottingen
and numerous expert collaborators
(extracts in englishj.

Berber, Kunstanstalt Coin
a. Kn. Busts or prominent scientists.

exhibition of Uniuersities, Techni-
cal Hi9h Schools and other scien-

tific institutions.

11. Academies of Science and other
scientific institutions.

Kgl flhademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin.

Kgl. Gesellschaft der CUissenschaften zu
Gottingen.

Kgj. flkademie der lOissenschaften zu
fDunchen.

Kgl. Gesellschaft der OJissenschaften zu
Leipzig.

Publications of the above cor-
porations.

Ufll.-, Unterrichtsministerium Berlin *
Building plans of the projected Royal
Library and Academy of Sciences in
Berlin. Picture of the new building by
Grete Ulaldau, Berlin. Projected build-mg of the Aeronautic Observatory at
Lii^enberg. Water colour picture by
€. Palm, Berlin.

111. Scientific enterprises.

‘^91-SchIossbauuerwaItung zu Homburq
v.d. H. Restoration of the Saalburg,
the best preserved Roman fort on
German soil (1st to 3rd century A B

)

near Homburg in the Taunus moun-
tains (Geh. Baurat 3acobi). fDodels,
drawings, boohs, copies of objects found.
Kgl. Unterrichtsministerium Berlin
excavations at Baalbeh (Heliopolis in
Syriaj. targe photographs made by the
Kgl. (Dessoildanstalt zu Berlin.”

Generalverwaltung der Kgl. OJuseen zu
Berlin Water colour painting, two
lions and two dragons, as well as of
a mosaic, representing objects found
during the excavations of the German
Oriental Society on the site of ancient
Babylon.

zu Berlin*
j excavations in Babylon

and Abusir (Ggypt).
^

lU. Uniuersities.

n?Js'ii^"*®*^"5*’*®'"*'2'sterium Berlin
Building plans of Uniuersities and
University institutes. Perspective draw-

141

142

143

144

145

146
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147

148

149

ings of the new buildings of the Insti-

tute of Hygiene and the 1. Chemical In-

stitute of the Berlin University. Photo-
graphs of the new buildings and the

internal arrangements of the Kgl. Charite

Hospital in Berlin and the uniuersity

infirmaries connected with it. Building
plans of new edifices. COater colour

painting of the new buildings byCheuer-
kauf, Berlin. The new Botanical Garden
at Pahlem, near Berlin. Oil painting by

tDartini, Berlin.

Kgl.CDessbildanstaltzu Berlin, Schinhel-

platz 6 (Geh. Baurat Prof. "Dr. (Deyden-

bauer.) targe photographs of Uniuersity

buildings at Breslau and CDarburg.

Uniuersitat (Darburg Copies of the

wall paintings in the Uniuersity Hail,

flkademischer Ruderuerein zu Berlin

COater colour sketch of the Club Boat-

house at Griinau near Berlin.

UlL Lecture Hall-

(Dax Kohl Chemnitz Pittings of

lecture hall and apparatus for exclud-

ing te light.

Prof. Pr. (Diethe Charlottenburg
Three colour projection apparatus with
photographs.

P. lohs. (Duller & Co. Berlin, Hede-
mannstr.15 Lecture hall benches with
desks.

Carl Zeiss, Optische lUerkstatte lena
Cpidiascopic apparatus.

Ulll- Other exhibits of the College

Cxhibition-

Kgl. Unterrichtsministerlum Berlin ^
(Dap of the German Cmpire, showing
all the Colleges.

157

158

159

160

161

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

Kgl. lulius-tDaximilians-Uniuersitat zu
lOurzburg * Plan of site with ground
plans of the various Uniuersity build-

ings. Photographs of Uniuersity build-

ings and institutes.

Kgl. Uniuersitat Leipzig Plan of site

with ground plans of the various Uni-

versity buildings and institutes.

U- Technical Colleges.

Kgl. Technische Hochschule zu Berlin-

Charlottenburg (Dodels, photograms
and graphic tables. Perspective draw-
ings.

Kgi. Unterrichtsministerlum Berlin^ The
new Technical College at Danzig. (Oater

colour picture by £. Palm, Berlin.

Kgl. Sachsisches (Dinisterium fiir Kultus
undUnterricht zu Dresden (Dodel and
ground plan of new buildings for the

mechanical department of the Technical

College at Dresden.

Ul. Other Technical Colleges.

Kgl. Sachsische Bergakademie zu Prei-

bergl.S. Publication “The Royal Saxon
(Dining Academy at Preiberg and the

Royal Geological Provincial Institution;

information regarding the development
and state of mining and smelting as

well as about the mine police in the

Kingdom of Saxony; published by the

Royal Academy of (Dines.”

Stadtische Handelshochschule zu Coin

a. Rh. Plans, views and graphic

representations.

IX- Chemical exhibition.

(electricity Building.—See grp. 23

p. 417.)

a) Literary works.

Prof. Dr. P. B. Ahrens Breslau, (Dat-

thiasplatz 8.

Prof. Dr. Anschutz* Bonn-Poppelsdorf.

loh. Ambrosius Barth, Publisher
Leipzig.

Prof. Dr. Blochmann * Konigsberg,
Uniuersitat.

Prof. Dr. Borchers, Geh. Reg.- Rat *
Aachen, Technische Hochschule.

Prof. Dr. Bredig * Heidelberg, Romer-
ftrasse 36.

Prof. Dr. von Buchka, Geh. Reg. -Rat *
Berlin (D., Keithftr. 21.

Prof. Dr. A. Classen, Geh. Reg. -Rat *
Aachen, Technische Hochschule.

Deutsche chemische Gesellschaft * Ber-

lin, Hofmannhaus.

Prof. Dr. Karl Clbs Giessen, Uni-

versitat.

Prof. Dr. €. Pischer, Geh. Reg.-Rat *
Berlin, Uniuersitat.

Prof.Dr.Perdinand Pischer* Gottingen,

Uniuersitat.

Prof. Dr. C. Harries * Berlin, Univer-

sitat.

Prof. Dr. Hempel, Geh. Hofrat*Dresden,
Technische Hochschule.

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175
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176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

"Prof. Dr. 'Jacobson Berlin, Hofmann*
haus.

Prof. Dr. Klinger Konigsberg, Uni-
uersitat.

UJilh. Knapp, Publisher * Haile a. S.

Prof. Dr. 1 . Konig, Geb. Reg.-Rat
(Diinster, Uniuersitat.

Prof. Dr. Krause Kothen * editor of

the Chemiher-Zeitung.

Prof. Dr. 0. Kiihling Charlottenburg,
Technische Hochschule.

Prof. Dr. tadenburg, Geh. Reg.-Rat *
Breslau, Uniuersitat.

Dr. €dm. 0. uon Lippmann Halle a. S.

Prof. Dr. Crnstuon CDeyer, Geh. Hofrat^
Dresden, Technische Hochschule.

Prof. Dr. 10. Hernst Gottingen, Uni-
uersitat.

Prof.Dr.Ostwald, Geh.Hofrat Leipzig,
Uniuersitat.

Prof. Dr. Pinner, Geh. Reg.-Rat Berlin,
Ueterinary College.

Prof. Dr. e. Rimbach Bonn, Uni-
uersitat.

Jacques Rosenthal, Dealer in second-
hand boohs (Dunchen.

Leopold Uoss, Publisher * Hamburg.

Prof. Dr. 0. lOallach, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Gottingen, Dechnische Hochschule.

Dr. Gdgar Uledehind, Priuatdozent
Tubingen, Uniuersitat.

Prof. Dr. Hans COislicenus Tharandt
i. S., School of Porestry.

Prof. Dr. tOoIffenstein Charlottenburg,
Technische Hochschule.

Busts.

August Gerber Coin a.Rh. 1st Chem-
ical Institute, Berlin.

b) Historical Section.

Aichemistic Laboratory of the
15th-17th century.

Liebig’s Laboratory at Giessen
in 1835.

l.Chem.lnst. Berlin (GeheimratProf.Dr.C.
PischerundProf.Dr.C.Harries). Collec-
tions of preparations and apparatuses
of Liebig, (Oohler and A. CO. uon Hofmann.

Chem. Inst. Bonn (Geheimrat Prof. Dr.
Anschutz) ^ Collection of preparations
of Aug. KeUule.

Prof. Dr. Alexander CDitscherlich Prei-
burg i. B. ^ Collection of preparations
of Cilh. CDitscherlich.

Prof. Dr. A. Uaumann, Geh. Hofrat
Giessen Copies of Liebig’s original
apparatuses.

c) General and Inorganic
Chemistry.

Analysis of gasses.

Prof. Dr. Brunch Preiberg i. S., Kgl.
Sachs. Bergahademie Apparatuses for
analysis of gasses.

Prof. Dr. Bunte, Geh. Hofrat Karls-
ruhe i. Baden Bunte’s burettes.

Prof.Dr.Perdinand Pischer Gottingen,
Hohe Str. 1 Apparatuses for analysis
of gasses, calorimeters.

Prof.Dr. Hempel, Geh. Hofrat ^ Dresden,
Technische Hochschule Apparatuses
for analysis of gasses and smohe gasses.

Priedrich Lux Ludwigshafen a. Rh.
Gas balance.

Dr. Heinrich Poechel Berlin, Konig-
gratzer Str. 19 Standard uolumetric
apparatuses.

Uereinigte Pabrihen fiir Laboratoriums-
bedarf G. m. b. H. (CDax Kahler und
(Dartini, Dr. Peters und Rost) Ber-
lin n., Chausseestr.3 Apparatuses for
analysis of gasses.

Prof.Dr. Clemens COinhler, Geh.Hofrat
Dresden, Terrassenufer 3 Apparatuses
for analysis of gasses.

Prof. Dr. COohl Berlin H., Hessische
Str. 1 Apparatuses for analysis of
gasses.

Laboratory Apparatus.

Prof.Dr. Anschutz, Geh.Reg.-Rat « Bonn,
Uniuersitat Apparatuses for the de-
termination of boric acid.

Prof.Dr. Crnst Bechmann, Geh. Hofrat
Leipzig, Uniuersitat ^4^ Spectroscopic
apparatuses for educational purposes.

Prof. Dr. Crnst Crdmann Charlotten-
burg, Leibnizstr.80 Improued Bunsen
burner.
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222
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224

225
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W. C. Hcraeus, Platinschmelze Hanau
Quartz uessels, electrical resistance
furnace for determination of molecular
weights. Quartz-giass lamp.
Prof. Dr. CDeyerhoffer Berlin CU.,
ublandstrasse CDodels for expiaining
the Stassfurt potassium saits theore-
ticaiiy.

Prof. Dr. Ost ^ Hannouer, Technische
Hochschuie (Dodeis and diagrams for
technological instruction.

K.Sl-^fsuss.Porzeiianmanufaktur Ber-
lin Porcelain uesseis and apparatuses
for chemicai laboratories.

Prof. Dr. Otto Ruff Beriin nOJ., Tho-
masiusstr. 21 Uarious apparatuses.
Pranz Schmidt & Haensch Berlin S.
42, Prinzessinnenstr. 16 Spectro-
scopic apparatuses.

Schott und Genossen, Giashutte 7ena
Uesseis of durabie glass for chemical

purposes.

j
Prof. Dr. Staedel, Geh. Hofrat Darm-
stadt, Herdweg 76 Apparatus for the
preparation of crystalline peroxide of
hydrogen.
Dr. A. Stock, Priuatdozent Beriin D.,
Hessische Str. 1 Apparatuses for re-
search work with liquefied gases.
Uereinigte Pabriken fur taboratoriums-
bedarf G. m. b. H. (CDax Kahler und
CDartini, Dr. Peters und Rost) Ber-
lin n., Chausseestr. 3 Apparatuses
for quailtatiue and quantitatiue work,
uolumetric methods, analysis of iron,
thermometers, drying ouens, &c.
Prof. Dr. UJichelhaus, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Berlin HtU., Gr. Querallee Apparatus
for preparing sulphuric anhydride.
Prof. Dr. Clemens tUinkler, Geh. Hofrat
Dresden, Perrassenufer 3 CDodel of
a factory for making sulphuric acid by
the contact process.
Prof. Dr. Hans COislicenus Charandt
i. Sachsen Apparatuses for analytical
work.

Apparatuses for determining
molecular weights.

Prof. Dr. Crnst Beckmann, Geh. Hofrat
Leipzig, Uniuersitat Apparatuses for
determining the depression of the
freezing point and the raising of the
boiling point.

Prof. Dr. Heinrich Blitz Kiel, Holte-
naustr. 148 Apparatuses for the de-
termination of density of vapour by
Uictor CDeyer’s method.

Dr. lU. Biitz, Priuatdozent * Gottingen
Apparatuses for determining the den-
sity of uapour by Uictor OJeyer’s method.
W. C. Heraeus, Platinschmelze Hanau
Furnace with iridium bulb for determin-
ing the uapour density of metals.
Prof. Dr. COalther Dernst Gottingen,
Burgerstr. 50 Purnace with iridium
bulb for determining the uapour density
of metals, and sensitive balance of
quartz filaments for the same purpose.
Pfof-Pf- Pfeffer, Geh. Hofrat Leipzig,
Linne'str. 1 Historical apparatuses for
measuring osmotic pressure.
Uereinigte Pabriken fur Laboratoriums-
bedarf, G. m. b. H. Berlin, Chaussee-
strasse 3 Apparatuses for determin-
ing the density of uapour by Uictor
CDeyer’s method.
Prof. Dr. Otto Wallach, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Gottingen, Uniuersitat Apparatuses
for determining the density of uapour
by Uictor CDeyer’s method.

Radioactive substances and
phenomena of fluorescence.

Prof. Dr. 10. (Darckwald Berlin CO.,
Kurfurstendamm 240 Radioactive
tellurium and apparatuses for its de-
monstration.

Prof. Dr. CDeyer Braunschweig, Pech-
nische Hochschuie Apparatuses for
demonstrating the phenomena of fluor-
escence.

Inorganic preparations.

Scientific preparations:

Prof. Dr. 0. Brunck Preiberg i. S.
Historical preparations of indium made
by Ph. Richter and Cl. COinkler;—histo-
rical samples of metals of the Preiberg
mining industry.

Dr. H. Grossmann, Priuatdozent CDun-
ster i. CO., Uniuersitat Double saits;
Barium-copper cyanide.

Prof. Dr. Ladenburg, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Breslau, Kaiser-COilhelm-Str. 108 Deri-
vatives of silicon.

Prof. Dr. CDichaeiis Rostock i. CD.,
Uniuersitat Suboxide of phosphorus.
Prof. Dr. Paai Crlangen, Uniuersitat
Colloid precious metals and metallic
oxides.

Dr. Rosenheim, Priuatdozent Beriin
nCO., Alsenstr. 3 Double salts of an-
timony.
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Prof. Pr. 0. Ruff * Berlin DCU., rhoma-
siusstr. 21 Artificial brown haematite;
sulphide of nitrogen, &c.; electrolytic
calcium.

Prof. Pr. Stauenhagen, Kgl. Bergakade-
mie Berlin-erunewald Alloys of
Uranium, molybdenum, tungsten, &c.
Pr. A. Stock, Priuatdozent ^ Berlin D.
Hessische Str.l Phosphide of nitrogen
and deriuatiues; borimide.
Pr. edgar CUedekind, Priuatdozent ^
tubingen, Uniuersitat * Crystalline Zir-
conium.

Prof. Pr. COeinland Pubingen, Heckar-
strasse 1 UJonosuIphoxyarsenicates,
di-iodate of potassium and tellurium.
Prof. Pr. Clemens Winkler, Geh.Hofrat
Presden, Perrassenufer 3 Germanium
and deriuatiues; hydrides of the metals
of the alkaline earths.

Pr.Cothar Wohler, Priuatdozent ^ Karls-
ruhe, Pechnische Hochschule Sub-
oxide of platinum.

Hessische Str.l
Chloride of sulphuryl.

Prof.Pr. Wolffenstein Charlottenburg,
cechnische Hochschulc Hydrogen per-
oxide; magnesium peroxide.

Preparations for educational
purposes.

Prof. Pr. Blochmann Koniqsberg i.Pr
Uniuersitat examples of the prepa-
ration of inorganic substances.
ProL Pr. Ost 4t Hannouer, Pechnische
Hochschule * Collection of Stassfurt
abraun salts; draff charcoal.

Preparations of the wholesale
chemical industry.

Inorganic Colouring material.
Gcbr. Hcyl & Co. ^ Charlottenburg.
Kunheim & Co. xc Berlin nw., Poro-
theenstr. 32.

Pheodor Wirsing ifc Schweinfurt.
See aduertisements p. 5.

Inorganic preparations
such as sulphuric acid, cyanides,
chromates, preparations of cerium and
thorium, rare earths, metals, metallic

oxides, thermite, &c.
A.-6. dcr chemischcn Produktcnfabrlk
Pommerensdorf ^ Stettin.
Badische Anilin- und Sodafabrik ^
Cudwigshafen a. Rh.

Chemische Pabrik Alt-Herzberg, Aluin
nieske 4c Presden n., Bautzner Chaus-
see 10.

Chemische Pabrik Gernsheim-Heubruch
(Dannhcim.

Chemische Pabrik Griesheim-CIektron.
Chem. Pabrik Honningen uorm. Walther
Peld & Co., Akt.-Ges. Honningen a. Rh.
Parbwerke uorm. CDeister tucius & :

Bruning Hochst a. CD.

Pr. Phcod. Goldschmidt Gssen a. R.
Kalle & Co. Biebrich a. Rh.
Pr. Knofler & Co. Plotzensee b. Berlin, i

Kunheim & Co. Berlin nW., Porotheen-
strasse 32.

Pr. C. C. CDarquart Beuel a. Rh. ^

C. CDerck Parmstadt. i

Pr. Pheodor Schuchardt Gorlitz.
;

Stassfurtcr Chemische Pabriken uorm. !

Uorster & Griinberg Stassfurt.

Chemical balances.

P. Sartorius Gottingen und Rauschen-
wasser.

Pyro-chemistry.
,

Prof. Pr. Borchers, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Aachen, Pechnische Hochschule Uari- '

ous types of electric furnaces.
'

Pr. Pheodor Goldschmidt Cssen
;

Apparatuses for demonstrating the
thermite-process.

W. C. Heraeus, Platinschmelze Hanau
electrical resistance furnace with

tilting apparatus.

Uereinigte Pabriken fur taboratoriums-
bedarf, G. m. b. H. Berlin, Chaussee-
strasse 3 CUiesneck furnace.

i

electro-chemistry.

Prof. Pr. Abegg Breslau, Uniuersitat
Apparatuses for measuring the Uelo-

city of ions.

W. Apel Gottingen Glectro-chemical
nernst apparatuses.
Georg Bartels, (Dechaniker Gottingen

wernst-PoIezalek apparatus.
'Pfof. Pr. Bredig Heidelberg, Romer-
strasse 35 Amperemanometer.
Pro^ Pr. A. Classen, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Aachen, Pechnische Hochschule * Appa-
ratus for quantitatiue analysis by :

means of electrolysis.
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Prof. Dr. Coehn Gottingen, Uniuersitat
electrolytic carbon precipitates.

Deutsche chemische Gesellschaft Ber-
lin,Hofmannhaus Collection of electro-

chemical preparations.

Carl Diederichs, Inh.: Spindler & Hoyer
« Gottingen Dernst apparatuses.

Prof. Dr. Drude itc Giessen Appara-
tuses for measuring di-electrical con-
stants.

Prof. Dr. CIbs Giessen Apparatuses
for electrolytic reduction and iliustra-
tiue preparations.

Drof. Dr. C. Harries Berlin 17., Hessische
Str. 1 Improued Siemens ozone appa-
ratus.

Hartmann & Braun, CDechaniher^ "Frank-
furt a.(D. electrotechnical apparatuses.

¥. Hugershoff, (Dechaniher Leipzig
Bredig apparatuses.

Cruin Kerher, (Dechaniker Breslau
Abegg apparatuses.

Pritz Kohler, CDechaniker Leipzig
Ostwald apparatuses.

Prof. Dr. Kohlrausch, Geh. Reg.- Rat
Charlottenburg , Dhysikalisch - Tech-
nische Reichsanstalt Historical appa-
ratuses for measuring electrical con-
ductiuity.

Robert (Dittelbach, CDechaniker Got-
tingen Dernst apparatuses.

"Prof. Dr. Dernst Gottingen, Uniuer-
sitat electrochemical laboratory table
ujith various apparatuses for techno-
logical instruction.

Prof. Dr. Ost Hannouer, Technische
Hochschule Preparations.

Prof.Dr.Ostujald, Geh.Hofrat Leipzig,
Uniuersitat electrochemical appara-
tuses.

Prof. Dr. 0. Ruff Berlin DCO., Dhoma-
siusstr. 21 Apparatuses for the prepa-
ration of calcium by electrolysis.

Gebr. Ruhstrat Gottingen electro-
chemical laboratory table,

P. Sartorius Gottingen-Rauschen-
ujasser (Dohr’s Danneel-balance.

CO. Schmidt, CDechaniker Giessen
eibs-Drude apparatuses.

Uereinigte Pabriken fur Laboratoriums-
bedarf, G. m. b. H. Berlin D., Chaussee-
str. 3 Lubke apparatuses for lectures.

d) Organic Chemistry.
Apparatuses for elementary

analysis.

Paul Altmann Berlin DCO., Luisen-
strasse 47 Complete combustion-
-apparatus,

Prof.Dr. Anschutz, Geh. Reg.-Rat Bonn,
Uniuersitat Improued combustion-
-furnace.

Prof. Dr. Dennstedt Hamburg, Staats-
laboratorium Deiu method of com-
bustion.

CO. C. Heraeus, Platinschmelze Hanau
electrical combustion-apparatuses.

Uereinigte Pabriken fiir Laboratoriums-
bedarf, G.m. b.H. Berlin D., Chaussee-
strasse 3 Combustion-furnace.

Laboratory apparatuses.

Paul Aitmann Berlin DCO., Luisen-
strasse 47 Pinckner apparatuses,
drying ouens.

Prof.Dr. Anschutz, Geh. Reg.-Rat^ Bonn,
Uniuersitat Destination in vacuum,
&c., models of atoms by Aug. Kekule.

Prof.Dr. 3. Bredt Aachen, Pechnische
Hochschule CDodels of atoms.
Prof. Dr. engler, Geh. Hofrat Karls-
ruhe, Pechnische Hochschule CDodels
of atoms, apparatuses for the analysis
of oils.

Prof. Dr. e. erdmann Charlottenburg,
Pechnische Hochschule Uessels for

preparative work.

Prof. Dr. £mil Pischer, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Berlin, Uniuersitat Apparatuses for
destination in vacuum at uery low pres-
sures.

Prof. Dr. C. Harries Berlin, Uniuersi-
tat Apparatuses for destination in

vacuum at uery low pressures.

Prof, Dr. Holde Berlin CO., Geisberg-
strasse 40 Apparatuses for the
analysis of fats.

Prof. Dr, P, 3acobson Berlin, Hof-
mannhaus CDodels of atoms.

€. A. Lentz Berlin D., Grosse Ham-
burger Str. 2 Digestorium; shaft for

work-table; oil air-pump; shaking ap-
paratuses.

Uereinigte Pabriken fiir Laboratoriums-
bedarf, G.m. b.H. Berlin D., Chaussee-
strasse 3 Apparatuses for making
organic preparations.
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Prof. T)r. H. UJIsIicenus^ Tharandt LS-,
Porstahadcmic (Dodds of atoms.

Carl Zdss, Optisches Institut lena
Plbbe Refractomcter.

Organic preparations.

Series of fats.

Scientific preparations.

Prof.Dr. flnschiitz, Geh. Reg.>RatBonn,
Uniuersitat Di-oxytartaric acid and
deriuatiues.

Prof. Br. €. Bechmann, Geh. Hofrat
Eeipzig, Uniuersitat Beckmann’s
transformation.

Prof. "Dr. R. Behrend Hannouer, Tech-
nische Hochschuie Synthesis of uric
acid.

Prof.Dr. Conrad flschaffcnburg,Porst-
akademie Synthesis of di-ethyimalo*
nate.

Br. 0. Biels, Priuatdozent Berlin,
Uniuersitat Bi-acetyi.

Prof. Br. Boebner Haiie a. S., Uni-
uersitat Sorbic acid.

Prof. Br. 0. Gmmerling Berlin, Uni-
uersitat rhiorufic acid.

Prof. Br. Cngler, Geh. Hofrat Karls-
ruhe, Technische Hochschuie flrtificiai
petroieum.

Prof. Br. Cmii Pischer, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Berlin, Uniuersitat Synthesis of uric
acid, &c.

Prof. Br. Promm Preiburg i. B., Uni-
uersitat rhio-deriuatiues of aldehydes
and ketones.

Prof. Br. Harries Beriin, Uniuersitat
Bi-aldehydes; keto-aidehydes; unsa-
turated ketones.

Prof. Br. Holde * Beriin, Pechnische
Hochschuie Patty acids.

Prof. Br. Knorr, Geh. Hofrat 7ena,
Uniuersitat Studies in tautomerism.
Prof. Br. CO. (Darckiuaid Berlin, Uni-
uersitat fimylic alcohols.

Prof. Br. (Dichaelis Rostock, Uniuer-
sitat Phosphines.
Prof. Br. Ost Hannouer, Pechnische
Hochschuie Samples of German pe-
troleum.

Prof. Br. Pinner, Geh. Reg.-Rat* Berlin,
Pierarztiiche Hochschuie flmidines, &c.
Br. Sachs, Priuatdozent * Berlin, Uni-
uersitat Pri ketones.

Prof. Br. R. Scholl * Karlsruhe, Pech-
nische Hochschuie Synthesis with
fulminate of mercury.
Prof.Br. LPhiele * Strassburg i.G., Uni-
uersitat flmidoguanidine; phthaldi-
aldehyde.

Prof.Br. COilhelm Praube * Berlin, Uni-
uersitat * Synthesis of Uric acid and
Xanthine.

Br. €. (Oedekind, Priuatdozent * Pti-
bingen, Uniuersitat Stereoisomerism
of nitrogen compounds.
Prof. Br. Johannes COisIicenus
Pubingen, Uniuersitat Cthylaceto-
acetate synthesis.

Prof. Br. COilhelm COisIicenus * Pu-
bingen, Uniuersitat Bi-ethylaceto-
acetate synthesis.

Prof. Br. COohl * Berlin, Uniuersitat *
flmidoacetal; acroIeTnacetal.

Pechnical preparations of the
chemical industry.

Alcohols, formic aldehyde, aceton,
ethylacetoacetate, uric acid, trional,

ueronal, caffeine, &c.

Aktiengesellschaft fur Anilinfabrikation
Berlin.

Aktiengesellschaft fiir Peer- und Grdol-
industrie Berlin.

Hugo Blank Berlin.

C. P. Boehringer & Sohne COaldhof
bei (Dannheim.

Chemische Pabriken Gernsheim-Heu-
bruch (Dannheim.
Coiner Ceresinfabrik Gebr. (Daus *
Coin a. Rh.

R. Cisenmann Berlin.

Parbenfabriken uorm. Priedr. Bayer
& Co. Akt.-Ges. CIberfeld.

Parbwerke uorm. (Deister Cucius &
Briining Hochst a. (D.

Br. L C. (Darquart Beuel a. Rh.
C. (Derek Barmstadt.
Br. Ph. Schuchardt Gorlitz.

Aromatic series.

Scientific preparations:

Prof. Dr. Anschutz Bonn, Uniuersitat
Acids.

Prof. Br. Heinrich Biltz Kiel, Uniuer-
sitat Auto-oxydation.

Prof. Br. Biehringer Braunschweig,
Pechnische Hochschuie * Pyromine
group.
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Prof. Dr. €. Buchner Berlin, College of
Agriculture Dorcaradiencarbonic acid
group.

I

Prof. Dr. Billow Tubingen, Uniuersi-
tat Benzopyranol group.

Prof. Dr. Dimroth Tubingen, CIniuer-
sitat (Dercury compound of phenol.

Prof. Dr. Doebner Haile a. S., Uniuer-
sitat Dyestuffs; rosolic acid; cyclo-
'Octadien group.

Prof. 1^. Cngler, Geh. Hofrat Karls-
ruhe, Technische Hochschuie Pirst
synthesis of indigo.

Prof. Dr. Cmil Pischer, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Berlin, Uniuersitat Phenylhydrazine;
trinitrotriphenylmethane.

Prof. Dr. Otto Pischer Criangen, Uni-
uersitat Trinitrotriphenylmethane; dye-
stuffs, fuchsine.

Prof. Dr. Promm Preiburg i. B., Uni-
uersitat Thio-deriuatiues.

Prof. Dr. S. Gabriel Berlin, Uniuersi-
tat Phthalimide synthesis.

Prof. Dr. C. Harries Berlin, Uniuer-
sitat Auto-oxydation of Pyrogallol.

Prof. Dr. lacobson Berlin, Hofmann-
haus Semidine transformation; dye-
stuffs.

Dr. Kunckel, Priuatdozent Rostock,
Uniuersitat Hydrocarbons.

Prof. Dr. tiebermann, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Charlottenburg,Technische Hochschuie
Cinnamic acid; truxillic acid; syntheses
of alizarine and other dyestufrs.

Prof.Dr. Richard (Deyer Braunschweig,
Technische Hochschuie Studies in ring
formation and tautomerism.

Prof.Dr. (Diethe Charlottenburg, Tech-
nische Hochschuie Preparations for
photography in natural colours.

Prof. Dr. (Dohlau Dresden, Technische
Hochschuie Indigo.

Prof. pr. Roelting CDuIhausen i. C.,

Chemieschule Dyestuffs; artificial
musks, &c.

Prof. Dr. Paal Criangen, Uniuersitat
o-nitrobenzylchloride and its transfor-
mation.

Prof. Dr. Salkowski, Geh. Reg.-Rat
CDunster i.lO., Uniuersitat Deriuatiues
of phthalic acid.

Prof.Dr. Schultz CDunchen, Technische
Hochschuie Dyestuffs; erica.

Prof. Dr. Stoermer Rostock, Uniuer-
sitat Cumarones.

Prof. Dr. lUichelhaus, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Berlin, Uniuersitat a-/3-naphthol and
deriuatiues.

Prof. Dr. CUohl Berlin, Uniuersitat
^-phenylhydroxylamin

; triazanes.

Technical preparations of the
chemical industry.

Diphenyl, triphenyl methan-, azo-, dis-
3zo-,acridin,thiazine,suIphurdyestuffs,
alizarine, and indigo, and their inter-

mediate products.

Aktiengesellschaft fur Anilinfabrikation
Berlin.

Aktiengesellschaft fur Teer- und Crdol-
industrie Berlin.

Badische Anilin- und Sodafabrik £ud-
wigshafen a. Rh.

Leopold Cassella & Co. Prankfurt a. CD.

Chemische Pabrik Gernsheim-Heubruch
CDannheim.

Chemische Pabrik Griesheim-CIektron.

Chemische Pabriken uorm. UJeiler-ter-
CDeer Uerdingen a. Rh.

Parbenfabriken uorm. Priedr. Bayer &
Co. Akt.-Ges. CIberfeld.

Parbwerke uorm. CDeister Lucius & Bru-
ning Hochst a. CD.

Kalle&Co., Anilinfabrik Biebrich a.Rh.

Oehler, Anilin- und Anilinfarbenfabrik
Offenbach a. CD.

Dr. P. Raschig Ludwigshafen a. Rh.

R. COedekind & Co. Uerdingen a. Rh.

Terpenes and Camphor.
Scientific exhibitors:

Prof.Dr. Crnst Beckmann_j^Geh. Hofrat
Leipzig, Uniuersitat CDenthone and
deriuatiues.

Prof. Dr. 1 . Bredt Aachen, Technische
Hochschuie Constitution of camphor.
Prof. Dr. Promm Preiburg i. B., Uni-
uersitat Sabinene; CDatico aldehyde.

Prof. Dr. C. Harries Berlin, Uniuersi-
tat Cyclohexadienes

; caoutchouc-guHa-
percha nitrosite.

Dr. P. CDahIa Berlin, Keithstr. 9
Penchenenitrimine and its transfor-
mation products.

Prof. Dr. 0. CUallachj Geh. Reg.-Rat
Gottingen, Uniuersitat Comprehensiue
collection of terpene deriuatiues and
sesquiterpenes.
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Technical preparations of the
wholesale chemical trade.

ethereal oils, uanilline, ionone, perfumes
and dyestuffs for colouring same,

flhtiengeselischaft furflnilinfabrikation
Berlin.

C. ¥. Boehringer & Sohne Waldhof bei
CDannheim.
Chemische Tabrik 6ernsheim*Heubruch

(Dannheim.
6iesel & Co. Dresden.

See aduertisements p. 13.
Haarmann & Reimer * Hoizminden.
e, (Derek ^ Darmstadt.
€. Sachsse & Co. Ceipzig.

Heterocyclical compounds and
alkaloids.

Scientific preparations:
Prof. Dr. Busch Criangen, Uniuersitat

Cyclical Thio-deriuatiues of phenyl-
hydrazin.
Prof. Dr. Dennstedt State laboratory,
Hamburg Pyrrol and homologues.
Prof.Dr.Doebner Haile a. S., Uniuer-
sitat Synthesis of quinaldine.
Prof. Dr. e.Pischer, Geh. Reg.-Rat Ber-
lin, Uniuersitat (Dethylketol.
Prof. Dr. Preund ^ Prankfurta.(D., Stift-
strasse 32 Decomposition of l^ebaine
and hydrastine.
^of. Dr. Gabriel Berlin, Uniuersitat
Pyrazines; pyrimidines; synthesis of
isoquinoline.
Prof. Dr. Harries Berlin, Uniuersitat
Gucaine B.; euphthalmine.
Prof.Dr. Knorr, Geh. Hofrat ^ Icna, Uni-
uersitat Deriuatiues of pyrrol, mor-
pholine and pyrazol; antipyrine; de-
composition of morphine.
Prof. Dr. Ladenburg, Geh, Reg.-Rat ^
Breslau, Uniuersitat Synthesis of pi-
peridine, pyridine and homologues; co-
niine; atropine series.
Prof. Dr. Ciebermann, Geh. Reg.-Rat ^
Technical High School, Berlin Cego-
nine, tropine and deriuatiues.
Prof. Dr, Paal ^ Criangen, Uniuersitat
Quinazoline.
Prof. Dr. Pinner, Geh. Reg.-Rat ^ Berlin,
Ueterinary College nicotine; pilocar-
pine; tetrazines.
Dr. R. Pschorr, Priuatdozent ^ Berlin
Uniuersitat Attempts at synthetical’
preparation of morphine.
Dr. Rohde, Priuatdozent Technical
High School, (Dunchen Decomposi-
tion of quinine.

Prof. Dr. Stoehr * Uniuersity of Kiel
Pyrazines.

Prof. Dr. (Uolffenstein * Charlottenburg,
Technische Hochschule Atropine, nico-
tine oxide.

Technical preparations of the
wholesale chemical trade.

Pyridin, Quinoline, Alkaloids and simi-
lar substances.

Aktiengesellschaft fur Teer- und Crdol-
industrie i4> Berlin,

C.P. Boehringer & Sohne * (Ualdhof bei
(Dannheim.
Parbwerke uorm. (Deister Cuclus &
Bruning ^ Hochst a. (D.

Kalle & Co. 4c Biebrich a. Rh.
Knoll & Co, 4c tudwigshafen a. Rh.
Dr. £. C. (Darquart 4c Beuel a. Rh.
C, (Derek 4c Darmstadt.
Dr. Th. Schuchardt 4c Gorlitz.

e) laboratory for dyeing.
Dr.lange 4c Royal dyeing School, Crefeld.
Uereinigte Pabriken fur laboratoriums-
bedarf, G.m.b.H. 4c Berlin 17., Chaussee-
strasse 3 4c Apparatuses.
Carl Zeiss, Optisches Institut 4c 3ena 4c

Spectroscope,

The dyed samples haue been col-
lected with the assistance of the
following firms of the wholesale
chemical trade:

Aktiengesellschaft fur Anilinfabrikatlon
* Berlin.

Badische Anilin- und Sodafabrik 4c lud-
wigshafen a. Rh,
leopold Casselia & Co. 4c Prankfurt a.(D.
Chemische Pabriken uorm. (Oeiler-ter-
(Deer 4c Urdingen a. Rh,
Parbenfabriken uorm. Priedr. Bayer &
Co. Akt.-Ges. 4c CIberfeld.

Parbwerke uorm. (Deister lucius &
Bruning 4c HSchst a. (D.

Kalle & Co. 4c Biebrich a. Rh.
Oehler, Anilin- und Anilinfarbenfabrlk 4c

Offenbach a. (D.

f) Prolonged experiments at
high temperatures.

£. A. lentz 4c Berlin 17., Gr. Hamburger
Str. 2 4c Shaking and uacuum appara-
tuses.

Prof. Dr. Siegfried 4c leipzig, Uniuer-
sitat 4' Shaking apparatus.
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444

445

Prof. T)r. Thoms Bahlcm bei Berlin,
Uniuersitat ’Drying cupboard; ouen for
sealed tubes with shaking arrangement.
Uereinigte Tabrihen fur Laboratoriums*
bedarf, 6. m. b.H. Berlin D., Chaussee-
strasse 3 Ouen with shaking appa-
ratus; steam baths for sealed tube
ouens, &c.

g) Physiological and ferment-
atiue chemistry.

Prof. Dr. Uongerichten "Jena, Uniuer-
sitat Glucosides; apiine.

Dr. €. (Oedekind, Priuatdozent Tubin-
gen, Uniuersitat*Pormanepreparations.
Prof. Dr. (Uohl Berlin, Uniuersitat
Decomposition of glucose; glycerine
aldehyde; inuerted sugar.

Prof.Dr.COolffenftein Charlottenburg*
Hydrated cellulose.
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449

450

451

452

453

454

Preparations.
Prof. Dr. e. Buchner High School of
Agriculture, Berlin Zymase prepa-
rations.

Dr.Diels, Priuatdozent Berlin, Uniuer-
sitat Crystalline acid from cholesterine.

Prof. "Dr. 0. Cmmerling Berlin, Uni-
uersitat Bacillus Boocopricus; syn-
thetical Amygdaline.
Prof.Dr. C.Pischer, Geh.Reg.-Rat Ber-
lin, Uniuersitat Sugar group; decom-
position of albumen; synthesis of the
polypeptides.

"Prof.Dr.Konig, Geh. Reg.'Rat (Dunster
i. 10., Uniuersitat Preparations of
cellulose.

Prof. Dr. lOilliam Kiister Ueterinary
College, Stuttgart Crystalline oxyhae-
moglobine; decomposition of haemine.

Dr. Kutscher, Priuatdozent (Darburg,
Uniuersitat Auto-digestion of yeast;
extract of meat.

Prof. Dr. Alexander CDitscherlich Prei-
burg i. B., Uniuersitat Historical pre-
parations of sulfite-cellulose.

Dr. C. Deuberg, Priuatdozent Berlin,
Uniuersitat Sugars deriued from
urine; products of metabolism.

Technical preparations of the
wholesale chemical trade

such as serums, medicaments, prepa-
rations of caseine and albumen, am-
brol, lanoline, gelatine, ichthyol, soluble

starch, &c.

A.-G. fur Anilinfabrikation Berlin.

A.-G. fiir chemische Produkte uormals
H. Scheidemandel Candshut.

C. P. Boehringcr & Sohne UJaldhof
bei CDannheim.

Chemische Pabrik Gernsheim-Heubruch
CDannheim.

Chemische Pabrik Dr. Cugen Schaal
Peuerbach.

Parbenfabriken uormals Priedr. Bayer
& Co. Akt.-Ges. CIberfeld.

Parbwerke uorm. CDeister Cucius &
Bruning Hochst a. CD.

Heidelberger Gelatinefabriken Stoess a
Co. Ziegelhausen-Heidelberg.

Ichthyolgesellschaft Cordes Hermann! a
Co. Hamburg. Seeaduertisementsp.24.

Kalle a Co. Biebrich a. Rh.

Knoll a Co. Ludwigshafen a. Rh.
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Prof. Dr. Ost Technical College, Ha-
nouer Preparations for technological
instruction; Tobacco and cellulose.

Prof. Dr. Reinke Technical College,
Braunschweig Crude arabane; exa-
mination of yeast.

Prof. Dr. Ruff Berlin, Uniuersitat
Decomposition of glucose.

Prof. Dr. Salkowskl Berlin, Uniuer-
sitat Taurocarbamic acid; Kynuric
acid, ac.

Prof. Dr. Siegfried Leipzig, Uniuer-
sitat Pepsinefibrinepeptone; Tryponic
fibrine-peptone.

Prof. Dr. Thierfelder Berlin, Uniuer-
sitat Glycuronic acid lactone.

Prof. Dr. Tollens, Geh. Reg.-Rat Che-
mical Institute of Agriculture, Uniuer-
sity of Gottingen Sugar group.

Dr. t. C. CDarquart Beuel a. Rh.

€. CDerck Darmstadt.

Sachsse a Co. Leipzig.

Uereinigte chemische lUerke Charlot-
tenburg.

Apparatuses.

Dr. Beck, Priuatdozent Leipzig, Uni-
uersitat Apparatus for determining
the internal friction of liuing blood.

Prof. Dr. £. Beckmann, Geh. Hofrat
Leipzig, Uniuersitat Apparatus for
determining the internal friction of
liuing blood.

Prof. Dr. €. Buchner College of Agri-
culture, Berlin Hydraulic press and
mortar for yeast-cell juice.
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500
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Trof. Dr. Konig, Gch. Rcg.-Rat CDiinstcr,
Uniucrsitat Apparatus for the deter-
mination of cellulose, colorimeter, &c.
Prof. Dr. tindner Institute for the
Technology of "Fermentation, Berlin ^
Table for microscope work; atlas of
yeast; models; alcohol preparations.
G. tuther, CDaschinenfabrik, fl.-G.
Braunschweig taboratory mill.

"F. CO.’Pest, (Daschinenfabrik Berlin D.,
Bergstr. 8 ^ Apparatus for growing
pure yeast.

"Prof. Dr. Reinke Technical College,
Braunschweig Uarious analytical
apparatuses for starch, &c., apparatus
for germination.
r. Schmidt & Haensch Berlin S. 42,
"Prinzessinnenstr. 16 "Polarising appa-
ratus; colorimeters.

"Prof. "Dr. Tollens, Geh. Reg.-Rat * Got-
tingen, CIniuersitat Apparatuses for
the determination of pentosanes.
Uereinigte "Fabriken fiir Caboratoriums-
bedarf, G. m. b. H. Berlin D., Chaussee-
strasse 3 Apparatuses for the deter-
mination of nitrogen.

"Prof.Dr.K.COindisch * Geisenheima.Rh.
Apparatuses for analysing wine.

"Prof. Dr. Hans lUislicenus Tharandt
i. S. Apparatuses for the determi-
nation of the ash of plants.
Carl Zeiss, Optisches Institut "Jena »
Spectrometer for butter analysis; mi-
croscope.

X. Scientific instruments.
(CDechanics and optics).

(See grp. 19 p. 412.)

Aeronautisches Obseruatorium des Kgl.
CDeteorol. Instituts zu Berlin Berlin-
Reinickendorf-Ulest.
C. Bamberg Triedenau (Berlin), Kaiser-
allee 87/88.
Georg Bartels Gottingen.
tDax Bekel * Hamburg-Barmbeck, €1-
sassstr. 39.

Hugo Bieling Steglitz (Berlin), "Flora-
strasse 2.

7. & A. Bosch Strassburg i.C., (Diinster-
gasse 15.

R. Brunnee Gottingen, Untere UJasch-
strasse 26.
"Paul Bunge Hamburg, Ottostr. 13.
Reinhold Burger Berlin D., Chaussee-
strasse 2e.
Arthur Burkhardt Glashiitte i. S.
Continental Caoutchouc & Gutta -"Percha
Co. 4c Hannouer.

Dreyer, Rosenkranz &Droop * Hannouer.
See aduertisements p. 10.

Techner, Institutsmechaniker des Kgl.
Geodat. Instituts * "Potsdam.

R. "Fuess Steglitz (Berlin), Diinther-
strasse 7/8.

"F. 0. R. Goetze Leipzig, Hartelstr. 4.

Cphraim Greiner Stutzerbach i. Th.

Gunther & Tegetmeyer * Braunschweig,
Hofenstr. 12.

€. Gundelach 4c Gehiberg i. Th.

Bernhard Halle 4c Steglitz (Berlin), Hu-
bertusstr. 11.

Hartmann & Braun, A.-G. "Frankfurt
a. (D.-Bockenheim.

A. Hasemann 4c Berlin C., Hikolaikirch-
strasse 7.

H. Hauswaldt 4c (Dagdeburg, Heue Reu-
stadt.

H. Heele 4c Berlin 0., Griiner lOeg 104.

CO. C. Heraeus 4c Hanau.
H. Hommel 4c CDainz.

Uunkers & Co. 4c Dessau.
(Dax Kohl 4c Chemnitz, Adorfer Str. 20.

A. Kriiss 4c Hamburg, Adolfsbriicke 7.

£. Leitz 4c metzlar a. L
teppin & CDasche 4c Berlin SO., Cnqel-
ufer 17.

"Friedrich tux 4c tudwigshafen.

A. (Densing, Kapitan z. S. a. D. Berlin
10., Kurfurstenstr. 99.

"Prof. Dr. A. HJiethe 4c Charlottenburg.

I. D. (Doller 4c COedel i. Holst.

Richard (Diiller-Uri 4c Braunschweig.
Schleinitzstr. 19.

CO. Diehls 4c Berlin D., Schonhauser
Allee 171.

Dormal-Cichungs-Kommission Char-
lottenburg.

Hulius "Peters 4c Berlin RCO., Turmstr. 4.

"Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt
4c Charlottenburg.

C. Richter 4c Berlin H., "Johannisstr. 14/15.

A. Riedinger 4c Augsburg.
Clemens Riefler 4c CDunchen, Karls-
platz 29.

Th. Rosenberg 4c Berlin H., Chaussee-
strasse 95.

Schaffer & Budenberg 4c CDagdeburg-
Buckau.

"F. Schmidt & Haensch Berlin S., Prin-
zessinnenstr. 16.
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G- Schocnncc, Rcisszcugfabrlk riurn-
berg,

Couls Schoppec tcipzig, flrndtstr. 27.

Schott und Genossen, Glasiuerk lena.
G. fl. Schultze * Berlin SO),, Schone-
berger Str. 4,

Dr. Siebert & Kuhn Kassel.
Siemens & Haiske, PIktiengeseiischaft ^
Beriin SUJ., CDarkgrafenstr, 94,
Sommer &Runge Beriin 10., COiiheim-
strasse 122.

10. Spoerhase Giessen, Steinstr. 37.
P. Stuckrath « Triedenau (Beriin), flibe-
strasse 11.

L. Tesdorpf Stuttgart, Torststr. 71.

Otto Topfer & Sohn « Potsdam, CDam-
monstr. 3,

3. tOanschaff Berlin S., Glisabethufer 1.

See aduertisements p. 26.
Prof. Dr, Olax lOolf ^ Heidelberg.

Otto Wolf Berlin 10., Karlsbad 15.

Carl Zeiss, Optische lOerkstatte ^ 3ena.

Zooiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
Heidelberg (Direktor: Geh. Reg.-Rat
Butschii) Anatomical preparations of
animals in spirits.

Dordseemuseum Helgoland (Direktor:
Prof. Heincke) Preparations illustrat-
ing the biology of the useful fauna of
the north sea.

Zooiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
Leipzig (Direktor: Prof. Chun) Ana-
tomical and biological preparations;
collection of especially interesting deep
sea animals of the Ualdiuia expedition.

Zooiogisches Institut der rierarztlichen
Hochschule (Dunchen (Direktor : Prof. Dr.
Hofer) 4c Preparations in spirits of dis-
eases of fish.

Kgl. Daturalienkabinett Stuttgart (Di-
rektor; Prof.Lampert) Stuffed mamals
and birds; biological preparations of
insects.

Zooiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
lOiirzburg (Direktor: Prof. Boueri) 4c

Zoological models and preparations.

XI. Biology,

a) Zoology.
Prouinzialmuseum zu Altona (Direktor:
Dr. Lehmann) * Biological groups of
mamals ana birds; photographs and
preparations.

Kgl. (Duseum fur Haturkunde zu Berlin
(Direktor: Geh. Reg.-Rat Prof. Dr. CD6-
bius) 4( Biological preparations of ani-
mals dried or in spirits.

Institut fur (Deereskunde an der Uni-
uersitat Berlin (Direktor Geh. Reg.-Rat
Prof. Dr. Preiherr uon Richthofen) 4«

Zoological preparations in spirits,

Zooiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
Berlin (Direktor: Geh. Reg.-Rat Prof. Dr.
Schulze) 4t Anatomical preparations.

Daturhistorisches CDuseum Bremen (Di-
rektor: Prof. Dr. Schauinsland) 4< Pre-
parations, dried or in spirits.

Grossherzogliches tDuseum in Darm-
stadt (Direktor der Zoologischen Ab-
teilung : Prof, uon Koch) 4c Stuffed gazelle
on natural peat ground; anatomical
dried preparations, and models in
gypsum.

Haturhistorisches (Duseum Hamburg
(Direktor: Prof, Kraepelin) Syste-
matic anatomical or biological prepa-
rations.

Paul Osterloh, Kunstanftalt fur ana-
tomische und zoologische (Dodelle 4c

Leipzig-Gautzsch 4< Pounded 1879.
Zoological models.

Werner & Winter 4< Prankfurt a. (D. 4c

Illustration of natural history and medi-
cal works, separately and in periodicals.

b) Botany.
Kgl. Botanischer Garten und (Duseum
zu Berlin (Direktor: Geh. Reg.-Rat Prof.
Dr. Gngler) 4c Plans and photographs
of the new botanical garden atDahlem;
colonial products, maps, pictures of
Pogoland, the Cameroons, German South
West Africa, Cast Africa, and German
possessions in the South Seas.

Xll, (Dedicine.

a) Peaching methods in
anatomy.

Anatomische Anstalt der Uniuersitat
Berlin (Direktor: Geh. (Ded.-Rat Prof.
Dr. Waldeyer) 4( Anatomical prepara-
tions, models and apparatus; anatom-
ical atlas.

Anatomische Anstalt der Uniuersitat
Breslau (Direktor; Geh. (Ded.-Rat Prof.
Dr. Hasse) 4t (Dodeis; photographs;
handatias.
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flnatomischc flnstalt dcr Uniuersitat
Criangen (Bircktor: Trof.'Dr.l. won Gcr-
lach) 4c "Preparations, models, photo-
grams, photographs,
flnatomische flnstalt der Uniuersitat
Gottingen fDirektor: Geh. (Ded.-Rat
Prof. T)r. Triedr. OJerkei) 4c CDodels,
diapositiues.

flnatomische flnstalt der Uniuersitat
Haile a. S. (Birektor: "Prof, Br. CO, Roux)

(Dodels, educationai appiiances.
flnatomische flnstait der Uniuersitat
Heideiberg (Birektor: Prof. Br, (D. PUr-
bringer) 4, Preparations, educationai
appliances.

flnatomische flnstalt der Uniuersitat
7ena (Birektor: Prof. Br. P. (Daurer) 4(

Preparations, drawings,
flnatomische flnstait der Uniuersitat
Konigsberg i, Pr. (Birektor: Prof. Br.
Stieda) 4c flnatomicai preparations,
flnatomische flnstait der Uniuersitat
Leipzig (Birektor: Prof, Br. CO. His) 4(

CDanual, School atlas.

flnatomische flnstalt der Uniuersitat
CDunchen (Birektor: Prof, Br.a Ruckert)

(Dodel of a skull.

flnatomische flnstalt der Uniuersitat
Strassburg i. 6. (Birektor: Prof. Br, G.
Schwalbe) 41 Preparations,
flnatomische flnstait der Uniuersitat
COurzburg (Birektor: Prof.Br.Ph.Stohr)

fltias, tables, educational appliances.
7. Steger 4. Leipzig flnatomicai models,
preparations.

Priedrich Ziegler 4t Preiburg i. B. 4c

CDanufacturer and publisher of plastic
educational appliances for anatomy,
embryology and zoology, &c. esta-
blished 1852.

b) educational science in patho-
logical anatomy,

Pathoiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
Berlin [Birektor: Geh. CDed.-Rat Prof,
Br. Orth) and Br. Kaiserling the 1st as-
sistant at the same institution 4c Patho-
logical-anatomical preparations, moul-
ages, framed photographs, plans, edu-
cational appiiances,
Kiinik fur Hals- und Dasenkrankheiten
in Berlin (Birektor: Geh, (Ded.-Rat Prof.
Br. B. Prankel) 4c Pathological-anato-
mical preparations, moulages and il-

lustrations.

Kiinik fur Haut- und Geschlechtskrank*
helten in Berlin (Birektor: Prof. Br,

Lesser) 4c Pramed tables, photographs,
drawings.
Kiinik fur flugenkrankheiten In der
Charlte zu Berlin (Birektor: Prof. Br,
Greeff) Pathological-anatomical pre-
parations.

Pathoiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
Breslau (Birektor: Geh. (Ded.-Rat Prof.
Br. Ponfick) Coloured tables.
Pathoiogisches Institut der llnluersitat
zu Kiel (Birektor: Prof. Br. Heller) 4,

Stereoscopic photographs.
Pathoiogisches Institut der Uniuersitat
zu (Dunchen (Birektor: Prof. Br, Bol-
linger) 4c Pathological-anatomical pre-
parations.

Prof. Br, Benda 4c Berlin (Pathological
Institute of the Urban (Dunicipal Hospi-
tal) 4c Pathological-anatomical prepa-
rations and diapositiue.
Br.Paul Berliner, flrzt 4c Berlin, Lutzow-
strasse 17 4c Institute for plastic ana-
tomy: Anatomical wax preparations
couering the whole range of medicine.
Prof. Br. uon Hansemann 4c Berlin
(Pathological Institute of thePriedrichs-
hain Hospital) 4c Pathological-anatomi-
cal preparations,
Pritz Kolbow, BIIdhauer 4c Berlin, Plem-
mingstr. 6 4c Representation of dis-
section, modelled in wax after a corpse.
Prof. Br. Langerhans 4. Berlin (Patho-
•09>caI-anatomicaI Institute of the
nioabit Hospital) 4t Pathological-ana-
tomical preparations.
Br, Rumpel 4^ Hamburg (Chief doctor
at General Hospital). Coloured tables.
Prof. Br. Schmorl Bresden (Patholo-
gical Institute of the (Dunicipal Hospital)
* Stereoscopic atlas.

c) educational science in
Surgery.

a. Section under (Oirkl. Geh, Rats Prof.
Br. uon Bergmann of Berlin,

^irurgische Unluersltatsklinik Berlin
(Birektor: (Oirkl. Geh. Rat Prof. Br.
uon Bergmann) ^ p,of. Br. Lexer, Br.
Bier, Br, Bockenheimer, Br. Borchardt,
Br. Prohse, Br. Unger. Pirtures, dia-
positiues, preparations, drawings, mo-
dels and apparatuses.
Br. (0. uon Oettingen

4, steglltz 4c Gyps
models for treatment of club foot.
Schiltsky, Zahnarzt 4, Berlin, Rosen-
thaler Str. 70 4c Gyps models and tooth
prothesis.
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Deutsche 6esellschaft fur Chirurgie
Berlin, Ziegelstr.il * 30 engrauings
(portraits of surgeons).

Becher, n5echanische]U)erhstatte Got-
tingen ^ (Dicrotome.

(Doritz Bohme Berlin D.* Specialities:
Bandages. Complete fittings for hos-
pitals. CDodel of a railway ambu-
lance.

Dragerwerhe * tiibech Oxygen-chloro-
form apparatus.

H. Hlrschmann Berlin H., Ziegel-

strasse 30 Rontgen apparatus. De-
monstration tables.

R.|7ung, Inh. W. tow & £. Uung lOw.,
(Oerkstatte fur wissenschaftliche Instru-
mente Heidelberg, tandhausstr. 12
(Dicrotome.

T. & (D. tautenschlager itc Berlin n.,

Oranienburger Str. 54 Disinfection
apparatus.

touls & H. toewenstein Berlin, Zie-

gelstr. 28 Cystoscopic instruments
according to 'Prof.nitze. Demonstration
according to Prof. Kutner.

Tranz Schmidt & Haensch ^ Berlin S.,

Prinzessinenstr.l 6 Don reflecting eye
mirror according to Dr. rhorner.

Siemens & Halske, iRkt.-Ges. ^ Ber-
lin SCO., (Darkgrafenstr. 94 Demon-
stration apparatus for Rontgen dia-

positiues. Illumination screens.

Percy Simundt ^ Berlin (0., Rurn-
berger Str. Surgical instruments.

H. (Olndler Berlin D. 24, Priedrich-

strasse 133 a. Purveyor to the Court.
(Danufacturer of: Surgical instruments,
bandages, prostheses, orthopjedical
apparatus, hospital furniture. Awards:
London 1862, Paris 1867, (Doscowl872,
Berlin 1879, Chicago 1893. exhibits:
Silver plated case with instruments as
used in the Royal University Surgery
of Berlin.

Carl Zeiss, Optisches Institut '7ena «
Demonstration microscope. Stereo-
scopic apparatus.

Chirurgische Kllnik der Universitat zu
Breslau (Direktor: Geh. (Ded.-Rat Prof.

Dr. von Wikullcz-Radecki) (Doulages,
Rontgograms, Diapositives, Instru-
ments.

Chirurgische Universitatsklinik Bonn
(Direktor: Prof. Dr. Bier) Hot air box,
hot air douche, suction apparatus for
artificial Hypersmia and removal of

stiffness in joints.

Chirurgische Klinik der Universitat Kiel
(Direktor: Prof. Dr. Helferich) Tables
concerning fractures and luxations.

Chirurgische Klinik der Universitat zu
Konigsberg i. Pr. (Direktor: Prof. Dr.
Garre) itc Coloured tables concerning
tumours in the face.

Chirurgische Klinik der Universitat zu
Leipzig (Direktor: Prof. Dr. Trendelen-
burg) Photographic illustrations.

Unlversitats-Poliklinik fiir orthopadi-
sche Chirurgie Berlin (Direktor: Geh.
(Ded.-Rat Prof. Dr. Hoffa) 4c Orthopajdi-
cal demonstrations.

Universitatsklinik fiir Hautkrankheiten
Breslau (Direktor: Prof. Dr. Reisser)
Stereoscopic photographs, moulages.

Dr. Kummel, 1. chirurgischer Oberarzt
des Allgemeinen Krankenhauses Ham-
burg-Cppendorf Photographs and
Rontgen pictures concerning ailments
of the kidneys.—Rew Cystoscope and
apparatus. Photograph of an operation
theatre.

Georg Haertel 4c Breslau, nur fllbrecht-

strasse 4t Instrument maker to the Uni-
versity surgery.— (Dire saws. Over
25,000 instruments and apparatuses
in 1903 from von (Dikulicz's surgery.
—von (Dikulicz’s oesophagoscopic in-

struments, rubber stamp for body
schematism. Rickeline clamps,

fl. Kroner 4c Breslau 4t Kgl. Hautkiinik.
(Dax models of skin diseases, internal
organ and operations.—Patented pro-
cess specially suited for the charac-
teristic reproduction of skin, bones,
scales, internal organs, &c.

Perd. Cnke, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 41

Stuttgart 4c Books.

XP. Lehmanns Uerlag 4c (Dunchen, Heu-
strasse 20 4c (Daps about gynaecology
and surgery.

d) educational Science in
internal medicine.

1. Doctors.
Dr. de la Camp 4c Berlin (Kgl. Charity 4c

Rontgen illustrations of lung tuber-
culosis.

Dr. Cowl 4c Berlin 4c Rontgen illustra-

tions of lung tuberculosis.
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Trof. Dr. fl. Traenhcl Berlin (Kranhen*
haus flm Urban) Illustrations con-
cerning the pathology of lung diseases.

|rof. Dr. Greeff, Berlin (Kgl. ChariteT
Preparations and drawings of eyetuber-
culosis.

"Pfof.Dr. won Hansemann Berlin (Kran-
henhaus am Priedrichshainj Anatomi-
cal preparations concerning phthisis
of the lungs.

Dr. Immelmann Berlin Rontgen
illustrations concerning tuberculosis of
the lungs.

Prof. Dr. Kronig, dirigierender flrzt der
Inneren Abteiiung des Kranhenhauses
triedrichshain Berlin Demonstration
tables concerning percussion of the tips
of the lungs.

Prof. Dr. tangerhans Berlin (CDoabit
Hospitalj Anatomical preparations.

Prof. Dr. tassar Berlin CDouIages
concerning tuberculosis of the shin.

Pwf. Dr. Lesser Berlin (Kgl. Charitel
Photo^aphs of patients treated accor-

ding to tinsen.

Dr. teuy-Dorn Berlin Rontgen illu-
strations of tuberculosis of the lungs.

Prof. Dr. fDoIIer Belzig (Consumptiue
sanatorium) Pure cultures, photo-
graphs curues concerning tuberculine
reaction, model of cross packing.

Dr. niedner, Stabsarzt Berlin (Kgl.
Charitej Illustrations of a compression
bandage.

Seifert, Praparator Beriin (Anatomi-
cal institute) CDodel of the section
of a head.

2. Pirms:

lU. Biel, Holzindustrle
Itzehoe bei Hamburg
Speciality: Stumpf’s

Reform Slide window.
German patent 128,824;
introduced into Ger-
many with increasing
success since 1902; ab-
soluteiy tight, non-ui-
brating” and non-foul-
ing. the U. S. patent
676,159 is to be dis-
posed of.

Borner & Hertzberg Berlin Illu-
strations concerning Hydrotherapy.
UJelerei C. Bolle Beriin DCO. 21 In-
haber Kgl. Kommerzienrat C. Bolle und

Dr. med. C. Bolle. Pounded 1881. Pro-
uision of Berlin with milh free from

‘•aily quantity
l20,000 litres; 225 milk saie waggons;
350 horses, 1,700 officials and em-
ployees, own dairies, tuberculine uaccin-
ation, immunisation according to Prof.
Behring; Orchards CDarienhain-Kope-
nick, fllbum with 11 photographs re-
presenting “Phe combating of tuber-
culosis in the arrangements of C. BoIIe’s
dairy-farm.”

G. Bruck Berlin Glectro-laryngo-
skopic pocket case of instruments.

Chemische Pabrik auf Aktien (oorm
e. Schering) Berlin Articles for
disinfecting.

Christoph & Unmack, Aht.-Ges. Riesky
(Oberlausitz) CDodel of a transpor-
table pauilion for sick people; to be
taken apart.

Detert Berlin “Durit” ice bags.

Berlin, CDolhenmarkt 6
Adjustable bed, comfortable and

springy when in a flat position owing
to the springiness being independent,
1. e., a pressure exerted only effects the
place pressed. Phis is a new feature
possessed by no other mattress and
which is an extraordinary improuement
on the metal mattress as the mattress
can perfectly accomodate itself to the
resilient parts of the body.

Dustless, Ges. m. beschr. Haftunq
Berlin Dustless-Oil.

eiektromotor, Ges. m. beschr. Haftung
Berlin Pittings for hospitals.

Dr. Graf & Co. Berlin Disinfecting
uarnishes and distemper colours.

Gebr.K6rting,Ahtlengesellschaft Kor-
tingsdorf bci Hannoucr Ray appa-
ratuses, central heating, combustion
motors.

Paul Kreltling Berlin W. 50 Auto-
matic Acetylene gas deueloper for 1 to
2 burners. Projects and installations
for works of all sizes.

P.&p.£autenschlager^Berlin^Pittinqs
for laboratories.

Crnst Leltz COetzlar CDicroscopes
and apparatuses.

^nst Lentzs Berlin nCU.,Birkenstr. 18
CDanufactory of hospital fittings, instru-
n^nt cupboards, operation tables and
articles required in consumption sana-
toriums.
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tysoform, G. m. b. H. ^ Berlin * German
Patent nos.141,744 and 145,380. Amer-
ican patent Ho. 740,424. Tormaldehyd

preparation, anti-

septic and dis-

infection medium;
free from the dan-
gerous secondary

action of carbolic preparations; enables

reliable disinfection without bad smells,

exhibited in the German education

exhibition by order of the Royal "Prus-

sian CDinistry of education. Principal

firm: Berlin. "Daughter companies:
"Paris, London, St. "Petersburg, (Dilan.

See aduertisements p. 17.

(Dedizinisches lUarenhaus, flkt.-Ges. 4c

Berlin 4c (Dodels, instruments.

H. Tfau (Inhaber C. 0. Tiebig) 4c Berlin

"Protecting mask for persons affected

with Phthisis.

Quantmeyer &eicke 4( Berlin 4c Samples
of linoleum.

Rletschel & Henneberg 4c Berlin 4c ex-

pectoration and fecal sterilisers.

Dr. ernst Silberstein (Kaiser-’Friedrich-

flpotheke, Uertreter der "Dragerwerke

In tiibeck) 4c Berlin 4c fDodel of an
oxygen inhaling apparatus,

rhermophorgesellschaft 4c Berlin 4crher-

mophor cushions, "Chermophor milk

warmer and foot rests.

tOestphal & Reinhold 4c Berlin D. 39 4c

"Fabrik uon CDetallmobeln und "Patent-

springfedermatratzen.establishedl889.
400 workmen. Royal "Prussian Gold

medal 1899. education group. Original

photograph of a bed made of steel

tubes which can be taken to pieces,

for sanitary service, according to Rein-

hold’s German "Patent, free from cracks

or bacteria; sides form truss frames
preventing the bed posts from yielding.

Contractors to the lOar Office, infir-

maries, sanatoriums, &c.

Carl Zeiss 41 Icna 4c fDicroscopes.

e) Section for Bacteriology
and experimental Therapy

(incl.the combating of diseases).

a. Bacteriological and experi-
mental Therapy.

Kgl. Institut fur Infektionskrankheiten

zu Berlin (T5irektor:iGeh.(Ded.-RatProf.

Dr. R. Koch) 4c Cultures, microphoto-

grams, illustrations, wall tables, pre-

parations, different kinds of serum,
poison, &c.

Kgl. flnatomlsch-Blologlsches Institut

der Universitat Berlin (Direktor: Geh.

(Ded.-Rat "Prof. Dr. Hertwig) 4c "Patho-

logical preparation from tuberculosis

of a turtle.

Kgl. Hygienisches Universitatsinstitut

zu Breslau [Direktor: Geh. CDed.-Rat

"Prof. "Dr. Tliigge) 4c Apparatus for re-

moving matter for bacteriological in-

vestigations—combustible spitoons—

glass plates coughed on by persons

affected with "Phthisis (drop infection).

Kgl. Institut fur experimentelle Therapie

zu "Frankfurt a. CD. (Direktor: Geh. CDed.-

Rat "Prof. Dr. Chrlich) 4c lOall tables,

photographs, apparatus for removing
matter for bacteriological investiga-

tions. Articles for the governmental

control of serum.

Augenklinik der Grossherzogl. Univer-

sitat zu "Freiburg i. Br. (Direktor: "Prof.

Dr. Axenfeld) 4c CDall tables and

cultures.

Kgl. Hygienisches Universitatsinstitut

zu Halle a. S. (Direktor: Geh. (Ded.-Rat

"Prof. "Dr. C. Trankel) 4c lOall tables and
apparatus for removing matter for

bacteriological investigations.

Pathologisches Institut der Kgl. Tier-

arztlichen Hochschule zu (Diinchen (Di-

rektor: "Prof. Dr. Kitt) 4c "Pathological

preparations.

Cungenheilstatte zu Belzig (Direktor:

Pron Dr. CDoIIer) 4c Tables of statistics

concerning the action of tuberculin.

"Prof. Dr. Benda 4c Berlin 4« "Pathological

anatomical preparations.

Gustav Tischer, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c

Jena 4c Bacteriological text books.

Prof. Dr. tassar 4c Berlin 4c Coloured

diapositives, representing the trans-

mission of syphilis to chimpanzees.

Dr. Piorkowski 4c Berlin 4c Coloured

wall tables for instruction in bacterio-

logy.

Prof. Dr. Sobernheim 4c Halle a. S. 4c

Bacteriology of anthrax, cultures, pre-

parations, illustrations, photograms,

serum, &c.

P. ft CD. Lautenschlager 4c Berlin 4c Bac-

teriological model laboratory. So-called

“flying” laboratories for cholera and
typhoid. Bacteriological apparatuses.

Instrument cases, instruments, &c.
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(3. Combating of diseases.
Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt, Berlin
Statistical and graphical represen-
tations of the outbreak and spread of
infectious diseases and pestilences.
Pamphlets about the combating of
infectious diseases and pestilences,
uaccination, microphotograms, models.

(Dedizinalabteilung des Kgl. Preussi-
schen Kriegsministeriums in Berlin
Graphic representations of the spread
of abdominal typhus in Curopean
armies.

{Dedizinalabteilung des Kgl. Preussl-
schen {Dinisteriums der geistiichen-
Clnterrichts- und (Dedizinal-Kngelegen,
heiten zu Berlin Plans of the Lepers
home at CDemel.

Oberregierungsrat Beissioanger, Uor-
stand des Hygienischen taboratoriums,
rierarztiiche flbteilung (Kgl. lOurttemb.
(DedizinalhoIIegium, uerarztliche flb-
teilung) zu Stuttgart Pamphlets about
uaccination, &c. Instruments and sera
for uaccination.

Prof. Dr. Hermann Durck CDunchen
Preparations, illustrations and photo-
grams concerning infectious diseases.

Dr. Karl Cnoch, Serumlaboratorium
Hamburg Serotherapeutic prepa-
rations.

Parbwerke uorm. {Deister Lucius &
Bruning ^ Hochst a. CD. * Serothera-
peutic preparations.

Prof. Prosch, Leiter des Bakteriologi-
schen Untersuchungsamts in trier
Graphic representation of the com-
bating of typhus in the lUest of the
German Empire.

Rud. fl. Hartmann, CDaschinenfabrik,
Cisen- und CDetallgiesserei ^ Berlin
Apparatus for the destruction of corp-
ses. Drawings.
Knappschaftsuerein BochumJ Bochum

Pamphlets concerning uermination.
P. & CD. Lautenschlager 41 Berlin
Equipment for a bacteriological labor-
atory.

E.Leitz, Optisch-mechanische COerkstatte
^ Berlin CDicroscopes.

Grossherzogl. Hess. Obermedizinalrat
Lorenz, Ueterinarreferent im CDiniste-
rium des Innern Darmstadt * Pam-
phlets concerning uaccination, instru-
ments and sera for uaccination, gra-
phic representations about the spread
of swine feuer.

£. CDerck^ Chemische Pabrik Darm-
stadt Serotherapeutic preparations.

Podewils Pabriken, Ges. mit beschr.
Haftung Augsburg Apparatus for
the destruction of corpses. Drawings.
Rietschel & Hennebew, Pabrik fur ge-
sundheitstechnische Apparate Berlin

Apparatus for the destruction of
corpses. Drawings.

CD.Schanze,Peinmechaniker Leipzig
CDicrotome.

CD. & H. Scheibert, Optisches Institut
Berlin CDicroscopes.

Staatliches Hygienisches Institut ^
Hamburg Pictures and represen-
tations concerning the origin and cure
of bronchitis.

C. Zeiss, Optisch-mechanische COerkstatt
Berlin CDicroscopes.

f) Rontgen Cabinet.
Siemens & Halske, A. G,* Berlin SCU.12
Complete Rontgen outfit with induction
coils and sparks up to 1 metre long.
Compression diaphragm with test table.
Apparatuses for Cauterisation, Endo-
scopy. Electrolytical interrupter.

Kgl. Unluersltatsinstitut fur Untersu-
chungen mit Rontgenstrahlen zu Berlin
(Direktor: Prof. Dr. Grunmach) Illu-
strations of inuestigating apparatuses
for diagnosis by means of X rays. Dia-
positiues of Actinograms couering the
whole range of medicine.

Dr. Kummel (1. Chirurgische Abteilung
desAlIgemeinenKrankenhausesMnHam-
burg-Eppendorf Stereoscopic Rontgen
Atlas. Stereoscopic diapositiues.

Dr. Albers-Schonberg, Arzt Hamburg,
Klopstockstr.lO Transparent pictures.

g) Other exhibits concerning
medicinal instruction.

Ohrenklinik der Kgl. Charite zu Berlin
(Direktor; Geh. CDed.-Rat Prof. Dr. Pas-
sow) CDodels: Operation concern-
ing the ear according to Trautmann.
Radical operation according to Passow.
Stereoscopic map. Stereoscope.
Pharmakologisches Institut der Uniuer-
sitat Berlin pirektor: Geh. CDed.-Rat
Prof. Dr. Liebreich] The first cura-
tiues physiologically inuestigated in
the Pharmacological Institute,

neurobioiogisches Uniuersitatslabora-
torium Berlin CDaps of brain anatomi-
cal methods. COall tables and diaposi-
tiues about the anatomy of the brain.
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Uniucrsitatsaugcnklinih Breslau (Birck-

tor: 6ch. (Ded.-Rat Trof.Bc. lU. Uhthoff)

^ Stereoscopic-medical atlas of oph-
thalmology; stereoscopic diapositiue;

Tetzold’s red green diapositiue with
red green spectacles; model of a
Heyne’s projection apparatus.

Psychiatrische und neruenklinik der Uni-
uersitat Kiel fDirektor: Prof-Br-Siemer-
ling) Preparations (brain sections).

Psychiatrische Klinik Giessen (Birektor

:

Prof. Br. Sommer) Plans and sketches
of small institutions for the treatment
of physical disturbances; instructional

text books of psychiatry.

Orthopadisch-Chirurgische Klinik uon
Br. Popp und Br. Gckstein Berlin U).,

Steglitzer Str. 10 Photographs of

results of paraffin-prothesis; injection

syringe.

Br. Hermann Gutzmann Berlin U).,

Schoneberger Ufer 11 Apparatus for

demonstration of the mouements of

the soft palate in speaking.

Br. Walter rhorner, Physician ^ Berlin,

Wilhelmstr. 118 Biapositiue of photo-
graphs of the back of the liuing eye.

P. £. Pischer, Pabrik fur chirurgische
Instrumente, Operationsmobilien und
Krankenhausbedarf Preiburg i. B.

CDodels and manikins.

Paula Guenther * Berlin W., Biiloiw-

strasse 20 ^ (Dedical tables and
drawings.
Pritz Kolbow, Sculptor ^ Berlin, Plem-
mingstr. 6 Porty-fiue wax and plaster

models of original preparations, cast

and coloured from nature; siluer medal
of the Royal CDinistry of Public In-

struction of Prussia.

Louis & H. toewenstein Berlin n.

(Danufacture ofsurgicalinstrumentsand
electric medical appliances, established

1872. Exports to all ciuilized countries.

Special department for reconstruction,

connected with internal lighting of the

body, and delicate machinery. Jwo
Royal Prussian State CDedals in siluer

among many other distinctions. Latest

award gpld medal from the World’s
Pair in Paris in 1900.

CDessters Projektion, G. m. b. H. Ber-

lin SW. Special house for construc-

tion of the CDesster Kinematopraph;
machine for kinematographic projection

(German patent 127,91 3) with protecting

apparatus in case of fire (German

patent 126,353); CDesster’s kinemato-
graphic camera for serial photography
(German patents 127,913 and 127,543
—American patent 698,125); examples
taken of interesting nerue-cases.

P. Ad. (Duller Sohne Wiesbaden
Artificial eyes as protheses and edu-
cational appliances; established in

1860; fifteen assistants; ten distinc-

tions conferred, one bronze, seuen gold,

and two large medals.

Priuatdozent Br. Ludwig Deumayer
CDunchen ^ (Dodel of a skull.

(D. Petzold, Spezialgeschaft fiir Photo-
graphie ijc Chemnitz, Langestr. 23 *
Biapositiue for projection with stereo-

scopic effect; own patent.

Carl Zeiss, Optische Werkstatte Jti 'Jena

(Dicroscope with apparatuses for

projection and microphotography.

exhibition of cicmcntarv and
secondary education.

Xlll. High Schools (“Gymnasiums”
and “Realschools” including Cadet

Academies).

Kgl. Joachimsthalsches Gymnasium zu
Berlin W. (Alumnat).

Kgl. Landesschule zu Pforta (Alumnat).

Kgl. Auguste-Uiktoria-Gymnasium zu
Posen.

Kgl. Gymnasium zu Wongrowitz.

Stadtisches Goethe-Gymnasium zu
Prankfurt a. CD. (Reformsystem).

Stadtisches Realgymnasium zu Clber-

feld.

Stadtisches Realgymnasium zu Barmen
(Reformsystem).

Stadtisches Realgymnasium “(Duster-
schule’’ zu Prankfurt a. (D. (Reform-
system).

Stadtische Oberrealschule zu Bochum.

Cuangelisches Padagogium zu Godes-
berg a. Rh. (Realschule und Progym-
nasium—Priuatanstalt, Alumnat).

Stadtische 11. Realschule zu Berlin D.,

Weissenburger Str. 4 a.

Stadtische Realschule zu Kreuznach.

Kgl. Kadettenanstalten (Lehrplan des
Realgymnasiums).

Deutsche Auslandsschulen zu Antwer-
pen, Brussel, Bukarest und Konstan-
tinopel.
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737

738
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744
745
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747
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The exhibits of these estabiish-
ments comprise pictures, photo-
graphs, sketches and plans of the school
buildings, descriptions of the rooms loith
pictures of the life at the schools and of
scholars, specifications of the teaching
system and the uarious methods of
organisation of the staff, time-tables,
arrangement of instruction, domestic
and household matters, and details of
inspection by gouernment authorities,
attendance, and choice of professions,
together with specimens or work done,
exercise books, examination papers, me-
thods of examination and qualifications.

XIU- elementary schools, board-
schools, intermediate schools, high-

schools for girls, teachers’ training

schools, and schools for children

u)ith defectiue senses.

232- Knabengemeindeschule zu Berlin
SO., Glogauer Str. 13-16.

213. (Dadchengemeindeschule zu Berlin
no., Christburger Str. 18.

Borfschule (einklassige Uolksschule) zu
"Datum-Dienhofen, Kreis "Pinneberg
(Trouinz Schleswig-Holstein}.

Knabenmittelschule fflrndt-SchuIe} zu
Stettin.

erste CDadchenmitteischuIe zu Stettin.

Kgl. flugusta-SchuIe mit Kgl. tehre-
rlnnenseminar zu Berlin SO)., Kiein-
beerenstr. 16-19.

Stadtische Sophien-Schule (Hohere OJad-
chenschule mit Gymnasialkursen fiir
die weibliche 7ugend) zu Hannouer.
Kgl. SchuIIehrerseminar zu Ziegenhals.
Kgl- Cehrerinnenseminar zu Burgstein-
furt i. to.

Kgl- Blindenanstalt zu Steglitz (Berlin).

Stadtische Taubstummenerziehungsan-
stalt zu Trankfurt a. CD.

Stadtische Idiotenanstalt Berlin-Dall-
dorf.

specimens of the work done, exercise-
-books, examination papers, methods of
examination and qualifications, as also
results of training in handicrafts, and
work done by the blind.

XU. Schools exhibit of German
Totuns.

^
(See grp. 141 p. 502.)

The following municipalities are
exhibitors:

Barmen.
Berlin.

Bielefeld.

Bochum.
Breslau.

Charlottenburg.

Chemnitz.

Darmstadt.

•Dresden.

Dusseldorf.

Cisleben.

•CIberfeld.

Trankfurt a. CD.

Hamburg.
Hannouer.

Hildesheim.

Horde.

Kassel.

Konigsberg i. Pr.

Kreuznach.

Leipzig.

CDainz-

CDiinchen.

nUrnberg.

Posen.

Quedlinburg.

Stettin.

Stolp (Pommern).
Strassburg i. C.

Stuttgart.
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752
753
754
755
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763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771

772
773
774
775
776
777
778

Che exhibits of the aboue esta-
blishments include pictures, photo-
graphs, sketches and plans of the school
buildings, descriptions of the rooms
with pictures of the life of the school
and scholars, specifications of the teach-
ing system and the uarious methods
of organisation of the staff, time-tables,
arrangement of instruction, domestic
and household matters, particulars of
gouernment inspection, together with

The exhibits of the aboue towns
comprise models and pictures of
school buildings, gymnasiums, school
gardens, play grounds, plans of sites,
sketches, plans, and photographs, as
also official reports, festiual program-
mes, school work, examples of skill in
handicraft and industrial training, and
pictorial descriptions of schools pre-
paring for special professions, school
workshops and museums.
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XUl. School boohs, pedagogical
treatises, literature of the history of

education, and school organisation-

flmthorsche Uerlagsbuchhandlung
Leipzig Specialify: naturally colored
ujallpictures for instruction in natural
history; popular uiorhs on natural
history.

flschendorffsche Buchhandiunq tDiin*
ster, COestphalia established 1763.
Publishers of the “(Dunster flnzeiger”
and “Uolkszeitung” nouj in their nfty-
first year (circulation 30,000), of the
“rheological Reuiew” in its third, and
“Ratur und Offenbarung” in its fiftieth
year. Speciality: school editions of
German and foreign classics.

fl. flshcr & Co., Uerlagsbuchhandlung *
Berlin CO., Unter den Cinden 13.

C. H. Bechsche Uerlagsbuchhandlung,
Oskar Beck * CDunchen, COilhelmstr.U.

Chr.BelserscheUerlaqshandlunq Stutt*
gart, flugustenstr. fa.

Hermann Bohlaus Dachf., Inh.: Gerhard
pommeringu.flIbertHartung COeimar,
Kleine Tei^gasse 6.

Gebriider Borntrager, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung Berlin SCO. 11, Uessauer Str. 29-
prledrlch Brandstetter Leipzig, Ste-
phanstr. 20.

l.G.Cotta’sche Buchhandiunq Dachfolger
G.m.b.H. Branch establishment Berlin
SC0.12,Kochstr.53, in connection with the
“Bessersche Buchhandlung” of CO. Hertz.

peutsche Bichter-Gedachtnis-Stiftunq
Hamburg-Grossborstel, Uiolastr. 16.

CDorltz Ulesterweg, Uerlagsbuchhand*
lung 'Frankfurt a. CD. Pounded 1860.
Bangert’s phonetical spelling book, se-
uenth and eighth editions, with two
editions of notes. Also Schaferand Krebs
biblical reading book, third and sixth
editions.

"Durrsche Buchhandlung Leipzig
Pounded 1755. (€d. Peters publishing
business acquired in 1903). Principal
publications are literature for the “Se-
minar,” school books for “Uolksschu-
len,” and instruction books for “Real-
schulen.” Philosophy and theology. The
publications exhibited represent uery
fairly the main object of the business,
which is to further the education of
German school teachers.

Priedrich Cbbecke, Uerlag Lissa i. P.,
(Darkt 25.

n. G. Glwertsche Uerlagsbuchhandlung
(CU. Braun) CDarburg (Hessen)

Pounded 1783. CDodern languages.
Scientific literature. Hassiaca. G. Kon-
necke’s pictorial atlas of the history of
German literature, second edition, with
2,200 illustrations and fourteen artistic
plates, fl. P. C. Uilmar’s history of Ger-
man national literature, twenty-fifth (ju-
bilee) edition of about 130,000 copies.

Gustau Pischer, Uerlagsbuchhandlung *
7ena, Selliner Str. 8.

Buchhandlung Gustau Pock, G.m.b.H.
Leipzig, Schlossgasse 7.

KrsteratBorries * Zwickau i. Sachsen
Publishers and art-printers, founded
1881. 115 workmen. Specialities: in-
dustrial artistic printing in three co-
lours, posters, paper money, cards of
congratulation, schedules, diplomas,
&c.; awards: Chicago 1893, State medal
Dresden 1896, Leipzig 1897, and gold
medal Paris 1900. One copy of CDichael’s
work on Pungi, in two uolumes.

G. Preyt^, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
Leipzig, Bruderstr. 23.

B. lO.Gebel, Uerlag, Inh.: Bruno Gebel
Gross-Lichterfelde, Sternstr. 49.

Hermann Gesenius, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung Halle a. S. Pounded 1861 at
Bremen. Chief publication Dr. P. W.
Gesenius’ text book of the Cnglish lan-
guage, and Professor Regel’s arrange-
ment of same. The first edition of this
work appeared in 1864, since when
535,000 copies of uarious editions
haue been sold.

G.l.Goschensche Uerlagsbuchhandlung
Leipzig, Salomonstr. 10.

Lucas Grafe & Siiiem ^ Hamburg,
Kaiser-COilhelm-Str. 82.

P. G. L. Gressler, Schulbuchhandlung
Langensalza.

G. Grote’sche Uerlagsbuchhandlung «
Berlin SCO. 11, Dessauer Str. 18.

7. Guttenta
Berlin

ent^ Uerlagsbuchhandlung
CO. 35, Liitzowstr. 107/108.

Prledr. Aug. Herbig Berlin CO.
Uerlagsbucnhandlung. Pounded 1821.
Instruction books for modern languages.

R. Herrose’s Uerlag COittenberg ^
Central publishing office of the com-
bined mouement of secondary schools.
Pounded 1858. Awards at four ex-
hibitions.

(Dax Hesses Uerlag Leipzig, Crien*
burger Str. 4.

Hermann Hillqer, Uerlag * Berlin C0-,
Koniggratzer 'Str. 7.
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Tcrdinand HIrt, Kgl, Unluersitats- und
Uerlagsbuchhandlung Breslau UI.
Konigsplatz 1,

Kafemann
Danzig, Ketterhager Gasse 4.

OJuIIerl
Breslau Krause-Herger s German
grammar for foreigners; large edition,
and edition for schools.

Gerhard Kuhtmann, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung Dresden ¥oundecri887. edu-
cational and instructional publications.

5*^' Hermann Eandois (Diinster
i. CD., ruckesburg, Zoologischer Garten.
Cangei^cheidtsche Uerlagsbuchhand-

F. Ceineujeber, Uerlagsbuchhandlung *
Leipzig, Konneritzstr. 57.
C. C. tDeinhoId & Sohne, Kgl. Hofbuch-
druckerei und Lehrmitteluerlag =*( Dres-
den, Zinzendorfstr. 29.
pri ®eyer (Gustau Prior), Uerlagsbuch-
handlung Hannouer.
e. S. tDittler & Sohn, Kg^I. Hofbuchhand-
lung Berlin SCO. 12,^ochstr. 68-71,
Grioin Dagele, Haturioissenschaftlicher

u
Stuttgart Schmeil’s text-

-books of botany and zoology, and de-
monstration tables for botanical and
zoological instruction. Hoffmann’s il-
lustrated botanical atlas, Hoffmann’s

X*’'*
COagner’s flora

with illustrations. Fables from Schmeil’s
text-book of botany.

Berthold Otto Gross-tichterfelde, Hol-
of the children’s

paper Der Hauslehrer.”

Practical information, aduice and opi-
nions. Professor Cohn’s table for test-
ing condition and sharpness of eyesight.

Rengersche Buchhandlung, Gebhardt &
Wilisch Leipzig Uerfagsbuchhand-
ung. Founded 1680. edition of modern
languages for reading. Text-books and
primers for aduanced schools. Scien-
tific cyclopedia.

Weflagsbuchhandlung
Leipzig Bierbaum's French and Cnq-
lish “reform” text-books. Reform library
of modern languages. (Collection of
school editions with notes and text in
the same language.)

Pedagogic publications. Text-books and
exercises in language teaching, German,
French, Cimlish, Italian, Dutch, and
bpanish. Reading-books. Pictures of
the Holy Land. CUall-maps.

Dr. Theodor Scheffer, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung Leipzig, Hostitzstrasse 19.

?®R^rMn^^f**l?’'^lfi'‘-9sbuchhandIung
X ,*." 57, Steinmetzstr. 36 *
Publishing office of “Der Hauslehrer.”
X F. Schreibers Lehrmittel- und Uerlags-
buchlmndlung Csslingen bei Stuttgart
und uJunchen. ’

S^ulhaus-Uerlag Berlin-Tempelhof *Da® Schulhaus, ’ periodical edited by
Karl Uanselow. ^

Karl Slegismund, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung Berlin SO). 11, Dessauer Str. 13.

Franz Siemenroth * Berlin CO., Denne-
witzstr. 2.

Uerlag Olden-

eisSst?."'?'’
””'“8 * Berlin OJ..

fl. Pichler’s COitwe & Sohn, Uerlags-
buchhandlung COien und Leipzig,
Preussa lunger, Buchhandlung * Bres-
lau Calendar of the system of secon-da^ education obtaining in Prussia
and seueral towns in other parts of
Germany. Current edition for 1903.

Buchhandlung, Lehrmittel-
instlrat lie Breslau 4e Teaching appliances
for German schools, three volumes.

Gerhard Stalling,
burg i. Gr,

eiwin Staude Berlin CO. 35 * Litera-
ture dealing with the education of the
dear and dumb, stammering and its
cure’ and other books of instruction on

^ Childrens’
paper, Deutsche lugendpost.”
Strassburger Druckerei und Uerlags-

burg^?’e
* Co- Strass-

History of the German People.
L. u. Uangepw Bremerhauen Pub-
lisher of KIeyer’s encycIop^Edia of the
mathematical, technical and exact na-
tural sciences. Uarious awards.
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Uelhagen & Klasing, Ucrla^sbuchhand-
lung * Bielefeld und Leipzig.

Triedr. Uieweg & Sohn, Uerlagsbuch*
handlung ^ Braunschweig, uor der
Burg 18.

R. Uoigtlanders Uerlag * Leipzig ^
pedagogics, Art. Specially to be men-
tioned R. Uoigtiander’s coloured stone
drawings (Gold medal, St. "Petersburg
1904).

Leopold Uoss ^ Hamburg, Hohe Blei-

chen 34,

Buchhandlung des Qlaisenhauses in

Halle a. S. established 1698. Ulorhs
concerning pedagogics: education and
Instruction, legislation for schools,
school books, object pictures.

Uleldmannsche Buchhandlung Berlin
* CDagazines, text books and manuals for
all branches of education at High Schools,
publications about gymnastics, &c.

George COestermann Braunschweig =(

established 1838. Publishing and print-

ing office, cartographic institute. Pub-
lisher of school atlases, wall maps,
school books and dictionaries, and of

lOestermann’s “lllustrierten "Deutschen
CDonatsheften.”

Uliegandt & Grieben * Berlin SCO.,

Luckenwalder Str. 1.

(Oinckelmann & Sohne Berlin S. *
established 1828. Publishing bookseller,
educational appliances and school
books.

Hellmuth lOollermann, Uerlagsbuch-
handlungjtc Braunschwei^Bohlwegl3>tc
Speciality: Suangelical Theology and
Pedagogics. Harms’s school wall maps
and planispheres.

(Dax COoywod, Uerlagsbuchhandiung ^
Breslau Ulll, Klosterstr. 3. .

ernst COunderlich, Uerlag ^ Leipzig,
3ohannisgasse 11.

XUll. Geographical educational ap-

pliances (Atlases, maps, globes,

relief maps).

3."Dinges, Kgl. Seminarlehrer^ CDindel-
heim (Bayern) Publisher. Geographical
relief maps for school and general edu-
cational purposes. (Orders undertaken
for relief work.) l3 sections of the
northern calcareous Alps, relief of the
entire Alps, relief of Gurope with natural
curuatures in earth. Relief of a typical

Bavarian highland.

G.Preytag & Berndt^ CUien, Schotten-
feldgasse * Atlases, maps.

Perdinand Hirts Uerlag « Breslau und
Leipzig * School wall maps, object
pictures.

Hobbing & Buchle, Uerlagsbuchhandiung
Stuttgart, Paulincnstr.l9 CUall maps,

some showing how to use maps.

Gd.Holzei,Uerlagi«( CUien, Luisengasse5
4c COall maps for intuitive instruction in

geography and other branches, maps, &c.

Pritz Kindt Steglitz bei Berlin Geo-
graphical institute. Relief of Uesuvius
1 : 20,000 of natural length; Relief of

the Riesengebirge.

K. P. Koehler, Ueriagsanstalt^c Leipzig *
CDaps.

"Dr. P. Krantz, Rheinisches (Dineralien-
kontor Bonn * Reliefs.

Kartographische Uerlagsanstalt von
Georg Lang ^ Leipzig ^ School wall
maps.

€. CDorgenstern, Uerlagsbuchhandiung
Breslau Ul, Konigsplatz 1 School

wall maps for lectures on the German
classics.

A.CDullcr-Probelhaus, Lehrmittelinstitut
und Uerlagsanstalt 4c "Dresden-lUien 4c

Kuhnert-Leipoldt, School wall maps,
simple relief.

Justus Perthes, Geographische Anstalt
und Uerlagsbuchhandiung 4c Gotha 4c

(Daps and atlases.

Rengersche Buchhandlung, Gebhardt a
(Uielisch 4c Leipzig 4c Plans of the town.

Gmil Roth, Uerlagsbuchhandiung 4c

Giessen 4c (Daps.

ernstSchottea[Co.,Geographisch-artlstl-
sche Anstalt und Uerlag 4c Berlin (U.,

Pot^damer Str. 41a 4c Pellurion, plane-
tarium, globes, &c.

3. P. Schreibers Lehrmittelverlag 4c Gss-
lingen bei Stuttgart, (Diinchen 4c (Uall

pictures.

€. A. Seemanns Uerlag 4c Leipzig, Quer-
strasse 13 4c (Uall pictures.

P. Stankiewicz, Buchdruckerei4c Berlin,

Bernburger Str. 14 4c Illustration of a
geological section.

Uelhagen & Klasing, Uerlag 4c Bielefeld

und Leipzig 4c Atlases.

P. 6. (Uachsmuth, Kunst- und Schulbllder-
verlag4c Leipzig 4c Gstb. 1872. Publisher
of artistic and coloured object tables,

comprising all branches of modern
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education. Also publisher of coloured
pictures at the cheapest prices, for
decorating school rooms and dwellings.
1st prize awarded at all international
Expositions. Representatiue in euery
capital of the world.

H. lOagner & E.Debes, 6eographlscher
Uerlag Leipzig ^ Hand and school
atlases, school wall maps.
George COestermann, Uerlag ^ Braun-
schweig ^ Htlases and school wall
maps.
Ulinchelmann & Sohne Berlin S., Se-
bastianstrasse 34 Geographical object
pictures.

Hellmuth COoIIermann Braunschweig,
Bohlweg 13 Harms’ school wall maps
and planispheres.

XUlll. educational appliances

(models, apparatuses, object

pictures, &c.).

Elementary, natural-science,phv-
sical, technological, mathema-

tical instruction, &c.

flmthorsche Ueriagsbuchhandlung ^
Leipzig, Talstr. 5 Object pictures for
botanical and zoological instruction,
fl. Bottcher, Daturalien- u. Lehrmittel-
hdlg. Berlin C., Briiderstr. 15 Export
to all ciuilized countries, natural science
educational appliances: Anthropology,
Zoology, Botany, CDineralogy, Geology,
Technology.

R. Brendel Grunewald (Berlin), Bis-
marchallee 37 CDodels for instruction
in Botany in schools, agricultural and
forestry colleges, uniuersities, &c.
Triedrich Ebbeckes Uerlag « Lissa i.P.

«

Establ.1826. Speciality: manufacture of
educational appliances for instruction
in reading and writing, text boohs for
the two language national schools.
Gustau Tischer, Uerlag lena Ana-
tomical wall illustrations.

Th. G. Tisher & Co. ^ Kassel OJall
illustrations for instruction in natural
science at High schools and Uniuersi-
ties. Illustrations from COiegand’s Acro-
polis at Athens.
Paul Gebhardt Sohne 14c Berlin C.
(Danufactury of physical school appa-
ratus and laboratory fittings. Appara-
tuses for High schools. See also Section
of CDinistry of Agriculture.

Ephraim Greiner ^ Stiitzerbach in Thii-
ringen Appliances for instruction in
physics. See: Scientific instruments.

Albert Hauff, Uerlag Berlin-Schone-
berg, Cheruskerstr. 2 * Lamey’s calcu-
lating apparatus,

Ed.HolzeI,Uerlag * C0ien,Luisengasse5
Object pictures for instruction in

languages.

A. CO. Kafemann, G. m. b. H., Ueriagsbuch-
handlung undBuchdruckerei Danzig
* Tour object pictures by Kafemann:
Spring,Summer,Autumn,a)inter. 2. Edit.
1900. "Prize awarded at the Int. Exp.
Chicago 1893. Spelling books and school
books for national schools.

3. Kagerah Hamburg Uerlag tech-
nologischer Lehrmittel. Established! 896.
Samples showing the treatment of the
most important raw materials. Internat.
Educat.Exp.SantiagodeChilel902/1903:
1st prize. Hamburg 1903: Siluer medal.
K. T. Koehler, Uerlagsanstalt 4c Leipzig

Object pictures for instruction in
ancient languages and history.

Dr. T. Krantz, Rheinisches (Dineralien-
hontor Bonn CDodels of crystals,
minerals, gyps models.

Uniu.-Drof. Dr. Hermann Landois :4(

CDunsteri.CO.j^t Anatomical preparations.

Leppin & CDasche, Tabrik wissenschaft-
richer Instrumente Berlin SO., Engel-
ufer 17 Collection of physical appa-
ratuses of a Berlin board school. See:
Scientific instruments.

C. C. CDeinhoId & Sohne, Kgl. Hofbuch-
druckerei und Lehrmitteluerlag iic Dres-
den Established 1777. Education
appliances introduced in German, Aus-
trian and many foreign schools; re-
commended by the highest school autho-
rities; made in own establishment:
Specialities: Object pictures, animal
pictures, anat. wall illustrations, &c.
See: Special Catalogue of the German
Education Exhibition.

Erwin Dagele, Ueriagsbuchhandlung ^
Stuttgart* Botanical and zoological wall
illustrations. See: Section Text books.
Triedrich Andreas "Perthes, Akt.-Ges. *
Gotha * Object pictures of the Saalburq.
Kehr-Pfeiffer’s pictures of fables.

Gebr. Pippow * Hermsdorf ((Dark) *
Supply all zoological educational ap-
pliances. Catalogue gratis. Gold and
siluer medals awarded at the Int. Exp.
Chicago 1893.
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(Uilhelm Tlcssmann, (Dunchcncr tchr-
mittcihandlung CDunchcn Trans-
parency of the northern firmament.
T. €. Ulachsmuth, Schulbilder- u. Kunst-
uerlag 4c Leipzig 4c Pictures representing
the history of ciuilisation ; botanical, zoo-
logicai, technoiogicai wali pictures, &c.

See aduertisements p. 13.

6. COinchelmann, Buchhandlung u. Lehr-
mitteianstalt 4c Berlin SCO., 'Friedrich-

strasse 6 4c CDouable geometrical
models, collections of woods and in-

sects.

COinchelmann & Sohne 4c Berlin S., Se-
bastianstr. 34 4c Pictures for object
lessons and instruction in languages.

XIX. Section for drawing and
artistic decoration of wails.

a) Pupils drawings supplied by
the following establishments:
KnabenuoIhsschuIezuHannouer-Linden.

Hohere Tochterschule 1 zu Hannouer.

Hohere Tochterschule der Pranckeschen
Stiftungen zu Haile a. S.

Kgl. flugustaschule mit Kgi. Lehrerinnen-
seminar zu Berlin.

Kaiserin-fluguste-Uiktorla-Schule zu
Stettin.

Kgi. Schuliehrerseminar zu Bromberg.

Kgl. Schuliehrerseminar zu Pelitzsch.

Kgi. Schuliehrerseminar zu Keichen-
bach O.-L.

Katholische Realschule zu Breslau.

Stadtische Realschule zu Crfurt.

X. Stadtische Realschule zu Berlin.

Stadtische Oberrealschule zu Bochum.

Oberrealschule der Gemeinde Gr.-Llch*
terfelde (Berlin).

Stadtische Priedrich-COerdersche Ober-
realschule zu Berlin.

Realgymnasium zu Kltona.

Stadtisches Realgymnasium zu Iser-

lohn.

Stadtisches Realgymnasium “CDuster-
schule” zu Prankfurt a. CD.

Gymnasium zu Dortmund.

Gymnasium und Realgymnasium zu
Plensburg.

Stadtisches Gymnasium zu Stettin.

Clisabeth-Gymnasium zu Breslau.

b) Patterns (models) for in
struction in drawing, artistic
wall decorations, sculptures,

busts and portraits.
Ribrecht-Durer-Haus Sutterlin & Scholl,
Kunstzentrale fur Schule und Haus 4c

Berlin, Kronenstr. 18 4c Artistic wall
decorations, instructional appliances
for drawing. Art enterprise with the
tendency or spreading good and in-

expensive art in wide popular circles;

has assisted in the spread of the reform
proposed in drawing instruction by the
Prussian CDinistry of Gducation, by
exhibiting and spreading the new ap-
pliances required, which are mostly
made afterown models. Representatives
of the natural History Institute “San-
ders Praparatorium,” Coin a. Rh. Gold
medal awarded at Int. Cxp. “Kinder-
welt,” St. Petersburg.

Breitkopf & Hartel, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung 4c Leipzig.

COilheImPechner, Photoqraphisches Ate-
lier 4c Berlin CO., Potsefamer Str. 134a.

August Gerber, Deutsche Zentralstelle
fur klassische Skulpturen, Statuen,
Biisten, Reliefs der Antike, des CDittel-

alters und der Reuzeit, Kunstanstalt
4c Coin, Domkioster 3.

Gesellschaft zurUerbreitung klassischer
Kunst, G. m. b. H. 4c Berlin 4c COall de-

coration collection of masterpieces of

classical art in copper plate printing.

Hausmann & Latwesen 4c Kassel, COe-

serstr. 21.

Perdinand Hlrt, Uerlag 4c Breslau und
Leipzig 4c School wall pictures.

C. C. CDelnhold & Sohne, Kgi. Hofbuch-
druckerei und Lehrmittelverlag 4c Dres*
den 4c School wall pictures.

P. lohs. (Duller & Co. 4c Charlotten-
burg, Spandauer Str. 10 a.

Lina Pommerening, Portratmalerin 4c

Berlin CO., COinterreldtstr. 7.

Paul Schahl, Uerlag 4c Berlin SO. 16,

Reanderstr. 16 4c Orficial lists of edu-
cational appliances.

1 . P. Schreibers Uerlag 4c Csslingen und
CDiinchen 4c School wail pictures.

C. A. Seemanns Kunstverlag 4c Leipzig,
Querstr. 13.

B. G. Teubner, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c

Leipzig.

R. Uolgtlander, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
4c Leipzig.
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¥. €. COachsmuth, Schulbllder* u. Kunst«
ucriag ^ tcipzig.

See aduertisements p. 13.
Gunther (Oagner Tactories in Hanover
and Uienna, Branches in Berlin and
London €stabi.l838. Artists colours,
paint boxes and fluid Indian inks for
schools, professions and art; writing

and copying inks, gums;
photographic colours.
Speciality: Brand “"Pe-
likan.” export to ail ci-

vilized countries. 30
awards fPrussian State
medal

; medal and ribbon
in Boston 1883; gold and silver medals;
diplomas; latest award: Gold medal
of the Int. Scientific Gxp. “Kinderwelt”
at St. "Petersburg, Tebuary 1904j. Ca-
talogue gratis and post prepaid.
OJaisenhaus-Uerlag Haile a. S. School
wail illustrations.

XX. Section for gyimiastics, school
sports and hygiene.

a) (Do dels.

A. Buczllowsky, Turngeratefabrik
Berlin (0.57 "Factory for all gymnastic
apparatuses. (Dodel of gymnasium of
the 3rd national school at Steglitz
near Berlin.

Oswald Taber Leipzig ^ Turngerate-
fabrik. 6stabI.1863. Tactory for ail gym-
nastic apparatuses; driven by machi-
nery. 31 highest prizes, including 16
gold medals.
Tr. Lurssen, Bootswerft * Aumund bei
Bremen (Dodel of a boat.
"Prof. Rich. Anders ^ Charlottenburg
(Dodel of the Guts(Duths monument.

b) Compendiums, plans and
pictures,

Zentralausschuss zur Torderung der
Uolks- und lugendspiele in 'Deutschland.
Uorsitzender: Treiherr von Schencken-
dorff, Gorlltz.

Kgl. Landratsamt zu Gelsenkirchen.
"Prof, Dr. Deipser neuwied.
(Dagistrat der Stadt Konigsberg I. Tr.

Trof. (Oickenhagen ^ Schoneberg (Ber-
lin).

Dr. X A. Schmidt Bonn a. Rh,
H-Tricke, Schulinspektor ^ Hamburg.
Klahr, Oberlehrer ^ Dresden.
Trof. Dr. Kohlrausch ^ Hannover.

Dr. Lorenz, Realschuldirektor^c Quedlin-
burg.

(Dagistrat der Stadt Cisleben.

*(Dagistrat der Stadt Trankfurt a. (D.

(Dagistrat der Stadt Tosen.

(Dagistrat der Stadt Quedlinburg.

c) Books and magazines, &c.

C. H. Beck, Uerlag (Diinchen.

0. Bonde, Uerlag Altenburg.
7. G. Cotta, Uerlag ^ Berlin.

Tischers (Dedizinische Buchhandlung
(H. Kornfeld) ^ Berlin CO., Lutzowstr. 10,

3, G, Goschen, Uerlag ^ Leipzig.

Grethlein & Co. Leipzig Tublishers
of “Bibliothek fur Sport und Spiel,”
works of the most celebrated writers
on sport.

(D. Hesse, Uerlag Leipzig.

A. CO. Kafemann, Uerlag « Danzig
Ketterhager Gasse 4,

Kesselringsche Hofbuchhandlung
Leipzig.

X T. Lehmann, Uerlag (Diinchen
Tables for measuring.
T. Leineweber, Uerlag Leipzig.

R. Lion, Uerlag * Hof i. B.

C. (Deyer (G. Trior), Uerlag ^ Hannover.
0, Demnich, Uerlag ^ COiesbaden.

(Dartin Oldenbourg Berlin, Triedrich-
strasse 239.
H.Taetel, Uerlag Berlin CO., Clssholz-
strasse 12.

A. Tichlers (Owe. & Sohn ifc (Oien und
Leipzig.

Richard Schoetz, Uerlag ^ Berlin,
Luisenstr. 36.
K. Sieke, Uerlag ^ Rendsburg.
7ulius Springer, Uerlag ^ Berlin, (Don-
bijouplatz 3.

eiwin Staude, Uerlag ^ Berlin, Tots-
damer Str. 122 c,

eduard Strauch, Uerlag Leipzig.
B. G. Teubner, Uerlag ^ Uipziq.
€,T. Thienemann Gotha Tublisher of
educational and scholastic matter.
Sample numbers of ‘‘Tadagogische
Blatter fur Lehrerbildung und Lehrer-
bildungsanstalten.” 12 numbers an-
nually at 1 (Dark each.

Uelhagen & Klasing, Uerlag ^ Bielefeld
und Leipzig.
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R. Uoigtlander, Uerlag * Leipzig.

Leopold Uoss, Uerlag Hamburg.

lOaisenhausbuchhandlung zu Halle a. S«

3 . 3. lUeber, Uerlag * Leipzig.

lUeidmannsche Buchhandlung * Berlin
SCO., Zimmerstr. 94.

XXL CDanual training and
Trobcl ujork.

Deutscher Uerein fiir Knabenhandarbeit
zu Leipzig (Direhtor: Dr. Dabst) Sta-
tistical diagrams and publications.

Schulerwerhstatt zu Leipzig, Gustau-
Adolf-Str. 2 Copies, pictures of mo-
dels, photographs of school work-
shops, &c.

S.T.Tischer Oberseiffenbach i. Grzg.
probel appliances for instruction and
occupation for use in Kindergartens.

(D.-Ruess, Sculptor and Specialist *
Cllm School curriculums for boys
handiwork: scalloped work and caru-
ing, joinery, modelling: CDethod CD.Ruess.

Tranz Siemenroth, Uerlag 4c Berlin
Dennewitzstr. 2 * Copies for instruction
in manual work.

Camille Lamey, Lehrer 4c Berlin SCU.,
Xorkstr. 76.

A. C. Lemckes Schultafelfabrik 4c Kassel
4c CDodel of a black board for schools.

Liebig, Lehrer am Gymnasium zu ¥rau-
stadt 4c CDodel of a stand for hanging
wail-maps, &c.

P.3oh. CDilller & Co., CUerkstatten fur Cin-
richtung und Ausstattung von Schulen
4c Charlottenburg, Spandauer Str. 4c

Rettig’s school-bench, model of a school-
room, system of arrangement of school-
benches, trestle.

XXllL Teaching appliances for use

of the deaf and dumb, blind, and
mentally abnormal.

Kgl. Zentral-Caubstummen-lnstitut in

(Dunchen, Goethestr. 70.

CD. Kunz, Direktor der Blindenanstalt
zu Illzach b. CDuIhausen i. C.

Hermann "Piper, Crziehungsinspektor
an der Idiotenanstalt zu Dalldorf bei

Berlin.

1002

1003
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1006

1007

1008

994

XXll. School room fittings,

furniture, utensils, and ap-

paratuses for instruction.

Heinrich Brink 4c Kassel-CUahlershausen
4c Special factory for school and gymna-
sium fittings.

Stadtische Hilfsschule fiir schwachbe-
gabte Kinder 4c Stolp in "Pommern 4t

Teacher "Fr. "Frenzel.

XXIU. General.

1009

995

996

997

998

999

1000

1001

A. Buczilowsky 4c Berlin 4c See Section U
Gymnastics, &c.

"Friedrich Cbbecke, Uerlag 4c Lissa i. P.
CDarkt 25 4c Reading apparatus, stands
for maps.

OswaId"Faber,rurngeratefakrik 4cLeipzig-

Paunsdorf4cSee SectionU Gymnastics,&c.

Otto Genetat, Lehrer 4c "Friedrlchshagen
b. Berlin, Ahornallee 23 4c Calculating
apparatus.

Alois Gusinde, Rektor 4c Berlin CU.,

CDohrenstr.4l4cApparatus“SingeschuIe.”

Albert Hauff, Uerlag 4c Berlin-Schone-
berg, Cheruskerstr. 2 4c Lahmey’s cal-

culating apparatus.

Heintze & Blanckertz 4c Berlin 4c Cst.

1856. (Danufactures: Steel pens and
penholders.

Kgl. Unterrichtsministerium 4c Berlin 4c

Two maps of Germany showing the
uarious institutions for education and
instruction, intermediate and national
schools excepted.

Prof. Dr. Petersilie, Geh. Reg.-Rat 4c

Berlin 4c Graphic representations and
statistical tables concerning education
in high, intermediate and elementary
schools.

Dr.Leuchtenberger, Geh.Rw.-Rat, Gym-
nasialdirektor 4c Coin a. Rh. 4c Speci-
mens of the work of the training
seminaries for higher teaching po-
sitions.

Prof. Dr. Ulbrich, Realgymnasialdirektor
4c Berlin, Georgenstr. 34—36.

Prof. Dr. Dahrwold, Oberrealschuldirek-
tor 4c Berlin, Hiederwallstr. 12.

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014
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1015

1016

1017

2 . Single groups-

Group L
elementary education.

See Oerman hygienic exhibit, p. 494.
Dr. 7essen * Strassburg i. e. a) OJall
illustrations “Ihe teeth and their treat-
ment,” b) “Sound and bad teeth,” c)
School dental hospital, Strassburg i. €.
Dr. lessen. Dr. toos, Zahnarzt G.
Schlager Damphlet “Dhe hygiene of
teeth in school and army.”

Group 5-

Special education in agriculture.
(Agricultural building. See p. 478

and 479.)

a) "Joint exhibit of furniture,
utensils and apparatuses for the
chemical laboratory of vin experi-

mental farm.

b) "Joint exhibit of the Royal
Prussian (Dinistry for agriculture,

woods and estates.

Group 8.

Special forms of education; scien-
tific expeditions,

exhibited in Transport Building.

German Antarctic expedition.
Duration 28 months, from August 11th

1901 to Douember 29th 1903.
Chief: Professor Dr. €. uon Drygalski.
CDembers : Prof. Dr. G. Uanhoffen, zoo-

logist and botanist.
Dr.H.Gazert,doctorand bacteriologist.
Dr. Pr. Bldlingmaier, terrestrial mag-

netician.

Philippi, geologist and chemist.
H. Ruser, captain.

A. Stehr, chief engineer.
CO. Cerche, first officer.
R. Uahsel, second officer.
£. Ott, second officer.
Creuj of tujenty-two men.

In addition, for the obseruatory at the
Kergueles:

Dr. e. (Oerth, Biologist.
7. enzensperger meteorologist.
Dr.K.£uyken, terrestrial magnetician.
Creu) of tujo men.

Antarctic ship “Gauss” built at the
Hoiwaldt yard, Kiel, 1900/01. £ength
46 meters, width 10'7 meters, draught
4*8 meters. Triple-expansion engine of
325 h. p. Speed under steam 7 knots
with cargo of 725 t, under sail up
to 9 knots. Rig: three masted ship,
schooner rigged with topsails. CDodel
exhibited by the Howaldt yard, Kiel.

Course of the expedition: inuestigations
at Sao Uicente, Cape Colony, Crozet
Islands, Kergueles, Heard Island, St.
Paul, new Amsterdam, Cape Colony,
St. Helena, Ascension and the Azores-
four months in ail.

Inuestigations in the Atlantic and In-
dian Oceans, ten months in all, in the
Antarctic Ocean fourteen months, of
which time eleuen and a half months
were spent at the winter station and
on sledge journeys.

Results: discouery of Kaiser CUilhelm 11.

£and and the Gauss mountain; nume-
rous scientific works and collections
from the Antarctic regions, the different
oceans and their islands,

exhibits: map of the course through
the Antarctic Ocean, showing the winter
station, photographs, natural products,
registry curues, prouisions, clothes,
sledges, cayaks, snow-shoes and sport-
ing articles.

Prouisions of the expedition exhibited
by the “Internationale Schiffsbedarfs-
Gesellschaft,” Carl Bodiker & Co.,
Bremerhauen.
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1. German Art exhibition-

Groups 9 to 12 .

Artistic arrangement of rooms: "Prof. Kreis, Dresden.

Artistic arrangement of the secretary’s office: 6. u.fDayenburg, Architect, Dresden.

1028

1029

1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

Group 9-

Paintings and Praiuings.

Andreas Achenbach 4, Dusseldorf
“ torn lOater,” oioned by £duard Schulte,

Dusseldorf.

Oswald Achenbach ^ Dusseldorf * 1.

“Sea at Sunrise.” 2. Arch fo Constan-

tine at Rome,” owned by Rational

Gallery, Beriin. 3. “Demi Cake,” owned
by (Dr. £d. Schuite, Dusseldorf.

3ulius Adam (Dunchen “Carge
Tamily.”

Carl Albrecht Hamburg “Still-life.”

Theodor Alt ^ (Dunchen * “In Rud.
Mirth’s Atelier.”

Anders Andersen-tundby (Dunchen
“(Ointer’s day at (Deizing.”

Alfred Bachmann (Dunchen “Horse-
man in the euening Sun (Iceland).”

Pritz Baer (Dunchen 1. “Stormy
euening in the Highlands fFerwalll.”

2.“The Kuchenspitze in Perwall (Tyrol).”

H. Baisch Dresden “Dortrecht at

low water,” owned by Rational Gallery,

Berlin.
K. Bantzer ^ Dresden “Communion
seruice in Hesse,” owned by Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

Hans uon Bartels * (Dunchen 1. “The
(Dower,” watercolour. 2. “Breakers.”

Heinrich Basedow ^ Beriin ^ “Silver

stream.”
Carl Becker Dusseldorf “Cuening
in fishing port.”
Karl Becker + ^ Berlin “Charles U-

atPugger’s,” owned by Rational Gallery,

Berlin.

CarlBlosS:4[ (Dunchen * “Portrait of the

artist.”

Theodor Bohnenberger (Dunchen *
“Chesnut blossoms.”
H, Bohrdt « Berlin “Opening of the

Kaiser (Dilhelm Canal,” owned by Ra-
tional Gallery, Berlin.

£ugen Bracht 341 Dresden “The Dead
Sea,” owned by Rational Gallery,

Berlin.

A. Braith * (Dunchen 1. “Irmgrich.”

2.

“3oyful morning,” owned by Rational
Gallery, Berlin.

August uon Brandis 4^ Berlin “In-

terior, peasant’s sitting room, looking
into bed-room. Cower Rhine.”

3osef uon Brandt 41 (Dunchen * 1. “Swe-
dish Cavalry in Battle,” 2. “"Fighting Tar-

tars,” owned by Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Otto Brausewetter Berlin “Christ
on the Cross.”

Georg Burmester 4c Kiel ^ “"Fresh

fallen snow” (Cuening).

G. uon Canal 4^ (Dunchen “(Oest-

phalian (Dills,” owned by Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

(D. Clemens 41 (Dunchen “Poacher’s
£nd.”
(Doritz Coschell 4, Berlin “A (Oalk.”

Pranz uon Defregger 4: (Dunchen 1.

“Council of (Oar.” 2. “Sleeping Child.”

3. “"Portrait of the painter Gysis.” 4.

“Tyrolese Candsturm returning inl809,”
owned by Rational Gallery, Berlin. 5.

“"Pilgrims.”

Konrad Dielitz 4, Berlin “(Ooodmen.”
(Oilhelm uon Diez 4, (Dunchen 1.

“Rest at the Ruins.” 2. “Porest feast,”

owned by Rational Gallery, Berlin.
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1044

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

1056
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1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

Tine flRrs

Wnn Dorinq Berlin “'Portrait of
CDiss Uictoria U.”

Cugen 'Duchcr T)usscIdorf “Seat at
Stralsund,” owned by the artist.

fl- Gchter (Dunchen “After the CDas-
querade.”

Andreas Ggersdorfer "Frankfurt a. (D.
1. “In Holland.” 2. “OJharue.”

7ulius Ghrentraut * Berlin 1. “Stra-
tegists.” 2. “Inspection.” 1 and 2 from
the private apartments of H. 7. 05 the
tmperor.
Rudoif Sichstadt Berlin “Blucher
in Genappe.”

Otto Heinrich Gngel Berlin 1. “Sun-
set. 2. “Guening. 'Fishing for had-
docks.” 3. ‘The Walk.”
Georg Herrmann Gnoelhardt^ Berlin
Upper Tinster ualley near Kuchtal”

(Tyrol).

Alois Grdtelt CDiinchen 1. “"Portrait
of my father.” 2. “Adorned for God ”
or “Confirmation Candidate.” 3. “Girl’s
Head.”

Richard Cschke Berlin ^ 1. “The Spree
near Ceipe, Spreewald.” 2. “Horse-
radish fields near teipe, Spreewald.”

PtfS du "Faur -f (Dunchen
1. “A Campaign.” 2. “The Horses of the
Cmir.”

Hanns Techncr * Berlin ]. “£ady in
Black. 2. “Theodore TFontane,” owned
by the town of Berlin.

Louis "Feldmann Diisseldorf 1 “Ui-
sion of St. Trancis.” 2. “(Deetinq at
the crossways.”

Wilhelm Teldmann Berlin 1. “When
the mist rises.” 2. “Cuening country
scene. ’ 3. “Solitude in the tields.”
Anselm Teuerbach + Dusseldorf ],
Dante and the noblewomen.” 2. “Con-

cert, ’ owned by national Galiery, Berlin.
August Tink (Dunchen “Winter eve-
ning in the park of Dymphenburg.”
Walther'Rrie* (Dunchen* 1. “The Lord’s
Prayer” (Triptychon) : a) “Give us this
days our daily bread,” b) “Thy wiil be
done, c) “"Forgive us our trespasses ”
1. a to c owned by the (Dunich Pina-
kothek. 2. “Alone in the world.”
Adolf "Rscher-Gurig Dresden * “Cast
Triesian Shipbuilding Xard.”
Ludmilla von "Flesch-Brunningen (Dun-
cnen * Anointment of young witches.”
P. Plkkel -f * Berlin “Beech forest
near Prerow,” owned by Rational Gal-
lery, Berlin.

Robert Porell (Dunchen 1. “Death of
Count Wilhelm of (Dansfeid.” 2. The
frame belonging to above, owned by the
Kaiser Wilhelm (Duseum at Crefeld.

Alexander Prenz * Dusseldorf * “The
golden era,” owned by Kommerzienrat
Dr. Schoenfelder, Dusseldorf.

Uictor Preudemann Berlin * “German
Cemetery covered by snow.”

* Berlin * 1. “A difficult
Walk. 2. ‘‘Stag of twenty two points
pursued by bloodhounds.” 3. “eik
hunting in Winter.” 2 and 3 owned
by H. 1. (D. the Cmperor. 4. “On the
old wall,” owner Rational Gallery.
Berlin.

Gebhard Pugel (Dunchen * “Christ
before the Sanhedrim.”

Alexander Puks * (Dunchen “Study.”
(D. Gaisser * (Dunchen “At the
Lawyers,” owned by the (Dunich Pina-
kothek.

i^on Gebhardt * Dusseldorf *
rich disciple,” owned by the

(Dunicipal gallery of Dusseldorf.
0 . Gebier * (Dunchen * “Art critics in
the Stables,” owned by Rational Gal-
lery, Berlin.

Berthold Genzmer * Berlin * 1. “Spree-
wald children.” 2. “Curisch Girls.”

Geselsch^ Berlin * “Design
of the Hamburg Town Hall,” owned by
the (Dunicipality of Hamburg.
Pranz Grassei * (Dunchen * “Ducks.”
Peter Greeff * Dusseldorf * “Birches
at the edge of the forest.”

CduaVd Griitzner * (Dunchen 1. “Sir
7ohn Palstaff.” 2. “Stiii life.” 1 and
2 are only to be sold to a public gal-
lery or museum.
Anna Gumiich-Kempf * Berlin “To-
matoes.

Rikolaus Gysis * (Dunchen * 1. “Phe
little Reader.” 2. “Art and her ge-
niuses. 3. “Pilgrimage.” 4. “Regro
with cigarette.” 1 and 2 owned by the
(Dayor of (Dunich.

^

Richard Hagn * Dresden * 1. “Rorth
Priesian peasants room.” 2. “Rorth
Priesian peasant cottage.”

Willy Hamacher * Berlin “Ruins by
the Sea.” *

Carl Hartmann (Dunchen “Harvest
time.”

Grnst Hausmann Berlin “Autumn
Porest.”

1078

1079

1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1086

1087

1088
1089

1090

1093
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1097

1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1104

1105

1106

1107

1108
1109

1110

nil

1112

1113

1114

1115

1116

1117

1118

1119

Fine mzs

Otto Hclchert Busseldorf “In
the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat

the bread.”

Heinrich Heimes Diisseldorf “"Fishing

boats on the shore.”

Crnst Henseler Berlin “The day’s

worh ended.”

Hans Herrmann Berlin 1. “'Flower-

market, Amsterdam.” 2.“Dutch Fishing
village,” property of the Royal Rational
Gallery, Berlin.

August Herrmann-Allgau CDiinchen

1. “Pomegranates.” 2. “Onions and
garlic.”

Johann Herterich CDiinchen “Uain
warning.”

Ludwig Herterich 41 CDiinchen “Dhe
heroine of tiineburg,” property of the

Liibech CDuseum.

Carl Heyden Diisseldorf * “Roofs”
(OldiDiisseldorf).

"Friedrich Heyser 4( Dresden * “Portrait
of Professor COisIicenus.”

Rud. Hirth du Prenes ^ CDiinchen
“Picture-book.”

Franz Hoch CDiinchen “In cypress’

shade.”

Franz Hochmann ^Dresden “Autumn.”
Franz Hoffmann-Fallersleben Berlin .

“Oie altar on the Oldenburg heath.”

August Holmberg CDiinchen “Cuen-
ing.”

Carl Holzapfel Kassel “Finkenwar-
der fishing cutter on the CIbe at Ham-
burg.”

Paul Horst-Schulze Leipzig l.“C0an-

derlust,” Oil-tempera. 2. “In a shady
grove.”

CDax Hiinten Diisseldorf “Autumn
storm.”

Julius "Jacob Berlin “Hafenplatz,
Berlin.”

Gerhard "Janssen Diisseldorf 1.

“Portrait of the artist.” 2. “Foil und
Doll.”

Peter "Janssen Diisseldorf “Battle
of COorringen,” property of the town-
gallery, Dusseldorf.

Hermann "Junker Karlsruhe “Hor*
ses.”

Friedrich Kallmorgen Berlin “The
CDaas at Rotterdam.”

A.Kampf Berlin “Professor Steffens

inciting to insurrection at Breslau in

1813,” property of the Royal Rational
Gallery, Berlin.

Fritz August von Kaulbach CDiinchen
“Portrait of H. "J. CD. the Cmpress with
Princess Uictoria,” property of the

school mistresses Seminary atDroyssig.
Carl Kayser-Cichberg 4c Berlin “even-
ing sun before the Storm.”
Ferdinand Keller Karlsruhe 1. “Por-
trait of H. 1. CD. Cmperor COilliam 11.”

2. “Bockiin’s Grave.” 3. “Rymphs
Bath.”
Conrad Kiesel Berlin 1. “Study in

black.” 2. “Portrait of Countess CDa-

tuschka,” property of CDr. F. H. COalker,

Detroit.

Paul Kiessling Dresden 1. “Decora-
tive work.” 2. “Portrait of the archi-

tect of the Riederwald monument” (Jo-

hannes Schilling). 3. “Study of head
for a portrait” (Uiceadmiral S.)

Karl KnabI CDiinchen “Uoyage by
raft on the Isar.”

L. Knaus Berlin “COie die Aiten
sungen” (Che young pigs grunt like

the old sow), property of the Rational
Gallery, Berlin.

Hermann Knopf 4c CDiinchen “Che
Giant toy.”

Hans Koberstein Berlin “Che Son,”
property of the Cmperor COilliam CDu-

seum at Crefeld.

Crnst Koerner Berlin 1. “Corre del

Agua” (Alhambra). 2. “Che CDemnons
Colossus” (Upper Cgypt).

Alexander Koester 4c Karlsruhe l.“A
flight of ducks.” 2. “Picture of ducks”
(in evening sun). 3.“ At the duck pond.”

CDax Koner*f Berlin “Portrait of

H.l.CD.Cmperor CDilliamll.,” proper^ of

Geh. Kommerzienrat Arnhold, Berlin.

Alfred von Kowalskl-COierusz 41 CDun-
chen “After the Rain.”

Christian Kroner 4c Diisseldorf 1.

“Forest picture with roebuck,” property
of KommerzienratDr.Schonfeld, Diissel-

dorf. 2. “Rivals,” property of the artist.

Carl Kronberger CDiinchen “Woman
from the Dachau district (Upper Ba-
varia).”

€. Kubierschky CDunchen “Silesian
Spring landscape,” property of the

Rational Gallery, Berlin.

G. Kuehl Dresden “Altmannerhaus
in Liibeck,” property of the Rational
Gallery, Berlin.

Carl Kiistner CDiinchen 1. “Winter
evening.” 2. “ CDarch "Day ” (CDoss land-

scape), property of the CDunich Pina-

kothek.
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1138

1139

1140
1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1158

1159

1160

OJilhcIm Kuhncrt * Berlin L “ Roarinq
Cions.” 2. ‘‘On the Plight.”

£. Adam Kunz itc Olunchen 1. ‘‘Truth
and Piction.”

Pritz Cang Stuttgart “Aquarium.”
Carl Canghammer 4c Berlin 1. “Cuen-
ing.” 2. “The Sun in a mist.”
Anton Caupheimer ^ CDunchen “Holi-
days.”

Theodor Cauxmann 4c Stuttgart 4c “Por-
trait.”

Aibling bei Rosenheim 4c

“Portrait of the Preiherr 05. uon Per-
fall,” property ofthe OlunichPinakothek.
^rl Ceipold 4c Kiel 4c “05iII in the
Olarsch country.”

Pranz uon Cenbach 4ca5unchen4c l.“Prau
tillyOlerk.” 2. “Child with Cat.” 3.“'Dr.
Hammacher.”
Konrad Cessing 4c Berlin 4c 1. “At the
neuhofer Pond.” 2. “Twilight.”
Hermann uon Ce Suise 4c CDunchen 4c

“nouember Cuening.”
H. Clesegang 4c'DusseIdorf 4c 1. “Autumn
Groue.” 2. “Dutch CDill.”

Clara Cobedan 4( Berlin 4t “Azalea, in
red light.”

C. uon Coefftz 4c CDunchen 4c “Orpheus
a^nd Curydice,” property of the CDunich
Pinakothek.

CO. Cowith 4c CDunchen 4c “In the ante-
chamber of the minister,” property of
the CDunich Pinakothek.
K. Cudwig 4c Berlin 4c “St. Gothard
Pass,” property of the Rational Gallery,
Berlin,

*

Adolf CDannchen 4c Dusseldorf 4c “The
hour of Death.”

^0 CDarcus 4c CDunchen 4c “On the
CDole at Concarneau.”
H.uon CDarees 4c CDunchen 4c “St.George,”
property of the Rational Gallery, Berlin.
Johannes CDartlnl 4c Berlin 4c “Break-
fast in the locomotiue workshop.”
Gustau CDarx 4c Dusseldorf 4c “Ouer the
red Heath.”

Gabriel uon CDax 4c CDUnchen 4c l.“Plo-
rence,” study of a head. 2. “7esus
heals a sick child,” property of the
Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Adolf uon CDenzel 4c Berlin 4c 1. “COoman
messenger,” property of Geh. Com-
merzienrat Arnold, Berlin. 2, “Iron
rolling mill.” 3. “Departure of King
CUilliam for the Army in 1870,” pro-
perty of the Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Hans CDeyer 4c Berlin 4c “Uiew of COert-
heim a. CD., Antumn.”
Kunz CDeyer 4c CDunchen 4c 1, “Parsifal.’
2. “A warrior.”
Paul CDeyerhelm 4c Berlin 4c 1. “Charcoal
burners in the mountains/’ property
of the Hamburg Art Hall. 2. “Parade
of equestrians.”

Georg Cudwig CDeyn 4c Berlin 4c “Prau
uon Cotta.”

Hugo CDieth 4c Berlin 4c “Supper.”
Alfred CDohrbutter 4c Kiel 4c “Old Geh-
ring.”

Paula CDonje 4c Dusseldorf 4c “7ulia
Capulet.”

Hugo CDuhlig 4( Dusseldorf 4c 1, “Stragg-
lers at the Battue,” property of
Geh. Commerzienrat Dr. Schoenfeld.”
2, “Spring,” property of CDiss Schlei-
cher, Duren.
Richard CDiiller 4e Dresden 4c 1 . “Old
COoman.” 2. “CDan with fur cap.”
Pranz CDiiller-CDunster 4c Berlin 4c “Ro-
mance.”

CDuller-Schoenefeld 4c Berlin 4c “Portrait
of Prau St.”

Wilhelm Ragel 4c Karlsruhe 4c 1. “Palling
Ceaues.” 2. “COinter Cuening.”
Cduard Riezky 4c “Springtime,” pro-
perty of Herr Cd. Schulte, Dusseldorf.
William Pape 4c Berlin 4c 1. “Before the
Sermon” (In the Sylt uillage church).
2. ‘A Death bed marriage.”
Georg Papperitz 4c CDunchen 4c 1. “Cady
in fur with a dog.” 2. “Half length
^cture of a young girl,” property of the
CDunich Pinakothek.
Anton Pepino 4( Dresden 4c “At the
COriting table,” property of the town
of Dresden,
Hans uon Petersen 4c CDunchen 4c “ Break-
ers.”

Walter Petersen 4c Dusseldorf 4c “Por-
trait of Prof. Cmilie Sauret in Chicago.”
Hdnr. Petersen-Angeln 4c Dusseldorf 4c

At the entrance, near i'imuiden (Hol-
land).” '

"Peter Philippi 4cDusseldorf4cl.“AUisit.”
2. **U)inkcImeishcit” (Corner wisdom).
Crnst CDax Pietschmann 4c Dresden 4c

“loseph and CDary.”
Hermann Cmil Pohle 4( Dusseldorf 4c

1, “Success to Cife.” 2. “Girl with a
Rose.”

Rudolf Possln 4c Berlin 4c “Head of an
old man,”
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1184

1185

1186

1187

1188

1189

1190

1191

1192

1193

1194

1195

1196

Tine mzs

1197

1198

1199

1200

1201

1202

1203

Otto Trophcter Karlsruhe “"Portrait

of "Prof. Ferdinand Keller.”

Trltz Rabending CDiinchen “On the

Schlern (The "Dolomites).”

"Prof. Ulilhelm Rauber (Diinchen

1.

“Lady’s Liheness (Trl. 6.).” 2. “Death
of Gustauus Adolphus in the battle of

Lutzen.” 3. “St. Hubertus,” property

of the (Dunich "Pinahothek.

K. Raupp (Dunchen “"Peace,” pro-

perty of the Rational Gallery, Berlin.

"Julius Rehder Hamburg “Child’s

likeness.”

COoldemar Graf uon Reichenbach
"Dresden 1. “Garden of the Capuchins
at Salzburg.” 2. “Drunken Silenus and
Taun.” 3. “Gloria Doloris.”

Caspar Ritter * Karlsruhe “Carmen.”

Theodor Rocholl Diisseldorf 1. “In
the enemy’s Country.” 2. “Count York’s

expedition to Kalgan,” property of the

Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Carl Rochling Berlin “"Fishermen
behind a CDill.”

"Franz Roubaud CDiinchen “Tight

in a forest, an episode in the conquest
of the Caucasus.”

CDaximilian Schaefer Berlin “Sum-
mer "Joys.”

"Philipp Otto Schaefer * CDiinchen

“Uenus flnadyomene.”

"Jofeph Scheurenberg Berlin 1. “Por-
trait of Director A. uon COerner,” pro-

perty of the Academical Art High School,

Berlin. 2. “Portrait of Geh.-Rat Cnde,”
property of the Academical Art High
School, Berlin. 3. “CDary meeting a

sheperd boy,” property of the Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

Osmar Schindler ^ Dresden * “Dauid
and Goliath.”

Cd. Schleich + CDunchen “Cuening
landscape,” property of the Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

CDax Schlichting Berlin * “Strand
pleasures.”

CDathias Schmid CDiinchen * “The
Tyrolese COar of Independence.”

"Josef Schmltzberger * CDiinchen “Au-
tumn Gold.”

Hugo Schnars-Alquist * Hamburg
“Atlantic billoujs.’’

Hermann Schnee Berlin “Old town
in the Harz mountains.”

G. Schonleber Karlsruhe “Cnzioehr
near Besigheim,” property of the Ratio-

nal Gallery, Berlin.

Richard Scholz CDunchen “Portrait.”

Gustau Schraegle Prankfurt a. CD.

“Portrait of the artist.”

Adolf Schreyer Cronberg i. Taunus
“Arabian Sneik,” property of CDr. 6d.

Schulte, Diisseldorf.

COilhelm Schreuer Dusseldorf
1. “Rest at posting station,** property

of CDr. Constantin Luck. 2. ** Hussars
on the Heath,” property of Rechn.-Rat
Bauer.

Albert Schroder CDunchen **Artistic

Pause.”

Bernhard Schroter CDeissen !. ** Bir-

ches in Snoio.” 2. “The neiu coat of

paint.”

IDerner Schuch Berlin 1. “Seydlitz.”

2. “Zieten.” 1 and 2 property of the

Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Raffael Schuster-COoldan CDunchen
1. **On an open Summit.” 2. “Diana.”
3. “COoman by the Sea,” property of

the CDunich Pinakothek.

Hermann Seeger * Berlin **On the

border of the "field.”

Adolf Seel Dusseldorf ** Courtyard
in Uenice.”

Pranz Simm CDunchen “Small
Soiree of Rapoleon’s at St. Cloud.**

Pranz Skarbina Berlin 1. “Before
the departure.” 2. **The old meadow
at Carlsbad.”

Cuqen Spiro Breslau 1. ** Portrait

of^rof. Richard CDuther.” 2. **Dan-

seuse.”

K. Spitzweg + CDiinchen **Ancho-

rite, reading,'’ property of the Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

Robert Sterl Dresden **At the

Spring.”

Otto Strutzel CDunchen “Spring.”

CDalter Thor CDunchen 1. “Own Por-

trait.” 2. ** Lady’s Portrait.” 3. “Pea-
sants Kitchen in Leutasch.” 4. “The
Lady Artist.”

Hans Unger Dresden 1. “Portrait

ofmyCOife.” 2.“Own Portrait.” 3.**Pla-

mingoes on the CDediterranean.”

HugoUngewitter Dusseldorf* **Attack

of Cuirassiers,” property of the artist.

CDax Uth Berlin 1. **Prom a little

German Town.” 2. **Poplars, October

euening.”
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7aco8lau Pranz 7ul!u8 UiSIn CDtinchen
“In front of the Horse CDarket in

niacedonia.”
Hugo Uogel ^ Berlin 1. “Going Home,”
2. “tDother and Child.”

Heinrich Uogeler COorpswede
1. “Che Return Home.” 2. “fDelusine
Pairv Tale.”

Paul Uorgang % Berlin “fl StormyDay.”
R. (Oarthmuller 4^ Berlin “Prederick
the Great at the body of Schwerin,”
property of the Berlin Rational Gallery.

Carl (Oendling 4e Berlin “Picture of
an old Alderman.”
Gustau OJendling 4c Pusseldorf 4t 1. “A
Zeeland Interior,” 2. “Approaching
Spring” (Rorth German landscape).
Josef UJenglein tDiinchen “Cuening
on a High (Door.”

A. uon (Oerner 4c Berlin 4c “Curopean
Congress in Berlin,” property of the town
of Berlin. 2, “Cmperor (Oilliam in the
(Dausoleum atCharlottenburg,” property
of the Silesian (Duseum, Breslau, 3, “In
temporary quarters before Paris,” pro-
perty of the Berlin Rational Gallery.
4. “Cmperor lUilliam with his cadets,”
5. “Che Cmperor congratulating 'Field-
marshal Count (Doltke on his ninetieth
birth-day,” property of the HohenzoIIern
(Duseum in Berlin. 6. “Cmperor (Dil-
liam 1. on his Death-bed,” property of
the Provincial (Duseum at Hanouer.
Pritz (Oestendorp 4cDusseIdorf 4c“Cntry
to a Beguinage courtyard.”

August lUestphalen 4c Kiel 4c “Peat
Cutting.”

Pritz (Olchgraf 4c Berlin 4c 1. “President
Kruger receives a Boer Deputation in
the executive Council,”

Olga COiesinger-PIorian 4c (Dunchen 4c

“Plower bed in Grafenegg Park.”
Rud. Bernard (Dillmann 4c (Dunchen 4c

“Lobster and Turtle.”

Jofef (Oillroider 4c (Dunchen 4c “At the
Brook.”
Ludwig (Oillroider 4c (Dunchen 4c “The
Altmiihl Ualley.”
Priedrich (Oirnhier 4c (Dunchen 4c “Child-
ren reading,”

Anna (Darie (Oirth 4c (Dunchen 4c “Book-
shop at Antwerp.”
Pritz (Oucherer 4c Prankfurt a. (D. 4c

“(Doming” (Appletrees).

Karl Ziegler 4c Berlin 4c 1. “Own Portrait.”
2. “Portrait of my Pather.” 3, “Por-
trait of Prau (Daler Stutz.”

Crnst Zimmermann + 4c (Dunchen 4c

1, “In the Pisher’s Hut.” 2, “Study of
a head.”

Group 10.

€ngrauings and tithographs.

(Dax Barenfanger 4c (Dunchen 4c 1. “Ba-
varian Peasant Girl,” wood-cut. 2,“John
Chambers, body physician to Henry Ulll.
of Cngland,” etching.

Pranz August Borner 4c Berlin 4c 1. “The
flute Concert of Prederick II.,” after
A. uon (Denzel, etching. 2. “Shepherds
Complaint,” after Bocklin, mezzotint.
3. “Angelina,” after P. von Lenbach,
mezzotint-three colour print.

ettore Cosomati 4c Prankfurt a. (D. 4c

“Autumn.”
Gustav Cilers 4c Berlin 4c “Prederick the
Great travelling,” after the painting
from A. von (Denzel.

Otto Heinrich Cngel 4( Berlin 4c 1. “even-
ing glow,” coloured etching (printed
with 3 plates). 2, “Return Home,”
Original lithography,

(Doritz van Cyken 4c Berlin 4c 1, “Death
and the Ulolin player,” 2. “Beethoven.”
(Dax Pabin 4c Berlin 4c “Tears,”

(Dilhelm Peldmann 4c Berlin 4c 1. “Sum-
mer evening.” 2. “A lake in the (Dark.”

Otto Gampert 4c (Dunchen 4c 1. Triple
frame, containing etchings of the
“ Brook,” “On the banks of theDanube,”
“pachauer (Doos.” 2. “At the pond,”
original etching. 3. “River landscape,”
original etching.

Ismael Gentz 4c Berlin 4c “Three por-
traits of celebrated Personages,” in
pencil (in one frame).
Bruno Heroux 4c Leipzig 4c 1. “(Uitch-
craft.” Herkomer process, printed on
Japanese paper. 2, “Portrait,” ori-
ginal pen and ink drawing on stone,
printed on Japanese paper. 3. “Cx-
libris,” Graf Leiningen-UJesterburg, ori-
ginal etching, Remarque print. 4. “€x-
libris,” (D. 'tluechiger, original etching,
Remarque print. 5. “exlibris,” A.
Liebsch, original wood cut, Remarque
print. 6. “Gxlibris,” G. 'Troje, original
wood cut, hand printed. 7, “Gxlibris,”
Dr. R. Reumann, original etching, Re-
marque print.

(Dartin Honemann 4c Berlin 4c “Girl
Reading.”
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Louis 7acobv * Berlin ^ ‘‘CDarriage
of Alexander and Roxane,” after an
old ¥resco of Bazzi, called Sodoma
in the Parnesia at Rome.

Georq lahn Dresden 1. “Dan and
the Child.” 2. “Che dead Shepherd.”

Oswald Kresse * (Diinchen * 1. COood-
cut, after K. CDarr. 2. Three wood-cuts,
after Pr. Stahl.

Pritz Krostewitz * Berlin 1. “Har-
uestime,” after Corot. 2. etchings, after

Corot. 3.“Porest keepers,” afterTroyon.

Albert Kruger Berlin 1. “Portrait
of a young Girl,” after Piero delia
Prancesca. 2. “Portrait of a Doge,”
after Giouanni Bellini.

Ludwig Kiihn Berlin 1. “St. Paul
in the Chamber,” etching after Rem-
brandt. 2. “Old Lady,” etching after
Rembrandt. 3.“The Hohenzoliern tower
at Huremberg,” original lithography.
4. “Portrait of the artist,” original
lithography (in 3 colours).

Georg Luhrig Dresden “Poor La-
zarus” (16 sheets of lithographs).

Hans CDeyer Berlin 1. “Peace,” cop-
perplate engrauing, after Priedrich
Geselschap. Original in Zeughaus in

Berlin. Remarque print. 2. “A Dance
of Death.” Three etchings of a large
Cycle. Original etchings, Remarque print.

Richard Hliiller Dresden 1. “(Dein
Quick.” 2. “Cxlibris.” 3. “Powl.” 4.

“Stuebeialiee,” drawing.

Karl Oenike Berlin 1. “Still lies

the Sea.” 2. “At the meadow Brook.”
3. “(Deadows.”
Crnst (Dax Pietschmann Dresden
“At the Brook.”

Johannes Plato Berlin 1. “Inter-
mezzo” (King and Pool). 2. “Stag
Hunt,” after Rubens.
Otto Protzen Berlin 1. “Douember
Storm.” 2. “Baltic Coast.” 3. “At
(Oannsee.”

Doris Raab (Diinchen l.“(Dadonna,”
after Holbein, copper engrauing, Re-
marque print. 2. “Pemale portrait,”
after Rembrandt, etching on parchment.

I

Remarque print.

Heinrich Reifferscheid CDiinchen

1.

“Old man in Study.” 2. “To Annette
uon Droste-Hulshof.”

Otto Reim Berlin “Banquet of
Plato,” after Peuerbach.

Theodor Sander Berlin “Douember
Cuening,” original etching.

Heinrich Schlumprecht * (Dunchen
Two wood-cuts, after drawings of
Priedr. Stahl.

Hans Seydel Berlin ^ Portrait of
Prof. Theodor (Dommsen.

(Dilhelm Steinhausen ^ Prankfurt a. CD.

1. “This man receiueth sinners and
eats with them,” painted lithograph.

2.

“Come anto me all ye that are
weary and heauy laden, and 1 will
giue you rest.”

Konrad Strobel CDiinchen Two wood-
cuts in one frame. (A wood-cut after
a water colour painting of Priedr.
Stahl, the other wood-cut after an
Indian ink drawing of G. Clooss.)

Hermann Struck Berlin 1. Prame
with 7 original etchings. 2. “Old man
with a white beard,” original etching.

Paul Theuerkorn (Dunchen l.“The
dangerous Piano-player.” 2. “An Aw-
ful Dream.” After original drawings
of Adolf Oberlander.

Rudolf Thienhaus Berlin 1. “Girl
in a Japanese Costume.” 2. “Head
of a Girl.”

Hermann Uogel Dresden 1. (De-

morial tablet for the 100th birthday of

Ludwig Richter. 2. (Demorial tablet
for the 100th birthday of (Doritz uon
Schwind. 3. “Dursery, in fairy-tale

style.” 4. “Coal famine.”

(Dalter Ziegler (Dunchen l.“(Dotiue
from Burghausen.” 2. “Torrent in

(Ointer.”

Group 11.

Sculpture.

Georg Baumler Prankfurt a. (D.

“Aphrodite.”

(Dax Baumbach Berlin “Sibylla,”
bronze figure.

Reinhold Begas Berlin 1. “Pan
and Psyche,” bronze group. 2. “Sar-
cophagus,” bronze mortuary monument.

3.

“(Dercury,” bronze figure. 4. “Bis-
marck,” bust in marble. 5. “(Doltke,”
bust in marble. 6. “Portrait bust of

A. uon (Denzel,” in marble. 7. “The
electric spark,” marble group.

Cduard Beyrer (Dunchen “Caecilia,”
(Darble bust on pedestal.

Reinhold Boeltzig Berlin “Pountain
group,” lifesize, in bronze.
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1289
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1291

1292

1293

1294

Peter Breuer Berlin 1. “Adam and
€ue,” group in marbie. 2. “Suffer the
littie chiidren to come unto me,” group
in piaster- 3. Squestrian statue “Kaiser
Priedrich 111.” in piaster (exhibited in
Cologne).

A. Briitt Beriin “Sawed,” (fisher-
man with rescued giri) in bronze. Pro-
perty oftheRovainationalGaiiery,Beriin.

Georg Busch AJunchen ^ “The pro-
digar son,” bronze.

Pritz Christ fDiinchen “Colchicum.”

Gustau Cberlein Berlin “God the
father breathing iife into Adam,” group
in bronze.

Heinrich Cpier Dresden * 1. “Piuo
mothers,” group from the Piood, ori-
ginai modei. 2. “Child at piay,” marble
statuette.

€mll Klemlen Stuttgart “Repent-
ance.”

CDax Klein Berlin ‘Teutons in the
circus at Rome.”
Richard Kbnig Dresden 1. “Uan-
quished,” group. 2. “After the fight,”
statuette.

"Josef Korschgen Dusseldorf
“Persian greyhound,” bronze.

Perdinand Cepche Beriin “Sur-
prised,” group in bronze.

3. tessing Berlin “L Knaus,” bust
in marble; property of the Royal na-
tional Galle^, Berlin.

Rudolf CDaison + CDiinchen “Odin.”
L CDanzel Charlottenburg “Cuening
song,” bronze; property of the Royal
Rational Gallery, Berlin-
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1302

1303

1304

1305

1306

1307

1308

Rich. Daniel Pabricius Dresden
“Cue,” bronze statuette, siiuered.

Crnst Preese Berlin 1. “At morn,”
life-sized marble statue and pedestal.
2. “Girl bathing,” small marble figure
on wooden peciestal.

C^st (Doritz Geyger Plorenz 1.

“Baboon with negro mash,” bronze.
2- “The Sirens on dolphins,” bronze.

"Johannes Gotz Berlin 1. “Athlete,”
bronze. 2. “Balancing boy,” bronze.

(Dax Heilmaier CDunchen “Persecu-
ted Bacchant,” bronze.

Pritz Heinemann * Berlin 1. “Cain,”
colossal statue in bronze. 2. “Pencer,”
bronze statuette.

Bernhard Heising -f * Beriin “The
prodigal son,” bronze. Property of the
Dresden (Dunicipality.

€- Herter Berlin ^ “The death of
Achilles,” marble.

Heinr. Rudolph Holbe * Dresden
“ nymph.”

Crich Hosel Dresden 1. “Hun,”
small, and 2. “Hun,” large bronze
statue.

€. Hundrieser Charlottenburg
“Queen Louise,” marble. Property of
the Royal Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Adolf "Jahn * Berlin “ Professor P.H.”-
bust-

Gerhard 7anensch Beriin !. “German
girl,” marble- 2. “Phe artist’s three
children,” terracotta.

Karl Kiefer fDunchen “7ohn,” bust
of a boy in bronze.

Karl (Derz CDunchen * “Repentance.”
Heinrich CDissfeldt * Kiel 1. “Klaus
Groth,” statuette- 2. “Bail player.”
statuette.

Hermann CDoIler Berlin “ Woman
milking a goat.”

Paul Oesten^ Berlin “Crblich
belastet” (Painted by heredity disease),
gilded bronze.

Herm.-'Joachlm Pagels Berlin 1.

“Pessimist.” 2.^* Snake.”
Carl Roeder Dresden “ Girl reading.”

CDartin Schauss * Berlin 1. “Angel
of peace,” original bronze. 2. “luonne,”
girls head in marble. 3.“SIaue woman,”
Bronze statuette.

"Johannes Schilling Dresden l.

“Danaid,” bronze figure for a fountain.
2- “Phe Prout,” bronze figure for a
fountain. 3-Pree copy of figures grouped
together from the nationafmonument of
the Riederwald: “Germania,” “War,”
“Peace,” and “Rhine and CDoselle
group” in bronze on marble pedestal.

Crich Schmldt-Kestner Berlin
“CDilking time.”

Waiter Schott Berlin “Bail player.”

Georg Schreyogg CDunchen “Uase
bearer,” bronze fountain figure.

Carl Seffner Leipzig 1. “Beethouen,”
head in marble. 2. “Ply-catcher,”
bronze statuette.

Constantin Starch Berlin 1.

“Dreams.” 2. “CDiss Isadora Duncan.”
3- “Plora.”

Ludwig Uordermayer* Berlin“A cock.”
Heinrich Wadere^ CDunchen “ Giulia,”
bronze bust.
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lOilh. COandschneider ^ Berlin ^ 1.

“Care,” bust in marbie. 2 . “Coriola-
nus,” coiossai statue in bronze. 3.
Bust in tin.

Crnst UJenck Beriin * 1. “Girl
drinking.” 2. “Uictoria,” bronze.
Selmar Werner ^ Dresden * 1. “Sculp-
ture of the architect Wilhelm Kreis,”
in marble. 2. “"Portrait in bronze of
the painter Hans Unger.”
Cmil Wiinsche CDiinchen 4c “Russian
greyhounds.”

Group 12.

Architecture.
Bresiauer & Salinger ^ Berlin 1.

“Seamen’s house at Wilheimshauen.”
2. ditto—framed photograph.
Cremer & Wolffenstein Beriin
"Facade of St. Hedwig’s "Presbytery,
Beriin.

(Dartin Diiifer ^ (Diinchen * 1. “Coujn
theatre, CDeran (Cyrol),” water colour
painting. 2. “Buiiding of the “flil-
^meine Zeitung,” Bayerstr. 57/59,
uJunich.” 3. “Zoological garden in the
"Ducal park, CDunich” (projected).
Crdmann & Spindler * Berlin l.“Hall
of the Rktienbrauerei'Ges. CDoabit,
Beriin,” perspectiue uiew of outside.
2. ditto—perspectiue uiew of interior.
Cduard "Furstenau Berlin “Syn-
agogue, Dortmund.”
Pelix Gensmer * Beriin 1. “Crush
room of the Royai theatre, Wiesbaden,”
buiit 1901/02. 2. “High-school for girls
Wiesbaden,” buiit 1898 to 1901.
Hans Grassel ^ (Diinchen 1. “Che
new municipal Poundling Hospital,
(Dunich,” ground-plan and two uiews.
2. “Dwelling house in the Beethouen-
strasse in (Dunich,” ground-plan and
one uiew.
Arnold Hartmann ^ Berlin l. “(De-
morial tower.” 2. “Bismarck column.
Coin.”
(Dax Hasak Berlin 1. “Reichsbank,
Coin,” facade. 2. ditto—interior uiew.
Georg uon Hauberrisser ^ (Dunchen 4c

1. “Hew Town Hall, (Dunich,” design.
2. "Che same.
Konig&Soldner * (Dunchen 1.

“Dwelling house Burri in the Konrad-
strasse, (Dunich, from the garden.”
2. “Business premises of the firm
Isidor Bach, Sendlinger Strasse, (Du-

nich.” 3. “Dwelling house Uanoni in
Deggendorf.”
Wilhelm Kreis « Dresden 4c 1. “Bis-
marck mausoleum.” 2. “Assembly
rooms, Cisenach.” 3.“Burschenschafts-
monument, Cisenach.”
Otto (Darch 4, Berlin 4c 1. “Crematorium,
Cisenach.” 2. “Cuangelical Church,
Delbriick.” 3. “Cuangelical Church for
Charlottenburg.” 4. “House Horst near
Dusseldorf.” 5. “Country house of
Luttitz near Aix-la-Chapelle.” 6.“Country
houseCimenhorst on the harbour atKiel.”
Georg H. uon (Dayenburg 4, Dresden 4c

1. “Interior of a hall.” 2. “Cxterior of
a country house.” 3. “Perspectiue uiew
of a Bismarckturm.” 4. “"Perspectiue
uiew of the Chinese corner of the German
Buildings exhibition.”
Richard (Dichel Prankfurt a. 0. 4c

“ (Duri-Amthof, Bremgarten (Switzer-
land), court and tower to the westward
after the renouation.”
Bruno (Dohring Beriin 4c 1. “Bridge
ouer the Syratai.” 2. “Buttress of the
bridge ouer the Rhine at Basle” (com-
petition plan).

William (Diiiler ^ Berlin 4c “Bismarck
monument at Hamburg” (competition
plan, second prize).

"Paul Pfann, Architect and C. Pfeifer,
Sculptor ^ (Dunchen 4c “Ludwig’s
fountain,"Aschaffenburg.”
(Dartin Pietzsch ^ Dresden 4c 1. Char-
coal sketchXof a tomb. 2. Water colour
sketch of a priuate family house.
Gebruder Rank (Dunchen 4cjl. “Hauser
estate.” Uiews and ground-plan. 2.
“ entrance hall to a uilla in "Chalkirchen.”
Pranz Rank, Architect and eduard
Beyrer (Dunchen 4c “Second’"prize in
the competition for the Bismarckdenk-
mal, Hamburg.”
Otto Rieth Berlin 4c “Uiew of the
Staudt Palace, Berlin W., "Ciergarten-
strasse 9 a.”

Richard Schleinitz Dresden 4c “ euange-
lical church, (Doritzburg near Dresden.”
Preiherr Heinrich uon Schmidt (Dun-
chen 4< “Church of St. (Daximiiian,
(Dunich” (tree frames).
Pritz Schumacher ^ Dresden 4c Pen
studies: 1. “Suspension bridge.” 2.

“Bismarckdenkmal.” 3. “Gmporium.”
4. “Dietzsche monument.” 5. “Leopard-
fountain.” 6. “Uilla.” 7. “Che Church.”
8. “A prince’s Bath.” 9. “Gates for a
Palace of "Justice.” 10. “(Dontsaluat.”
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CmanucI ScidI ^ CDunchen “House of

f*^**^*’
fDunIch, Bauariarlng

10” ffour frames).
^

6abr1«l „o„ s.ldl , moncbcn » national
museum, OJunich. 1. Pen and Ink

uwt'n*"®' ^1. perspectiue,”
“Chapel,” d) “Studies

of building.” 2. “Uilla for Herr uon
pnbach, CDunicb.” 3. “£arge doors

A St* CDunich.”
4. “fountain.”
Prof, max Sellger ^ Celpzig 1. “Cruel-
nxus, design for mosaic cfecoration for^e garnison church, Dresden. 2. “St.
u)lchael,“ design for mosaic decoration
for the garnison church, Dresden. 3.
Barbarossa,” design for mosaic de-

coration for the Kaiser CUilhelm me-
Riofial church, Berlin.

chard Senf^ OJunchen “Competition
design in perspectiue for a Girls’ High
School, Cssllngen a. n.”

Solf & Richards Berlin “OJilhelma-
haus, Berlin.”

"Franz "^yfiot ^ Berlin 1. “Che grand-
-ducal School of St. Augustine, Pried-

(Symnasium and Real-
schule). 2. The same.
P^ix Reinhold Uoretzsch ^ Dresden
"r ,

house of Prau uon Hostltz-
•tUallioitz, £indengasse 14, Dresden.”
Kgl. Preussische (Dessbild-flnstalt *

“Pifty different enlargements
of photographs of German buildings.”

(Dinisterium der
offenthchen flrbeiten * Berlin Pramed
and glased water colour sketches: 1

Gnadenkirche, Berlin,” 2. “Railioau
station, Danzig.” Pramed without glass
£aw courts, Berlin.” Pictures in

frames without glass, 1. “exhibition of
churches,” 2. “exhibition of £aw
courts.

2- Single Groups.
(Palace of Varied Industries.)

Group 9.

Paintings and Drawings.

Il7.'’4ira„dn'67”®'
Julius Bctamann , Katlsruha * Oil-

3*7 p 4^4
Cuening.” See grp.

? ^ Darmstadt OJall paint-
ings, drawings, easel pictures. See

*4° P* -*52 and 453.
* Pr.

Karlsruhe Distemper
pictures “Interior,” “On the bridge.”
See grp. 37 p. 453.

^

ans Heller Darmstadt Water
colour paintings.
eustau Kampmann ^ Grotzingen b.
Karlsruhe Oil-painting “Railway at
euening.” See grp. 37 p. 453.
Oalcntm IDml. , Darmstadt . Ulatcr
colour paintings.
Richard*Schmidt , Darmstadt * Ulatar
colour paintings.

^^^’^nleber Karlsruhe Oil-
-painting: “(Douth of a harbour.” See
flcp. 37 p. 453.
Hnsgar Schoppmeyer, Priuatdozent

i4t

Schoneberg b. Berlin miniatures of

the 4th-16th centuries. (Arts Building 1

See grp. 15 p. 405.
emlhe Stephan * Karlsruhe Oil-
-paintino See grp. 37 p. 454.

Karlsruhe
2 Oil-paintings. See grp. 37 p. 454
Helene Stromeyer Karlsruhe Oil-
;painting: Anemones. See grp. 37 p.454
frof. Hairs u. Uolhmann * Karlsruhr.

urp^li
See

Grete OJaidau * Berlin Wall-painting
in CDines Building.
Bertha Welte ^ Karlsruhe 011-paint-
ing. See grp. 37 p. 454.

D Group 10.
Cngrauings and Lithographs,

exhibits of the Uerelns der Kunstlerin-
nen und Kunstfreundinnen

141 Berlin
See aboue, p. 399, 401, 438 440 441
456, 457, 461 and 467.

’ ’ ’

J. U.Cissarz* Darmstadt etchings and

452 amf 453^^*^ ^

Hans uon Heider CUagdeburg £itho-
«ngrauings. See grps. 14and 37 p. 401 and 451.

^

Worksshops of the Kunstgewerbeschule
See grps

16 to 18 ancr37 p. 411 and 451.
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Group 11.

Sculpture.

exhibits of the Hanau precious metal
Industry See p. 438 iind MOee p.

exhibits of the Herein der Kuostlerin*

457, 461 and 467.

exhibits of the Uereinigten UJerkstatten

filr Kunst ini Handioerk. G. rn.b. H.,*
Wuncnen * See p. 401, 438, 440, 441,
448, 459 and 465.

eduard Beyrer ^ CDunchen-Gern
Bronze bust “iDadonna” ujith wooden
pedestal. See grps. 11 and 37 p. 396
and 447.

Hermann Binz, Sculptor 5'
Bronze statuette. See grp. 37 p. 446.

Rud.Bosselt^^iisseldorf Sculpture in

wood and marble. See grp. 37 p. 448.

Adolf Bredow, Sculptor Stuttgart
Bronzes, bead moulding. Girl reading,
sege uase, “Hermanndle” (statuette),

silver ring bowl. See grp. 37 p. 455.

Sophie Burger-Hartmann, Sculptor
Basel Bronzes. See grps. 11, 31 and
37 p. 435, 436 and 447.

Gerda Carre CDunchen, Schelling-
str. 92 *2 bronze figures “ The Dance.”

Fritz Christ, Sculptor * CDunchen
Bronzes. See grps. 11 and 37 p. 397,
435, 447, 448 and 453.

Drof. 'Fndolin Dietsche Karlsruhe
2 wall fountains, bronze bas-relief (St.

Cecilia], 1 bronze bust and statuette

“Hans '3akob.” See grps. 33 and 37
p. 442, 445 and 447.

nelly V. Cichler, Sculptor * CDunchen *
Bronze: “Adam and Cue,” Terracotta:
“Dancing.” See grp. 33 p. 442.

Otto Deist Karlsruhe i. B. * 2 sta-

tuettes and 1 portrait bust cast in

bronze. See grp. 37 p. 446.

CrhardDischer, Sculptor in wood CDiin-

chen 2 models of ships, 4 coats of

arms of minstrel. CDedai International
exposition Chicago, CDedai German na-
tional Art Industry exposition, CDiin-

chen, 1 prize of the Bavarian Industrial
CDuseum.

Theodor von Gosen, Sculptor CDunchen
Bronze statuettes. See grps. 11, 30,

and 37 p. 435, 436 and 447.

Dr. Greiner Darmstadt Sculptures.
See grp. 37 p. 453.

Prof. Cudwig Hablch, Sculptor Darm-
stadt Sculptures. See grp. 37 p. 453.

Prof. CUilh. Hahn, Sculptor CDunchen
Bronzes. See grp. 37 p. 447.

Johannes Hartmann,Sculptor Leipzig,

Leibnizstr. 26/28 tDarble bust or Ro-
bert Schumann. See grp. 37 p. 450.

JofephHinterseher CDunchen “COood
idyl,” groups for a fountain. See
grp. 37 p. 447.

Hugo Kaufmann CDunchen “Time,”
(decorated glock) and “Coquetry,”
bronzes. See grps. 11, 32 and 37
p. 436, 441 and 447.

Karl Kiefer, Sculptor CDunchen Adal-
bertstr. 49 Bronze. Seegrps.il and
37 p. 397 and 447.

Cmil Kiemlen, Sculptor Stuttgart
Artistic bronzes. See grps. 11 and 37
p. 397 and 455.

Prof. CDax Klinger Leipzig-Plagwitz
CDarble busts of Richard COagner and
Pranz Liszt. See grp. 37 p. 450.

Georg Kolbe, Sculptor Leipzig, Harden-
bergstr. 32 CDarble bust of 'Johann
Sebastian Bach. See grp. 37 p. 450.

August Lucas, COood carver Dussel-
dorf Cawings. See grp. 37 p. 448.

Georg CDattes, Sculptor CDunchen-
Pasing Bronze. See grp. 37.

Rudolf CDayer, Professor at the Kunst-
gewerbeschule Karlsruhe Placques
and medals, cast and stamped. See
grp. 37 p. 446.

B. Rudolph, Ivory carver Stuttgart
Busts, figures, reliefs, vases and bowls
in ivory. See grp. 37 p. 455.

Prof. CO. von Ruemann CDunchen
Herma? of Bismarck and CDoltke. (Ger-

man State Building) p. 360.

Robert Schirmer, studio for sculpture
Berlin, Schaperstr. 32 Ornamental and
figure decorations of the Pottery Room
and its facade. CDodels for ornamental
sculpture.’ See grp. 37 p. 457.

See advertisements p. 30.

Carl Schleusing, painter and carver in

metals Schoneberg, near Berlins Relief

in copper “H.l.CD. COiihelm 11. Cmperor
of Germany and King of Prussia.”

COalther Schmarje Schmargendorf,
near Berlin Plastics. Seegrp.37 p.451.

Prof. Adolf Schmid Pforzheim
CDetal work (Bronze, silver and copper),

placques. See grps. 30 and 37 p. 439
and 446.

Daniel Stocker, Sculptor Stuttgart

Studio for figure sculpture in bronze
and marble. “Cain,” “Kirke,” and
“Psyche,” bronzes. See grp. 37 p. 456.
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Paul Sturm Leipzig Placqucs and
medals with portraits or historicai or
allegorical subjects in bronze and sil-
ver. See grp. 37 p. 450.
flrtur Uolhmann, Sculptor * Leipzig *
(Darble relief, “Orpheus and the beasts.”
See grp. 37 p. 450.
Prof. Hermann Uolz Karlsruhe
Plastic. See grp. 37 p. 454.
Albert lUiegel, Sculptor * Kassel
Crystai picture “Kaiser Priedrich borne
to Ualhalla”; relief in marble, “Amer-
ica.”

Group 12.
Architecture.

Prof._ Herm. Billing * Karlsruhe i. B.
Architectural drawings, pen and ink
drawings, and water colours (artistic
architecture).

Peter Birhenholz * (Diinchen Interior
views of villa von Hesslin at neu-Ulit-
telsbach.

Prof, niartin Pulfer * tDunchen De-
signs for dwelling and country houses.
Crdmann & Spindler * Berlin, Link-
strasse 29 Architecturai drawings,
villas and mansions.
Oswin Hempel Dresden Architect-
ural drawings.
Prof. 01. Kreis Dresden Architect-
ural designs.

Priedrich Lahrs Charlottenburg, Leib-
nizstr. 7 Perspective drawing of the
“Schleusengehoft” lock house at Klein-
CDachnow.

Bruno CDohrinq * Berlin Potsdamer
Str. 109 Architectural drawings,
plaster model.
Aibin (Duller (Dagdeburg Designs for
countryhouses.and fitting up of interiors
Prof. Joseph CD. Olbrich Darmstadt
Architectural drawings, by hand and
printed, perspectives, &c.

Gebruder Rank (Diinchen Garden
fountain and entrance hall of a villa.
Sketch for a country school house.
Prof. Pritz Schumacher Dresden
Architectural drawings.
Prof. Gmanuel SeidI * (Diinchen Six
views of the “Augustinerbrau” building.
(Dunich.

^

Spalding & Grenander * Berlin, Prinz-
Albrechf-Str. 7 Coloured drawings of
villa Kruse, atHiddensee; perspective of
exterior, and view of the entrance hall.

Hermann Striibe, Artist Karlsruhe
Sketches and designs for architecture
and artistic industries.

Group 14.
Original objects of art iworkman-

ship.

I®/. Amber Industry. See
p. 440, 441, 444 and 460.
exhibit of Uereins der Kunstlerinnen
und Kunstfreundinnen Berlin See
p. 399, 400, 438, 440, 441, 456, 457,
461 and 467.
exhibit of Uerelnigten (Uerkstatten fur
Kunst im Handwerk. G. m. b. H. *
(Dunchen See p. 400, 438, 440 441
448, 459 and 465.
Charles Bastian Strassburg i. e.
Small table with tiles let into the top.
See grp. 37 p. 454.

Prof. Peter Behrens Diisseldorf
Artistic outfit of the Catalogue of the
German Imperial exhibit at the (Oorld’s
Pair, St. Louis, 1904. See grps. 17 and
37 p. 411, 445 and 448.
Prau Lilli Behrens Diisseldorf
Coloured paper for book-binding. See
grps. 17 and 37 p. 448.
Cmmy von Cgidy (Dunchen Useful
articles in pottery. See grps. 30 and 31
p. 438 and 440.
Pritz von Heider, Artist * (Dagdeburg
Oases, bowls, &c., in vitreous stone,
ware, tiles. See grp. 37 p. 451.
Hans von Heider (Dagdeburg Ui-
treous stoneware and lustrous porce-
lain. See grps. 10 and 37 p.399 and 451.
Rudolf von Heider, Sculptor * Glber-
feld Artistic pottery: busts, models
of animals, vases, and useful articles.
See grp. 45 p. 464.
Georg Hulbe, Kunstgewerbliche COerk-
statt fur Lederarbeiten Hamburg,
Lindenstr. 43/46 Artistic leather-work
for the trade. See grps. 34 and 43
p. 444 and 462.

Prof. C. Kornhas Karlsruhe Portrait
busts: relief and pottery in delft and
faience with lustrous glasing. Artist
pottery in delft and porcelain. See
grps. 37 and 45 p. 446 and 464.
Kunststlckereischule des Badischen
Prauenvereins Karlsruhe i. B. Hand-
-woyen carpet. See grps. 37, 43 and 58
p. 446, 462 and 468.
OJax Lauger, Artist and Architect, Pro-
ussor at the Technischen Hochschule,
Mier fur Innenausbau Karlsruhe
T Professor Lauger’s art-pottery.”
1 Oases, wail placques, mantelpieces,

stoves, fountains, drinking basins for
schools, reliefs for churches, &c. Gene-
ral manager, C. P. Otto (Duller, Kaiser-
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1456

1457

1458

1459

1460

1461

1462

1463

strassc 144, Karlsruhe i.B. See grps. 35
and 45 p. 446, 447, 448 and 465, and
also in the model town.
Robert CDacco, Kunstgewerbliche (Oerh-
statten Heidelberg Tarsias, inlaid
jewel boxes, and showcases. See
grp. 37 p. 446, 452 and 453.
U). CDagnussen * Bremen ^ CDodels,
stoneware by Scharuogel, CDunich, and
delft by 1 . Uffrecht, Heuhaldensleben.
See grp. 45 p. 465.
7ul. (DQiler-Salem, Teacher at the Kunst*
gewerbeschule Pforzheim ^ (Detal

worh. See grps. 33 and 37 p. 443
and 446.
Hermann (Dutz, Kunsttopferei « RItona
a. e., Griine Str. 19 Useful and orna-
mental pottery of glased and coloured
sharp-fire stoneware. See grp.45 p.465.

Oesterrelch, Court boohbinder "Dres-

den Binding of the “golden Book”
of the "Dresden (Dunicipality, designed
by Professor 0. Gussmann, "Dresden.
See grp. 37 p. 449.
Prof.B.Pankok Stuttgart Cushion of

wouen silk. See grp. 37 p.448 and 455.
Kurt Randhahn, Kunsttopferei u. keram.-
chem. Caboratorium Bunziau (Sil.) and
Cisenberg (S.-fl.) Ornamental articles

of pottery in glased stoneware and clay.

Reichsdruckerel Berlin 4c Artistic book-
binding, exhibition articles, see grps. 15,

17 and 24 p. 404, 410 and 427. (Liberal

Arts building.)

1 . 1. Scharuogel CDunchen Sharp-fire
pottery. See grps. 14, 37 and 45 p. 436,
447, 448 and 465.
Clisabeth Schmidt-Pecht ^ Konstanz *
Art-pottery, painted and glazed clay, by
"3. Glatz, Uillingen. Sec grp. 37 p.447-
Theo Schmuz-Baudiss, Artist and pot-
tery maker Charlottenburg Under-
glazed work on porcelain. (Royal porce-
lain manufact., Berlin). See grp.33 p.436.
Cduard Scholl Hachfl., Couit bookbinder
4c Karlsruhe and Durlach 4c Artistic

bookbinding. See grp. 37 p. 446.
Rudolf Schwarz, Sculptor 4c (Diinchen 4c

tetterwelght. See grp. 37 p. 447.
Hermann Seldler, Artistic pottery maker
4( Konstanz 4c Useful and ornamental
oases, &c., tiles, inlays and reliefs for
house and church decoration, after

original designs.
Stadtische gewerbliche Portbildungs-
schule, weibliche Abteilung 4c Stuttgart
4c Art-pottery. See grp. 37 p. 456.
Crnst Uollbehr, Artist 4c St. Heinrich am
Starnberger See (Bayern) 4c Three hand-
wouen pieces “St. George,” “The tree

of knowledge,” and “Sailing-ship,”
after northern style.

Pranz Xaucr lUcinzierl, Leather expert
4c (Diinchen 4c Studio for industrial art.

Binding cut in cowskin.
(Oerkstatten der Kunstgewerbeschule
4c CDagdeburg 4c Uases and wall fountain
See p. 465.
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Department C.

Liberal Arts-
’Palace of Liberal Arts.

II Td

II M

1. Hoint exhibitions,
comprising several groups.

a) exhibition of the German booh-industry.

Groups 15 to 18.

CDanagement: Deutscher Buchgewerbeuerein Leipzig, Deutsches Buchgewerbehaus.

Artistic arrangement: Bruno CDohring, Architect, Berlin.

Group 15-

rypography.—Various printing

processes-

Bauersche Glesserei 4c Prankfurt a. CD. 4c

Pounded 1851 4c Branch type foundry in

Barcelona (Sue. de 3. de neufuille, Bar-
celona). CDanufactures—type for text,

headings and ornament, uignettes and
borders from original designs of best
artists. Brass lines. Specialities: ca-

pital types, &c., of original “Bauer”
face, export to ail ciuilised countries.
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1492

1493

1494

1495

1496

1497

1498

chines, stereotyping and the found-
ations of etching presses. Karl Kempe,
the owner and founder of the works, is

the inventor of the paper matrix plate—
See fliex COaldow, Cncyclopeedia of the
graphic arts—and the author of “"Pa-

pier-Stereotypie” ten editions in 1904;
was awarded the silver medal at
Amsterdam in 1892 for services to the
stereotypie and printing, and the gold
medal of the Dorth German Exhibition
of Trade and Industry held at tiibech
in 1895, the gold medal of the first

Russian Exhibition of "Printing at St.

"Petersburg in 1895, and the diploma of

the Russian Technical Association. The
factory has branches in Berlin and
Coin. Exhibits; stereotyping and fur-

niture casting apparatuses, paper ma-
trices, lead alloys and milling machines
for lead, zinc, brass and copper plates,
facette materials, and a “Kosmos”
rapid printing press and lastly “Die
"Papier-Stereotypie,” 450 octavo pages,
tenth edition in 1904.

lullus Klinkhardt, "Printer and pub-
lisher, lithographie, xyloqraphic and
zincoaraphic works, type-founder and
book-binder « teipzig Lithographic
works for scientific purposes.

Kohler & tippmann Braunschweig
Zylographic works. Wood cuts for tech-

nical industries.

G. Kreysing Leipzig "Printing in
Oriental languages, (original types)
Arabic, Sanscrit, Hebrew, Hindustani,
Targumic, Assyrian, Sabaean, Cuniform,
Ethiopian, Amharic, Hittite, Coptic,
"Pehlewe, and Armenian.

Dr. Lovlnfohn a Co. i«c Berlin-'Friedrichs-

feide ^ Black and coloured inks for all

branches of printing. "Prints in inks of

own manufacture. Specialities: finest
autotype colour inks, inks for three
colour printing, guaranteed indeliable
Export to all civilised countries.

CDeissner a Buch Leipzig-London
Chromographic printing ana publishing
for artistic and commercial work. Art
papers. See grp. 16 p. 406.

A. (Dolling a Comp., Comm.-Ges. Han-
nover Lithographic art publishers.
Speciality: "Painting and picture books,
illustrated postcards, cards of congratu-
lation, fancy papers, posters and labels.

E. nisterj* nUrnberg Tine art printer
and publisher. Chromolithography, litho-

graphy, printing, etching, photogravure,
copper plate printing, collotype, process

blocks, line and half tone, chromotypo-
gravure, wood engraving, letterpress
printing, book-binding, and embossing.
Speciali^: Complete production of books
of ail kinds, juvenile books, calendars,
congratulation cards, post cards, show
cards and advertising novelties. Tine
art decorations for burning into porce-
lain and earthenware. Establishecil876.
750 workmen. Branch house in London.
Representatives in America: for cera-
mic art decorations, Talm Techteler &
Co., 80 Tifth Avenue, Rew Xork—for all

other productions, £. T. Dutton & Co.,

31, West 23rd Street, Rew Xork. See
grps. 16, 17 and 45 p. 406, 409 and 465.
Emil Tinkau & Co., Aktiengesellschaft

Leipzig Tactory for lithography, photo-
graphy and phototype works. "Founded
1873. 19 machines for rapid printing,
about 60 other machines, and 250 work-
men. Awards at Chicago 1893, and
Taris (silver medal) 1900. Exhibits:
the making of photographic impressions
directly on the stone with and without
rests. All plates are lithographed.
Postcards produced by phototypy.
Poeschel & Trepte, Buchdruckerei und
Uerlag Leipzig Books and printed
matter in plain and artistic styles. See
grp. 17 p. 408.
Relchsdruckerel Berlin Book-print-
ing, lithography and copper plate in

one or more colours, phototypy, helio-

graphy and other photo-mechanical pro-
cesses, manufacture of banknotes and
postage stamps and artistic water-
marks. Established in 1879 by theunion
of the former Prussian Printing office

with the “ Geheime Ober-Hofbuchdrucke-
rei” of R. von Decker. 1,724 hands
(see special catalogue). See grps. 14,

17 and 24 p. 402, 410 and 427.
Hosef Reinhart, Xylographer of the
Reichsdruckerei ^ Gross-Lichterfelde *
Enormous wood cut.

Rudhard’sche Glesserei, Type foundry ^
Offenbach a. CD. Type founding, chemi-
graphy, galvanoplastics, letterpress

|
type and decorations in high class
artistic and technical styles. Tirst
class artists continually employed. Ex-
hibited: specimen books, pamphlets,
and examples of types and ornaments,
original drawings. See grp. 17 p. 408.
7. G. Schelter & Glesecke ^4^ Leipzig
Tounded 1819. 1,000 workmen. Type
foundry, brass and wood cut factory.

Department for acrography. (Dakers
of numbering machines and others.
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1505

1506

1507

1508

flrno Scheunert Leipzig Artistic
dies, seals, slamps for goods labels
and show cards. "Fanev labels.

flnsgar Schoppmeyer, "Priuatdozent ^
Schoneberg near Berlin Tor exhibit
see grp. 9 p. 399.

Hunstuerlagsanstalt und Uerlagsbuch-
handlung Gerhard Stalling ^ Olden-
bura i. Gr. ^ Tounded 1789. Offices
in Oldenburg and Berlin. The exhibit
contains fine artistic hand-press en-
grauings of German national pictures,
offered by special desire of the German
inhabitants of America at the much
reduced price of $ 2 each. See qrp. 16
p. 406.

Kunstanstalt Trowitzsch & Sohn ^
Trankfurt a. 0. * "Phototypy in colours.
Pictures reproduced to order. Aiso
publishing office.

1509

1510

1511

Uereinigung der Kunstfreunde, Kunst-
uerlag ^ Berlin Phototypy in colours
See grp. 16 p. 406.

Trledr. Uieweg & Sohn Braunschweig
Printers, publishers, &c. Scientific

works of ail kinds, the exact sciences,
particularly chemistry, physics, ma-
thematics, anthropology, ethnography,
medicine, hygiene, &c., chemical tech-
nology, industrial, farming, mechanics,
machine construction, electro-technics

grps. 17 and 140
p. 408, 411 and 498.

GmstCOasmuth, Ar-
chitekturbuchhand-
lung und Kunstan-
stalten G. m. b. H. ^
Berlin Pounded
1871, limited com-
pany since 1903.
Artistic plates and
tables of architec-
ture, sculpture,
painting, the art
trade, costumery,

ornament and archeology.. 'Printers
and publishers of the collection of
weauings at the Royal Art Industry
iDuseum, Berlin; official publication
at the instance of the Gouernment of
the Kingdom of Prussia. Publisher of
the following periodicals: “Architect-
ure of the twentieth century.” “Archi-
tectural world of Berlin.” “Town build-
ing.” Own art departments for photo-
graphy, lithography, stone printing and
phototypy with hand and mechanical
presses. Persons employed, artists.

ERnmnuTH
aEQR«J4]^\ia€(a_iN

Smb-lt

regular workmen and assistants, 150
persons. Pifteen prize medais. See
grps. 16 and 17 p. 406 and 411.

1 . X Weber ^ Leipzig ^ Printer and
publisher, letterpress printing, xylo-
graphy and galuanoplastics, illustrated
papers, artistic wood-cuts, illustrated
catechisms, portfolios, guide books
for trauellers, Uniuersal cookery book.
Seep. 388 and grp. 17 p. 408 and 411.

D Group 16-

Photography-
Aktien-GesellschaftAristophot Paucha-
Leipzig und Berlin ^ Art departments
for photo-mechanical printing, and all
branches of graphic industry.

Grnst Bruckmann Heilbronn a. Heckar
* Photographs in autotypy.

Bund der chemigraphlschen Anstalten
Peutschland^ Berlin SW., Priedrichstr.
240 Chromotype and black, also
twofold autotype. See German State
Builaing p. 309 and grp. 15 p. 453.
Clektro-Photochemische Industrie Ber-
lin, G. m. b. H. ^ Berlin Photographs
on sensitiue wouen textures, wood
and leather. Copies on chloride and
siluer papers.

0. Pelsing, Kupferdruckerei ^ Berlin
* etchings in seueral colours by
special patent process. See grp. 15
p. 403.

C. P. Goerz, Akt.-Ges. optische Anstait
* Priedenau bei Berlin (Diethe’s
projection apparatus for coloured pho-
tography.

Hochstein & Weinberg ^ Berlin
Pounded 1873. Cuery kind of card-
board for printing, photography, book-
'’•"fhng. fancy paper making, &c.,
mother of pearl paper, embossed paper,
and ground printing paper for book
couers, &c. Awards Berlin 1879, Sydney
1879, Melbourne 1880, and 1888, Porto
Alegre 1881, Amsterdam 1884, Chicago
1893.Pirstprizes.exportto allcountries.

^^^Kiiropnotogtriiphischc (3c*
sellschaft m. b. H. ^ ^^ankfurt a. CD.,
Rossmarkt 19 electric lighting appar-
atus for instantaneous photography,
permitting exposure of '/j,, of a se-
cond. German Imperial patent. 2 Ameri-
can patents. Awards Dusseldorf 1902
CDayence 1903.
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CDeissner&Buch,Chroniollthographische
Kunstanstalt Leipzig "PhototypY in

one or more colours. See grp. 15

p. 404.

Prof. "Dr. nJiethe Charlottenbtirg
Complete IDiethe apparatus for pro-

jection of natural coloured photograms.

e. Dister, Kunstanstalt fiir graphische
Reproduhtionen * nurnberg Art
prints, photogravures and photolitho-

graphs. See grps. 15, 17 and 45 p. 404,
409 and 465.

Gerhard Stalling, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
* Oldenburg engravings. See grp. 15

p. 405.

"Dr. "Franz Stoedtner Berlin Dia-

positives. See p. 359.

Uereinigung der Kunstfreunde, Kunst-
verlag Eferlin Coloured phototype.

See grp. 15 p. 405.

Uerlagsanstalt ¥.BrucJkmann,fl.-Gy,Uer-
lagsbuchhandiung nJunchen fluto-

typy. See grp. li p. 408 and 411.

Grnst lOasmuth, flrchitekturverlag,

flrchitekturbuchhandlung^ und Kunst-
anstalten G. m. b. H. Ber in Tor
exhibits see grps. 15 and 17 p. 405
and 411.

Special group of professional and

amateur photographs.

CDanagement: Trof.Dr. CDiethe Berlin.

a) Professional photographs.

CDanagement: T. fDatthies-CDasuren *
Halle a. S.

lul. Benade, Hofphotograph Grfurt.

C. 7. von Buhren Berlin 10., (Dauer-

strasse 6l.

R Buhrkoop Hamburg, Terdinand-
strasse 43 lOorkshop for modern
realistic photographs in photogravure
rubber and charcoal-print. Gold medals
and highest awards: Baden-Baden,
Berlin, Boston, Brussels, Hamburg,
Hanover, CDainz, CDagdeburg, Stuttgart,

and Turin. Italian Royal State silver

medal. Silver State medal of the Grand
Buchy of Hesse.

Grfurth Bresden, Reissigerstr. 46.

Tritz ette. Atelier fur Thotographie
Cisleben, Bahnhofstr. 18 t)pen air

pictures (autotype^. “ Childrens dance,”

“Two friends,” ‘‘two sunspots.”

G. Terner & Sohn. Kgl. Baver. Hofohoto-
graph Kaiserslautern, Pfalz Kohle-

druck: ‘‘A sunbeam,” ‘‘Girl with doves
in the kitchen.”

(Dax Glauer Oppein O.-S., Krakauer
Strasse 34.

Albert Gottheil, Photographer Banzig.

€mll Gottheil » Konigsberg i.Tr., OJunz-
strasse 6.

7akob Hartmann, Thotogr. AteUer
Ludwigshafen a. Rh. ‘Portraits in

rubber, autotype, and ozotypy. Awards
Baden-Baden 1899 and CDainz 1903.

Herrmann Portmund,OstenthaIwegl8.

Hans Hildenbrand, Court photographer
Stuttgart.

Hilsdorf, Photographer Bingen a. Rh.

Atelier Hulsen * Berlin DCO., Borotheen-
strasse 72.

Junior, Photographisches Atelier
"Frankfurt a. CD.

lOilh. Knapp Halle a. S., CDuhlweg 19.

COilh. Kubeler * Barmstadt, tudwig-
strasse 16.

Gebr. Cutzel CDiinchen, Augustenstr.l6.

CDax Cusche Hof i. B.

Triedr. CDiiller, Court photographer
CDiinchen, Amalienstrasse.

CDart. CDiiller, Photographer* Blasewitz
bei Dresden.

7oh. Diclou, Photographer * Chemnitz.

A. Pieperhoff, Photographer Halle a.S.

7os. Raab, Photographer * Braun-
schweig.

Arthur Ranft * Bresden, Augsburger
Strasse 9.

Crwin Raupp, Court photographer
Bresden, Prager Strasse.

C. Ruf Tfciburg i.B. Portraits: ‘‘Ge-

hrtmer Rat Hegar,” ‘‘An old man,”
‘‘Trau Sch.,” ‘‘Trau Torstrat CO.,” “A
landscape.”

Rumbler, Photographer * COiesbaden.

Selke, Photosculpt-Ges. m.^b. H. *
Berlin Photoplastics from life. Amer-
ican patent no. 667,251/706,459.

Siemssen, Court’photographer * Augs-
bura.

COilh. COeimer Barmstadt, Bieburger
Strasse.

Gustav COerner * Leipzig, Zeitzer

Strasse 16/18.

Bruno COiehr* "Dresden, Reissigerstr.46.

gd. lOolleschak * Baumburg a. S.

Autotype portrait. Awards COeimar

1901 and "Dresden 1903.
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b) Amateur Photography,
CDanager: Tranz 6ocrkc Berlin 0),,

vDaassenstr. 32.
H. (D, Carstensen ^ -Flensburg
Pr. H. engclkcn * flIt-Scherbitz.
Otto erhardt ^ Cosiuig-Bcesdcn.
lU. Gcsche 4, Hamburg.
Franz Goerke ^ Berlin,
flura Hertujig ^ Chatlottenburq.
Dr. fl. KIrstein

^4^ Berlin.
Cette -Herein ^ Berlin.
TOax Corenz ^ Klotzsche-Presden.
Peter Cuders 4. Hamburg.
Dr. CDannheim Berlin.
(Dax CDay ^ Hamburg.
iDax (DoIIer flachen.
R. Proessdorf Ceipzig.
Pirektor Richter * Cipine
Gertrud Saupe ^ Berlin.
Otto Scharf ^ Crefeld.
ernst Schatz ^ Breslau.
Hedwig SchOssIer Berlin
Pr G. Sieueking

4, Hamburg.
€. Steidel ^ Berlin.
S. Urff 4. Hanau.

teipzig-Cindenau.
l^rl Uinkel ^ Gottingen.
CD. COinkelmann * Berlin
Prof. Dr.O.OJitt* Sn.
Rug. 0). Uincenz Zlemens

4. ricustadt.

n Group 17.
Boohs and publications,—Book-

binding.
Bibliographisches Instltut ((Dcyer), Uer-
lagsbuchhandlung

4. t^ipzig * Por ar-
tides exhibited see grp, 15 n 403
Br,ltftopf . HWd I Lip^rg * Booh,

I? L publishers. Book-print-
ing, mhography, and copper-plate print-
•^9; typefounding, electrotype, stcrco-
typing, book-binding, lithography and
music e^rauing Original musical
works, the only complete editions of
the musical classics, Works dealing
with the history of music. Popular
edition of the classical and modern
masters. Practical libraries for the
home and the concert-room esta-
blished 1719. Branches in Brussels,
London, Dew Vork. 50 steam and 30
hand printing presses. 750 employees.
Peutsche export-Reuue. Office of

®

Berlin S. Publishers of the “Peutsche
export-Rcuue”, “the export Reuieiu”
and “Reuista de la exportacion ale-

mana”. The only great German export
newspapers. Published in 3 editions.
72 numbers annually. Proprietors:
Peutsche Uerlags-flnstait (uorm. Gd
Kallberger) Berlin-Stuttgart. Pounded
1848. 1000 workmen.
Peutscher Buchgcwerbcuereln^, Leipzjq
Pounded 1884 =< Highest award at

Chicago 1893 and Turin 1902. Organ
of the association “flrehiu fur Buch-
gewerbe” and supplements to the same
displayed on the wall; lOthUolumc of

Sample exchange. Publications of
the Association. Por aims and objects
of the Association see Introduction p.157
See grp. 15 p. 403.
Peutscher Buchgewerbeuerein ^ Leipzjq

Collectiue exhibit “Buchkunst und
Kunst im Leben des Kindes” in which
the 49 under-mentioned German firms
participate. The exhibit includes art-
jstically got up publications, picture
books, juvenile books, book couers,
job work, sample sheets from artisti-
cally got-up books, artistic lithographs,
ujcod-cuts, title-pages, &c., and illu-
strates clearly the artistic capabilities
of the modern German book-trade. Com-
pare also exhibits in grp. 15 p. 402.
Participators in the collectiue exhibit
“Buchkunst und Kunst im Leben des
Kindes”:
Bard, tParquardt & Co. G. m. b, H. 4,

Berlin Uarious well got-up books.
raun & Schneider

4, (Dunchen Wood-
cuts, wood-cuts for illustration, chil-
dren’s picture books.
BreltkopfaHartel

4, Leipzig 4. Artisti-
cally gut-up music, incidental printed
matter, ex-libris, original lithography,
artistic mural decoration for school
and home, title-pages.
Breslauera Weyer^, Berlin Borries

o'- ballads.
C. Bufeh du Pallois Sohne^, Krefeld
7ob work, mercantile lithographs, title

lelrl P. W. Callwey ^ oJunchen
Books and separate Sheets from the
“Kunstwart” undertaking. The Ger-

for juveniles.S.CaIua^& Co.,, Berlin Berthold
teiwel. Songs of the Ghetto, with
illustrations by e. (P. Lilien.
J. G. Cotta iche Buchhandlung naefa-
0 ger G.m.b.H. ^ Stuttgart Uarious
books, book-couers.
eu9.n BIsdCTichs , tdpzig » flrtls.
ticaily gut-up books, book-pages, and
book-covers.
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1595

1596

1597

1598

1599

1600

1601

1602

1603

1604

1605

1606

1607

1608

1609
1610

1611

1612

1613

1614

UJ.Drugulin.Buch-u.Kunstdruckcrel
Leipzig * CDarksteine der (Oeltliteratur

and specimen pages of this work.

fliphons Durr * Leipzig Jttfl number of

juuenile books, with pictures by Oscar
pietsch and Ludwig Richter.

S. 'Fischer, Uerlag Berlin Books
and book'Couers.

Fischer & Franke Dusseldorf *
Artistically got-up books, artistic

drawings on stone (Original litho-

graphs) for school and home.

Genzsch & Heyse, Schriftgiesserei xc

Hamburg Incidental printed matter
produced from materials made in the

type foundry. See grp. 15 p. 403.

Heinrich Halfmann Krefeld Inci-

dental printed matter. Gxlibris.

Harmonie, Uerlagsgesellschaft fur

LiteraturundKunst Berlin Various
books.

Heinrichshofens Uerlag (Dagdeburg
Artistic headings for music.

njrflcTnsiC¥ nachforge^;'j4c' Lei^icflK
rhe Sermon on the mount. Dieffen-

bach. From childrens life. With illus-

tration by Ludwig Richter.

Georg Hirth, Uerlag der 'Augend

CDunchen "Che art journal “'Jugend”
and title pages of this paper.

G. A. Hohns Sohne ^ Krefeld Rhei-

nische Uerlagsanstalt, well got-up
books.

Inseluerlag Leipzig Artistically

got-up books.

lanke & Kastner Leipzig Wood-
-cuts for technical purposes.

Alfred Janssen, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
Hamburg^Uarious books published

by himself.

Paul Kittel Berlin 'Juuenile books.

3 . B. Kleinsche Buchdruckerei (CD. Bu-
scher) Crefeld Samples of job

work and books.

Alexander Koch Darmstadt
Various art newspapers.

See aduertisements p. 11.

Albert Langen (Dunchen Books,
Book-couers, the journal “Simplicls-

simus” and back numbers of “Sim-
plicissimus.”

F. A. Lattmann Goslar 3ob work.
Borries Freiherr uon CDiinchhausen,

3uda, with illustrations byG.CD.Lilien.

Ferdinand Carl Lowes Uerlag Stutt-

gart 3uuenile books.

CDeyer a Seitz CDiinchen Fitle-

-pages from designs by Otto Hupp in

CDiinchen.
Heinrich Ochmann Leipzig Fitle-

-pages.
CDartin Oldenbourg, Uerlag Berlin

Dopler-Ranisch, CUalhalla, The Gods
of the Teutons. Schumacher-Kessler,
Life of 3esus.
Poeschel aTrepte Leipzig Incident-

al printed matter, exiibris and title-

-pages. See grp. 15 p- 404.

Rudhardsche Giesserei Offenbach
. CD. Incidental printed matter
produced with original material made
in the foundry. See grp. 15 p. 404.

Schafstein & Co. 4c Koln a. Rh. Art-

istically got-up juuenile and picture

books.
B. Schotts Sohne CDainz Song-
-book for children.

Schuster & Loffler Berlin Various
well got-up boohs published by the

firm.

. A. Seemann 4c Leipzig Original

etchings, original wood-cuts.

3ulius Slttenfeld ^ Berlin CDemorial
and artistic Calenders.

l.A.Stargardt Berlin Various books.

B. G. Teubner if Leipzig Boohs,
Artistic mural Dekoration (Drawings
on stone by artists) for school and
home.
Uelhagen & Klasing Bielefeld und
Leipzig Reinicke Fox, Fairy Tales,

Song and Story Book. Illustrated

with wood-cuts.
Uerlagsanstalt F. Bruchmann, Aht.-

Ges. CDiinchen Various books,

book-couers. See grp. 1 6 p.406 and 411.

Deutsche Uerlagsanstalt 4c Stuttgart

Seueral juuenile books.
AllgemeineUerlagsgesellscbaftm.b.H.

CDiinchen Various boohs.

Friedr. Uieweg a Sohn Braun-
schweig CUood-cuts for anatomical,

technical and scientific purposes. See
grps. 15 and 140 p. 405, 411 and 498.

R. Uoigtiander Leipzig Books, art-

istic mural Decoration (Drawings on
stone by artists) for school and home.

3. 3. CUeber if Leipzig Books, wood-
•cuts for illustrations. See grp. 15

p. 405, 411.

Georg CUiegand Leipzig 3uuenile

boohs. ODD
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Wilhelm Biebener teipzig Uerlags*
buchhandlung. 1 copy of the book:
“CDonogramme und Behorationen fur
uhren- u- €dclmctallgrauicrung” which
has been published in 3 languages.

¥reier Uerlag, Q. m. b. H. Beriin
Books.

"F.C. Glaser Berlin SW., £indenstr. 80
Patent- u. techn. Bur. Publisher of the
periodical “Glasers flnnai. f. Geio. u.
Bauuj.” 10 uois. of this periodicai
and 2 books (copyright).

3ulius Groos, Uerlagsbuchhandiung 3(c

Heidelberg Pounded 1804. Text-books,
for Germans and foreigners, for acquir-
ing modern ianguages according to the
Gaspey-Otto-Sauer method. 200 uols.
Comprising the foliowing 20 languages

:

Hrabian, Armenian, Chinese, Banish,
Cnglish, Prench, Italian, Japanese,
modern Greek, Butch, Persian, Polish,
Portuguese, Roumanian, Swedish,
Spanish, Suahili, Turkish, Hungarian.
Depots in Hew iJork, London, Paris,
Rome, St. Petersburg, OJadrid, Con-
stantinople, &c. Annual sale about
150,000 uolumes to all parts of the
world.

G. Grote’sche Uerlagsbuchhandiung
Berlin SW. Works on the history of
art, belles lettres, pedagogy, etchings,
colored wood-cuts.

‘‘Harmonie,“UerIagsgeseIIschaft Ber-
lin Prof. Reimann’s illustr. biography
of musicians (Paris 1900 awarded)
15 uols. Gay music (QberbrettI, farces).

Herdersche Uerlagshandlung Preiburg
im Breisgau Pounded 1801. Publish-
ers printers, book-binders. Branches
at Strassburg, Wiinchen, Uienna, and
u X

^niploying altogether
about 500 persons, targe publishing
business of books in German and
foreign languages, especially bearing
on catholic theology, pedagogy, belies
lettres, social and political science,
history, natural science, art and archeeo-
logy, encyclopeedia. About 200 works
annually. See grp. 15 p. 403.
Bruno Hessling, G. m. b. H. Uerlags-
buchhandiung Berlin * Publication
of works treating of architecture and
industrial art.

Uerlag. Rechtswissen-
schaftl.Uerlagshandlung Berlin W 8
Publications of the Imperial Patent
Office. Works on subjects connected
with the promotion of the social wel-

fare of the people.—The Imperial Journal
of Work.
Gebruder Hug & Co. Gegr. 1807 Leip-
zig, Zurich, Basel, Strassburg i. GIs.,
St. Gallen, Luzern, Konstanz, Winter-
thur CDusic publishers, general book-
sellers, export.

Heinrich Keller Prankfurt a. CD. Book-
seller. Works on architecture, applied
art, the history of art, costumes and
heraldry. Publisher and general book-
seller.

Gerhard Kuhtmann. Uerlagsbuchhandl.
Bresden * established 1887. Pub-

lisher of books on architecture, art and
applied art, technics and mathematics,
trade and handicrafts,
tangenscheidtsche Uerlagsbuchhandl.
lung und Buchdruckerel (Prof. G. Lan-
genscheidt) Berlin SW.ll Hallesche
Strasse 17. established 1856. Repre-
sentatiue in St. Louis: B. Herder, 17
South Broadway. 1. Aids to the study
of modern languages: 1. Letters in-
structing according to the Toussaint-
Langenscheidt method in all ciuilised
languages. 2. encyclopjedic dictiona-
ries: Sachs-Uillatte (Prench), CDuret-

(engiish), large and small
edition, and Langenscheidt’s pocket
dictionaries and encyclop2edics for all
modern languages. 3. Histories of
literature. 4. Uocabularies. 5. School
grammars and uarious other aids.
6. Journal of the German Shakespeare
Society. II. Library of German trans-
lations of Greek and Roman classics.
110 uois.
Pritz Lehmanns Uerlag, Uerlagsbueh-
handlung Stuttgart Books and se-
parate sheets.
Grnst CDorgenstern Berlin Uol. 8
and 9 of the “Beutscher Buch- und
Steindrucker,” central organ of the
German graphic trades.
6. Dister, Kunstanstait fur graphisebe
Reproduktionen Diimberg tor ex-
hibits see grps. 15 and 16 p. 404, 406
and 465.
Hermann Paetel, Uerlagsbuchhandlunq

Berlin, Clssholzstr. 12 Proprietor
Kommepienrat Br. Hermann Paetel und
Alfred Paetel. Publications of the Ali-
gemeinen Uereins fur deutsche Lite-

*^^*yL*
^'P««odicals: Asien and Himmel

und erde. Colonial guide, export quide
and other works.

’

Prledrlch Pustet Regensburg Uer-
jagsbuchhandlung mit Buchdruckerel,
Buchbinderei usw. The latest editions
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1653

of liturgical books printed in red and
black letters, richly illustrated in ap-

propriate original bindings. Hymn
Books. "Prize medals at Chicago 1893

and at many exhibitions. Branches in

Rome, rJeuj York and Cincinnati, 0.

Reichsdruckerei Berlin "For exhibits

see grps. 14, 15 and 24 p. 402, 404 and
427.

1654

1655

1656

Dietrich Reimer (ernstUohsen), Uerlags-

buchhandlung Berlin SCO., COilhelm-

strasse 29 "Publications: Books and

maps. See grp. 18 p. 411 and 489.

t. Schottlaender » Co. Berlin, Kur-

strasse 43/44 exhibit: export number
of the “Confectionair,” the most widely

circulated German organ for all articles

suitable for export. Sample number
gratis.

Ulilhelm Schultz, Chefredakteur ^ Berlin

1657

1658

1659

1659a

Books.
Otto Spamer ^ Leipzig ^ Uerlagsbuch-

handlung. "Popular scientific works, "Pub-

lications for instruction and entertain-

ment, juuenile publications for all ages.

B. G. teubner Leipzig * Uerlagsbuch-

handlung und Buchdruckerei. Gstabl.

1811. "Publishes works on philology,

mathematics, natural science, technics,

modern languages and pedagogy; school-

books and drawings on stone by artists.

"Full report and special catalogues sent

gratis on application.

Delhagen & Klasing in Bielefeld und
Leipzig* Uerlagshandlung. established

1835. Illustrated printed works, illus-

trated reviews, school-books and maps.

Rwards: Diisseldorf 1880 silver medal,

Leipzig 1897 gold medal, "Paris 1900

gold medal, Diisseldorf 1902 gold

medal. See grp. 18 p. 411.

Uerein der deutschen {Dusikalienhandler

Leipzig CDusic of all kinds in port-

folios and bound volumes as a collective

exhibit under the designation:

German (Dusical Exhibition,

1660
1661

1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667

in which the following CDusic "Publishers

participate:
lohann flndre * Offenbach a. (D-

fl. Auer * Stuttgart.

CD. "P. Belaieff * Leipzig,

fl. 1 . Benjamin * Hamburg.
R. Bertram * Leipzig.

A. Bohm & Sohn * Augsburg.

€d. Bote & G. Bock * Berlin.

Adolf Brauer * Dresden.

Breitkopf & Hartel Leipzig.

CDax Brockhaus Leipzig.

Buchhandlung des rrahtatbauses ^

Bremen.
Carisch & 7anichen (Dailand.

1 . G. Cotta’sche Buchhandlung 'Stutt-
gart.

lOilhelm Dietrich Leipzig.

Grnst Gulenburg Leipzig.

B. Firnberg "Frankfurt a. CD-

A. 6. "Fischer Bremen.

Rob.Torberg Leipzig.

"Phil. "Fries Zurich.

Ad. Turstner Berlin.

¥ritz Gleichauf Regensburg.

U). Groscurth Berlin.

"Julius Hainauer Breslau.

Harmonie Berlin.

Heinrichshofens (Dueikverlag (Dag-

deburg.

H. Hinz Altona.

L. Hoffarth Dresden.

"Friedr. Hofmeister Leipzig.

Gebr. Hug & Co. Leipzig.

Otto "Junne Leipzig.

C. T. Kahnt Dachfolger * Leipzig.

"Fr. Kistner Leipzig.

Cdgar Kramer-Bangart Kassel.

"F. e. C. Leuckart Leipzig.

"Friedrich Luckhardt Leipzig.

Luckhardt’s (Dusikverlag (R. Lcbrccht)

Stuttgart.

CDusikhaus zum Tranz Liszt (R. Uolk-

mann) lOeimar.

Louis Oertel Hannover.

C. "F. "Peters Leipzig.

H. "Preiser Liegnitz.

D. Rahter Leipzig.

Alb. Rathke (Dagdeburg.

Gebriider Reinecke Leipzig.

Rozsavolgyi & Co. Budapest.

Carl Riihle^ Leipzig.

Schlesinger’sche Buch- und (Duslk-

handiung# Berlin.

C. "F. Schmidt Heilbronn a. D.

(Dax Schmitz* Leipzig.

lOalther Schroder * Berlin.

H. Schroeder Dachf. Berlin.

Tritz Schuberth jr.* Leipzig.

"J. Schuberth at Co. Leipzig.
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1712
1713
1714
1715

1716
1717

1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
1723

1724

1725

1726

Schuster Sc tofflec Berlin.

Schujeers & Haake Bremen.
Bartholf Senff Leipzig.

C. ¥. W. Siegel’s (Dusikh. (R. tinne-
mann) ^ Leipzig.

n. Simrock, G. m. b.H. Berlin.

Suddeutscher (Dusikuerlaq Strass-
burg i. €.

CO. Sulzbach ^ Berlin.

Chr. ¥r. Uieuieg ^ Berlin.

Henry Uries Coin a. Rh.
7ulius COeiss * Berlin.

7ul. Heinr. Zimmermann Leipzig.
CDusik'COoche Leipzig CDodern illus-
trated musical newspaper with nume-
rous supplements. Cheap Collections
of music for piano, uiolin and singing.
Uerlag des Beutschen Relchs-fldress-
buchs, G. m. b. H. Berlin SCO. 19
Che German Imperial Directory for In-
dustry, Trade, and Commerce. 2 Uols.
30 CDarks. CDedal awarded Paris 1900.
Oerlagsanstalt P. Bruckmann fl.-G. in
CDiinchen Publishers of Publications
relating to art and the history of art
and establishment for reproductions
monumental works on antiquesculpture,
Greek uase painting, the architecture of
the Renaissance. Publications referring
to galleries. Illustrations for school
walls. See grp. 16 p. 406 and 408.
Priedrich Uieweg a Sohn, Uerlagsbuch-
handiung und Buchdruckerei Braun-
schweig Book, periodicals. Reviews.
Seegrps.l5,16andl40p.405,408and498.

P.UoIckmar, Sortimentsbuchhandlung *
Leipzig Library in the Reading Room
of the German State Building. Seep.360.
Crnst COasmuth, flrchitekturuerlag,
flrchitekturbuchhandlung und Kunst-
anstalten, G.m. b.H. Eferlin Por ex-
hibits see grps. 15 and 16 p. 405
and 406.
l-X COeber, Uerlagsbuchhandlunq, Buch-
druckerei, Gaiuanoplastische Rnstalt,
Stereotypie, Xyloqraphische Rnstait
Leipzig Por exhibits see qrp. 15
p. 405 and 408.

Prof. Peter Behrens * Dusseldorf »
Artistic get up of the Official Cata-
logue of the German Cmpire for the
Great exhibition at St. Louis 1904. See
grps. 14 and 37 p. 401, 445 and 448.

Group 18.

(Daps and apparatus for Geo-
graphy, Cosmography and Topo-

graphy.

lustusPerthes, Geoqraphischeflnstalt^
Gotha (Daps ancTAtlases.
Dietrich Reimer (Grnst UohsenJ, Der-
lagsbuchhandlung Berlin SCO. 48,
COiihelmstr. 29 Publishers; maps,
charts, globes. See grp. 17 p. 410.
Uelhagen & Klasing, Derlagsbuchhand-
lung und GeographischeAnstalt Biele-
felcf und Leipzig Por exhibits see
grp. 17 p. 410.

b) exhibit by German (Dunicipalitics. Groups 25, 26and 27.
See education and Social economy p. 381 and 502.

2. Single Groups.
Groups 16, 17 and 18.

a) German Colonial exhibits.

Dietrich Reimer (ernstUohsen) Berlin
SCO., COilhelmstr.29 COorks and CDaps
of German east Africa.

1745

1746

1747

See Agriculture p. 488.

Kolonialwirtschaftliches Komitee* Ber-
lin, Clnter den Linden 40 Colonial
maps and Publications.

A. Kruss, Opt. Institut * Hamburg,
Adolfsbriicke 7 Photographs by
Dr. Uhlig.

^

7uftu6 Perthes Gotha CDap of the
Protectorate of German east Africa.

C.G. Schillings Gurzenich-Duren * In-
stantaneousphotosofwildanimalsintheir
native element with Goerz apparatuses.

b) Single exhibitors.
7. Littauer, Kunstsalon CDiinchen
Reproductions.
COerkstatten der Kunstgewerbeschule
CDagdeburg Printed matter. See qrps.
10 and 37 p. 399 and 451.
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1752 fl, Ulohifeldt, Buch- und Kunstdruckcccl (D. Techncr, Institutsmechaniksr d. Kgl.

Printing the explanatory Report for gcodatischen Institute "Potsdam

the (Dagdeburg Room. See grp. 37 p.451. 6eodetic Instruments.

1764

1753

1754

1755

1756

1757

1758

1759

1760

1761

1762

1763

Group 19.

Instruments of precision, physical

Apparatus, &c.

German education exhibition

Scientific Instruments Section (me-

chanics and optics) in the educa-

tional Building.

(See education p. 363, 373.)

Carl Bamberg, lOerkstatten fur Pra-
zlsionsmechanik und Optik Triedenau
bei Berlin Astronomical, geodetical,

terrestrial magnetic, and nautical in-

struments. Glass ground on the pre-

mises.

Georg Bartels Gottingen electro-

meters and seismometers.

(Dax Bekel % Hamburg-Barmbeck, ei-

sassstr. 39 Balances.

Hugo Bieling :4c Steglitz b. Berlin, "Flora-

strasse 2 Instruments of precision.

Bosch, Konstrukteure und (Decha-

niker ^ Strassburg i. e. established
1889. CDanufacturer of Seismometers,
meteorological instruments, precision

balances and weights.

R. Brunnee (uorm. Uoigt & Hochgesang)

Gottingen "Polarisation and chem-
ical microscopes. Collections of thinly-

ground stones and minerals important
from a petrographic point of uiew.

Paul Bunge ^ Hamburg, Ottostr. 13

Balances.

Reinhold Burger Berrmn.4, Chaussee-
str. 2 e (Danufacturer of scientific

glass apparatus and instruments of

precision.

flrth. Burkhardt, Ing. Glashutte (S.J

1st German Calculating machines for

all kinds of calculations. Awarded
15 Pirst Prizes, established 1878.

Continental-Caoutchouc & Gutta-Percha
Co. 14c Hannouer India-rubber balloons.

See grp. 72 p. 473.

Preyer, Rosenkranz a Proop ^c Han-
nouer * (Danufacturers of armatures
for boilers and machines, indicators

and water-meters for municipal lOater-

supply. See aduertisements p. 10.

R. Puess Steglitz bei Berlin Sec-

tion 1, optical, physical and mineralogi-
cal instruments. Sect.ll meteorological-

apparatuses. Sect. Ill Seibt-Puess Hydro-
technical instruments.

P. 0. R. Goetze Leipzig Pactory for

glass instruments, founded 1876. Beck-

mann apparatuses. Precision thermo-
meters. Spectral tubes of own con-

struction (registered in Germany and
patented in Cngland) Prof. Pr. Porn of

Halle is of the opinion that these tubes
giue an extremely clear and many lined

spectrum.

Gphraim Greiner, Glasinstrumente-,
Apparate- und Geratefabrik Stiitzer-

bach ("Chiiringen) CDanufacture and
export of hydrometers for euery pur-

pose, barometers, thermometers for

scientific or technical use, graduated
measuring glasses, gauged and now-
gauged, instruments and appliances of

euery sort for chemical and physical la-

boratories, dispensaries factories, &c.

Pounded 1868, numerous patents. Qua-
lity prizes and chief awards: Brussels

1888, Chicago 1893 and Crfurt 1894.

Gunther a Pegetmeyer * Braunschweig,
H6fenstr.l2 Apparatuses for measure-
ment of electricity in the air.

Gmil Gundelach Gehlberg i. Phur. ^
Glass works with regeneratiue gas
furnace. Workshop for glassblowing
with special gasworks. UJorkshmss
for grinding and cutting, as also for

smiths ancT carpenters with electric

power. Pounded 1852. CDakes all

appliances. and instruments of

glass for scientific uses. A
number of uacuum tubes at

Prade work in special camera obscura.
CDark "Further Rontgen tubes, "Dewar

uessels for liquid air and glass appar-
atuses for physical purposes.

B. Halle 4c Steglitz-Bcrlin Optical pro-

ductions for polarization. CDethod of

manufacture of Ricol prisms and cut-

ting machine (original inuention).

Pounded 1873. Awards; Brussels, Chi-

cago, Paris.

Hartmann & Braun, A.-G. Prankfurt

a. CD. 150 officials, 250 workmen.
Pactory of electric measuring instru-

ments and apparatuses for science and
industry. Complete equipments for

electric laboratories and testrooms.

1765

1766

1767

1768

1769

1770

1771
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galua nometer, standard resistance
coils, &c., bridges, precision resistance
coiis, &c., standard inductors and ceiis.
Bismuth coils, iron testers, photometers,
ampere meters, pointing and register-
ing,uoItmeters, ujattmeters, ohmmeters.
Purther thermometers and pyrometers
for use in Laboratories and at switch-
boards, apparatuses for measuring in-
suiations and locating of defects, com-
plete cable scaies. electrometers. (Date-
rials for installations, 'Peschel’s system.
fl. Hasemann Berlin * (Dechanische
(Oerkstatt. Pounded 1849. Instrument
for measuring the position of scale
tongues in the metrical system. Pre-
cision scales.

Hans Hauswaldt, Dr. Phil. h.c. (Dagde-
burg-neustadt Representation of
interference in polarised light on
2 double plates and 2 prints; the latter
printed in 300 copies and placed gratis
at the disposal of universities and
scholars.

1899, Paris 1900, Dusseidorf 1902.
Oxporttoail civilised countries. Special
(Danufactury of Prof, "Junkers’ appa-
ratuses for determining heating power
of gases and liquids, for hot water
supply and gas heating, exhibits: Prof,
Junkers’ calorimeter For rapid certain
and lasting determination of heating
power of gaseous and liquid fuel; Prof.
Junkers’ automatic calorimeter, show-
ing the heating value automatically.
Prof. Junkers’ gauger for gasometers,
&c. See special catalogue of German
exhibition of education.

(Dax Hohl Chemnitz in Sachsen
Physical and chemical instruments for
scientific researches and demonstra-
tions. Rontgen appliances and appli-
ances for physical and chemical la-
boratories and auditorium. Largest
establishment of the kind on the con-
tinent, exhibition of instruments for
science and demonstration in depart-
ment “Scientific Instruments’’ of 6er-

1774

1775

1776

1777

H. Heele Berlin 0., Griiner (Oeg 104
Scientific precision instruments.

CO. C. Heraeus * Hanau established
1851. Representative: Charles Cngel-
hard. Dew York, 41, Cortiandt Street.
Platinum composition. (Danufacture of
platinum, fine silver and aluminium
apparatus. Aluminium welding pro-
cess patented in most civilised count-
ries. Own workshops for utensils,
fountain crystal (Quartz-glass);
Quartz-glass mercury lamp for pro-
ducing ultra violet rays, patented.
(Danufacture of electric laboratory
stoves. About 500 supplied during
2 years. Holborn & (Oiens pyrometer
for temperatures up to 1600° C. Several
thousand in use. (Danufacture of gold
leaf, silver leaf and lustre colours,
employ 5 chemists, 35 officials and
100 workmen. Chicago 1893 Award:
Paris 1900, Grand Prix.

H. Hommel (Dainz Pabrik Idarwerk
Oberstein. Precision tools for measur-
ing standard controllers and for use
in

^
workshops as a means of exact

adjustment and uniform measure-
ments, Awards: Board of workmen,
Saarbrucken 1903, gold medal. In-
dustrial and Trade exposition, "Diissel-
dcif 1902, silver medal. Paris 1900,
gold medal.

Junkers tt Co, * Dessau, Pilialfabrik
Rheydt Patented in all civilised
countries. Awards: Chicago 1893,
Leipzig 1897, (Dunchen 1899, Berlin

man exhibition for education. Pittings
of lecture hall of education exhibition
supplied by special request of Govern-
ment Commission: skylight shutter,
Panneau’s experimenting table with
modern equipment. 270 workmen,
32 officials. Chicago 2 Prizes, Paris
1900 gold medal.

KSnigllches Aeronautlsches Observato-
rium bei Berlin ^ exploration of upper
air regions. 5 kites, model of kite
balloon system Parseval-Sigsfeld,
rubberballoons, cables and steelwires.
Registering apparatuses for kites and
rubberballoons, accessory apparatuses,
model of cable winder. Publications,
12 tables of curves, temperature above
Berlin in 1903.

A. Kriiss, Optlsches Institut Hamburg
Proprietor Dr. Hugo Kruss. Pounded

1796. Spectral apparatuses. Photo-
meters, Hefner lamps. Projection
apparatuses,

C. Leitz, Optlsch-mechanische (Oerh-
statte in lOetzIar (Deutschland),
Branches: Berlin, Luisenstr. 45 ; Dew
Xork, 411 (Uest 59th Str.; Chicago,
32-38 Clark Str.

Leppin * (Dasche, Pabrlk^wlssenschaftl.
Instrumente Berlin SO. Speciality:
Physical apparatuses for demonstra-
tion, for universities high schools, &c.
See German exhibition of education.
Prledrich Lux Ludwigshafen Speed
indicators. Sec p. 365 and 373 and
grps. 23 and 64 p. 422 and 471.
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fl, CDensing Berlin Apparatuses for
physical exploration of the sea. Beep
sea luatermark (practically tried appa-
ratus for registring course of tides
during 30 days).

1. B, CDoIIer COedel i. H. Pounded
18d4. Uniuersum Biatomacearum CDol-
lerianum with 4,026 Biat., 72 Biat.
Type plates. "Photographic micrometre
and pigeon post messages. Glass siluer-
ing with reflexion of 96 per cent. Opt-
ical works of precision.

Richard (Dullet-Url Braunschweig *
Glass technical works of precision. Ap-
paratuses for chemistry and physics.
Pounded 1894. Paris 1900 siluer medal.

OJ. niehls * Berlin D. Royal Prussian
mecfal. Gold medal Paris 1900. CDer-
cury therm. +583° C. therm. — 200°C.
Tempering scale for glass. Glass taps.
Testers for mineral oils. (Detal therm,
for instructional purposes.

Katserlfche normal-Glchungekommls-
slon Charlottenburg Precision
scales for 25 kgs with weights. Photo-
graphs.

Peters * Berlin BCO., Turmstr. 4
pparatuses for polarisation, spectro-

scopes, calorimeters. Pounded 1894.
Cast award: Paris 1900 Grand Prlx.

Phystkalisch-Technlsche Relchsanstait
Charlottenburg Scientific apparat-

uses and photographs.

C. Richter Berlin H., "Johannisstr. 14/1

5

^ermometers.

^ Riedinger Augsburg CDodel of
iteballoon.

Cleniens Riefler * CDiinchen a) (Dathe-
matical precision instruments and in-

struments for technical drawing. Pre-
cision compasses, round system intro-
duced by the firm. Precision drawing
pens with tongue opening sideways,
fountain drawing pens, compasses for
maps and distances, prolongable com-
passes, punctuating apparatuses of
the newest, protected system. Ruling
apparatuses, ellipsographs, &c. b) As-
tronomical clocks with entirely free
check, ditto with electric lift, regulating
pendulum of nickel and steel, patented
system Br. S. Riefler. — 5 workshops,
100 workmen. Annual production about
160,000 instruments. 24 prize medals.
Paris 1900 Grand Prix. Cxport to ail

countries. — Proprietor of firm: Br.

S. Riefler, engineer in CDunich, Adolf
Riefler, Kommerzienrat in Desselwang.
Theodor Riefler, CDanufacturer in Dessel-
wang.

Th. Rosenberg Berlin n. * Pactory of
geodetical instruments, theodolites, ni-

uelling instruments, compasses, tele-

scopic graphometers and plane tables,
&c. Paris 1900 gold medal.

Schaffer & Budenberg * CDagdeburg-
Buckau Hydraulic pressure pumps
with 4 manometers. See p. 373 and
grps. 62 and 64 p. 470 and 471.

Pranz Schmidt & Hacnsch, Optiseh-me-
chanische COerkstatten Berlin S. 42
Spectral apparatuses, polarisation and
projection apparatuses, photometers,
colorimeters and other scientific instru-
ments, exhibited in the Bepartments:
“Scientific instruments,” “Chemical in-
dustry,” “education,” “Imperial Board
of Health.”

G. Schoenner, Refsszeugfabrik * Durn-
berg =4tPirst factory in this line. Pounded
1851. Highest prizes awarded. 400
workmen. CDany automatic special
machines in use. Latest achievements
are: Straightening device for compass
handles. Patent lever for cleaning rul-

ing pen, preserving the width of line
exactly. Patented regulation by micro-
meter for adjusting the needle point
of compasses. Improvement of joint-
-motion superior to the former pivot-
-joint.

Louis Schopper Leipzig, Arndtstr. 27
* Balances.

Schott at Genossen "Jena Glass-
works, founded in 1884 by aid of the
Roy. Pruss. Government ScientiHc
and technical glasses, the latter as far
as they are superior to those on the
general market. Optical plate glass,
large reflexion prisms, discs for tele-

scope objectives; glasses transparent
for ultra violet rays. Optical stained
glass, tubes for thermometers, water-
gauge, glasses for laboratories, chim-
neys for incandescent light, petroleum
and mining lamps. 600—700 work-
men and officials. Award medal, Chi-
cago 1893. Grand Prix, Paris 1900.

G. A. Sehuitze « Berlin * Technical
measuring instruments. Pounded 1850.
Awards at many exhibitions. Analyser
for smoke gas, U.S. A. Patent, distance
thermometers, air speed recorder for
blast-engines, guaged thermo-areome-
ters, standard thermometers.
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1802

1803

1804

1805

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

Pr. Sfcbert a Kuhn * Kassel CDanu-
ractury of glass precision instruments,
speciality: Standard thermometer, from
—200° to +575° C, uessels and ther-
mometers up to 750° C of molten
pebble-crystal.

SUniens a HalskeDepartment :
“ Scien-

tine insfrumcnfs.” Complete measuring
outfits: for resistances of euery kind
for current and uoltage (luith com-
pensation apparatus), for aetermining
the quality of iron, for determining
constants of inductions and energy
losses in alternating current instru-
ments. electrical measuring instru-
ments of euery description for laboratory
and switchboard use. Instruments for
pyrometrical measurements. Compass
See p. 374, 376 and 379 and grps. 26,'
74 and 141 p. 428, 473 and 500.
Sonuner & Rungc Berlin * Workshops
for fine mechanics, exhibits: Piuiding
machine, at the same time comparator
luith 1 m spindle thread, two nuts, easily
changeable, and two microscopes. Di-
rect reading of 0 001 mm.
Wilh. Spoerhase worm. C. Staudinger &
Co, * Giessen Manufacturers of fine
balances.

,, Stuckrath "Friedenau b. Berlin.
Ibestr. 11 Balances.

Cudwig Cesdorpf Stuttgart OJanu-
factury of all instruments for astro-
nomy and geodesy; passage instru-
ments, uniuersals, theodolites, leuelling
instruments, tachymeters, crocidolites,
military distance measures, precision
indicators; awards: Chicago 1893, £u-
beck 1895, Paris 1900, &c.

1̂̂ ®! a Sohn Potsdam
Workshop for scientific instruments,
founded 1873. Grand Prix Paris 1900.
Hsreophysical and terrestrial magnetic
instruments, registering arrangements,
microscopes, measuring instruments.

\ Wanschaff Sohn Berlin Work-
shop for scientific instruments of astro-
nomy, geodesy, physics and nauiqation.
Pounded 1876. Chief production: In-
struments with microscopic reading
necessitating most exact sectioning of

^ifst class spectrometer^ circle and direct microscopic
reading of 1 sec.; equiped completely
tor all measurements. Uniuersal instru-
ment with circles of 14'5 cm (5

'/a inch.)
<^'3meter and direct microscopic reading
of 10 sec. See aduertisements p. 26.

Dr. Wax Wolf Heidelberg ^
Scientific photographs.

S

Ptto^ Wolff Berlin W., Karlsbad 15
electric precision resistances.

sent about 1 300 workers. Branches in
Berlin,Hamburg,Prankfort-on-the-CDain
Uienna, Condon, St. Petersburg. (Dicro-
scopes, micro-photographic outfit; pro-
jection-apparatuses (epidiascope); pho-
tographic objectiues (planary, protary,
unary, tessary); Palmos handappara-
tuses; Uerant; Zeiss-field-glass; rifle
telescopes for aiming; monocular and
binocular mounted telescopes; land-
scape telescopes; astronomical tele-
scopes; Stereotelemeters; Stereocom-
parators; Stereoscopes; optical mea-
suring instruments. See grps. 3, 19 and
140 p. 364, 369, 371, 373, 374, 376,
378, 380, 425, 498 and 500.

In the German Hygiene €x-
hibition.

See Social Economy p. 494 and 500.

Prof. Dr. 6. uon Hiifner Tubingen.

Itchier, Uniuersitatsmechaniker

Optisches Institut Ham-

€. teitz Berlin.

Otto Pressler, Pabrik wissenschaft-
licher flpparate Leipzig.

P. Sartorius, PabrIk wissenschaft-
licher Prazisionsinstrumente Got-
tingen und Rauschenwasser.
W. Schanze, Peinmechaniker Leip-
zig.

Pranz Schmidt & Haensch, Optisch-
mechanische Werkstatten Berlin.

Carl Zeiss, Optische Werkstatten 7ena

Berlin SW. 68, Lindenstrasse 18/19
Kinematographic apparatuses and outfit
therefore exhibit in “ German-Pyrolese
Hips. See p. 506.

brlk ‘Saxonia Glashuttei.S. Arith-
mometer, system Thomas. Improued cal-
culators for all systems of reckoning, in-
dispensable for euery undertaking, isknown as the simplest, most reliable
and durable machine. (In Liberal Arts
building.)
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1825

1826

1827

1828

1829

1830

1832

Group 20 .

(Dedicinc and Surgcry.

Gcrman education exhibition

Department: (Dedicine and Surgery.

See educational (Datters p. 374.

German Hygiene exhibition.

See Social economy p. 494 and 500.

l.D. Riedel, Tabriken chemisch-pharma-
zeutischer "Pcaparate * Berlin Case
for freeing from poison, system "Prof.

Dr. Robert.

Zentralhomitee fiir das Rettungsujesen
in Preussen Berlin Graphic repre-

sentation of conditions of life-sauing

and ambulance matters in the German
empire.

exhibition of the United Royal
Prussian and Grand Ducal State

Railway (Danagement

* Berlin

Hear Torsyth fluenue in the open air.

Transportation, see p. 473.

(Dedizinisches COarenhaus, Rhtienges.
Berlin fJ., Priedrichstr. 108.

e.lOulff&Hohmann, Berliner Kranken-
mobelfabrik Berlin C., Gertraudten-
strasse 8/9.

Group 21 .

CDusical Instruments.

3. Bliithner Leipzig 1 "Draiulng-

room grand piano, 2 fliignot system
in dark mahogany case. German State
Building, Hall, upper story. See
p. 360.

Deutsche flutomaten^sellschaft Stoll-

loerck & Co. Coin a. Kh. * Automatons
of every kind. (German-Tyrolese Alps.)

See p. 506-

August Diehl, Geigen- undBogenmacher
Hamburg, Tuhlentujiete 23 Pounded

1876. Silver medal at the Hamburg
exposition 1889. exhibits: three vio-

lins, constructed on artistic principles,

built originally throughout, with oil

varnish; exact copy of ujell knoum
Stradivarius, one ditto CDagini, and
one original model ivith decorative
relief carving. Uiolin and cello bovvs

of own design, patented in several
countries and recommended by virtuosi

of the first rank. Plat build bows.

(Datth. Hohner, Harmonikafabrlk
Trossingen High class accordions
and mouth harmonicas. Ocarinas of

unbreakable pottery ware. Pounded
1857- 1,500 workmen.

Rud. Ibach Sohn, Hofpianofortefabrih
Pactory for cottage pianos at Schwelm,
for grand pianos at Barmen, and since

1904 also in Berlin. Branches at Berlin,

Cologne, Diisseldorf, Bremen, Hamburg
and London Pirm founded in 1794

by the great-grand-
father of the pre-

sent proprietor.
Specialities: deco-
rated cases in

every style, heat
proof instruments
for the tropics and
instruments for

ships. Pianos for
music schools and

seminaries. Pianos for the stage and
concert platform, exhibit: symmetrical
grand piano (German Patent) after

plans by Prof. Billing of Carlsruhe,

exhibited in the concert hall of the

Baden Section. (Palace of varied In-

dustries.) See grp. 37 p. 446.

Gebruder 3ehmllch, Hoforgelbautr
Dresden Organ machinery, pneu-
matic system. Blast worked by electro

motor. (Palace of varied Industries.)

Sec grp. 37.

Carl (Dand, Hoflicferant * Coblenz *
A blue polished tarsia grand piano
designed by Prof. Olbrich. (Palace of

varied Industries.) See grp. 37 p. 453.

3. (Dollenhauer a Sohne, Hoflnstrumen-
tenmacher Pulda Pounded 1822-

Awards at ail exhibitions where ex-

hibited: Cassel 1823 and 1870, Paris

1867, lOittenberg 1869, Uienna 1873,
Berlin 1898. CDanufacturers of all

wooden wind instruments. Speciality:

Plutcs, system Bohm, and piccolos.

T. Ad. Richter & Cie. Rudolstadt
Turning musical instruments: Libel-

lions. (palace of varied Industries.) See
grp. 36 and 38 p. 445 and 459.

€. Rtttershausen * Berlin 59 * Special

works for construction of flutes. Spe-
ciality: Plutcs system Bohm. Pounded
1876. Sole agent Carl Pischer, Dew
York.

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1839

1840
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Schledmayer, Pianofortefabrik uorm.
7- & P. Schlcdmav«r, K. und K. Hoflie-
ferant Stuttgart (Danufacturers of
grand and upright pianos, also of Har-
moniums. 14 Court purueyors diplomas,
40 medals and diplomas. Paris 1900
Grand Prix. Grand piano in oak de-
signed by Prof. Pankok.
Uoigtiandische fDusIkinstrumenten -Pa-
brik Hermann Dolling Jun, ^ OJarkneu-
kirchen i. S. String instruments. (Pa-
lace of varied Industries.)

CD. (Oelte & Sohne :4c Preiburg, Baden
Pneumatic Organs, Orchestras and Or-
chestrions. Purveyors to princes and
the gentry. Highest awards at ail
exhibitions. Pounded 1832. exhibits:
3 orchestrions in tib. Arts Building, case
designed by Prof. Hoffacker. 2 American
organs in Baden and teipsic Hlusic
room; cases designed by Prof. Billing and
Drechsler, Architect. (Palace of varied
Industries.) See grp.37 p.446 and 450.

Group 22.
Theatrical appliances and

equipment.
Aktien-Gesellschaft Schaeffer ak lOalcker

Berlin SCO. 68, tindenstr. 18/19
Search light apparatuses for theatrical
effects.Pittings.(German-ryrolescAlps.i
See p. 506.

*

nJax Cberhardt, Ingenieur ^ CDunchen,
Goethestr.74 Pire extinguisher “Cfaer-
hardt” (in German State Building and
in the German departments of the ex-
hibition palaces.) See p. 359 and
grp. 64 p. 470.
Caboratorlum fur chemische Peuer-
echutz- und Loschmittel Conrad Gautsch,
G. m. b. H. )tc CDunchen. Branch office
Berlin. Berlin CO., Luitpoldstr. 38
experts for chemical fire extinguishers.
Pire extinguishing substance: Gautsch’
Standard fire extinguishing powder.
Pire proof impregnation of stuffs and
fabrics. Pire extinguishing apparatuses
(in German State Building and German
Departments of the exposition palaces)
See p. 359 and grp. 64 p. 471.
t.teichner, Kgl.Kommerzienrat :4c Berlin
SCO., Schiitzenstr. Purveyor to the
Royal Theatres, face powder, rouge
See grp. 23 p. 426.
CDlnimax-Apparate-Bau-Ges. m.b.H :4c

Berlin, Charlottenstr. 66 Pire exting-
uishing apparatuses in German State
Building. See p. 359.

Group 23.
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Arts.
German education Cxhibition.

Pepartment: Chemical exhibition
in Palace of Industry-

See education p. 363 and 364 to 373.
Prof.Dr.Abegg 4- Breslau, Chem.Cabora-
torium der Universitat electrochemical
apparatuses, tables. See grp. 71 p. 367.
Prof. Dr. Ahrens 4 Breslau, CDatthias-
platz 8 titerary works, periodicals.
Aktien-Gesellschaft der Chemischen Pro-
dukten-PabrikPommerensdorfinStettln.
established by the Royal decree of 8.April
1857 *Pactories inPommerensdorf near
Stettin and in COolgast Present num-
ber of workmen 850. Products of whole-
sale Chemical Trade; yearly output about
80,000 tons.

Aktien-Gesellschaft ffir Anilin -Pabri-
kation Berlin SO. 36 4 Pactories in
Germany: Berlin, Rummelsburg near
Berlin, Greppin; in Prance: Saint Pons
(Rhone); in Russia: CDoscow, tibau.
Agents and warehouses in all centres
of industry. Branch establishments in
America: Berlin Aniline CUorks, Dew
Pork, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Charlotte. Articles manufactured: Arti-
ficial organic dyestuffs, aniline dyes
also the raw and intermediate products
for manufacture of the same. Perfumes.
Uarious pharmaceutical preparations.
Photographic developers, Dryplates,
Plat and rolled Pilms. The firm employs
in its factories and branch establish-
ments: 69 chemists, 15 engineers, 38
colorists, photographic officials, &c.,
259 clerks, 1,978 male and 235 female
operatives.
Aktien-Gesellschaft fiir chemische Pro-
ducte, vorm. H. Scheidemandel 4 £ands-
hut (Bayern) The head factory was
founded in 1873 and was converted on
1. October 1895, on which occasion two
rival works were bought up, into a
joint-stock-company. At the present
time the company owns 9 factories,
two of which arc in tandshut and one
in 23ch^ of the following towns Hass-
^rt, Konigsberg in Bohemia, tehrberg,
Allendorf, tuneburg, Heiligensee and
Ohlau. The articles manufactured in-
clude gelatine, finest and cheaper size,
mixed- and bone-glues as well as glue
powder, bone oil and bone meal.—£arge
export business to three seaports by
means of convenient waterways.—£ar-
gest Concern in this branch in Germany.

1849
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1851

1852

1853
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flkt.'Gesellechaft fur Tcec' und 6r46I-
Jndustrlc Berlin tO., tlottwellstr. 7 *
Products of coal-tar-distillation, &c.

Paul flitmann Berlin nU3., tuisen-
strasse 47 * Combustion-furnace with
fittings.

W. flpel Gottingen electrochemical
apparatuses after Dernst.

flmme^ Gfesecke & Konegen Braun-
schweig £aboratorv-miTI.

Prof. T)r. Anschutz Bonn-Poppelsdorf,
CDeckenheimer Str. 158 Preparations,
plans, distillation in vacuum, com-
bustion-furnace with fittings.

Badfsche Anilln- und Sodafabrlk £ud-
wigshafen a. Rhein * loint-stock-com-
pany with a capital of 21 million marks.
Year of foundation of the £udwigshafen
factory: 1865. Dumber of workmen;
7,750, number of officials: 880.
Branches in Deuuille-sur-Sadne and in

Butirki near CDoscow. (Danufactures

:

Artificial dye-stuffs, namely aniline-,

resorcine-, naphthaline-, azo- (and sub-
stantive cotton-) and sulphur-dyes;
aniline-oil, aniline salt, alizarin dyes,
gallic acid dyes; raw and auxiliary
materials for the manufacture of the
above. Indigo pure BASP (synthetic

indigo), indigo preparations. Chrome
and other mordants for dyeing and
printing. Strong sulphuric acids, oleum
and sulphuric anhydride; chlorosul-

phonic acid, sulphurous acid and sul-

phites, durable hydrosulphites; liquid

chlorine and chlorine derivatives; acetic

anhydride; phthalic acid, benzoic acid,

benzoic aldehyde.

Georg Bartels, (Dechaniker Gottingen
* Apparatuses after 3olezaIek.

lohann Ambroslus Barth, Uerlagsbuch-
handlung £eipzig uterary works.

Prof. Dr. Beckmann, Gch. Hofrat £«ip-

zig, Bruderstr. 34 Apparatuses for de-

termining molecular weights, prepara-
tions of the menthol and camphor series.

Spectroscope for educational purposes.

Prof. Dr. Behrend * Hannover, Herren-
hauser Kirchweg 20 Original pre-

parations of the synthesis of uric acid.

Prof. Dr. Biehringer Braunschweig,
Techn. Hochschule Preparations.

Prof.Dr.BIItz Kiel, Holtenauer Str.148
Preparation resp. auto-oxydation. Appa-
ratuses for determining vapour density.

Dr. Biltr, Priuatdozent * Gottingen
Apparatuses for determining vapour
density.

Prof. Dr, Blochmann Konigsberg,
Chem. £abor. d. univers. Inorganic
preparations. £iterary works.

P. Boehrinoer & Sohne (Dannheim-
aldhof Factory for chemical pro-

ducts. Branch-warehouse in Dew York.
Pounded in 1859. 450 workmen, 33 che-

mists and engineers. (Danufactures
alkaloids, glucosides, extracts, syn-
thetic medicaments, synthetic perfumes,
glycerine, ether, gallic acid, resorcine,
hydroquinone, &c. numerous patents,
especially in the branches of the syn-
thesis of caffeine and the electrolytic

reduction of nitrobenzene.

Prof. Dr. Borchers, Gch. Rcg.-Rat
Aachen, Pechn. Hochschule tlectrical

furnaces. See grp. 68 p. 364 and 367.

Prof. Dr. Bredig * Heidelberg, R6-
merstr. 35 electrochemical apparat-
uses. Oterary works. See grp. 68
p. 364 and 367.

Prof. Dr. Bredt Aachen, lechn. Hoch-
schule (Dodel of the constitution of

camphor. Preparations.

Prof. Dr. Brunck * Preiberg i. S., Kgl.

Sachs. Bergakademie Apparatuses for

gas-analysis. Inorganic preparations.

"Prof. Dr. von Buchka, Gch. Rcg.-Rat
Berlin U)., Keithstr. 21 £iterary works.

Prof. Dr. Buchner Berlin DCO., lOils-

nacker Str. 3 Hydraulic press. Pre-
parations illustrating the chemistry of

fermentation.

Prof. Dr. Bulow * Tubingen, Oster-

berg 21 Preparations of the benzo-
pyranol group.

Prof. Dr. Buntc, Gch. Hofrat Karls-
ruhe i. B., Dowacksanlage 13 Gas-
burette.

Prof. Dr. Busch * Grlangen, £6wenich-
strasse 19 Organic preparations.

£copold Cassclla a Co. Prankfurt a. (D.

The firm was founded in 1828, the

factory at (Dainkur in 1870. Branch
factories; (Danufacture £yonnaise de
matieres colorantes, £yon. Russische
Anilinfarben-Pabrik £eopold Cassella
& Co., Riga. American house; Cassella
Color-Company, Dew York, 182 and 184,
Pront Street. Artificial dyestuffs; in

particular: Acid-azo-dyestuffs for wool,
diamine dyestuffs, “Immediate” dye-

stuffs, anthracene acid dyestuffs, an-

thracene chrome dyestuffs, diaminogen
dyestuffs, basic dyestuffs, eosine dye-

stuffs, rosaniline dyestuffs.
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Kolner Cercsinfabrik Gebcudcr (Daus,
G- m. b. H. 4c Coin a. Rh. ^ Ozokerite,

^

Ceresine, bleached Carnauba Ulax.
Speciality: Ozokerite Cable loax for in*

: sulating and impregnating all kinds of

;
cables. Warehouses in Hamburg, £on-

, don, "Paris, Trieste, Genoa and Barce-
; Iona. Representatiues and agents in

5
all foreign and transmarine places.

« Cstd. 1898. Awards: ’Dusseldorf 1902.
;

fllwln nieske, Chemische Tabrlk fllt-

J

herzbcrg 4c Dresden-R. 8 Chromium-,
; Tungsten- and (Dolybdenum metals and

salts. Tungsten Copper and Tin CDining

I
works in Spain. Tin-, Baryta- and Zinc-

p
-white. Aluminium palmitate. Chromium

;
salts. CDolyform. Ammoniac. Ammonium

5 carbonate. Cstd. 1877. 130 workmen.
Gold and State CDedals of (Derit.

f Chemische Tabrlk oon Hugo Blank
? Berlin "Products of Wood distillation

:

CDethylalcohol, "Formic aldehyde, liquid
and solid (Trioxymethylene), Acetic acid.
Acetic anhydride. Acetone.

J
Chemische Tabrik Rurlach, "Dr. Reuberg

’ 'Durlach, Baden^TartaricacidandSul-
< phites. Speciality: Chemically pureCream

ofTartar for Baking powder. Surpasses
all other products in the world as regards
purity and quality. Manufactured by spe-
cial process. Total output in 1903: ouer
2,000,000 kgs, of which 1,500,000 kgs
were exported to all parts of the world.

; Chemische "Fabrlk Gernshelm-Heubruch

;
Mannheim * Salts of metals, Ritro-,

;

Amido- and Chlorine deriuatiues, Aro-
i matic. Hydrocarbons,

i

Chemische T^rik Grlesheim-CIektron,

I

Aktiengesellschaft 4= "Frankfurt a. M.
5

Cstd. 1856. Works in Griesheim a M.,

j

Mainthal, Spandau, Kuppersteg, Bitter-
feld, Rheinfelden i. B. 160 Officials,

;
2,500 workmen. "Products: Mineral
acids. Alkalies, Sodium, Magnesium,
Calcium carbide, Terrosilicium, Chro-
mates, Permanganates, Ritrite, Sulphur,
Phosphorus, Hydrogen (compressed).
Chlorine (liquid). Bleaching powder,

* Chlorides of Sulphur and Phosphorus,
Bisulphide and Tetrachloride of Carbon,
organic Ritro- and Chloro-nitro-com-

i joounds. Aniline deriuatiues.
( Chemische tabrik Honningen, uormals

Walther Peld a Co., Aktiengesellschaft
1 Honningen a. Rh. Manufacturers of
!

Barium- and Strontium-preparations.
1 Specialities: Barium Carbonate 96 to
] 99 percent. Barium Hydrate 96 to 98 per-
i

cent. Barium Oxide, Crude Sulphide of
j

Barium 70 to 80 percent. Permanent
I

white. Strontium Carbonate 92 to 95

percent. Strontium Hydrate, Barium
Chloride, Sulphuric acid, free from ar-
senic and iron, especially for accumu-
lators, Sodium Sulphate, Hydrochloric
acid, free from arsenic, Ritric acid,
compressed Carbonic acid. See p. 367.

See aduertisements p. 15.
Chemische Pabrik, "Dr. Gugen Schaal 4c

Peuerbach Uarnish preparations.
Chemische Pabriken uorm. Weller-t«r
Meet 4c iirdingen a. Rh. * Cstd. 1861.
Pactories in Urdingen a.Rh., Coin a.Rh.,
Mungersdorf, Crefeld and Riehl. 900
officials and workmen, engines of
1,300 H.P. 26 Boilers with 2,650 qm
heating surface. Specialities: Aniline
dyes and intermediate products. Sul-
phur dyes: Auronal-Black, -Brown,
-Green, -Oliue, -Orange, -bellow. Sub-
stantiue Dyes: Black, Brown, Green,
Blue, Orange, Chrysophenine, Congo
Red, Benzopurpurine. Basic Dyes: Bis-
marck Brown, Chrysoidine, Malachite
Green, Brilliant Green, Methylene Blue,
Methyl Uiolet, Crystal Uiolet, Puchsine,
Auramine. Acid Dyes: Wool Black,
Acid Brown, Right Green, Induline,
Wool Blue, Water Blue, Acid Uiolet,
Past Red, Azorubine, Ponceau, Scarlet,
Orange, Azoflauine, Azo Yellow, Metha-
nil Yellow, Raphthol Yellow, Rigrosine
and Induline, soluble in water and spirit.
Dyes soluble in Spirit and in Pats.
Paranitraniline, Aniline oil. Aniline salt,
Alphanaphthylamine, Dimethylaniline,
Monoethylaniline,Diethylaniline,Diphe-
nylamine. Benzidine, "Tolidine, Raph-
thylamine sulphonic acids. Stannous
Chloride. Pink salt, &c. Rumerous
7^«nts. export to all countries.
l.Chem. Instltut der Uniuersltat Berlin4c
Busts and preparations of Ciebig’s,
Wohler’s and A. W. uon Hofmann’s.
Chem. Instltut der Uniuersitat Bonn 4c

Preparations and Models of Auq. Ke-
kule’^
Geh. Reglerungsrat Prof, Dr. Classen 4c

Aachen, Techn. Hochschulc * Appara-
tuses and Models for quantitatiue ana-
lysis. -Sletrplysis.
Prof. Dr. Cohen ^^c Gottingen 4t eiectro-
(ytic. Carbon precipitates.
Prof. Dr. Conrad 41 Aschaffenburg, Porst-
akademie Preparations from the de-
ttart^i^n^of M^Jigjiic acid Syn_theses.
:’rol

^41 Hamburg, 7ungius-
strasse Combustion Apparatus, Pyrrol
creparatioris.
Deutsche chemische Gcscllschaft4( Ber-
lin, Sigismundstr.4 4c Plans of the Hof-
mann House, literary Works.

I

f
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Carl Diederichs, Inh. Spindler & Hoycr *
6ottingen Apparatuses after rJernst.

Dr. Dimroth Tubingen, Holderlin-
strasse 22 CDercury compounds of

Phenols.

Prof. Dr. Doebner Hanea.S.,flIbrecht-
strasse 3 Organic preparations.

Prof. Dr. Drude Giessen, Phys.lnst.d.
Uniuersitat electrochemical apparat-
uses. See grp. 71 p. 368.

R. Cisenmann Berlin, CDuhlenstr. 6-7
Absolute Alcohol, Sulphuric Cther,

Collodium of all kinds. Stiffening liquid

for Incandescent mantles, Amylacetate,
Amyl-, Butyl- and Propylalcohol.

Prof. Dr. Clbs * Giessen, Hofmannstr. 5
electrochemical apparatuses. Prepar-

ations obtained by means of electrolylis.

See grp. 68 p. 364 and 368.

Prof. Dr. emmerling Berlin U).,

(Deineckestr. 9 Organic and physio-
logical preparations.

Prof. Dr. engler, Geh. Hofrat ^ Karls-
ruhe i. B., Kaiserstr. 12 (Dodels of

atoms, Pirst Synthesis of Indigo, arti-

ficial Petroleum, Apparatuses.

Prof. Dr. erdmann Charlottenburg,
Leibnizstr. 80 Apparatuses.
Parbenfabriken worm. Prledr.’ Bayer &
Co. Akt.-Ges. Clberfeld, teuerkusen
a. Rh., Barmen, Schelploh (Germany),
(Doscouj (Russia), Piers (Prance) esta-

blished 1850. employs 1,260
Officials including 165 Scien-
tific Chemists, 34 engineers
mith Uniuersity Diplomas,
72 tDechanics and 5500

Workmen. CDanufacture: Sulphuric acid
and Anhydride, Ditric acid Hydro-
chloric acid. Alkalies, ail intermediate
products of the Coal-Tar Branch, all

Alizarine-dyes (alizarine-Cyanines, -Sa-

phirol), Aniline-and Azo-dyes (Diamond
Black, Sulfonecyanine, Direct deep-
-black), Katigen Dyes (Katigen-black,
Katigenindigo). Pharmaceutrical Pro-
ducts: Agurine, Aristol, Aspirine,
Citarine, Helmitol, Heroine, Isopral,

CDesotane, Protargol, Salophene, Tan-
nigene, Thezoine, Triona, Somatose,
Creosotal, Duotai, Piperazine, Phena-
zetin, Sulphonal, Salicylic-acid, Salol,

Aristochine, Ueronal. Photographic
Products: Cdinol, Bayer’s-Plashlight,
Bayer’s Adheriue Paste, photographic
papers.
Parbuierke uorm. (Delster Lucius &
Briining A.-G. Hochst a. (D. estab-
lished 1862 * Capital 17 (Dillion CDarks.
Branch establishments: Gersthofen

Trademark

0auaria), CDoscouj (Russia), Creil

prance). The staff consists of 810
officials (225 chemists, 335 clerks, 55
engineers, 200 foremen) and about
5,500 workmen. 1. Coal Tar Dyes

(Aniline-, Resor-
cine-, naphthaline-,
Azo-, Alizarine-
-dyes. Dyestuffs for
developing in the
fibre. Indigo; in

all 3,000 Dyestuff
standard). Intermediate products and
njordants. 2. Technical-Chemical pro-

ducts (Acids, Caustic soda, &c.). 3. Phar-
maceutical Products: e. g. Antipyrine,
Pyramidone, tDigranine, Anaesthesine,

Albargine, Diphtheria-Remedy, Tetanus-
Antitoxine, Curative serums for combat-
ing infectious diseases of animals
(Anthrax serum, &c.), Koch’s Tuber-
culine. 4. Chemicals for photographic
purposes (Developers, Fixing salt.

Dyestuffs for Three colour photography
and Lightfilters). About 1,200 Patents
in Germany and abroad, about 700
Trademarks, numerous Highest awards.

Prof.Dr.C.Plsche^ Geh. Reg.-Rat * Ber-

lin, Hessischestr.3 Organic Dyestuffs,
Phenylhydrazine, Uric acid group. Sugar
group. Decomposition of albumen. Syn-
theses of Polypeptides, Apparatuses.
Literary works.
Prof. Dr. P. Pischer Gottingen, Hohe
Strasse 1 Apparatuses for Gasanaly-
sis. Calorimeters.

Prof. Dr. 0. Pischer Crlangen Chem.
Instit. d. Univers. Organic Dyestuffs.

Prof. Dr. Preund Prankfurt a. (D.,

Stiftsstrasse 32 Alkaloids.

Prof. Dr. Promm Preiburg i. B., Bis-

marckstr. 6 Organic preparation.

Prof. Dr. Gabriel Berlin, Reichstags-
ufer Organic preparations.

August Gerber Coin a. Rh. Busts.

Germanisches (Duseum niirnberg
Alchemistic apparatuses.

1 . Giesel & Co. * Dresden-Plauen CDanu-
facturers of non-poisonous colours for

food and relishes, soap and fat indu-

stry; Pruit aroma essences for sweet-
-meat manufacture, ethereal oils and
essences. Cxport to all civilised coun-
tries. Awards: Gold and Silver CDedals.

See p. 371. See advertisements p. 13.

Dr. Heinrich Gockel Berlin W. 9 Physi-
kalisch-chemisches Institut, Speciality:

CDanufacture and testing of Standard
glass-instruments. Reagents and So-
lutions.
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rh. Goldschmidt, Chemische Fabrik und
Zlnnhiitte Gsscn-Ruhr * Gstablished
1847. 400 COorkmen. Ualue of yearly

output 8,000,000 CD. "Di-

ploma: Berlin 1879. CDe-
idals: Chicago 1893, Gold
medals: Paris 1900, "Diis-

seldorf 1902; "Prussian
State CDedals. U.S.fl. "Che
Goldschmidt Thermit Com-

pany, Reiu iJork, COall Street, exchange
Building 43-7, room 1508 exchange
Place. CDetals free from carbon. Chro-
mium, (Danganese, Perrotitanium, (Do-
lybdenum, Perrouanadium, &c.. Thermite
for carrying out the Goldschmidt alu-
minothermic method of welding and
hard-soldering. Tramway lines Tubes,
Steel and Iron Castings welded with
Thermite, Korubin and polishing discs.
Titan Thermit and anti-piping thermit
for obtaining iron and steel castings
free from blowholes and of a finer grain.

T5r. H. Grossmann CDunster i.CO., Uni-
uersitat Inorganic "Double salts.

Haarmann & Reimer, Chemische Pabrik
ru Hoizminden, G.m.b.H.i^c Hoizminden
(Braunschweig) established 1874. CDa-
nufacture of synthetic Perfumes. The
following bodies were either discouered
or first manufactured by our firm: Da-
nilline (187^, Heliotropine and Cuma-
rinen878), Terpineol (1889), Isoeugenol
(1890),i:inaloolandi:inalylacetate(1891),
Jonone (1893), Irone (1893), Pineapple
aroma (1901), Oil of Cassia flowers,
artificial (1903). Our products obtained
Siluer and Gold CDedals at the following
exhibitions: Philadelphia 1876, Frank-
furt a. CD. 1877, Amsterdam 1877, Sidney
1879,Hamburgl880,CDelbournel880/81,
Frankfurt a. CD. 1881, Antwerp 1885,
Berlin 1888; Chicago 1893. lnParisl900
the firm obtained the Grand Prix ofGroup
111. export to all parts of the world. In
the United States of America the pro-
ducts of the firm are manufactured by
the Haarmann-de taire-Schaefer Co. in
CDaywood, Dew "Jersey. The manufacture
of most of the products is secured to the
firm by patents in all civilised countries.
Prof. Dr. Harries * Charlottenburg, Ber-
liner Str. 36 "Distillation in uacus.
Ozone apparatus, titerary works. Or-
ganic preparations.
Hartmann & Braun, CDedianiker
Frankfurt a. CD.

Heideiberger Gelatinefabriken Stoess &
Co. 4c Heidelberg Gelatine for various
purposes.

Prof. pr. Hempel, Geh.Hofratstc "Dresden,
Technische Hochschule Apparatuses
for fractional distillation and for Gas
and Smoke-gas Analysis.

CD. C. Heraeus * Hanau Uessels of
Quartzgias, electric furnaces. Platinum
apparatuses for Chemical laboraties.
See Grp. 19 p. 413.

Gebr. Heyl & Co., G. m.b. H. Charlotten-
burg CDanufacturers of Chemical co-
lours. established 1833. Colours for the
Glazed paper-, CUall paper- and Paper
industries, for Printing andi Litho-
graphy. All mineral-, wood varnish-
and aniline varnish-colours. Paris- and
Steel blue, CDanganous borate, "Perma-
nent COhite for Chromo- and photo-
graphic papers.

Prof."Dr.Holde * Berlin, Geisbergstr.40
« Analytical apparatuses for the ana-
lysis of Fats and Petroleum. Organic
preparations.

F. Hugershoff Leipzig Amperemeter
after Bredig & Hahn.
Ichthyolgesellschaft Cordes Hermann! &
Co. 4c Hamburg ^ Ichthyol preparations.
See p. 372. See advertisements p. 24.
Prof. "Dr. "Jacobson 4c Berlin, Genthiner
Str. 14 CDodels, preparations and
literary works.
Kalle & Co. 4c Biebrich a. Rh. establi-
shed 1863. Branch Houses :U.S. A. :KalIe
& Co., Hew Vork, Boston, Philadelphia,
gegrundetl882. Russia : ChemicalCUorks
Ralle & Co., COarsaw, established 1884;
Chemical CDorks Kalle & Co., CDarsaw,
CDarehouse in Lodz, established 1903.
Austria: CDiiler, Kalle & Co., Hruschau
1903. Agencies in ail centres of in-
dustry. Artificial dyestuffs: Aniline-,
Azo-, naphtaline- and Sulphur dyestuffs
for wool, silk, cotton, leather, paper,
&c. &c.; Raw- and intermediate pro-
ducts for Coal Tar "Dyestuff manu-
facture; Pharmaceutical preparations.
106 Clerks, 88 technical Officials (Che-
mists and engineers) and 600 COork-
men. export to all european and
American States, also to "Japan, China,
India, Australia and Africa. Owners
of numerous Patent brands and Trade-
marks in all civilised countries. The
firm obtained Awards at the Inter-
national exhibitions in Paris 1867
Uienna 1873, Barcelona 1888, Chicago
1893, Paris l900, also at the exhibitions
in nishnij Dovgorod 1896, Pusseldorf
1901, Osaka 1903 ; the firm also obtained
the Royal Prussian State CDedal in 1901.
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€rwin Kcrker, (Dechaniker ^ Breslau ^
Apparatuses after Abegg.
Knapp.Uerlagsbuchhandlungi^ Halle a.S.

Collection of electrochemical u)orks.

Dr.O.KnofleraCo. 'Plotzensee b.Berlin
(Danufactory of chemical preparations

for Incandescent Gaslighting: Thorium
and Cerium nitrate, &c. Cstablishedl889.
Knoll & Co. ^ tudiuigshafen a. Rh.
Cstabl. 1886. Chemico-pharmaceutical
preparations, especially alkaloids and
new medicaments.
Prof. T)r. Knorr, Geh. Hofrat ^ lena,
Chem. Instit. d.Uniuersit. * Organic Pre-
parations. Pyrazoles, (Dorpholine, De-
composition of (Dorphine. Tautomerism.
"Fritz Kohler, CDechaniker Leipzig
Apparatuses after Oswald.
Prof. Dr. Konig, Geh. Reg.-Rat ^ CDunster
i. U)., Agrik.-chem. Uersuchsanstalt
Apparatuses, Cellulose preparations,
literary works.
Prof.Dr.Kuhllng ^ Charlottenburg, Bis-
marckstr. 21 Literary works.
Prof. Dr. UJ. Kuster * Tubingen, Kep-
delerstr. 20 Haematine preparations.
Dr.Kunckell ^ Rostock i.CD., Chemisches
Institut der Uniuersitat * Organic pre-

arations.
unheim & Co. ^ Berlin, Dorotheen-

strasse 32 ^Preparations of Rare earths.
Inorganic salts. Liquefied gases. Pro-
ducts obtained by working of Gas puri-

fyinq mixture. Alloys.
Dr. Rutscher (Darburg, Phys.-Chem.
Institut Veast preparations.
Prof. Dr. Ladenburg, Geh. Reg.-Rat ^
Breslau, Kaiser-COilhelm-Str. 108 In-

organic and organic preparations, lite-

rary works.
Prof. Dr. Lange ^ Rrefeld, Dyeing and
Pinishing School Demonstration resp.

Application of Dyestuffs.
€. A. Lentz Berlin R., Gr. Hamburger
Str. 2 * Stirring and shaking apparatus
for laboratories, driving shaft for work
table, draught cupboarci, vacuum pump,
vacuum apparatus.
Oskar Leuners (Dechanisches Institut ^
Dresden Apparatus for technical Gas-
analysis, CDeasuring burettes with and
without corrections for temperature and
air-pressure. Absorption and combustion
pipettes. Apparatuses for exact gas-
analysis of (Dercury, with all absorptions
and measuring apparatuses after Ge-
heimrat Professor Dr. COalther Hempel
in Dresden (see “Gasanalytische (Detho-
den” by Dr. lOalther Hempel, 3d edition

1900. Translated from the third German
edition and considerablyenlarged by L.CD.

j

Dennis, Professor of Analytical and in-

organic chemistry in Cornell University.
1902). The firm was established in 1870;
the present owner constructed and sup-
plies instruments fortesting iron bridges !

such as apparatuses for the graphic mea-
surement of tension, flexion, horizontal
vibrations and deformation. Indicator
diagram apparatuses, self registering
measurers for tension and the strength
of materials. Graphic apparatus lor
showing the velocity of water Apparatus
for drawing the cross- and longitudinal

i

sections of water courses, &c. (own Pa-
tents). See advertisements p. 30.

!

Prof. Dr. Licbermann, Geh. Reg.-Rat ^ i

Berlin, CDatthaikirchstr. 29 Organic '

Preparations, Synthesis of Alizarine.

Prof. Dr. Lindner ^ Charlottenburg,
Stuttgarter Platz 1 Apparatuses,
CDodels, Preparations resp. Chemistry
of Permentation.
Prof. Dr. von Lippmann * Halle a. S.,

Raffineriestr. 28 * Literary works.
G. Luther, Akt.-Gef. Braunschweig *

\

Laboratory mill.
Prledrlch Lux Ludwigshafen a. Rh.
Gas balance. See grps. 19, 23 and 64
p. 365, 373, 413 and 471.

|

Dr. (Dahla ^ Berlin, Keithstr. 8 Organic
reparations.
roT. Dr. (Darckwald ^ Berlin, Kur-

furstendamm 240 Organic prepa-
rations, Radioactive substances.
Dr. L. C. (Darquart Beuel-Bonn a. Rh.
Pactory for manufacture of chemical, '

pharmaceutical, technical and scientific

preparations. Cstabl. 1846. Awards:
London 1851, Diisseldorf 1852, CDunich
1854, Treves 1854, Paris 1855, London
1862, Paris 1867, Amsterdam 1869,
Uienna 1873, Philadelphia 1876, Dus-
seldorf 1880, Antwerp 1885, Antwerp
1894, Paris 1900, Diisseldorf 1902.
Specialities: Acetocaustine, Camphoric
acid. Cinnamic acid, Perrocyanic acid,

^

Pumaric acid, CDalonic acid, (Dalicacid,
Phosphomolybdenic acid. Sorbic acid.

Titanic acid. Ammonium nitrate, Phos-
j

phomolybdate ofammonia. Bismuth sub- ,

nitrate.Cadmium acetate. Caesium alum,
Caesium bitartrate. Calcium bimalate,

'

Calcium malate. Powdered oxide of
|

copper, granular copper acide,€udermol,
j

Perrostyptine,Hexamethylenetetramine,
;

Jodoformine, lodoformal. Potassium
permanganate. Copper-potash alum, Li-

thio-Piperazine, Lithium bromide, Li-
'
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thlum carbonate, tithium chloride, £i-^ium citr^tCf Caustic Sod^« Sodd-limc
“•cotine puriss., nicotine sulphate, Ol!
sorbi, Fepsine, Picrocarmine, Lead io-
dide, Rubidium flium, metallic Zinc,

j

Zirconium hydroxide, OJoIybdan pre-

I
P^cations.PreparationsforBacterioIoqy,

t Chemical analysis, Clectrotyping, Iron
tUorhs, Ceramic art, Laboratories, CDi-
croscopic ujorh. Perfumery, Pharmacy,
Photography, Pyrotechnic and Textile
industry.
Pranz nJayerhoff & Co., OJaschinenfabrik
* 28 ^ Geschaftsgriindung
1875. Ice-machines of any capacity for
Chemical cOorhs and Caboratories. 6oId
and Silver CDedals.

, _
€. merck, Chemische'Pabrik und ba^te-
«o[ogisches'^^Pbratotiahfi Barm-
stadt; Branch establishments in CDoscouj
and London; CDerck & Co., Reuj York
and St. Louis flll Chemicals for CDe-
dicinal-pharmaceutical purposes, espe-
cially alkaloids and glycosides, also the
rollouimg specialities: Bromipine, Bio-
nine, Jodipine, Stytizine, Tannoform,
Tropacocaine, Ueronal, 30 percentages
chemically pure Hydrogen Peroxide
also strong Biphtheria Serum remedy,’
Streptococcus serum. Pneumococcus
serum, Hnthrasc serum. Thyroid serum

^cquiritol serum, also’
all Reagents for medical, pharmaceut-
ical and technical purposes; likewise
Chemicals and Preparations for micro-. loi; micr
scopic, bacteriological and photographic

5
preparations for Incandescent

(

6as-light, Preparations for the Textile
Indust^, Pyrotechnics, Perfumery, Per-

allied Industries. See
P- 5^2 and 379 and
grp. 140 p. 499.

I

Prof. Br. uon (Deyer, Geh. Hofrat Bres-
I

den, Lcssingstr. 6 Literary works.
I

Seep. 365.

3
Pror.Br. (Beyer* Braunschweig, (Doltke-

J
“O^aanic preparations. See

I
p. 366 and 370.

> Prof. Br. (Deyerhoffer * Berlin, Uhland-
strassel62 * (Bodels. See grp. 68 p. 366.
Prof. Br. (Bichaelis * Rostock i. (D.
Chem. Inst. d.CIniuersitat * Inorganic and
organic preparations. See p.366and 369.

* Charlottenburq,
Techn. Hochschule * Preparations for
Photography in natural colours. See
P grps.l6 and 19
p. 406 and 414.
Robert CDittelbach, (Bechaniker * Got-
tingen * Apparatuses after Rernst.
See p. 368.

Prof. Br. (Bitscherlich * Preiburg i. B.
Chem. Inst. d.Uniu. Preparat. See p.372!
Prof. Br. CBohlau * Bresden, Semper-
strasse 4 Colloidal Indigo. See p. 370.
Prof. Br. A. Raumann, Geh. Hofrat *
Giessen Apparatuses of Liebiq’s
Seep. 365.

”

Prof. Br. Rernst * Gottingen, Burqer-
strasse 50 * electrochemical appara-
tuses, electrochemical laboratory table
See p. 365, 366 and 368.

of* * CBuhlhausen i. GIs.,
btadt.ChemieschuIe OrganicByestuffs
See p. 370.
K.Oehier* Offenbach a.(B. * Anilin-and
Aniiinfarbenfabrik. established 1850.

600 officials and workmen.
(Banufactures: ^ Interme-
diate products: Aniline and
Aniline salt, Toiuidine, nitro-
benzene and Ritrotoluene,
Tolidine, Benzidine, Parani-
traniline, /?-RaphthyIamine,

I- ,

Piphenylamine, (Bethyiani-
Iine, Raphthoi- and Raphthylaminesul-
phonic acids,aic. b) Byestuffs: Puchsine,
Phosphine, Leather iJellow, ail kinds of
aniline blue, solid blue (InduIine),(BethyI-
moIet,BenzofIauine,azo-dyes, especially
(Bethanil yellow, cloth red, Toiuylene-
orange and -brown, Raphthazurine blue,
TriazoI-dyes,Congo and Benzopurpurine
HydrazineyeIIow,&c. See p. 370 and 37l!
Prof. Br. Ost Hannouer, Techn. Hoch-
schule (Bodels, Biagrams, Inorganic
and Organic preparat. for technological
instruction. See p.366 to 369 and 372.

Ostwald, Geh. Reg.-Rat* Leip-
zig, Phys.-chem. Inst. d. Uniu. Clectro-
^em. apparatuses. See p.365 and 368.
Pr<^. Br. Paal Crlangen, Cngelgasse 9
* Preparations of colloidal OJetals,
preparations of Chinazoline derivatives
See p. 366, 370 and 371.
P. (0. Pest * Berlin Copper goods
factory. GstabL1830. Spec.: Breiucryap*
paratuses.Copper^paratusforcultivat.
of pure yeast after Prof.Br.PauI Lindner.
Prof. Br. Pfeffer Leipzig, Linnestr. 1 *
Apparatuses for the measurement of
Osmotic Pressure. See grp. 71 p. 366
Prof. Br. Pinner, Geh. Reg.-Rat* Berlin,
Luisenstr. 56 Organic preparations,
Becomposition of Ricotine.

Kgl.PreussischePorzellanmanufaktur*
Berlin Porcelain Uessels, &c., for che-
mical laboratories. See grp. 46 p 464
Br. Pschorr Berlin OJ., Kurfursten-damm 25 * Apparatuses, preparations
or the Phenanthrene- and (Borphine
Series. See p. 371.
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Dr. T. Raschig 41 Ludiuigshafcn a. Rh.

Largest factory in the world for crystal-

lized and liquid Garb, acid, Orthocresol,

(Detacresol and Paracresol. Seep. 370.
Prof. Dr. Reinhe 4c Braunschweig, Techn.
Hochschule Apparatuses and prepar-

ations illustrating the Chemistry of

Permentation. See p. 372 and 373.
Prof. Dr. Reissert 4c Literary works.
Prof.Dr. Rimbach Bonn,Beckenheimer
Str. 71 Literary works. See p. 365.
Dr.Rohde 4c CDunchen, Pheresienstrasse

4t Cinchotoxine, Cinchonine, Quinine
preparations. See p. 371.

ur. Rosenheim 4c Berlin, flisenstrasse

4( Inorganic preparations. See p. 366.
iacques Rosenthal 4c CDunchen Dealer

in old books. fllchem.literature. See p.365.
Prof.Dr. Ruff 4< Berlin.Phomasiusstrasse

Apparatuses, Inorganic and Organic
preparations. See p. 366-368 and 372.

QebrQder Ruhstrat ^ Gottingen elec-

trochemical laboratory table. Seep. 368.
Dr. Sachs 4c Berlin, Hessische Strasse
Orqanic preparations. See p. 369.
€. Sachsse & Co., Inhaber Dr. Otto Lampe
und Albert Dufour Peronce 4^ Leipzig

Pactories in Leipzig-Reudnitz and Lie-

sing nearUienna, in which the following

materials are treated: Aromatic woods.
Seeds, Plants, Spices, Drugs, Chemicals
and Spirit.Prom these are manufactured

:

ethereal oils, artificial Perfumes, Phar-
maceutical preparations,Pruit-ethers and
essences for liqueurs, beuerages and
sweetmeats. Of the aboue we specially

mention : Ambrette seed oil, Anethol, oils

of Bergamotte and of Lemons free from
terpenes. Cognac oil. Iris oil, oil of car-

raway,riutmeg oil, artificial oilofneroli,

oil of Roses and Plang ylang oil. Pat-

chouli oil. Sandalwood oil, oil of Cinna-

mon, Benzyl acetate, Bornyl acetate, Car-

uol, Citral, Citronellol, Cucalyptol, 6era-

niol,Hyacinthine,Linalol,Linalyl acetate,

(Denthol, Reroline, Phymol, Cinnamyl al-

cohol. Phe first to manufacture on a large
scalethefollowing.-Hirudine (patented in

various States), a new product obtained

from leeches to prevent the coagulation

of the blood. Cxport trade to all parts of

the world. Awards: London 1862,

Stettin 1865, Paris 1867, (Doscow
1872, Uienna 1873, Dresden 1895, Phila-

delphia 1876, Amsterdam 1877, Sydney
187», Hamburg 1879, (Delbourne 1881,
PortoAlegrel881,Amsterdaml883,Leip-
zig 1897.Phefirmwas established in 1895
by the grandfather of the two present

proprietors Geh. Kammerrat Dr. Carl

Lampe, along with the chemist CDr. Cmil
Sachsse in connection with his wholesale
drug business existing since 1750, Bruck-
ner, Lampe & Co., Leipzig, Berlin, Ham-
burg, tothepartners of which the present
owners of the firm €. Sachsse & Co. still

belong. See p. 372.
Prof. Dr. Salkowski, Geh. Reg.-Rat 4t

CDunster i. U)., Chem. Inst. d. Universitat

Organic preparations. See p.370 and 372.

Prof.Dr. Salkowski Berlin,Physiolo^.-

chem. Institut der Universitat Physio-
logical preparations.

P. Sartorlus Gottingen (Prov. Han-
nover) (Dechanical Pactory for pre-

cision instruments. Analytical Balance
in mahogany case with counterbalanced
front slide; at 200 grs.maximum charge,

sensitiveness 1-10 grs. A set of gold

plated weigths from 1 mg to 100 g. Hydro-
static Balances with steel knife-edges

for liquids. All kinds of finer balances

for physical, chemical and technical pur-

poses. established 1870. 100 workmen.
Prizes awarded at all exhibitions where
represented. At the International expo-
sition in Brussels they received a Special

Prize for the best type of analytical Ba-
lance. Yearly output about 750 balances,

export to all countries. See grps. 19, 20
and 140 p. 367, 368, 415, 426 and 498.
Schmidt&Haensch.Pranz 41 BerlinS.42,
Prinzcssinnenstr.l6 Polarising appa-
ratuses,Photometers,&c. See p.366,373,
376 and grp. 19 p. 414 and 415.

lO.Schmlcft, CDechaniker 4( Giessen *Rp-
paratusaftereibsandDrude. See p.368.

Prof. Dr. Scholl * Karlsruhe i. B.,

Bunsenstr. 15 Pulminate of mercury
preparations. See p. 369.
Schott und Genossen 4‘3ena 4c Glass ves-

sels for chemical purposes. See grps. 19

and 140 p. 366, 374, 414, 426 and 498.
Dr.Theodor Schuchardt ^ Gorlitz (Schle-

sien) est.1863. Awards at 27 exhibit-

ions. Chemicals for scientific, photogra-
phic, pharmaceutical and ceramic pur-

poses. Speciality :Pure Reagents, Chemical

preparations, chemicals for Incandescent
Gas Light, (Detallic oxides. See p. 367,369
and 371.
Prof.Dr. Schultz 4t{Dunchen,Gisclastr.3
4t Organic dyestuffs. See p. 370.
Prof.Dr. Siegfried 4cLeipz!g,Lindenstr.l*

Albumen preparations. Apparatuses. See

p. 371 and 372.
Prof.Dr.Staedel, Geh. Reg.-Rat 4c Darm-
stadt, Herdweg76 Apparatuses forpre-
paring crystalline Peroxide of Hydrogen.
See p. 366.
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1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Stassfurtcr Chem. Tabrlk fl.-G. Stass-
rurt Possess uarious Gold CDedals
and Highest awards, exhibit of 'Potassi-
um Cyanide, "Potassium Cyanate, Perro-
cyanide of "Potassium and Urea. Also ma-
nufact: "Potassium Chioride, Potassium
sulph., Kieserite,fDagnesium suIph.,Bro-
mine andCDagnes.Chlor. 500 workmen.
Prof. pr. Stauenhagen * Berlin-Grune-
waid, HumboIdtstr3 Uarious appara-
tuses,Inorganic preparations. See p.367.
Pr, Stocks Berlin, Hessische Str. 1/3
flpparat for work, with liquefied gases.
Inorganic preparat See p. 366 and 367.
Prof. Pr. Stoehr Kiel, Chem. Inst, der
Uniuersitat Preparations of the "Py-
razine series. See p. 371.
Prof.Pr. Stoermer* Rostock i.U)., Georg-
strasse 33 Preparations of the Cu-
marone series. See p. 370.
Prof. Pr. rhiele Strassburg, Chem.
Inst, Goethestr. ^ Preparations of Pi-
tramide,flmido-guanidine, &c. See p.369.
,^of- pr. XThierfelder Berlin, Deue
wintcrfcldstr. 37 Physiologico-chcmi'
cal preparations. See p. 372,
Prof.Pr,rhoms%StegIitz-BerIin,Hohen-
zoilernstr. 3 Plans, flpparat See p.372.
Prof. Pr. Pollens, Geh. Reg.-Rat * Got-
tingen, flgrik.-chem. taborat Appara-
tuses, Preparations of the sugar arouD
See p. 372 and 373.

» h f-

Jrof. "Dr. CO. Praube Berlin, Pots-
damer Str. 5 Synthesis of Clric acid
and of Xanthine. See p. 369.
UereiniqteChemischeCOerke=*tChariotten-
burg Eanoline, Glycerine, Patty acids.
See p. 372 and 426.
Uereinigte Pabriken fur taboratoriums-
b«darf, G. m. b. H. Berlin, Chaussee-
str. 3 flpparat. for Chemical laborat.
See grps. 19, 23, 83 and 140 p. 365-368,
371-373, 426, 489 and 498.
Uereinigte Ponwarenwerke,fl.-G.« Char-
lottenburg, Sophienstr. 8/17 Sink atc.
for laboratories.

"Dr. Uongerichten "Jena, Uilla
trankenhauser =»tPecomposition of CDor-
phine and of apiine. See p. 372.
"Prof. Pr. COallach, Geh. Reg.-Rat i Got-
tingen, Chem. Inst. d. Uniuersitat Col-
lect of U. CDeyer’s flpparat for determ.
UapourPensity, Preparations of thePer-
pene series. See p. 365, 366 and 370,
Pr. COedekind Piibingen, Garten-
strasse4/5 Preparations iilustratinq
Stereoisomerism of nitrogen com-
pounds. Seep. 365, 367, 369 and 372.
R. COedekind & Co. * Cirdingen a. Rh.
Chemical Pactory,estl886at£eichIingen

near Clberfeld, remoued in 1890 to Ur-
dingen a. Rh., employs at present 150
workmen.CDanufact.alizarineforPurkey-
red dyeing Industry, aiizarine dyes and
Intermediate products by own patens
processes, resp. prouisional specificat.
Also manufact. Bichromates a. other Cro-
mium salts of partic. kinds for Paint,
Colour manufacturing and Panning. In
the group “Chemistry of the Germ.Cduc.
exhibition” a number of new Sulphonic
acids. Hydroxyl deriuatiuesand Chlorine
products of the flnthraquinone series,
prepared by own patented methods
resp. prouisionai patents applied for.
See p. 370.
Prof. Pr. CUeinland^tc Piibingen, Deckar-
str.l Inorganic preparations. See p.367.
Prof. Pr. CUicheihaus, Geh. Reg.-Rat
Beriin, Gr.Querailee flpparat, Raph-
thol preparations. See p. 366 and 370.
Prof.Pr. CUindisch Geisenheim flp.
paratfortheanaiysisofCUine. Seep.373.
Prof.Pr. CUinkler, Geh. Hofrat^Presden,
Perrassenufer3 CDodels, Germanium-
preparations, Indium and Hydrides
of the (Petals of Rare Carths. See
p. 365-367.
Pheodor COirsing^ Schweinfurt a. (P.
established 1833.CoIoursandChemicaIs.
CPineral-, CUood- and flniiine lacquer
Colours, export to all parts of the
world. See p. 367. See aduts. p. 5.
"Prof. Pr. CU. CUisIicenus Pubingen,
Uniuersitat Apparatuses for Synthe-
ses by means of Piethyloxaiuacetate.
Prof. Pr. H. CUisIicenus Pharandt, Kgl.
Sachs.Porstakad. flpparatuses,Iiterary
works. See p. 365, 366, 369 and 373.
Pr. L CUohler Karisruhe flutooxy-
dation of Platinum. See p. 367.
Prof. Pr. CUohl * Charlottenburg, Bleib-
treustr. 49 Gas Analysis, Inorganic
and Organic preparations. See p. 365.
367, 369, 370 and 372.
Prof. Pr. CUoIffenstein* Charlottenburg,
Pechn. Hochschule Inorganic and Or-
ganic preparations. See p. 365, 367,
371 and 372.
Carl Zeiss^ 7ena Refractometer, Spec-
troscopes, (Dicroscopes. Seeqrps.l9 and

Pj 364, 369, 371, 373, 374, 376,
378, 380, 415, 498 and 500.

CoIIcctiuc exhibition of German
Perfumery lOorhs.

Business (Danager: Kgl. Kommerzien-
rat Ceichner, Berlin.

Georg Praile Hamburg und flitona
(Danufactory of fine Perfumes and Poilet
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;
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J 2038

soaps, established 1852. Specialities:
Dr.Draiie’s Birch Hair-iuash, “Sapo-
dont” Dentifrice, “Uioiet-maiattine”
Cream for the Skin. "Perfumes: Cmpress-
Uihtoria-flugusta-Uioiet and tiiy of the
Uaiiey. Toiietsoaps: “Ohne Gieichen,”
Tiorida Uioiet, Irisfiower.

See aduertisements p. 5.

70nger & Gebhardt Beriin S.14 ¥ac-
tory of fine "Perfumes and Toiiet soaps.
Speciaiity:tanoiineCream preparations.
Cstabiished 1873.

B. Cangwisch Dachf. 4^ Hamburg, CDer-

kurstrasse 34 factory of "Perfumery,
"Powder and Rouge.

e. A. Lentz 4t Berlin Pactory for

Laboratory fittings.

2039 ‘

Otto Pressler, Pabrik wissenschaft-
licher Apparate 41 Leipzig.

2040
1

P.Sartorius,Pabrikwi8senschaftlicher
Prazislonsinstrumente 4t Gottingen
and Rauschenwasser.

2041

Schmidt & Haensch, Optisch-mecha-
nische Werkstatten 4t Beriin.

2042

Schott Sc Genossen, "Jenaer Gerate und
Rohrenglaser "Jena.

2043

Uereinigte Pabriken fur Laborato-
riumsbedarf, G. m. b. H. 4t Berlin.

2044

C.Ceichner Berlin SIO., Schiitzenstr 31

Steampower COorks for Perfumery,
Cosmetics, Powders and Rouges. Pur-
veyor to the Royal theatres. Largest
establishment in the world.

Uereinigte Chemische COerke, flktien-

gesellschaft ^ Charlottenburg bei Berlin

^ Glycerine of various qualities, £ano-
line and tanoline preparations, Am-
monia, Patty acids manufactured by
fermentation. See grps. 19, 83 and 140
p.365-368, 371-373, 425, 489 and 498.

"F. Wolff & Sohn, Crste Karlsruher Parfii-

merie- und Poiletteseifenfabrik * Karls-
ruhe (Baden) Cstabiished 1 857. Branch
houses Berlin and Uienna. Printing,
embossing, "Joiner’s Department, Pac-
tory of Pancy boxes. 3 Steam-engines
300 H. P. 3 Dynamos and 14 electro-

motors. 520 Labourers and employees.
Specialities: Kaloderma for the skin,
Odonta for the teeth, Black Porest Pine
preparations. 7 Prize CDedals at Inter-

national exhibitions. Gold IDedal Paris
1900, Diploma ofHonour ofPrinceKoto-
hito of "3apan, Osaka 1903. Wholesale
Depots and export Representatives at all

European and Transatlantic capitals.

In the German Hygiene Exhibition.

See Social economy p. 494 and 500.

KaiserlichesGesundheitsamt 4c Berlin.

See grps. 26 and 141 p. 428 and 500.
Chemlsches Untersuchungsamt des
Kgl.Polizeiprasidiums 4c Berlin.

W. C. Heraeus 4c Hanau a. CD.

Prof. Dr. G. von Hufner 4c Tubingen.

Kgl. Porzellanmanufaktur 4c Berlin.

Pritz Kohler, Universitatsmechaniker
4c Leipzig.

fl. Kruss, Optisches Institut 4c Ham-
burg.

Single Exhibitors.

Berliner Ceresinfabrik Graab & Kra-
nich 4c Rixdorf 4c Ceresine, Carnauba
wax. Ozokerite, Lanoline and allied

products.

Amber-exhibition. See p. 431, 432.

Paul Horn, Chem. Pabrlk 4c Hamburg-
Cilbeck 4c established 1879. Pactory
for Spirit- and Oil-varnishes, dead var-

nishes, Cnamel- and glaze-Dipvarnishes,
Polishes, Stains, Glue and Polishing
materials.

Alex "Junkers, Parbentechniker 4c Ber-
lin SW. 4c "Factory of weather-proof
normal CDineral colours for painting
and grounding, weather-proof, washable
and unfading. See grp. 28 p. 437.

Olwerke Stern-Sonneborn, Akt.-Ges. 4c

Hamburg 4c White Vaselines, white Uase-
line oils. Dressing oils, Turl?ey Red oils.

Pritz Schulz jun., Akt-Ges. 4c Leipzig,

eger, Deuburg 4c Chemical Works with
own factories for Tinplate- Packing
boxes. Card-board boxes and wooden
boxes. Largest CDetal-polish Works in

the world. Share Capital 5,100,000 CD.

Specialities: Globe CDetal Polish, Globe
Liquid-Polish, Glass Cleaner, Silver
powder, siliceous Chalk. Solid and li-

quid “Globin’’ Leather polish. Brilliant

Starch, Purniture polish, also various
chemical technical products here ex-

hibited. Directions for use in all lan-

guages. iJearly sale of Globe CDetal

Polish about 80 million tins. Own mines
with Steam Sedimentation Works for

obtaining the raw material (siliceous

chalk) for CDetal polishes. Gold Prize
CDedals awarded, the last one at the

Paris exhibition of 1900 (Collective ex-

hibition of German Chemical Industry).

Trade mark: “Red stripe with Globe.”

Agents for U. S. A.: Raimes & Co., Dew
York, 50 Perry St.

2045

2045a
2046

2047

2048

2049
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2052

2053

2057

2058

2059

2054

2055 !

2056

Uereinfgte Glanzstofffabrihen fl.-G,
GIberfdd £ustrous fabric i. c. arti-

; ficlal Silk. See grp. 57 p. 467.

i

Group 24.
CDanufacture of Paper,

j

Robert Dietrich, Inhaber derTirma Gebr.

?
^^®^*’^^^»P2pIerfabrikant (Derseburg

>
f"}pJoV8 350 COorkmen, and produces

i
of Paper of ail kinds,

I

15,000 kg of Cellulose, in its Pactorvwr machinery manufactures its own
apparatuses for making Paper

* ccrt
5**^*^*ose, of which apparatuses

• ooO have up to the present been sold.

5 .f"?” ^agenberg * Dusseldorf
'

fstablished 1878. Awarded Dusseldorf
1902: Siluer State-fDedal. 1. Cngineer-
ing Works. Speciality: CDachines for

' the Paper-Industry, for Bookbinders^d Paper-Box-CDakers. Automatic Box
Wachine, Automatic Cabelling CDachine
for b^Ies, tins, parcels, &c.. Automatic
Cube CDaking (Dachine, Glueing-, Gumm-
mg- and Uarnishing-CDachines, Box
Coding and Cowering OJachine, Paper
Slitter and Rewinder, Automatic Book
Cornering (Dachine. 2. Roll Paper Works •

narrow Paper-Coils, CDorse Capes,
Confetti. See grp. 28

p. 437. ^

Otto CDetz & Co. Coin a. Rh. Paper
plates and seruiettes for the Restau-
rant of the German State Building.
Relchsdruckerel ^ Berlin Hand-made
paper with artistic water marks. See
grps. 14, 15 and 17 p. 402, 404 and 410.

O Group 25.
Ciuil and CDilitary engineering.

Heinrich Brink, OJotor-car Pactory 4c

W^iershausen-Cassei See grp. 141 p500 and education exhibition p. 388!
Cordes & Co. 4c Hannower (Dining
buildings. See grp. 116 p. 493.
Weber-Palckenberg « Berlin Pirm
established in 1876. Inuentor and sole
manufacturer of fire proof impreonated
waterproof Linen fabrics for roofing
excellent for cowering in military-, rail-
way-, factory- and agricultural build-
ings. exhibition buildings without tiles
Cowering of roof and wall surfaces of
portable Barracks and Houses, acid
proof for interiors of factories in which
wapours ascend. Absolute protection of
ceilings. Prewents condensed wapours

from dropping down. 12 Gold and Silwer
medals. 1901 Large Silwer State-medal.
Wholesale manufacture of elastic roof-
ing-felt (with Tropical outfits. Isolating
plates. Wood cement, &c.). See German
State Building p. 362.

Group 26.
CDodels, Plans and Designs for

Public COorhs.

7oint exhibition of the Royal
Prussian ministry of Public Works

in Berlin.

^ special Guide and Catalogue of the
Collectiwe exhibition has been issued.)
CDodels, Drawings, Photographs, In-
struments, Publications relating to
Hydranlic engineering, in particular
Hydrographical undertakings; Lewell-
ing and Water-mark departments. Break
waters. Ice breakers, and canal traffic,
^sting of natural building stones as to
their weather resisting qualities, In-
westigations about the resistance of
Ships and about Shipping; Statistics
Riwer correction. Harbour works. Bridge
building and Lighthouses, &c. Further
With the collaboration of:

Aktiengesellschaft** Weser” ik Bremen*
Drawing of the Lightship “ Borkumriff.”
Haniel & Lueg * Dusseldorf * Cngineer-

J
^**^'^* Works, established

1873. About 2,000 Workmen. (Dodel,
Drawings and Description (specially
printed) of the (Dachinery for raising
ships at Henrichenburg on the Dort-
^“nd-ems-Canal, for raising ships with
600 tons freight up to a 16m higher lewel.
Prof. Dr.-lng. 0. Intze, Geh. Reg.-Rat *
Aachen * Preparatory works. Building
and employing of dammed up Ualleys
for (Dater supply and Power stations,
also for protection against Inundation
in Rheinland and Westfalen, Schlesien
and Bohemia, Samples of stones and
mortar. (Dodel of the Urf Dailey Reser-
woir near Gemund.
X (0. Klawltter * Danzig * (Dodel of a
Twinscreuj Dredger Barge, with bottom
plates and watertight compartments.
Liibecher (Daschinenbaugesellschaft ^
Liibeck * Factory established in 1845,
Joint-stock Company since 1873 en-
gineering Works with grey and case
hardened Iron Foundry, Boiler and
Shipbuilding Work. 500 Workmen.
(Dodels and Drawings: (Darine bucket-
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2065a

2066

2067

2068

2069

2070

2071

2072

2073

2074

dredger. Shaft suction-dredger. Dry
dredger. See advertisements p. 21.

GebrQder Sachsenberg, G. m. b. H.

Rosslau i. Rnhalt Draioing of a Tioin-

sereio steamer and Suction-dredger.
See advertisements p. 26.

Schiffs- und (Daschinenbau-flktienge-
sellschaft CDannheim (Baden) Ship-

yard, engineering Works, BoiIer¥actory,

"Foundry, established 1853. 500 Work-
men. "Dredgers and elevators forDredg-
ing purposes. Steam yachts and Tugs
in models and photographs.
Siemens-Schuckert-Werke, G. m. b.H. ^
Berlin "Photographs and drawings of

the Heligoland Lighthouse.

Kreis Teltoiv (reltoiv-Kanalbauvenval-
tung) und Havestadt&Contag, Kgl. Bau-
rate Wilmersdorf-Berlin, Berliner

Str. 157 Construction of the Teltoiv

Canal; CDodels, Drawings and Photo-

S
raphs of the Double-lock at Klein-

iachnow.
Uereinigte (Daschinenfabrik Augsburg ^
Gustavsburg Picture of the new bridge

across the Weser at Dienburg.

German Hys'iene exhibition.

See Social economy p. 494.

Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt* Berlin

See grps.23 and 141 p.426 and 500.

Gotze, "Direktor der Wasserwerke
Bremen CDodel with drawing of a

Plant for double-filtration.

Fahrzeugfabrik Heinrich Brink itc

Cassel-Wahlershausen.
Siemens & Halske Berlin.

Single exhibitors.

ContinentaleGesellschaft fiirelektrische

Unternehmungen Duremberg Draw-

ings of projected and existing CDonorail

Hanging Railways. See grp. 74 p. 474.

north German tloyd iti Bremen (Dodel

of the new fireproof Pier of the north
German Cloyd in Hoboken n."3. (Harbour
of Dew York). See grp. 75 p. 475.

Siemens & Halske, fl.-G. ^ Berlin SW.,
Askanischer Platz 3 * (Dodel of the

Triangle of the Berlin Clevated and
Underground Railway.

Group 27.

Architectural Gnginecring.

Boswau & Knauer, G. m. b. H. Berlin,

Branch establishments in Cologne, Ham-
burg, Hanover, St. Louis, new York
5 000 Workmen, 200 Buildings and
Plants carried out yearly, 12 Wedals
and Prizes, Carried out and exhibited at

St. Louis: a) Buildings: On our patent-

ed Special systems which often ob-

tained Prizes, (Dasonry of the German
House including Terraces and Pergolas
of the German Restaurant, of the Ger-

man-Tyrolese Alps and of the German
Industrial ArtsDepartment. Also single

exhibits: Porcelain (Danufacture, (Di-

nistry of education. State Railways,
Bavarian Industrial Art Groups, South
West German States, &c. See German
State Building p.359 and 362, German-
-Tyrolese Alpsp.506. b) (Dodels: Ger-

man State Building, German-Tyrolese
Alps, Agricultural Home for Youth
“Konigin-Luise-Andenken.” c) Sculpt-

ural work: Great Prieze of Industrial

Arts Department, Sketches, Pigures,

Sculpture, Stucco ceilings Terrazzo
floors. See grp. 37 p. 447. d) Draw-
ings, Photographs, albums of finished

Buildings and Plants.
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11.
Department D.

II .. w
11

Industrial products.
fpalacc of Uaried Industries.)

II ... M
1. Uestibule 2. Large Hall ^ 2 a. Hall of Honour 3. Royal Porcelain (Danu-

factory, Berlin 4. Bronze Hall 5. Passage ^ 6. Reading room of the Dussel-

dorf Town Library. Prof. Peter Behrens, Diisseldorf 7. Hall of an Art con-

noisseur. Curt Stoeving, Berlin 8. Reception Room. Prof. Alfred Grenander,

Berlin 9. Parlour. Prof. Alfred Grenander, Berlin 10. nursery with Bed-

room. Arno Kornig, Berlin 11. Dining room. Anton Huber, Berlin 12. Boudoir.
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Plan of the German Industrial Arts department
in the Palace of Uaried Industries.
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2088

2089

Rudolph and ¥ia Wille, Berlin 13. Headmaster’s Room of the Reuj Industrial
School at nuremberq. Richard Riemerschmid, (Diinchen 14. Passage. Archi-
tectural Drawing and Designs ^ 15. State room of Bauarian Industrial Art (Land-
rat’s Hall of the Bayreuth Gouuernment Building). Prof. (Dartin Dulfer, (Dunchen

16. Pront court. Prof. (Dartin Dulfer, (Dunchen 17. Reading room. Bertsch &
riiemeyer, (Dunchen 18. Badenese entrance hall 19. Ante-rooms. Prof. (Dax
Lauger, Karlsruhe 20. Sitting room. Prof. (Dax Lauger, Karlsruhe 21.

Gentleman’s room. Carl Spindler, St. Leonhard bei Borsch i. C. 22. Tea-room
23. Library 24. Grey sitting-room * 25. Dining-room 26. (Dusic-room

27. Smoking-room (22 to 27: Prof. "Joseph Olbrich, Darmstadt) 28. (Dusic-
-room. Prof. B. Panhok, Stuttgart 29. An art collector’s reception room
30. Ante-room to an art collector’s reception room 31. Courtyard with basin
for water. Prof. "Joseph (D. Olbrich, Darmstadt * 32. Baden ante-room * 33.
President’s study for the Gouernment Buildings at Bayreuth. Bruno Paul, (Diin-

chen 34. The President’s Reception-room for the Gouernment Buildings at
Bayreuth. Gebriider Rank, (Dunchen 35. (Dusic-room. Pritz Drechsler, Leipzig

36. Reception-room of the Saxon House of Assembly at Dresden. Prof. UJ. Kreis,
Dresden 37. Ante-room with exhibition of Saxon objects of art. Prof. (0. Kreis,

Dresden 38. Architectural drawings and designs 39. (Dusic-room. Prof.

H. Billing, Karlsruhe 40. Passage (exhibition of Placards) 41. Toy-room
42. Amber room * 43. Oriuit-Aktiengesellschaft, Koln 44. Commercial Bureau
of the Imperial Commissioner 44a. Consulting-room of the Commercial Bureau.
Prof. Peter Behrens, Dusseldorf 44 b. COaiting-room of the Commercial Bureau.
Prof. Peter Behrens, Dusseldorf 45. Study. (Dagdeburg Group of Artists «
46. Gobelin room 47. Saloon-cabin on a Horddeutsche Lloyd steamer.
(0. Kiimmel, Berlin * 48. Reception-room. Leo Rachtlicht, Dipl.-lng., Berlin *
49. Hall * 50. Exhibition of the Kiinstlerinnen und Kunstfreundinnen in Berlin

51. Room for a young lady. Arthur Biberfeld, Berlin 52. Dining-room.
Altherr & Ortlieb, Berlin 53. Drawing-room. (Darie Kirschner, Berlin 54.

Builder’s office 55. Drawing-room from the year 1813. C. Prachtel, Berlin 56.
Bedroom of the Biedermeier period. P. Ccke, Schmidt & Co., (Dunchen 57. Room
of a collector of leather work. Georg Hulbe, Hamburg 58. Imitations of old

German siluer objects (now in the possession of Haruard Uniuersity) 59.

Ceramic-room.

1. TIoint exhibitions^

comprising several groups.

a) exhibit of the precious metal industry of Hanau.
(Danager: Prof. (D. (Oiese, Direktor der Kgl. Zeichenakademie, Hanau a. (D.

(Groups 11, 30 and 31.)

Group 11.

Sculpture.

Otto Glenz, Clfenbeinschnltzer^i Crbach
i.Odenwald Figures and bowls earned
in iuory.

Group 30.

Siluersmith’s and goldsmith’s
ware.

Gebruder'GIaser^ Hanau a.(D. Siluer-

ware Pactory. Speciality: Antique

objects. Large and small siluer-ware of

all kinds. Established 1883.

Konigl. Zeichenakademie, Klasse fQr
Emailmalen, Lehrer Hahn Hanau a. (D.

Objects enamelled on metal, and
painted on enamel and iuory.

Konigl. Zeichenakademie, (Oerkstatt fQr
Grauiertechnik, Lehrer R.UJoIff* Hanau
a. (D. * Articles of siluer, engraued
enamelled, and Tula metal work.

Konigl. Zeichenakademie, Bijouterie-

werkstatt, Lehrer L. Beschor Hanau
a. (D. Articles wrought in gold and

2091
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2093
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silver with enamel and precious stones,
from designs by the 7ewellery 'Design'
ing class. Teacher H. Daas.

Konigl. Zeichenahademie, Ziselieriverh-
statt, tehrer Prof. Offterdinger Hanau
a. (D. Articles wrought in silver, for
private use.

7oh. OJartln Krugnachf. Hanau a. 0).
enamel, articles of {eioellery*

Cudwig Deresheimer& Co. Hanau a. CD.
* Silver vessels, from old masters.
Ott & Cle. Hanau a. (D. Silver ware;
Glass and Porcelain ware with gal-
vanised silver mountings.

7. p. Schleissner Sohne, Sllberwarenfa-
brihanten Hanau a. (I)., Specialftv*
work in antique style.

Bernhard lOenig Hanau a. 10. (De-
sign) Silver Tea Service (executed by
Deresheimer & Co.).

Prof. ID. lOiese, DIrektor der Koniql.
Zeichenakademle^t Hanau a. (D. Silver
and Ivory figures with gold orna-
mentation, set with enamel and jewels
Collaborators: 0. Glenz, Crbach i. 0
Ornaments from L Beschor.

Awarded prizes at Industrial ex-
hibitions at Kassel 1870, Vienna 1873,
CDunchen 1876, Philadelphia 1876, CDel-
bourne 1880, Durnberg 1885, CDunchen
1888, Condon 1891, Scheveninqen 1893.
Chicago 1893.
COilh. Ihm Hanau a. CD. Ornaments of
precious metals with stonesandenamel.
Pr. Kreuter & Co. Hanau a. CD. Spe-
ciality: 7ewellcry, fine gold trinkets.
Various ornaments.
7oh. CDartin Krug Dachfolger Hanau
a. CD. CDanuracture of Jewellery.
Atelier for enamelling, established
1848. Awarded numerous prizes at
first-class exhibitions.
7. Sachsenweger Hanau a. CD. « Gold-
warenfabrik. Speciality: Gold chains
of all kinds, established 1840. Driven
by electricity.

Gebruder Schatt* Hanau a. CD. CDanu-
factory of 7eweIIery. Speciality: fine
Gold jewellery. Rings, Pins, fancy
articles, &c.

ernst Schdnfeld junior Hanau a. CD.
CDanufactory for fine and gold ware,
established 1840. necklaces, brooches,
rings, articles in dull gold and jewellery.
Steinheuer ^Co.* Hanau a. CD. Pound-
ed 1838. CDanufacture of fine orna-
ment of gold and jewellery. Super-
fine and Fine quality. Gold brooches
set with precious stones.
Bernhard IVcnlg, Teacher at the Royal
Academy of Drawing Hanau a. CD.
Design for ornaments in gold and
platina with precious stones, executed
by P. Kreuter.

H. Zwernemann Hanau a. CD. CDanu-
facture and Gxport of gold and silver
ware in every variety. Illustrated
catalogue in ail commercial languages.

b) exhibit of the flmber Industry, by the Royal Prussian
(Dinistry of rrade and Industry.
CDanager: Prof. Dr. R. Klebs, Konigsberg i. Pr.
(Groups 14, 25, 31, 32, 34, 41 and 116.)

Group 14.
Original objects of Art Work-

manship.
Pritz Pchrmann, Goldschmied Tilsit
(Ostpreussen). Ornaments and pro-
ductions in precious metal with real
am^ber. Awarded Prize medals: Ijisit
1891, Konigsberg 1895.

Group 31.

Heujelry.

Peter Delnes Sohne Hanau a. CD.
CDanufacture of fine trinkets.

C. Hertel & Sohn, Hofjuweliere Ha-
nau a. CD. established 1837. CDanu-
facture of fine jewellery and gold
waw. Speciality: artistic employment
of Barock pearls, objects of art and
fancy in gold, silver and enamel.

Group 23.
Chemical and Pharmaceutical

Arts.
Hermann Schwarz CDagdeburg CDa-
nufacture of all kinds of oil and spirit
varnish, established 1861. Awarded
Gold CDedal Paris 1900, and Grand
Prix in the Collective exhibit of the
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flmbcc Industry. Speciality: Amber
varnishes, shown in liquid sampies
for industriai purposes and house-
-painting. The firm constantiy supplies
the Royai Raiiway and CDilitary Author-
ities, the Imperial Davy. Ship-buiiding
yards, and Industries or the most varied
hinds at home and abroad.
Carl riedemann ^ Dresden Oidest
Amber Uarnish CDanufactory. Pounded
1833. Speciality; Tiedemann’s quich-
-drying, colored Amber Uarnish for
floors, an important hygienic factor
in living rooms, also Amber Cnamel
varnish paints. Samples and specimens
of both articles. In tins for export with
German, Trench, Cnglish, Spanish, Ita-

lian, and other labels. Gold medal Paris
1900.

Group 3L
Jewelry.

Pritz Pehrmann, Goldschmied 41 Tilsit

(Ostpreussen) Ornaments and COorhs
of Art in precious metal with real amber.
(Dedals awarded: Tilsit 1891, Konigs-
berg 1895.
Paul HQbner 4c Berlin, (Darhusstr. 5
(Danufacture of Sleeve-links, Brooches,
Pins.

Aug. P. Richter Hamburg (Danu-
facture of jewellery, established 1846.
400 employees. (Danufacture of per-
sonal ornaments, artistically executed
in gold, silver, gold-plated, &c. from
original designs by famous artists,

novelties constantly. CDany patented
systems, targe export. Sole repre-
sentative: P. Rosenstern & Co., Rew
Xork, 85 Leonard Street.

Pr. Rosenstiel, Hoflieferant Berlin RU).,
Unter den Linden 48 * Artistic and
commercial articles in Amber.
A. Zausmer Danzig, Langgasse 10
CDanufactory of Amber Goods, esta-
blished 1876. 18 Prize medals, exposi-
tion Universelle Paris 1900 Grand Prix.

Group 32.

Clock and lOatch making.
etzold & Popltz Leipzig established
1864. CDanufactory of modern house
clocks, about 200 workmen. 10 Prize
medals, the most recent Leipzig 1897,
Berlin 1903. Specialities: CUall clocks.

table or hanging clocks, time-pieces,
(

house-clocks (also with chimes) in all t

prices and styles to the finest pro- ;

ductions of art and industry. Sample
\

stores or representatives in Leipzig, 1

Berlin, Coin, Paris, Athen, CDadrid,
|

Apeldoorn (Holland).

Louis CDQIIer & Co. Biel (Schweiz) >

^ CUatch CDanufactory. All hinds of
watches in lO'/i'" (00 size). Steel, sil-

ver and gold. Speciality : Pancy amber
cases from Konigsberg i. Pr.

Group 34.

Fancy Goods.
A. Lehmann Konigsberg i. Pr., Stein-
damm 79/80 Turnings and carvings ;

in Amber, Ivory, and CUood. CDany j

Prize medals. j

Pr. Rosenstiel, Hoflieferant ^ Berlin i

RCU., Unter den Linden 48 * established 1

1825. Artistic and useful articles in 1

Amber. t

Uereinigte Pfeifenfabrihen vorm. Gebh.
|

Ott & Ziener und Cilenberger A.-G. 41 •

Rurnberg CmpIoys about 200 persons
|

and manufactures tobacco pipes of
j

Bruyere wood, cigar- and cigarette-
-holders of Amber, Ambroid, &c. Cxport I

to ail countries. Pirm of Gebh. Ott, ^

established 1865. Awards: Philadelphia
j

1876, COien 1873, Rurnberg 1882, Leip-
zig 1880 and Amsterdam 1883. 1

A. Zausmer 41 Danzig, Langgasse 10
|

CDanufactory of Amber Goods. Csta- )

blished 1876. )

Group 41. U •

Hardware.
|

Adolf Amsberg 4( Aachen Bronze !

door-handles and window-handles in ;

combination with amber, ivory, buffalo- i

-horn, &c.
j

Group 116. :

CDincrals and Stones, and their }

utilization. i

Adolf Amsberg 4c Aachen 4t Bronze
j

door-handles and window-handies in f

combination with amber, ivory, buffalo-
j

-horn, scc. :

Prof. Dr. R. Klebs, Kgl. preuss. Landes- 5

geologe ^ Konigsberg i. Pr. * Rare
[

finds of amber, animal and vegetable re-
;

mains embedded in amber. Seep. 431. !
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Konigliche Bernstelniuerke Konigs-
bcrp LTr. * Amber in the rough. Am-
broid fPressed Amber), IlquefiecfAmber,
Amber Oil and Amber acids. Bne
specimens.

A. Cehmann Konigsberg i. Pr., Stein-

damm 79/80 * Amber, luory, and Wood
Turning andCaruing. tDany prize medals.
Tr. Rosenstlel, Hoflieferant Berlin DO).,
Unter den Linden 48 established
1825. Artistic and useful articles in
amber.

c) exhibit of the “Ucrein der KUnstlerinnen und Kunst-
freundinnen’’ Berlin.

(Danagement: CDarie Kirschner Berlin U). (room 50).

(Groups 9 to 11, 14, 30, 31, 33, 37, 38, 43 and 58.)

Group 9.

Paintings and Pratuings.
(Dathilde BIoch-Diendorff * Berlin, Bii-
lowstr. 104 (Diniatures on loory:
Portraits of his (Dajesty the Cmperor
and her {Dafesty the empress.
Gertrud Burger, Portrait painter Ber-
lin, Tauenzienstr. 10 Uliniatures on
luory: Portraits, Head after Boucher,
“Rymphe,” Original.

€. won eichen Halensee (Berlin), Ho-
brechtstr. 10 Paience Plates, painted
before glazing. Landscapes and CDa-
rine paintings in dark blue frames.
Claire u. Gersdorff, Hofdame Ihr. CD.
der Kaiserin Potsdam Original
Sketches from Life: His CDajesty the
emperor. His Imperial Highness the
Crown Prince, &c.

Anna Hochstedt Berlin, Burggrafen-
strasse 12 CDiniature on luory,
“Prauenkopf,” in black wooden frame.
Dorothea Kellner Berlin, Altonaer-
Str. 16 enamelled miniature Portraits
on luory.

Bertha uon Kitzing Berlin, Regens-
burger Str. 2 Porcelain: Tlte-a-tSte
In the style of Prederick the Great,
painted from old designs.

emmy Luthmer * Berlin, Uhland-
strasse 44 enamel paintings.

emma COirth ^ Stuttgart, Gaisburg-
strasse 4a Seruice painted blue on
white ground.

Group 10.
Gngrauings and Lithographs.

Clara eiisabeth Pischer, Artist Berlin,
Potsdamer Str. 121a Lithographs.
Atelier for lady students in all branches
of art.

Anna Lent, Artist ^ Berlin W.
Artistic Placards: 1 Placard for a
Periodical, 1 Placard for Pianos in
Distemper.

emma Lobedan'% Berlin, Hafenplatz 5 ^
Original etching of Castle Rheinsberg
with tarsia work frames.
Cornelia Paezka - Wagner Berlin,
Lutzowstr. 60 etchings.

Bertha Schrader Dresden, Christian-
strasse 19 Coloured Lithograph of
the old Augustusbriicke in Dresden.
Gertrud Stechow * Priedenau (Berlin),
Rembrandtstr. 11 etchings.

Group 11.

Sculpture.

Cornelia Paezka - Wagner]
Lutzowstr. 60 a A Bronze.

Berlin,

Helene Quitmann, Bildhauerin Berlin,
Passauer Str.5 Bronzes, upright Cand-
lesticks, Sconces, eiectrie bell knobs.
Statuette of boy, Pountain for a room.

Group 14.
Original Industrial Art (Dorh.

eiisabeth Ankermann * Berlin, Uhland-
strasse48 Writing cases in real leather,
slightly toned, embossed and stained.
Zdenka Brauneroua Roztek b. Prag
Liqueur seruice of Bohemian glass,
painted with enamel colours before
burning.

Henny Deppermann Berlin, Rettel-
beckstr. 24 Pans painted on white
silk, “tlixen im CDondschein.” Awarded
medaIsCDunchen,Chicago,Lubeck,Berlin.

Wargaretbe erler Berlin, Uiktoria-
Luise-Platz 5 ^Pans, painted and worked
in lace. Pans painted in correct style
for antique frames.
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Clara 6oIdmann Berlin, IDartin*
Cuther-Str. 84 CDirror in red maho-
gany frame with tarsia worh of flying
sea-gulls.

7. Hansing ^ Hannouer * Schule fur
(Dalerei u. Kunstgewerbe. Speciality:
Leather-worh. Clegantly bound Bible
with coloured and nand-worhed leather
binding with artistic lock.

Anna Hochstedt Berlin, Burggrafen-
strasse 12 Pans.
(Darie uon Keudell, Cady landscape
artist Berlin, Koniggratzer Str. 31

Screen. CDahogany frame with 3 pastel
drawings. Uiews of the upper Spree,
Hauel and Potsdam.
(Darie Kirschner Berlin, Steglitzer
Str. 21 Glass uases and artistic

glasses.
Hildegard Cehnert und Clara Cobedaii *
Berlin (U. Artistic Ceramics, Stone-
ware uases with smooth glazing and
with galuanic precipitation.

(Darie Uictoria Peiler Berlin, Cutzow-
strasse 111 Award Prize Karls-
ruhe. exhibition of Pans. Pan: Red-
currants. Pan: Chasing Butterflies.

Use SchQtze, Artist Charlottenburg
Polding-screen with painted frieze of
heads of praying children. Ground-
work with poppy ornamentation by
Clara u. Siuers.

Clara uon Siuers * Halensee (Berlin),

Georg-lOilhelmstr. 19 Hand-weauing
“Plying sea-gulls” on grey ground.
Sylter Hausfleissuerein * Insel Sylt *
President: Cxzellenz uonUersen, Berlin.

(Oouen woollen rugs and cushions in

Scherrebeker style.

Group 30,
Siluersmiths’ and Goldsmiths’

COare.

Dorothea Kellner Berlin Altonaer
Str. 16 Cnamel miniature portraits
on copper and siluer.

Group 31.

Uciueirv.

Use u. Cotta Berlin, Potsdamer Str. 39
Ornaments in wrought siluer and

decorated with half-precious ‘ stones.
Original work.

Group 33-
Productions in (Darble, Bronze,

Cast-Iron and lOrought-lron.

Hedwlg u. d. Groben Pau, Siidfrank-
reich Chest made of wrought metal.

Sconce of wrought brass, watch in

embossed case with metal ground.

(Darie Kirschner Berlin, Steglitzer
Str. 21 Umbrella-stand of dull-polished
brass fitted with blue-green riffany
glass.

£ina Krause * Berlin, Burg^rafenstr.l2
Book-slides of wrought-iron, brass,

copper, and pinch-beck.

Clisabeth Heelsen Berlin, Kurfiirsten-
strasse 73 (Orought-iron two-armed
candlestick.

Sophie £uise Schlieder Berlin, Kleist-

strasse 40 ^ £amps, the bulb under
mother-of-pearl shells. (Dusic-stand of
bronze, (Detal Bell with mock-jewels.

Group 37.

Decoration and fixed Purniture of

Buildings and Dwellings,

Gertrud (Ounder 7ena, Ziegelmiihlen-
weg 15 * Spinning-wheel and stool
richly scalloped, of dark-brown stained
wood.

Group 38.

Office and household Purniture,

(Daria uon Brocken Berlin, £utzow-
platz 12 Glass-cupboard of mahogany
with wood-caruings and bronze fittings

in empire style.

Baronesse (D. u. Buddenbrock * Berlin,
Cisenacher Str. 112 Tea-table and
chair of satin-wood with tarsia work.
Table with undershelf and small flaps.

C. Dillmann, Artist Charlottenburg,
Pasanenstr. 24 Double chairs with
carued back and seat (Ornamentation:

|Roman iuy). Polished mahogany.
|

Preifrau (Dary uon Palkenstein, geb,
|

Garraway Berlin, Potsdamer Str. 20 a
|

* (Dusic cupboard, grey oak with siluer-
|

-tin fittings. 9

Clara Clisabeth Plscher, Artist Ber-
|

lin, Potsdamer Str. 121a # Small pillared

cupboard of grey wood, iron mountings
on the doors.

(Darie Kirschner Berlin, Steglitzer
Str. 21 Book-stands with metal mount-
ings and handles. Chairs, rests, &c.,

table.

£lna Krause Berlin, Burggrafenstr. 12

Oak Book-case with iron mountings
on the doors. Tea-table, mahogany
with flat earning.
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Hlldegacd Cehnert und Clara Cobcdan
Berlin OJooden partition in grey oak
inlaid. Tables of grey wood with tops
of etched giass.

Hanna (Dehls, Artist for Trade and
Artistic purposes Beriin, OJittenberg-
platz 3 Writing-desk chair of ma-
hogany with bronze work on the arms.
Clisabeth Reelsen Berlin, Kurfiirsten-
strasse 73 fUirror in grey wood,
^aria 'Philip, "Furniture Designer * Ber-
lin, Wichmannstr. 14 Show-case coated
with brown OJartin uarnish.
eiisabeth Schellbach 'Friedelshof bei
Konigs-OJusterhausen Workshops for
plain house-furniture, book-decoration
and exiibris. Tea-tabie with tarsia
work.

Sophie £uise Schlieder Berlin, Kleist-
strasse 40 Sofa of grey oak with
tarsia work. Palm-stand. Table with
glass tops.

IJsc Schutze, Artist Charlottenburg *
Sideboard of mahogany in Biedermeier
style with tarsia work.
War^rethe Uorberg Bugeshalde bei
neu-Babelsberg (Berlin) 6rey wood
chair upholstered in cloth, studded
with nails.

Group 43.
Carpets, tapestries, and fabrics

for upholstery.
e.o.Cicken Halensee (Berlin), Hobrecht-
strasse 10 ^ Gobelins painted from
nature. Decorative forest interiors.

(Dartha und Hedwig Cndell 4c Wilmers-
dorf, Durlacher Str. 11 Carpet, made
by the artists themselves.

Group 58-
Lace embroidery and trimmings.
(Dartha und Hedwig Cndell 4c Wil-
mersdorf, Durlacher Str. 11 Curtain
of tulle and coloured silk with em-
broidery.

Helen Iversen 4< Berlin, Rettelbeckstr. 5 4c

Half worked and half painted cloth, an
ear-pattern, made by the exhibitor.
Warie Kirschner 4c Berlin, Steglitzer
Str. 21 4c Grand-piano-cover, chenille-em-
broidery with silver-spangles. Screen,
embroidered and painted. Curtain with
poppies.

tinaKrause 4c Berlin, Burggrafenstr.l2 4c

embroidered curtain, made by CDarg
Helbig and e. Oesten, Berlin, Wilhelm-
strasse 128.

emmy Cuthmer 4c Berlin, Uhland-
strasse 44 4c embroidered velvet hanq-
ings, applique of velvet and silk bor-
dered with rope-work.
Prelfrau von OJaltzahn 4c Spandau,
Stresowie 4c Table-cloths, table-centres
and cushions, worked on silk and linen.
Clara von Sivers 4c Halensee (Berlin!
Georg-Wilhelm-Str. 19 4c Screen: Pea-
cock in silk-embroidery on three-fold
carved screen, embroidery.
Cmma Wirth 4c Stuttgart, Gaisburq-
strasse 4 A 4c Blue and white workea
table-cloth.

d) exhibit of the “Ucreinigte (Oerkstatten fur Kunst
im Handiuerk, G.m-b.H.” (Dunchen.

Show-case containing small artistic objects in precious metalsbronze, ivory, and wood, from designs and models by various artists!

(Groups 11, 14, 30, 31, 32 and 33.)

Pritz Christ 4c “ludith,” Bronze on
serpentine pedestral.

Theodor von Gosen 4c Bronze-statu-
Bather,” “7eweI-bowI,”

Prof. Karl Gross 4c Carved ivory; Paper-
knife, seal, candlestick, memorandum-
block.

Group 11-

Sculpture.

Gugen Berner 4c Seal “Das Schweiqen ”
carved In wood.
Sophie Burger-Hartmann 4c Small plastic
articles in ivory and silver, silver and
bronze.
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2207

2208

2209

2210

2211

2212

2213

2214

2215

Pcof. LudwiaHabIch “Reading Desk,”
“ Water Sprite,” “Rock goat,” “Rixie,”
“Key”, (Bronzes).

Ulfert "Janssen “ CDermald,” Bronze
Candlestick.

Hugo Kaufmann “(Dirror,” Bronze
on onyx stand.

Ludwig Kindler* “"Jewel bowl,” “Young
faun” (bronzes).

"Prof. Ignatius "Caschner Bronze sta-

tuette “Boy tying.”

€lse Weigel “¥emale figure,” bronze,

Group 14.

Original Specimens of Art lOork-

manship.

Trof. "F. fl. 0. Kruger Ornamental
Glass, blown in front of a flame,

else Sapatka Jewel-case in maple-
wood with siluer-plated mountings.

J. J. Scharuogel High temperature ce-

ramics, with flowing glazing.

Group 30.
Siluersmiths’ and Goldsmiths’

COare,

See p. 434.

(Dax "Dasio * Silver Brooches.

"Theodor von Gosen Silver Brooches
and Clasps.

"Prof. Karl Gross Gold and Silver Broo-
ches and necklaces set with stones.

"Paul Haustein Silver necklace set

with stones. Brooches, CIasps,'Pendants.

Hermann Hirzel Gold Brooches set

with Stones Cnamel.

CDeta Honigmann necklaces. Brooches,
Clasps; Sliver Studs and Box with
Stones or Cnamel.

Prof. P. fl. 0. Kruger Silver clasp with
Brilliants and Opals.

Hermann Obrist Wrought Silver

Belt-Clasp with green Spinelle.

else Sapatka Cloak Clasp, Bracelet.

"Theodor Schmuz-Baudiss Silver

Brooch.

Prof. Ignatius Taschner Silver Brooch.

Group 32.

(Oatch and Clock making.

Perdlnand CDorawe Timepieces with
metal "Dial-Plate, in Carved Wood or

richly Inlaid.

2216 CDarkus Behmer Champagne cup in

sliver with etched ornamentation. Group 33.

2217

2218

2219

2220

2221

2222

2223

2224

Cugen Berner Silver Tea-Service; Cup
with Tula-work.

Theodor von Gosen Silver Cpergne;
Serviette Ring.

Paul Haustein ^ Candlestick and Boxes
in enamelled silver. Cnamelled vessels
set in silver and bronze.

CDeta Honigmann * Wine-jug, enamel
with silver mounting; Plower stands,
enamel with bronze mounting on
wrought iron stands,

tudwig Kindler Inkstand, enamel
with Sliver setting.

Richard Riemerschmld Silver knife,

fork, and spoon

else Sapatka * torgnon in silver and
enamel. Serviette Rings, Cups, Silver

Stoppers, Cnamelled Uases set in Bronze.

Group 31.

"Jcujclcrv-

Sophie Burger-Hartmann Silver

Brooches and Belt-Clasps.

productions in CDarbIc, Bronze,

Cast Iron and Wrought Iron.

See p, 434,

Cugen Berner Bronze vase covered
with patina of bronze alloy.

Walter Clkan 4^ CDetal work in japanese
metal alloys, covered with patina; vases
and ash trays.

Paul Haustein tiquer stand, silvered

copper, tea service and tray wrought
in copper.

Hermann Hirzel Uase of Japanese
metal alloys.

tudwig Kindler * Writing set, in

bronze.

Ciena tuksch Table clock “Dachaue-
rin,” in bronze.

Richard Riemerschmld Candlestick,

brass.

else Sapatka Tray, wrought copper.

“Theodor Schmuz-Baudiss Uases in

bronze, inlaid with Japanese metal
alloys.
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u Group 28.
stationery,

fPalacc of Ciberal Arts).
G Bomann nachfolg.. Inhabcr OJax
Otto, Kgl. Hoflleforant Berlin C 2
(Danufact. of finest indelible Artists
CO ours, Indian Ink and Inks Oil-
colours, Water-colours, Tastel Colours
General Staff Colours and Plan Colours!
Coloured Chalks Drawing, Copying
^ j

paper. Awarded Prize

f.*
the exhibitions at lOien

IfI!’ and 1879, (Delbourne
1888, Chicago 1893, Berlin 1896, Award-
ed the Prussian State OJedal 1896. Che
facto^ (originally 3. Steiner) has been
In existence about 100 years.

Stein bei Hurnberg (Bayern)

? manufactory. The manufactory
has been In existence since 1761. AH
kinds of pencils and coloured pencils
for Artists, Architects, engineers. Of-
fices, Schools, &c. All hinds of holders
for artists’ pencils and crayons. Rulers
Squares, Drawing-Scales, Calculating!
Scales, T Squares, Inks, Artists’ Colours,
Indian Ink in cakes and liquid. India-
-rubber for artists, plain and fitted in
wood. India-rubber bands. Che firm
employs 1,000 Workmen. Branches in
Geroldsgrun, Berlin, Doisy-Ie-Sec, Con-
don, new York, Rewark. Steam and
waterpower, togetberSOO H.P.; 20 Gold
medals and Pirst Prizes. Grand Prix
highest award, at the Paris exhibition

marks: A. W.PABeR and A. W. P.

-
^a9«nberg Dusseldorf

a. Rh. Pasting machines, machines forma^ng Card-board Boxes, (Dachinery
for Book-binding and Paper-Work. See
grp. 24 p. 427.
Alex bunkers, Parbentechniher, Pabrik
wetterfestcr normal-WIneralfarben fur
WalereiundAnstrich Berlin SW.13^Co-
lours for painting Pacades and Churches
on lime and cement plaster, washable
proof against weather and light. See
Paintings grp. 37 p.445 Artists Guhr& CDannchen. See grp. 23 p. 426,
7. Candauer Braunschweig Tracing
linen and materials for Bookbinders.

1852. Silver medal Paris
1900 (firsttime ofexhibiting). Branches:
new York (Alfred Stepan, f6 & 78, Park
Place), Berlin, Brussel, Budapest, Ham-
burg, Condon, Paris, Wien. Tracing linen.

2. Single Groups-
Weyer & Hersting, Inhaber Heinrich
Kersting KarIsruhe(Baden)^Apparatus
and Platina-lrid Burner for Pyrograuhv
C. W, njotz & Co. Berlin W,-Sch6ne-

.9 ®P®^*^***V: Drawing Pins. Out-
Pins per Week. Inventor

of the steel pin in one piece, export
to all countries.
Bernhard a)unz,GaIanterle-und Schrelb-
warenmanufahtur « Rurnberg Specia-
lity:. Original and Unique writing Re-
quisites. Own Inventions.
Sachsische Reisszeugfabrik P. e. Hertel a
Co. Reu-Coswig-Dresden CDathe-
matlcal Instruments in all systems.
Paul Sfiss, A. G. 4c (Dugeln-Dresden *
Congratulating and post cards.

See advertisements p. 27,

Group 29.
Cutlery,

palace of Ciberal Arts.)
Priedrlch Dick ^c Ssslingen a. Rechar
Knives, Butcher’s Steels, Choppers.

and Table Knives and Porks.
^ Seegrps.30and65 p.438
and 471. See advertisements p. 27.C ^rledr. €rn Wald (Rheinland)
UJanufactory of hollow-ground Razors.
Csteblished 1873. Pirst and most im-
portant of its hind. Patent forging and
grinding Process. 1904 about 500
^O’^K^en. Annual Production about
170,000 dozen, export to the United
States about 50,000 dozen. Silber
State medal. Gold medal at the Dussel-
dorf exhibition 1902.
7.A.Henchels-ZwlIIingswerk Sollngen
Twde (Dark: jJJW Registered
‘The Twins” 13. Tune 1731

Purveyor to the Royal Prussian and
Grecian Courts, Steel-ware (Danufac-

to the Imperial and Royal Austrian
Court. Rumber of Workmen 2,300. Cx-
port to all countries. Steel-ware of all
kinds of best quality : Knives and Porks
Knives for all purposes. Pocket-knives.
Gardening Knives, Couteaux de chasse.
Razors and Shaving Apparatuses,
Scissors for all purposes. Corkscrews,
mstruments for manicure, stc. The
Firm has Its own Cast steel Works. High

.
awarded : Berlin 1844, Ceip-

zigl850, Condon 1851, Dusseldorf 1852.Rew York 1853, Paris 1855 ((Dedaille
d honneur), Wien 1873, Dusseldorf1880
Antwerpen 1885, Berlin 1896 (Gold
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State (Dedal), Chicaqo 1893, "Paris

1900 (Grand "Prix), Diisseldorf 1902
(Gold (Dedal). Branches: Berlin, "Dres-

den, Tranhfurt a. (D., Hamburg, Coin
and (Oien. Sole Representatiue for the

United States: Graef & Schmidt, neuj

York, 107, Chambers Street.

Group 30.
Siluersmiths’ and Goldsmiths’

COarc.

exhibit of the Cdelmetallindustrie zu
Hanau * See p. 400 and 440.
exhibit of the “Herein der Kiinstlerin-

nen und Kunstfreundinnen”* Berlin

See p. 399 to 401, 440, 441, 456, 457,
461 and 467.
exhibit of the “Uereinigte COerkstatten,

G. m. b. H.” (Dunchen See p. 400,
401, 440, 441, 448, 459 and 465.

R. Berger, leiueller 4c "Dresden 4c Siluer

Inkstand with "Penholder. See grp. 37
p. 449.
Berliner eiectro-"Plated-(Oaren-¥abrik,

G. m. b.H.4t Berlin, Ritterstr. 90 4t electro-

plated articles for the Table. Speciality:

Crystal mounts, Douelties, Hotel "Fitt-

ings. Representatiue: Briider Rach-
mann of Haida (Bohemia).

"Prof. e. "F. Berner 4c Stuttgart 4c ena-
melled casket. See grp. 37 p. 455.
Bertrand, '3eujeIIer4c"Dresden 4c Hammer
and bell for the City Council, copper and
siluer with tarsia work, designed by

(Dargar. lunge. See grp. 37 p. 449.
C. R. Beumers 4c "Diisseldorf a. Rhein 4t

Rteliers for ecclesiastical and secular

Objects of art. established 1850. State

medal and Gold medal Diisseldorf 1902,
Highest award for Industrial art. The
articles were the only ones of the

branch from Rhineland and (Oestphalia

that were admitted into the Rational

Art exhibition at Diisseldorf 1902.
Receiued important commissions for

the Royal (Duseums for Art and In-

dustry in Berlin and Stuttgart, was
entrusted with work for the Germanic
(Duseum, Haruard Uniuersity, Cam-
bridge, which, howeuer, was not ex-

ecuted by the galuano-plastic method
but by hand. Speciality: Reproduction
and restoration in enamel, gold, siluer,

and bronze, of objects of artistic and
historical interest. (Dork of this kind
executed by the firm are important
objects in the collection of "Prince Hohen-
zollern, the treasures of the Siegburg
parish church, 11th to 15th century ena-

mels, the treasures of the church at

Hochelten, the shrines of the St. Uitor,

Xanten and many others. Dumber of

workmen: 25, motors deueloping 4H."P.

See grps. 32 and 37 p. 441 and 448.

Cmil Binder, Bijouterlefabrlk 4t "Pforz-

heim Established 1888 Speciality:

Cnamel jewellery, souuenirs, siluer

goods. "Prize medal Chicago. Seueral
Patterns and "Patents. See grp. 31

p. 440. See aduertisements p. 21.

(Oilh. Birmelin (Representatiue Gebr.
Sebiff) "Pforzheim 4t Cnamel jewellery

in modern style from designs by Ger-

man artists. See grp. 31 p. 440.
B. Bohrmann Dachfolger Trankfurt
a. (D. (Danufacto^ of electro-plated

table-siluer. especially for hotel and
restaurant use. "Purueyors of all the

electro-plated table-siluer used by the

“Deutsches COeinrestaurant Hons &
"Pfennings.” See p. 362.
"P. Bruckmann & Sohne4tHeiIbronn a.D. 4c

Siluer, marble, and bronze fountains:
allegorical representation of German
music. "Designed by Prof. Otto Rieth.

Siluer objects. Sec grp. 37 p. 454.
Priedr. "Dick * Csslingen a. D. 4c Tools
for Goldsmiths and siluersmiths. ((Da-

chincry Hall.) See grps. 29 and 65 p.437
and 471. See aduertisements p. 27.

Leopold Cberth4c (Dunchen 4c Siluer, Pre-

cious metal and stones from designs by
(DaxPfeiffer, (Dunchen. See grp. 31 p.440.

Cmmy u. Cgidy 4c (Dunchen 4c Siluer

bowl. Seegrps.l4 and 31 p.401 and 440.
CisenhQtten- und Cmailllerwerk Deusalz
a. 0.4c (Principal (O.uon Krause, Berlin.)

Established 1827. 1,400 workmen. Ar-

ticles exhibited: Artistic enamelling on
chased copper, partly original work,
partly copied from old masters. Other
productions of the (Oorks: Cast-Iron

goods of all kinds, builder’s and ma-
chine castings. Household utensils.

Cast enamel goods, baths, &c. Pumps
for household and industrial purposes.
Stable Pittings. Lauatorics. Prize me-
dals awarded at Paris, London, Berlin,

Breslau, Prankfurt a.O., Porto Alegre, &c.

Represented by Bruder Rachmann from
Haida. See aduertisements p. 16.

Perd. Hardt, Lchrcr an der Kunstge-
werbeschule 4( Pforzheim 4c Art enamel
paintings and miniatures.

Gabriel Hermeling 4c Coin a. Rh. 4c Court
Goldsmith and Enameller. Holder of

the Large gold State medal. Table-siluer,

decoratiue articles, church requisites,

enamel work. Objects of art.
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2278 €. Kayser Coin a. Rh. Court Pur-
ucyor fur die Pirma 1. P. Kayser Sohn
Crefeld ^ Articles for Use and Ornament
ofKayserzinn. Gold medals: Paris 1900
Pusseldorf 1902, Turin 1902.

’

See aduertisements p. 3.
(Dau, Court leujeller ^ Presden Ink-
stand and Pen-holder for the Dresden
City Council. See grp. 37 p. 449.

Dresden Hammer
and Beil for the Dresden City Council
in siluer and luory, designed and mod-’
elled by Gertrud Kleinhempel. See qro
37 p. 449. ^

Prof. =^iedrich uon CDiller* Olunchen
7onasDrinhing-cup, State Goblet, small
siiuer figures. See grp. 37 p. 447.
Oriuit, flhtiengesellschaft fur kunstqe-
luerblicheCDetallujarenfabrikationuorm
Rhein Bronzegiesserei Perd. Hub.
Schmitz « Coin a. Rh. ^ Branches: Ber-
lin, Hamburg, Paris, COien. Articles

-5
and Ornamentation in Sterlinq

siluer Siluer-plated Hard-metal meiu
Siluerj, Oriuit metal. Paris 1900 Gold
medal, Dusseldorf 1902 Gold medal,
Siluer State medal. See grp. 65 p. 471.
prner & Pranz, Grzgiesserei joc Dresden-
A. Gs^blished 1881. Olonuments,
Small arHstic articles in Siluer and
Bronze. Ballot-box in Bronze for the
Dresden City Council. See grp. 37 p.449.
petalliuarenfabrik fur Kleinkunst Olal-

^ Brands
ISIS and OSIRIS.” Articles for

Use and Ornament in “Osiris ’’-metal
in combination with fine Crystal Ola-
lolica, &c artistically executed, espe-
cially: electric Camps, Candlesticks,
Uases, Clocks, Caskets, CDirrors, 'Jar-
dinieres, UJriting necessaries, Table-
siluer, &c. established 1899, about 100
Persons employed. Awarded the Gold
medal of the King CudwigPreis Stiftunq
for the uery tastefully and from a

technical point of ulew, excellently exe-
cuted artistic and useful metal work ”

of the “International
exhibition of Art and Industry, St Pe-
tersburg 1903/04.” See grp. 33 p.443
C. C. Schirm, Atelier fur emaille 4c

Grunewald b. Berlin 4c Inlaid enamel
See grp. 37 p. 455.
Prof. Adolf Schmid 4c Pforzheim 4c

inkstand. See grps. 11 and 37
p. 400 and 446.

CDunchen,
Karlstr. 45 4c COall-fountain, Dressinq-
glass, Card-Tray in Bronze.

2283

2284

Steinicken & £ohr 4c CDunchen 4c CDetal
Articles of all kinds from 'Designs by
0. £ohr, A. Hohlrein and Ignatz Taesch-
ner in (Diinchen. See grp. 37 p. 447.
p. H. Werner, Court Jeweller to His CDa-
jesty the emperor 4c Berlin U). 8, Prie-
drichstrasse 173 4c Gold and Siluer
Wares. See p. 361 and grp. 31 p. 440.
CD H Wilkens u. Sohne, Silberwaren-
fabrik 4c Hemelingen 4c Table siluer. See
grp. 37 p. 455.
Carl Winterhalter, Royal goldsmith
CDunchen 4c Decoratiue Articles and Drin-
kings-cup in Siluer. See grp. 37 p.447.
August COitte, Papstlicher Hofqold-
schmiedund StiftsgoIdschmiedc4<Aachen

ecclesiastical and secular Objects of
Art and enamels.
ed^rd WoIIenweber, Hofsilberarbelter

CDunchen 4c Decoratiue Articles in
Siluer. See grp. 37 p. 447.

Galuanic Reproductions
of German Siluer COorh.

(CoIIectiue exhibit.)

After His CDajesty the Kaiser had
presented to the Germanic CDuseum of
Haruard Uniuersity, Cambridge, CDass.,
a collection of plaster casts of German
Sculptures and Architectural COork, a
number of Germans resolued to supple-
ment the Imperial gift by a similar,
though more modest endowment. It
luas decided to haue galuano-plastic
copies made of the firest siluer-work
from the best period of German Ciuic
frt. The nucleus for such a collection
had been preuiously created by industrial

Institutes in Berlin, Uienna, £ondon
and Paris. The best specimens were
selected from these under the direction
of the Royal CDuseum for Art and In-
dustry in Berlin^ and a further series
of new reproductions made. The ualu-
able originals were most willingly lent
for the purpose by His CDajesty the
Kaiser, by other German Princes, by
Towns, Guilds, and CDuseums.

pis collection of 55 articles fur-
nishes an excellent representation of
German Goldsmiths’ art from the 15th
to the 18 th century. The most cele-
brated art centres in north and South,
especially ncirnberg and Augsburg, are
represented, as are also the best masters
with CDenzel 7amnitzer at the head’
The goblets, drinking-cups, and bowls
reflect the German domesticity and
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Soclabilltv. rhe originals were in most
cases presented by the citizens to the

municipal Treasury or placed by them in

the 6uiid*HaIIs of the old towns; later

specimens show the magnificence of the

princely Castles with their wonderful
plate. Some specimens of older

ecclesiastical utensils are added.

The reproductions, which haue been

absolutely faithfully made by dint of

arduous labour were executed by the

following German firms.

C.Pl.Beumers, Goldsmith 'Dusseldorf.

GaluanoplastischeKunstanstalt Gels-

lingen-Steige. Grosste deutsche flnstalt

fur galuanoplastische Crzeugnisse.

Theodor Heiden, Bavarian court-gold-

smith * (Dunchen.

Sy & COagner, Cour-goldsmiths to His

(Dajesty the Cmperor Berlin, UJerder-

strasse 7.

T). Uollgold & Sohn, Court-goldsmiths
te His niajestv the Cmperor Berlin,

Unter den tinden 34 established

1810.

Group 31.

'Jewelcrv-

Cxhlbit of the Bernsteinindustrie. See

p. 401, 441, 444 and 460.

exhibit of the Cdelmetallindustrie zu
Hanau See p. 400 and 438.

exhibit of the “Uerein der Kunsticrinnen
und Kunstfrcundlnnen” Berlin * See

p. 399-401, 438, 441, 456, 457, 461

and 467.

exhibit of the “Uereinigte OJerkstatten

fiir Kunst im Handwerk, G. m. b. H.”

CDunchen See p. 400, 401, 438, 441,

448, 459 and 465.

emil Binder, Bijouteriefabrik * Pforz-

heim Souvenirs with enamel decora-

tion; modern trimming in silver. See

grp. 30 p. 438. Advertisement p. 21.

UJilh. Birmelin, Bijouteriefabrik (Uer-

treter Gebr. Schiff) Pforzheim
Cnamei jewellery in modern style from
designs by German artists. See grp. 30
p. 438.

10. Lucas von Cranach Berlin Kur-

fiirstenstrasse 126 fl collection of

jewellery exhibited by Gebr.Priedlander,

Court "Jewellers, Berlin.

Pred. Punn & Co. * CDunchen * neck-

laces, Brooches, Pendants. See grps.

33 and 37 p. 442 and 447.

Leopold eberth CDunchen "Jewellery

in gold and silver, precious metals and
stones, from designs by CDax Pfeiffer.

See grp. 30 p. 438.

emmy von egldy CDunchen Jewellery.
See grp. 14 and 30 p. 401 and 438.

Theodor Pahrner Pforzheim CDanu-

factory of gold and silver ware. Spe-

ciality: artistic jewellery from original

designs by leading artists. See grp.

37 p. 446.

Louis Piessier & Cle. Pforzheim
CDanufactory of gold wares and chains,

wholesale. Prize medals awarded

;

Paris, Antwerp, Chicago. Patents and
trademarks. Trade at home and abroad.

Gebr. Priediander, Hofjuwellere Seiner

CDajestat des "Deutschen Kaisers

Berlin CO., Unter den Linden 28, The

firm has been in existence since 1829.

COorkshops for jewellery and silver-

-ware.About200 employees.Casketsand
jewellery for presentation with portraits

and Initials of His CDajesty the German
Cmperor. Collection of German Orders.

CDodern jewellery. See German State

Building p. 360.

Prof. G. Kleemann Kunstgewerbe-
schule,Pforzheim Jewellery in precious

metal, executed by Lauer und COied-

mann, Hans Sollner u.P. Zerenner. See

grp. 37 p. 446.

Siegmar Lewy Berlin S., Ritterstr. 24
Silver-trinkets, modern jewellery.

G.CDerk, Kgl. Bayer. Court-jeweller, Pro-

prietorPaul CDerk CDunchen Jewellery
in gold and silver with brilliants, pearls

and precious stones.
See advertisements p. 12.

CDax Pfeiffer, Artist and Sculptor

CDunchen Jewellery in precious metal

with stones. (Executed by Leopold

Cberth, CDunchen). See grp. 37 p. 447.

Joseph e. Schneckendorf, Atelier fur

kunstgewerblichenSchmuck CDunchen
Jewellery in oxydised silver and

silver gilt. See grp. 37 p. 447.

Cduard Schopflich, Kunstgewerbliche
COerkstatte fur modernen Schmuck
CDunchen Jewellery in gold and silver.

Priedrich Speidel Pforzheim Esta-

blished 1868. Speciality: plated chains

and chain Bracelets of all hinds.

J. H. COerner, Court-jeweller to His CDa-

jesty the Emperor Berlin, Priedrich-

strasse 173 Jewellery, CDanufactory

of Orders. See German State Build-

ing p. 361 and grp. 30 p. 439.
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Group 32*
COatch and Clock making*

Exhibit of the Bcrnsteinindustrle. Sec
p. 401, 440, 444 and 460.
exhibit of the Uereinigte COerhstatten
fur Kunst im Handwerh, G. m. b. H.

(Diinchen See p. 400, 401. 438. 440
448, 459 and 465.

’

flrndt & tDarcus Berlin, Glisabethufer
29 Clock inlaid with metal and amber.
See grps. 33 and 37 p. 442 and 454.
3^3t!^BauerIe,Uhrenfabrik St.Georgen,
Bad.Schwarzujald 'Founded 1863. Shelf
and wall clocks of euery kind in the best
workmanship only, from the simplest to
the most complicated. Speciality* all
kinds of work for the Cnglish market,
sixteen uarieties of standing clocks with
case, and eight of bracket chimes clocks,
&c. Ouer 100 hands at present, exports
to eue^ country. Seueral awards, last
being Paris 1900 gold medal. (Palace
of Liberal Arts.)

C. A. Beumers, Goldsmith "Dusseldorf
Clock, dial and panels. See orps. 30

and 37 p.438 and 448.
Eduard Prei, Kunsttischlerei "Darm-
stadt^cimepiece with hammered metal
dial from designs by Prof. 3. CD. Olbrich
See grps. 33, 37, 38 and 43 p. 442.
453, 458 and 462.
Theodor Hollander & Co., Kunstgewerbl.
Werkstatten CDunchen (Detal clocks
See grp. 33 p. 442.

GwrgKarp, Hofuhrmachcr "Darmstadt
Timepiece. Seegrp.37 p.452and453.

HugoKaufmann CDunchen 'Decorated
Zeit.” See grps. 11 and 37

p. 400, 436 and 447.
GeoKuhl&Co. Chicago, 178e Randolph
Street Importer of cuckoo clocks,
clocks and wood caruings from the
Black Porest. (Palace of Liberal Arts.)
A. Lange & Sohne, Deutsche Uhrenfabri*
kation Glashutte, Sachsen Pounded
1845. Twenty-eight first prizes. Time
keeping watches, ships chronometers,
measuring instruments and casings.
Priedr. CDauthe, G. m. b. H., Uhrer.-
fabriken Schwenningen a.n., Schwarz-
wald House clock in modern style, solid
work, striking fourtones at the quarters
Pour small standing clocks, one day and

days, 1,200 luorkmcn. €ucry kind
of German or American clock system,

fl*^*^*’*® Bregenz (Austria); Paris.

if Bondy; Allensbach (Baden).
CDedal: Chicago 1893. Gold medals*

Stut^art 1881 and 1896, Paris 1900,
and Athens 1903. Siluer medal: London
1890. See grp. 37 p.455.
Gebr. CDeister Berlin, Brandenburg-
strasse42 Large clock with regulating
connections with independant clocks of
same or different construction, size and
quality. Station clock regulated electric-
ally from the same. (Transport Building.)
C.Prachtel, Court master joiner Berlin
Krausenstr.31/32 Standing clocks. See
gn5s. 37-39 and 42-44 p. 449. 454
455, 458, 460, 462 and 463.
C. P. Rochlitz Berlin, Brandenburq-
strasse 55 Works of the tower clock
of the German State Building, church
clocks, school clocks, railway, factory,
public building clocks. Signals for
marine and fire brigade. See p. 372.
Prof.O.Rohloff, (Detal chaser Berlin
Pancy clock. See p.361 and grp. 33 p.443.
Ludwig Schafer, (Dobelfabrik (Dainz
Timepiece with facetted crystal glasses,
rqjousse dial and tarsias. See qrps.
37-39, 41, 43 and 44 p. 452, 453, 459,
460 and 463.

O Group 33,
Productions in (Darble, Bronze,
Cast and Wrought Iron. See p.434.
exhibit of the “Herein d. Kunstlerinnen u.
Kunstfreundinnen%Berlin^Seep.399-
401, 438, 440, 456, 457, 461 and 467.
exhibit of the Her. Werkstatten fur Kunst
im Handwerk, G.m.b.H. (Dunchen See
p. 400, 401, 438, 440, 448, 459 and 465.
Pranz X. Abt (Dindelheim (Bayern)
Kupfer-Kunsttreibanstalt.DiplomaLyon
1901. Gold medal and cross of honour.
Wall placque of repousse copper. Ham-
mered work in one piece.

Aktiengesellschaft norm. H. Gladenbeck
& Sohn, Bildgiesserei Berlin S., Ritter-
strasse 24 Bronze figures. Artistic ob-
jects of use. (Donument casting for me-
morials and architecture. See German
State Building p. 359.
Aktiengesellschaft uorm. H. Gladenbeck
&Sohn,Abtcilunge.Lewy-Sohnc^Berlin
S., Ritterstr. 24Pancy articles, of metal
combined with glass, porcelain, onyx,
stone, &c. Representatiues Rachmann
Bros, of Haida.

Aktiengesellschaft Lauchhammer
Lauchhammer (Prou. Sachsen) Bronze
cast of a model for a “Steuben” mo-
nument, and of a fountain figure “€uen-
ing.” See German State Building p. 362.
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Gebriider flrmbriistcr, Pccoratiue smith
TranUfurt a. CD. Gaglc in lorought

bronze, and repousse metal worh.

Arndt et CDarcus Berlin, Glisabeth-

ufer29 'Figures, clocks, accessories for

writing desks and smokers* tables, elec-

tric light fittings,!lower stands,mounted

t
iass and faience, &c., in solid bronze.

ee grps. 32 and 37 p. 441 and 454.

Louis Busch, Bronzewarenfabrik
CDainz Lustres See grps. 37 and 41

p. 452 and 460.
Tridolin "Dietsche Karlsruhe Two
wall fountain in wrought copper and
marble. See grps. 11 and 37 p. 400,
445, 447 and 453.
Tred.'Dunn & Co. CDunchen Bronzes:
inkstands, candlesticks. See grps. 31

and 37 p. 440 and 447.
nelly won Cichler Curasburg bei fDun-

chen Bronze candlestick with two
figures. See grp. 11 p. 400.
(Oalter Clkan Berlin, "Dessauer

Strasse 6 Articles in wrought copper

couered with red patina, in metal setting.

Speciality: metal colouring. Sec grps.33

and 37 p. 436 and 450.
Crzgiesserei “Renaissance,” G. m. b. H.

CDunchen Bronze. See grp.37 p.448.

Ch.'Fambach and Alb. Hagner, lUerkstatte

fiir kunstgewerblichc Arbeiten CDainz

Ornamental oases. See grp.37 p.452.

Cduard ¥rci, Kunsttischlerei Darm-
stadt Smoking table with metal top.

See grps. 32, 37, 38 and 43 p. 441, 453,

458 and 462.
Oskar "Fritz, Kunstschlosserel Ber-

lin CO., Karlsbad 15 Brass work.

See grp. 37 p. 449.
H.Trost & Sohnc Berlin ¥abrik fiir

stilgerechte Belcuchtungskorper See
GermanStateBuildingp.359,36land362.
Turstl.StolbergschesHuttenamt llsen-
burg Art objects in cast iron, from
designs by Albin CDuller, architect,

CDagdeburg. See grp. 37 p. 450.

"Prof. A. Gaul, Sculptor COilmersdorf

bei Berlin "Design of bronze eagle for

Armbriister Bros, of Trankfurt a. CD.

Georg Gehlert, Kupferschmiede and
Uerzinncrei Kiel, "Papenkamp 11

(Drought copper work.
"Deutsche Zentralstclle fiir klassische

Skulpturen, Statuen, BUsten, Reliefs der

Antike, des CDittclaltcrs und der Heu-
reit, Kunstanstalt August Gerber Coin

a. Rh. Original casts and reductions,

white or cooered with patina according

to the original to resemble old marble,

bronze, iuory or wood caruing. Largest

business in Germany. "Prussian silver

State medal since 1883. COhole museums
furnished, archasologically or artistic-

ally. Collectionsforuniuersities,collcges,

academies, drawing schools, &c. Best
source for art bargains and amateurs.
["Palace of Liberal Arts and German
State Building.) See p. 360 and 361.

Gladenbecks Bronzegiesserei, Inhaber
Hermann, Alfred und COalter Gladen-
bcck "Friedrichshagen bei Berlin

Stands for the flagstaffs on the German
State Building. See p. 362.
3. Goldschmidt, CDetalf- und Zlnnwarcn-
fabrik Diimberg CDetal work for

use or ornamentation, wrought copper.

(Liberal Arts "Palace.)

"F. wan Hauten Sohn Bonn a. Rh.
CDetallwarenfabrik u. Glaswarenfabrik,
dlorks for metal and glass articles for

use or ornament, in metal only, in metal

mounted glass, in coloured enamelled
glass with cowering and translucent

enamels, faience mounted in metal,

uases, flower stands, pots, table ser-

vices, trays, bowls, bread baskets, cake

tins, plates, jugs, cans, wine glasses,

tumblers, beer jugs. The models, sha-

pes, castings, and work, the glass de-

corations and the treatment in the fur-

nace are all made in the factory. Pounded
1880. exports to every part of the world.

Agencies with samples on view in Ber-

lin, "Paris, London, Zurich, Vienna, Bonn,
and at the Leipzig “CDesse.” Awards
for high class work Amsterdam, and
Brussels, also silver medal, state me-

dal, and Royal "Prussian Court Diplo-

ma from "Dusseldorf 1904. Trade mark
for metal goods. See grp. 47 p. 465.

Herm. Held Rachfolger CDagdeburg
Copper wall fountains, furniture

mounts. See grp. 37 p. 450.
R. Hermann, Art locksmith Berlin

(Drought iron railing to the hind facade

of the German State building. See p.362.
Victor Hillmer,KunstschIos8erel Berlin,
Belle-Alliance-Str. 95 (Dountings and
othermet.work. Bronze. See grp.37|3.456.

Theodor Hollander & Co. (Diinchen

(Drought copper and brass. Articles

for use and ornament, metal clocks.

See grp. 32 p. 441.
Cduarcl Huech Liidenscheid Artistic

metal goods in pure tin and bronze-

-copper. Kitchen and Table forks and
spoons in nickle, German silver and alu-

minium. See grp. 37 p. 450 and 453.

(Dartin 3acobl, Pabrik moderner Be-

leuchtungskorper Berlin (D., Luitpold-

str.l7 Light fittings. See grp. 37 p.455.
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R. Kailenberg & Co. 4c CDiinchen
(Drought iron and brass work from
designs by (Dunich artists. Articles of
use and ornament. Gas and electric
light fittings. See grp. 37 p. 448.
Reinhold Kirsch, Court decoratiue smith
(Diinchen Antique gothic clock in iron.

Specialities: lustres, lanterns, chimney
pieces, doors, gates, &c.

G. Knodt, (Detallwarenfabrik "Frank-
furt a. (IJ. 4c "Figures and groups in cop-
per and bronze from models of any
size. Two groups for fountains, model
by 0. Stickling. "Teuton, warriors, model
by Rud- Begas. Cagle, model by "3oh.
Bose. Candelabra from design by Br.
Schmitz. Sec German State Building
p. 362.

Koenig & tengsfeld 4c Koln-tindcnthal 4c

Studios for marble sculpture, art terra-
cotta and galvanised bronze. Models
by leading artists. Speciality: figures
for electric lighting, vases, groups,
&c., for room decoration, tomb-stones
and monuments. Branches and agen-
cies in Paris, Coin, Berlin, Hamburg,
Leipzig, St. Petersburg. (Palace of
Liberal Arts.)

Priedrich Fang, Kunstschlosserel 4c

Karlsruhe 4c Pittings for gas and electric
light, fenders. See grp. 37 p. 446.
August Caubisch 4c (Dagdeburg 4= Crown
from design by P. Bernadelli, wrought
iron with artistic glass work for electric
light. See grp. 37 p. 451.

G. Ceander 4c Berlin SO. 4c Bronze and
silver with enamel and inlaid amber.
See grp. 37 p. 454 and 455.
3ulius tennhoff 4c Berlin SO. 4c Artistic
bronzes. Light fittings, table lamps,
ornamental pottery. See German State
Building p. 362.

Siegmar Lewy 4c Berlin, Ritterstr. 24 4c

Articles for use or ornament with gal-
vanoplastlc decorations, in glass, por-
celain, &c. Represented by Rachmann
Bros, of Haida. See qrps. 31 and 47
p. 440 and 465.
L. Lichtinger, Atelier fur kunstgewerb-
llche (Detallarbeiten 4c (Dunchen 4c Ar-
ticles of use and ornament in tin. See
grp. 37 p. 447.
Gustav Lind Rachf., (Detallblldhauerel 4c

Berlin, Genthiner Str. 3 4c In the “Court
of honour:” two bronze flower stands
filled out with wrought Kgures, two
large lions heads in bronze. Hygienic
bath: Pillars and gates in bronze, ^e

firm delivers the following high class
goods: wrought copper and bronze
figures, chimney pieces, facades, reliefs,
and wrought and chisled work in every
kind of metal. See grp. 37 p. 457.
S. A. Coevy 4c Berlin, Gartenstr. 96 4c

Hood in metal for open fire-place and
silver plated furniture mountings,
wrought tea-tray. See grp. 37 p. 454.
3ul. CDuller-Salem, Teacher at the Art
Industrial School 4c Pforzheim * CDetal
work. See grps. 14and 37 p.402 and 446.
Reiss, Reumann & Gansereit 4c Berlin,
Ritterstr. 49 4c Articles for liqhtino.
See grp. 37 p. 451.

Ph. Reitmayer, Chaser 4c (Dainz 4c

(Drought metal work. Chimney piece
fittings. See grp. 37 p. 452 and 453.
0. Rohloff, Professor at the Royal In-
dustrial Art (Duseum 4c Berlin 4c Gold
plated clock, property of His (Dajesty
Cmperor (Dilhelm 11.; chimney piece fit-
tings, and fittings for writing desks.
See German State Building p. 361 and
grp. 32 p. 441.

Otto Scheer, (Detal chaser 4c Berlin,
Koniggratzer Str. 58 4c Industrial art
work, for the most part in metal. See
grp. 37 p. 451.

(Dalter Scherf & Co., (Detallwarenfabrik
fiir Klcinkunst 4c Rurnberg 4c Articles
for use and ornament of “Osiris” metal
and genuine silver, alone or with crystal
and majolica. See grp. 30 p. 439.
los.Schmeidl, (Dorkshops for industrial
art work in every kind of metal 4c

(Dunchen 4c Industrial art work, articles
in tin, and ornaments.
Heinrich Schmiedt 4c (Dunchen 4c (Drought
work. Articles for use and ornament in
tin and copper.

A. Schmits 4c Dusseldorf 4c (Dorkshops
for wrought metal work. (Drought
mountings, panels, light fittings. See
grp. 37 p. 449.

GcorgPriedr.Schmitt,KunstgewerbIiche
(Detallwarenfabrik “ Orion 4c Rurn-
berg 4c Industrial art objects in tin.

Otto Schultz, Tezettgitterwerk, Kunst-
schmiede ^ Berlin S(D., Hallesches
(Ifer 36 4c Pounded 1886. Che works
are fitted out with the best German
and American machinery. Clectric, com-
^essed air, and gas power-engines.
(Dechanical stamping, pressing, and
hammering machines. Special pro-
ductions: artistic forge work in iron
and bronze. (Dholesale manufacture of
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“Tczctt” railings and balustrades, pro-
tected bv patent in Germany as well as
in America and other foreign countries.
The firm supplied 350,000 kilograms
of “Tezett” railings for the electric

elevated railway in Berlin. Home and
foreign catalogues gratis. In the ** Court
of honour,” artistically wrought Ger-
man eagle, 8X12 meters.

See advertisements p. 1

0. Stlchling, Sculptor ^ Berlin, Kieist-

strasse 3 Design for the fountain
group in wrought copper by G. Knodt,
trankfurt a. ID.

"Paul Stotz, kunstgewerbliche UJerk-

statte, G. m. b. H. ^ Stuttgart "Fittings

for gas and electric light. Art bronzes.
See grp. 37 p. 456.

"Prof. Kuno von Uechtritz Berlin UJ.,

pfaIzburgerStr.3 CDodel of the “Steu-
ben” monument. Digure for fountain,
“evening.” See German State Building,

p. 362.

U). COeiss Karlsruhe Wrought metal
work. See grp. 37 p. 446.

Wilhelm & £ind, Galvanoplastische An-
stalt (Diinchen * Industrial art work
in metal.

3. Winhart & Co. CDunchen Industrial
art work in copper and other metals.
Specialities: flower stands, palm tubs,
vases, bowls, jugs, tea services, wine
coolers.

"Fritz Wolber, Professor at the Industrial

Art School Pforzheim (Detal work.
See grp. 37 p. 446.

3osef Zimmermann u. Co. CDunchen
Wrought and hammered work, lighting

fittings, column casings, and chimney-
-piece decorations. See grp. 37 p. 447
and 448.

Group 34.

Brushes, fine leather goods, basket

ujork and fancy articles,

exhibit of the Bernsteinindustrie. See
p. 401, 440, 441 and 460.

S. Hirsch Berlin, Ritterstr.75 Beits,

clasps, buckles, satchels. (Palace of

Liberal Arts.)

Georg Hulbe, Kunstgewerbl. Werkstatt
fur Lederarbeiten Hamburg Pine
leather goods. See grps.l4 and 43 p.401
and 462.
Pr. und £. Seyffarth (Dagdeburg
Writing cases and leather goods from
designs by Paul Lang. See grp. 37 p.451.

Group 36.

Toys.

1. Collective Gxhibit of the Sonne-
berg Toy-Industry.

After the designs by Director Prof.

(DoIIer, arranged in the industrial

school at Sonneberg. CDanager: The
Chamber of Commerce in Sonneberg.

3uiius Bahring (for masks only).

Cmil Bauersachs.

Geo Borgfeidt & Co.

Cramer & Heron.

3ulius Dorst.

Cuno & Otto Dressel.

Wilhelm Dressel.

C. Cscher jun.

A. Pleischmann & Cramer.

Gebriider Pleischmann.

3. Pranz.

Carl Geyer.

Hermann Hachmeister.

Karl Harmus jun.

Robert Hartwig.

Hugo Heubach.

C. Hoffmeister.

Heinrich Horn.

Andreas Konig.

Richard Leutheuser.

Louis Lindner & Sohne.

Hermann Liitzelbergcr.

3. n. Liitzelberger.

A. Luge & Co.

(Duller Sc Proebel.

Wilhelm Pfarr.

Philipp Samhammer sc Co.

P. CD. Schilling.

G. Schmey, Hachfolger.

Arthur Schoenau.

Georg Spindler jun. (for masks only).

Louis Wolf & Co.

Zeuch & Lausmann.

2. Single exhibitors.

S. P. Pischer Oberseiffenbach (Crz-

gebirge) * Established 1850. Boxes
of bricks, laying games, materials
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for instruction and employment for
Probel’s Kindergarten. numerous
awards. See p. 388.

Hamburger & Co. 4c Berlin, fllexan-
drinenstr. 93/94, Branch in Rew Yorh:
28—30 0). 4th Aoe. 4t Clegant dolls,
dressed or undressed.
p. fld. Richter & Cie. 4c Rudolstadt (Thu-
ringen) “Anchor Blocks” and the
“tioellion” CDusical Instrument. —
“Anchor Blocks” have now for ouer
a quarter of a century been the most
popular occupation for children and
adults. Their educational value for
children is seif evident, for they train
them to habits of order, cultivate their
love of the beautiful and initiate them
in the first principles of architecture.
“Anchor Blocks” are highly praised
by eminent pedagogues and used
in Kindergarten and elementary schools
not only as toys but also as important
educational factors. The Blocksare made
mathematically correct and the build-
ings designed by architects. “Anchor
Blocks” have obtained the highest
awards in all civilized countries and
are known all over the world. Die
“£ibellion” is the only German steel
tongued instrument with long music
notes and is thus able to reproduce
the longest pieces unabridged. The
metal transport guards the notes from
wear and tear and the method of stamp-
ing enables them to stand any climate.
The tibellion was the only German steel
tongued instrument awarded a prize
at the Chicago COorld’s Pair in 1893.
It was also awarded in "Paris In 1900.
The firm T. A. Richter & Cie. employs
ouer 500 hands in Rudolstadt and
has branches and works in Ruremberg,
teipsic, Konstein, Olten (Switzerland),
Rotterdam, "Priwue, Vienna, Hietzing,
St. "Petersburg, Rew York. See qrps. 21
and 38 p. 416 and 459.

CDargarete Steiff 4c Giengenbrenz 4t

Heading GermanTFeltToy"Factory. Stuffed
animals and jointed dolls, best kinds
with and without wire frame and
wheels, of Telt, Velvet, CVoollen stuffs,
&c. 1,000 samples after CDessrs. "Paul,
Richard and Tranz Steiff, Bros, re-
gistered designs.Show Rooms in 15 com-
mercial towns in different parts of the
world, export 1900: 20 percent, 1903:
50 per cent of output. 1888: 4, 1903:
400 hands. "Factory rooms 8,200 sq.-
metres, glass and steel throughout.
Own construction.

Group 37.
Decoration and fixed ¥urniture
of Buildings and Dwellings.

Art decorations and designs in the Ger-
man Section of the Art and Industry
"Department: General CDanager: Bruno
CDohring, Architect Berlin 4t "Che
followiim architects assisted in the
work: "Philipp "Felde, "John CDartens,
Otto Rahlenbeck 41 Berlin.
Superintendents of decorative painting:
Richard Guhr and Albert (Daennchen
« Berlin.
Artistic arrangements CDarie Kirschner,
Artist Berlin.

1- Rooms and furniture.

Ludwig Alter Darmstadt.
(Room 44 b.)

Drawing-room.
Professor Peter Behrens 4t Dusseldorf
Design of room, furniture and whole

outfit.

Ludwig Alter, Hofmobelfabrik Darm-
stadt Purveyor to the Imp. Russian
and Grand Ducal Hessian Court. PIrm
of world wide renown, leading in mo-
dern interior decoration. Pabrication
after original designs of the best known
artists. Highest awards Darmstadt
1901, Turin 1902. Execution of all
wood and carpentering work in fine
woods with intarsia.

HagenerTextilfabrik vorm. Gebr. Clbers
Hagen i. W. * CVall hangings.

Alfred Altherr & CO.Ortlicb Berlin.
(Room 52.)

Dining room.
Alfred Altherr & CV. Ortlieb, Architekten

Berlin 4t Design of room, furniture
and entire trimmings.
IV. Dittmar (inh. Otto Lademann), 0)6-
belfabrik ^ Berlin, Ololkenmarkt 6
execution of room in oak, stained in
two colours.

B
exhibit of Baden Art Industry.

Art and commercial manager:
Prof. Karl Hoffacker, Karlsruhe.

(Rooms 29 and 30.)
Ante-room and Reception-room

of an Art Collector.
Prof. P. Dletsche 4( Karlsruhe 4c CVall
fountain wrought of copper and gilt.
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H. 'Drinnebecg * Karlsruhe Glass
windows. Art stained.

rh. Tahrner, lewelier ^ Tforzheim *
Ornaments.
Otto Teist, Sculptor ^ Karlsruhe
Bronze statuettes, bronze bust. Ink-
stand.

fl. Gehrig COwe., Hofmobeifabrik

Karlsruhe ^ 'Panelling and furniture.

•Prof. fl. Groh, Artist ^ Karlsruhe Wall
pictures.

Grossherzogiiche (Dajolikamanufaktur

Karlsruhe ¥1^ stone pictures after
cartoons byProMlioma, maiolicas after

designs by (Dr. Sus, Artist.

Prof. Georg Kleemann, Teacher at the
Art Industry School ^ Pforzheim
Ornaments.
Prof- C. Kornhas, Teacher at the Art In-

dustry School 4c Karlsruhe Tire places
of glazed clay. Paience.

Kunststickereischule des badischen
Prauenuereins ^ Karlsruhe Carpet
for floor, designed byProf.Gagel, Carpet
forwall, designed byProf.Thoma, needle
work cushion, curtain.

Priedrich £ang, Kunstschiosserei 4c Karls-

ruhe Lighting fittings, fenders.

Robert (Dacco 4c Heidelberg Intarsia
factory. Interior decorations, marqueterie
for furniture, pianos, panelling, &c.,

panelling and furniture, small boxes
and clocks, inlaid with wood.
Prof. Rudolf (Dayer, Chaser, Teacher
at the Art Industry School 4c Karlsruhe

Piaquettes. (Dedal minting by
B. H. (Dayer, Pforzheim.

Hul. (Duller-Salem, Teacher at the Art
Industry School 4t Pforzheim Orna-
ments, casket wrought in iron.

Offenburger Glasmosaikwerke G. m.
b. H. 4c Offenburg Glass mosaic fil-

lings, mosaic wall panelling.

Prof. Ad. Schmid, Ziseleur, Teacher at
the Art Industry School 4c Pforz-
heim * Piaquettes, inkstand, orna-
ments.
Cduard Scholl Dachfolger, Court book-
binder 4c Karlsruhe und Durlach
Bindings in leather mosaic and hand
gilt.

(0- (Oeiss, Coppersmith 4c Karlsruhe
* (Dantlepiece.

Pritz (Oolber, Professor at the Art In-

dustry School 4c Pforzheim Bronze
relief.

Prof. H. Billing * Karlsruhe.

(Room 39.)

(Du sic Hall.

Prof. Hermann Billing # Karlsruhe
Design of the room, furniture and en-
tire fittings.

Hermann Binz, Sculptor # Karlsruhe
^ Bronze statuette: Girl praying.

Hans Drinneberg, Glass painter 4c

Karlsruhe * Glass window, art stained,
designed by (Ualter, Artist.

Prof. A. Groh, Artist 4c Karlsruhe * De-
corative painting.

Rudolf Ibach Sohn, Court purveyor 4c

Barmen ^ Grand piano with rich case.

Priedrich Lang, Art smith 4c Karls-
ruhe ^ Porged lamps and upright clock.

Crna Lundbeck 4t Karlsruhe Silk
sofa cushion, linen cover litho-

graphy.
Linoleumfabrik (Daximiliansau a. Rh. 4c

Ploor coverings.

7. L. Peter, Hofmobeifabrik 4c (Dann-
heim Panelling of the room,
furniture.

(D.(Delte & Sohne, Orgel- u.Orchestrlon-
fabrik 41 Preiburg i. Br. Orchestrion
and organ case.

Prof. (Dax Lauger * Karlsruhe.

(Room 20.)

Sitting Room.
Prof. (Dax Lauger Karlsruhe Studios
for interior decoration. Design of

the room, furniture and entire outfit.

See further exhibits by Prof. La^er
in the Ceramic Department and (Do-
del City.

Adolf Dietier, Hofmobeifabrik 4< Prei-

burg i. B. * Panelling of walls and
furniture.

Prof. L. Dill 4t Karlsruhe (Uall

paintings.

Karlsruher (Darmor-, Granit- und Syc-
nitwerke Rupp & (Doeller 4> Karlsruhe ^
(Darble fountain.

Cmma Lauger 4< Lorrach i. B. (Danu-
facture of tapestry and embroidered
cushions.

Tonwerke Kandern ^ Kandern * Plag
stone walls, Paience fire places and
pottery.

(0. (Oeiss, Coppersmith ^ Karlsruhe
(Drought fire places, lamps furniture

mounts.
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2482

2483

2484

2485

2486

2487

2488

2489

2490

2491

2492

2493

2494

2495

2496

(Room 19.)

fl ntc-room.
Prof, r. Dictsche Karlsruhe Wall-
-fountain in marble.

H. Drinneberg Karlsruhe 6iass-
'luindow, art-stained.

r. Gerstenhauer, 3oiner Karlsruhe ^
Garden-benches.

Grossherzogiiche CDajolihamanufaktur
* Karlsruhe 2 UJail-pictures near the
passages.

CDax £auger Karisruhe fletist
and architect. Professor at the Tech-
nical High-Schooi flrt-potteries, foun-
tains, &c.

€. Schmidt-Pecht Konstanz Paience-
-uase.

exhibit of Bauarian Art-Industry,
flrt- and Business-CDanager:

Prof. CDartin Pulfer, (Dunchen.

Prof. (Dartin Pulfer (Dunchen.
(Room 15 and Front-court 16.)

State-room.
(The decorations are used in the £and-
rats-haii of Oberfranken at Bayreuth.)

(Dartin 'DUIfer, Architect CDun-
cnen ucsign of the room, furniture
and artistic fittings.

eduard Beyrer, Scuiptor OJunchen
Bronze: “(Dadonna.”
Bosioau & Knauer, G.m.b.H. Beriin
Stucco-ceiling and Terrazzo-floor.

Sophie Burger-Hartmann, Sculptor
Basel * Uarious pieces of bronze.
Fritz Christ, Scuiptor (Dunchen
Pieces of bronze: “Sin,” “Pearl” and
2 plaquettes.

Rt«Iicr und (Derk-
statten fiir kunstgeuierbliche (Detall-
arbeiten (Dunchen Ornamental
bronze, inkstands, candlesticks, &c.
Xfl.Cysser, Hofmobelfabrik Bayreuth

Outfit of the room and furniture.
Theodor uon Gosen, Sculptor (Dun-

Bronze: “Uiolin-piayer” and
‘Bathing.”

Prof. COiihelm Hahn, Sculptor (Dun-
chen Bronze: “Adam and Cue.”

3. uon Heckei, Hofbiumenfabrik (Dun-
chen Artificial flowers and bushes.
3os^ef Hinterseher, Sculptor (Dunchen

Bronze figures.

Hugo Kaufmann, Sculptor (Dunchen
“Bronze upright clock.”

Karl Kiefer, Sculptor (Dunchen
Bronze: “A dog.”

£. Ochtinger, Atelier fiir kunstgewerb-
liche (Detallarbeiten (Dunchen Ob-
jects of comfort and use in tin.

Georg (Dattes, Sculptor ^ nurnberq *
Bronze: “Playing at ball.”

Prof. Friedrich uon (Diller (Dunchen
Jonas cup, cup of honour, siluer figure.
Hans Obermayer, Blumenfabrik (Dun-
chen Artificial flowers and textures.
(Dax Pfeiffer, Artist (Dunchen Siluer
ornaments.

Gebr. Pfister, Kgl. Bayerische Hofmar-
morindustrie (Dunchen Pillars, fire
places, panellings of Bauarian Jura
marble inlaid with onyx, marble floor-
ings.

X J. Scharuogel, Kunstkeramiker
(Dunchen Art ceramics.
Josef e.Schneckendorf, Atelier fUrkunst-
gewerblichen Schmuck (Dunchen
Jewellery in oxidized and siluer gilt.

Rudolf Schwarz, Sculptor « (Dunchen
Bronze: “Paper weight.”

Stcinicken & £ohr, Kunstgewerbliche
(Derkstatten (Dunchen Bowls
uases, flowerstands, candlesticks, ink-
stands, &c. for writing table.

Suddeutsche £ustcrfabrik (Dunchen
5 £ustres.

Karl (Ointerhalter, Kgl. Bayerischer Hof-
goldschmied (Dunchen Siluer eperone
from the household of H. R. H. Prince
Rupprecht of Bauaria.
Gduard (Oolienweber, Kgl. Bayerischer
Hofsilberarbeiter (Dunchen Inkstand
“£ocomotiue.”
Josef Zimmermann & Co., Anstalt fur
kunstgewerbliche (Detallarbeiten (Dun-
chen ^ Teapot, bronze decorations for
pillars and fire places.

Front-court.
Josef Hinterseher, Bildhauer (Dunchen

Bronze: “Figure with roe drinking.”
Bayerische Kunststeinwerke des OJurt-
tembergischen Portlandzementwerkes
Lauffen a. Deckar (Oorks at £auffen
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2498

2499

2500

2501

2502
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2505
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2507

2508
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2517

and CDQnchen. Studios for sculptors

at tDunchcn, Cutting and sculpturing
done in artificial stone.

(Daricnberger (Dosaihplattenfabrik, G.

m. b. H. 4c (Darienberg i. S. Tlate

Coverings.

Dicmcv^r & Bertsch.

(Room 17.)

Reading Room.
2518 fldeibert Riemeyer & Karl Bertsch 4c

CDunchen 4t Design of the room, fur-

niture and entire fittings.

2519 UJerkstatten fiir tOohnungseinrichtun-
gen 41 CDunchen execution of all wood,
(oining, &c. work.

Richard Ricmcrschmid CDunchen.

(Raum 13.)

Directors’ Room of Industry
School at Rurnberg.

Richard Riemerschmid, Artist and archi-

tect 4t Dasing b. CDunchen * Design of

the room, furniture and entire fittings.

B. Kohibecker & Sohn, CDobelfabrik 4c

CDunchen Tittings of the room and
making of the furniture.

Prof. CD. Cauger 4t Karlsruhe 4c Art
Ceramics.

Cinoleumwccke“Hansa” 4cDeimenhorst
4c Linoleum flooring.

prof. B. "Pankok 4c Stuttgart 4c Silk

woven cushion.

2520

2521

2522

2523

2524

2525

2526

2527

2528

Bruno Paul CDunchen.

(Room 33.)

presidents’ Study for the
Government House at Bayreuth.

Bruno Daul, Architect 4c CDunchen 4c

Design of the room, furniture and entire

fittings.

Crzgiesserei “Renaissance” 4c CDunchen
4( Boys head (antique).

3. 3. Scharvogel, Art Ceramist 4c CDiin-

chen 4c Ceramics.

Uereinigte COerkstatten fur Kunst im
Handwerk 4c CDunchen 4c Outfit of room,
and furniture.

Gebruder Ranh CDunchen.

(Room 34.)

presidents’ Reception room
for the Government House at

Bayreuth.

Gebruder Rank, Architects 4c CDunchen 4c

Design of the room, furniture and entire

fittings.

CD. Ballin, Hofmobelfabrik 4c CDunchen 4c

established 1863. Interior decoration

of the room.
Tritz Christ, Sculptor 4c CDunchen 4c

Bronze “Salome,” “Temptation.”

R. Kallenberg & Co. 4c CDunchen 4c Ru-
mination sign boards.

3osef Zimmermann & Co., Anstalt fiir

kunstgewerblicheCDetallarbeiten 4c CDun-

chen 4c COriting table fittings. Large
Lustres.

Prof. Peter Behrens Diisseldorf.

(Room 6.)

Reading Room of Town Library
at Diisseidorf.

Professor Peter Behrens, Architect 4c

Diisseidorf 4c Design of the room, fur-

niture, wail decorations and entire

outfit.

Prau Lilli Behrens 4c Diisseidorf 4« Co-

loured paper for bindings.

C. A. Beumers, Goldsmith 4c Dussel-
dorf 4c Pace and enamelling of the clock.

Rudolf Bosselt, Sculptor, Teacher at

the Kunstgewerbeschule 4c Diisseidorf 4c

Plastics in wood and marble.

3. Buyten & Sohne, CDobelfabrik 4c

DiissaJdorf Ceilings, panellings and
furniture.

Deuss & Oetker 4c Crefeld 4c Stuff for

window curtains.

P. H. Chmeke, Artist 4c Diisseidorf 4«

Designs for the coats of arms.

Prau T. Prauberger und Praulein Irene

Prauberger 4c Diisseidorf 4c COall carpets

in application embroidery and coats of

arms in relief embroidery.

Harzheim & Hagen 4c Dusseldorf-Rath 4c

CDarble work in the niche with the clock,

group of figures.

Kgl. Parbereischule 4c Krefeld 4c Light-

proof dying of the curtains.

August Lucas, COood carver 4c Diissei-

dorf 4t Carved figures.

2529

2530

2531

2532

2533

2534

2535

2536

2537

2538

2539

2540

2541

2542

2543

2544
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2545

2546

2547

2548

2549

2550

2551

2552

2553

fl. Schmite # Pusseldorf ^ "Furniture
mounts and lamps, copper uessels.

Hendrick & Carl Schultze 4c Dussel-
dorf teather couering and hand qllt
of the furniture.

Arthur Biberfeld Berlin.

(Room 51.)

Room for Young Cady.
Arthur Blberfeld, Architect 4c Berlin 4t

Studio for Art in houses and dwell*
ings.

P- €che, Schmidt & Cie. (Diinchen.

(Room 56.)

Bedroom of the “Biedermeler”
age.

Designed by V. Ccke, executed by
Schmidt & Cie. 4< CDunchen.

CDarie Kirschner Berlin.

(Room 53.)

Cady’s drawing room.
AJarie Kirschner, Artist 4( Berlin U). *
Design for the arrangement and de-
corations, execution wall of the couering
in painting and embroidery.

Christoph Andrea ^ {Dulheim a. Rh.
Ueluet for the wall decorations.

Barmer Ceppichfabrik, Uorwerk & Co.
Barmen Carpets.

Oskar "Fritz, Kunstschlosserei 4c Ber-
lin U). 4" Brass work.
C. Drachtel, Court joiner 4. Berlin 4t

Seats.

Prof. CO. Kreis % Presden.
(Room 36 and 37.)

Dresdener OJerkstatten fiir Handwerks-
kunst, C. Schmidts Dresden Complete
outfit of furniture, execution of the
wood and joining work.
Gebr. Ciebert 4< Dresden COall mo-
saics, designed by 7. GoIIer.
Udiuft & Hartmann Dresden * Ui-
trines and study furniture for public
building (Ante-room).
Uiiieroy & Boch 4( Dresden CDajolicas
to place ouer doors, lighting fittings,
clock dials, moulded by "Prof, ffarl Gross
and Schaale, sculptor.

COerkstatten fiir deutschen Hausrat 4;

Dresden 4t Uarious pieces of furniture,
designed by "FrI. Kleinhempel and TrI.
7unge.

COurzener Teppich- und Ueloursfabriken
COurzen 4t Carpets.

a
A. Berger, 7eweIIer 4t Dresden Siluer
inkstand with enamel trimmings, ena-
melled penholder for the Council, de-
signed and moulded by Crich Klein-
hempel.

Court bookbinder Oesterreich and 7e-
wcller Berger 4c Dresden 4c Golden
Book of the Town, couer with allegoric
figure in mosaic of precious stones,
designed and painted by "Prof. 0.
Gussmann.
Hofjuwelier (Dau 4c Dresden 4c Inkstand,
siluer and gilt with iuory and stones,
apd penholder for the councellors, de-
signed by CDax Hans Kiihne, architect.
Pirner & "Franz, Brass founder 4c Dres-
den 4c Ballot urn for the city council
in siluer and bronze, designed by ProK
Schumacher.
7uwelier CDilde 4c Dresden 4c Hammer
and bell for the council in siluer and
iuory, designed and modelled by Ger-
trud Kleinhemuel.
7uwelier Bertrand 4iDresdcn 4< Hammer
and bell for the councellors, in copper
and siluer with intarsia, designed by
CDargarete 7unge.

2556

2557

2558

2559

2560

2561

2562

2563

2564

2565

2566

2567

2554

2555

Stateroom f or the “Standehaus”
at Dresden and Ante-room.

O D Q
10. Kummcl Berlin.

Prof. 10. Kreis, Architect 4c Dresden 4c

Design of the room, furniture and
entire fittings, if not specially mentioned
elsewhere.

Frl. A. Angermann 4c Dresden 4c iOall
applications, designed by Prof. Otto
Gussmann.

(Room 47.)
W. Kummel, {Dobelfabrik 4c State cabin
with adjoining bathroom forS.S. “Prinz
eitel Priedrich ” of the “Rorddeutscher
uoyd, Bremen.” Designed by Pritz
Sauuage of Berlin, architect.

B
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2569

2570

2571

2572

2573

2574

2575

2576

2577

2578

2579

2580

2581

2582

2583

2584

Committee for the Leipsic

exhibition.

(Room 35.)

(Dusic Room.
"Fritz Drechslcr, Architect Leipzig
Design and details of the room, panell-
ing, organ loft, wardrobes, &c.

€duard Beyrer jun. (Diinchen Bronze
statuette “CDarya Deloard.” Original.

luiius Bliithner, Hofpianofortefabrik
Leipzig Grand-Piano.

Carl Durfeld Chemnitz lOall hangings.

Walter Clkan Berlin execution of

bronze reliefs on grand-piano and
handles on wardrobes.

Prof. Hermann Hahn CDiinchen
Bronze statues “Adam,” “Cue” and
“Dancer.” Originals.

lohannes Hartmann, Sculptor Leipzig
CDodels for Stucco on the side of

Organ. CDarble bust of Robert Schu-
mann (Original^ Plaquette of Klinger
in cast silber. Bronze statuette of Rob.
Schumann the composer. (Copy of the

Schumann monument at Zwickau i. S.)

Prof. IDax Klinger Leipzig CDarble
bust of Pranz Liszt and Richard Wagner
(Originals).

Georg Kolbe, Sculptor and Artist
Leipzig Warble bust of 3oh. Seb. Bach
(Original).

Pelix Pfeifer, Sculptor Leipzig
Plaquettes, medals and bronze figure
“Cue” (Original).

Pritz Rentsch Leipzig Wall hangings
in application and painting.

Rixdorfer Linoleumfabrik Rixdorf b.

Berlin Ploor couering.

Saalburger CDarmorwerk Rodel & Co.
Saalburg a. S. CDarble panelling and
marble pillars for busts in Saalburg
marble.

Hermann Schreyer Leipzig execu-
tion of Glass-paintings.

P.A.Schutz, Kunstmobelfabrik Leipzig
(Art manager: Ludwig Caspar and

H. CDockel.) execution of the wood
architecture (organ-loft, case panelling,
cases for music, and upholstery^ ;

design
and execution of the grand-piano and
the mouable furniture.

Prof. CDax Seliger Leipzig Designs
for the painted glass-windows and the

carpet.

Paul Sturm, Sculptor Leipzig CDo-
dels for the ornamental figures of the
organ-loft and book-cases and for the
bronze reliefs on the grand. CDedals
and plaquettes.

Prof. Artur Uolkmann Rom CDarble
relief “Orpheus among the animals”
(Original).

CD. Welte & Sohne, Orgelfabrik Prel-

burg i. B. Organ works.

Wurzener Peppich- und Ueloursfabri-
ken Wurzen i. S. Ploor carpet.

Hans Zeissig, Sculptor Leipzig
CDodels for the figures of the mouable
furniture.

CDuslkuerleger Breitkopf & Hartel, CDax
Brockhaus, Crnst Culenburg, Otto Por-
berg, Robert Porberg, P. C. C. Leuckart,
C. P. Peters, 1 . Rieter-Biedermann und
Barthoif Senff Leipzig Works by
classical and prominent modern com-
posers, and literature on CDusic.

a

Group of Artists, CDagdcburg.
(Room 45.)

Gentleman’s Study.

Albin CDiiller. Architect Design of

equipment of the room and designs
or objects executed by the following
firms.

Alb. Becker, Clektrotechnische Pabrlk,
founded 1865 Light installation.

Bretting & Romer Cocoanut carpet.

W. Dittmar Window frames.

Ph.Gncke, CDobei- und Parkettfabrik, be-

grundet 1830 Execution of wall-
panelling with wardrobe, frames of

entrance and niche with cupboard.
Pacette glasses and brass glazing
W. Duchrow.

Piirstlich Stolbergsches Hiittenamt
llsenburg Artistic casting in iron.

W. Grimpe Side board.

Herm. Heimster jun. CDanufacturer
of art industry furniture, execution of

writing table (Patent B.G6bel,Preiberg),
framework or chair and easy chair.

Herm. Held Rachfl. CDountings mounts
and wall fountain.

0. Henschcl Stucco-plastics with
mosaics.

eduard Hueck Liidenscheid Objects

in tin and copper.
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2609
2610
2611

2618
2619
2620

2621

2622

2623

2624

2625

2626

R.’Jahn.Kunstschmlcd* Lighting fittings.

H.lahns 41 Caruings to the aboue objects.

R. Kaiser « Caruings on the cupboard.
O. Killmey 4c Upholstering of the easy

desh^
(*'®9 '8tered) and the chair to writing

fl. taubisch, Kunstschmied Casing for
heating appliances.

P. (Deissner Bookcase and table
before sofa.

H. Rater 4c Tramework of sofa, chair
and stool.

C. Schoppmeyer ^ Cupboard.
(0 . Schottstedt 4< Corner cupboard.
H. Stahl 4c Cupboard and what-not.

Paul Lang, Artist 4c Designs for the
followings:

Benecke & Lattey 4c Carpets, band made
Smyrna.
Walter Buhtz 4c Writing cases and
leather articles.

Wilh. Duchrow, Court purueyor 4c

Window aboue the diuan.
Paul Knuppelholz, Court purueyor 4c

Upholstering of the sofas and chairs.
Prau (Dinna Lang-Kurz 4c Cable centres
and antimacassars.
PrI. Paula Langbein 4c Cushions.
Herm. Liebau Wrought brass fence.
Peter G. Palis, Inh. Ramdohr Sohne 4c

Curtains.

Pr. und e. Seyfarth 4c Writing cases and
leather objects.

Pr.Steinhauser 4c Hemleben fChuringenl
4< Wail hangings.

*

Paul Burck, Artist 4c Designs for
wail carpet and chief window.
Wilh. Goergens, Kunstanstalt fur Glas-
malerei, Hofglasmaler Sr. Hoheit des
Herzogs uon Anhalt 4c execution of the
chief window.
Gebr. Wengering 4c exhibit of wall
carpet, made by school of Art Weauinq,
Scherrebek. ^

Hans und Pritz uon Heider, (Daler
Original work in lustre porcelain

and soft china ware, special substance,
pecor: handcarued relief, flamed gla-
ings with gold ueins, dead glazings,
underglazing painting, cutting process.
BuckauerPorzeIIanmanufaktur 4cDining
and coffee seruice designed by H. and
P. uon Heider.
Paul & Wilier, Ofenfabrik 4. Pountain
niceh and fire place, underglazing paint-
ing and stained glazings. Desiqned bv
H. and P. uon Heider.
Reps & Crinte, Kunstanstalt fur plastl-
sche Bildwerke 4c Uases and sculptures
after models by H. and P. uon Heider
and Carl Wegener, Sculptor.
Werkstatten der Kunstgewerbeschule
4c Lithography (teacher: H. uon Heider,
printer: 3. Schmidt). Book printing
(teaser : P.Rigg). Ceramics (teachers : fL
and P. uon Heider). Original lithographs
and uases. Also concerned in the
making of the printed matter exhibited
as well as in the execution of fountain
niche, fire places, &c.
A. Wohifeldt, Buch- und Kunstdruckerei
4< Print of explanatory report with.

Leo Dachtlicht * Bcrlin.

(Room 48.)

Reception room.
Leo Rachtlicht, Dipl.-lng. Architekt
Berlin 4c Design of the room, furniture
and entire fittings.

3osef Baranek ^ Berlin 4c Art glazings.
Gise Oppler ^ Berlin 4t embroideries.
Probst & Boeker, Pischlermeister 41 Bef.
lin 4< execution of ail woodwork and
joinery.

Reiss, Reumann & Gansereit 4^ Ber-
lin SO. 4c Lighting fittings.
Otto Scheer, CDetallbildhauer 41 Berlin 4c

Art industry work, mostly wrought in
metal.

^

WaitherSchmarje, Bildhauer 4, Schmar-
gendorf b. Berlin 4t Sculptures.
Reinhold Willner, Tapezier und Dekora-
teur 4c Berlin S. 90 4t Decorations and
upholstering.

Summer residence of an Art connoisseur.
Professor Joseph (D. Olbrich 4c Darmstadt.

by Professor X CD. Olbrich, is situated in the main aisle
Industrial Section, and must be imagined as the model forSummer residence, with park and garden surrounding it simply and effectiuely
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laid out. To carry out the character of this Country house the rooms are so

arranged, that though each has an indiuiduality of its own, they give the im-

pression of a harmonious whole. In the wings on either side of the fountain

court lie the Baden, lUurtemburg and Alsace-Lorraine rooms, uiz.: Reception

room by Trof. Lauger, Karlsruhe; a hail for Ceramic Art by Prof. Hoffacker,

Karlsruhe; a music room by Prof. Pankok, Stuttgart, and a large sitting room
by K. Spindler, St. Leonhardt. Phis suite of rooms adjoins six rooms in the

main body of the building. Cheir interiors, carried out entirely by Hessian

artisans after designs by Prof. 3. fD. Olbrich, consist of; A large sitting room,

drawing room, library, dining room and music and smoking room forming alto-

gether the Hessian section.

Gray Sitting Room. Tea Room.

(Room 24.) (Room 22.)

Designed by Prof. 1 . 0). Olbrich. Designed by Prof. 3. (D. Olbrich.

exhibitors:
exhibitors:

. T • A. Bembe (Dainz Court furniture 2651
2640 Ludwig Schafer Alainz

^ manufactory, joinery, fire places, mo-
sales, metal works.

Paris 1900. COood work and furni-
^

ture in oak, stained siluergray with Georg Karp, Court watchmaker Darm- 2652

intarsia. COall panellings in semi-silk, stadt * Small upright clock,

handwork. Louis Busch CDainz Bronze ware 2653

2641 7. A. Schuler (Dainz Workshops factory. Siluer plate lustre.

for Art glazing. Stained glass win- Appel Darmstadt. Teacher at
dows. the Alicenschule. embroidery in the

2654

1

2642 Ch. Pambach und Alb. Hagner, Work- show wardrobe and on the furniture,

shops for Art glazing (Dainz De- Prl.Schiffel Darmstadt * embroiderer. 2655
coration uessel in wrought copper. Sofa cushion,
siluer-plated.

2643 Ph. Reitmayer (Dainz enchascr.

Workshops for metal art industry. Dining Room.
Chimney-top wrought in copper partly (Room 25.)
nickel-plated. ^

2644 etOhujxld und Kolince * OJalnz » Deigned by Prof. 7 . 01. Olbrich.

(Darble. Stonework for the fire place.
£xhibitors:

2645 Priedrich Cndner ift Darmstadt # Work- £udwig Alter * Darmstadt Court
shop for art glazing. Small figu

furniture manufactory, joinery and
medal, erased and burnt.

furniture.

2656

2646 Gustau Ditsche, Artist Darmstadt * 3. L. Boysen Darmstadt Sculptor.
Painting of ceiling and walls in oriel. Caruings on wooden parts of the Dining

2657

2647 Paul Haustein Darmstadt (Dember room.

of the Kunstlerkolonie. Art industry Hubert Bringer Darmstadt Studio
objects in uitrine. for art embroidery. Curtains.

2658

2648
j

3. U. Cissarz Darmstadt (Dember "Ph. Reitmayer * (Dainz Cnchaser. 2659

j
of the Kunstlerkolonie. Ornaments In Workshop for art industry metal goods.

1

uitrine. Wrought brass work on fire place.

2649 Prl. Riedel Darmstadt embroiderer. Delp und Karn ^ (Dainz (Darble.

Sofa cushion. Pire place decoration.

2660

2650 Robert (Dacco * Heidelberg (Dar- Gailsche Dampfzlegelel Giessen *

queteur. Card box. Glazed tiles in the fire place.

2661
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"Fricdr. £ndner Darmstadt COork
shop artglazing. Oual window.
K. fl. Seifert Dresden Bronze ware
factory, fittings for lighting.

Deutsche tincrustawerke.Pailas-CDarke,
Gerhard & Co. ^ Hochst a. CDain tin-
crusta for wall couerings in sitting
rooms and on staircases.

Cduard Hueck Ciidenscheid Tin
ware factory. Tin ware in uitrines.

£ouis Doack Darmstadt Porcelain
and fancy ware. Glasses in uitrines.

PrI. flppel, Pri. Schippel, PrI. Riedel,
Pri. Schnittspahn, Pri. Kress. State
carpet for H. R. H. the Grand Duke of
Hesse.

CDusic Room.

(Room 26.)

Designed by Prof. 1. CD. Olbrich.

exhibitors:

Cudwig Schafer CDainz * furniture
factory. Award Paris 1903. "Joinings
and furniture in German peartree with
leather couering.

J.fl.Schuler, COorkshops for Art glazing
CDainz Great window.

Priedr. Cndner, COorkshops for Art
glazing Darmstadt Square medal
with CDonogram G. £.

Carl CDand Koblenz Court Piano
maker, fancy wail grand after Olbrich.

Ph. Reitmayer * CDainz Cnchaser,
COorkshop for Art industry metal work.
Chimneytop in copper.

1. U. Cissarz Darmstadt # Kunstler-
kolonie. Tempera wail paintings.

Paul Haustein Darmstadt, Kunstler-
kolonie. framed pictures and wail
paintings on wood.

Pri. Appel Darmstadt Teacher at
the Alicenschule. embroidered Curtain.

K. A. Seifert Dresden * factory for
light fittings: Brass lantern.

H. & 3. COeber Darmstadt Stucco
work.

Robert CDacco
wood box.

Pri. Kress Darmstadt embroiderer
Sofa cushion.

* Heidelberg ^ Rose-

Gentleman’s Roo m.

(Room 27.)

Designed by Prof. J. CD, Oibrich.

exhibitors:

eduard Prei Darmstadt Speciality:
Art joinery and furniture after designs
by Prof. 1. CD. Oibrich, Darmstadt.
Benz Sc Rast Darmstadt * Art in-
dustry workshop. £arge glass window.
J. U. Cissarz * Darmstadt £itho-
graphs and hand drawings.
Georg Karp * Darmstadt, Kunstler-
koionie Court COatch maker. Small
upright clocks.

Deutsche£incrustawerke,PaIIas-CDarke,
Gerhard & Co. Hochst a. OJain £in-
crusta for couering walls, designed bv
Prof. "3. CD. Olbrich.

Prof. £. Habich Darmstadt, Kunstier-
kolonie Bronze plastics,

eckerts Rachfolger * Darmstadt Por-
celain and fancy ware, fittings for
lights.

£ibrary.

(Room 23.)

Designed by Prof. X CD. Olbrich.

exhibitors:

X Gliickert Darmstadt furniture
manufacturer by special appointment.
Joinery and furniture. Curtains and
embroideries.

Deutsche£incrustawerke,PaIIas-CDarke,
Gerhard & Co. ^ Hochst a. CDain £in-
crusta for wail couerings, designed bv
Prof. 3. CD. Olbrich.

» » v

Prof. G. Schonleber Karlsruhe Oil-
painting.

Prof.Pr.Puhr Karlsruhe 2 Tempera
wail pictures.

Prof. Hans u. Uolkmann Karlsruhe *
Oilpainting.

Gustau Kampmann, Artist Karlsruhe
^ Oilpainting.

Prof. £udwig Habich, Sculptor* Darm-
stadt Sculptures.

X U. Cissarz * Darmstadt, Kunstler-
kolonie * Objects in uitrine.

Paul Haustein Darmstadt * Objects
in uitrine.

Dr. Greiner * Darmstadt, Kunstler-
kolonie * Sculptures.
Prof. Prldoiin Dietsche Karlsruhe *
Sculpture “Hans 3acob.”
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Prof. Hermann Uolz ^ Karlsruhe flrtists Club “lOcrkring.”
Sculpture “Repentance."
Julius Bergmann Karlsruhe Oil-

painting “Autumn Ouening.”

€miIieStephan:4(KarIsruhe4>OiIpainting.

Ulalter Strich-Chapell Jtt Karlsruhe *
2 Oilpaintings.

Helene Stromeyer ^ Karlsruhe Oil-

painting: “Anemone.”
Bertha (Oelte Karlsruhe Oilpainting.

C- Prachtel Berlin.

(Room 55.)

Drawing Room of 1813.

C. Trachtel, Court joiner Berlin
entire execution, furniture in old
mahogany with ebony ueins and gilt

bronze.

Karl Hozdh Deuendorf-Dowawes
Carpeting.

D D
Carl Spindler St. Leonhardt

bei Borsch.

(Room 21.)

Gentleman’s Room.
Carl Spindler, Artist St. teonhardt
b. Borsch (Unterelsass) Design and
fittings of the room, panelling and
furniture with wood intarsia. Grand
prix 1900.
Charles Bastian Strassburg i. €.

2 Plateaus with inlaid tiles.

Paul Braunagel und August Cammissar
Strassburg i. C. (Dosaic glass win-

dow, fire place window and screen
glass filling. Goldmedal Car!sruhel901.

Desire Christian & Sohn 4c (Deisenthal
in tothringen Art glasses, office

fittings, bowl, &c.

Ph. Clchinger & Sohne ^ Sufflenheim
i. C. Pire place, mounting of irisated

tiles, uases of hard earthen ware and
art pottery.

G.Koeberle Strassburg i. C. Cushions
and chair couerings of decoloured plush.

(Darie Kochlin Strassburg i. €. em-
broidered cushions and chair coverings.

Luise Spindler St. teonhardt Ta-

pestry and wall hanging in application
embroidery.
Gebr. won Zschock, Kunstschlosserel
Strassburg-Deudorf Pittings for lights.ana

a) Prof. Alfred Grenander Berlin.

(Room 8.)

Reception Room.
Prof. Alfred Grenander, Architect

Berlin Design of the room, furniture
and entire fittings.

Arndt & fDarcus Berlin SO. Clock
inlaid with metal and amber.

UJ. Kiimmel, CDobelfabrik Berlin 0.

Purniture.

G. Ceander Berlin SO. Silver table

lamp inlaid with amber, silver plated
lamps.

S. A. toevy,Bronzegiesserei Berlin n.
(Detal fire place, top and dogs, all the
mounts, tea-tray and inkstand.

(Darmorwerke Balduinstein, Guido
Krebs Balduinstein i. H.-D. CDarble
fire place and pillars.

Crnft Hast Berlin Intarsia.

(Room 9.)

Sitting Room.
Prof. Alfred Grenander Berlin Design
of the room, furniture and entire

fittings.

A. S. Ball, CDobelfabrik Berlin CO.

Purniture.

G. Ceander Berlin SO. Table- and
other lamps.

(Darmorwerke Balduinstein, Guido
Krebs Balduinstein i. H.-D. Pillars

of marble of various colours.

Alfred IDohrbutter, CDaler Schmar-
gendorf b. Berlin Decorative pictures
and fresco.

b) Anton Huber Charlottenburg.

(Room 11.)

Dining Room.
Anton Huber, Architect, Atelier “Patriz
Huber”^Charlottenburg-BerIin Design
of the room, the furniture and entire

fittings.

P. Bruckmann & Sohne, Silberwaren-
fabrik Heilbronn a. D. Clock and
epergne.

CIsa Huber CDainz embroidered
tapestry.

(Dathilde Huber CDainz Design
for tapestry and painting for wall.
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2727

2728

2729

2730

2731

2732

Otto njerz Raucnsburg * Curtains
and wall hangings.

C. Prachtcl, Hoftlschicrmcistcr Berlin
rurniture, "Fire place and Decorations.

n), H. (Oilhens u. Sohne * Hemelingen
Complete siluer table seruice: eperqne

candlesticks, wine decanters, liqueur
glasses, tray, hniues, forks, spoons, &c.

c) flrno Kornig Berlin.

(Room 10.)

nursery with small night
nursery.

flrno Kornig, Architect Berlin-COil-
mersdorf Design of the rooms, fur-
niture and entire fittings.

Rudolph Hertzog xc Berlin C. entire
furniture of the night nursery.

See aduertisements p. 31.

C.Prachtel, Court joiner 41 Berlin entire
furniture of the day nursery.

c) Rudolf und Fia (Oille 4c Berlin.
(Room 12.)

Boudoir.
Rudolf und Pia lUille 4= Berlin CO. 4t

room, furniture and entire
outfit.

pjartin lacobi, Pabrik moderner B«-
leuchtungskorper 4< Berlin CO. 4c Pittinqs
for lighting. ^

W. Hummel, CDobelfabrik 4c Berlin 0 4c

Purniture,

Royal COurttemberg Central for In-
dustry and Commerce 4c Stuttgart.

(Room 28.)

(Dusic Room.
ankok Stuttgart 4c Design
n, furniture and entire fittings.

2733

2734

2735

2736

2737

2738

2739

2740

2741

2742

d) Curt Stoeuing 4c Berlin.

(Room 7.)

Hail of an Art connoisseur.
Curt Stoeuing, Artist and Architect 4c

Berlin 4< Paintings statues, selfmade
small plastics. Design of the room
furniture and entire fittings.

’

Robert Caspar! 4c Berlin CO. 4- Ceather
upholstering.

S. A. Hcsslein & Co. 4c niirnberg 4c Stuff
for wail hangings.

G. Kruger, Bronzewarenfabrik 4c Berlin.
Prinzenstr.21 4c Siluerplated ornaments
on the furniture.

G. £eander 4< Berlin SO. 4c tight for the
rire place and corner pillar, mantle piece.
Cugenie Reinhard 4c Berlin 4c embroid-
ered tapestry and portieres.

C. C. Schirm, Atelier fur email 4c

Grunewald near Berlin 4c Iniayings of
enamel in wood and metal, couering of
fire place and doors in enamel.
August Simon, Stuhlfabrik 4c Berlin 4c

Scats*

* Holdefleiss, Artistic black-
smith 4c Berlin 4c Hammered doqs and
fire irons.

Wilhelm Uoigt, CDobelfabrik 4c Berlin 4c

Purniture in yellow, polished birch.

Prof. B. Pankok
of the room, furn
Prof. e.P. Berner 4c Stuttgart 4c Casket,
inlaid, made in the Royal art industry
workshop for teaching and experiment-
ing.

Bredow, Sculptor 4c Stuttgart
Art bronze and siluer ring bowls, cast

Stut^^rt
industry workshop,

Detmolder Stuckfabrik, Alb. Cauermann
4c Detmold 4c Ceiling in “stukkolin.”

See aduertisements p. 8 ,

Cckstein & Kahn, Ceinwand- und Pisch-
zeugweberei 4c Stuttgart 4c Table cloth
and curtains, open work.
Prauenarbeitsschule Heilbronn 4c em-
broidered sofa cushion.
Prauenarbeitsschule Reutlingen 4c em-
broidered sofa cushion.
Prauenarbeitsschule des Schwabischen
Prauenuereins 4c Stuttgart 4c embroid-
ered sofa cushion.

Prauenarbeitsschule Ulm a. D. 4c em-
broidered sofa cushion.
Germania Dnoleumwerke, Bietiqheim 4c

Linoleum flooring,
Cmil Kiemlen, Bildhauer 4c Stuttgart 4c

Bronze statuettes, cast by Paul Stotz
art industry workshop, Stuttgart.
Gustau Kottmann, OJobelstoffweberel 4c

Crcfcid ^ Stuff for the upholstered
furniture*

Priedrich (Dauthe ^ Schwenninqen
One upright clock and 4 grandfo
clocks.

B. Rudolph, Caruer in iuory 4c Stuttgart
4c Busts, figures and reliefs of iuory.

father-
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UaL Sailc, Glasmalerei und Kunstucr-
glasungen ^ Stuttgart * lOindow pane
with art glazing.

Schiedmaver, Pianofortefabrik Stutt-

gart 1 Grand-Piano, case in old water
oak, lid with marquetry and deep carv-

ings; music stand.

Stadtische gewerbliche^ Portbildungs-

schule, weibliche flbteilung i(t Stutt-

gart Art potteries.

Daniel Stocker, Sculptor Stuttgart *
Bronze statuettes, moulded by Paul
Stotz, art industry workshop, Stuttgart.

Paul Stotz, kunstgewerbliche lOerk*

statte Stuttgart tustres, lighting

fittings, art bronzes and ornaments.

Stuttgarter CDobelfabrik Georg Schottle

Stuttgart Special factory for xylec-

tipome furniture, execution of the

joining and furniture in dead walnut.

Hermine (Oinkler, UJerkstatte und
Schule fur Kunstweberei 41 Stuttgart

Door hangings, in Scherrebek style,

carried out by hand. See p. 468.

G. lOolfel * Stuttgart Largest and
most efficient workshop for inlaid work
(marquetry, intarsia). 16 electromotors.

Last award: Paris 1900, gold medal.

All inlaid work on the walls furniture

and grand-piano. See German State

Building p. 360.
See advertisements p. 10.

a a a

2. Single exhibitors.

exhibit of the “Uerein der Kunstle-

rlnnen und Kunstfreundinnen” # Berlin

See p. 399-401, 438, 440, 441, 457,
461 and 467.
Konrad Astfaick COilmersdorf b. Berlin

Copies of series of “Kurfiirsten”

carpets, painted on gobelin linen. See
German State Building p. 360.

Carl Baldes Prankfurt a. CD. Statues

and stucco ornaments in the Pood
exhibition.

ernst Baumgart Sudende bei Berlin *
(Darblework for mud bath installation

ob the Kgl. Preuss. Domanenverwal-
tung. (Palace of Liberal Arts.)

Prof. Christian Behrens 4c Breslau
Allegorical figures and groups, deco-

rative plastics. See German State

Building p. 359, 361 and 362.
Chem.-Pechn.Pabrik.Dr. Alb. R. UJ. Brand
& Co., G. m. b. H. ^ Charlottenburg
Chemically stained marble plates in the

Court of honour.

Detmolder Stuckfabrik Alb. Lauermann
Detmold Stucco decorations of Stoc-

colin,Patented (German patent 1 29,440),
filigree, light, greatest clearness of the

ornamental forms, highest plastic effect.

Artistically got up catalogues (4)

and works on ceilings (3). 230 work-
men. Work done: Representation room
of German Cmpire in the art industry
department. Schliiter ceilings in German
State Building. See p. 360 and 361.

See advertisements p. 8.

Deutsche Stelnindustrie Akt.-Ges., vorm.
ID. L. Schleicher Berlin nw. CDarble,

Granite and Syenit works. CDarble table

of bluePenteli marble and metal crusting.

2Pire places with pieces of bronze work.
See German State Building p. 359-361.

Andreas Cgersdorfer Prankfurt a. CD.

Teacher at the Stadel Institute of Art:

Decorative painting in Pood exhibition.

H. C €. Cggers & Co. Hamburg * Safe
and strong box builders. Iron super-
structure and bridge building. Art
foundry. Pounded 1865. 300 Workmen,
extensive export to the Tropics. World’s
Pair Paris 1900: gold medal. See
German State Building p. 359.

eichheim, Kunstschlosser ^ CDunchen
Poot, hammered, for the marble tables

of Brothers Pfister.

l.Gluckert, Hofmobelfabrik, Grossherz.

Hessischer und Kaiserlich Russischer
Hoflieferant ^ Darmstadt Reception
pavilion of the firm Henschel & Son,
Cassel. entire interior and exterior

execution after designs by Karzt &Pang-
hanel, architects, Cassel. See Trans-
portation Building.

Carl Gratz, Artist Prankfurt a. CD.

Decoration wall painting intheexhibition
for Pood Supply.
Richard Guhr, Artist Berlin Sig-

mundshof 11 Decorative fresco in the

amber department. Ceiling paintings in

German State Building. Seep.360and
grp. 37 p. 445.
Uiktor Hillmer, Kunstschlosserel 41 Ber-

lin SW. 29 Decorated bronze pillar,

balustrade and railings. See grp. 33

p. 442.

G. lorissen, CDarmorbruch Auberg und
Wirbelau Oberlahnstein Door fram-

ings and wail coverings of polished

nassau marble, designed by Bruno
CDohring, architect (vestibule). Sold

in U. S. A. by CDarble Quarrying and
importing Co., Dew York City and Al-

bany (n. z.). See advertisements p. 21.
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t. Kayser, Hschlcrcl ^ Berlin, Kreuz*
berptr. 30 Art joinery. See German
State building p. 359 to 362.
(Darno Kellner « Charlottenburg-Berlin

Studio for sacred and secular paint*
Ceiling paintings and decorations

I

or the Brandenburg Chamber, also the
I

other paintings in the German State
i

building. Award: the Prussian siluer
!

State medal at the first German Bau-
ausstellung (exhibition forarchitecturel,

1

many testimonials. See p. 359, 361.
Kimbel & Priederichsen 4c Berlin, ^ork-
strasse 43 Pittings of Gentleman’s
study and ante-room. See German State
building p. 359, 360 and grps. 38 and
43 p. 458, 462.
Prof. OJax Koch, tehrer am Kgl. Kunst-
gewerbemuseum Berlin * Potsdam

for decoration of reading-room
of German State Building. See p. 360.
Hermann Krause, Kunstschmiede und
Schlosserei « Berlin, Phurmstr. 68
Wrought ornaments and railings, made
by machinery.
Pr^z Kruger, Sculptor * Pranhfurt
f.' A German costume figures in
the Pood exhibition.
C. A. tang Kelheim a. d. B. execution
in Kelheim limestone. Special guarrv*
ing. ^hibit: Table of Kelheim lime-
stone. See German State Building p. 359
Gustau tind Rachf., OJetallbildhauerel
* Berlin, Genthiner Str. 3 Bronze
pillars and bronze railings in the Bath
exhibition. See grp. 33 p. 443.
Albert CDaennchen Berlin, Bornberg-
strassej ^Painting forthe portal, paint-
ed wail hangings for the hail for ceramics
UiMdor (Dartin, Architect 4c Pranhfurt
a. cD, Plan of Pood supply exhibition.
Opderbecke & Reese « Busseldorf
Warye postaments in Penteli marble
See German State Building p. 361
Gebr. Pflster, Kgl. Bayer. Hofmarmor-
Industrie AJunchen * CDarble tables,
plates of tindenhohe marble.
Gwrg Riegel, Kunstmaler 4c Rurnbera
Painting ‘‘The Rurnberg Hopmarket’’

in the Pood exhibition.
{Bax Rossbach, Kunstmaler 4c Solln-
OJunchen 4c Becoratiue wall paintings

.V5?'*>"9-room. See German
State Building p. 360.
Joseph Rummelspacher, Artist4c Berlin

iL"*’ n*J®**^*
* "Decoratiue painting in

the Alpine Undertaking “The German
Tyrolese Alps.” See p. 506.
Philipp Otto Schafer, Artist 4t {Dunchen
Copy of Pesne’s painting ‘‘Prederick the

Great and his sister as children.” See
German State Building p. 359.
Robert Schlrmer, Bildhaueratelier 4c

Berlin, Schaperstr. 32 4c Ornamental
and figural decoration and execution of
the ceramic hall and its facades. (Do-
dels for ornamental stone earning. See
grp. 11 p. 400.

^

See aduertisements p. 30.
Arthur Schulz, Bildhauer, u.Prau (Dartha
Schulz 4< Berlin, Pasanenstr. 33 4c Por-
trait busts of H. (D. emperor William 11.
in hunting uniform, and Prince Henry
of Prussia. Plastics and decorations in
the exhibition of the Royal (Dinistry of
agriculture, forestry and domains.
Helene Schulz 4c Berlin, Pasanenstr. 33

Portraits and decoratine filling plct-
German State Building

p. 560, 361.

Schulz & Holdeflelss, Kunstschmiede-
werkstatt 4c Berlin, Pennstr. 13 4c Bronze
railing in the chief staircase. See
l^p^an State Building p. 360 and grp.

£. Sobotta 4c Berlin, Hallesches Ufer 23* Becoratine paintings.
August Unger, Artist and Besigner 4c

Berlin, Bernburger Str. 21 4c Ceiling
paintings in the German State Building
and decoratine paintings in the German
wine restaurant. See p. 361 and 362.
Uereinigte Wurttembergische Werk-
statten fur Kunst im Handwerh 4t

Stuttgart 4c Paintings on the safe of
J. Ostertag, Aalen.
Hermann Uerwiebe, Artist 4c Pankow 4c

Portrait of the Great elector and his
consort Princess Louise Henriette. See
German State Building p. 361.
Cmil Ziegler, Artist 4c Prankfurt a. (D 4c

Becoratine painting, rough painting and

t
ilding, and sign boards in the Pood
upply exhibition.

Group 38.
Office and Household furniture,

exhibit of the “Uerein derKunstlerinnen
und Kunstfreundinnen” 4c Berlin 4c See

lef a®„dV7°‘’
Ludwig Alter, Hofmobelfabrik 4c Barm-
stadt 4c Brawing room fittings nitrines,
*3ble^^lSee grps. 37 and 43 p. 445, 452

A. S. Ball, (Dobelfabrik 4c Berlin W.
Potsdamer Str. 27a 4c Purniture, sofas!
tables, &c. See grp. 37 p. 454.
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CD- Ballin, Hofmobclfabrik CDiinchcn

pounded 1863. Tactory and studios for

artistic interior architecture. Under-

taking of complete furniture of rooms,
palaces, hotels, villas, &c. in modern
and historical styles. Highest awards
at the exhibitions of (Dunich, CDel-

bourne, Chicago, Turino. See German
wine restaurant p.362 and grp.37 p.448.

fl. Bembe, Hofmobel- u.Tarkettfabrik >>

CDainz 'Founded 1780. Speciality:

Complete furnishing of uilias, mansions,
yachts, &c. References: Dorth German
Lloyd, Bremen; Hamburg-flmerica Line,

Hamburg; CDr. Adolphus Busch, St.

Louis. See grp. 37 p. 452.

7. Buyten & Sohne, CDobelfabrik

Diisseldorf Turniture. See grp. 37

p. 448.

Adolf ’Dietler Treiburg i. B. Turni-

ture manufactory. Architect for in-

terior decoration, by special appoint-

ment, knight of several orders. (Speci-

ality: artistic interior architecture,

about 150 workmen, founded 1857.)

See grp. 37 p. 446.

CO-'Dittmar (Inh. Otto Lademann) Ber-

lin, CDolkenmarkt 6 "Founded 1836.

Special workshops for joining, wood
work, carving, drawing of furniture,

painting, draperies. House for com-

plete furnishing of interiors, according

to the taste of the German cultivated

public. See p. 377 and grp.37 p.445.

Bresdener lOerkstatten fur Handwerks-
kunst "Dresden Single pieces of

furniture and complete outfits of dwell-

ings, and ali requirements of the house.

CDedals in "Dresden, "Paris, Curino. See

grps. 37 and 41 S. 449 and 460.

p. Ccke, Schmidt & Cie., (Dalergeschaft

und o3crkstatte fiir dekorative Kunst

^ (Dunchen * Bed room furniture. See

grps. 37 and 43 p. 449 and 462.

Ch. Cncke CDagdeburg "Panelling and
cupboards. See grp. 37 p. 450.

7. A. Cysser ^ Bayreuth (Bayern)

"Furniture factory, since 1847, by special

appointment to several courts, many
awards, among which gold medals
Rurnberg 1882, World’s fair Amster-

dam 1883 and Rurnberg 1896 (Speci-

ality: Turnishing of dwellings). See

grp.37 p. 447.
eduard "Frei, Kunsttischlerei "Darm-

stadt Reading- and writing tabie,

stool, upholstered and covered. See

grps. 32, 33, 37 and 43 p. 441, 442,

453 and 462.

A. Gehrig Wwe., Hofmobelfabrik
Karlsruhe ^ Side boards, sofa. See

grp. 37 p. 446.

¥- Gerstenhauer, Tischler Karlsruhe

Garden benches. See grp.37 p. 447.

7. Gluckert, Hof-lDobelfabrik, Gross-

herzogl. Hessischer und Kaiserllch Rus*
sischer Hoflieferant "Darmstadt *
entire interior fittings of representation

hall in the State Building of South west
German States. See grp. 37 and 44,

p. 453, 456 and 463.

10. Grimpc ^ CDagdeburg * Corner-

cupboard. Sec grp. 37 p. 450.

7oh. Gumbold, Kunst- und CDobcitisch*

Icrei Konigsberg i. "Pr. Uitrines for

the amber exhibition: "Precious woods
combined with amber.

Herm. Heimster jun. CDagdeburg
COriting table ("Patent Bernhard Gobel)

and writing chair. See grp.37 p. 450.

Rud. Hertzog Berlin C. Purniture

exhibition. See p. 359 and 362 and

grps. 37, 43, 44 and 58 p.455, 462, 463
and 468. See advertisements p. 31.

Paul Humer, 7oiner Berlin, Baruther

Strasse 15 Writing table.

7acobi & Kertell * Prankfurt a.CD. ^ Cup-

boards for the Pood Supply exhibition.

0- Killmey CDagdeburg Adjustable

writing chair. See grp. 37 p. 451.

Kimbel & Priederichsen Berlin, Xork-

strasse 43 Purniturc, figures, frames,

upholsteries. See German State Building

p. 359 to 361 and grps. 37 and 43

p. 457 and 462.
Kohlbedier & Sohn, CDobelfabrik 4c CDun-

chen Outfit of room and furniture.

See grp. 37 p. 448.

W. Kummei, CDobelfabrik Berlin 0.,

Prankfurter Alice 47 Purniture. See

grps. 37, 43 and 75 p. 449, 454, 462
and 475.
P. CDeissner CDagdeburg Book case

and table. See grp.37 p. 451.

H. Rater CDagdeburg * Chairs and

stools. See grp. 37 p. 451.

7. L. Peter, Hofmobelfabrik CDannheim
Sofa, cupboard and stool. See grp. 37

p. 446.
7. C.Pfaff, CDobelfabrik Berlin, Zeug-

hofstr. 3 Uitrines and tables for the

exhibition of the ministry of agriculture.

C. Prachtcl, Court joiner Berlin,

Krausenstr. 31/32 Purniturc. See

grps. 32, 33, 37 and 42 to 44 p. 441

449, 454, 455, 460, 462 and 463.

Probst a Bockcr, 7oincrs Berlin, CDay-

bachufer5)*c7oinery. See grp. 37 p.451.
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€d. Puls, Ciscnhonstruktions- und
Kunstschmfedewerkstatt Berlin-
Tcmpelhof Uitrines in iron and
bronze for the exhibition.

P. fld. Richter & Cie. Rudolstadt
Purniture in the nursery (Toy Hail).
Designed by flrno Kornig, CUilmers*
dorf. See grps. 21 and 36 p. 416 and
445.
6ebruder Rohlich * Berlin, Beuthstr. 6
Purueyors to H. CD. Kaiser COilliam 11.

Pactory exists since 1837. Paris 1900

?

loId medal. Special factory for interior
ittings of halls, drawing rooms, bou-
doirs in the following historical styles:
Rococo, Louis XIU, Louis XU, Louis XUl
and empire. Ceilings, wail architecture,
door panelling, &c. exhibited in German
State Building: 1. Large banquet hall,
copy of the oak-gallery in the palace
at Charlottenburg-Berlin. 2. Galloon
Hall, also copied from the Charlotten-
burg Palace, doors earned in oak,
remaining ornaments in Rohlich art
material. See p. 361.
Ludwig Schafer CDainz Sitting
room and music hall. See grps. 32.
37, 39, 41, 43 and 44, p. 441, 452,
453, 460 and 463.
Shannon-Reglstrator-Co. (flug. Zeiss &
Co.) Berlin CU. * CDanufactory of
modern office fittings and writing
materials founded 1884. Gold medal
Worlds Pair Paris 1900 and many
others. Diplomas as purueyors to
8 Courts. Sole proprietor flug. Zeiss,
Kgl. Preuss. Kommerzienrat, Knight of
high orders. See German State Build-
ing p. 359 and 360.
C. Schoppmeler (Dagdeburg Cup-
board. See grp. 37 p. 451.
CO. Schottstedt CDagdeburg Corner
cupboard. See grp. 37 p. 451.
P. fl. Schutz, Hofmobelfabrik; Inh. Cas-
par St Herwlg Leipzig Workshop
for modern art furniture. Pounded
1841. flil wood architecture, joinings,
and the figural and ornamental caruings
Or the Lcipsic music room arc carried
out by this firm. Purthermore carried
out by this firm: flil moueable fur-
niture after designs by Caspar and
Wockel, Architects. See grp. 37 p. 450
August Simon Berlin SO. Seats
See grp. 37 p. 455.
H. Stahl (Dagdeburg Cupboard and
what-not. See grp. 37 p. 451.
H. Stroucken, (Dobelfabrik, Inh. losef
Krebs und flrehitekt Hugo Koch Kre-
feld Plat writing table, stools and
chairs after designs by Prof. Cckmann

Stuttgarter (Dobelfabrik Georg Schottle
Stuttgart Corner arrangements

with upholstered seats, drawing room
cupboard, table, easy chairs and chairs.
Uitrines of the Oriuit Co. Limited. See
grp. 37 p. 456.
Gebriider Phonet =< Berlin, Leipziger
Str. 88 easy chairs of wood, garden
chairs. See German State Building

E
. 362.
dluft St Hartmann Dresden Ui-

trines. See grp. 37 p. 449.
Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im
Handwerk, G. m. b. H. (Dunchen
Pittings of room and furniture. See
grps. 11, 14, 30 to 32, 37 and 47 p. 400,
401, 438, 440, 441, 448 and 465.
Wilhelm Uolgt, (Dobelfabrik Berlin DO.,
Weberstr. 3 ^ established 1857. Purni-
ture. See grp. 37 p. 455.
Werkstatten fiir deutschen Hausrat
Dresden Purniture. See grp. 37 p.449.
Werkstatten fiir Wohnungseinrichtun-
gen (Dunchen Outfit of room and
furniture. See grp. 37 p. 448.

Group 39.

stained glass.
7osef Baranek Berlin, Pallisaden-
strasse 100 Artistic glazing. See
grp. 37 p. 451.
Benz St Hast Darmstadt Artistic
glazing. See grp. 37 p. 453.
August Cammissat & Paul Braunagel

Strassburg i. e., St. Urban 20 flrt-
^tic glazing: Silhouette of Strasburg.
Pire-place-window. Screen glass-filling

:

Children of Alsace. Gold medals (Karls-
ruhe 1901, exhibition of stained glass.
See g^. 37 p. 454.
Hans Drinneberg, Glasmaler ^ Karls-
ruhe i. B. Stained window glass.
Awarded first prizes. See grp. 37
p. 446 and 447.
Wilhelm Duchrow (Dagdeburg Glass
windows. See grp. 37 p. 451.
Pr. Cndner, Hofkunstglaser ^ Darm-
stadt Glass windows. See grp 37
p. 452 and 453.
Paul Porster Berlin W., Hurnberger
Str. 44 Institution for art stained
glass. “Rose Queen,” a glass painting
for a uilla or country house.
Wilhelm Goergens, Glasmaler 4c (Dagde-
burg Glass windows. See grp 37

S
. 451.
einrich Hahn 4c "Frankfurt a. (D. Work-

shops for modern art glazing. “3ov
of Life,” “Phe dance.” Art glazing of
opalescent glass after designs by Prof,

j
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Hans Christiansen, Darmstadt. Great-
est effect obtained by lead glazing
without painting.

R.C.Koenigsberg[* Schwerin i.(D.* Glass
staining, mos^c and art glazing for

churches and private residences. Art
glazing in opalescent glass. **Summer
evening in Oierlanden."

C. Trachtel, Court purveyor Berlin,

Krausenstr.32 41 Stained glass windows.
See grps. 32, 37, 38, 42 to 44, p. 441,

449, 454, 455, 458, 462 and 463.

Ual.Saile, Glasmalerei und Kunstvergla-
sungen * Stuttgart * Window pane with
glass staining and art glazing.

Ludwig Schafer, CDobelfabrik (Dainz
Ivory-opalescent-giazing and lead fram-
ing. (Diniature glass pictures. See
grps. 32, 37, 41, 43 and 44 p. 441,
452, 453, 459 and 463.

H. Schreyer, Glasmaler Leipzig
Glass windows. See grp. 37 p.450.

I. Pi. Schuler (Dainz Workshops for

art glazing. Stained glass windows.
See grp. 37 p. 452 and 453.

Gustav Schulze & lost Berlin, Dried-

richstr. 16 4( Art glazing in brass fram-
ing. “Che rhought,” art glazing in lead
framing “Difficult Choice.”

A. Staudingei Glasmalerelanstalt
(Dunchen * Tirst awards for artistic

execution, sacred and secular.

Carl Ule, Anstalt fur Glasmalerei, Uer-

glasung und Glasmosaik * CDiinchen *
Window, “Guardian angel of German
empire,” in lead framing.

Group 41.

Hardware.

Ausstellunq derBernsteinindustrie. See
p. 401, 440, 441 and 444.

Alb. Becker (Dagdeburg electric

light installation. See grp. 37 p. 450.

Louis Busch (Dainz Lamps, night
lamps. See grps. 33 and 37 p. 442
and 452.

Dresdener Werkstatten fur Handwerks-
kunst, Inh. C. Schmidt Dresden
Window and door mounts. See grp. 37
p. 449 and 458.

H.Drost & Sohne Berlin SW., Wilhelm-
strasse 6 * Lamps for the German
State Building. See p.359, 361 and 362.

R. 3ahn ^ (Dagdeburg * Lamps. See
grp. 37 p. 451.

G. Kruger, Bronzewarenfabrik * Berlin,

Prinzenstr. 21 Turniture fittings. See
grp. 37 p. 455.

C. (Duller, Kunst- und Bauschlosserel
Berlin, Aite "Jakobstr. 78 Wrought
brass mounts with handles on the

entrance doors. (Dounts.

1, Ostertag * Aalen (Wiirttbg.) factory
for safes. 200 hands, established 1867.
Prominent export. Awards: Chicago 1893.
Jeweller’s cupboard with art painting.

Ludwig Schafer, (Ddbelfabrik * (Dainz *
Lustre. See grps. 32, 37 to 39, 43 and
44 p. 441, 452, 453, 459 and 463.

Otto Schlee * Biberach a.Riss (Wiirttbg.)

'Factory for metal goods and bronze
castings. Lustres in all styles for

electric light and gas. 175 hands,
established 1865. Holder of the Royal
Saxon State (Dedal, gold, silver, &c.

medals, awarded in Halle, Cassel, Stutt-

gart, Leipsic, Duremberg, Chicago,
Paris. (Palace of Liberal Arts.)

Schulz & Holdefleiss, Art smith 4^

Berlin * Gas lanterns and fire place

dogs. See German State Building p. 362
and grp. 37 p. 457.

K. A. Seifert, Kronleuchter- und Bronze-
warenfabrik 4< (Diigeln, Bez. Dresden *
Bronze candles for electric light. See
grp. 37 p. 453.

Pranz Spengler* Berlin, Lindenstr.44
Door mounts on the fittings of the

German State Building, carrfed out by
Rohlich Brothers. See p. 361.

Suddeutsche Lusterfabrik, G. m. b. H. ^
(Diinchen 41 Lamps. See grp. 37 p. 447.

Gebr. v. Zschock, Kunstschlosserei
Strassburg-rJeudorf Lamps. See
grp. 37 p. 454.

Group 42.

Paper Hangings.

(Palace of Liberal Arts.)

Carl Schoening, Cisengiesserei und
Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik, Aktienge-

sellschaft Berlin-Reinickendorf Che
works exist since 1857 and carry out
the following specialities: part 1 and II

Iron castings; manufacture of finest

cast, engros articles made by machinery.
(Dolten quantity 40-50,000 kg per day.

Part 111 and lU (Dachine works. (Danu-
facture of shaping machines and wall
paper printing machines. Che wares
repeatedly received awards, and in

1896 the Royal Prussian State (Dedal.
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The following machines patented in ail
countries are among the exhibits: Oil-
wall paper printing machine for 6 co-
lours, oil wall paper priming machine
with automatic machines for putting

and appliances for malting
a printing me-

thod, patented in all countries. The ma-
chines print on an auerage 4—5,000 m
hangln^^*^

unfading and washing

Hclnr. Uihlein * Hannouer "Factorv ofwa I paper. Speciality: Hand painted
wall couerings and stuff-lihe wall
hangings. See grp. 43 p. 463.

Rixheim
(OberelsassJ^ established 1797. CDanu-
facturers of high class hand- and ma-
chine-made paper hangings. Landscape
and floral mural decorations, embossed
leathers, &c. Silit and Wool 'Flochs. 6oldand Bronze grounds. Tinest machine-made chintzes, tapestries, &c. Highest

l3qfo*^itions^**
"Paris, London and Chicago

Group 43.
Carpets, tapestries and fabrics for

upholstery.

exhibit of the“Uerein derKunstlerinnen
“ Berlin « See

and^467^^’
^38, 440, 441, 456, 457

^i**ir*f Hofmobelfabrik Darm-
stadt Carpets and wall hangings. See
grp. 37 p.445, 452 and 457.

Christoph Andrea * CDuhlheim a. Rh.
Ueloet. See grp. 37 p. 449.

?"9«rmann Dresden Wall
applications. See grp. 37 p. 449.

Barmer pppichfabrih, Uorwerh & Co.

1
established

1884. Carpets: Pirst class Wilton- and
Brussels, piecegoods, staircase and
seemless square carpets. Patent Smyrnaand Schiran Uictoria carpets. An ex-
cellent substitute for real oriental car-
pets. Upholstery stuffs: first class mo-
3^^. 3nd plain plushes, uelours
de Genes. Wachinery: Patented looms
tor patent Uictoria carpets. Patent

machines. Agent:
Otto r. Schuller, Broome Street450^.52

See German State Building
p. 360, 361 and grp. 37 p.449

^

Beniamin & Co.i^ Berlin, CDelchiorstr. 23
* Carpets woven by machinery after
designs by modern artists.

Benneke & Lattey^ (Dagdeburg Hand
made Smyrna Carpet. See grp. 37 p.451.
Berliner Holzdrahtrouleausfabrlk 6
Bocck^t Berlin, ReichenbergerStr.154 *
established 1875. Wood Wire Blinds
are used as a protection from sun and
rain for all kinds of windows, in mu-
seums, hotels, schools, houses,uerandas,
balconies, serres. They are also employed
as shades for glass roofs, glass houses,
green houses and shopwindows. To
soften the roof light and as a protection
rrom the sun, ana as decorations for the
ceilings and walls fireproof and paintedWood Wire Blinds, have been used in the
toreat Hall. Bronze room, Toy room and

togetherabout 1,700 sq.m
department of St. Louis

exhibition. Wooden wire strips to a
length of 4—5 m are made by hand by
means of a plane and then woven also
by hand. In fact the whole work is hand
production. Silver medal, Berlin Art
Industry exhibition.

Bretting & Romer * (Dagdeburg
Cocoanut carpet as floor covering. See
grp. 37 p.450.

^

Richard Butz ^ CDagdeburg Leather
luorK.

Delmenhorster Linoleumfabrlk Del-
menhorst b. Bremen Linoleum and
Lincrusta in the Office of the com-
mercial member of the Government
Commission. See p. 360.
Deuss & Oetker ^ Krefeld Stuffs over
the panellings. See grp. 37 p. 448.
Deutsche Linkrustawerke.PallasOJarke.
Gerhard & Cie. Hochst a. Wain Lin-
crusta as wall covering. See gro 37
p. 453. a K- *

Deutsche Linoleum- und Wachstuch-
Compag^nie Workshops: Linoleum
factoryRixdorfandCberswaldeLinoleum

^®82. Pactory area
100,000 sq.m. 51 buildings, 29 steamenginp and steam pumps. 2,000 h.p.

7 C^PRal invested, about
7,000,000 marks (1,750,000 $). Pro-
ducts: Uni, granite, printed, inlaid. Spe-
cial patent methods. Patent monopoly
in all countries for Rixdorf parquette
inlaid, special carpet inlaid, marmollte
inlaid Awarded the ‘‘Kgl.Preuss. Staats-

® gewerbliche Leistungen.”
exhibits consist of raw material, half
finished and finished products.
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Carl 'Diirfeld * Chemnitz 1. S. * Ulall

hanging with pattern. See grp. 37
p. 450.

P. Cche, Schmidt & Cie., (Daleraeschaft
u. lOerhstatte fiir dekoratiue Kunst *
(Dunchen, COassmannpIatz 8 « Carpet.

See grps. 37 and 38 p. 449| and 458.

Cduard ¥rel, Kunsttlschlerei Darm-
stadt, Grafenstr. 27 Basra Carpet.
See grps. 32, 33, 37 and 38 p. 441, 442,
453 and 458.

Germania - Cinoleum • lOerke fl. • G.
Bietigheim 100,000 sq.m, area,

6,000,000 sq.m, capacity of output. Li-

noleum: plain, printed or granite up
to 3 m width. Inlaid, Colours right

through after original method. Best and
newest patterns after first class artists’

designs. Best technical finish. Tur-
ueyors to the German Imperial Dauy
and many Gouernment and Guil Bodies,
exhibition Cabin in the "Palace of Li-

beral Arts and the floor couering in the
German State Building and a large part
of the German Sections. See p. 359.

Th. Gotzes Krefeld Ueluet and Gold
Brocade, Stamped stuffs. Hangings in

gold and silk. "Palace of Liberal Hrts.

Adolf Grunow, Gebhardt u. Rossel
Dachf. Berlin, CDarkgrafenstrasse 53

Carpets. Sec p. 362.

Rudolph Hertzog Berlin C. Oriental
Carpets in the Palace of Art. CDodcrn
Carpets after Artists Designs. See
p. 359, 362 and grps. 37, 44 and 58
p. 455, 458, 463 and 468.

See aduertisements p. 31.

S. A. Hessleln & Co. nUrnberg "Furni-

ture stuffs and Carpets. Sample Stock
in Berlin, Hamburg, Coin a. Rh. ex-

tensive Store, always containing the

latest novelties. See grp. 37 p. 455.

Karl Hozik neuendorf-Dowawes near
Berlin Handmade Smyrna carpet.

See grp. 37 p. 454.

(Dathilde Huber (Dainz * embroidered
lUall Carpet. See grp. 37 p. 454.

Georg Hulbe, Kunstgewerbliche U)erk-

statt fiir Lederarbelten Hamburg, Lin-

denstr. 43/46 ^ Room of a wealthy
Collector of objects in Leather. See
grps. 14 and 34 p. 401 and 444.

Klmbel at "Frlederlchsen Berlin, Vork-
strasse 43 * Carpets and hangings for

walls of a gentleman’s study ana ante-
room. See German State Building p.359
and 360 and grps. 37 and 38 p. 457
and 458.

e. Koeberic * Strassburg i. C. * Cushion
and Chair Covers in discoloured plush.
See grp. 37 p. 454. *

Gustav Kottmann, CDobelstoffweberei ^ I

Crefeld ^ CDaterial for upholstered !

furniture. See grp. 37 p. 455.

UJ.KummeI,CD6beIfabrik BerIin,"Frank-
j

furter Allee 117a * lOindow Curtains,
Carpets and Wall hangings. See grp. 37
p. 75, 449, 454, 455, 458 and 475.

Kunststickereischuie des Badischen •

Trauenvereins Karlsruhe i. B. Da- •

pestries. See grps. 14, 37 and 58 !

p. 401, 446 and 468.

Cmma Lauger Lorrach (Baden) Ta-
j

pcstry. See grps. 37 and 58 p. 446
and 468.

Linoleum -¥abrik (A.-G.) CDaximilians-
au, Rheinpfalz Best Goods especially

for hard wear. Specialities: Corselet
Linoleum for the Imp. Davy. Cork
linoleum absolutely sound deadening,
warm and very durable (see Badisches
Kunstgewerbe: "Prof. Horfacker, Billing

and Lauger). Cork, sound deadening,
warmth giving linoleum lining, spe-

ciality recommended for use with orna-
mental "Jaspe. Wood and Carpet effect

lasting. 7aspe on corkment is exhibited

in the room of Rudolph Hertzog. Several
larger orders of late: Club for officials

dwellings (subsidised by the state):

cork carpet with jaspe, granite, &c.

42,000 sqm. Lunatic Asylum Cgifing- i

Wunchen: 22,000 sqm. Rebuilding of :

the Kgl. Amtsgericht Dortmund: 7aspe '

and Ifni, about 10,000 sqm. Siemens*
;

Halske,Berlin: cork linoleum,! 5,000sqm.
j

Reichstags-"Prasidialgebaude, Reichs-
j

CDarine-Afmt : cork linoleum, 3,000 sqm.
j

each. Disconto Co., Deutsche Bank,
;

Berlin, Bavarian Bank of Commerce, i

CDiinchen: cork linoleum. Imp. German
j

Post about 50,000 sqm. See grp. 37 i

p. 446.
I

Gebriider (Dengering (Dagdeburg, Alte
j

Ulrichstr.3 Hand made wall hangings. !

See grp. 37 p. 451.
j

Doss & Lucas, (Dobelstofffabrik Clber-
|

feld Woollen and silk stuffs for
j

furniture and curtains, figured mohair .

plush. (Palace of Liberal Arts.)

C. Prachtel, Hoftischlermelster Berlin

SW.19, Krausenstr. 31/32 Wall hang-
ings. See grps. 32, 37 to 39, 42 and 44
p.S41 , 454,455,458, 460 and 463.

Cugenle Reinhard, Kunstweberei, Kunst-
stlckerei und Kunstgewerbe Berlin W.,
Courbierestr. 9 b, I Art embroideries
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and portieres, wall couerinqs. Seeqros.
37 and 58 p. 455 and 468.
Ouldo Roeder & Co. Rnsbach i.Bavern
Hand made Smyrnas.
SachsischeKunstweberefClauiez.Rhtien-
gesellschaft fldorf i. S. Ueluet.
£udwig Shafer, (Dobelfabrik (Dainz
Carpets See grps. 32, 37 to 39, 41 and

^

44 p. 441, 452, 453, 459, 460 and 463.
tulse Splndler St. Ceonhard (Unter-
eisassj OJall carpet with applications.
See grps. 37 and 58 p. 454 and 468.

' Tv. Steinhauser Hemleben i. Ch. CUall
; hangings. See grp. 37 p. 451.
: Heinrich Uihlein Hannover Stuff for

wail hangings. (Palace of Oberal flrts.l

,

See grp. 42 p. 461.
Wilhelm Uogel Chemnitz Pecora-
tio^ns of the entrances in the Palace of
Liberal Arts, wall hangings and ueluet
in German State Building, after designs
by leading German artists, established

,
MU^^rds at all exhibitions ex-

hibited at. 1,000 hands. See p. 359
and 361.

Wurzner Teppich- und Ueloursfabrlhen
iOurzen (Sachsen) Hand made

Smyrnas. 13 first awards. See qrp. 37
p. 449 and 450.
W. Ziesch & Co. Berlin SO. Art
weavers to His (Dajesty the German
€mper^ and His Royal Highness the
Grand-Duke of tDecklenburg-Schwerin.
iDanufactory of tapestries. Cleaning and

of old tapestries, established
lobS; 1873 diploma of acknowledge-
ment; 1879 diploma of honour; 1888

honour and medal, OJunchen;
1896 diploma of honour, siluer and gold
pate medal, Berlin; 1900 diploma of
honour and gold Government medal.
Pans. See German State Building p.360.

Group 44.
Upholsterers’ Decorations.

W. Bernau Berlin * Stuff for wail
hangings and upholsterers. See German
State Building p, 360 and 361.
Hubert Bringer Darmstadt Curtains
See grp. 37 p. 452.
Robert Caspar! * Berlin, OJotzstr. 72
Leather upholsterings. See grp.37p.455.
7.pucke^ Hofmobelfabrik Darmstadt
embroidered portieres. See grps 37

and 38 p. 453, 456 and 458.
7.i^Heckel, Hofblumenfabrik^tCDunchen

Flower arrangements, fancy hedges
and^uarious fancy trees. See grp. 37

Rudolph Hertzog Berlin C. Curtains, 2944
embroidered flag and banners. See
German State Building p. 359 and 362
and grps. 37, 43 ancT 58 p. 455, 458,
462 and 468. See advertisements p. 31.

p Hochstetter Blatter- u. Blumenfabrlk 2945
Berlin Artificial vine shoots and ivy.

Paul Kniippelholz CDagdeburg Up- 2946
holsterings. See grp. 37 p. 451.
Otto (Derz Rauensburg * embroideries 2947
for wall hangings. See grp. 37 p. 455.
Hans Obermayer, Blumenfabrlk fDiin- 2948
Chen Fancy pieces and hangings (Ob-
jects of decoration) artificial flowers.
See grp. 37 p. 447.

Peter Geow Palis, Inh. Carl Ramdohr 2949
Sohne (Dagdeburg Curtains. See
grp. 37 p. 451.

C. Prachtel, Court purveyor Berlin, 2950
Krausenstr.32 JOt Curtains. See grps. 32,
37 to 39, 42 and 43 p. 441, 449 454
455, 458, 460 and 462.
£udwig Schafer * (Dainz Picture 2951
frames with cut glass. See grps. 32
37 to 39, 41 and 43 p. 441, 452, 453!
459, 460 and 463.

Hendrick & Carl Schultze Dusseldorf 2952
Leather covering and hand gilding. See
grp. 37 p. 449.

^

Reinhold Winner, Upholsterer and deco- 2953
rator^ Berlin, Cindenstr. 93 Upholster-
ings and decorations. See grp. 37 p. 451.

Group 45.
Ceramics.

Ro.rddeutsche Stelngutfabrlk
Grohn bei Bremen established 1869
Special works for glazed tiles for kit-
chens, bath rooms, hospitals, machine
rooms, &c. Annual production about
20 millions of plates. ((Dine building.!
See grp. 116 p. 493.

Gustav Bahr, Architect Charlotten- 2955burg * Cilepress for making smooth
and ornamented tiles and cornerpieces
((Dine building.) See grp. 116 p. 493.*

Heinrich Baens^, Porzellanfabrik 2956
Lettin b. Halle Pruit dishes and coffee
service.

fl. Bertuch Berlin W., (Dohrenstr. 59 2957
Crockery outfit for the kitchen of

the German wine restaurant. See p.362.
BuckauerPorzellanmanufaktur^Buckau 2958

Hand-painted china, dining, coffee
and tea services. See grp. 37 p. 451.
Gckerts Dachf. Darmstadt China! 2959See grp. 37 p. 453.
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2962

2963

2964

2965

2966

2967

Ph. CIchinger & Sohne ^ Sufflenheim
(€Isass) ^ Office fittings, uases of hard-
pottery. See grp. 37 p. 454.

Gailsche Dampfziegeiei ^ Giessen ^
Giazed stones. See grp. 37 p. 452.

Grossherzogl. {DajoIika'tDanufaktur ^
Karisruhe i. B. Uases, loailplates,

^ artisticaily finished tiieW paintings, decorated wall
tiles for exteriors and in-

teriors, fire places, stones,
&c., china painting. Art ma-

nagement: CO.Siis, assisted by Prof. Dr.
Hans Thoma, Director of the Grand
Ducal picture galleries. General agent:
C. P. Otto (Duller, Kaiserstr. 144, Karls-
ruhe i. B. See grp. 37 p. 446 and
447.

Reinhold Hanhe ^ Hohr b. Koblenz ^
Purueyors to H. CD. the Empress and
Queen. (Dodern Rhine Pottery, show-
ing artistically finished shapes accentu-
ating the constructive idea and cha-
racter of the material. Decorations in

salt glazing, red of copper oxydul and
other high fire glazings.

Rudolf uon Heider, Sculptor, Teacher
at the Kunstgewerbeschule ^ Elberfeld
Art ceramics: Busts, animals, uases,

objects of use. See grp. 14 p. 401.

Gebruder Heubach, A. G. 4c Cichte bei

lOailendorf (S.-(D.j[ China factory,

founded 1870. Paintings, art and
fancy china, bisque figures, toy ser-

vices, toys. 500 workmen.

Porzellanfabrik (Darkt-Rcd-
Witz, 'Jaeger & Cie. (Darkt-
Redwitz in Bayern Pounded xA P
1897. 300 hands. Speciality:
Rne table ware of all kinds, &
and fancy objects. (Dost modern high
fire colours, and both glazings.

A.(U.Pr.Kister Scheibe (Schwarzburg-
Rudolstadt) (Danufacturer of China-
-ware. Established 1838. Export to

all civilized countries. Representatives
and show rooms in: Berlin, Hamburg,
Copenhagen, Bucharest, Ulenna, (Dilan,

(Dadrid, Barcelona, Paris, Brussels,
Amsterdam, Condon, Dew York. Pirst
awards at all Exhibitions, amongst
others: Gold (Dedals in Porto Alegre
1881, Douglas 1892, Chicago 1893, San
Prancisco 1894, Brussels 1897. The
works produce: Pinest fancy goods,
viz.: figures, busts, groups, vases,
flower holders, clocks, candelabras, &c.
in finest white bisque and decorated in

various styles; further ecclesiastical

goods, ornaments for grave stones,
handles for canes, toys such as jointed
babies, animals, &c.

Richard Klemm, Porzellanmalerei und
Kunstanstait Dresden, Tillmannstr.il
Pounded 1869. Stylish common use

and fancy china of all kinds. (Dany
awards.

Koniglich bayerischePorzellanmanufak-
tur 4c Dymphenburg bei (Dunchen 4i

Table services. Services for coffee, tea,

mocca coffee and dessert. Pigures,
groups, art and fancy articles. State
articles.

Konigliche Porzellanmanufaktur 4c Ber-
lin 4c Institution of the Royal Prussian
Government for the benefit and ad-
vancement of the Ceramic Arts, founded
by King Prederick the Great in 1763.
—Board of management: Technical
Director: Geh. Reg. Rat Dr. Heinecke
Artistic Director: Professor A. Kips.
Director for General Administration:
Director Barenthin.—Trade (Dark: Roy-
al Sceptre In blue. (Dark for the
decoration: Royal Globe in red.—
Artistic Porcelain (Uare of various
materials after designs of renowned
artists, figures, jardinieres, cande-
iabras, clocks, vases, &c. decorated
in different styles and techniques, espe-
cially dinner, coffee and tea-sets in

elaborate decorations paintings on tiles

for walls, vases in seger porcelain
with oxyd of copper glaze (Chi-

nese red) paintings under glaze by
Herr Schmuz-Baudiss.—Pire- and acid-

-proof apparatus for chemical pur-
poses in laboratories or factories,

cylinders for mills, porcelain parts for
weaving- and other machines, drums
and linings for grinding mills, pyro-
scopical cones for the measurements
of high temperatures, porous vessels
and slabs out of hard baked and acid-

-proof material for filtering and electro-

lytical purposes.—500 employees, re-

presentatives in the great cities in

Germany and abroad. Highest awards
in Chicago 1893, Berlin 1896, Paris

|

1900 (two Grands Prix) and many
others. German State Building p. 360
and 361, Education p. 366, (Dine Build-

ing, see grp. 115 p. 493, Liberal Arts
Building, see grp. 23 p. 423 and 426
and grp. 140 p. 498.

Prof. C. Kornhas, Ceramist 4t Karls-
ruhe i. B. 4‘ Architectural ceramics:
Tountain in stone substance with tiles,

&c. See grps.l4 and 37 p.401 and 446,
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2982
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2984

2985

2986

2987

Prof. CDax tiiuger Karlsruhe flrt
pottery. See grps. 14 and 37 p. 401,
446-448 and in the CDodel City.
10. (Dagnussen Bremen Stone sub-
stance and pottery loorh, kitchen board
with all requirements, potteries in clay.
See grp. 14 p. 402.
OJarienberger (Dosaikplatten-Pabrih
CDarienberg i. S. Ploor tile. See grp. 37
p. 448.
Gebr.CDeinhoId!(<Schweinsburg, Sachsen
(Dajolica factory. Taney uessels, wail

fountains, mall plates. Sntiuely nem
technics. Designs by artists.
Hermann IDutz, Kunsttopferei flitona
a. £lbe Common use and fancy uessels
of stained glazed high fire stone sub-
stance. See grp. 14 p. 402.
€.nister,KunstanstaItfurgraphischeRe-
produktionen* niimbeeg fDetachromo-
types for ceramic purposes. fPalace
of liberal Arts.)

Couis noack=K Darmstadt China. See
grps. 37 and 47 p. 453 and 465.
Hermann Ohme, Porzellanfabrik Die-
dersalzbrunn i. Schl. Crockery for
common use and fancy articles after
designs by artists.

P-P«ckieu>icz, Tonwerke tudmigsberg
b. (Doschin See grp. 116 p. 493.

See aduertisements p. 16.
RepsaTrinte* CDagdeburg ^Institute for
artistic plastic works in terracotta, cast
|T*^^®'***^-Specianty : Tigures for electric
light. Soft china ware. See grp.37p.45l.
Jh.Rosenthal& Co., fl.-G.*SeIbi.Bayern*
Hard china, underglazings; art ceramics.
7.7. ScharuM el, Kunstkeramiker (Dun-
chen High fire ceramics and fire places
See grps. 14 and 37 p. 402, 436, 447
and 448,

T.fl.Schumann. Hoflieferant Berlin 0).,
Ceipziger Str. 107 China outfit for the
German wine restaurant. See p. 362
and grp. 47 p. 466,

TranzSteigerwaldsneffe,HofgIaswaren-
OTanufaktur (Dunchen Qaiolicas
See grp. 47 p. 466.

Tpnwerke Kandern * Kandern Tire
places and wall flames, wall tiles, Trof
tauger art potteries. See grp. 37 p. 446.
Ullleroy a Boch Olettlach fRhein-
preussen) Tounded 1841, 7 branch
works. 7,000 hands. 2,450 H.T. 46

exhibitions, among others:
1876 Philadelphia; 1893 Chicago; 1900
Tans, Grand Trix. a5ettlach stone goods,
earthen ware, majolica, water works ar-
ticles, crystal and glass. Agency and
sample stock: H. O). toewe, 66, Park

place, new iJork, (Dosaic plates, tiles,
couerings, terracotta figures, architect-
ural ornaments, pipes. Agency and
sample stock: Charles Cngelhard, 41,
CortiandtStr., Hew^ork. In the German
State Building: Tlooring oftheuerandah
and the terrace. See p. 360 and 361
and grp. 37 p. 449.
Olachtersbacher Stelngutfabrik, Abtel.
lung Chr, Reureuther Schlierbach b.
Wachtersbach (Bayern) Tiles in high
fire glazings,

lOerkstatten der Kunstgewerbeschule,
Keramik (tehrer H. und T. o, Heider)
nJagdeburg Tountain niche and fire
places, &c,, uases. See grp, 14 p. 402.
Vessels lOandpIattenfabrik Bonn
Cstd. 1895. Gold medal Diisseldorf ex-
hibit 1902. High class tiles of euery
description supplied. Huge assortment
or majolica and art glazes; decoratiue
tiles for furniture; glazed bricks.

Group 47-
Glass and Crystal.

Ausstellung der Dereinigten COerkstatten
fur Kunst im Handwerk, G. m. b. H.

(Dunchen See p. 400. 401 438
440, 441, 448 and 459.

’

Demre Christian & Sohn (Deisenthal,
Lothringen Gngraued art glasses, re-
peatedly couered, and glasses with or-
namentation “between the glass layers ”

St. Petersburg
1901, Turin 1900. See grp, 37 p. 454.
T. uan Hauten Sohn, (Detail- und Glas-
warenfabrik * Bonn, (Deststrasse
enamelled glass wares; glass wares
mounted on metal. See grp. 33 p. 442.
Trttz Heckert Petersdorf i. Riesengebirge
Glass factory. Common use and fancy

glasses. Preuss. Staatsmedallle for art
industry productions. Tirst prizes at Art-
and Industry-exhibitions. Tounded 1866
250 workmen.
Gebriider Helzel Dresden, Bismarck-
platz 13 Pat. aduertisement mirror.
Siegmar Cewy Berlin, Ritterstr. 24
Galuanoplastically decorated art and
fancy articles of glass, porcelain, &c.
See grp. 31 and 33 p. 440 and 443,
£ouls Roack, HoflieferantDarmstadt*
Glasses and uases. See grps.37 and 45
p. 453 and 465.

0^fpburgerGIasmosaikwerhe,G,m.b.H.
Offenburg (Badei^ * (Dosaics for faca-

interiors. German stained glass
exhibition Karlsruhe 1901 gold medal
See grp. 37 p. 446.
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Deutsche 6IasmosalligeseIIscbaft Puhi
* COagner. Pucueyors of the German
Court Rixdorf 4^ In the entrance hall,two
designs in mosaic prepared by order of
H.CD. the German Cmperor for the Castle
of the (Oartburg, representing episodes
in the life of St.CIizabeth, from the series
of designs by the historical painter
flug. Oetken. In the Court of honour, de-
corative mosaics from designs byProfes-
sor CD. Seliger. Che institution began in

1889 with the first attempts to intro-
duce the art of glass mosaic work into
Germany, and has since fulfilled a large
number of orders for churches and mo-
numents, amongst others for the Kaiser
lOilhelm (Demorial Church and theCathe-
dral in Berlin, for the CDinster at Rachen,
theKaiserfountain at Constantinople, &c.
Own glass-works for the production of
mosaic materials. Rbout 100 artists and
experts employed. Gold State (Dedal of
Prussia, and the Grand Prlx, Paris.
P.R. Schumann, CourtPurueyor Berlin
CO., Leipziger Str. 107 Glass crystal
work in the German COine Restaurant.
See p. 362 and grp. 45 p. 465.
Pranz Stelaerwalds Deffe (Dunchen
Oases and glasses in ground and co-

loured glass. See grp. 45 p. 465.
Cheresienthaler Kristalklasfabrlks-nie-
derlage, Cduard Rau * (Dunchen Indus-
trial art glasses, vases and jugs.

Group 48.
Apparatus for heating.

Hildeshelmer Sparherdfabrik, R. Sen-
king Hildesheim Kitchen ranges;
kitchen utensils. See p. 362.

See advertisements p. 18.

Group 49.
Apparatus and methods for light-

ing, other than electric.

Deutsche Gasgluhlicht R.-G. Berlin
Burners, incandescent mantles, chim-
neys. See German State Building p.362.
(Detallschlauch-Pabrik Pforzheim, G.m.
b.H. Pforzheim Draught-gas lamps in
brass, designed by R. Hildebrand, profes-
soratthe Industrial RrtSchooI,Pforzheim.
Carl Typke Berlin (Oax candles. See
p. 360.

Group 53.
equipment and processes used in

sewingand makingwearingapparel.
(Palace of Liberal Rrts.)

Berliner StickmaschinenfabrikSchlrmer.
Blau & Co. Berlin D. Den crank

handle embroidering ma-
chines of different construc-
tion, and two three-needle
embroidering machines(Ger-
man patents) of different con-
struction, in use. Chese ma-

chines are employed in the textile and
clothing industries, upholstering, cur-
tain and coverlet manufactories, military
workshops, for banners and church em-
broideries, &c. Cstbd.1873. Pirst factory
of this kind in Germany. (Dany gold and
silver medals awarded at exhibitions,

tlntz A Cckhardt Berlin 0. 27
Special factory for hand-crank em-
broidering machines. (Danufacture of

twenty-eight dis-
tinct systems for use
in all branches of
the textile industry,
eight hand-crank
embroidering ma-
chines of different
patterns exhibited,
and also other pa-

tented “Pearl” embroidering machines,
quilling machines. Pounded 1877. Rbout
120 workmen. Gold medal Prankforta.(D.
1881, Rntwerp 1894, Paris 1900. (Dedal
and diploma at Chicago 1893, and
State (Dedal (Dunich 18&8.

Group 54.
Threads and fabrics of cotton.

(Palace of Liberal Rrts.)

Hugo Rudolph (Oalddorf (Sachsen)
Cotton curtains, wall hangings, bed
coverlets, tablecloths, and towels. See
grp. 55 p. 466.

Group 55.
Threads and fabrics of flax, hemp,

&c.. Cordage.

Cckstein & Kahn Stuttgart Pound-
ed 1864. Linen and tablecovers. (Do-
dern damask table linen from designs
by first class artists. Bed and table
linen in fine open-work and hand
embroidery. Pirst-prize medals, Stutt-
gart 1896 and 1881, Philadelphia 1877,
Uienna 1873, (Doscow 1872, Ulm 1871,
and Paris 1867. See German State
Building, p. 361 and grp. 37 p. 455.
Hugo Rudolph (Oalddorf (Sachsen)
Staircase carpets. (Palace of Liberal
Rrts.) See grp. 54 p. 466.
Cmil Schuhmacher Bielefeld Table
linen (table cloths, napkins, serviettes.
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hitcben cloth^ for the German COine
Restaurant. See p. 362,
fl. €. Stiller & Sohn Seifersdorf bei
Sorau n.-£. tinen table couers, table
cloths, napkins, towels, and dusters.
fPaiace of Liberal Arts.)

Group 57-
SilU and fabrics of silh.

Arnold ft Braun Crefeld* Art weavers.
Specialitv ^ tDedieual Altar cloths and ta-
pestries church-ornaments. Silver medal
Dusseldorf 1902, highest award for
church hangings. Red silk damask in
German State Building. See p. 361.
€rna Lundbeck Karlsruhe i. B., Bel-
forter Str. 14 Silk sofa cushions (with
lithographic printing) and linen covers.
See grps. 37 and 58 p. 446 and 468,
Uerelnigte Glanzstoffabrlken, A.-G.
GIberfeld CDanufacture of artificial
silh, artificial human hair and horse
hair, imitation straw, tatest important
inventions of the textile industry. 2,500
workmen. Large gold medal St. Peters-
burg 1903, Silver State {Dedal and
gold exhibition medal Dusseldorf 1902,
Gold medal Zittau 1902. (Palace of
Liberal Arts.)

Group 58.

taccs, Gmbroidcry and rrimmings.

1. loint exhibit of the lace and
embroidery industry of Plauen.

CDanagerrHofratProf.Hofmann, director
of the Royal Artschool of Textile In-

dustry, Plauen.
(Liberal Arts Building.)

X G. Baler 4c Plauen (Uogtland) Gsta-
bli8hcdl895. Cmbroiacrcd lacc in cotton
and silk.

lOllhelm Berhllng, Spltzenfabrlk ^
Plauen und Pausa i.U. (Sachsen) Ret
and guipure laces, collars and shawls,
novelties and speciality. Awards
{Dunchen 1888, Chicago 1893, Paris

P. L. Bohler a Sohn Plauen (Sachsen)
established 1795. (Dechanical weaving,
hand and machine embroidery, lace
making. Awards, Dresden 1825, Lon-
don 1851, new York 1853, Paris 1855,
1867, &c. Laces, braid, plain goods’
and collars in cotton and silk.

C. R. eichhorn 4c Plauen i. Uogtland 4c

novelties of every sort in guipures and
net laces, cotton and silk. Awards,
{Dunich 1888, Chicago 1893, Paris 1900
(Grand Prix).
Curt Hartmann & Co. 4c Plauen, Annen-
strasse 25 4c Lace factory. Telegraphic
address “Laces,” Plauen. established
1894. number of workmen 190. em-
broidered cotton silk laces, trimmings
and collars of medium and finest qua-
lities. exports directs to all parts of
the world.
Hess & {Dartln, Spltzenfabrlkanten 4c

Plauen i. U.
G- A, 3ahn 4c Plauen i. U. 4c novelties
in net, guipure and chrochet laces.
Speciality: embroidered robes, collars,
scawes, &c. Awards, Paris 1867, {Du-
nich 1888, Chicago 1893, St. Petersburg
1903 (large gold medal, highest award),
Paris 1900 Hors Concours, member of
the internationaHury. Agents: Berlin:
Peter Paul Grimm, Uerusalemer Str. 62,
S{U. London: L. Shindhelm, 45, Gutter
Lane, £. C. Paris: Georges 7ourdain,
32, Rue de Sentier. established 1835,
Successor of Carl Aug. "Jahn.
Kempf & Paulus 4c Plauen (Sachsen) 4c

embroidery, net laces, &c., in cotton
and silk. Speciality: lace collars and
other fashionable articles: highest qua-
lities only.
Johannes Singer, Spitzenfabrlk4cPIauen
i.Uo^l. 4c net and guipure laces, collars,
&c. novelties a speciality. Grand Prix
de Paris 1900.
ernst Timmel & Co. 4c Plauen i. U. 4c

embroidered laces. Gold medal St. Pe-
tersburg 1902.
{Uilhelm {Ueindler & Co. 4c Plauen 4c

embroidered cotton and silk laces.

2. Single exhibitors-

exhibit of the “Uereln der Kunstle-
rinnen und Kunstfreundinnen ” 4c Berlin
See p. 399 to 401, 438, 440, 441, 456.
457 and 461.
P. H. ehmeke, Zeichner 4c Dusseldorf 4c

Designs for embroideries. See qrp. 37
p. 448.
Prau T. Prauberger, Uorsteherln der
Kunststickereischule, und Praulein Irene
Prauberger 4c Dusseldorf 4c Applications
and raised embroideries. See qrp. 37
p. 448.
Prauenarbeltsschulc4c Heilbronn 4c em-
broidered sofa cushion. See qrp, 37
p. 455.
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Trauenarbeitsschule * Reutlingen *
embroidered sofa cushion. See grp. 37
p. 455.

Trauenarbeitsschule des Schiuabischen
Trauenuereins Stuttgart embroider-
ed sofa cushion. See grp. 37 p. 455.
Trauenarbeitsschule Ulm embroider-
ed sofa cushion. See grp. 37 p. 455.
Rudolph Hertzog Berlin C. Sstd.
1839. Gold State medal Berlin 1896.
In the German State Building: lOindoiu
decorations, lambrequins or silk with
braid applications. Curtains of tulie
and silk, ornamented with artisticallv
finished point lace and pillou lace.
Curtains of opaque silk like stuffs,
trimmed with point lace and pillow lace.
Before the German State Building:
2 large banners embroidered with the
German eagle. Stores for ladies cloths,
silk wares, white wares, linen washing,
finishing of complete outfits, beds,
tricots, ready made things for ladies
and children, gentlemen’s suits, ties,
gloues, umbrellas, curtains, couers, lino-
leum. Workshops for interior decora-
tion and upholstered furniture. TIags
and banners made in special studios.
Sec p. 359, 362 and grps. 37, 43, 44
p.455, 458, 462 and 463.

See aduertisements p. 31.

Clsa Huber (Dainz embroidered
wall hanging. See grp. 37 p. 454.

(Darie Kochlin Strassburg i. £., Gran-
didierstr.l embroidered cushions and
chair couerings. See grp. 37 p. 454.

Kgl. Spitzenkloppel • CDusterschule
Schneeoerg (Sachsen) 5 pieces of
hand made pillow lace.

H. Kruger (Uwe. Schiffbeck b. Hamburg
Art embroideries. TIowers, butter-

flies in natural colours. Tilligrec orna-
ments. estd. 1880. Gold, silver and
bronze medals awarded. Articles were
bought by the Germanische (Duseum,
nUrnberg, Kgl. Gewerbemuseum, Stutt-
art, Tolytechnischc Uerein, COurz-
urg, &c. (Talace of Liberal Arts.)

Kunststickereischule des Badischen
Trauenuereins Karlsruhe i. B. em-
broidered cushions. See grps.14,37 and
43 p.401, 446 and 462.

emma Lauger Lorrach (Baden) em-
broidered cushions. See grps. 37 and
43 p. 446 and 462.
Tauia Langbein CDagdeburg Sofa
cushion. See grp. 37 p. 451.

n>inna Lang-Kurz (Dagdeburg Cable
strips and needle work. See grp.37 p.451.

erna Lundbcck Karlsruhe Sofa cu-
shion. See grps. 37 and 57 p. 446 and
467.

Trof. Joseph (D. Olbrich, Architect
Darmstadt Designs for art em-
broideries, needlework. Show carpet.
See grps. 12 and 37 p. 401, 451-453.
else Oppler Berlin embroideries,
own designs. See grp.37 p. 451.

eugenic Reinhard, Kunstweberei,Kun8t«
stickerei und Kunstgewerbe Berlin,
Courbierestr. 9 b See grps. 37 and 43
p. 455 and 462.
T. Rentsch Leipzig Application with
paintings in the Great Hall, toy de-
partment, flags and banners. Gold
medal Dresden and Turin. See grp. 37
p. 450.
Clara RIpberger Dresden Raffaels
Sistine (Dadonna, embroidered. Ori-
ginal technic, own invention. Tarisl900
gold medal.
Albert Schwarz Ravensberg (lUiirttem-
berg) Curtains, blinds and stores,
bed couers. ("Palace of Liberal Arts.)

Lulse Splndler St.Lconhardt b. Boersch,
(Unter-eisass) Tapestry in applica-
tion embrodery. See grps. 37 and 43
p. 454 and 463.
Thiele & Steincrt Berlin C., Dieder-
wallstr.l4 CDanufacturers of gold and
silver wire, laces and military-goods in
Treiberg, Sachsen. Gstd. 1693, rebuilt
1884, fitted out with modern machines.
Awarded first prizes at Sidney 1879,
(Delbourne 1880 and Chicago 1893; at
ncirnberg 1885 silver medal and Treiberg
i.S.1894 the Sachs. Staatsmedaille. ex-
hibit: Antique fringes, &c. for wails, and
lambrequins as well as for the furniture
of the Brandenburg Chamber of the Ger-
man State Building. Sec p. 361.

Troltsch & Hanselmann lOeissenburg
a. Sand (Bayern) Galloons for the
Galloon hall of the German State Build-
ing, after antique designs. See p. 361.

Hermine lUinkler, lOerkstatte und Schule
fur Kunstweberei Stuttgart Cur-
tains, Scherrebek style. See grp. 37
p. 456.

Group 60.

Leather, Boots and Shoes, &c.

fPalace of Liberal Arts.)

L. Hegermann Berlin n. 20, Kolonle-
strasse 18—19 Branch-Office at
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)
Glouersuille n.iJ., 57 South CDain Street,

j

Sstablished 1863. Gloueleather (Danu-

I

facturer and Dyer, flll hinds of gloue-
I leather. (liberal Arts Building.)

7. Heil * Hamburg-COandsbech Leather
I and sandal manufacturer, dyed leather
I for saddle and bag makers and san-
I dais made of one piece. (Dost healthy
!

and cheapest shoes. (Palace of Liberal

j

Arts.)

Group 61.

Uarious Industries connected loith

clothing.

(Palace of Liberal Arts.)

f Herkulesiuerke, Korsett- und Splral-

I

federfabrihen, G. m. b. H. Oberkau-
(

fungen nearKassel Branches, factories,
• warehouses, &c.: Germany: Oberkau-
I

fungen and Helsa; Austria: Gorhau in
Bohemia; Gngland: 5 Guildhall Cham-
bers, London; Prance: (Um. Becker, 56
rue de Paradis, Paris; Russia: S. A.
Blechmann & Sons, Riga; Denmark:
S. Simonson, Copenhagen; Switzer-

;

land: Heinrich (Dack, Basie; America:

During the exhibition special agent in
St. Louis. Spirals for corsets and

'

dress bones of pianos string wires
(Prade mark “Herkules”). Patented
in ail countries of the world. Best,
healthiest, cheapest busk and spring
for stays, unbreakable and will not
rust. Acknowledged by medical men
to be the most prominent inuention in i

the line of stays and clothing. Sale
so far more than 120 millions. Au-
strian Staatsmedaille Aussigl903, gold
medal at the permanent industry ex- ^

hibition Leipsic 1901, gold medal of the
German academy of fashions, Leipsic
1901, honour diploma at the exhibition
for Hygiene, Insterburg 1902.

Plant & Zoellner Berlin Collars, 3053
cuffs, blouses, &c.

Carl Scherf 4c Limbach i. Sachsen 3054
Pactory established 1855. (Dell known
House in finest Pabric Gloues. Speci-
ality: Real (Dilanese Gloues in silk
and Lisle thread, export to all ciuili-
zed countries.

Patent-Plachswlrkerei Coin, Schonherr 3055& Co. 4c Coin on Rh. 4c Original Linen
mesh Underwear. Pounded 1890.

Group 62-

Steam Gngines.

Dusseldorf-Ratlnger Rohrenkesselfa-
brik uormals Diirr & Co. « Ratinqen
near Dusseldorf Ship’s water-tube
boiler (marine type) 900 h.p. (Daximum
working pressure 190 pounds te the
sq.inch. Speciality: CUater-tube boilers
[for stationary and ship purposes)
Durr’s system. (Boiler house.)

€lsassische(Daschinenbau-GeseIlschaft.
Kapital 14,400,000 (Dark Sitz (Dul-
hausen i. €. 4c Branches: Grafenstaden
i. CIs. and Belfort (Prance). A 1,000
h.p. steam engine with piston sliding
ualue motion, Prikarts patent, esta-
blished 1826. About 9,000 workmen

employed. (Danufactures : 1. Steam
engines, turbines, blast engines, loco-
motiues and railway material. 2. All
machines for the textile industry,
Spinning, wearing, printing, bleaching,
cotton, wool and silk dyeing. 3. (Da-
chine tools. Awards in Paris 1900:
9 grand prizes and 4 gold medals.
Priedrich Goetze 4c Burscheid near Coin
a. Rh. * Copper and metal packing
rings, metal packing for stuffing boxes;
high pressure amatures.
Alfred Gutmann, Aktien-Ges. fur (Da-
schinenbau 4c Hamburg-Ottensen 4«

established 1885. 1 sand jet blast with
rotating table Do. 35 for polishing cast-
ings, 1 sand jet blast for decorating
glass, 2 mechanical filters, 1 cb.-metre
and 20 cb.-metres, 6 rotary pumps, 4 ro-
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tary blasts. See grps. 64, 65 and 118
p. 471 and 494.

See aduertisement p. 12.

Schaffer & Budenberg, 6. m. b. H. Jti

(Dagdeburg-Buchau ^ CDahers of Sngine
and Boiler Sittings, established in 1850.
About 3,000 hands employed in our
head worhs at (Dagdeburg-Buchau and
in our branch houses abroad. Branch
Houses: neujXork,Chicago,CDanchester,
London, Glasgow, Taris, Lille, (Dilano,
Liege, Zurich, Stockholm, Aussig, Ham-
burg and Berlin. ¥oreign Agencies:
Uienne, "Prague, St. "Petersburg. Specia-
lities: "Pressure and Uacuum Gauges,
yearlyproductionabout200,000gauges.
Cocks, Ualues of all description, Uafues
with "Patent Dickel Seating for super-
heated steam,German patent Do. 90,'787.
Safetyand Reducing Ualues, SteamTraps,
Gouernors, Indicators, Counters for re-

ciprocating and rotary motions. Original
Restarting-Injectors ouer 150,000 in

use. "Pistonless Steam "Pumps, "Pumps
of all hinds. Lubricators of the latest
pattern,Thermometers,&c.,Uoit’s "Patent
Steam "Pumps. Highest prizes awarded
at about 50 exhibitions, e. g. diploma
and medal awarded at Chicago exhibi-

tion in 1893. See p. 373 and grps. 19
and 64 p. 414 and 471.

Schiitte-Kessel-Konsortium 4; Bremer-
hauen * A boiler, Schiitte’s patent, is

exhibited at work in the boiler house;
a second smaller one, intended for a
launch is shown together with a machine
of the G. Seebeck Co. Bremerhauen, in

the transport "Department. The aduan-
tages of the boiler are: 1. rapid deue-
lopment of steam, 2. slight weight, 3. sav-
ing of space, 4. impreued circulation

of water, 5. economy in consumption
of coal, 6. cheapness in construction.
“Schuttc”s patent boiler therefore offors
great advantages both for stationary
and marine purposes. As can be seen
from the plans and photographs, the
main boiler has lately been cylindrically

constructed and the manufacture consi-

derably cheapened thereby. The photo-
graphs also show 2 steam boilers of

the most modern constructions, each
having 170 sq.-metres heating surface,
built for the steam yacht “Lensahn”
belonging to H. R. H. the Grandduke
of Oldenburg. The German patent has
been sold to G. Seebeck Co. Bremerhauen.
"Details as to the disposal of the other
patents to be obtained in German "De-

partment of (Dachinery Hall. Sec grp. 75
p. 475. See aduertisement p. 28.

Stettiner (Daschlnenbau Akt.-Ges. “Uul>
can” 14c Stettin-Bredow ^ (Danufacturer
of the marine steam boiler according
to Schiitte’s patent in the boiler house.

Group 63.
Various motors.

Gasmotorenfabrlk "Deutz Original and
oldest special manufactory for the con-
struction of combustion motors, suction
gas plant, motor pump works, motor
locomotives for pit, field and street-

railways, motor locomobiles, motor
boats for conveyance of persons and
freight, canal boats, &c. established in
1869 by the inventors of the Otto four
time motor, "Dr. Dikolaus August Otto
and Geheimrat Cugen Langen. 260 first

medalsand awards, 19 gouernmentmed-
als. 70,000 motors with a total power
of 400,000 h.p. supplied. Branch fac-

tories in Berlin, Uienna, (Dilano and
"Philadelphia. 22 own branch offices in

various commercial emporiums of the
world. Dumber of workmen in Coln-
"Dcutz: 3,000. Annual prodution 3,000
motors of 1—6,000 h.p.

See advertisement p. 23.

Group 64.
General (Dachinery.

(Dax Cberhardt, Ingenleur 4 (Diinchen,
Goethestr. 74 "Fire extinguishing ap-
paratus ” Cberhardt.” See German
State Building p. 359 and grp. 22 p. 417,

C. Otto Gehrekens ^ Hamburg esta-
blished 1867. "Factory for belting and
technical leather articles. Tannery Hor-
neburg (Hannover). Since 1869 the lar-

gest store of simple belting in the world
(simple belting up to l,000m.-metres and
double belting up to 3,000 metres in

widthalways onhand).SpeciaI beltingfor
dynamos, half
cross and conic-

al pulley driv-

ing; own Ger-
man patent and
patents in all fo-

reign countries.

Corner, half cross and left hand driving.

Leather collars in:

Bowl shape.

Hat shape. Channel ring.
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rhc largest channel ring euer made in
one piece of leather exhibited fmanu-
fac^red from the iargest hide exhibited
in ^aris in 1900). uJalruss and other
leathers.
Alfred eutmann, flhtiengesellschaft fur
^aschinenbau * Ottensen-Hamburg

65 and 118 p.469,
471 and 494. See aduertisements p. 12
CaboMtorium fur chemische Teuer-
schutz- u. toschmittel, Conrad Gautsch,
to- m. b.

1^ ^ CDunchen, Subdirektion
Berlin Tire extinguishing apparatus.

|rp 22^^417
Building p. 359 and

Triedrich tux £udujigshafen a. Rh.
j'LTJ

s distance tachometer. Seep. 365
mii ps.l 9and 23 p.41 3and422.
tIJInimax-flpparate Baugesellschaft m.
b. H. Berlin, Charlottenstr. 66 Tire
extinguishing apparatus. See German
State Building p.359 and grp.22 p.417
Polte, flrmaturen- und Tatronenfabrik
Sudenburg-OJagdeburg Tire brigade

equipment, hose couplings, stand pipes,
9rp- 76 p. 475.

Schaffer & Budenberg, G. m. b. H.
pagdeburg-Buckau Generai fittings
for machinery. See p. 373 and grps.l9
and 62 p. 414 and 470.

n Group 65.
CDachinc Tools,

Csslingen a. Reckar
Cstabl.1778. 450 workmen. 300horse-
poiwer. 50 gold, siluer and bronze
medals, among them Chicago 1893, the

f OJedals of OJurtemberg
1896 and Bauaria 1898, &c. “T)ick”-
files for engineers, watchmakers, en-
grauers, dentists, jeweliers,&c. “Dick”-
butcher-steels, knives, cieauers, caru'
ing-sets, table-sets, &c. Trade-marks:

m—>-p.DicK Sole agenty: 7ohn
Chatillon & Sons, 85 Cliff Street, Rew

See grps. 29 and 30 p. 437
and 438. See aduertisements p. 27
Alfred Gutmann, Aktiengesellschaft fur
Waschfnenbau Ottensen-Hamburg
Sand jet biasts. See grps. 62, 64 and
118 p. 469, 471 and 494.

,
See aduertisements p. 12.

Oriult, AkHengesellschaft fur kunstge-
werbliche Hletallwarenfabrikation, uor»
mals Rhein. Bronzegiesserei Terd. Hub.
Schmitz Coin a. Rh. Paris 1900
gold medal; Busseldorf 1902 gold
medal, silver government medal. Huber
press for tne shaping and decoration
of seamless bodies in enclosed spaces*
pressure of 6,000 atmospheres, 50 pa-
tents in ail civilized countries, in-
^ 7 American patents. See grp. 30

H- Schluter, Spezialfabrik fur toch-
stanzen und Scheren Reustadt am
Kubenberg, Prou. Hannover CDachine

mcta*Is^^**^^’
Piiiiching and stamping

und Schlelfraderfabr. Offenbach a. 0).
Worlds Pair Paris 1900, (Dembre

du lury. Automatic sharpening and
grinding machines of various kinds.

GI

P)1 II

h\ 11

Department "F,

electricity.

Palace of Glectricity.

JeJ

33

J3

1. German education exhibition n
(Chemistry and electrochemistry). 5

Groups 68, 69 and 71.

See grp. 23 p.417.
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2 . Single groups.

Group 67.

(Dachincs for generating and using

electricitv-

Land- und Seckabclwcrkc, Coln-

nippes Samples of cable, cable ar-

matures, switch boards, high tension
apparatus, &c. See grp. 70 p. 472.

Hugo Bremer, Deheimer (Detallwaren-
und COerkzeugfabrik Deheim on Ruhr
See p. 362 and grp. 69 p. 472.

Jui. Otto Zwarg Treiburg i. S.

(Daterials and apparatuses for pro-

tection of dwellings, churches, school,

dynamite, powder and ammunition
magazines, &c., from lightning.

a beautiful white tones of light. The
enormous collection of heat within the

inner glass causes the light obtained
to increase by a standard candle per
lOatt. rhe sale of these lamps is uery
great in Germany and 150 workmen
are also engaged in executing export
orders for the whole world. The in-

terior of the German State Building is

illuminated with the indirect radiating

shadeless Regina and its front with
the direct radiating Regina arc lamp.
See p. 359 to 361.

Slemens-Schuckertwerke, G. m. b. H.
Berlin SIO., flskanischer "Platz 3

Searchlight on the German State Build-

ing. See p. 362 and grps. 26 and 75
p. 428 and 475.

3104

Group 69.

electric Lighting.

Rilgemelne Glektrizitats-Gesellechaft
Berlin Incandescent lamps in German
State Building. See p. 359.

Hugo Bremer Deheim on R. * CDa-

chinery, metal goods and electro-tech-

nical factory. Inventor of the Bremer
arc flame light, manufactured up to

50,000 candle power. According to

scientihe research the cheapest light

of modern times. See German State

Building p. 362 and grp. 67 p. 472.

C. Conradty niirnberg « Tactory of

carbon points for electric continuous
and alternating arc lamps, vacuum
lamps and arc flame lamps, galvanic

carbon, carbon sliding contacts, elec-

trodes for electro-chemistry. Hugo Rei-

slnger. Dew York, 11 Broadway, sole

vendor for United States and Canada
under his trade mark of “Clectra.” See
German State Building p. 362.

Regina-Bogenlampenfabrik Coln-Sulz^
400 hours burning time. Considerable
saving of work. Burns constantly.

Copying lamps for heliographic calking

and photography. At 220 volts and
4 amperes more powerful than sun-
light. Rosemeyer’s construction is dif-

ferent to all known types of lamps,
being completely hermetically enclosed,

and it can stand any transport; it can
be manipulated by a novice and gives

Group 70.

Telegraphy and Telephony.

Prof. Or. Cerebotani CDunchen
picture telegraph, printing telegraph,

meteorological distant indicator.

Land- und Seekabelwerke, Aht.-Ges.
Coln-Dippes Overhead wires, under-
ground and submarine cables. See
grp. 67 p. 472.

A. Silbermann, (Detallwarenfabrik
Berlin 0. * "Prof. Or. Cerebotani’s tele-

graphic apparatuses.

Ausstellung der Uereinigten Kgl. "Preuss.

und Grossh. Hess. Staatseisenbahnver-
waltung. See grp. 20 p. 416 and 473.

3105

3106

3107

3108

Group 71.

Uarious applications of electricity.

Oeutsche Hygieneausstellung. See

p. 415, 416, 426, 428 and 494.

Hartmann & Braun, Aktiengesellschaft
Trankfurt on (D.-Bockenheim. See

p. 368 and 373 and grps. 19, 23 and
140 p. 412, 421 and 497.

Reiser & Schmidt, Glektrlsche CDcss-

instrumente Berlin. See grp. 140

p, 498.

“CDagneta,” Tabrik elektrischer Uhren
ohne Batterie und ohne Kontakte, G. m.
b. H. Singen (Amt Konstanz, Grh.

Baden) electric clocks.
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Department G.
rransportation.

fPalacc of Transportation.)

und Grossh. Hcssische Staatseisenbahn-
uccwaltung, Berlin (Groups 20,74 and 138).
In Transportation Building:

fDodels of Social
tUelfare arrangements.

Outdoor exhibit on the "Forsyth flue.:
Arrangement of switches with tracli
Or rails.

pie following exhibitors haue contributed
to this exhibition:

Group 20.

CDedicine and Surgery.
Berliner Kranhenmobelfabrih, €. COuIff
«r Hohmann Berlin C, Stretchers.
dJedizinisches lOarenhaus Berlin n
Triedrichstr. 108 Life preseruing box!

Group 74.
Railiuays; Yards, Stations, "Freight
houses and terminal facilities of

all hinds.

n 9.^®t;,^‘||"^ahnsignalbauanstalt
Berlin RO. 55, Greifswalder Str, 32
Barrier at crossing.

^clegraphenwerke
und Sicherungsanlage Berlin SO.,
tlisabethufer 5/6.

See aduertisements p, 19.
Siemens & Halshe, flht.-Ges. Berlin
owitching and signalling gear,
Zimmermann & Buchloh, Gisenbahn-
signalbauanstalt Berlin, Badstr. 38/39

Signalling gear.
'

2. Single groups.
Group 72.

Car and wheelwrights worh.
CDotor cars and bicycles.

Oasmotoren-
e!f I m * fI5annheim Benz Par-
siral CDotor car.

Contmental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-

uf- u j* -
* Hannouer Gsta-

i?’500
ujorkmcn and a

In? engineers em-
ployed. flil hinds of soft rubber articles
manufactured, such as, tubing, packing,
balls, gummed fabrics, balloons, &c.
Specially the uiellhnown “Continental
Pneumatic for bicycles and motor
cars. Branches in all ciuilised coun-

lonn exposition Paris
1900 gold medal, exhibits: CDotor

pneumatic tyres, latest pattern with and
without safeguards. Purther special
types for bad trauelling, as well as for
racing cars; pneumatic tyres for bi-
cycles. See grp. 19 p. 412.

Paimler-CDotoren-Gesellschaft Cann-^att ^ Zweigniederlassungen in Berlin-
CDarienfelde, COien und CDailand. Sole
manufacturers of the celebrated motor
car CDercedes.” "Factory for spirit
benzine and petrol motorl, motor cars^r conuoyance of persons and freight.
(Dotors for boats and motor launches
automobile rail uehicles, lowries up to’5 tons capacity.

See aduertisements p. 4.

Schonebeck, flkt,-6es
* .p/^‘^®n/beck a. Gibe CDotor bicyclewith self ignition.

^
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3132

3133

3134
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3136

CDIttcIdcutschcGummiiuarcnfabriktouls
Petcr Trankfurt a. CD. Oldest Tncu-
matic-tyre Tactorv in Germany, esta-

blished 1872 by the present proprietor

Louis "Peter. Branch agencies in ail

large towns of the European Continent

under management of the firm. Cxport

to all ciuilised countries. Specialities:

"Peter’s Union-'Pneumatic for Cycles and
(Dotor-cars. "Peter’s two-parted "Patent-

felloe for all kinds of tyres and
wheels. Solid tyres for iight cars

and beary omnibuses. Indiarubber

articles for all technical purposes.

The firm is owner of impertant

inuentions patented in most ciuilited

countries,andltsmanufacturesobtained
¥irst "Prizes at exhibitions of this

branch. See advertisements p. 25.

"Franz Sauerbier * Berlin SCD., Trie-

drichstr. 231 "Factory for the Speci-

alities: Cooling and condensing coils,

patented in Germany. “Original Honey-
comb-cooler.” State CDedal. Gold CDe-

dals.

Group 74.

Railiuays: ^ards. Stations,

Trdght houses, terminal facilities

of all kinds.

Triedrich Bruggemann * Hannouer, Hin-

uberstr. 11 CDethod of compressing
wooden railway-sleepers. fForestry

Building p. 490.)
Continentale Gesellschaft fiir elektrische

Unternehmungen Diimberg Draw-
ings and CDodels of the Barmen-
Clberfeld-Uohwinkel Hanging Rail-

way and of the projected Hanging
Railways in Berlin, Hamburg and
London.
Hannouersche CDaschinenbau-flktiengc-

sellschaft uormals Georg Cgestorff

Linden uor Hannouer established

1836. Limited Company since 1871. One
2/5 Atlantic type express^ engine with

four cylinders, uon Borries’, Patent,

constructed after designs of the Han-
nouersche CDaschinenbau fl.-G., with

"Pielock superheater; (Dodel of a Pielock

superheater, 2,500 lOorkmen, Output
400 locomotives yearly. Locomotives
for any purpose and any width of gauge,

steam engines, boilers, pumps. Grand
prix "Paris 1900.

Hcnschel & Sohn, Lokomotiufabrik, (Da-

schinenbauanstalt und Kesselschmiede
Kassel established 1817. Henrichs-

hutte. Blast furnace for casting steel

and iron near Hattingen in UJestfalen,

as well as coal mine adjoining. 5,300
officials and workmen. (Dain produc-

tions: Locomotives (more than 6,900
built), steam boilers, steam engines,

nut presses (own patents), machine
tools, electric cranes. Henrichshiitte

consists of blast furnaces, puddling
furnaces, mills for rough and fine

plates, bar and figured iron, tube

works and steel mould foundry as

well as extensive auxiliary works,
exhibits: 4 Locomotives—twelve wheel

compound express locomotive, Ro.

6,260, COittfeld type (3 cylinders)

with bogy tender (150 kms. maximum
speed), 14 wheel express compound
tank locomotive for mountain lines,

ho. 6,601 (four cylinders), both ordered

for the Prussian State Railways; four-

wheel tender locomotive Do. 6,616 for

4' S'li” in guage, efficiency 240 h.p., six

wheel plantation locomotive Do. 6,617,

guage 3 feet, efficiency 45 h.p.

See advertisements p. 14.

(Dax Hudel & Co. Braunschweig
* Pittings for Signalboxes and Sig-

nals.

G. {Daas, Reglerungs- und Baurat

Berlin Patented suspended rail-

joint to diminish the jolting of rail-

way cars. Patented semaphore with

glass panels visible against any back-

ground.
Studiengesellschaft fiir ^ elektrische

Schnellbahnen, G. m. b. H. Berlin «
Drawings of the cars and experimental

track of the Swift Railways. Infor-

mation as to the course and results

of the experiments.

Group 75.

CDatcnal and equipment used in

the CDercantile CDarine.

Hamburg-flmerika-Llnie (Hamburg-
flmerikanische Paketfahrt-flktien-Gc*

sellschaft) :¥ Hamburg Steamship
connection with the United States of

America, Canada, the West Indies,

(Dexico, Argentine Republic, Brasil,

Cast Asia, Hew York-West Indies, &c.

excursions to the Orient, to Rorway,
&c. Wodel of the skylight and the

large dining saloon of the fast steamer
“"Deutschland,” executed by "3. C. Pfaff,

Berlin. Complete model of fast steamer
“Deutschland.” (Dodel of the Buildings

on an area of 25,000 sqm. carried out

by the Society for provisional Housing
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3145

3146

3147

3148

3148a

of emigrants until their ship leaucs
Hamburg. Shipping-OJap of the UJorld.
Panorama with views of the countries
and towns visited on the excursion
voyages of the company.

See advertisements p. 32.
Hamburger OJotorenfabrih'C. lastram
T Gr- Rcichensl^r. 45/47 ^
4 H p. Double cylinder Benzine-motor
with electrical ignition, rotating winged
screw and drawings.
Howaldtswerke * Kiel (Dodel of the
Antarctic ship Gauss. See grp. 8 p.389.
Tlorian Kraica Karlsruhe £ife-belt
of indiarubber linea, 3 awards, used
extensively; American patent on sale.
W. Kummel * Beriin 0.34, ‘Frankfurter
Alleeina CDodelofaship. Seeqrps.37
38 and 43 p.449, 454, 455, 458 and 462!
G. Cehmann-'Felskowski, Haval authorprim Several volumes “Dhe Ship-
building industry of Germany.” Pictures
of types of ships and of quay-buildings.
Horddeutscher Cloyd Bremen *
Steamship Company. Regular fast and
mail steamer connection with Rew^ork,
Baltimore, Galveston, Cuba, Brazil, the
Argentine Republic and the OJediter-
ranean Imperial German CDail steamer
lines to Cgypt, Cast Asia and Australia,
excursions to the Orient, &c. Voyages
round the world. fDodel of its new
pier in Rew Xork. (Dodel of the fast
mail steamers “Kaiser (Vilhelm H”
and “Kaiser (Vilhelm der Grosse”
Transparency of the fast steamer
“Kaiser (Vilhelm 11.” Terrestrial globe.
See grp. 26 p. 428.
Schutte-Kessel-Konsortium Bremer-
haven Steamer boilers, launch boilers.
See grp. 62 p. 470.

See advertisements p. 28.
G. Seebeck, A.-G., Schiffswerft, (Da-
schinenfabrik und Trockendocks Bre-
merhaven established 1877. The
works consist of Shipbrights yard,
engineering works, Toundry, Boiler
works and 5 Dry docks with large
workshops for repairs. A launch en-
gine connected with a launch boiler
(Schutte’s Patent).

Dr. von Scldlitz, (Verkstatt zerlegbarer
Boote Cbenhausen (Oberbayern)
Sailing boat. Patented in Germany,
england, Rorway, Sweden, Finland,
Russia^ north America*
Siemens-Schuckertwerke Berlin
electrical Towing engine on the Teltow
Canal. See p. 362 and grps. 26 and 69
p. 428 and 472.

7oh. C. Tecklenborg A.-G., Schiffswerft
und (Daschinenfabrik Bremerhaven-
Geestemunde established 1841.
2,000 workmen. Area 240,000 sq.-m.
Build passenger and freight steamers,
engines, boiiers sailing ships, &c. of
all kinds and dimensions. Dry dock^d Patent slip for repairs, exhibits:
(Dodel of the Imperial (Dail steamer
“Reckar” of the Rorth German £loyd,
model of the fivemaster “Preussen,”
the largest sailing ship in the world,
and frame with views.

Westphalen, Propelier-Gesellschaft
Berlin, (Vilhelmstr. 43 b Ships’ pro-
pellers, (Vestphalen Patent.

Group 76-

fDatcrial and equipment for
the Davy; Daual warfare.

Polte, Armaturen- und Patronenfabrlk
(Dagdeburg-S. (Detal cartridges for

infantry arms of every model. Daily
output 250,000 cartridges. Cartridges
rot field guns and heauy ordnance from
small to the largest calibres manufact-
ured after the Polte rolling method.
Projectiles and fuzes. Catridge-tDachines
Polte’s system. Fire Brigade Appliances.
Hose-Coupling. Standpipes, &c. See
grp. 64 p. 471.

3149

Group 77-

Rcrial Dauigation.

exhibit of the Dcutscher Luft-
schifferuerband in co-operation

loith:

Augsburger Herein fur £uftschiffahrt
Augsburg (Vail map showing landing
places for balloons.

K. von Bassus (Diinchen ^ Apparatus
for Balloon photography, Photogram-
metric Views from balloon,Photographs
from balloons.

Berliner Vereln fur £uftschiffahrt
Berlin 1 used balloon; 1 fully equipped
balloon car; 1 wall map showing landing
places for balloons; 1 atlas with reports
of voyages; 2 year books of the Union;
Instruct, for the presidents of societies.

S. "Rnsterwalder (Dunchen
Patterns for cutting out spherical bal-
loons,Description ofa newmethod ofPho-
togrammetry from Balloons (with map)
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H. (0. L. (Doedebeck, CDa|oir>«c Graudcnz *
Scientific literary propaganda for the
furtherance of aeronautics. 7 Uolumes
of „Iiiustrierte fleronautische CDittei-

lunqen.” established 1897. ‘Published
by K. 7. rriibner, Strassburg i. G. "Pocket

manual for flying machine specialists

and aeronauts. 2. Gd. 1904. Publisher
Kuhl, Berlin.
(Dunchener Uerein fur tuftschiffahrt

mail map showing landing places for

balloons.
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bl : A 11 Agriculture. II

II (Agricultural Hall.) II Irl

1. loint-exhibitions
embracing scucral groups.

a) exhibit of the German Agriculture.
CDanager: Candesokonomierat COoelbling, Berlin.

Group 78. Group 83.

3157

Farm equipment and methods of

improuing land.

tandwirtschaftskammer fiir das Herzog*
turn Oldenburg Oldenburg "Port-

folio with photographs of agricultural

dwellings and farm buildings in the

Grand-Buchy of Oldenburg.
Deutsche Landwirtschafts - Gesellschaft

Berlin "Portfolio with drawings of

a farm built by the German Agricultural
Society.

Group 80-

Fertilisers.

Deutsche Candwlrtschafts • Gesellschaft

Berlin 1. Graphic Representations
of the consumption of crude Potassium
salts for agricultural purposes in Ger-

many in the years 1890, 1894, 1898
and 1902. 2- Portfolio with diagrams
showing the employment of town refuse

in agriculture. See grp. 83 p. 476 and
477.

Theory of Agriculture.

—

Agricultural Statistics.

Deutsche Candwirtschaftsgesellschaft ^
Berlin The Society was prouisionally

founded on 14. CDay 1884 and finally

constituted with 2,940 members on
4 Dec. 1895. At presents its members
number 14,000. Its object is to further

the whole technique of agriculture by
arranging yearly itinerant German ex-

hibitions, by meetings, by testing

machines, by assisting business con-

nections, by gluing aduice in ail tech-

nical agricultural questions and by
issuing publications and circulars,

it is diuided for working purposes
into 7 Departments and 30 Special

Committees. 1. Graphic representation

of the distribution of the members of

the German Agricultural Society in

Germany and of the significance of

their itinerant exhibitions. 2. Portfolio

with 17 plans of exhibitions of the Ger-

man Agricultural Society. 3. The public-

ations of the G. A. Society since 1886.
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3172

3173

3174

3175

3176

4. Graphic representation of the agri-
cultural Associations in Germany
5. Graphic representation of the pro-
duction of grain in Germany. 6. Port-
folio with tables showing the business
transacted in manures, seeds and
fodder through the mediation of the
German Agricultural Society. 7. Gra-
phic representation of the amount of
hue-stock in Germany in comparison
with the area under cultiuation. 8.
Graphic representation of the amount
of liue-stoch in Germany with reference
to the population. 9. Dine typical pho-
tographs of horses. 10. Graphic re-
presentation of the German horse
breeds and the public efforts to improue
the breeds. 11. Twelue typical photo-
graphs of cattle. 12. Diagrams of the
German cattle breeds and of the public
efforts to improue the breeds. 13. Pour
typical photographs of pigs. 14. Two
rotating collections of photographs of
animals taken at exhibitions of the
German Agricultural Society. 15. Dia-
grams showing the results of breeding
the merino-sheep in Germany. 16. Dia-
grams illustrating the cultiuation of
the sugar-beet and the sugar production
in Germany. 17. Graphic illustrations
of the cultiuation of the potato and of
the manufacture of spirit in Germany.
See grp. 80 p. 476.

Blologische Abtellung fur Land- und
torstwirtschaft am Kaiserllchen Ge-
sundhcltsamte zu Berlin ^ a) Inform-
ation on the aboue; b) (Dodel of the
experimental field.

DIrektor Dr. Hiltner, Kgl. Bayerlsche
Agrikulturbotan. Anstait * CDunchen
rhe impregnation of the Eeguminosa:
with pure cultiuations of organisms
and its results.

Group 84.

Ucgctable food products and
agricultural seeds.

Deutsche tandwIrtschafts-Gesellschaft
Berlin Collection of German Seeds.

C. Behrens & Co. Schlanstedt, Prouinz
Sachsen Seed-corn, Sugar-beets.

A. te Cog & Co. Darmstadt Por-
estry and Agricultural establishments.
Speciality: Best selected grass and

chouer seeds also wood and field
seeds.

¥. Heine >tc Kloster Hadmersleben (Bez.
CDagdeburg) Cultiuation of seeds for
sowing since 1868; Original selected
cultiuations of sugar-beet seeds, yield-
ing a maximum of sugar, and of most
productiue seed-corn.

A. Hoerning Uolkstedt near Cisleben
Sugar-beet plants and seed. Sugar-

beets in glasses. Seed-corn in glasses
and in bunches.

10. 3ager Konkendorf near Saden-
beck, Prignitz ^ Dorth German Cham-
pagne-rye; winter seed for dry places
and years; for late sowing; with
strong stalks.

0. KIrsche, Saatzuchter Pfiffelbach-
Apolda 1. Original beet-root “Ideal.”
2. Oats. 3. Original “Square-head
wheat.

7acob OJayer 1., Saatkartoffelgescbaft
Prankenthal in Bayern (Rheinpfalz)

193 uarieties of potatoes.

tudwig CDundt Pimmenrode am Harz
Plants and seeds of grain and peas.

Riiben- und Getreidesamenzuchterel
Rittergut Aderstedt Aderstedt-Guns-
leben, Bezirk CDagdeburg « 1. 50 kgs.
Aderstedt Original sugar-beet seeds.
2. 50 kgs. Aderstedt Original sugar-
-beet seeds, husked and disinfected.
3. Aderstedt Original sugar-beets, pre-
serued. 4. Illustrated pamphlet and
water colour sketches from nature of
beets affected with uarious diseases;
both being scientific work of the ex-
perimental station of the oboue firm.

0. Steiger Leutewitz (Saxony)
Seed improuement. established 1825
Original produce; Square head COheat
Golden Oats, Beets. Scientific selec-
tions: Quantity and quality, tabora-
tory. Garden for improuements, ex-
perimental fields. CDachines for cleaning
and sorting driuen by electricity
Largest yields, lest qualities, great
germinating power. Paris 1900: Grand
prix. Uictory prize and 4 large siluer
medals of the German AgricuIturiC
Society.

IRchtelgeblrgs-Uerkaufs-Genossenschaft
Ansbach, Bayern Parmers associa-

tion luith fields for seed improue-
ments. Gold (Dedal Paris 1900. Seed-
-oats.
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b) Exhibit of the Kgl. *Prcuss. CDinisteriums ftir Land'
loirtschaft, Domanen und Torsten.

Business (Danager: Gch. Ober-Regierungsrat und uortragender Rat im oben-

genannten CDinisterium Dr. (Duller, unter Beteiligung uon:

3188

Group 5.

Agricultural education.

Biologische Rnstalt des Kais. Gesund*
heitsamts Berlin n(0., Klopstock-
strasse 18 ^ (Dodel of the experimental
field in Dahlem.

Kgl. tandioirtschaftlichc flkademie Pop-
pelsdorf-Bonn * Photographic illus-

trations, plans of situations, graphic
representations, literary works.

Kgl. tandwirtschaftllche Hochschule
Berlin Photographic illustrations.

Literary works. 20 typical German
land profiles. 30 different manures.

3199

3200

3189

3190

3191

3192

3193

3194

3195

3196

3197

flckerbauschule Badersleben, Prouinz
Sachsen * Photographic illustrations.

R. Brendei * Kolonie Grunewaid b.

Berlin, Bismarckallee 37 ^ (Dodels for
instruction in botany.

Otto Pennel Sohne ^ Cassei * Gstd.
1851. Geodetical instrument Pactory.
Theodolites. Tacheometers. teuelling
instruments. (Dining compasses.

Paul Gebhardt Sohne Berlin C, Heue
Schonhauser Str. 6 Apparatus for
instruction in physics, experimenting
table.

(Oilhelm Haferlandt & Co., G. m. b. H. *
Berlin, Priedrichstr. 6 Datura! pre-
parations for instruction in zoology,
botany, entomology and mineralogy.

H. Hauptner =*( Berlin DU). Instrument
Pactory. established 1857. employs
over 200 workmen for manufacturing
ueterinary instruments, export to afl

civilised countries. Grand Prix and
goid medal awarded at the International
exhibition in Paris 1900. Collection of

instruments and means of instruction
for agricultural colleges.

See advertisements p. 9.

Haushaltungsschule Hameln ^rovinz
Hannover) Photographic illuswations.

Haushaltungsschule Debra a. U. (Pro*
vinz Sachsen) * Photographic illus-

trations,

Ph.Kaulfusssche Buchhandlungp. Pfeif-

fer tiegnitz established l850. Col-

lective exhibition of the means of in-

struction for country schools (Port-

bildungsschule).

Kgl. Preuss. (Dinisterium fur tandwirt-
schaft, Domanen und Porsten Berlin

Graphic representation of the higher,
middle and lower agricultural and
kindred educational and experimental
Institutions in Germany. Graphic
statistical plan of the extent of lower
agricultural instruction in Prussia.
Curricula of middle and lower agri-
cultural Colleges. Statistics of agri-

cultural and kindred educational in-

stitutes in Prussia. (Demorial relating
to night-schools.

(Dax Candsberg, Blldhauer * Berlin,
(Dargaretenstr. 7 (Dodels of the Ger-
man breeds of cattle. Awards: Chicago
1893 ; Uienna 1890, Paris 1900, (Dunich
1899 (gold medals).

tandwirtschaftskammer der Rheinpro-
vlnz Bonn Picture of a Rhenish
horse.

Landwirtschaftl. (Uinterschule Gross-
Porste (Prouinz Hannover) Photo-
graphic illustrations.

Landwirtschaftliche Lehranstalt und
Haushaltungsschule Hagen i.(0. Head-
master: Dr. Kloepfer. 10 masters.
60 male and 32 female pupils.

Landwirtschaftsschule Cleve (Rheinpro-
vinz) (Dodels of agricultural im-
plements.

tandwirtschaftsschule Cldena (Prouinz
Pommern) (Deans of instruction in

knowledge of the soil.

Landwirtschaftsschule Plensburg *
Collection of articles of fodder in

52 glasses, arranged on an oak stand.

3201
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3203

3204

3205

3206

3207
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3198 Kgl. Bayrische Agrikulturbotanische
Anstalt (Dunchen Pure cultivations

of nitrogen assimilating bacteria;.

Photographic illustrations.

tandwirtschaftsschule Hildesheim (Pro-
vinz Hannover) (Deans of instruction
in chemistry. Photographic illustra-

tions.
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Landwictschaftsschuk Ciegnitz i. Schl
Cstabl. 1873. Has noiu 245 pupils.

Collection of 18 artificial sets of horses’
teethf from the age of 6 weehs to
18 vfars, for instruction in horse
breeding.

Candioirtschaftsschule Schieuelbein ^
Photograph of the Institute building.
Gebruder (Dicheli ^ Berlin nw., Unter
den Linden 74a Gypsum Busts.
Wilchioirtschaftliches Institut Hamein
(Hannouer) 6 Photographs: the In-
stitute building, lecture hall, laboratory,
dairy, centrifugator room, cheesery.
Pr. Robert OJuencke ^ Berlin DU}.,
Luisenstr. 58 CDeans of instruction
in Knowledge of the soil and dairv-
-farming. *

Paul Parey Berlin SCO., Hedemann-
strasse 10 Text-books for instruction
in middle and lower agricultural edu-
cational institutes. lUall-diagrams with
pictures of enemies of plants. Pictures
of breeds (Supplements to the flori-
cultural Press).
Rcit- undPahrschuIeeimshorn (Prouinz
Schleswig-Holstein) Photographic
illustrations.

Hugo Uoigt Leipzig, Rostizstr. 9
eext-books for instruction In middle
and lower agricultural educational in-
stitutes.

UJiesenbauschuIeSchleusingenj^tTeaches
the cultiuation of meadows. The models
represent land improvements carried
out by the school, (Deans of instruction
may be procured from the management,
WiesenbauschuIeSiegen (Prouinz West-
ralen) j4( CDodels of meadow cultiuation^ad making and irrigation works.
CDeans of instruction for meadow culti-
vation and road making. Proiects
Literature. ’

L Zwirner nachfolger * tautenbach
(Baden) Pomological atelier. Plastic

e c
true to nature of varieties

of fruit for educational purposes.

O Group 78-

'Farm equipment-methods of
improving lands.

a) Land Improvement.
Pr^ss. CDinisterium fur Landwirt-

Mhaft, Domanen und Porsten Berlin
CDap of waterways in the Dorth German

river districts. CDap of the land im-
provements in Prussia carried out with
the assistance of public funds, one plan
of each of the following: embankment
and drainage systems, land reclaiming,
joint drainage undertakings, correction
of an un-navigable river, drainage and
irrigation of meadows, pasturage for
cattle, cultivation of waste land, drink-
ing water supply.—Dubislar, Regulation
of mountain brooks; Graf, The embank-
ment inspectors on the tower Rhine.

b) Cultiuation of moors.
flnstalt Bethel ^ Preistadt near Uarel
Peat hospital bed.

Botanische Staatslnstitute Hamburg
The flora of the Cppendorf moor.
CO. Duckert ^ Preienwalde i. Pomm.
von COangenheims Peat-moss roof Ger-
man patent 78,047. Substitute for wood
and cement roofs, no re-tarrIng required,
cool in summer, warm in winter. 1 sq.m,
weighs 20 kgs.

Dr.Pleischer,Geh.Obcr-Reg.-Rat ^ Ber-
lin titerary works.
Rdolph Pranck Charlottenburg Car-
bon obtained from combustion of ace-
^lene and carbon monoxide. U. S.Pat
682,249. 710,335.
Prau Gerson, Okonomierat Char-
lottenburg Hand bore-rods.
Cmil Helbing ^ COandsbeck Artificial
wood made from peat.
Kgl. Hofkammer der Kgl. Pamilienguter
Charlottenburg Plan of a large farm

on marshy soil.

tandesdirektorium ^ Hannover Plans,
models, photographs.
Kgl. CDoorversuchsstation Bremen
Pertilisation and cultivation experi-
ments, models, apparatus for analysis,
formation of moors, photographs, maps.
Kgl. Preuss. CDinisterium des Innern
Berlin CDodel of Rendsburg Prison.
Kgl- Preuss. CDinisterium fur tandwirt-
schaft, Pomanen und Porsten Berlin
SynopHcal maps of the marshy areas insome Prussian provinces, maps and
plans of land improvements carried
out, graphic representation of the sink-
ing of marshes, plans of marsh colonies,
models and plans of moor buildings
oozy-places, experiment in wood-ma-
nuring with moor soil.

tinksemsische Kanalgenossenschaft
Lingen Plans, graphic diagrams.
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3244

C.CDarquardt, Rchergerate* und (Daschi-
nenfabrlk des Kgl. tandw. Institute Ho-
hcnheim (lUurttb.) * (Danufacture of

agricultural machines and implements.

6rossherzogIiche Regierung Oidenburg
(Dodeis, photographs, ’Peat-charcoai

hilu.

Ossmers ^ flhausen Ulooden horse-
shoes.

Precht (Doorhausen Bird stuffed

with white peat.

Graf uon Schwerin-towitz * Lowitz ^
Drawings of iahe-dweliings.

€. Seewaid flrnswaide Plans for

improuing moor land.

Otto Strenge Glisabeth-Pehn Draw-
ings of a peat-cutting machine.

B.rolhsdorf,Patentanwaltundlngenieur
Berlin 10., £uitpoldstr. 24 Prost

torches with fuse after Prof. Lemstrom-
Helsingfors for preventing night frosts,

prepared from turf and bituminous
substances furthering combustion.

Dorddeutsche rorfmoorgesellschaft Tri-

angel 4^ CDodeis, maps of cultivation

and of the land, photographs.

Ostpreuss. Torfstreufabrih Heydehrug,
Rhtlengesellschaft * Gstabiished 1882.
State medal. Prizes of honour and Pirst

Prizes in Berlin, (Diinchen, (Dagde-
burg, Bremen, (Dunster, Konigsberg,
Posen, Insterburg, Tilsit. Yearly sale

5,000,000 kg. export to Russia and

======_^======—===_==^
Austria. 200 workmen. Speciality:
Peat strewing and Peat dust for various
purposes. fDoss for bandages, bedding
for hospitals, plaques for beerglasses,
tinder, plates for collections of in-

sects, &c.
I

Herein zur Porderung der (Doorkuitur I

im Deutschen Reich ^ Priedenau * I

established 1883, its sole object is to

give owners of marsh land and peat ex-

pert advice for the agricultural improve-
ment and industrial employment of

their land. The Society is largely
assisted by the authorities on account
of its endeavours for the welfare of

the community.
Prelherr uon lUangenheim, Ritterguts-
besitzeraufKIein-Splegel^^cThe manorial
estate Klein-Spiegel, situated in Po-
merania, embraces in addition to mi-
neral soil about 250 ha marsh land
which is laid out in marsh-embank- I

ment plantations, meadows and pastur-
|

ages.

COestpreusslscherPischereiuereinJitDan-
zig Publication: Pishing in marsh
waters by Dr. fl.Seligo, published by the
Ulestpreuss. Pischereiverein. Danzig
1904.

Westpreussisches Provinzialmuseum ^
Danzig Drawings and photographs,
model of a boat.

(D.Ziegler Priedenau Peat charcoal-
burning.
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c) Exhibit of the German Pood Industry

(Groups 81, 85 to 90 and 92 to 95).

CDanagement: Committee of the German Pood Industry exhibition at St. Louis.

Prankfurt a. CD., Deue CDainzer Str. 52.

3252
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Group 81.

Tobacco.

Ggyptian Cigarette Company G.m.b.H.
Berlin n.U)., Passage 45/46 Cigarettes
and tobacco.

Tiicklsche Zlgaretten- und Tabakfabrik
“Sultan” Breslau Tobacco and
cigarettes.

established 1883. CDanufacture of steri-

lized milk. Purveyors to the Imperial
German Davy, the north German Lloyd,

the Hamburg-flmerica Line, &c.

natura-tDilchexportgesellschaft Bosch &
Co. Waren i.CDeckl. (Dilk and cream,
sterilized in its natural state, of un-
limited durability, for the tropics and
at sea. Grand Prix Paris 1900. See
grp. 90 p. 482.

3255
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Group 85.

Animal food products.

DeutschefDlichhonscroenfabrlklUaicher
& Co. Bremen und Loxstedt i. Hann.

Troponwerke (Dulheim- Rhein a Dew
York 81/83 Pultonstreet (Danufac-

turers of highly concentrated albu-

minous food: Tropon (pure albumen),
irontropon (albumen with iron), (Dalz-

tropon (albumen with malt).
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ecbr. Wiedemanns Wangen im fligau s
HIgau sort cheese factory. Speciality:
fine soft cheese, export to all parts of
the globe, agencies in tuzern (Switzer-

P®*"® 0<^aly) and London fe. C.l
16 gold medals. ^

Group 86.

equipments andCDethods employed
in the Preparation of Poods.

Peutsche CDetall-Pras- und Stanzioerke,
tiedler & Goldberg s Presden Spe-
ciality:^ “Saluator” filtering floors for
bremeries, pressed yeast factory, straw
stuif factory, up to 120,000 holes per
square-metre.

3.05. Lehmann s Presden 28 s 3 (D Leh-mann Company, new ^ork, 88/90 Walker
^reet Wanufacturer of machines,
machines for cocoa, chocolate, colourand toilet soap industries.

See aduertisements p. 12,

* Presden Cstabl.
1873-^ 1,500 men. flil kinds of millino
machinery, autom. roller mill plants
malt cross mills, barley and malt clean-

icQti*’
^‘9h«st awards: Chicago

1893, Antwerp 1894, Bruxelles 1897,
® 1900. exhibited are: Pour roller

break mill, iron emery scourer, mid-
dlings purifier “Reform,” model of rinq
lubricators for toothed wheels, malt
cross mill (“Seckmuhle”) with sieue
balan^ce “Chr®nos,” Laboratory Will
tor Walt analysis.

Guido Riedel Cinsiedel-Chemnitz
kitchen fittings: Caruer

blitz, meet turner, potcarrier, knioes
spoons, larding needles, cheese forks!
cork leuers. ’

Group 87 .

Parinaccous Products and their
Periuatiues.

Theodor Haller Priedrichsdorf a.Tau-
nus Cstabl.1883. Uermicellilegg-pastel
and macaroni; capacity daily 6,000 kgs.
Gold medal Hamburg 1898, Paris 1900
first prize Wannheim 1902. See grp. 88
P« ^81 .

Hannouersche Kakesfabrik H. Bahlsen
Hannouer Branches: Berlin, Ham-

burg, Prankfort-on-the-Wain. About

700 hands employed. Specialities: Leib-
nitz “cakes,“ Leibnitz wafers, Leibnitz
biscuits, Leibnitz fruits, &c. T C T wrap-
pings, German patent. Leibnitz snow
rolls. Patents: German Cmpire, Cngland
Prance, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy!
Austria, Hungary, Russia, Sweden.
^®rway, U. S. A., Canada, &c. Awards
ft Worlds fairs: Chicago 1893; Paris
1900, gold medal. See qrps. 88-90
p. 481 and 482.

Perdinand Dorth Crfurt Uermicelli
l|99Paste} and macaroni factory. Cstabl
1860. Special products: Genuine undyed
uermicelli and finest hard granulated
Hour macaroni. Awards (12) at all
expositions exhibited at. Possessor of
the Kgl. Preuss. Staatsmedaille for in-
dustrial merit.

I Group 88.

Bread and Pastry.

Theodor Haller Priedrichsdorf See
grp. 87 p. 481.

Hannouersche Kakesfabrik H. Bahlsen
* 9rps.87, 89 and 90
p. 481 and 482.

fliwin Wucke Dresden 16 Uniuersal
export of presden Christmas “Stollen ”
dietary uictuals, biscuits, rusks and
pastry. Purueyor of hygienic bakers
goods to fiscal and ciuic hospitals
and sanatoria. Purueyor to numerous
princely households. Holder of royal
and princely licenzes. Chief speciali-
ties: Rusk “Queen Carola,” biscuits

fuisa,” Dresden Christmas
btollen, hygienic nutritious salt- and

ff
pastry, exported 1903 to

U. S. A., Canada, Wexico, Argentinia,
Brazil, Columbia, Guyana, Peru, Cqypt

P® east Africa, South
„ Cameroons, Zansibar,
AsiaticTurkev,China,Kiautschau,British
east India, Dutch Cast India, Germannew Guinea, Dew South Wales, Uictorianew Zealand, Warianes, Tonga Archi-
^lago^ and to all Curopean countries.
UJUcke s products were awarded 16 gold
and State medals, fiscal and ciuic prizes
of honour, Hon. diplomas, worlc^ fairPans 1900 siluer medal, exhibition of
the Saxon mechanic art and art in-
dustry Dresden 1896, under the patron-

the king, highest award, only
gold medal in the uictual line. Trade
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3268

3269

marh numbers 19,572, 47,024 and
63,780 patented. Sole siqn on
(Ducke’s wrappings: “(Darke Konigin
Carola.”

Carl Roder Dresden 9 Court baker
to His (Dajesty the king of Saxony, and
purueyor to the Royal Court of (Ourtem-
berg. Special export house for Dres-
den Christmas “Stollen.” Rusks and
finest Paris chocolate cake. Awards:
Prize of honour Uienna, Jubilee ex-

hibition 1898 and gold and silver medal
at Hamburg and Hannover 1898.

See advertisements p. 29.

Harryrriiller. Zwieback-, Hakes-, (Oaffel-

und Biskultfabriken ^ Celle * One of

the largest biscuit factories of Curope.
Awarded with gold and silver medals
at many speciality exhibitions. Chief
speciality: natural butter biscuit “Uic-
toria,” supplied to many royal house-
holds in Curope, exported to all parts
of the globe. Purveyor to the German
Antarctic expedition. (Dachines and
stoves of own patented inventions.

Group 89.

Prescrued (Deat, Pish, Uegetables

and Pruit-

Konservenfabrik Albert Rehse Sohn
COulfel vor Hannover Cstd. 1884, Own
large asparagus, vegetable and fruit

growths. Hands: 500. Purveyor to

the German army and navy, also to the
north German Lloyd, Bremen, makes
vegetable, fruit and meat preserves,
mixed pickles, fruit Juices, Jams, &c.
furthermore preserves on a greater
scale (dried vegetables and soup herbs),

also as a speciality preserves with
cooking arrangement (German Patent
105,590); favoured with the following
wire from the Scandinavian trip of

H. (D. the German Cmperor: “Xour pre-
serves with cooking arrangement have
been tried on an outing into the hills

whichH.CD.theCmperormade with some
gentlemen of the suite yesterday and
have proved very good. Although there
was a strong wind on the 3,000 feet

high snow-coverd top, the cooking arran-
gement worked so well that the meat
could be eaten within a few minutes.
Hausmarschall Preiherr von Cynker.”
These preserves are remarkable for

taking up the least room, for the
ease of the cooking apparatus and
are very handy in manoevres, hunt-
ing and sport. Simplest handling,
absolutly safe working? 58 different

dishes always on stock? 1895 5 gold
medals. (Oorld’s Pair Paris, honour-
mention.

3276
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3273

3274

Heinr. Bauer, Hoflieferant Prank-
furt a. (D. Pactory for sausages and
preserves. Speciality: Prankfort sau-
sages. 8 branches here. 16 gold
medals. Awards: Chicago 1893, Ant-
werp 1894, Paris 1900. General
agent in Dorth America: (Deyer and
Lange, Dew Vork. Gxport agent for

all other countries: Harder & de Uoss,
Hamburg.

“Calorit,” Warming of preserves with-
out fire, Ld. Berlin Preserves.

Halberstadt factory for sausages and
preserved meat, Heine & Co. Halber-
stadt % Preserved sausages, meat.

Hannoversche Kakesfabriken H. Bahlsen
Hannover lams. See grps. 87, 88

and 90 p. 481 and 482.

Adolf lung * Prankfurt a. (D. (Deat
and sausages, preserved.

Caslmlr Spielmann Stuttgart Pac-
tory for preserves and sausages. Cstd.
1856. export of Stuttgart sausages to

all countries. Quality and durability
warranted in ail climates.

Group 90.

Sugar and Confectionary

Condiments and Relishes.

Hannoversche Kakesfabrik H. Bahlsen 4c

Hannover lams. See grps. 87 to 89
p. 481 and 482.

natura-CDIIchexportgesellschaft Bosch
a Co. 4< (Oaren in (Decklenburg *
Solid extract of coffee. See grp. 85
p. 480.

3277

3278

3279

3275 Plelschwaren-, (Durst- und Konserven-
fabrik Heinr. Kuhimann * Bremerhaven

Ship outfits, export, military pro-
visions.

Saline Luneburg (Saline und chemische
Pabrik) Luneburg * All kinds of

crystal salt, dining-, butter-, table salt,

&c. Special brand: “Kronensalz.”

3280
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Group 92 .

Win«s and Brandies,

fl. (Uines.

loint exhibition.

(Danagcr:
Okonomicrat H. lU. Dahlen, lUiesbaden.

flnhcuser aTehrs Kceuznach a-Dahe
estd. 1869. Rhine, Rahe, Pfalz, (Dosel
and Saar wines in casks and bottles,
export to all zones. Holder of the pro-
tected stamp: “Kreuznacher Steinberg,
Riesling, eig. OJachstum.” Agent in

* Kentucky Co. 10
W. 232, Pifth Auenue, Hew York.

S.Bach,U)elngrosshandIung,UJelnbergs-
besitz, Kg|. bayerischer uncrKgI.preussi-
scher Hoflieferant Reustadt a. Haardt *
Award: COorld’s Pair Chicago 1893,
Parisl900. estd.l862.Spcciali^ : Rhine-
pfalz wines. Pasting opportunity: Past-
inghall, department for uictuals.

P.P. Buhl, COeingutsbesitzer Beides-
heim 10 Hocks.

Casino-GescIIschaft Prier a.d.CDosel
Wine merchants. Speciality: CDosel,
Saar and Ruwer wines.

Priedrich Beister junior, Weingutsbe-
sitzer. In Pirma Priedrich Beister, Hof-
lieferant Gau-AIgesheim a. Rhein
Own growths of 1893, 1895 and 1897
more than 20,000 litres of each to be
disposed of. Only highest awards at
U^orld tairs and other 6xpositions.

Gebruder Brexel * Prankfurt a. CD.
Wine merchants. Chief cellars Prank-
fort o. CDain, Grosse Gallusstrasse 21
branch cellars at Crbach o.Rhine, £eiwen-
Prittenheim o. CDoselle. Pounded 1862
Pormerly proprietors of the old H6tei
de Russie, (Zeil). By appointment Pur-
veyors to His CDajesty the German Cm-
peror. King of Prussia; His CDajesty
the emperor of Russia; His CDajesty
the emperor of Austria; His CDajesty
the King of Cngland; His Hlajestv the
King of Italy; His Royal Highness rhe
Grand Buke of Hesse; His Royal High
ness the Grand Buke of tuxemburgh;
His Royal Highness Phe Buke of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha; His Imperial and Royal
Highness the Archduke Pranz Saluator
of Austria; His Royal Highness the Cand-
graue of Hesse; His Grandducal High-
ness Prince Carl of Bade. Bistinguished
by many awards, such as Condon 1862

^3risl900,&c. also with theSiluerCDedai
of Prussia. Purnishers to the interna-
tional Sleeping Car Company.
C.P. Cccardt, Klosterkellerei Kreuznach
(Rhineland) Cstabl. 1840, Court pur-
veyor, Wine CDerchant, Sole proprietor of
the Wine estates: “ Waltershof,” “Gra-
fenstein,” “Klosterberg,” “Pelseneck,”
tccardt s Kauzenberg” and other ex-

cellent vineyards, about 150,000 grape
Shipper of Rhine, CDoselle, Rahe,

Wines to all countries, largest to
Cl.S.A.Prademark : “Horseshoe.” 16 high-
est Awards, 2 from the German Agricul-
turalSociety for tropic-proof. Gold CDedal
Pans 1900. exhibited Special registered
Brands, own growths:
1893 Blume der Rahe,
1893 Prinz Heinrich Blume,
1895 Burg Pelseneck Cabinet,
1893 Cccardt’s Kauzenberg Cabinet,

I
'P«r>«d«Rahe(Rahetals£obpreisl,

1863) of selected finest Riesling grapes.
Gebruder Gckel Beidesheim (Rhein-
ptaiz)* Sole proprietor: Kommerzienrat
Pritz eckel. Special vineyards in Bei-
desheim, Porst, Ruppertsberg, Wachen-
heim. Speciality: bottled wines.
GebruderPelst* Sohne * Prankfurt a.CD.
* Whole sale wine merchants and cham-
pagne cellars, Hainerweg37-53.Pounded
]828.exportto all countries. 10,000 sg.m.

Partly two and three below
each other. Uineyards in Worms (£ieb-
frauenmilch and Rauenthal.
CarlGebert Ockfen a.Saar Uineyard
proprietor. 1. 1895 Bockstein. 2.1900
Ockfen Herrenherz. 3. 1893 Geisterg.
lulius Gensterblum Wwe. * rrier a d
CDosel Saar clarets.

Grossherzogllch Hessische Welnbaudo-
manenverwaltung CDainz^ Uineyards
in Bodenheim, Rackenheim Rierstein,
Oppenheim, Blenheim, Cudwigshohe,
Bingen, Budesheim, Kempten, Bensheim
and Heppenheim, about 200 acres. Cen-
tral cellars in CDainz (Rhine).

3. A. Harth & Co. 4c CDainz Wholseale
wine merchants. Speciality: Rhinegau
and Rhinehesse wines. Only sold to re-
tailers. See advertisements p. 27.
HinckelundWinckler 4t Prankfurt a.CD

Shippers of Hocks and CDoselles.
Pounded n84. Keep magnificent stock
orKhine-,Palatinate- and CDoselle-Wines.
£ight qualities as well as an excellent
selection of the finest growths and the
best vin^ges. Agents for the United
States: C. H. Arnold & Co., 27, South
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3295

3297

3298

3299
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3301

iOilliam Str, Dciu Xork—Suppliers to the
German Restaurant, COorld’s-Tair, St.

Louis. See aduertisements p. 15.

Gebriider Hoehl Geisenheim a. Rh. ^
Champagne Cellars. "Purueyors to the

Bavarian, Roumanian, Italian and
Hohenzollern Royal Courts, established
1868. Special brands, Hoehl Kaiser-

blume, extra dry and Hoehl Champagne
extra dry. Latest award the gold me-
dal of the "Paris exposition, 1900.

Hoffmann, Heffter & Co. Leipzig

COine importers and exporters. Sole
agents on the American Continent of

the original Z. U. G. Rheingauer COinzer-

uereine, G.m. b.H., exports from eituille

a. Rhein, f. o. b. Rotterdam, Antwerp or

Bremen. Twenty uarieties of the same
vintage exhibited in an outbuilding of

the Agricultural Hall, stand C, grown in

a single district. "Price lists supplied.

Samples for tasting at the general

buffet. "Principle of exhibit to show aver-

age brands of warranted pure and ori-

ginal wines of one vintage, 1900, grown
in the chief wine district of Germany,
the Rheingau, instead of picked high

class brands. See advertisements p. 6.

Adolph Huesgen, Uine grower and wine
dealer Traben a. d. (Dosel Choice

Caselei- of 1900, choice lOiltingerSchlan-
gengraben of 1900, SteffensbergerBlume
of 1895, choice Steffensberger Lowen-
baum of 1893. All wines of own growth.
1. 10. Huesgen * Traben a. d. CHosel *
established 1764. COholesale wine dealer.

Sparkling wines. Uineyards in lOaldrach
(Laurentiusberg), €nkirch (Steffansberg
and(T5annwingect),rraben, Trarbach, &c.

(Dax Huesgen, Uine grower and whole-
sale wine dealer Traben a. d. CDosel

Piesporter Goldtropfchen of 1893,
1897, and 1900.

Adolf leremias, Uine grower and whole-
sale dealer (Dainz a. Rhein * Three
varieties of white, and one of red

wine.

L. A. "Jordan, lOelngut "Deidesheim,
Torst, Ruppertsberg in der Rheinpfalz
Oldest wholesale producer of the Rhine
Palatinate. Uinyards owned since 1747.
Pirst gainer of prizes for quality in the

Palatinate (1783-1811). Soleposessor of

the ground royalties of the Kingdom of

Bavaria according to the official clas-

sification. One of the largest estates

which grow high quality wines in the

empire of Germany. Twenty first

prizes since 1793, among others gold
medal Paris 1867, Progress medal

Uienna 1873, medal Philadelphia 1876,
two gold medals (Delbourne 1880, and
medal Chicago 1893. Three Bavarian
State CDedals. Appointed as member
or chairman of comittees of award
seven times. Ten choice varieties from
own vintages of 1811 to 1900.

Reichsgrafl. von Kesselstatt’sche CDa-

foratsverwaltung Trier a. d. (Dosel

"Josephshofer of 1893, Piesporter
of 1893, Oberemmeler of 1893, and
Caseler of 1895.

"Johann Klein, Uine grower and whole-
sale wine dealer "Johannisberg a.

Rhein Property in. Johannisberg,
(Uinkel, Geisenheim, Ostrich, CDittel-

heim and Hattenheim a. Rh. Court
purveyor to H. (D. the Cmperor of

Germany. Only export business in

the town.

Kgl. Priedrich-lOilhelm-Gymnasium In

Trier a. d. (Dosel Three varieties of

white wine.

Koniglich Preussische "Domanenver-
waltung Berlin, (Oeinbau- und Kelierel-

Direktion Wiesbaden Rheingau
Uineyard property of 97 hectares.

Wost noted positions at Hochheim,
Cltville, Rauenthal, Grafenberg, (Darco-

brunn, Hattenheim, Steinberg, Riides-

heim, and Assmannshausen. Pour
spacious cellars, at Kloster Cberbach,
Rtidesheim, Hochheim and CItville.

Pet. Jos. Kreuzberg a Cie. Ahrweiler
(Rheinl.) und Prankfurt a. (D. Whoie-
sale wine dealers, with large uineyard
property. Three varieties or red wine.

Jakob Lintz Trier a. d. (Dosel Uine
grower. (UawernerHerrenberger of 1893,
of 1899, and of 1900.

(Uilhelm (Dahler, Uine grower and whole-
sale wine dealer Worms established

1870. Owner of Liebfraumilch-Kirchen-

stuck (registered number 31,022). Pro-

prietor of the best Liebfraumilch po-

sitions, and excellent vineyards in

Rhenish Hesse. Awards, Strassburg
1890, Worlds Pair Chicago 1893, St. Pe-

tersburg 1894, Giessen 1895, Darm-
stadt 1900, and Wiesbaden 1903.

Guido Graf (Datuschka-Grelffenkiau
SchlossUollradsnear Winkeli.Rhein^au
Uine grower. 3 uarieties of white wine.

Rud.& Wilh. (Daucher Ueustadt (Rhein-

pfalz), Trier a. d. (Dosel, Berlin Pur-
veyor to the Bavarian court. Owner
of uineyard property. Three varieties

of white wine.
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X lU. CDeuschel sen., Purueyor to the
Royal Court of Bauaria,
oine grower at Buchbrunn
(established 18281 and Ru-

’lishc

lOurzburg.
wines: ten

desheim (established 1863)
Owner of uineyard pro-

perty Schloss Steinburg,
Large producer of own
presses at work. Spe-

cialities, finest Stein wines (re-
gistered Trade mark the “Bocks-
Beutel,” German Imperial Patent
no.7,560, U.S. fl.no. 24,501) and
high class Riidesheimer wines

of own growing (regis-
tered Trade mark the
sun, German Patent Ro.
7,843). Highest awards
from international and lo-
cal exhibitions, siic. Three
grands prix, twenty-four gold, siluer,
and exposition medals, among others!
Philadelphia 1876: (“The Pranconia
tUines exhibited show great delicacy

“in combination with a natural body
“and strength, and are well made”)
3nd Chicago 1893: (“Tor a splendid
collection of uery high class Stein

“wines”). Purueyor to various courts,
to first class societies and international
companies, clubs and hotels, exports
to all parts of the world. Illustrations
of the various hinds of vine grown in
Franconia and their cultivation in the
large nursery vineyards belonging to
the firm.

^

€gon CDQIIer Scharzhof b.COiltingen
Best placed vineyards on the Saar, and
consequently highest degree of culti-
vation of the very best varieties. e.OJul-

reached the record price of
10,500 marks per“fuder” (about 980
nters) at the yearly spring auction at
Treves. Awards at the international
exhibHions of Chicago 1893, and Grand
Prix Paris 1900.

Xneus Ober-lngelheim a. Rh. Uine^ower and wine exporter. Rhine and
(Doselle wines, and Ober-lngelheimer
red wines. Sole owner of the Sonnen-
berg, Ober-lngelheim.

Oohn & Sohne, Welngrosshandlung
Waldhilbersheim bei Bingen a. Rh. und
new iJork ^ Uineyard property at COald-
hilbersheim, Heddesheim, and (Dunster
near Bingen. About 1,000 as of vine-
yards. established 1862. exporter to
north America since 1883. Tor many
years the largest shippers of German

wines to the United States, export in
®^*263 gallons (312,465 litres);

gallons 1298,921 litres);
gallons (337,697 litres);

1903, 102,309 gallons (383,611 litres).
Highest record for the Rahe district
Rew Vork office, 66-70 Beaver Street.

See advertisements p. 3.

Prau CU. Rautenstraueh « Karthauser-^f bei eitelsbach Uine grower
Uiree varieties of eitelsbacher Kart-
hauserhofberg Riesling of 1897 and
1900*

Adolf Rheinart Saarburg, Bezirk Trier
a. d. Olosel Uine grower. Three varie-
ties exhibited.

Richter & Co, (Dulheim a. d. CDosei
Uine grower and wine dealer.
Choice Clisenberger of 1884;
Choice Clisenberger of 1893;
Choice Clisenberger Steinberg of 1897.

Roederer a Cie„ G. m. b. H. * Longeville
* Largest Champagne cellars in Lor-
raine. established 1893. Original vin-
^ges of Champagne and Lorraine.
Four gold and one silver medal

various industrial
exhibitions at home and abroad, as
well as a cross of honour as highest
award. ^

OJlIhelm Ruthe ^ CUiesbaden Pur-
ueyor to H. (D, the German Cmperor,
the Grand Duke CDichael (Dichailowitsch
of Russia, the Grand Duke of Olecklen-
burg-Schwerin and several other courts.
Award at the Paris exhibition of 1900
The proprietor is the lessee of the
restaurant of the Kurhaus, CUiesbaden
where his own wines are kept, and’
supplies the same also at the restau-
rant “Tiroler flipen” at the St. Louis
exhibition.

Otto & Aug. Schmidt Kreuznach, Rhein-
land ^ export of German wines to all
parts of the world.

Scholl & Hillebrand, Uine growers ^
Rudesheim a. Rh. Rhine and CDoselle
wines, export to all countries. Awards
Pans exhibition 1900, gold medal-
Busseldorf Industrial exhibition, gold
medal. ^

Prelherriich von Schorlemersche Rentel-
uerwaltung Trier a. d. CDosei Zel-

1893, Lieser-Riederberger of
1899, and Brauneberger of 1900.
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won Schubert * Griinhaus b. Trier
Uine grower. Three uarieties of white
wine.
H. Sichel Sohne CDainz a. Rh.
Uine grower and wine dealer. Tour
uarieties of white wine.
Carl Sittmann ^ Oppenheim a. Rh. ^
Uine grower. “'Dienheimer Gulden-
morgen Riesling” of 1900, “Oppen-
heimer Sacktrager” of 1900, and choice
“Oppenheimer Kreuz Riesling” of 1900
of own growth.
Soehniein & Co., Rheingauer Schaum-
weinhellerei, R.-G. Schierstein a.Rh. *
established 1865. Speciality: “Rhein-
gold” sparkling wine. Cxport to all

countries.

S. Strauss Sohne, Rhenish Cxport Cellars
« Trankfurt a. CD. Speciality: Rhine
wines of own growth, “Scharlach-
berger,” “Kempter Berg,” and “tau-
benheimer "Platte.”

Trarbach Dachf. Berlin 56 esta-
blished 1847. Uine grower and whole-
sale wine dealer. Specialities: Saar,
CDoselle, and Rhine wines. Army con-
tractor. COidest market in the trade.

"P. CO. Tranz Ualckenberg, wholesale
wine dealer, and uine grower 4c CUorms
a. Rh. Rhine wines; “Ciebfraumilch”
of 1897, choice “tiebfraumilch” of 1897,
“Ciebfraumilch Kirchenschliissel” of

1901 (registered trade marks).
See aduertisements p. 23.

Gustau Uanuolxem ^ Trier a. d. CDosei *
Uine grower. “Caseler Riesling” of

1895, and 1897, “Oberemmeler Ries-
ling” of 1900.
Gebriider CUagemann 4c CUiesbaden 4c

CUine dealer. "Purueyor of the Grand-
Ducal Court of Baden. Branches in

Condon and Hew York. Two medals
Taris 1900. General agent for the
United States, Alfred de (Dontebello &
Co., 127, Broad Street, Dew Vork.
I. t. Wolfs erben (Welngutsbesltzcr
Alfred und Otto CUol^ 4c Wachenheim
(Rheinpfalz) 4c Proprietors of finest

uineyards in lUachenheim, Torst, Dei-
desheim, and Ruppertsberg.
Otto lUerren 4c Kreuznach a. d. Dahe 4c

CUine dealer. Six uarieties of white
wine.

B. Brandies.
Albert Buchholz 4c Griinberg i. Schl. 4c

Branch businesses in Cologne, CDunich,
Leipzig, CUorms, and Bingen, own
distillery at Krems a. Donau. The firm
has grown to be the largest brandy
distillery in the German Cmpire. Its

products haue already won distinctions
at exhibitions, among others at the
CUorld’s Pair, Chicago, in 1893. See
grp. 93 p. 486.
€. T. Clmendorf 4c Isselhorst i. CUest-
falen 4c Corn brandy distillery, malt
house, and yeast manufactory, esta-
blished 1689. 1. Old Corn brandy (Ger-
man CUhiskey) “ Clmendorfer” brand.
2. Best double gin, distelled from corn,
“Steinhager” brand. Nearly export
1,000,000 litres. German army and
nauy supplied. CDany high class awards,
among others, Chicagol893,Parisl900,
and the only gold medal for spirits

at Dusseldorf 1902.
3. A. Giika 4c Berlin SCU., Schiitzenstr. 9
4c CDanufacturer of the world-famous
“Giika,” or Berlin absinthe, established
1836. Purueyor to the courts of T. CD.

the German emperor and the emperor
of Austria-Hungary, T. R. H. Prince
Triedrich Karl of Prussia, Prince Tried-
rich Leopold of Prussia, the Grand
Duke of Hessen u. bei Rhein. Awards
and highest honours at all international
exhibitions, among others, gold medal
CDoscow, gold medal exposition Uni-
uerselie de Paris, and the State Prize
of the Kingdom of Prussia. General
agent for the whole of the United
States of America, CUm. G. CDoehring
& Co., 151/153, Cedar Street, Dew York.
H. C. Konig 4c Steinhagen i. CUestfalen 4c

“Steinhager” distillery. Genuine Stein-

hager of the “Steinhager Urquell”
brand. 100 medals. Sample cases of

a dozen jugs to be had from Harder &
de Uoss of Hamburg. Sold by the glass.
GeorgSeherer* Co. Langen near Trank-
furt a. CD. 4c See grps. 93 and 94 p. 487
and 488.
CUhiskybrennerei uon lullus Lappe.
Court purueyor to H. R. H. the cluke

of Saxe-Ceburg-Gotha 4c Deudietendorf
in XThuringen 4c Tour leafed clouer
whiskey, pure fermented liquor made
of malted natiue grain. Award at the
exposition Uniuerselie de Paris 1900.
See grp. 93 p. 487.

Group 93.

Syrups and Liqueurs—Distilled I

Spirits—Commercial Alcohol.
|

Albert Buchholz, Kognakbrennerei 4c

Grunberg i. Schl. 4c Orange Brandy,
Cgg brandy, and “Kirschwasser.” See

a92 p. 486.
auer & CDacholl 4c Heilbronn 4c

established 1860. “Kirschwasser”
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distillery “Zioetschgcnioasscr”, and
Bilberry spirits. Cherry brandy, flujards,
Philadelphia exhibition 1876, gold me-
dal Pranlifort a. 0). 1900, gold medal
"Paris 1900. export to ail countries.

See aduertisements p. 22.

rh. Cappe Deudietendorf i. Th. Pro-
prietor ; 7. £appe, dispenser. Court pur-
ueyor to H. R. H. the Buhe of Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha. 1. Ch. Lappe’s aromatic,
choice bitters, prepared since 1828
in the dispensary of Ch. £appe, and
his successors, the owners of the dis-
^nsary and proprietors of the firm
th. £appe, Reudietendorf. Pauorable
opinions by municipal teeting office,
Gotha, and by seueral prominent phy-
sicians, on its effect on the digestive

medal at the CDerseburg
exhibition of 1865, and also various
other distinctions at German exhi-
bitions. Poreign awards. International
exhibition Sydney 1879, Porto fliegre
1881, Amsterdam 1883, Antwerp 1885,
World’s Pair Chicago 1893 and Paris
1900. export to all parts of the world,
principally to the United States of
north America. Sole agents. Batter

D i
i^orh. 2. “l^uringer

Bergtau (thuringian mountains dew)
finest table liqueur. Awarded Paris
1900.

Isidor (Damlok Breslau "Distillery
of fine liqueurs, established 1877.
Specialities, adapted for export, and
to be obtained at the Bar, Curacao
Breslau Corn Brandy, Allasch, A’lter
Dessauer. enquiries invited.

Carl (Dampe Berlin R., Ueteranen-
strasse 24 established at Koslin
in 1853, continued in Berlin 1879.
Specialities: “Dr. CDampe’s Bitters,”
prepared from the secret' recipe of

.. u’’".*
‘^arl OJampe,

Half and Half,’ “CDampe and pome-
granate.” iJearly 3/4 million bottles
consumed in Berlin. Awards at most
exhibitions, among others the Royal
Prussian State CDedal.

Bommerlunder-Pabrik Plensburq
established 1760. Speciality: Bommer-
lunder table aquavitae, distilled from
corn. (Dany awards. Agents: Hans
Jensen, Chicago, Henry Kroger & Co.,
Rcw Vork.

Georg Scherer * Co. £angen near
Prankfurt a. (Dain Cognacs, li-

queurs. See grps. 92 and 94 p. 486
and 488.

nr n

H.Underberg-Albrecht
Rheinberg am Rieder-
rhein * Inventor and
distiller of “Underberg-
Boonekamp,” motto:
Semper idem. Purveyor
to H. (D. the emperor
William 11., &c. esta-
blished 1846. export to
all parts of the Globe.
Sole agents for Rorth
America and Canada:
£uyties Brothers, Rew
iJork.Awards at25world
fairs and industry ex-
hibitions.!

J2
Whiskybrennerei von "Julius £appe
Reudietendorf i. Ph. “Uierkleeblatt”-
Whisky. See grp. 92 p. 486.

n Group 94.

"FenTicnted Beverages.

Aktienbrauerei zum £6wenbrau ^
CDUnchen £argest brewery in Germany.
Annual sale 630,000 hi. Dark and light

export beer. Pancy beers.
Tropic proof bottled
beers. export to all

parts of the Globe in
casks and bottles. Pre-
served tropic proof seed
yeast. Works: 10 Steam

^ engines with 1,400 H.P.
^Q?D)CU0r(SU 16 steam boilers with
©MtINCHEN ^*^00 9- heating area.

Registered
Trad^ marUo 2,500 hi of dailytrade marke.

fabrication of beer. Spe-
cial malt works for an annual pro-
duction of 300,000 ewt. of malt. Hands
employed at average of 800. 143 spe-
cial railcars. Awarded with first prizes
only at all expositions exhibited at.
Agents for Rorth America: Beer in
barrels: The A. H. CDeyer Co., Hoboken
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n.y. Tor beer, filled in bottles at the
beioery: "Jul. (Oiie Sons & Co., new
Yorh, 148, Douane Street. General agent
for trans Oceanic export: Sbert &
(Oeissflog, Hamburg, 2, RIster glacis.

Btirgerliches Brauhaus (Dunchen (CDiin'

chener Biirgerbrau) * Wide spread ex-

port. Highest awards: Chicago 1893.
Wris 1900: Grand Prix.

Kulmbacher Cxportbrauerei “CDonchs-
hof,” flktiengesellschaft Kulmbach
Beer.

G. Pschorr (DQnchen Beer.

Gebruder Treyeisen, By special appoint-
ment to H. R. H. the Grand Duke of

Baden * Trankfurt a. (D. ^ Pounded 1817.

Cider and champagne cider. Awarded
Chicago; Paris silver medal. Holder of

the Royal Pruss. Staatsmedaille and
more than 50 other high and highest
awards.

Georg Scherer & Co. Cangen b.Prank-
furt a. CD. Cider. See grps. 92 and 93
p. 486 and 487.

Gabriel Sedimayr, Brauerel zum Spaten
(Dunchen * Highest awards at all

expositions where exhibited. Important
export to all parts of the globe.

See advertisements p. 23.

los. Sedimayr, Brauerei zum Pranzis-
kanerkeller (teistbrau) (Dunchen
entire production In Eager-, (Darzen,

light Eager and Bockbeer: 360,000 hi.

export to ail countries. 450 hands.
Highestawardsatnumerousexhibitions.

Stadtbrauerel Blankenhain in Thu*
ringen, flkt.-Ges. Speciality: “(Dalz-
Kraft-Beer,” sterilised according to

Pasteur, See advertisements p. 20.

UereinlgteeisenacherBrauerelen,Peters-
berger- und Schlossbrau-
erei, Rkt.-Ges. * eisenach
i.Ph. ittSpec “COartburg-
Brau,” export beer, steri-

lised according toPasteur,
Trade (Dark. Bavar. and Pilsen receipt.

Group 95.

Inedible agricultural products.

Bernh. Bing Rurnberg Hops.

S. B. Bing Sohne Rurnberg * Hops.

Paul Reinemann * Riirnberg * Hops,

flnton Sahimann Purth Hops.

ed. Scharren & Co. Cannstadt
Hops.

(D. Seidenberger Sohne Rurnberg *
Hops.

Stein & Koster * (Dainz ^ Hops.

Rahrungsmittel - Untersuchungslabora-
torium, Kaiserl. Gesundheitsamt Ber-
lin. See Social economy p. 494.

d) Gxhibit of the German 6ast African Protectorate

Groups 16 to 18, 81, 83 to 85, 90, 95, 96, 113, 114, 116, 120,

121, 123, 127 and 128.

Kaiserl. Gouvernement Daressalam *
Books, agricultural products, espe-
cially hemp, cotton, coffee, pod fruit,

oil producing plants, timber, rubber,
userul minerals, shooting and fishing
products, ivory, ethnological objects,

caravan equipment.

Bergbaufeld Euisenfeld, G. m. b. H. *
Berlin S(0.48., (Uilhelmstr. 29 # See
grp. 116 p. 493.

Hansing & Co. * Hamburg Uanilla
from the Kilopeni plantation. See grp.

90 p. 489.

fl.Kriiss, Optisches Instltut Hamburg,
Rdolfsbriicke 7 See grp. 16 p. 411.

Prof. (Oilhelm Kuhnert * Berlin,

Euitpoldstrasse 41 4^ Original paint-

ings and sketches from German Cast
Africa :Palia-antilopes, elephants, gnoos
hyena-dogs, water buck, elands,
lions, grant gazels, vulture galeany,
baboons, zebras, horse antilopes. See
p. 393.

Kolonialwirtschaftliches Komitee Ber«
lin, (Inter den Einden 40 (Daps and
publications concerning Colonial eco-

nomy.

Justus Perthes Gotha (Dap of the

German Cast African Protectorate. See
p. 384 and grp. 18 p. 411.
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Dietrich Reimer (ernst Uohscn) Ber-
lin SCO., COilhelmstr. 29 COorks and
maps on German Gast Africa. See
grps. 17 and 18 p. 410 and 411.

C. G. Schillings Gurzenich-Duren
See grp. 16 p. 411.

u. Tippelshirch & Co. * Berlin See
grp. 120 p. 490.

Dr. Heinrich Traun & Sohne, norm.
HarburgerGummihamm-Co. Hamburg

Objects made of Gast African galuan-
ized rubber.

2- Single Groups-

Group 83.

Theory of Agriculture. Agricul-
tural Statistics.

See grp. 5 p. 478.

"iJoint exhibition of Objects of Out-
fit, Apparatuses and Utensils for
the Chemical Laboratory of an Agri-
cultural experimenting Station.

CDanagers: Dr. Salomon and Dr. Sauer,
Berlin D., Chausseestr. 3.

Uereinigte Tabriken fur taboratoriums-
bedarf, Ges. m. b.H. Berlin n., Chaussee-
strasse 3 bounded by the following
firms: OJax Kaehler & CDartini and
ur- Peters & Rost- Sole agency in
U-S-R- and Canada: Laboratory and
School Supply Co. £td.. Dew York. See
grps. 19, 23 and 140 p. 365 to 368, 371
to 373, 425, 426 and 498.
Agrikulturchemische Uersuchsstation
der Candwirtschaftskammer fur die
Pr^inz Brandenburg 4c Dahme (CDarkJ

three small volumes of publications
and four photographic reproductions.
Kgl. Sachsische Candwirtschaftliche Uer-
suchsstation zu CDockern, in Gemein-
schaft mit Pranz Hugershoff teipsic

CDodel of a Pettenkofer respiration
apparatus. Calorimeter anci shell,
system tangbein-Hugershoff.

Kgl.Candioirtschaftl.HochschuIezuBerlin
(Prof. Zuntz) Respiration apparatus.
tandwlrtschaftllcheUersuchsstationHil-
desheim * Rotating apparatus for de-
termining phosphoric acid solvent in
citric acid, in Thomas meals, system
Prof. Dr. Karl OJuiler.

£andu>irtschaftIicheUersuchsstation der
Candwirtschaftskammer fiir den Re-
gierungsbezirk Kassel tDarburg a.
Lahn Precision adjusting

' '

Dr. Th. Omeis, Direktor der landivirt-
schaftlichen Uersuchsstation lUiirz-
burg Filtering stands for analytical
laboratories, special construction; ni-
trogen decomposing stand, special con-
struction.

rierphysiolog.lnstitutd.landivirtschaftl.
Akademie # Bonn-Poppelsdorf Dir.
Prof. Dr. Oskar Hagemann, four re-
productions concerning the respiration
calorimeter of the Institute and the
calorimeter house.

Group 89.
Prcscrued (Deat, Fish, Uegctabics

and Fruit.

CarIB6diker&Co.,lnternationaIeSchiffs-
bedarf-Gesellschaft, Bremen Bremer-
haven,Geestemunde, Tientsin, Tsingtau,
Swakopmund 4c Speciality: equipments
of expeditions, ships, troops.
grp. 8 p. 389.

See

Group 90-
Sugar and Confectionery-Condi-

ments and Relishes.

Hansing&Co. 4c Hamburg 4c Uanilla from
the plantation Kilopeni.

Group 97.

Horses.

rometer, toluol bath, &c.
balance, ba-

See special catalogue.

1. Uerband der Pferdeziichter in den
Holsteinischen OJarschen, e. G. m. b. H.,
(Sektion der £andujirtschaftskammer
fur die Provinz Schleswig-Holstein)
Sommerlander Riep.

2. Uerband der Zuchter des Olden-
burger el^anten schweren Kutsch-
pferdes 4c Rodenkirchen i. Oldenburg.
3. £andwirtschaftlicher Hauptvereinfur
Ostfriesland 4c Rorden 4c The studbook
of Ostfriesland.
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Department C. I~~ i.-i

BT CDincs and (Dctallurgy.
(Palace of (Dines and (Detallurgy.)

ifi

GT
IcJ

1- loint exhibitions
embracing scueral groups.

exhibit of the Kgl. Preussisches CDinisterium
fur Handel und Geuierbe.

Groups 115, 117, 119, 136, 138 and 139.

Group 115.

Working of (Dines, Ore Beds and
stone quarries.

Kgl.^rcuss. Bergiocrksdirchtlon in Saar*
brucken 6 drawings of the new min-mg school building at St. lohann-

grps.136, 138 and 139
p. 492 and 493.

Kgl. Treuss. Geolog, Candesanstalt und
“fPgaKademie Berlin D. 4, Inualiden-
str. 44 Arrangements and methods
or promoting mining.

grlemann & Wolf Zwickau i. S.
Wachines and safety mining lamps.
Awarded 2 State, 4 gold, 10 siluer and
bronze medals, and 4 diplomas of
honour, at the Worlds Tair 1900 the

®^f®ty mining lamps,
medal.” Besides, Herr Carl

UJoIf sen. received for his improue-
ments in safety lamps the Rote
Adlerorden 4. Klasse from H. 1 . CD.

j Ritterkreuz
des Albrechtordens from H. CD. King
^ i

®f Saxony. Che firm was
established in 1863. Branches: Wal-
denburg (Silesia) and Liege (Belgium)
2 steam engines with 40 H.P. each
and 3 dynamos with 14 resp, 3 H P
are at work. In 1903 there were 425
hands besides 36 officials. Che
annual output is about 60,000 safety
mining lamps, export to all parts of
the globe exhibits: a collection of
lOolf safety mining lamps and other
systems of safety lamps with the
necessary spare gear and tools, further-

more machines and apparatuses for
keeping the lamps in order.

Dragerwerk Litbeck fabrication of
oxygen

^
for inhaling. Hue saving of

the aphixiated, breathing in poisonous
air. narcotising apparatus.

Group 117. D
(Dines, models, maps,

photographs-

Bergwerhsgesellschaft Hibernia Herne
(Westfalen) CDodel of surface plant
at Shamrock colliery, pits 111 and lU.
Photograph stand and photographs.
Gelsenklrchener Bergwerks-Aktien-Ge-
sellschaft Gelsenkirchen Photo-
graphs of colliery buildings and sur-
face plants.

Grossherzoglich Badische Geologische
Candesanstalt Heidelberg Geo-
logical maps with explanations and
publications of the Geologischen Can-
desanstalt, in 6 volumes.
Kgi. Preuss. Geolog. Candesanstalt und
Bergakademie Berlin Geological
maps with explanations, essays

pHances’
teaching ap-’

1^1. Preuss. Oberbergamt in Breslau
CDaps and wall charts of the north-

Pfrt of the upper Silesia coal
districts.

Uerein fiir bergbauliche Interessen im
Oberbergamtsbezirk Dortmund Gssen
on Ruhr 4 Oil-paintings.

Westfallsche Berggewerkschaftskasse
Bochum CDining aid funds, malnte-
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nance of mining schools and^ mining
preparatory schools laboratories, fire

damp experimental station, boundry
marhing, publication of maps, station

for testing ropes, dito for testing anemo-
meters, geological inuestigation of coal

mountains, building of canals and
hospitals. (Dodel of the lower Rhine
and (Oestphalian (Ruhr) coal district

in a ground plan and 38 sections

painted on glass, scale 1 : 10,000.

Group 119.

Literature of (Dining,

(Detallurgy, &c-

6rossh. Badische Geologische tandes-
anstait Heidelberg ^ Geological maps
with explanations and publications of

the Geologische Landesanstait. See
grp. 117 p. 491.
Kgl. "Preuss. Geolog. tandesanstalt und
Bergahademie Berlin « Geological

maps with explanations, essays, an-

nuals, reliefs and boring tools. See
grp. 117 p. 491.
Kgl. Sachs. Bergahademie >t( Treiberg
(Sachsen) 200 printed copies of a
essay on Saxony’s mining and metal-

lurgy. See p. 364.
Herein fiir die bergbaulichen Interessen,

Sitz Gssen a. Ruhr Established 1858.
Comprising as members 103 mines with
an output of about 64 million tons
annually. About 260,000 men. ex-

hibit: oarious new publications. See
grp. 117 p. 491.

Group 135.
Prooident Institutions,

flllgemeiner Knappschafts-Uerein *
Bochum Intendect to aid the members
and their families. Its deuelopement
and aim in graphic and numerical re-

presentation. Consumption sanatorium
at Beringhausen. See grp. 139 p. 493.
Saarbrucker Knappschartsuerein, Kran-
hen- und "Pensionskasse Graphic re-

presentation of chief results from 1860
to 1902 incl. on 4 tables.

Group 136.
Housing of the working classes.

BochumerUerein5*t Bochum Drawings,
photographs and models of workmen’s
dwellings. Seep.361 and g».118 p.494.
GelsenkirchnerBergwerhs-flhticngescll-
schaft Gelsenkirchen * (Dodels of

workmen’s colony. See grp. 117 and
138 p. 491 and 492.

Kgl.Preuss.Berginspektion Stassfurt
Tour photographic representations of

workmen’s colony near the Beriepsch
mine.

Kgl.Treuss. Bergwerksdirehtion Saar-
briicken lOorkmen’s provident institu-

tions at the fiscal coal mines near the

Saar riuer. See grps 115, 138 and 139
p. 491-493.

Group 138.

General Betterment (Douements.

Turstliche Bergwerksdirehtion lUai-

denburg (Schlesien) Pamp^hlet. Social

welfare Institutions of the tiirstensteln

mines. "Proprietor: H.H.'Prince of "Pless.

GelsenkirchenerBergwerhsahtiengesell-
schaft Gelsenkirchen Drawing of

social welfare building of the united
Stein and Hardenberg collery. See
grp. 117 and 136 p. 491 and 492.
Oberschlesischer Knappschaftsuerein
Tarnowitz 4 pictures of hospitals of

theOberschlesischeKnappschaftsuerein.
See gr. 139 p. 493.
Bergbaugesellschaft “Deu-Cssen”
Cssen (Ruhr) Architectural drawing
of a gang’s cabin near the "Fritz pit,

built In 1901.

Gohmann & Cinhorn, G.m.b.H.^ Briissel,

Kattowitz, Dresden, Dortmund Draw-
ings of washing sheds and bathing
places for colleries and factories.

Kgl. "Preuss. Bergwerksdirehtion Saar-
briicken CDemorandum on the Social

welfare institutions for the benefit of

the workmen in the district of the Royal
(Dining Direction Saarbriicken. Benevo-
lent institutions, shewn on the seam map.
See grp. 115, 136 and 139 p. 491—493.
Kgl. Treuss. Oberbergamt Breslau
lOorkmen’s benevolent institutions in

the Upper Silesia industry district. Al-

bum with heliographic illustrations.

See grp. 117 p. 491.

Triedrich Krupp, Ahtiengesellschaft

Cssen a. Ruhr Social welfare institu-

tions.

Oberschlesischer Berg- und Hutten-

mannischer Herein Kattowitz (Horh-

men’s benevolent institutions in the

(Ipper Silesia Industry district. Album
with heliographic illustrations.

Herein zur Forderung des (Hohls der

arbeitenden Klassen im Kreise (Halden-

burg i. Schlesien, eingetragener Herein

Ulaidenburg, Silesia "Festal report

of the celebration of the 25 year or the

union’s existence.
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Group 139.

Charities and Correction-

flllgemeiner Knappschaftsuerein Bo-
chum Coloured perspective views of
consumption sanatorium at Bering-
hausen neardJeschede. See grp.135 p.492.

KgI.Preu6s.Bergiverhsdirehtion ^ Saar-
bruchen Building plans of hospital
for miners at Holz. See grps. 115, 136
and 138 p. 491 and 492.
Oberschlesischer Knappschaftsverein
Tarnowitz 4 views of hospitals of
the Oberschlesische Knappschaftsver-
eins. See grp. 138 p.492.

2. Single Groups.
Group 115.

Working of (Dines, Ore beds and
stone quarries.

Kgl. Torzeilan-IDanufahtur Berlin
Apparatuses for chemical and technical
use. See grp. 45 p. 464.

products representing by illustrations
and text “Terkiewicz’s "Process.” I^e

Group 116.
(Dinerals and stones, and their

utilisation.

Ahtiengesellschaft Horddeutsche Stein-
gutfabrik Grohn-Uegesack near Bre-
men Glazed earthenware tiles. See
grp. 45 p. 463.
Gustav Bahr, Baumeister * Charlotten-
burg, Bleibtreustr. 54 Die press for
making smooth and ornamental tiles
and corners. See grp. 45 p. 463.
Bergbaufeld, tuisenfeld, G. m. b. H.
Berlin, Ulilhelmstr. 29 Jewelry, uncut
and cut garnets from Euisenfelde, Lindi
Hinterland, German Cast Africa. See
Agricultural Building p. 488.
Amber exhibition See Art Industry
"Palace p. 431.
Cordes & Co. Hannover, "Deutschland
Corde’s “teichtstein” German patent
Do. 134,948. American, Canadian and
16 foreign patents. German Architecture
exhibition. "Prize of honour of the town
of "Dresden. Hannover 1903 : Drst prize.
Gold medal. 64 licensed factories in
Germany with annual output of over
30 millions. Corde’s “teichtstein” is
exceptionally light, amazingly hard, ab-
solutely fireproof, sound diminishing,
proved to be a good isolator and very
cheap. "Patent for sale. See grp. 25 p.427.
(Dathildenhiitte

, Dusspatverkaufsver-
ein Harzburg Duorite for chemical
purposes, glass factories, iron found-
eries, enamelling and steel works and
cement factories.
Reue Tonwerke, Aug. Gundiach a C«. »
Grossalmerode Uarious sorts of clay
for glass crucible purposes.
CD. Perkiewicz, tonwerke tudwigs-
berg bei CDoschin Table of natural

production of pure burned colours or
kiln wares without the use of colours
or Cngobe colouring clays. Is employed
even after the ten times more costly
baryte process (addition of carbonate
of baryte) has failed. Theoretically and
practically tested. "Perfect solution of
this hitherts undecided question in
ceramics. German patent 130,413. Ger-
man patent applied for. American
patent 740,040. "Patented in all civi-
lised countries. Own works. Annual
output 14 million pieces of daywork.
(Dining Building. See grp. 45 p. 465.

See advertisements p. 16.
Tonwerk Schippach bei Klingcnbcrg
a. (Dain (Bayern) Gxport of fine clays
for crucibles and smelting pots. Clays
for metallurgy and crucibles.
3oh. "Ph. lOild Idar * Heart shaped
Brazilian Topas, facetted at the bottom
and ground convex at the top. (Art In-
dustry Palace.)
XZinndorf Baumbach (COesterwald)
Self made dressed stones, whet stones
and grindstones.

exhibition of Watering Places.
(Liberal Arts Building.)

Konlglich Preussische Domanenverwal-
tung Berlin Baths and (Dineral
springs. Cms: Carbonic acid alcalic
thermes: Kranchen, Kaiser, Kassel and
Uiktoria springs. Drinking cure, car-
bonic acid thermal mineral baths, in-
halatoria (Levin, Schnitzler, Bulling).
Gurgling apparatuses, loxenges, spring
salts. Langenschwalbach, earth alcalic
iron acidulous waters, drinking and
bathing cure, new carbonic acief bath.
Schlangenbad: “CUildbad” Thermal
drinking and bathing springs. Renn-
dorf: Brine and sulphur springs.
Drinking and bathing cure, central and
separate inhalation. Rew sulphur mud
bath. Rorderney: German Ocean Is-
land watering place, cold and warm
sea baths, central waterworks, flushinq
canalisation.
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(Dinisterium des Innern Karlsruhe
(Danagement of the Grand Ducal COa-
tering place of Baden-Baden and Baden-
weiler. Diorama of Baden-Baden. Hot
Springs 63'9°C.

Bad-nauheim Grossh. Hess. Staats-
bad. r}ear¥ranhfort-on-the-n5aine.'Chree
warm carbonic acid brine springs,
7 bath houses, 277 seperate bath cells.

1903: 23,931 patients, 331,027 baths
for heart ailments, gout, rheumatism,
diseases of the nerues and women’s
ailments.

Kais. Gesundheitsamt * Berlin * COall
diagram and pamphlet concerning Ger-
man sanatory springs and baths.

natural (Dincral Waters.
(Agriculture Building.)

Aktiengeseilschaft Apollinarisbrunnen
Deuenahr Apollinaris, efferuescent

alkaline mineral water bottled at the
flppollinaris Spring at Deuenahr,
Rhenish Prussia, Germany. Dhe exhibi-
tors are the owners of the Spring. Sole
exporters are the Apollinaris Co. tmtd.,
4, Stratford Place. Oxford Street, Lon-
don LO. Agents: The United Agency Co.,

503, Pifth Aue. Dew York. Che Appolli-
naris Spring was discovered in 1851
in consequence of the exhalations of
carbonic acid in the neighbourhood.
Appollinaris has long commended itself
to the medical profession and to the
public. The annual sale of this water
which amounted in 1873 to one million
and eighteen million bottles in 1893 has
now increased to thirty million bottles
and jugs.

Bad Bertrich (Dineral waters.

Rosbacher naturliches (Dineraltafel-
wasser Springs near Homburg High

award Chicago 1893; Diploma London
1902. Chief Office: Rosbach lOharf,
lUaterloo Bridge, London. Dew York:
126 Bleecker Street. Best mineral water
for all ailments. Please uisit our stand.
Piirstlich (Oildunger (Dineralquellen,
A.-G. LOildungen CDineral water
from the Helenen and Georg-Uiktor
springs in botties.

Group 118.
CDetallurgv-

BochumerUerein fur Bergbau und Guss-
stahlfabrikation' * Bochum * Chime of
cast steel Bells in the German State
Building. See p.361 and grp.136 p.492.
Aug. Gundiach Grossalmerode 4^ CDa-
nufacture of graphite melting crucibies
of every shape and size for melting gold,
silver, brass, copper, German silver,
bronze, nickel, iron, steel, &c. Rew pro-
cess for firing the above at high tem-
peratures thereby increasing their dur-
ability.

Alfred Gutmann, Aktlengesellschaft fur
(Daschinenbau * Ottensen-Hamburg 4>

Rotary blast no. 8. Gas suctions machine
no. 4. Uarious moulds and drawings.
See grps. 62, 64 and 65 p. 469 and 4/1.

See advertisements p. 12.

Group 119.
Literature of m1ning,metallurgv»&c-
CDuiler&Schmidt4t Coburg * Publishing
Office of the “Sprechsaal,” Hournal for
Ceramic, glass and allied industries.
Official organ of the most important
unions of the ceramic and glass in-

dustry in Germany andAustria-Hungary,
established 1868. Gold medals Brussels
1888. 12 selected years.

BT II Department 0. ¥"
IcJ

BT- II
Social economy.

Gducation Building. CDodcI Citv.
IT—ra

1. Tloint exhibition,
comprising scucral groups.

a) German Hygiene exhibition.
(Danagement: Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt, Berlin nUJ., Klopstockstr. 18.

Artistic Arrangement: Architekt Bruno (Dohring, Berlin.
(See separate Catalogue of the Hygiene exhibition as well as the loint exhibition

for the combating of diseases.)
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Group 1.

elementary education.
See education p. 381.

Group 19-
Instruments of Precision, physical
apparatus, &c.—Coins and medals.

See £ibecal Arts p. 412.

Group 20-
(Dedicine and Surgery.
See Eiberal Arts p. 416.

Group 23-
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Arts.

See Liberal Arts p. 417.

Group 26-
CDodels, plans and designs for

public ujorhs.
See Liberal Arts p. 427.

Group 71-
Various applications of electricity.

See electricity p. 472.

Group 83-
Theory of Agriculture—Agri-

cultural Statistics-

See Agriculture p. 476.

Group 116-
(Dinerals and stones, and their

utilization.

Bader-Ausstellung. See p. 493.

Group 136.
Housing of the working classes.
Burgermeisteramt der Hauptstadt
CDannheim Building plan of zones.
Statistlsches Amt der Stadt Dresden
Representation of a comparison of the
housing conditions in uarious towns.

Group 139.
Charities and Correction.

Kaiseriiches 6esundheitsamt Berlin
UJap of the German Sanatoria for con-
sumption.

Barmer Uerein fur Gemeinwohl a)
Sanatorium for anemic and chlorosic
persons at Godesberg. b) Remoual of
sick and conualescent.

(Dagistrat der Haupt- und Residenzstadt
Berlin Perspectiue representation of
the Rudolf Uirchow Hospital.

Rat der Stadt Leipzig (Dodel and plans
of the Dosen Sanatorium. Orphanage.

The German Hospitals for Con-
sumptiues, in connection with the

Kais. Gesundheitsamt.
A. Public Hospitals for Co nsump-

tiues.

Kreis Altena i. 0). * Plans of the
national Hospital for the District of
Altena, Ludenscheid i. CO.

Badische Anilin- und Sodafabrik * Lud-
wigshafen a. Rh. Plans of the Dannen-
fels Sanatorium near Kirchheimbo-
landen.

Bergische Uolksheilstatten fur hellbare
Lunqenkranke, G. m. b. H. Plans of
the Berg Sanatorium for the People.
Ronsdorf.

^agistrat der Koniglichen Haupt- und
Residenzstadt Berlin * Plans of the
Home for Consumptiue men, Buch.
Berlin-BrandenburgerHeilstattenuereln
* Plans of the Belzig Sanatorium.
Coiner Heilstattenuerein Plans of the
Cologne Down Hospital “Auguste-Uic-
toria,” Sanatorium for the People, Ros-
bach a. d. Sieg.

Deutsche Heiistatte in Dauos bel COoif-
95^9 in Graubiinden (Schweiz) Plans
of the Sanatorium.

Prankfurter Rekonualeszentenuerein
Plans of the Ruppertshain Sanatorium.
Ruppertshain in the Caunus, fl5ountains.
Stadtmagistrat Purth Plans of the
Purth Sanatorium.

3496

1 Group 137.
The Liquor Question.

Kais. Gesundheitsamt Berlin Publi-
cation concerning alcohol. Published
by lulius Springer, Beriin n.

Heilstattenuerein fur den Regierunqs-
bezirk (Dinden Plans of Auguste-uic-
toria Institution. Public Sanatoria 1

and 2 for Lippspringe.

Heilstattenuerein DUrnberg Plans of
the Cngelthal Sanatorium near Hers-
bruck.
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3522
:

3523

3524 i

3525 i

I

(

3526 '

3527

Heilstattenuecein fiir Lungenkranke !m
RegierunqsbczirkOppeIn 'Plans of the
Loslau IPublic Sanatorium in Upper
Siiesia.

InualidenuersicherungsanstaltHessen^
'Plans of the Grnst Ludwig Sanatorium
near Sandbach im Odenwald.
lohanniterorden "Plans of the Uohan-
niter Sanatorium for Consumptives,
Sorge, Harz CDountains.

Kuratorium der Heilstatte Cdmunds-
thal "Plans of the Cdmundsthal Sana-
torium, Geesthacht near Hamburg.
Landesuersicherungsanstalt Baden
"Plans of the'Friedrichsheim Sanatorium.

Landesuersicherungsanstalt Branden-
burg "Plans of the (Den’s Convalescent
home with Opportunities for work,
Hoheneise, near Rheinsberg.

Landesuersicherungsanstalt Braun-
schweig "Plans of Sanatoria fllbrechts-

haus and (Darienheim in the ¥orest
district of CDoorthaler near Stiege, Harz
CDountains.

Landesuersicherungsanstalt der Hanse-
stadte Liibeck "Plans of the Oder-
berg and Gliickauf Sanatoria near St.

flndreasberg, Harz CDountains and the
Convalescent Home, Gross-Hansdorf
near Hamburg and Westerland on the
Island of Sylt, with "Pamphlet: “The
Co-operation of the Rational Insurance
Institute of the Hanseatic towns in the

combating of Consumption with a de-

scription of the Institutions erected for

this purpose. Sanatoria Convalescent
Homes and Homes for the disabled.”

Landesuersicherungsanstalt Cisass-
Lothringen Plans of the Leopoldinen-
heim Sanatorium near flitweier.

Landesuersicherungsanstalt Posen
Plans of the Crown Prince CDilhelm’s

Public Sanatorium near Obornik.

CDarkischer Uolksheilstattenuerband
Plans of the (Darkische Public Sana-
torium, flmbrock near Hagen i. CD.

(Dagdeburger Uerein zur Bekampfung
der Lungenschwindsucht Plans of the

Sanatorium for Lung Disease, Lostau.

Stadtgemeinde (Dunchen Plans of the

Town Sanatorium of Harlaching near
(Dunich.

Rassauischer Heilstattenuerein fur Lun-
genkranke Plans of the Rassau Sana-
torium for Consumptives, Raurod.
Rorddeutsche Knappschaftspenslons-
kasse in Halle a.S. 'Plans of the (Diners
Sanatorium Suizhayn, Harz CDountains.

Ortskrankenkasse Stuttgart Plan of

Convalescent Home in Reustadtie.

Patriotisches Institut der Prauenuereine
fiir das Grossherzogtum Sachsen
Plans of Sophia Sanatorium near Berka
on the 11m.

Pensionskasse fur die flrbeiter der
Preussisch-Hessischen Cisenbahnge-
meinschaft Plans of the Stadtwald
and CDoItkefels Sanatoria.

Prouinzialverband der Uaterlandischen
Prauenuereine der Prouinz Sachsen
Plans of the Uogelsang (Doman’s Sana-
torium for Consumptives.
Rathenower Lungenheilstattenuerein

(6. U.) Plans of the Rathenow Sana-
torium for Consumption.
Kreis Saarbrucken Plans of the Son-
nenberg Sanatorium near Saarbrucken.
Sanitatsuerband fiir CDiinchen und Um-
gebung (anerkannter Uerein) Plans of

the Oberdikofen Convalescent Home
near Grafing, Upper Bavaria,
rhiiringische Landesuersicherungsan-
stalt Plans of the Sanatorium for Con-
sumptive women, Romhild, Phuringia.

Uaterlandischer Prauenuerein (Sektlon

Ull) zu Kassel Plans of the Ober-
kaufungen Sanatorium near Cassel.

Uerband zur Crrichtung von Uolksheil-

statten furLungenkranke imRegierungs-
bezirk Coblenz Plans of the Public
Sanatorium in CUaldbreitbach near
Reuwied.
Uerein zur Begrundung von Uolksheil-

statten im Konigreiche Sachsen Plans
of the RIbertsberg and Carolagriin Pu-
blic Sanatoria near Reiboldsgrun i. U.

Uerein zur Grundung eines Sanatoriums
fiir unbemittelte Lungenkranke inUnter-
franken Plans of the “Luitpoldheim”
Sanatorium near Lohr, Spessart.

Uerein zum Heinrich-Hospital Plans
of the Heinrich’s Hospital flrlen.

Uerein fiir Uolksheilstatten in Ober-
bayern Plans of the Planegg-Krailling
Public Sanatorium.
Uerein fiir Uolksheilstatten in der Pfalz

(£. U.) "Plans of the Public Sanatorium
tor Consumptive (Den flibersweiler.

Uerein fiir Uolksheilstatten in CUurttem-
berg Plans of the Public CUilhelms-

heim Sanatorium.
Uolksheilstattenverein uom Roten Kreuz

"Plans of the Red Cross Public Sana-
torium, Grabowsee near Oranienburg.

Kreis CUittllch^ Plans of the Griinewald
Sanatorium for Consumptives near
Ulittlich.

3528

3529

3530

3531

3532

3533

3534

3535

3536

3537

3538

3539

3540

3541

3542

3543

3544

3545
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B. Priuate Sanatoria for Con-
sumptives.

3546 flhtIcngesellschaft'Falkensteinin’Frank*
furt a. (D. If Plans of the Paikenstein
Sanatorium, Caunus (Dountains.

3547 Dr. Priedmanns Crben if Plans of the
Biankenhain Sanatorium for Throat
and Breast Diseases.

3548 Dr. Hettinger if Plans for the Dordrach
Sanatorium for Consumptives in the
Black Porest, Baden.

3549

3550

Dr. Kremser >f Plans of the Sulzhayn
Sanatorium for Consumptives, near
Cllrich, Harz (Dountains.
Dr. 6 . Oebe 4c Plans of the “(Oaldhof-
Clgershausen” Sanatorium for (Ton-
sumptives, near (Oetzlar.

3551

3552

3553

Deue Hellanstalt fur Cungenkranke
Schomberg, G. m. b. H. ^ Plans of the
rjeuj Schomberg Sanatorium for Con-
sumptives (Oberamt Heuenburg).
Sanatorium (Oehraivald, G. m. b. H. if

Plans of the (Oehrawald Sanatorium
in the Black Porest, South Baden.
Dr. Sander und Dr. (Daier ^ Plans of
the St. Blasien Sanatorium, Black Po-
rest, Baden.

3554

3555

3556

Suddeutsche Hellanstalt fur Cungen-
kranke Schomberg, G. m. b. H. 4c Plans
of the Schomberg South German Sana-
torium (Oberamt Deuenburg).
Dr, (Oeicker 4c Plans of the Sanatoria
for Consumptives Gorbcrsdorf, “Kran-
kenheim” Public Sanatorium and “(Da-
rienhaus” Central.

6, Wolff, Kgl. Hofrat, und Prof. Dr.
K. Plelscher 41 Plans of the Beibolds-

S
run Sanatorium for Consumptives,
ogtiand.

3557

Group 140.

Public Hcalth-

Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt 4c Berlin 4c

a) 4 Paintings of the Kais. Gesund-
heitsamt, b) (Corks from the Kais.
Gesundheitsamt on Tuberculosis, &c
c) (Demorial on the Utility of the Uaccl-
nation Caw, d) (Deat Inspection Caw,
e) Cittle Book on Health, f) Reports
on (Dedical Statistics, g) Annuals on
the spread of disease among animals
in the German Cmpire, h) Plastic and
Graphic illustrations as aids to a Crit-
ical judgement of the state of health
in the German Cmpire.

(Dagistratder Haupt- und Residenzstadt
Berlin 4c Illustrations of disinfectants.
Plan of the Disinfectory. Rules of the
Service. Apparatus.
Dr. (0. Beukemann 4c Hamburg 4c Illus-
trations of the Town (Dilk Supply in
the German Cmpire.
(Dagistrat der Stadt Coin a. Rh. 4c Plans
of the Shambles and Cattle market.
CDodels of the Slaughter house for pigs,
refrigerating house, and the cattle
slaughter house.
Rat der Haupt- und Residenzstadt
Dresden 4c Players Yard: a) (Dodel, b)
Photographs, cj Tables illustrating the
process, d) Products.
Rietschel & Hcnneberg 4c Berlin-Dresden
4c Pactory for hygienic technical appara-
tuses. Transportable steriliser for table
water.
3ulius Springer 4c Berlin 4c Publisher
and Bookseller. Complete Publications
of the Kais. Gesundheitsamt.
Statistisches Amt der Stadt Dresden 4c

Illustrations of the (Deat and (Dilk
Supply. Hygienic Statistics and Cli-
matic conditions of German Towns.
Uerlag von (Oilhelm Crnst & Sohn 41

Berlin 4c The Building of the Kais. Ge-
sundheitsamt in Berlin. By 7. Hiickels.
A Print,
Georg Haerteh^ Breslau, nur Albrechtstr.
4c Plugge’s formaline dihydrate evapo-
ration apparatus for the disinfection of
dwellings. (Dodel of the Breslau Hy-
gienic Institute.

tlntersuchungslaboratorium fur Dah-
rungsmittel (Landwirtschaftsgebaude),
shown by theKaiserlichesGesundheits-
amtBerlin, and the Committee for theGer-
man Hahrungsmittelausstellung at St.
Louis 4: Prankfurt a. (D. 4c and the Pirm
C. A. Lentz 4c Berlin R., Gr. Hamburger
Str. 2 4c Pactory for the equipment of
Chemical, Pharmaceutical and Bacte-
riological Laboratoria, Chemical (Dorks
and (Dorks for the making of (Dinerai
waters, with the collaboration of the
following exhibitors:

Chemisches Untersuchunqsamt des Kgl.
PolizeiprasidiumsBerlin(Dr.7uchenackI
Instructions and Apparatuses for the

control of food by the police.

Hartmann & Braun, Aktiengesellschaft
Prankfurt a.(D.-Bockenheim Appara-

tuses for electric resistance measure-
ment.
(0. C. Heraeus Hanau a. (D. Pounded
1851. Chicago, (Dedal for (Derit; Paris,
Grand Prix. See Groups chemistry, me-
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3571

3572

3573

3574

3575

3576

3577

3578

3579

3580

3581

3582

3583

3584

chanics and optics. Instruments and
apparatus of platina for laboratories for
analyticai chemistry.

Prof. T)r. G. uon Hufner Tubingen
Spectro'photometer. 1 Original appara-
tus.

Keiser a Schmidt 4c Berlin D., Hohannis-
strasse 20 4t Tounded 1858. Glectric

measurement instruments, pyrometers
after £e Chatelier.

"Fritz Kohler, Unluersitatsmechaniher 4c

Leipzig 4c "PhysicO'Chemical apparatus
and instruments.

Kdnigliche Porzellanmanufahtur 4c Ber-

fl. Kruss, Optisches Institut 4c Hamburg
4c Proprietor "Dr. Hugo Kruss. Uniuersal
spectral apparatus for qualitatiue and
quantitative analysis.

Otto Pressler 4c Leipzig 4c Factory for
scientific instruments for physics,
chemistry, pharmacy, and microscopical
experiments. Speciality: Apparatus for
ascertaining molecular weight (molecule
scales) after Bechmann and apparatus
after Ostwald.
F. Sartorius 4c Gottingen und Rauschen*
wasser 4c Factory for scientific precision
instruments. Speciality: Scales for

scientific technics.

Franz Schmidt & Haensch, Optisch me^
chanische COerkstatten 4c Berlin S. 42 4c

Polarisation apparatus after Lippich.
Refractometer after Tornoe for ana-
lysing beer.

Schott & Genossen, Glaswerk 4c 7ena 4c

CDanufacture of glasses for scientific

and technical purposes. Ilena instru-
ments and tubes.

Uereinigte Fabriken fiir Laboratoriums-
bedarf, Ges. m. b. H. 4c Berlin D.,

Chausseestr. 3 4c Retorts and glass
apparatus for laboratories.

Carl Zeiss, Optische (Derkstatt 4c 7ena 4c

Butter refractometer, immersible re-

fractometer, laboratory microscope.
Hand library of the analytical labor-
atory for food:

3ob. Ambros. Barth, Uerl^sbuchhand-
lung 4c Leipzig 4c Prior, The chemistry
andf physiology of beer. Rottger, Primer
of the analytical laboratory for food.

1. F. Bergmann, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
4c COiesbaden 4c Lehmann, CDethods of

practical hygienics.

Ulilh.Cngelmann, Uerlagsbuchhandlung
4c Leipzig 4c Ostwald Luther, Physico-
chemical measurements. Cohen, Phy-
sical chemistry for medical men.

Ferd. Cnke, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c

Stuttgart 4c Ostertag, CDanual on the
inspection of meat.

Otto Cnsiin, Buchhandlung 4c Berlin Dti).,

Karlstr. 32 4c Collection of works on
the chemistry of food.

(D. Heinsius Dachfolger, Uerlagsbuch-
handiung 4c Leipzig 4c Fleischmann,
Text-book on the dairy.

A. Kell, Buchhandlung u. Kommissions-
uerlag 4c Plauen i. U. 4c Journal for
public chemistry.

3. U.Kerm, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c Bres-
lau 4c Rosen, Anatomical charts of food.

ID. Krayn, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c Ber-
lin iU. 4c Zipperer, The manufacture of

chocolate.

C. 10. Kreidel, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c

lOiesbaden 4c Borgmann, The analysis
of wines.

S. Simon, Uerlagsbuchhandlung 4c Berlin
4c Seubert, Text-book of the knowledge
of wares.

3ulius Springer. Uerlagsbuchhandlung
4c Berlin 4c lOorKs on food. lOorks and
publications oftheKais.Gesundheitsamt.

Chr. Herm.TauchnItz, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung 4c Leipzig 4c Tschirsch-Osterle, Ana-
tomical atlas on food studies.

Uandenhoeck und Ruprecht, Uerlags-
buchhandlung 4c Gottingen 4c Dragen-
dorff. Legal chemical researches on
poisons.

Fr. Uleweg tt Sohn, Uerlagsbuchhand-
lung 4c Braunschweig 4c Stohmann.IDilch;
Lippmann, "Different hinds of sugar;
Strohmann-Kerl, Handbook of technical

chemistry.

3oint Exhibition for the Combating
of Disease (Bacteriology and ex-

perimental Therapy),

instituted by the Kais. Gesundheitsamt
and the Konigl.Preuss.IDinisterium der
geistlichen, Unterrichts- undCDedizinal-
Angelegenheiten. See education p. 378.

Kaiserllches Gesundheitsamt 4c Berlin 4c

a) Legal regulations for the prevention
and cure or leprosy, cholera, petechial

fever, plague, small pox, abdominal
typhus, and anthrax; b) Tuberculosis,
typhus, and dysentery report; c) (Dodel
of the gas generator apparatus for the
destruction of rats on ships; d) (Dicro-

photogram of the plague bacillus; e) lUall

charts. The embryonic development of

protozoen; f) micro-photographs of the
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3598

3599

3600

3601

3602

3603

3604

3605

3606

capricorn beetle as transmitter of the
Hamoglobinury of cattle (lexas feuer);
g) photographs of tetralogical growth
of bacteria

; h) illustration of the decrease
in mortality^; i) plastic and graphic
illustration of tuberculosis of the lungs
as a cause of incapacity for work on part
of the recipients of inualid pensions;
k) and I) diagrams regarding the fre-
quency of death from tuberculosis of
the lungs and inflammations of the re-
spiratory organs; m) 18 diagrams con-
cerning deaths from small-pox in
European States; n) diagram concerning
the spread of cholera in Hamburg 1892;
o) plastic representation concerning
small pox, diphtheria and childrens
bed fewer; p) diagram concerning hy-
drophobia among dogs; q) diagram
concerning glanders among horses.

Knappschaftsuerein Bochum ^ Bochum
'Publication regarding uermination.

Prof. 'Dr. Hermann Durck ^ flliinchen
'Preparations concerning the 'Plague,
preserued in their natural colours.
Illustrations in reference to the 'Plague,
leprosy and small-pox.

Enoch, Serumlaboratorlum
Ruete Enoch Hamburg Diphtheria,

Erysipelas, flntistreptococs, flntista-
phylococ serum, tuberculine.

Prof.Prosch, Celter des bakterlologlschen
Untersuchungsamtes Trier CDodern
principles for combating Typhus (pam-
phlet).

10. Gans, 'Pharmazeutlsches Institut
"Frankfurt a. (D. Serum against swine
feuer, septic pneumonia of calues,
poultry cholera; flntidysentery serum.
Rud.fl. Hartmann ^ Berlin S., Gitschiner
Strasse 65 CDaschinenfabrik, Eisen-
u. (Detallgiesserei. Spec.: Apparatuses
for the destruction and commercial util-
isation of all kinds of animal remains.
Hellsberg (Ostpreussen) Serum Insti-
tute. Swine feuer serum and pure
cultures of erysipelas.

Staatllches Hyglenlsches Institut Ham-
burg Illustrations and preparations
showing the origin and cure of bron-
chitis according to Prof. Dunbar.
(Dedizinalabteilung des Kgl. Preussi-
schen Krlegsministeriums Berlin
Illustration of the spread of abdominal
typhus in European armies.

) Por statistical tables see grp. 140.
Statistics regarding duration of life,
births and deaths.

P. & (D. tautenschlager « Berlin n. 24
Pirst special factory for hospital and
laboratory fittings, sterilisers, bacterio-
logical apparatuses. (Dodel of a bac-
teriological laboratory, transportable
typhus laboratory.

E. teltz ^ Berlin 1 microscope, stand A.
for all purposes of bacteriological re-
search. 1 lense microscope.
Obermedizinalrat Dr. torenz Darm-
stadt The method used in the Grand
Duchy of Hesse to suppress swine feuer.
Parbwerke uorm. IDelster tucius «
Briining Hochst a. 05. Sero-thera-
peutic and bacteria preparations as
well as illustrations of places where
they were made.
E. Olerck, Chemlsche Pabrlk und bakte*
riologlsches Taboratorium Darmstadt

Branches in Oloscow and London;
0)erck & Co., Dew iJork and St. Louis.
All chemicals required in medicinal
pharmaceutical use, especially alkaloids
and glucosides as well as the following
special preparations: bromipine, dio-
nine, jodopine, styptizine-tannoform,
tropacolaine, ueronal, 30 per cent pure
hydrogen peroxide, further highly effi-
cient diphtheria curatiue serum, strepto-
coc sesrum, pneumococ scrum, anthrax
serum, thyreoid serum, jequiritol and
jcquiritol serum; all reagent tests for
medicinal, pharmaceutical and technical
purposes; chemical preparations for
microscopical, bacteriological and pho-
tographical use as well as preparations
for producing incandescent gas light,
preparations for the textile, firework,
perfumery, zymological and similar
industries.
Podewils’ Tabriken Augsburg G.m.b.H.
pachfolgcru.'Podewlls’Fakalfenextrakt-
fabriken A.G. In 0}unchen, gegr. 1881
Working up of refuse matter, slaughter
house refuse, blood, corpses, leather
cuttings, fecal matter, &c. During the
course of the year ouer 30 plants after
"Podewils system hauc been laid down,
amongst others in Hamburg, Dresden,
{Dunchen, Odessa, "Fray Bentos, Zurich,
’s Grafenshage, Uienna, Graz.
Riet8chelaHcnncb«rg=4cBerlin-Drcsden^
tactory for technical hygienicappliances.
Speciality: Sterilisers for sterilising ex-
pectoration, fecal matter, expectorating
flasks, bed pans, bandages, &c.
CD. Schanze, 'Felnmechanlker Leipzig
(Dicrotom, model B 30 with 3 kniues and
1 kniue holder. See grps. 19 and 74
p. 379 and 415.
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3615

3616

3617

3618

3619

3620

3621

Chemische rabrih auf flhtien (uornu
C.Schering) Berlin 17. bounded 1854

by C. Schering, Li-

mited Co. since 1871.
employs about 750

i workmen and a
'staff of 125 per-

sons in 2 large
establishments.—
tOares required in

(Dedicine, "Pharmacy, "Photography and
Technical Industries manufactured in

purest quality Awards at all important
expositions. The factory also supplies
especially durable photographic "Paper,

flntistreptococ serum, tested by gouern-
ment for the efficacious combating of all

illnesses caused by streptococs, for in-

stance, scarlet fewer, puerperal fewer,

rheumatism in the joints. "Diphtheria

curatiwe serum, highly efficient, tested

by the Gowernment. Utensils for dis-

infecting with formaline gas, patented
in all countries and awarded numerous
prizes, for the disinfection of rooms
without remowing the furniture and
fittings.

Oskar Schimmel & Co., A.-6. * Chemnitz
(Daschinenfabrik. Tounded 1861.

600 workmen. Appliances for steam,
washing and disinfection establish-

ments according to own method.

10. & H. Seibert, Optisches Institut

tOetzlar and Berlin "Factoi^ of

optical instruments of precision,

special microscopes for bacteriolo-

gists, mineralogical and other pur-

poses. exhibits: 1 large microscope
for bacteriology with 2 oculars and
3 objectiwes.

Serumgesellschaft m. b, H. Berlin-

Candsberg a. (0.^ Septizidine for swine
fewer and hog cholera.

Tierarztliche Abteilung des Kgl. lOurt-
tembergischen (Dedizinalkollegiums *
Stuttgart * Process for the suppression
of swine fewer.

Carl Zeiss, Optische COerkstatte "Jena

1 binocular microscope, 1 micro-

scope.

Group 14L

CDunicipal Improucment.

Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt * Berlin

aj 4 paintings of model plants water
supplies, b) 3 paintings of model

plants for purifying waste water, i

c) model of a dwelling, d) Diagram of

the methods of water supply in the
different towns of Germany, the re-

mowal of refuse as well as figures
concerning mortality and births.

Statistisches Amt der Stadt Dresden 3622
* Comparison of the attendance at the

Public Baths of different towns and
their water supply.

H. Brink, Armeeiieferant In ^llitarfahr* 3623
zeugen ^ Kassel ^ established 1869.
Conweyances, machines and arrange-
ments for the hygienic remowal of dust,
street cleaning, watering, remowal of

mud and snow, patent hollow axles
and stocks.—School room fittings,

forms to lift up for the hygienic
cleaning of the floor, wentilation plant
for gymnasiums, &c. Complete school
fittings in accordance with all hygienic
requirements.

Siemens & Halske Ozone apparat-
uses of different sizes for scientific

and industrial purposes.—Ozone water
works for reliable sterilisation of water

3624

for a central supply

In this group the municipalities of the

following towns are also included in

the German Hygiene exhibition (see

exhibition of towns p. 381 and 502):

Barmen. 3625

Bautzen. 3626

Berlin. 3627

Bonn. 3628

Breslau. 3629

Bromberg. 3630

Coin a. Ah. 3631

Dortmund. 3631a

Dresden. 3632

Prankfurt a. CD. 3633

Halle a. S. 3633a

Kassel. 3634

Kiel. 3635

Kottbus. 3636

Leipzig. 3637

CDunchen. 3638

Strassburg I. e. 3638a

COiesbaden. 3639

COiirzburg. 3640
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3641

3642

3643

3644

3645

3646

3647

3648

3649

3650

3651

b) exhibit of the Imperial lnsurance|Office and the
Imperial Statistical Office in Berlin.

Groups 129 and 135.
Rcichs-Uersicherungsamt Berlin * Ua-
bular and pictorial demonstration of the
legisiatiue measures, management, iegal
terminoiogv and statistics of German
workmen’s insurance. Printed matter.
Kaiseri. Statistisches flmt, Beriin
Statisticai works on the economicai
and sociai condition of the German
nation, workmen’s statistics, sick in-
surance, and printed matter.
Bieiefeidt, Geh. Reg.-Rat in the Imperiai
Insurance Office Workmen’s insu-
rance, and nationai health reports.
Prof. Hartmann, Geh. Reg.-Rat in the
Reichs-Uersicherungsamt Protection
against accidents, and inspection of
hygienic working conditions.
T>r. Klein, Reg.-Rat in the Reichs-Uer-
sicherungsamt 1. Statistics of work-
men s insurance; 2. Collected essays
on workmen’s insurance.

Knappschafts-Berufsgenossenschaft,
Berlin Pictorial (fescription of the
“Bergmannsheii” Hospitals at Bochum
and Bergmannstrost in Haile.
CDanagement of the Berlin Red Cross
Ambulance Society Pictorial and sta-
tistical description of the Berlin am-
bulance stations.

Candes-Uersicherungsamt of the Pro-
vince of Brandenburg, Berlin * Draw-
ings and descriptions of the consump-
tive homes for women at Kottbus near
Kolkwitz. Chree framed drawings, the
rest in the album.
tandes-Uersicherungsamt of the Pro-
vince of Hanover Pictoriai descrip-
tion and plans of the convalescent
homes at Stiibeckshorn.
Candes-Uersicherungsamt of the Han-
seatic Towns, Cubeck Pictorial de-
scription with plans and drawings of
the convalescent and invalid home at
Gross-Hansdorf.
Prof. Dr. Lass, Reg.-Rat in the Reichs-
Uersicherungsamt Workmen’s insu-

rance. 1. Its origin and social signi-
ficance; 2. its organisation and results.
Dr. Leo, Reg.-Rat in the Kaiseri. Statisti-
schen Amt >= Organisation of the official
workmen’s statistics for Germany.
Prof. Dr. CDayet, Reg.-Rat in the Kaiseri.
Statistischen Amt 1. Statistics of
sick insurance; 2. essays on statisticai
subjects, mostly agrarian.

Ortskrankenkasse, Leipzig Pictorial
description of the “Augustusbad” con-
valescent home, and of the convales-
cent homes and hospitals at Glees-
berg, Porstel, and Stotteritz.

Dr. Pietsch, Reg.-Rat in the Reichs-Uer-
sicherungsamt Statistics of invali-
dity insurance.

“See-Berufsgenossenschaft,” Hamburg
Pictorial description of safety ap-

pliances on German transatlantic
steamers.

Landes-Uersicherungsamt of the country
of piuringia, Weimar Pictorial de-
scription of the invalid home at Gtzei-
bach in the Saaie valley.

“Uolksheilstattenverein” of the Red
Cross, Berlin Pictorial and statisti-
cal description of the convalescent
homes in the neighbourhood of Berlin,
with plan.

Dr. Wolf-Becher and Dr. Rudolf Lenn-
hoff of Berlin The aims, method and
results of the German convalescent
homes.

Dr. Zacher, Geh. Reg.-Rat in the Reichs-
Uersicherungsamt A description of
the system of workmen’s insurance
in separate pamphlets: 1. Germany;
2. Other countries.

Prof. Dr. Zahn, Reg.-Rat in the Kaiseri.
Statistischen Amt I. Workmen’s in-
surance and national economy; 2. Or-
ganisation and results of the German
workmen’s insurance, with appendix;
3. the protection of the German work-
men; 4. Statistical essays on economical
and sociai subjects.

c) Gxhibit of the Royal Prussian CDinistry for Trade
n and Industry.
n Groups 135, 136, 138 and 139.U See (Dining and (Detallurgy p. 492 and 493. Cl
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2. Single groups-

Group 138.
General progressiue mouements.
exhibit of the united railway

systems of the Kingdom of "Prussia

and the Grand "Duchy of Hesse-

Sec Transportation p. 473.

Group 141.
CDunicipal Improuement.

"Prof. (Dax Laugcr Karlsruhe Artistic
fountain in pottery constructed on ou>n
system for municipai parks, school
gardens, &c. See grps. 14, 37 and 46
p. 401, 446-448 and 465.
(Dagistrat der Stadt Augsburg
a) "Plan and photographs of municipal
baths; b) Photograph of the shower bath
at the “lahobertor;” inauguratiue ad-
dress with description on the grounds.
CDagistrat der Stadt Barmen a) De-
scription of main rain-water and sewage
drains (with plans); b) Section of double
conduit, only arrangement of separat-
ing (drawings); c) Two portfolios with
drawings of separate constructions
and standards for separating system;
d) Waterworks, Reseruoir (drawings);
e) CDunicipai Hydropathic and swim-
ming baths (pians and drawings); f)

“Realgymnasium” (drawings and pho-
tographs); g) Dationai school in the
Kleestrasse (drawings).
Stadtrat der Stadt Bautzen ^ (Dodel
of the town of Bautzen, provincial
capitai of the (Dargrauiate of Ober-
lausitz, Saxony. 30,000 inhabitants,
exceedingly picturesque situation on
the Spree, with many fine memoriai
buildings from the middle ages. Im-
portant industrial enterprises: Weigang
Bros., largest art lithographic works in

Germany(52automatic printing presses)
for cigar box covers, cigarette packings,
fruit and wine labels, exports to ail

parts of the world. (Danufacture of
fancy and coloured papers. Waggon
and machine works “Acticn-Gesell-
schaft vorm. Busch.” Railway carriages
for full and narrow gauge, tram-cars,
motor cars, steam fire engines, iron
foundry. United paper works. Tapers
for autotypy, copper plate printing,
illustrations, music printing, and co-

loured papers for artistic printing.
‘‘Konig Albert” copper works (C. G.

Tietzen’s son-in-iaw); sheet copper,
bowls, locomotive fire-boxes. Cloth
factory Ltd. Co.; novelties in gentle-
men’s clothing, combed yarn, cheviot
and knitting yarn. CDechanical weav-
ing works Bautzen Ltd. Co.; jute
spinning and weaving, packing linen
and sacks for cement, sugar, &c. Stelzer
works for tin enamelling and punching,
enamelled house and kitchen utensils,
and medical bowls and vessels.
CDagistrat der Kgi. Haupt- und Resi-
denzstadt Berlin * a) Reliefmap of
Berlin and its surroundings; b) Plan
of radial-system Ro. 1 showing sewage
system; c) (Dodel of parts of the ir-

rigation field; d) (Dodel of a sewer-
-cleaning apparatus; e) Disinfecting in-

stitution (photographs and appliances);
f) Water-works: model, perspective view
of the water-works, at (Duggelsee, £ich-
tenberg, Tegel, Charlottenburg, Bel-
forter Strasse, and Tempelhofer Berg;
gl (Dodel of the “Oberbaum” bridge;
h) Ten photographs of Berlin bridges;
n Tire station and registrar’s office,

Pischerbriicke (drawings); k) School in
the Christianiastrasse (drawing, photo-
graphs and model); I) School in the
Grenzstrasse (drawings, photographs,
and models or the whole, of a bay,
of pillar joinings, and of the chief
entrance); m) School in the Wicief-
strasse (models of the facade of the
school building and of tHe dwelling
house, models in relief); n) School
in the Waldemarstrasse (drawing);
o) School in the Waldenserstrasse
(drawings and model of the entrance);

p) School in the Wilmsstrasse (draw-
ings, photographs and model of the
facade of the dwelling house)

; q) School
in’ the Rigaer Strasse (photographs);
r) School in the Dunckerstrasse (pho-
tograph); s) Two Artizans schools
(drawings, models of the whole, and of
an entrance); t) Refuge hail, Pried-
richshain (photograph).
(Dagistrat der Stadt Bernburg
(Dunicipal brine baths (strongest in

Germany), Pump room, bridge over
the Saale, and refrigerator buildings.
(Dagistrat der Stadt Bielefeld ^
Plans of the ” XI. Biirgerschule,” built in

1901 at a cost of 230,000 marks. Gym-
nasium in the ground floor and base-
ment; shower baths and milk kitchen
in basement.
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CDagIstrat der Stadt Bonn * eight
synoptical plans of the historical dcue-
lopment of the town of Bonn.
nJaglstrat der Kgl. Haupt* und Resl-
denzstadt Breslau a) Portfolio of
statistical descriptions of the school
system; b) Pestalozzi School (ground
plan, eleuation, and perspective)

; c)

national school in the Purstenstrasse
(ground plan, section, and perspective)

;

d) Intermediate school for boys, Teich-
ackern (ground plan, eleuation, and per-
spective); e) evangelical girls school of
St. Katherine (ground plan, elevation,
and wall paintings); f) eiizabeth “gym-
nasium” ground plan, elevation and
section, and perspective)

; g) Description
of botanical school garden; h) Descrip-
tion of gardening plot for national
school children; i) Description and
photograph of schools for cookery and
housekeeping; k) municipal school-
-museum(diapositivcsj; I)PIan of orga-
nisation of the municipal night and
trade schools (a book, manuscript).
CDagIstrat der Stadt Bromberg
Detailed drawings and models of the
double pipes for the separating system
of the present sewerage.
CDagIstrat der Stadt Charlottenburg
CDodel of the public library and reading
room 1 : 25. Comprehensive view of
the art industrial and handicraft
school. "Plans of gas works II. Pictorial
description of the gas supply system.
Plan of the development of the lighting
system of the town.
Der Rat der Stadt Chemnitz * Chief
centre of the machine and textile in-
dustries of Saxony. Plans of the town;
the market place, monuments, and
parks. School of cookery. Dursery
garden. Reservoirs.
CDaolstratder Stadt C3In a.Rh.^ a) Water
ujorks (plans of pumping stations and
of the system of mains 1 : 10,000,
curves of working, photographs)

; b) Plan
of the town with description of its
development and hygienic appliances,
and panorama seen from the Rhine; c)
Slaughter house and cattle market
(plans, models of the slaughter house
for hogs, refrigerator ancT the large
abbatoirs, with description. Total cost
of erection 6,017,000 marks. Largest
in the Rhine province); d) CDodel of
waggon for clearing away refuse without
uncleanliness: price 1,000 to 1,200
marks: the waggon is closed in on
every side with self acting openings
to receive the refuse.

Grossherzogliche Burgermeisterei der
Haupt- unci Residenzstadt Darmstadt

a) CDiddle school in the Bessunger
quarter (Pacades and ground plan);
b) Industrial school for boys (ground
plan).

CDagIstrat der Stadt Dortmund
a) Water colour sketch and photogra-
phic views of the restored old “Rat-
haus” (Stadtbaurat KuHrich, architect);
b) CDodel of a part of the irrigation
field 1 to 300, or 1 to 150; c) Gobelins
in the Rathaus. (See W. Ziesch & Co..
Berlin SO.

Der Rat zu Dresden a) Architectural
development of the town of Dresden
(plan, nineteen sheets descriptive of
the water work^; b) Section of a street
(two sheets)

; cl expenses of street elean-
ing (plan); d) Knacking yard (model
of the machine room, photographs of
buildings, departments, and tables con-
nected with them, &c. productions of
the institution striking bolt for killing
dogs); e) Time tables, pictorial de-
scriptions, geographical home know-
ledge and photographic views of the
workshops, holiday homesand childrens
homes, of school life, &c. Description
of sanitary system,

CDagIstrat der Stadt Duisburg
Kaiserberg with gardens and play-
grounds. Drawings and photographs,
extensive gardens in which 12,000
children are collected on national patri-
otic holidays to play, and are fed.

CDagIstrat der Stadt DOsseldorf
Interior of the lecture hall of a higher
school for boys. Plan of the town and
drawings descriptive of the drainage.
Sewage farms. Improvements of the
wharfage on the Rhine.

CDagIstrat der Stadt Glberfeld
Description of several new buildings
for national and higher schools. Wall
paintings by Professor Spatz of the
“ Real-Gymnasium.” Photographs of the
suspended railway between Glberfeld
and Barmen.

CDagIstrat der Stadt Prankfurt a. CD.
Drawings of the Prankfort water
works system; b) of the Prankfort fil-

tration works; c) Plan of the breaches
in the old town; d) Laying out plan
of the “Kiesheide” district; e) Draw-
ings of school buildings in Prankfort;
f) Water colour, the town hall, Prank-
Jort; g) Album of photographs of the
Prankfort rublish carts.

1
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CDagIstrat der Stadt 66rlttz ^ Relief
map of GSrlitz in layers of miiimeter
thickness.

(Dagistrat des Stadtkreises 6uben
"Framed drawings of water works,
a) "Plan of situation showing system of
mains, bl "Profile of the district,

c) 6rouncl plan and profile of the
pumping station.

CDagIstrat der Stadt Halberstadt
"Public baths. "Drawings. Built in 1899
at a cost of 300,000 marks, newest
arrangements of cubicules, shower
baths. Hot air and steam baths. Suitable
works to a town of medium size.

CDagIstrat der Stadt Haile a. d. Saale y^t

a) CDodel of the Kaiser COlIhelm CDemo-
rial b) CDodel of the Zoological Garden,
c) CDodel of a filtring station.

CDaalstrat derKgl.Haupt- undResidenz-
stadt Hannouer a) Gardens and
pleasure grounds (two plans), b) CDuni*
cipal school museum (one uolume).
c) Reports, school programmes, &c. (one
uolume). d)'PubIic baths (four drawings).
e) "PIan of building extension (one sheet).
f) Register of the national-school system
(one uolume). g) Ordinances and decrees
school (one uolume). h) Tire brigade:
hydrant waggon, gas fire-engine, steam
fire-engine.

CDagIstrat der Stadt Hlldeshelm «
a) School building Hildesheim, (framed
photographs), bl Special exhibit of the
Hildesheim Handicraft School for boys
(descriptiue tables, photographs of the
class rooms, board with display of work
produced by the boys, and a selection
of other school work, and printed
matter).

CDagIstrat dec Residenzstadt Kassel y¥

a) ^odel and plans of the filtering

stations. Station for the mechanical
purifying of drainage water, feces includ-
ed. Simple management, low cost of
working and good results. (Siluer medal,
"Paris 1900.) b) School house specially
constructed for the instruction of
mentally abnormal children (“Hilfs-
schule.”)

CDagIstrat dec Stadt Kiel y^ a) CDodels
of stceet'Cleaning appliances. 1 : 5 (dust
carts, watering carts, sweeping,
machines combined with sprinklers).
b) Gas works, COik (photograph of the
coalyard), c) COaterworks, Schulensee
(model of the system of purifying from
iron, drawing and photograph of the
works, drawing of the hauling and

purifying departments), d) COater tower
Rauensberg (drawing ancl photograph).
CDagIstrat der Stadt Kottbus Sewerage
pumping station: a) Bird’s eye uiew of
the whole showing the riuer Spree
and filter bed. b) Ground plan of the
power station.

Stadt Leipzig a) Hochbauamt: 1. Rew
“Rathaus” (perspectiue section and
ground plan). 2. Royal Conseruatorium
of music (uiew, perspectiue section
and ground plan). 3. Hospital Dosen
(perspectiue of the whole, and plan of
situation). 4. CUaisenhaus, uiew and
plan of site. 5. Tenth district school
(perspectiue uiew). 6. Central school-
-garden (photograph). 7. School gym-
nastics (photograpIH. b) Tiefbauamt:
1. Thirteen plans of the suruey of an
area of the town of 3,500 hectares in

extent. 2. Dine plans of the municipal
filtration beds for drain water (70,000
cubic metres daily) and three plastic
descriptions of the chemical and bac-
teriological composition of the drainage
water.

CDagIstrat der Stadt CDagdeburg ^
a) Uiews of the town of CDagdeburg (three
paintings), b) "Public gardens and parks
(plans of suruey, drawings and photo-
graphs).

CDagIstrat der Stadt CDaInz 4c a) "Post-

folio of uiews, ground plans and sections
of uarious Rational school buildings in
the town of CDainz. b) Cight photo-
graphs and drawings (wood-framed
ground plans and uiews of uarious
school buildings), c) Seuen plans of the
Crematorium.
CDagIstrat der Stadt CDannheim *
a) Harbour works, suruey plan of the
whole, with special reference to the
municipal industrial wharfs. Latter
built 1897—1903, at a cost of about
seuen million marks, b) Building-zone
plan.

n^agistrat der Stadt CDetz.

CDagIstrat der Kgl. Haupt- und Residenz-
stadt CDGnchen * Karl CDGlIer’s Peoples
Bath (endowed) perspectiue and turning
stands with fifteen tables, b) Plan of

the architectural deuelopment of CDunich.
cl Cemetaries (plans of situation,
drawings and uiews). d) Photographs
and drawings of school buildings,
model of the “Stieler” school, turning
stands with photographs and uiews.
e) Statistical material.

Stadtmaglstrat RQrnberg 4> School
house in the BIsmarckstrasse (pen and
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ink drawing), b) School house on the
(Delanchthonplatz (pen and ink draw-
ing). c) School house in the 6oethe-
strasse (photograph and drawing of
the ground plan), d) School house in
the Knauerstrasse (pen and ink draw-
ing and ground plan), e) School house in
the 'Findelgasse (photograph), f) School
house in the Hoizgartenstrasse (photo-

9) of school “barrack.”
’hotographs of school kitchens.

(Daglstrat der Stadt Plauen I. U.

1.

^jauen. Road viaduct over the Syratal.
Solid arch of ninety metres span,
erected at a cost of 500,000 marks.
2. Town-park, "Plauen.

(Dagistrat der Stadt Strassburg i. 6.
a] Tour tables: caruiims and deco-

rative smith work, b) three tables:
modelling and turned work, c) Tive
tables: cabinet-makers’ and turners’
work, and flat carving, d) Knitting
frames, e) Three tables of drawings
and two of photographs.
Stadtschultheissenamt Stuttgart 1.

Relief of the town of Stuttgart and en-
virons, with projected extensions. Con-
dition in 1903. 2. Stuttgart, municipal
workmens’ dwelling houses, compre-
hensive pictures with ground plans,
showing peculiarities. Unique group
of buildings with one, two, and three
roomed flats. Cost of erection 450,000
marks. 3. School buildings, Stuttgart,
comprehensive views with ground pfans.
a) “ Wilhelmsrealschule;” combination
of school, gymnasium, and school courts
expedient under difficult conditions of
ground; gas heating, b) “Ostheimer”

School, national school ; central corridor
with conveniences for clothing. Gas
heating; school baths; picturesque si-
tuation. c) “Schwab” school, Rational
school; side corridor with extensions
for clothing; gas heating; school baths.
(Daglstrat der Stadt COlesbaden 4c

al Photographs of bath houses (baths of
the High School for girls, baths in the
Roonstrasse, of the Gutenbergschule
Blucherschule, in the Kirchhofsgasse
and the Kurhaus. c) Theatre foyer (pho
tographs and models), d) OJodels (dis
pensary of the Kurhaus, the Rerotal
the Rambachtal, fish farm, and the
Salzbach canal), e) Description of the
working of the canal. H Description of
the cleaning -of the sediment basin.
(Dagistrat der Stadt Worms

|
4c Work-

men’s dwelling houses. Worms, of
the commonwealth building society,
erected by municipal aid since 1897. One
storied building with overhanging attics,
garden plot. Drawings.
Stadtmaglstrat Wurzburg 4c i. Two
plans of the development of the capital
and university town of Wurzburg (Ba-
varia). 75,496 inhabitants, 3,216 hect-
ares area. 2. Two maps with graphic
description of the vineyard areas, their
productiveness, the sale prices of the
wines of the “Burgerspital” from 1876
to 1901. 3. Ground division map of
Wurzburg showing a) the wine pro-
ducing surface, and o) the vineyard
property of the municipally managed
charitable establishment, the “Hospice
(Burgerspital) of the Holy Ghost.”

See advertisements p. 8.
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Gcrman-ryrolcsc flips.
Designer: Hermann Knauer Berlin CO., Uiktoria-tuise-Dlatz 9.

execution: Boswau & Knauer, G. m. b. H. Berlin CO., Uiktoria-tuise-PIatz 9.

The arrangement follows an original system which has already taken prizes at
the following exhibitions among others: Industrial exhibition at Berlin in 1896,
rhuringian exhibition of trades and industries of 1897, German Building ex-
hibition at Dresden in 1900, t’expositlon uniuerselle de "Paris 1900, International
exhibition of fire brigade and rescue at Berlin in 1901, and the trades, industrial
and art exhibition atDusseldorf in 1902. The ascents, foregrounds, panoramas, &c.,

are also arranged on original systems.

The following artists, business houses
and exhibitors haue contributed to the

exhibit :

"Prof. los. Rummelspacher * Berlin
Panoramas, Dioramas and landscapes.
See grp. 37 p. 457.

Schaeffer at COaIcker Berlin Dairy
fountain and enchanted grotto.

€mll Gobbers Diisseldorf Repre-
sentation of the original “Passion play”
of Oberammergau by means of elec-

trically projected paintings.

Deutsche flutomatengesellschaft StoII-
werck & Co. Coin on Rh. Automatic
orchestra and automatic machines. See
p. 416.

Stange & CUagner ^ Berlin Placards
and postcards.

There is also in the German-Tyrolese
flips a separate exhibition of paintings

by the Candesuerband fOr Premden*
uerkehr in Clrol and which haue been
sent in by the following artists or

exhibitors.

PranzuonDefreggeritc CDunchen l.“epi-
sode in the defence of the Tyrol in the
war of independence (1809).” 2. “fl call

to arms (1809).” 3. “Speckbacher and
his son (1809).” 4. “The landlord of
Tharer (1809).” 5. “Pilgrim in the Tyrol.”
See p. 590.

(Dathlas Schmid ^ CDunchen 1. “The
robbers of the air.” 2. “The letter car-
rier.” 3. “Before the feast.” 4. “fl lonely
height.” See p. 394.

Prau Rose Schmld-Gorlnger itc “Portrait
of herself.”

7.U)opfner!ttl.“To the rescue.” 2. “Land-
scape study on the Isar.” 3.“On theChiem-
see.” 4. “excursion near Ober-Bozen.”
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fl. Introductory articles concerning the
uarious Trade, Industrial, a^c. branches and

° classification of exhibits.

Introductory articles.

Cl
Agriculture
Art, German 152
Art Industry 1 kr
Book Industry:

1. economical and Technical as-

2 8^".* ;• 166
2- Mrtistic considerations 175

Chemical Industry, German 193
Cities, German 353
educational (Datters, German:

1- Introduction
j J5

2 . Uniuerslties, Technical *

bolieges*
and other scientific Institutions . 116
A. General Suruey jjg
B. Scientific Chemistry in Ger-

many
j 22

C. "Physics and kindred Sciences 1 28
5* gl®l?9V 131
c. (Dedicine

3. Upper and tower Schools .... 145
eiectrotechnics 256
embroidery, Spachtel,' tambour* and
tace Industries in Germany 244 I

engineering
Pood, Articles of
forestry in the German "empire
German empire. The, and its popu-
mtion at the commencement of the
Twentieth Century . , .

German State Building , !
.* .*

!

‘ ‘ '

Glass Industry and Ceramics ....
Hygiene
CDachinery

[ [ . .

‘ ‘

CDetal Hardware
1 ]

* ,"

*

(Dining, German .*!!!**"
(Dotor Cars

. . . „ .

‘

(Dusical Instruments
"Photography and Photo-mechanical*
printing processes

Hallways
' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ '

Textile Industry ^

*

Toys .*..*.*

(Dine culture, the oiine* trade, and the*
manufacture of sparkling CDines . .

Working classes. Protection of
tUorkmen’s Insurance

Page

200
294
309

1

105
226
345
250
219
318
263
186

181
267
236
214

297
328
338

Department A. education.
Group L elementary education 363-389
toroup 2. Secondary education 363-388
Group 3. Higher education . . . 363-388G^up 4. Special education in Pine
Hrts 363-388

Group 5. Special education in Aqri-
culture 479Group 6. Special education in Com-
merce and Industry 363-388

Group 7. education of "Defectiues 363-388
Groi^ 8. Special forms of education— Text-books— School furniture and
School appliances; ScientiHc Sxpe-

363-399

Classification.

Department B. Pine Arts.
Group 9. Paintings and Drawings .

^ ^ 390-395. 399. 433
Group 10. engrauingsandtithographs

^ o .
395. 396. 399. 433Group 11. Sculpture

396-398. 400. 401. 430. 433*. *4*35.* 436Group 12. Architecture . . . 398. 399. 401Group 14. Original objects of Art
workmanship 401 . 402. 431 . 433. 434. 436

Department C. Liberal Arts.

Group 15. Typography.—Uarious print-
ing processes 402-405
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Page

6roup 16. ’Photography
405-407. 411. 412. 488

Group 17. Books and Publications—
Book binding 407-412. 488

Group 18. CDaps and apparatus for

Geography, Cosmography, Topogra-
phy 363-388. 41 1. 412. 488

Group 19. Instruments of precision,
physicai apparatus, &c. Coins and
medais 363-388.412-415

Group 20. CDedicine and Surgery . .

363-388. 416. 473
Group 21. CDusicai Instruments 416. 417
Group 22. Theatre Appliances and
equipment 417

Group 23. Chemical and Pharmaceut-
ical Arts . 363-388. 417-427. 431. 432

Group 24. CDanufacture of Paper . . 427
Group 25. Civil and CDilitary en-

gineering 427
Group 26. CDodels, plans and de-

signs for public CUorks 427. 428
Group 27. Architectural engineering 428

Page

Group 54. Threads and fabrics of
cotton 466

Group 55. Threads and fabrics of flax,

hemp, aitc., cordage 466. 467
Group 57. Silk and fabrics of silk 467
Group 58. Caces, embroidery and
Trimmings 435. 467. 468

Group 60. Leather, Boots and Shoes,
Purs and Skins for clothing . . 468. 469

Group 61. Uarious industries con-
nected with clothing 469

Department e. CDachinery.
Group 62. Steam engines . . . .469. 470
Group 63. Uarious CDotors 470
Group 64. General CDachinery. .470. 471
Group 65. CDachine Tools 471

"Department P. electricity.

Group 67. CDachines for generating
and using electricity 472

Group 68. eiectro-Chemistry . . . 363-388
Group 69. electric Lighting 363-388. 472
Group 70. Telegraphy and Telephony 472
Group 71. Uarious applications of

electricity 363-388. 472

Department G.
Transportation exhibits.

Group 72. Carriages and wheelwrights.
CUork-Automobiles and Cycles 473. 474

Group 74. Railways: Yards, Stations,
Preight Houses, Terminal facilities

of all kinds 473. 474
Group 75. CDaterial and equipment
used in the mercantile CDarine 474. 475

Group 76. CDaterial and equipment of

Haual Services; Daval warfare . . . 475
Group 77. Aerial navigation

363-388. 475. 476

Department H. Agriculture.
Group 78. Parm equipments—CDethod

of Improving Lands .... 476. 479. 480
Group 80. Pertilizers 476
Group 81. Tobacco 480. 488
Group 83. Theory of Agriculture. Agri-

cultural Statistics . .476. 477. 488. 489
Group 84. Uegetable Pood products.—
Agricultural Seeds 477. 488

Group 85. Animal Pood products . .

480. 481. 488
Group 86. equipment and methods
employed in the preparation of foods 481

Group 87. ParinaceousPoods and their

derivatives 481
Group 88. Bread and Pastry . 481. 482
Group 89. Preserved CDeat, Pish, Uege-

tables and Pruit 482. 489
Group 90. Sugar and Confectionery.
Condiments and Relishes 482. 488. 489

Group 31.

Group 32.

Group 33.

Department D. CDanuf actures.
Group 28. Stationary 437
Group 29. Cutlery 437. 438
Group 30. Silversmith’s and Gold-
smith’s CUare

430. 431. 434. 436. 438-440
Jewelry 43 1 . 432. 434. 436. 440
Clock and CUatch making

432. 436. 441
Productions in marble, bronze,

cast and wrought iron
434. 436. 441-444

Group 34. Brushes, fine leather ar-

ticles, fancy articles and basket
work 432. 444

Group 36. Toys 444. 445
Group 37. Decoration and fixed fur-

niture of buildings and dwellings .

434. 445-457
Group 38. Office and household fur-

niture 434.435.457-459
Group 39. Stained Glass 459. 460
Group 41. Hardware 432. 460
Group 42. Paper Hangings . . .460. 461
Group 43. Carpets, Tapestries and

fabrics for Upholstery . . 435. 461-463
Group 44. Upholsterers’ decorations 463
Group 45. Ceramics 463-465
Group 47. Glass and Crystal . .465. 466
Group 48. Apparatus and processes

for Heating and Uentilation 466
Group 49. Apparatus and methods,
not electrical, for lighting 466

Group 53. equipment and processes
used in sewing and making wear-
ing apparel 466
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Page
Group 92. COincs and Brandies 483-486
Group 93. Syrups and tlqueurs—

Distilled Spirits. Commerciai fllco-

^ V.* V ^86. 487
Group 94. Fermented Beverages 487. 488
Group 95. Inedible flgriculturai Pro-

^ ducts 488
Group 96. Insects and their pro-
ducts—Piant diseases 488

Group 97. Horses and CDuies 489

Department K. Porestry.
Group 112. Appliances and processes
used in Porestry 490

Group 113. Products of the cultivation
of forests and of Porest Industries

^ 488. 490
Group 114. Appliances for gathering

iviid crops and products obtained . 488

Departmentt. OJines and (Detaliurgy.
Group 115. COorhing of mines, Ore
beds and Stone quarries . . . 491. 493

Group 116. CDinerals and Stones, and
their utilization 432. 433. 488. 493. 495

Group 117. (Dines, models, maps, pho-
tographs 49]

Group 118. (Detallurgy * 494
Group 119. Literature of (Dining, (De-

tallurgy, &c 492. 494

B. Alphabetical List of the exhibitors.

Page
Department (D. Pish and Game.

Group 120. Hunting equipment. 488. 490
Group 121. Products of Hunting 488. 490
Group 123. Pishing equipment and
products 488
Department D. Anthropologie.

Group 127. ethnology 488
Group 128. ethnography 488
Department 0. Social economy.

Group 129. Study and investigation of
social and economic conditions . . . 501

Group 135. Provident Institutions 492. 501
Group 136. Housing of the (Oorking
Classes 492. 495

Group 137. Phe Liquor Question .... 495
Group 138. General Betterment (Dove-
ment 473^ 492

Group 139. Charities and Correction
493. 495-497

Group 140. Public Health 497-500
Group 141. (Dunicipai Improvement

500. 502-505
Department P. Physical Culture.

Group 142. Training of the Child and
Adult. Theory and Practice . . 363-388

Group 143. Games and Sport for Chil-
dren and Adults 363-388

Group 144. equipment for Games and
Sports 363-388

Q Collective exhibits.

Chemical Industry (Chemische Indu-
strie) 7

Galvanic Reproductions of German
Silver (Oork (Galvanische Hachbil-
dungen deutschen Silbergerats) . . . 439

(Dusic ((Dusik) 410
Perfumery (Parfumerie)

] 425
Toy Industry of Sonneberg (Spiel-
warenindustrie, Sonneberger) .... 444

'Joint exhibits.

Aerial navigation (Luftschiffahrt) . . . 475
Agricultural experimenting Station

(Landivirtschafti. Uersuchsanstait) . 489
Agriculture (Landioirtschaftsiuesen) . . 476
A^iculture,DomainsandPorests, Royal
Prussian (Dinistry for (Landivlrt-
schaft, Domanen und Torsten, Konig-
lich Preussisches (Dinisterium fur . 478

Amber Industry (Bernsteinindustrie) . 431
Anarctic expedition (SUdpoiar-expedi-

tion)

Arts, fine (Kunst, bildende) !!.!.. .* 390
Book Industry (Buchgeiverbe) 402
Colonial exhibition (Kolonialivesen) ..411

Diseases, Combating of (Seuchenbe-
kampfung)

education (Unterrichtsujesen) 363
Pood Industry (nahrungsmittelindu-

^ strie)

Porestry (Danagement: Royal Prussian
(Porstverivaltung, Koniglich Preussi-
sche Staats-J 490

German-eastarrican Protectorate
(Deutsch-Ostafrika, Schutzgebiet) . . 488

German State Building (Deutsches
Haus) 359

German-Tyrolese Alps (Deutsch-Tirofer
fl>P«n)
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"Page "Pag^

Hospitals for Consumptiues (Cungcn- 'Precious CDctal Industry, Hanau (€del-

heilstatten) 495 mctallindustrie, Hanau) 430
Hygiene (Hygiene) . . 41 5. 41 6. 426- 428. 494 "Public Works, Royal Prussian (Dinistry

Imperial Insurance Office and Imperial for (Offentliche flrbeiten, Koniglich
Statistical Office (Reichs-Uersiche- Preussisches CDinisterium der) . . . 427
rungsamt und Kaiserliches Statist!- Railways: of the Royal Prussian and
sches flmt) 501 Grand "Ducal Hessian States (Gisen-

Kiinstlerinnen und Kunstfreundinnen, bahn: Uereinigte Koniglich Preussi-
Uerein der, Berlin 433 sche und Grossherzoglich Hessische

tace and Embroidery Industry, Plauen Staatseisenbahnuerwaltung) . . 416. 473
(Spitzen-u.Stickereiindustrie,PIauen) 467 Schools (Schuliuesen) 380

CDechanics and Optics (CDechanik und Trade and Industry: Royal Prussian CDi-

Optik) 373. 412 nistry for (Handei und Geioerbe, K6-
Photography—Amateur and professio- niglich Preuss. CDinisterium fur) . . 491

nal (photographie—Pach- und flma- Wines (Weine) 483
teur-) 406

Q Single exhibitors.

Page Page Page

flbegg, Prof.'Dr. Bres- uorm. H. Schelde- flllgemeineGlektrizitats-

lau 367. 417 mandel tandshut . gesellschaft Berlin .

flbt, X. CDindelheim 372. 417 359. 472
(Bayern) 441 flktiengesellschaft der flilgemeiner Knapp-

flchenbach, Andreas Chemisch. Produkten- schaftsuerein * Bo-

"Dusseldorf 390 Pabrik Pommerens- chum 492. 493
Achenbach, Oswald * dorf in Stettin . 367. 417 Allgemeine Uerlagsge-

"Diisseldorf 390 Aktiengesellschaft H P. sellschaft CDunchen 408
Ackerbauschuie Baders- Gckert Berlin-Prie- Alt, Theodor CDunchen 390

leben (Prou. Sachsen) 478 drichsberg 490 Altena i. W., Kreis . . . 495
Adam,'3ulius^ CDunchen 390 Aktiengesellschaft Pal- Alter, Cudwig "Darm-

Aeronautisches Obser- kenstein Prankfurt stadt .445. 452. 457. 461
uatorium des Kgl. CDe- a. CD. 497 Altherr, Alfred & W.
teorol.lnstitutszuBer- Aktlengesellschaftuorm. Ortlieb Berlin. . . . 445
linj*<Berlin-Reinicken- H. Gladenbeck & Sohn Altmann, Paul Berlin

dorf-West .... 373. 413 Berlin 359. 441 368. 418
Agrikulturchemische Aktiengesellschaft Amme, Giesecke & Ko-

Uersuchsstation der Cauchhammer*Cauch- negen^ Braunschweig 418
Landwirtschaftskam- hammer (Prou. Sach- Amsberg,Adolf4tAachen 432
mer fur die Prouinz sen) 362. 441 AmthorscheUerlagsbuch-
Brandenburg^'Dahme Aktiengesellschaft handlung^teipzig 382.385
(CDarki 489 Horddeutsche Stein- AnatomischeAnstaltder

Ahrens, Prof. Dr. P. B. gutfabrik^Grohnnear Uniuersitat:

Breslau 364. 417 Bremen 463. 493 Berlin 374
Akademischer Ruder- Aktiengesellschaft Breslau 374

uerein zu Berlin . . . 364 Schaeffer & Walcker Griangen 375
Aktienbrauerei zum £6- Berlin 415. 417 Gottingen 37&
wenbrau CDunchen . 487 Aktiengesellschaft fur Halle a. S 375

AktiengesellschaH fur Teer-u.Grdolindustrie Heidelberg 375
Anilin-Pabrikation Berlin . . 369—371. 418 "Jena 375'

Berlin. . . . 369-372. 417 Aktiengesellschaft “We- Konigsberg i. Pr. . . . 375
Aktiengesellschaft ser” Bremen .... 427 Leipzig 375
Apollinarisbrunnen Albers-Schonberg, Dr. CDunchen 375
Deuenahr 494 Hamburg 379 Strassburg i. G. ... 375-

Aktiengesellschaft Ari- Albrecht, Tarl Ham- Wurzburg. ....... 375
stophot*Taucha-teip- burg 390 Anders, Prof. Rich.

zig and Berlin .... 405 Albrecht-Durer-Haus Charlottenburg .... 387
Aktiengesellschaft fiir Sutterlln & Scholl Anders Andersen-Lund-

chemische "Produkte Berlin 386 by CDunchen 390
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Page

flndce', 'Johann Offen-
bach a. CD 410

flndrea, Christoph
CDuIheim a. Rh. 449. 461

flngermann, Trl. fl. *
Dresden 449. 461

flnheuser & Pehrs
Kreuznach a. Dahe . . 483

flnkermann, C. Berlin 433
Anschutz, "Prof. Dr.
Bonn-Poppelsdorf . .

364. 365. 368. 369. 418
Antarctic £pedition,Ger-
man. Chief Prof. 'Dr.

6. u. Drvgalski .... 389
Apel, CO. Gottingen 367. 418
Appel, PrI. Darmstadt

452. 453
Armbriister, Gebriider^c
Prankfurt a. CD 442

Arndt & (Darcus Berlin
441. 442. 454

Arnold & Braun Cre-
feld 361. 467

Aschendorffsche Buch-
handlung CDiinster
(^estf.)

A. Asher & Co. Berlin
AstfaIck,Conrad« Berlin

382
382

360. 456
Auer, A. Stuttgart. . 410
Augenklinik der Gross-

herzogl. Clniuersitat
Preiburg i. Br 378

Augsburger Herein fiir

Luftschiffahrt Augs-
burg 475

Ausstellung der Uer-
einigten COerkstatten
fiir Kunst im Hand-
toerk CDiinchen 400.
401. 435. 436. 438.
440. 441. 448. 459. 465

Axenfeid, Prof. 'Dr.

Preiburg i. Br 378

Bach, S. Deustadt
a. Hardt 483

Bachmann,AIfred*CDun-
chen 390

Badersleben, Ackerbau-
schule 478

Badische Anilin- und
Sodafabrik4i£udwigs-
hafen a. Rh
367. 370. 371. 418. 495

Bahr, Gustau Char-
lottenburg . . . 463. 493

Bahring, 'Julius Sonne-
berg 444

rflBce OP conrenrs

Page

Baensch,Heinrich4(£ettin
b. Haile 463

Baer, Pritz CDiinchen 390
Barenfanger, CDax

CDiinchen 395
BauerIe,CDath.)«r St.Geor-
gen,Bad.SchwarzwaId 441

Baumler, Georg ^Prank-
furt a. CD 396

Baler, J. G. * Plauen i. U. 467
Baisch, H., Dresden 390
Baldes, Carl Prank-

furt a. CD 456
Bail, A. S. Berlin 454. 457
Ballin, CD. CDiinchen

362. 448. 458
Bamberg, C. Priedenau-

Berlin 373.412
Bantzer, K. Dresden . 390
Baranek, Josef Berlin

451. 459
Bard, CDarquardt & Co.

Berlin 407
Barmer Peppich-Pabrik
Uorujerk & Co. Bar-
men . 360. 361. 449. 461

Barmer Herein fiir Ge-
meinwohl 495

Bartels, Georg Gottin-
gen . 367. 373. 412. 418

u. Bartels, Hans * CDiin-
chen 390

Barth, Joh. Ambros.
Leipzig . 364. 418. 498

Basedow, Heinrich * Ber-
lin 390

u. Bassus, K. CDunchen 475
Bastian,CharIes=4<Strass-
burg i. € 401.454

Bauer, Heinr. ^ Prank-
furt a. CD 482

Bauersachs, Cmil
Sonneberg 444

Bauersche Giesserei
Prankfurt a. CD 402

Baumbach, CDax ^Berlin 396
Baumgart, Crnst Siid-
ende b. Berlin 456

Bayerische Kunststein-
werke des CHiirttem-
bergischen Portland-
Zementwerkes, tauf-
fen a. Deckar CDiin-
chen 447

Beck, Dr. ^ Leipzig. . . 3'72

Beck, C. H. CDiinchen 387
Becker Gottingen. . . 376
Becker, Alb. CDagde-
burg 450. 460

Becker,CarI%DiisseIdorf 390
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Page

Becker, Karl, + * Berlin 390
Beckmann, Prof. Dr.
Crnst ^ Leipzig. 365.
366. 369. 370. 372. 418

Becksche, C. H., Herlags-
buchhandlung, Oskar
Beck CDunchen . . . 382

Begas,ReinhoId5tc Berlin 396
Behmer, CDarcus CDun-
chen 436

Behrend, Prof. Dr.
Hannouer .... 369. 418

Behrens, C., & Co.
Schlanstedt, Prouince
of Saxony 477

Behrens, Prof. Christian
Breslau 359.361 .362.456

Behrens, Prof. Peter
Diisseldorf

401. 411. 445. 448
Behrens, Prau, Lilli

Diisseldorf ... 401. 448
Beisswanger^ Stuttgart 3'79

Bekel, CDax Hamburg-
Barmbeck . . . . 373.412

Belaieff, CD. L. Leipzig 410
BelserscheHerlagsbuch-
handlung, Chr. Stutt-
gart 382

Bembe, A. CDainz 452. 458
Benade, Jul. Crfurt . 406
Benda, Prof.Dr. Berlin

375. 378
Benjamin, A. J. Ham-
burg 410

Benjamin & Co. Berlin 461
Benneke & Lattey
CDagdeburg ... 451. 461

Benz & Co., A.-G.
CDannheim 473

Benz &Rast^Darmstadt
453. 459

Bergbaufeld Luisenfeld,
Berlin 488. 493

Bergbaugesellschaft
“neu-Cssen” Cssen
a. R 492

Berger, A.^Dresden 438.449
Bergische Holksheilstat-
ten fur heilbare Lun-
genkranke 495

u. Bergmann, TProf. Dr.
Berlin 375

Bergmann, J.P. Wies-
baden 498

Bergmann, Julius
Karlsruhe .... 399. 454

Bergwerks-Gesellschaft
Hibernia Herne
(CHestfalen) 491
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Berhling, (Oilhelm ^
'Plauen and Pausa i.U. 467

Berlin-Brandenburgcr
Heilstattcnuercin , . . 495

Berliner, Dr. Paul
Berlin 375

Berliner Ceresinfabrik
6raab & Kranich *
Rlxdorf 426

Berliner Ciektro-Piated-
U)aren'Pabrik« Berlin 438

Berliner Holzdrahtrou-
leauxfabrik €. Boeck *
Berlin 461

Berliner Krankenmobel-
fabrik, £. Ululff &
Hohmann ^ Berlin . . 473

Berliner Uerein fur tuft*
schiffahrt 475

Bernau, CO. Berlin . .

360. 361. 463
Berner, Gugen CDiin*

chen 435. 436
Berner, Prof. €. P.
Stuttgart 438. 455

Berthold, H., fl.*G.

Berlin 403
Bertram, R, Leipzig . 410
Bertrand Dresden . .

438. 449
Bertrich, Bad 494
Bertsch,Karl*(Dunchen 448
Bertuch, fl. Berlin 362. 463
Beschor,t. 4c Hanaua.cn. 430
Bethel, Rnstalt Prei*
stadt b. Uarel 479

Beukemann, Dr. CO.

Hamburg 497
Beumers, C.fl. Diissei-
dorf. .438. 440. 441. 448

Beyer, Pheodor Dres-
den 403

Beyrer, Gduard CDiin-

chen .... 396. 400. 447
Bcyrer, Gduard, jun.

CDunchen 450
Biberfeld,flrthur4cBerlin 449
Bibliographisches Insti*

tut fCDeyer) Leipzig
403. 407

Biehringer, Prof. Dr.
Braunschweig . .369. 418

Biel, CO. 4t Itzehoe near
Hamburg 377

Bielefeldt ^ Berlin . . . 501
Bieling, Hugo Steqlitz-

Berlin . 373. 412
Bier, Prof. Dr. 4^ Bonn 376
Billing, Prof. Hermann
Karlsruhe 401. 446

Biltz,Prof.Dr. Heinrich 4t

Kiel 366. 369. 418
Biltz,Dr.CO. Gottingen

366. 418
Binder, Gmil Pforz-
heim 438. 440

Bing, Bernh.4c Durnberg 488
Bing, S. B., Sohne 4<

nUrnberg 488
Binz, Hermann Karls-
ruhe 400. 446

Biologische Rbteilung
fur Land- und Porst-
wirtschaft am Kaiser-
lichen Gesundheits-
amte zu Berlin .... 477

Biologische Rnstalt des
Kaiserlichen Gesund-
heitsamtes 4t Berlin . 478

Birkenholz, Peter 4c

CDtinchen 401
Birmelin, COilh. 4c Pforz-
heim 438. 440

Blank, Hugo 4c Berlin
369. 419

Blochmann, Prof. Dr. 4c

Konigsberg 364. 367. 418
Block-niendorff, (Da-

thilde 4c Berlin .... 433
Bloss, Carl 4c CDunchen 390
Bluthner, 7. 4t Leipzig

360. 416. 450
Bochumer Uerein fUr
Bergbau- und Guss-
stahlfabrikation 4c

Bochum . . 361. 492. 494
Bock, Otto 4c Berlin . . 490
Bockenheimer,Dr. 4c Ber-

lin 375
Bodiker, Carl, & Co. 4c

Bremen 389. 489
Bohlaus, Hermann,

Dachf., Inh.: Gerhard
Dommering & Albert
Hartung 4c COeimar . 382

Bohler, P. t., & Sohn 4c

Plauen i. U 467
Bohm, A., & Sohn 4c Augs-
burg 410

Bohme, CDoritz 4c Berlin 376
Boehringer,C.P.,& Sohne

4c CDannheim-COaldhof
369. 371. 372. 418

Boeltzig, Reinhold 4c

Berlin 396
Borner, Pranz August 4c

Berlin 395
Borner & Hertzberg 4c

Berlin 377
Bottcher, A. 4c Berlin . 385

Page

Bohrdt, H. 4c Berlin . . 390
Bohrmann, P. B., Dach-

folger4cPrankfurta.CD.

Bolle, C. 4« Berlin . . .
.' 377

Bollinger, Prof. Dr. 4c

CDunchen 375
Bommerlunder Pabrik 4c

Plensburg 487
Bonde, 0. 4t Altenburg 387
Borchardt, Dr. 4c Berlin 375
Borchers, Prof. Dr. 4c

Aachen ..364.367.418
Borgfeldt, Geo & Co. 4c

Sonneberg 444
Bormann, G., Dachfolg.,
Inhaber CDax Otto 4c

Berlin 437
Borntrager, Gebruder 4c

Berlin 382
Bosch, 7. u. A. 4c Strass-
burg i. e 373. 412

Bosselt, Rud. 4c Dussel-
dorf 400. 448

Boswau & Knauer 4c

Berlin
359. 362. 428. 447. 506

Botanische Staatsinsti-
tute 4c Hamburg . . . 479

Bote, €d., & G. Bock 4c

Berlin 410
Boueri, Prof. 4c CUurz-
burg 374

Boysen,7.L.4cDarmstadt 452
Bracht,€ugen4cDresden 390
Braith, A. 4c CDunchen . 390

i

V. Brandis, August 4c I

Berlin 390
j

Brandstetter, Priedrich I

4c Leipzig 382
u. Brandt, Josef 4c CDiin-

;

chen 390 l

Brauer, Adolf 4c Dresden 410
Braun & Schneider 4c

CDunchen 407
I

Braunagel, Paul, und
|

August Cammissar 4c
|

Strassburg i. € 454
Brauneroua, Zdenka 4c

Roztek b. Prag .... 433
Brausewetter, Otto 4c

Berlin 390
Bredig,Prof.Dr.4t Heidel-

berg .... 364. 367. 418
Bredow, Adolf 4c Stutt-
gart 400. 455

Bredt,Prof.Dr. 4c Aachen
368. 370. 418

Breitkopf & H artel 4c

Leipzig 386. 407. 410. 450
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Page

Bremer, Hugo Deheim
a. d. Ruhr 362, 472

Brendel, R. 6rune*
loald (Berlin). , . 385. 478

Breslauer & Weyer ^
Berlin 407

Breslauer & Salinger
Beriin 398

Bretting & Romer
(Dagcleburg . . . .450. 461

Breuer, "Peter Beriin 397
Bringer, Hubert^Darm-
stadt 452. 463

Brinh, Heinrich * Kassel-
COahiershausen ....

388, 427, 500
u. Brochen, (Daria itc

Berlin 434
Brochhaus, (Dax * Leip-

zig 410. 450
Bruch, e. Berlin . , , 377
Bruchmann, Grnst
Heilbronn a. Deckar . 405

Bruchmann, "P., & Sohne
Heilbronn a. Dechar

438. 454
Briiggemann, "Friedrich

Hannouer . . 474. 490
Bruhlsche Uniu.-Buch-
und Steindrucherei,
R. Lange ^ Giessen . 403

Brutt, fl. Berlin ... 397
Brunch, "Prof. "Dr.

Preiberg i. S
365. 366. 418

Brunnee, R. Gottingen
373. 412

Buchhandlung des Trah-
tathauses * Bremen . 410

Buchholz, Albert ittGriin-

berg i. Schl 486
u. Buchha, Prof. "Dr.

Berlin 364.418
Buchner, Prof, Dr, €.

Berlin . . . 370. 372. 418
Buchauer Porzellanma-
nufahtur Buchau. .

451. 463
Bucziloioshy, fl.« Berlin

387. 388
u. Buddenbroch, (Dari-
anne Berlin 434

Biilouj, Prof. Dr. Tu-
bingen 370. 418

Burch, Paul ^ (Dagde-
burg 451

Burgerliches Brauhaus
CDiinchen 488

Biirgermeisteramt der
Hauptstadt(Dannheim 495

Page

Butschli * Heidelberg . 374
Buhl, P. P, ^iDeidesheim 483
Buhtz, (Oalter * (Dagde-
burg 451

Bund der chemigra-
phischen Anstalten
Deutschlands Beriin

359. 403. 405
Bunge, Paul Hamburg

373. 412
Bunte, Prof. Dr, Karls-
ruhe i. B 365.418

Burger, Gertrud Berlin 433
Burger, Reinhoid Ber-

lin 373.412
Burger-Hartmann, So-

phie Basel
400. 435. 436. 447

Burhhardt, Arthur
Glashutte i. S. . 373.412

Burmester, Georg Kiel 390
Busch, Prof. Dr, Gr-
langen 371. 418

Busch, Georg (Diinchen 397
Busch, Louis (Dainz.

442. 452, 460
Busch, C. du Pallois
Sohne Crefeld, . . . 407

Butz, Richard (Dagde-
burg 461

Buyten, 3., & Sohne
Diisseldorf . . . 448. 458

Callujey, Georg D, ID.

(Dunchen 407
Calorit Berlin 482
Calvary & Co. Beriin 407
Cammissat, August, &
Paul Braunagel
Strassburg i, CIs.. . . 459

de la Camp, "Dr. Berlin 376
u. Canal, G. (Dunchen 390
Car, H. (D. Plensburg 40'7

Carisch & lanichen
(Dailand 410

Carre, Gerda (Dunchen 400
Casino-Gesellschaft

Trier a. d. (Dosei. . . . 483
Caspar.Ludujig^Leipzig 450
Caspar!, Robert Beriin

455. 463
Cassella, Leopold & Co.

Pranhfurt a. (D, . . .

370. 371. 418
Cerebotani, Prof, Dr.
(Dunchen 472

Page

Chemische Pabrih auf
Ahtien (worm. €. Sche-
ring) Berlin , 377. 500

Chemische Pabrih Alt-
Herzberg, Alwin
Dieshe Dresden-D,

367. 419
Chemische Pabrih Dur-

lach. Dr, Deuberg
Durlach 0aden) ... 419

Chemische Pabrih Gleh-
tron Aht.-Ges. Gries-
heim .... 367. 370, 419

ChemischePabrih Gerns-
heim-Heubruch
(Dannheim .......

367. 369—372. 419
Chemische Pabrih Hon-

ningen, vorm. (Oalther
Peld & Co, Aht.-Ges.
Honningen a.Rh. 367. 419

Chemische Pabrih, Dr.
Cugen Schaal ^Peuer-
bach 372. 419

ChemischePabrihen, uor-
mals (Oeiler-ter-(Deer

Qrdingen a. Rh. . .

370. 371. 419
Chemisches Institut,

Grstes Berlin 365. 419
Chemisches Institut
Bonn 365. 419

Chem.-techn. Pabrih Dr.
Alb. R. (0. Brand & Co,

Chariottenburg . . . 456
Chemisches Unter-
suchungsamt des Kgl.
Polizeiprasidiums
Berlin 426. 497

Chirurgische Uniuersi-
tatshlinih:
Berlin 375
Bonn 376
Breslau 376
Kiel 376
Konigsberg i, Pr. . . . 376
Leipzig 376

Christ, Pritz (Dunchen
397. 400. 435. 447. 448

Christian, D., & Sohn
(Deisenthal (Lothring.)

454. 465
Christoph & Unmach,

Aht.-Ges. nieshy
(Oberlausitz) 377

Chun, Prof. Leipzig , 374
Cissarz,'3.U.)(fDarmstadt

399. 452. 453
Classen, Prof. Dr. A.

Aachen . . 364. 367. 419
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Clemens, U). * (Diinchen 390
Coiner Ceresinfabrik Ge-

brtider CDaus Coin
a. Rh 369

Coiner Heilstattenuerein 495
Cohen.’Prof.Dr.!*! Gottin-
gen 368- 419

Conrad, Prof. Dr.
flschaffenburg . 369. 419

Conradtv, C. niimberq
362. 472

Continental-Caoutchouc-
undGuttapercha-Com-
pagnie Hannouer .

412. 473
Continental-Gesell-

schaft fur elektrische
Unternehmungen
niirnberg .... 428. 474

£e Cog, fl., & Co. * "Darm-
stadt 477

Cordes & Co. Han-
nouer 427. 493

CoscheII,n)oritz^ Berlin 390
Cosomati, Cttore
Prankfurt a. (D 395

Cotta, 3. G. Berlin 382. 387
Cotta, 3- G. Stuttgart

407. 410
u. Cotta, Use )»( Berlin . 434
CoujI, Dr. Berlin . . . 376
Cramer & Heron Son-
neberg 444

u- Cranach, CO. Lucas
Berlin 440

Cremer & COoIffenstein
Berlin 398

Dahlen, H. CO- COies-

baden 483
Daimler-CDotoren-Ge-

sellschaft Cannstatt 473
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tand- und Seehabel-
werhe, fl.-G. Coln-
Hippes 472

Candwirtschaftliche
Lehranstaltund Haus-
haltungsschule Hagen
i. 10 478

tandwirtschaftlicheUer-
suchsstation Hildes-
heim 489

CandwirtschaftlicheUer-
suchsstation d. Cand-
wirtschaftskammer f.

d. Kegierungsbezirh
Kassel * (Darburg a. L. 489

Candwirtschaftliche
lOinterschule Gross-
Torste 478

Candwirtschaftlicher
Hauptuerein fur Ost-
friesland, Horden . . 489

Candwirtschaftsham-
mer der Rheinprouinz
Bonn 478

Candwirtschaftsham-
mer fur das Herzog-
tum Oldenburg .... 476

"Page

Candwirtschaftsschule

:

Cleue 478
Cldena 478
Tlensburg 478
Hildesheim 478
Ciegnitz 479
Schiuelbein 479

Cang, C. fl. >«( Kehlheim
359. 457

Cang, "Friedrich Karls-
ruhe 443. 446

Cang, Georg ^ Ceipzig 384
Cang, "Paul * (Dagde-
burg 451

Cangbein, ?aula ^ (Dag-
deburg 451.468

Cange, 'Prof.'Dr. Crefeld
371. 422

Cange, K., u. Sbhne *
Glashutte (Sachsen) . 441

Cangen, Albert (Diin-

chen 408
Cangenscheidtsche Uer-
lagsbuchhandlung «
Berlin 383. 409

Cangerhans, "Prof. "Dr. *
Berlin 375. 377

Canghammer,Carl Ber-
lin 393

Cang-Kurz, (Dinna !¥

(Dagdeburg. . . 451. 468
Cangwisch, B. Dachf.
Hamburg 426

Cappe, "Julius ^ Deu-
dietendorf i. Th. 486. 487

Cappe, Th. neudieten-
dorf i. Th 487

Cass, Prof. "Dr. Berlin 501
Cassar,Prof. "Dr. Berlin

377. 378
Cattmann, P.fl. Goslar 408
Caubisch,August 4c (Dag-
deburg 443. 451

Caupheimer, Anton ^
(Diinchen 393

Cautenschlager, P. & CD.

4c Berlin . . 376. 379. 499
Cauxmann, Theodor *

Stuttgart 393
Ceander, G. * Berlin . .

443. 454. 455
Cehmann, "Dr. Altona 374
Cehmann, A. Konigs-

berg i. P 432. 433
Cehmann, "3. (D. "Dres-

den 481
Cehmann-Pelshowshi *

Berlin 475
Cehmanns, Pritz, Uerlag

Stuttgart 409
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Cehmanns, 1. P., Uerlag
* (Diinchen . . . 376. 387

Cehnert, Hildegard, und
Clara Cobedan * Berlin

434. 435
Ceibl, (0.,+ 4t Aibllng bei

Rosenheim 393
Ceichner, C. Berlin . .

417. 425. 426
Ceineweber, P. 4c Ceipzig

383 387
Ceipold, Karl 4c Kiel . . 393
Ceitz, €. 4c Berlin ....

379. 415. 499
Ceitz, C. 4c (Oetzlar a. C.

373. 377. 413
Cemckes, A. C., Schul-

tafelfabrik 4c Kassel . 388
u.Cenbach,Pranz 4c (Dtin-

chen 393
Cennhoff,"3ulius 4c Berlin

362. 443
Cent, Anna 4c Berlin . . 433
Centz, C. A. 4t Berlin . .

368. 371. 422. 426. 497
Centz, Crnst 4c Berlin. . 377
Ceo, "Dr. 4c Berlin .... 501
Cepcke,Perdinand 4c Ber-

lin 397
Ceppin &(Dasche 4cBerlin

373. 385. 413
Cesser, Prof. Dr. 4c Berlin

375. 377
Cessing, "7. 4c Berlin . . 397
Cessing, Konrad 4c Berlin 393
u. Ce Suise, Hermann 4t

(Diinchen 393
Cette-Uerein 4c Berlin . . 407
Ceuchtenberger, Dr. 4t

Coin a. Rh 388
Ceuckart, P. C. C. 4" Ceip-

zig 410. 450
Ceuners, Oskar, (Decha-

nisches Institut 4c

Dresden 422
Ceutheuser, Richard 4c

Sonneberg 444
Ceuy-Dorn, Dr. 4c Ber-

lin 377
Cewy, Siegmar 4c Berlin

440. 443. 465
Cichtinger, C.4c (Diinchen

443. 447
Ciebau, Herm. 4c (Dagde-
burg 451

Ciebe, Dr. G. 4c (Oald-
hof-Clgershausen bei

(Oetzlar 497
Ciebermann, Prof. Dr. 4c

Berlin . . . 379. 371. 422
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Ciebert, Gcbr. Dresden 449
Liebig Traustadt . . . 388
Liebreich, Prof. Dr. *

Berlin 379
Liesegang, H. Dussel-

dorf 393
Lind, Gust., Hachfolger^t

Berlin 443. 457
Lindner, Prof. Dr.
Charlottenburg 373. 422

Lindner, Louis, & Sohne
Sonneberg 444

Links-Gmsische Kanal-
genossenschaftLingen 479

Linoleum-Pabrik, flkt.-

Ges. ^ CDaximiliansau,
Bheinpfalz . . . 446. 462

Linoleumwerke “Hansa”
Delmenhorst .... 448

Lintz, lakob Trier a.
d. (Dosel 484

Lintz &£ckhardt 41 Berlin 466
Lion, R. Hof i. B. . . 387
u. Lippmann, Prof. Dr.

Haile a. S. . . 365. 422
Lobedan, Clara Berlia 393
Lobedan, Cmma Ber-

lin 433
u. Loefftz, L. (Dunchen 393
Louinsohn, Dr., & Co.

Berlin-Priedrichs-
felde 404

Loeuy, S. fl. Berlin 443. 454
Loeiuenstein, Louis & H.

Berlin 376. 380
Loiues, Perdinand Carl

Stuttgart 408
Loiuith, W. fDunchen 393
Lorenz, C. Berlin . . . 473
Lorenz, Dr. Darmstadt

379- 499
Lorenz, Dr. Quedlin-

burg 387
Lorenz,CDax^Klotzsche-
Dresden 407

Lucas, August Dussel-
dorf 400. 448

Luckhardt, Priedrich
Leipzig 410

LuckhardtsCDusikuerlag
(R. Lebrecht) Stutt-
gart 410

Ludioig, K., + Berlin 393
Liibecker (Daschinen-

baugesellschaft Lii-

beck 427
Luders, Peter Ham-
.burg 407

Luhrig, Georg Dres-
den 396

Page

LUtzel, Gebr. CDiinchen 406
Liitzelberger, Hermann

Sonnebera 444
Lutzelberger, 7. H. Son-
nebew 444

Luge, if., & Co. Son-
neberg 444

Luksch, Ciena CDun-
chen 436

Lundbeck, Crna Karls-
ruhe .... 446. 467. 468

Lungenheilstatte zu Bel-
zig 378

Lusche, CDax Hof i. B. 406
Luther, G., flkt.-Ges.

Braunschweig . 373. 422
Luthmer, Cmmy Berlin

A'X'Z h.Xti

Lux, Priedrich Lud-
wigshafen a. Rh. . . .

365. 373. 413. 422. 471
Lysoform Berlin . . . 378

CDaas, G. Berlin . , , 474
CDacco, Roberta Heidel-
berg . 402. 446. 452, 453

(Dadchengemeinde-
schule, 213. Berlin 381

(Dadchenmittelschule,
erste Stettin .... 381

CDaennchen, Adolf
DUsseldorf 393

(Daennchen, Albert
Berlin 445. 457

CDarkIscher Uolksheil-
stattenuerband .... 496

(DagdeburgerUerein zur
Bekampfung der Lun-
genschwindsucht . . . 496

nJagistrat der Stadt:
Augsburg 502
Barmen 502
Bautzen 502
Berlin . . . 495. 497. 502
Bernburg 502
Bielefeld 502
Bonn 503
Breslau 503
Bromberg 503
Charlottenburg .... 503
Chemnitz 503
Coin a. Rh. . . . 497. 503
Dortmund 503
Dusseldorf 503
Duisburg 503
Cisleben 387
CIberfeld 503
Prankfurt a. fl). 387. 503
Gorlitz 504
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Guben 504
Halberstadt 504
Haile a. S 504
Hannover 504
Hildesheim 504
Kassel 504
Kiel 504
Konigsberg i. Pr. . . . 387
Kottbus 504
Leipzig 504
(Dagdeburg 504
(Dainz 504
CDannheim 504
CDetz 504
CDiinchen 504
Plauen I. U 505
Posen 387
Quedlinburg 387
Strassburg i. C 505
Wiesbaden 505
COorms 505

“CDagneta” Singen
(Amt Konstanz, Grh.
Baden) 472

CDagnussen, CO. Bre-
men 402. 465

CDahIa, Dr. Berlin 370. 422
CDahler, Wilhelm
Worms 484

CDaison, Rudolf, «f
CDiinchen 397

u. CDaltzahn, Preifrau
Spandau 435

CDamlok, Isidor Bres-
lau , 487

CDampe, Carl Berlin 487
CDand, Carl Koblenz

416. 453
CDannheim, Dr. Ber-

lin 407
CDanzel, L. Charlotten-
burg 397

CDarch, Otto Berlin . 398
CDarckwald, Prof. Dr. W,

Berlin . . 366. 369. 422
CDarcus, Otto Berlin 393
u. CDarees CDunchen . 393
CDarienberger CDosaik-

plattenfabrik CDa-
rienberg i. S. . . 448. 465

CDarmorwerke Balduin-
stein Guido Krebs
Balduinstein i. H.-R. . 454

CDarquardt^ Hohenheim
in Wiirttemberg .... 480

CDarquart, Dr. L. C.

Beuel-Bonn a. Rh. . .

367. 369. 371. 372. 422
CDartin,rheodorPrank-

furt a. CD 457
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CDartini, Johannes ^
Berlin 393

CDarx, Gustau * Dussel-
dorf 393

CDaschinenfabrihKempe-
loerk niirnberg, . . 403

CDathildenhiitte, TIuss-
spatuerkaufsuerein
Harzburg 493

(Dattes, Georg CDun-
chen-'Pasing 400

CDattes, Georg Hurn-
berg 447

(Datthies - (Dasuren
Haile a. S 406

(Datuschka'Greiffenklau,
Guido Graf * Schioss
Uollrads b. lOinkel i.

Rheing^au 484
(Dau * Dresden . 439. 449
(Daucher, Rud. & COilh.

Reustadt (Rhein-
(Daurcr, 484

pfalz) "Prof. Dr. ¥. *
tiena 375

CDauthe, "Friedrich

Schujenningen a. R.
441. 455

CDav, CDax Hamburg 407
u. (Dayenburg, Georg H.

Dresden . . . 390. 398
(Dayer, "Jacob Tranken-

thal in Bayern (Rhein-
pfalz) 477

(Dayer, Drof. Rudolf
Karlsruhe .... 400. 446

(Dayerhoff, "Franz & Co.
Berlin 423

CDayet, "Prof. Dr.* Berlin 501
u. (Dax, Gabriel (Dun-
chen 393

(Dedizinalabteilung des
Kgl.Dreussischen CDi-

nisteriums der geist-

lichen, Unterrichts- u.

(Dedizinalangeiegen-
heiten * Berlin .... 379

(Dedizinalabteilung des
Konigl. "Preussischen
Kriegsministeriums *
Berlin 379. 499

(Dedizinisches (Oaren-
hausRkt.-Ges.*Berlin

378. 416. 473
(Dehls, Hanna Berlin 435
(Deinhold (C. C.) & Sohne

Dresden 383. 385. 386
(Deinhold, Gebruder *
Schweinsburg, Sach-
sen 465

"Page

(Deissner, P. * (Dagde-
burg 451. 458

(Deissner & Buch * Leip-
zig 404. 406

(Deister, Gebr. * Berlin 441
(Dengering, Gebruder
(Da^deburg ... 451. 462

(Densing, R. * Berlin
373. 414

u. (Denzel, Rdolf * Berlin 393
(Derek, €. * Darmstadt

367. 369
371. 372. 379. 423. 499

(Derk, G. * (Dunchen . 440
(Derkel, Prof. Dr. * Got-
tingen 375

(Derz, Karl (Dunchen 397
(Derz, Otto * Rauens-
burg 455. 463

(Dessters Projektion *
Berlin 380

(Detail-lndustrie Scho-
nebeck, flkt.-Ges. *
Schonebeck a. Gibe . . 473

(Detallschlauch-Pabrik *
Pforzheim 466

(Detz, Otto, & Co. * Coin
a. Rh 427

(Deuschel sen., 7. (0. *
Buchbrunn (Unter-
franken) 485

(Deydenbauer, Prof. Dr.
* Berlin 364

(Deyer, Carl (Gustau
Prior) * Hannouer . .

383. 387
(Deyer, Prof.Dr.Braun-
schweig . . 366. 370. 423

(Deyer, Hans * Berlin
393. 396

(Deyer, Kunz (Dunchen 393
u. (Deyer, Prof. Dr.
Dresden 365. 423

(Deyer & Kersting, In-

haber Heinrich Ker-
sting Karlsruhe i. B. 437

(Deyer & Seitz (Dun-
chen 408

(Deyerheim, Paul Ber-
lin 393

(Deyerhoffer, Prof. Dr.
Berlin 366. 423

(Deyn, Georg Ludwig
Berlin 393

(Dichaelis, Prof. Dr.
Rostock i. (D. 366. 369. 423

(Dichel, Richard Prank-
furt a. 0 398

(Dicheli, Gebruder Ber-
lin 479

j
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(Dieth, Hugo Berlin , 395
(Diethe, Professor Dr.
Charlottenburg .... 364 -

370. 373. 406. 414. 425
u. (Dikulicz-Radecki,
Prof. Dr. Breslau . 376 !

(Dilchwirtschaftliches -

Institut Hamein (Han-
nouer) 479

(Dilde Dresden . 439. 449
u. (Diller, Prof. Priedrich

;

(Dunchen . . . 439. 447
(Dinimax-flpparate-Bau-

'

Geseiischaft Berlin . »

359. 417. 47! (

(Dinisterium des Innern
Karlsruhe 494 ,

(Dink, Ualentin Darm- r

stadt 399
(Dissfeldt, Heinrich ;

Kiel 397 1

(Ditscherlich,Prof. Dr. i

Preiburg i. B. . 372. 423
‘

(Dittelbach, Robert
'

Gottingen .... 368. 423
(Ditteldeutsche Gummi-

|
warenfabrik, Louis ?

Peter "Frankfurt ?

a. (D 474 I

(Dittler, C. S., & Sohn *
Berlin 383 >

(Dobius, Prof. Dr. f

Berlin 374 :

(Dockel, H. Leipzig . 450 i

(Doedebeck, H. (0. L.
^

Graudenz 476 f

(Dohlau, Prof. Dr.
;

(Dohring, Bruno Berlin
398. 401. 402. 445. 494

(Doller, Hermann Ber-
;

lin 397
(Doller, 1. D. (Oedel i. f

(Doller, (Dax flachen 407 f

(Doller, Professor*Son- >

neberg 444 j

(Doller, Prof. Dr. Bel- i

(Dohrbutter, Alfred ;

Kiel 393 ]

(Dohrbutter, Alfred (

Schmargendorf b.Ber- »

lin 454 !

(DoIIenhauer,'J.,& Sohne ^

* Pulda 416
I

(Dolling, A., & Co. i

Hannouer 404 ;

(Donje, Paula Dussel-
dorf 393
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CDoraiue, Perdinand *
Berlin 436

CDorgenstern, €. Bres-
lau 384

CDorgenstern, Crnst
Berlin 409

(Dotz, C. CO., & Co.
Berlin-Schoneberg . . 437

(Ducke, fliwin Dres-
den 481

CDuhlenbauanstalt und
CDaschinenfabrik uor-
mals 6ebruder Seek
Dresden 481

(Duhlig, HugoxDiissel-
dorf 393

{Diiller, Dr., 6eh. Ober-
Reg.-Rat Berlin . . 478

CDuIler, flibin * CDagde-

1

burg .... 401. 442. 450
i

CDuIIer, C. Berlin . . . 460
CDuIIer, Cgon Schioarz-
hof b. COiltingen .... 485

CDuIIer, P. fld., Sohne
COiesbaden 380

CDuIIer, Priedr. CDun-
chen 406

CDuIIer, Louis, & Co.
Biel (Schweiz) 432

CDuIIer, CDart. * Blase-
witz bei Dresden . . . 406

CDuIIer, P.'Johs., & Co.
Berlin-Charlottenburg

364. 386. 388
CDuIIer, Richard Dres-
den 393. 396

CDuIIer, COilliam ^ Ber-
lin 398

CDuIIer-Probelhaus, A.
Dresden-COien 384

CDuIIer-CDunster,Pranz*
Berlin 393

CDiiller-Salem, 3ul.
Pforzheim 402. 443. 446

CDuIIer & Proebel
Sonneberg 444

CDuIIer & Schmidt *
Coburg 494

CDiiller-Schoenefeld
Berlin 393

CDuIler-CIri, Richard
Braunschweig . 373. 414

CDiinchener Herein fur
Luftschiffahrt 476

CDuencke, Dr. Robert
Berlin 479

CDiinz, Bernhard Hurn-
berg 437

CDundt, Ludwig Plm-
menrode a. Harz . . . 477

Page Page
CDuseum, Srossherzog- Deurobiologisches Uni-

liches Darmstadt . . 374 uersitatsfaboratorium
CDuseum, naturhistori- Berlin 379
sches: Reus, 3. Ober-lngel-
Bremen 374 helm a. Rh 485
Hamburg 374 Riclou Chemnitz ... 406

CDusikhaus zum Pranz Riedner, Dr. Berlin . 377
Liszt (R. Uolkmann) Riehls, CO. Berlin . .

COeimar 410 373 . 414
CDusik-COoche Leipzig 41 1 Riemeyer, Adelbert, &
CDutz, Hermann Altona Karl Bertsch CDun-

a. CIbe 402. 465 chen 448
Riezky, Cduard+Dussel-

„ dorf 393
nachtlicht, Leo ^ Ber- Rister, C. Rurnberg

451 404. 406. 409. 465
Ragele, Crwin Stutt- Ritsche,Gustau Darm-
gart 383. 385 stadt 452

Rater, H. ^ CDagdeburg Roack, Louis Darm-
451. 458 stadt 453. 465

Ragel, COilhelm Karls- Roelting, Prof. Dr.
fuhe 393 CDiilhausen im CIsass

Rahrwold, Prof. Dr. 370 423
Berlin 388 Rohn & Sohne COald-"

Rassauischer Heilstat- hilbersheim b. Bingen
tenuerein fiir Lungen- a. Rh 485
kranke 496 Rorddeutsche Knapp-

Rast, Crnst Berlin . . 454 schaftspensionskasse
RaturaIienkabinett,Kgl. Halle a. S. . . 496
^ Stuttgart 374 Rorddeutscher Lloyd

Ratura-CDIIchexportge- Bremen 428. 475
sellschaft Bosch & Co. RorddeutschePorfmoor-

COaren i. CDeckl. . . gesellschaft Prlangel 480
480. 482 Rordseemuseum Helgo-

Rauheim, Bad 494 land . ^74
Raumann, Prof. Dr. A. Rormal-Cichungs-Kom-
Giessen 365. 423 mission Charlotten-

Reelsen, C. Berlin . . burg 373 414
434. 435 Rorth, Perdinand Cr-

Reisser,Prof.Dr.^Bres- furt 481
lau 376 Ross & Lucas Giber-

Remnich, 0. COies- feld 4 fi9
baden 387

Reresheimer, Ludwig,
& Co. Hanau a. CD. 431

Rernst, Prof. Dr. COal- Obermayer,Hans*CDun-
ther Gottingen . . . chen 447. 463

365. 366. 368. 423 Oberrealschule der Ge-
Reuberg, Dr. C. Berlin 372 meinde Gross-Lichter-
Reue Heilanstalt fiir felde (Berlin) 386
Lungenkranke Oberschlesischer Berg-
Schomberg 497 undHuttenmannischer

Reue Ponwerke, Aug. Herein Kattowitz . 492
Gundlach & Co. OberschlesischerKnapp-
Grossalmerode .... 493 schaftsuerein Parno-

Reumanns, August. Her- witz 407 4QX
lag, Pr. Lucas Leip- Obrist, Hermann Aliin-
zig 383 chen . 436

Reumayer, Dr. Ludwig Ochmann, Heinrich
CDunchen 380 Leipzig 408
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Ochler, K. Offenbach Ostpreussische Porf- Patronenhiilsenfabrik
a. CD 370.371. 423 streufabrik, fl.-G. Bischweiler, COalbin-

Oehmiqkes, L., Ucriag, Heydekrug 480 ger, CDeuschel & Co. 4t

R. Hppelius * Ber- Ostwald, Prof. Dr. Bischweiler i. CIs. . . 490
;

IJn 383 Leipzig . . . 365. 368. 423 Paul, Bruno 4c CDiinchen 448
' Olweche Stern-Sonne- Ott & Co. * Hanau a. CD. 431 Paul & CDiller 4c CDagde-

born, flkt.'Ges. Ham- Otto, Berthold Gross- burg 451 ;

burg 426 Lichterfeide 383 Peiler, CDarie Dictoria 4c

Oenike, Karl * Berlin . 396 Berlin 434 i

Oertel, touis Han- Paal, Prof. Dr. Cr- Pensionskasse fiir die
nouer . 410 langen 366.370.371. 423 Rrbeiterd.Preussisch-

Oesten, "Paul Berlin . 397 Paczka-COagner, Prau Hessischen Cisen-
Oesterreich Dresden Cornelia Berlin . . . 433 bahngemeinschaft . . 496 1

402. 449 Paetel, Hermann Ber- Pepino, Rnton 4c Dres-
u. Oettingen, Dr. CD. lin 383. 387. 409 den 393 i

j
Stegiitz 375 Pagels, Herm. 3oachim Perkieiuicz, CD. 4c Lud-

OffenBurger 6ias- Berlin 397 loigsberg bei CDoschin
mosaikiuerke ^ Offen- Palis, Peter Georg, Inh. 465. 493
burg (Baden) . .446. 465 Carl Ramdohr Sohne Perthes, Priedrich fin-

Offterdinger, Drof. Ha- 4c CDagdeburg . .451. 463 dreas, flkt.-Ges. 4c

nau a. (D. . 431 Palm, €. Berlin .... 363 Gotha 385
Ohme, Hermann Hie- Pankok, Prof. B. Stutt- Perthes, Justus 4c Gotha
dersaizbrunn i. Schi.. 465 gart 402. 448. 455 384. 411. 488

Ohrenkiinik der Kgi. Pape, COilliam * Beriin 393 Pest, P. CO. 4c Berlin . .

Charite ^ Beriin . . . 379 Papperitz, Georg 4c CDun- 373. 423
Oibrich, Prof.Joseph CD. Chen 393 Peter, 7. L. 4c CDannheim

Darmstadt Parey, Paul 4c Berlin . 479 446. 458
401. 451-453. 468. Passow, Prof.Dr. 4c Ber- Peters, C. P. 4c Leipzig

Oidenbourg, CDartin ^ lin 379 41a 450
Berlin 387. 408 Patent-Plachsujirkerei Peters, lulius 4c Berlin

Omeis, Dr. Th. * COiirz- Coin, Schonherr & Co. 373. 414
burg 489 4c Coin a. Rh 469 u.Petersen, Hans 4c CDiin-

Opderbecke & Deese ^ Pathologisch-flnatomi- chen 393
Diisseldorf . . . .361. 457 sche Rnstalt des Petersen, (Oalter 4c Diis-

Oppier, else Beriin Stadtischen Kranken- seldorf 393
451. 468 hausesCDoabit4cBeriin 375 Petersen-flngein, Heinr.

Oriuit, Hktiengesell- Pathologisches Institut 4c Diisseldorf 393
schaft fiir kunstge- der Kgl.Pierarztlichen Petersilie, Prof. Dr. 4c

werbiiche CDetallwa- Hochschule4cCDunchen 378 Berlin 388
renfabrikation uorm. Pathologisches Institut Petzoid, CD. 4c Chemnitz 380
Rhein. Bronzegiesse- der Uniuersitat: Pfaff, 7. C 4c Berlin . . 458
rei Perd. Hub. Schmitz Berlin 375 Pfann, Paul, & C. Pfeifer

Coin a.Rh. . . .439. 471 Breslau 375 4c CDiinchen 398
Orth, Prof. Dr. Ber- Kiel 375 Pfarr, COilhelm 4c Sonne-

lin 375 CDiinchen 375 berg 444
Orthopadisch-Chirurgi- Pathologisches Institut Pfau, H., (Inhaber C. 0.
sche Klinik uon Dr. des Stadtischen Kran- Piebigf 4c Beriin . . . 378
Popp und Dr.Ockstein kenhauses am Pried- Pfeffer, Prof. Dr. 4c Leip-

Beriin 380 richshain 4c Berlin . . 375 zig 366. 423
Ortskrankenkasse fiir Pathologisches Institut Pfeifer, Pelix 4c Leipzig 450

Leipzig u. Umgegend 501 des Stadtischen Kran- Pfeiffer, CD. 4« CDiinchen
Ortskrankenkasse kenhauses amUrban 4c 440. 447
Stuttgart 496 Berlin 375 Pfister,Gebr. 4c CDunchen

Ossmers Rhausen . . 480 Pathologisches Institut 447. 457
Ost, Prof. Dr. Han- des Stadtischen Kran- Pharmakologisches In-

nouer . 366-369. 372. 423 kenhauses 4c Dresden 375 stitut der uniuersitat
Osterloh, Paul # Leipzig- Patriotisches Institut Berlin 379
Oautzsch 374 der Prauenuereine fiir Philip, CDaria 4c Berlin 435

Ostertag, 7. flalen das Grossherzogtum Philippi, Peter 4c Diissel-
(COurttemberg) .... 460 Sachsen 496 dorr 395
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Physihalisch-rcchnische

Reichsanstalt ^ Char*
lottenburg .... 373. 414'

Pichlers, fl.,cOwe.&Sohn
CUien and Leipzig .

383. 387
Pieperhoff,fl.* Haile a.S. 406
Pletsch, "Dr. Berlin. . 501
Pietzsch, (Dartin Dres-
den 398

Pietschmann, CrnstCIJax
Dresden . . . .393. 396

Pinkau, Cmil, & Co.,

Hktiengesellschaft ^
Leipzig 404

Pinner, Prof. Dr. Ber-
lin ..365.369.371.423

Piorkoioski, Dr. Berlin 378
Piper, Hermann Dall-

dorf bei Berlin .... 388
Pippoiu, Gebr. Herms-

dorf (CDark) 386
Pirner & Pranz Dres-

den-fl 439. 449
Plato, Johannes Berlin 396
Plant & Zoellner Ber-

lin 469
Plessmann, tOilhelm
(Dunchen 386

Podeioils’ Pabriken
Augsburg 379. 499

Poeckel, Dr. Heinrich
Berlin 365

Poeschel &rrepte^ Leip-
zig 404. 408

Pohle, Hermann Cmil
Diisseldorf 393

Polte CDagdeburg 471. 475
Pommerening, Lina

Berlin 386
Pommersche Cisen-

giesserei und CDa-
schinenfabrik Stral-
sund 490

Ponfick, Pro£ Dr.
Breslau 375

Porzellanfabrik CDarkt-
Redujitz, 7aeger & Co.

(Darkt-Redujitz in
Bayern 464

Possin, Rudolf Berlin 393
Prachtel, C. Berlin . .

441. 449. 454. 455.
458. 460. 462. 463

Precht (Doorhausen b.

Lilienthal (Hannouer) 480
Preiser, H. Liegnitz . 410
Pressler, Otto Got-
tingen and Rausche-
wasscr 498

Pressler, Otto Leipzig
415. 426

Preuss & Uiinger Bres-
lau 383

Priebatschs Buchhand-
lung Breslau .... 383

Probst & Boeker Berlin
451. 458

Proessdorf, R. Leipzig 407
Propheter, Otto Karls-
ruhe 394

Protzen, Otto Berlin. 396
Prouinzialmuseum zu
Altona 374

Prouinzialuerband d.Ua-
terlandischen Prauen-
uereine der Prouinz
Sachsen 496

Pschorr, Dr. Berlin .

371. 423
Pschorr, G. CDiinchen 488
Psychiatrische Klinik
Giessen 380

Psychiatrische und Der-
uenkiinik der Uniuer-
sitat Kiel 380

Puis, Cd. Berlin-rem-
pelhof 459

Pustet, Priedrich Re-
gensburg 409

Quantmeyer & Cicke
Berlin 378

Quitmann, Helene
Berlin 433

Raab, Doris CDiinchen 396
Raab, los. Braun-
schweig 406

Rabeding, Pri^ CDiin-
chen 394

Rauber, Prof. COilhelm
CDiinchen 394

RahIenbeck,Otto^BerIin 445
Rahter, D. Leipzig . . 410
Randhahn, Kurt Bunz-

lau fSchlesie^ and
Cisenoerg (S.-A.) . . . 402

Ranft, Arthur Dresden 406
Rank, Pranz, und Cdu-
ard Beyrer CDiinchen 398

Ranh, Gebriider CDiin-
chen .... 398. 401. 448

Raschig, Dr. P. Lud-
wigshafen a.Rh. 370. 424

Rat der Stadt:
Chemnitz 503
Dresden 497. 503
Leipzig 495

Rathenower Lungenheil-
stattenuerein 496

Rathhe, Alb. CDagde-
burg 410

Raupp,Crwin Dresden
394. 406

Rautenstrauch, Prau CO.

Karthauserhof bei
Citelsbach 485

Realgymnasium Al-
tona 386

Regina-Bogenlampenfa-
brik Coin a. Rh. . .

359-361. 472
Rehder, Hulius Ham-
burg 394

u. Reichenbach, Graf
COoIdemar Dresden 394

Reichsdruckerei Berlin
402. 404. 410. 427

Reichs-Uersicherungs-
amt Berlin 501

Reifferscheid, Heinrich
CDiinchen 396

Reim, Otto Berlin . . 396
Reimer, Dietrich (Crnst
Uohsen) Berlin . . .

410. 411. 489
Reineche, Gebruder

Leipzig 410
Reinemann,PauI^niirn-
berg 488

Reinhard, Cugenie Ber-
lin 455. 462. 468

Reinhart, 3osef Gross-
Lichterfelde 404

Reinke,Prof.Dr.Braun-
schweig . . 372. 373i 424

Reiss, Deumann & Gan-
sereit Berlin 443. 451

Reissert, Prof. Dr.
CDarburg 424

Reitmayer, Ph. CDainz
443. 452. 453

Reit- und Pahrschule
CImshorn 479

Remscheider Sagen- und
COerkzeugfabrik 1 . D.
Dominicus & Sohne
Remscheid-Uiering-
hausen 490

Rengersche Buchhand-
lung, Gebhardt & COil-

lisch Leipzig 383. 384
Rentsch, P. Leipzig .

450. 468
Reps & Printe CDag-
deburg 451.465

Rheinart, Adolf Saar-
burg 485
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Richter, flug. "F. Ham-
burg 432

Richter, C. Berlin 373. 414
Richter, Direktor

Cipine 407
Richter, ¥. fld., & Co.
Rudolstadt 416. 445. 459

Richter & Co. CDuIheim
a. d. CDosel 485

Riebel Cberswalde . . 490
Riedel, ¥rl. Darmstadt 452
Riedel, Guido Cinsie-
del-Chemnitz 481

Riedel, 7. D. Berlin . 416
Riedinger, fl. Augs-
burg 373

Riefler, Clemens CDun-
chen ....... 373. 414

Riegel, Georg ncirn-
berg 457

Riemerschmid,Richard*
CDiinchen .... 436. 448

Rieter-Biedermann, 1.

Leipzig 450
Rieth, "Prof. Otto * Ber-

lin 398
Rietschel & Henneberg *
Berlin-Dresden ....

378. 379. 497. 499
Rimbach, Prof. Dr.
Bonn 365. 424

Ripberger, Clara * Dres-
den 468

Ritter, Caspar * Karls-
ruhe 394

Rittershausen, C. Ber-
lin 416

Rixdorfer tinoleumfa-
brik*Rixdorfb. Berlin 450

Rochlitz, C. P. * Berlin
362. 441

RochoII, Theodor * Diis-
seldorf 394

Rochling, Carl * Berlin 394
Roder, Carl, Hofmund-
backer Dresden . 482

Roeder, Carl, Dresden 397
Roeder, Guido, & Co. *
flnsbach in Bayern . . 463

Roederer & Cie., tonge-
uille 485

Rohlich, Gebriider Ber-
lin 361. 459

Rohde, Dr. CDiinchen
371. 424

Rohloff, Prof. Otto *
Berlin . . . 361. 441. 443

Rosbacher natiirliches
CDineraltafelujasser *
Quellen bei Homburg 494
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Rosenberg, Th. Berlin
373. 424

Rosenheim, Dr. * Berlin
366. 424

Rosenstiel, Pr. Berlin
432. 433

Rosenthal, 7acques
CDiinchen .... 365. 424

Rosenthal, Ph., & Co.,

fl.-G. * Selb i. Bayern 465
Rossbach, CDax SoIIn

bei CDiinchen . . 360. 457
Rossbergsche Uerlags-
buchhandlung Leip-
zig 383

Roth, Cmil * Giessen. .

383. 384
Roubaud, Pranz CDiin-
chen 394

Rozsauolgyi & Co. Bu-
dapest 410

Rudhardsche Giesserei
* Offenbach a. CD. 404. 408

Rudolph, Bernhard
Stuttgart .... 400. 455

Rudolph, Hugo CUald-
dorr i. S 466

Riiben- und Getreide-
samenziichterei Rit-
tergut flderstedt-
Gunsleben, Bezirk
CDagdeburg 477

Riihle, Carl Leipzig . 410
u. Ruemann, Prof. CO. *
CDiinchen .... 360. 400

Ruess, CD. dim .... 388
Ruf, C. Preiburg i. B. 406
Ruff, Prof. Dr. Otto *

Berlin 366-368. 372. 424
Ruhstrat,Gebr. Gottin-
gen 368. 424

Rumbler * COlesbaden 406
Rummelspacher, Prof.
7osef * Berlin . 457. 506

Rumpel, Dr. Ham-
burg 375

Ruthe, COilhelm COies-
baden 485

Saalbur^r CDarmor-
ujerk Rodel & Co.
Saalburg a. S 450

Saarbriicken, Kreis . . . 496
Saarbriicker Knapp-

sdjaftsuerein * Saar-
briicken 492

Sachs, Dr. Berlin 369. 424
Sachsenberg, Gebriider

Rosslau in Anhalt. 428

Page

Sachsenweger, 7. Ha-
nau a. CD 431

Sachsse, £., & Co.* Leip-
zig 372. 424

Sachsische Kunstwebe-
rei Clauiez, Aktienge-
sellschaft Adorf 1. S. 463

Sachsische Reisszeug-
fabrikP. G.Hertel&Co. 437

SahImann,Anton*Piirth 488
Saile, Ual. * Stuttgart

456. 460
Saline Liineburg Lune-
burg 482

Salkowski, Prof. Dr. *
Berlin 424

Salkoujski, Prof. Dr.
CDunster i. CO. 370. 372. 424

Salomon, Dr. * Berlin 489
Samhammer, Philipp, &

Co. * Sonneberg . . . 444
Sanatorium COehraujald 497
Sander, Dr., und Dr.
CDaier* St. Blasien im
bad. Schwarzwald . . 497

Sander, Theodor * Ber-
lin 396

Sanitatsuerband fur
CDiinchen und Clmge-
bung 496

Sapatka, Clse * CDun-
chen 436

Sartorius,P.* Gottingen
367. 368. 415. 424.

426. 498
Sauer, Dr. * Berlin . . 489
Sauerbier, Pranz * Ber-

lin 474
Saupe, Gertrud * Ber-

lin 407
Schaefer, CDaximilian *

Berlin 394
Schaefer, Philipp Otto *

CDiinchen . 359. 394. 457
Schafer,Ludu)ig * CDainz
441. 452. 453. 459.

460. 463
Schaffer & Budenberg *
CDagdeburg-Buckau

373. 414. 470. 471
Schaeffer & COaIcker *

Berlin 506
Schafstein & Co. * Coin

a. Rh 408
Schahl, Paul * Berlin . 386
Schanze, CD. * Leipzig

379 415 499
Scharf, Otto * Crefeld .* 407
Scharren, £d., & Co. *
Cannstatt
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Scharuogel, 1. 1. OJun-
chcn
402. 436. 447. 448. 465

Schatt, Gebruder Ha-
nau a. 0) 431

Schatz, Grnst Breslau 407
Schauss, nJartin * Ber-

lin 397
Scheer, Otto Berlin

443. 451
Scheffer, Dr. Theodor

£«ipzig 383
Scheibert, CD. & H.

Berlin 379
Scheiibach, Giisabeth
Triedeishof b. Konigs-
lOusterhausen 435

Scheiter,3.G., & Gieseche
Leipzig 404

o. Schenckendorff, "Frei-

herr Goriitz 387
Scherer, Georg, & Co.
Darken b. Frankfurt
a. CD. 486-488

Scherf, Kari timbach

„ I- S 469
Scherf, COaiter, & Co.
Hurnberg 439. 443

Scheunert, flrno ^ £eip-

^ zig 405
Scheurenberg, Prof. Jo-
seph Beriin 394

Schiedmayer^ Stuttgart

^ .
417. 456

Schiffel, Prl. ^ Darm-
stadt 452

Schiffs-und O^aschinen-
bau-flhtiengeseil-
schaft CDannheim . 428

Schilling, ¥. CD. Sonne-

^
berg 444

Schilling, Johannes
Dresden 397

Schillings, C. G. Gur-
zeneck-Duren ..411.489

Schiltsky Berlin . . . 375
Schimmel, Oskar, & Co.,

fl.-G. Chemnitz . . . 500
Schindler, Osmar
Dresden 394

Schippel, Prl. Darm-
stadt 453

Schirm, C. C. Grune-
wald b. Berlin . .439. 455

Schirmer, Robert Ber-

^ lin 400. 457
Schirmer, Blau & Co.

Berlin n 466
Schlee, Otto Bieberach

a. Riss (COiirttbg.) . . 460
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Schleich, Gd. CDiin-
chen 394

Schleinitz, Richard
Dresden 398

Schleissner,'3.D., Sohne
Hanau a. CD 431

Schiesingersche Buch-
und CDusikhandlung
Berlin 410

Schleusing, Carl
Schoneberg bei Berlin 400

Schlichting, CDax Ber-
lin 394

Schlieder, Sophietouise
Berlin 434. 435

Schluter, H. Heustadt
am Rubenberg, Prou.
Hannouer 471

Schlumprecht, Hein-
rich CDunchen . . . 396

Schmaltz, Priedrich
Offenbach a. CD 471

Schmarje, COalther
Schmargendorf b. Ber-
lin 400. 451

Schmeidl, 7os. CDun-
chen 443

Schmey, G., Dachfolger
y¥ Sonneberg 444

Schmid, Prof, fldolf
Pforzheim 400. 439. 446

Schmid, CDathias CDun-
chen 394. 506

Schmid-Goringer, Prau
Rose 506

Schmid-Pecht, Clisabeth
Konstanz. . . .402. 447

Schmidt, Dr., Geh. Ober-
Reg.-Rat y^ Berlin . . 363

Schmidt, C. P. Heil-
bronn a. D 410

Schmidt,Dr.'J.fl.* Bonn
a. Rh 387

Schmidt, Rich. =< Darm-
stadt 399

Schmidt, CO. Giessen
368. 424

u.Schmidt,PreiherrHein-
rich CDunchen. . . . 398

Schmidt-Kestner, Grich
Berlin 397

Schmidt, Pranz, &
Haensch Berlin 366. 373.
376.414.415.424.426.498

Schmidt, Otto & Rug. y^

Kreuznach, Rheinland 485
Schmiedt, Heinrich
CDunchen 443

Schmits, fl. Diissel-
dorf 443. 449
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Schmitt, Georg Priedr.
Durnberg 443

Schmitz, Gmil Diissel-
dorf 360

Schmitz, CDax Leip-
zig 410

Schmitzberger, losef
CDunchen 394

Schmorl, Prof. Dr. y^-

Dresden 375
Schmuz-Baudiss, Theo

Charlottenburg . 402. 436
Schnars-fllquist, Hugo
Hamburg 394

Schneckendorf,"Joseph
CDunchen 440. 447

Schnee, Hermann Ber-
lin 394

Schnetter, CDoritz Ber-
lin 383

Schnlttspahn, Prl. *
Darmstadt 453

Schoening, Carl, flktien-
gesellschaft Berlin-
Reinickendorf 460

Schoenner, G. Hurn-
berg 374. 414

Schonau, Arthur Son-
neberg 444

Schonfeld jun., Grnst
Hanau a. CD 431

Schonleber, Prof. G. «
Karlsruhe . 394. 399. 453

Schopflich, Gduard
CDunchen 440

Schoetz, Richard y^ Ber-
lin 387

Scholl, Gduard, Hach-
folger Karlsruhe und
Durlach 402. 446

Scholl, Prof.Dr. Karls-
ruhe i. B 369. 424

Scholl & Hillebrand
Riidesheim a. Rh. . . . 485

Scholz, Richard CDiin-
chen 394

Schopper, Louis Leip-
zig 374. 414

Schoppmeyer, flnsgar*
Schoneberg bei Berlin

399. 405
Schoppmeyer, C. CDag-
deburg 451.459

u. Schorlemersche, Prei-
herrlich,Renteiueru»al-
tung^Triera.d.CDosel 485

Schott, COalter Berlin 397
Schott und Genossen *
7ena 366. 374. 414.

424. 426. 498
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Schotte, Gcnst, & Co.

Berlin
Schottlaendcr, L, & Co.

Berlin
Schotts, B. Sohne

(Dainz
Schottstedt, tO.^CDagde*
burg 451.

Schrader, Bertha Dres-
den

Schraegle, Gustav *
Tranfifurt a. n)

Schreiber, U.P. Csslin-
gen bei Stuttgart . .

383. 384.
Schreyer, fldolf Cron-

berg i. r.

Schreyer, H. Leipzig
450.

Schreyer,lOilhelm Diis-
seldorf

Schreyogg,Georg^ CDtin-

chen
Schroder, Albert CDiin-
chen

Schroeder, H., Dachf.
Berlin

Schroder, CUalther Ber-
lin

Schroter, Bernhard
CDeissen

u. Schubert * Griinhaus
bei Trier

Schuberth, jun., "Fritz

Leipzig
Schuberth, 1., & Co.

Leipzig
Schuch, UJerner Berlin
Schuchardt, Dr.Theodor

4c Gorlitz (Schiesien)
367. 369. 371.

Schuleru)erhstatt4t Leip-

zig
Schiissler, Hedwig ^

Berlin
Schiitte-Kessel-Konsor-
tium Bremerhauen

470.
Schiitz, ¥. A. ^ Leipzig

450.
Schutze, Use Char-

lottenburg. .... 434.
Schuler, 3. A. ^ CDainz

452. 453.
Schulhaus-Uerlag ^cBer-

lln-Tempelhof
SchuItz,'Prof.Dr.4t {Diin-

chen 370.
Schultz, Otto 4c Berlin .

SchuItz,C0iIheIm4cBerIin

384

410

408

459

433

394

386

394

460

394

397

394

410

410

394

486

410

410
394

424

388

407

475

459

435

460

383

424
443
410
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Schultze, G. A. Berlin
374. 414

SchuItze,Hendrich&CarI
Diisseldorf. . 449. 463

Schulz, Arthur 4c Berlin
457. 490

Schulz, "Fritz, jun., Akt.-

Ges. 4c Leipzig 426
Schulz, Helene 4c Berlin

361. 457
Schulz & Holdefleiss 4c

Berlin
360. 362. 455. 457. 460

Schulze, Gustav, & Host
4t Berlin 460

Schumacher, Cmil 4c

Bielefeld 362. 466
Schumacher, "Fritz 4c

Dresden 398. 401
Schumann, "F. A. 4c Ber-

lin 362. 465. 466
Schumann u. Co., Glas-

hiitte i. S 415
Schuster & Loffler 4c Ber-

lin 408.411
Schuster-LOoldan, Raf-

fael 4c (Diinchen .... 394
Schwarz, Albert 4c Ra-
vensburg (Wiirttem-
berg) 468

Schwarz, Hermann 4c

(Dagdeburg 431
Schwarz, Rudolf 4c CDun-
chen 402. 447

Schweers & Haahe 4c

Bremen 411
v.Schwerin-Lowitz, Graf

4c Lowitz (Kreis An-
klam) 480

Sedimayr, Gabriel,
Brauerei zumSpaten 4c

(Diinchen 488
Sedimayr, "Jos., Brauerei
zum "Franziskanerkel-
ler (Leistbrau) 4c (Diin-

chen 488
Seebeck, G., A.-G. 4c

Bremerhauen 475
See-Berufsgenossen-

schaft 4c Hamburg . . 501
Seeger, Hermann 4c Ber-

lin 394
Seel, Adolf 4cDusseldorf 394
Seemanns, C. A., Uerlag

4c Leipzig . 384. 386. 408
Seewald, €. 4c Arns-
walde 480

Seffner, Carl 4c Leipzig 397
Seibert, (0. & H 4c COetz-

lar und Berlin. .415. 500
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Seidel, Rudolph 4c Griin-
grabchen b. Schwep-
nitz i. S 362

Seidenberger, (D., Sohne
4c nUrnberg 488

Seidl, Cmanuel 4c CDiin-

chen 399. 401
u. Seidl, Gabriel 4c (Dun-
chen 399

Seidler, Hermann4cKon-
stanz 402

u. Seidlitz, Dr. 4c Cben-
hausen (Oberbayern). 475

Seifert 4c Berlin 377
Seifert, K. A. 4c Dresden

453. 460
Seiler, "Johannes 4c (Dun-
chen 439

Seliger, Prof. (Dax 4c

Leipzig 399. 450
Selke, Photosculpt-Ges.

4c Berlin 406
Senf, Richard 4c (Diin-

chen 399
Senff,Barthold 4c Leipzig

411. 450
Serumgesellschaft 4c

Berlin 500
Seydel, Hans 4c Berlin 396
Seyffarth, ¥r. und €. 4c

(Dagdeburg . . . .444. 451
Shannon-Registrator-

Co. (August Zeiss &
Co.) 4c Berlin

359. 360. 459
SicheI,H., Sohne 4c (Dainz

a. Rh 485
Siebert, Dr., & Kiihn 4c

Kassel 374. 415
Siegels, C.P. (0., (Dusikh.

(R. Linnemann) 4c Leip-

zig 411
Siegfried, Prof. Dr. 4c

Leipzig . . 371. 372. 424
Siegismund,Karl 4c Ber-

lin 383
Sieke, K. 4c Rendsburg 387
Siemenroth,Pranz 4c Ber-

lin 383. 388
Siemens & Halske 4c Ber-

lin 374.376.379.415.428
473. 500

Siemens-Schuckert-
werke 4c Berlin ....

362. 428. 472. 475
Siemssen 4c Augsburg . 406
Sieveking, Dr. G. 4c Ham-
burg 407

Silbermann, A. 4c Ber-
lin 472
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Silberstein, Pr. Crnst
Berlin 378

Simm, Pranz CDun-
chen 394

Simon, August Berlin
455. 459

Simon, S. Berlin . . , 498
Simrock, H. Berlin ,.411
Simundt, Percy Ber-

lin 376
Singer, Johannes
Plauen i. U 467

Sittenfeld, Uulius Ber-
lin 408

Sittmann, Carl Oppen-
heim a. Rh 486

V. Siuers, Clara Halen-
see b. Berlin . . 434. 435

Skarbina, Pranz Ber-
lin 394

Sobernheim, Prof. Pr.
Haile a, S 378

Sobotta, L Berlin . . 457
Soehniein & Co. Schier-

stein a, Rh 486
Solf & tOichards Ber-

lin 399
Sommer & Runge Ber-

iin 374.415
Spalding & Grenander

Berlin 401
Spamer, Otto Leipzig

383. 410
Speidel, Priedrich
Pforzheim 440

Spengler, Pranz Ber-
lin 361. 460

Spielmann, Casimir
Stuttgart ........ 482

Spindler, Carl St.
Leonhardt bei Borsch
(Unterelsass) 454

Spindler, Georg, jun. ^
Sonneberg 444

Spindler, Luise St.
Leonhardt (Unter-
eisass) . . 454. 463, 468

Spiro, Cugen Bres-
lau 394

Spitzweg, K. CDunchen 394
Spoerhase, W. Giessen

374. 415. 490
Springer, 7uiius Ber-

lin 387. 497, 498
StaatlichesHygienlsches

Institut Hamburg
379, 499

Stadtbrauerei Blanken-
hain in Phuringen
flkt.-Ges 488

Page

Stadtgemeinde (Diin-
chen 496

Stadt Leipzig 504
Stadtmaglstrat: Ptirth , 495
Rurnberg 504
Wurzburg 505

Stadtrat der Stadt
Bautzen 502

Stadtschultheissenamt
Stuttgart 505

StaedeI,Prof.Pr.*Parm-
stadt 366. 424

Stadtische Priedrich-
Werdersche Oberreal-
schule Berlin .... 386

Stadtische gewerbliche
Portbildunqsschule,
loeibliche flbteilung

Stuttgart. . , 402. 456
Stadtische Handelshoch-
schule Coin a. Rh. 364

Stadtische Hilfsschule
fur schwachbegabte
Kinder StoIpi.P.. . 388

Stadtische Idiotenan-
stalt Berlin-Palldorf , 381

Stadtische Oberreal-
schule^ Bochum 380. 386

Stadtische X. Realschule
Berlin 386

Stadtische 11, Realschule
Berlin 380

Stadtische Realschule:
Crfurt 386
Kreuznach 380

Stadtische Sophien-
Schule Hannouer . . 381

Stadtische Paubstum-
menerziehungsanstalt

Prankfurt a. CD. . . . 381
Stadtische Uermaltung:
Barmen 381. 500
Bautzen 500
Berlin 381. 500
Bielefeld 381
Bochum 381
Bonn 500
Breslau 381. 500
Bromberg 500
Charlottenburg , . , , 381
Chemnitz 381
Coin a. Rh 500
Parmstadt 381
Portmund 500
Presden 381. 500
Pusseldorf 381
Cisleben 381
CIberfeld 381
Prankfurt a. CD. 381.500
Halle a. S 500
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Hamburg 381
Hannouer 381
Hildesheim 381
Horde 381
Kassel ...... 381, 500
Kiel 500
Konigsberg i.Pr, . , , 381
Kottbus 500
Kreuznach 381
Leipzig 381. 500
CDainz 381
CDCinchen .... 381. 500
nCirnberg 381
Posen 381
Quedlinburg 381
Stettin 381
Stolp 381
Strassburg i, C. 381. 500
Stuttgart 381
CDiesbaden 500
COiirzburg 500

Stadtisches Goethe-
Gymnasium Prank-
furt a. CD 380

Stadtisches Gymnasium
Stettin 386

Stadtisches Realgymna-
sium: Barmen 380
CIberfeld 380
Iserlohn 386

Stadtisches Realgymna-
sium “CDusterschule”
Prankfurt a. CD. 380. 386

Stahl, H. * CDagdeburg
451. 459

Stalling, Gerhard Ol-
denburg i.G. 383.405.406

Stange & COagner Ber-
lin 506

Stankieujicz, P. Berlin 384
Starck, Constantin

Berlin 397
Stargardt, 1. A. ^ Ber-

lin 408
Stassfurter Chem. Pa-

brik, A.-G. Stassfurt 425
Stassfurter Chemische
Pabri ken uorm.Uorster
& Griinberg * Stass-
furt 367

Statistisches Amt der
Stadt Presden

495. 497. 500
Staude, Clwin Berlin

383. 387
Staudinger, A. CDun-
chen 460

Stauenhagen, Prof. Pr,
Berlin-Grunewald .

367. 425 '
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Stechoiu, Gertrud
Bcrlin-Triedenau . . . 433

Stegcr, I. ^ teipzig . . 375
Steidel, G. Berlin . . 407
Steiff, CDargarete
Giengenbrenz 445

Steiger, 0. Leuteiuitz

(Konigr. Sachsen) . . . 477
Steigerwalds, ¥ranz,

Deffe (Diinchen 465. 466
Steinhauser, "Fr. * Hem*

leben i. Th. . . . 451. 463
Steinhausen, COilhelm ^

"Frankfurt a. CD 396
Steinheuer & Co. Ha-
nau a. CD 431

Steinicken & Cohr
CDiinchen .... 439. 447

Stein & Koster CDainz 488
Stephan, Cmilie Karls-
ruhe 399. 454

Sterl, Robert Dres-
den 394

Stettiner CDaschinen-
bau flkt.-Ges. “Uul-
can”*Stettin-Bredouj 470

Stichling, 0. Berlin . 444
Stiller, fl. C., & Sohn *

Seifersdorf b. Sorau,
n.-C 467

Stock, Dr. Berlin. . .

366. 367. 425
Stocker, Daniel Stutt-

gart 400. 456
Stoedtner, Dr. iFranz

Berlin 359. 406
Stoehr, Drof. Dr. Kiel

371. 425
Stoermer, Prof. Dr. ^
Rostodi i. CD. . . 370. 425

Stoeuing, Curt * Ber-
lin 455

Stotz, Paul Stuttgart
444. 456

Strassburger Druckerei
und Uerlagsanstalt,
uorm. R. Schultz & Co.

Strassburg i. €. . . 383
Strauch, Cduard * Leip-

zig 387
Strauss, S., Sohne
Prankfurt a. CD 486

Strenge, Otto Clisa-
beth-Pehn 480

Strich-Chapell, COalter
Karlsruhe .... 399. 454

Strobel, Konrad CDun-
chen 396

Stromeyer, Helene *
Karlsruhe .... 399. 454
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Stroucken,
feld . . .

Struck, Hermann Ber
Hn

Striibe, Hermann
Karlsruhe ....

Striitzel, Otto CDiin

chen .

Studiengesellschaft fur
elektrische Schnell
bahnen Berlin

Stiickrath, P. Priede
nau b. Berlin . 374

Sturm, Paul Leipzig
401

StuttgarterCDobelfabrik
Georg Schottle
Stuttgart .... 456. 459

Siiddeutsche Heilanstalt
fur Lungenkranke *
Schomberg 497

Siiddeutsche Lusterfa-
brik CDiinchen 447. 460

Siiddeutscher CDusik-
uerlag Strassburg
i.e 411

Siiss, Paul, fl.-G 437
Sulzbach, CO. Berlin 41

1

Sy & COagner Berlin 440
Sylter Ffaus-Pleissuer-

ein Berlin 434

Taschner, Professor Ig-

natius CDunchen . . 436
Pauchnitz, Chr. Herm.

Leipzig 498
Pecklenborg, "Joh. C.,

fl.-G. Bremerhauen-
Geestemiinde 475

Peltouj, Kreis 428
Pesdorpf, L. Stuttgart

374. 415
Peubner, B. G. Leipzig

386. 387. 408. 410
PheresienthalerKristall-

glasfabriks-nieder-
lage, Cduard Rau
CDiinchen 466

Phermophorgesellschaft
Berlin 378

Pheuerkorn,Paul CDiin-

chen 396
Phiele,Prof.Dr.>*t Strass-
burg 369. 425

Phiele & Steinert Ber-

lin 361. 468
Phienemann, C. P.

Gotha 387
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Phienhaus, Rudolf *
Berlin 396

Phierfelder, Prof. Dr.
Berlin 372. 425

Phoms, Prof. Dr. Steg-
iitz-Berlin .... 372. 425

Phonet, Gebriider Ber-
lin 362. 459

Phor, COalter CDunchen 394
Phorner, Dr. COalther *

Berlin 380
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COeimar. . . . 496. 501
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Piedemann, Carl Dres-
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gart 500
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Berlin 489. 490
Poepfer, Otto, & Sohn
Potsdam .... 374. 415

Polksdorf, B. Berlin . 480
Pollens, Prof. Dr. Got-
tingen . . . 372. 373. 425
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Kandern 446. 465
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Klingenberg a. CDain
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lin 486
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lin 369. 425
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Sand (Bayern). 361. 468
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Proujitzsch & Sohn *
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Priiller, Harry Celle . 482
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Pabakfabrik “Sultan”
Breslau 480

Pypke.Carl Berlin 360. 466
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Udiuft & Hartmann
Dresden 449. 459

u. Uechtritz, Professor
Kuno Berlin. 362. 444

Uihlein, Heinrich Han-
nouer 461. 463

Cllbrich, Prof. Dr. Ber-
lin 388

Ule, Karl {Diinchen . 460
Underberg-flibrecht, H.

Rbeinberg am Die-
derrhein 487

Unger, August * Berlin
361. 362. 457

Unger, Hans Dresden 394
Ungeiuitter, Hugo
Diisseldorf 394

Uniuersitat (Darburg . . 364
Uniuersitatsaugen-

kiinik Breslau . . . 380
Uniuersitatsklinik fur
Hautkrankheiten
Breslau 376

Unioersitats-Poliklinik
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rurgie Berlin .... 376

Untersuchungslabora-
torlum (hahrungs-
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sundheitsamt Berlin

488. 497
Urff, S. Hanau .... 407
Uth, (Dax Berlin . . . 394

Uahlen, Pranz Ber-
lin 383
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* Worms a. Rh 486

Uandenhoeck und Rup-
recht Gottingen . . 498

o. Uangerouj, £. Bre-
merhauen 383
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fur tungenkranke im
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Leipzig 410
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erein fur die bergbau-
lichen Interessen, Sitz
Gssen 492
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Uerein fiir Uolksheil-
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Uerein fiir Uolksheilstat-
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burg .... 372. 425. 426

Uereinigte Gisenacher
Brauereien, Peters-
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Gisenach i. Thiir. . . . 488

Uereinigte Pabriken fiir

taboratoriumsbedarf
Berlin

365-368. 371-
373. 425. 426. 489. 498

Uereinigte Glanzstofffa-
briken, fl.-G. Glber-
feld 427. 467

Uereinigte Koniglich
Preussische u. Gross-
herzoglich Hessische
Staatseisenbahnuer-
waltung Berlin 416. 473

Uereinigte (Daschinen-
fabrik Augsburg *
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Uereinigte Pfeifenfabri-
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Uereinigte (Oiirttember-
gischeWerkstattenfur
Kunst im Handwerk
Stuttgart 457

Uereinigung der Kunst-
freunde Berlin 405.406

Uerein zum Heinrich-
Hospital 496

Uerein zur Begriindung
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imKonigreichSachsen 496
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der (Doorkultur im
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Priedenau 480
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Pankow 361. 457
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lulius (Diinchen . . 395

Uesler & Schoch ^ Leip-
zig 472
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=< Braunschweig . . .
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360. 361. 449. 465
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Worpswede 395
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instrumenten-Pabrik
Hermann Dolling jun.
(DarkneukIrcheni.S. 417

Uoigt, Hugo Leipzig . 479
Uoigt, (Oilhelm Berlin

455. 459
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Uoigtianders, R., Uer-
lagsbuchhandlung *
Leipzig 384. 386. 388. 408

Uoickmar, "F. Leipzig
360. 411

Uoikmann, flrtur Leip-
zig 401. 450

u. Uoihmann, Prof. Hans
Karlsruhe . . 399. 453

Uolksdorf, B. Berlin 480
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Beriin 496. 501
Uoilbehr, Grnst St.

Heinrich am Starn-
berger See, Bayern . . 402

Uoilgold, I)., & Sohn
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Uoiz, Prof. Karlsruhe
401. 454

Uongerichten, Prof. "Dr.

3ena 372. 425
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Bugeshalde bei Deu-
Babelsberg 435

Uordermayer, Ludwig
Berlin 397
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hold Dresden .... 399
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burg .... 365. 384. 388
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a. Rh 411
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zig 386. 387
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chen 397

lOachtersbacher Stein-
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Schlierbach bei tOach-
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Wagemann, Sebriider
Wiesbaden 486

Wagner, Gunther^Han-
nouer 387

Wagner, H., & G. Debes
Leipzig 385

Waisenhauses, Buch-
handlung des, in

Haile a. S. 384. 387. 388
Waldau, Grete Berlin

399
WalIach,Prof.Dr.^G6t-‘
tingen 365. 366. 370. 425

Wandschneider, Wilh.
Berlin 398
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u.Wangenheim,Preiherr
Klein-Spiegel bei

Grossmelien (Pomm.) 480
Wanschaff,'3.^Berlin 374.41
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WarthmuIIer,R.^ Berlin 395
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Weber, H. & "3. Darm-
stadt 393
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388. 405. 408. 41
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Weber, R. Haynau i.
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Weber-Palckenberg
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Wedekind, Dr. Tubin-
gen 365.367.369.372.425

Wedekind, R., & Co.
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(Dunchen 395
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gorro scHucrz
^ I^czctt-Gittcriucrk, Kunstschmicdc
m Berlin SCO. n, Hallcsches Clfer 36 1

El COhoIcs^Ic manufacture of ^czett gratings
g] and railings.
Patented in Germany, America and other States. Uery suitable for export. Ouer 350,000 kqsTezett railing supplied to the Berlin eleuated Railway. Catalogue forwarded gratis.

n

German Imperial Gagle (Artistic forging). (Dade for the Court of Honour o*f

"Palace. Che illustration shoios the eagle mounted
metres. The eagle in for sale,uery suitable as an ornamentation for German Industrial Buildino or ClubHouse. All enquiries to be directed to the Imperial Commissioner in the

German State Building or direct to the firm. q
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:iOH. HecKecDflnn
m General Toriuarding Business ®

BBeCDGH ' BBeCDGBHflUGn • HflCDBURG

m

ETWi I established 1831. TgJ

is) a
l<3

feLtl 1

TeJ
Treight agent

of the Baltimore & Ohio RR.
Agent of the United States
express Co. for Germany
foriuarding agent appointed by con-

tract luith the Commissioner of the

German Cmpire for the Universal

exposition, St. Louis, flil kinds of

goods forujarded from the points of

manufacture to destination, insur-

ance covered at Iouj rates. Any
information millingly extended di-

rectly, or by CDr.C.L.Hilleary, Traffic

(Danager of the Baltimore&Ohio RK.,
St. Louis.

0^

m
Address for relegrams Codes; ABC "Fourth and ¥ifth editions. Telephonic Connection

Bremen; HCCKCfVAnn The International (Dercantile betujeen Bremen-

Hamburg; HCCKCtDADD Telegraph Code. Cieber’s Code. Hamburg-Bremerhauen.
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Kayserzinn
each article—if genuine—is

stamped with the registered

trade-mark “KflYSeRZinn.”

To clean Kayserzinn, it

must be scoured with fine

sifted sand and a solution of

soda and mater (best done
with the palm of the hand),
well rinsed and dried with
linen, whereupon the article

looks like new again. g
° GO£D (DeDflLS D
** "Paris 1900, "Dusseldorf 1902,
n Turin 1902

nOHH & SOHHG, (OflUDHltBeRSHeiCD
near Bingen on the Rhine COine grOUJerS Bingen on the Rhine
m Waldhilbersheim, Heddesheim and CDuenster, near Bingen on the Rhine.

Rhine, CDoselle,
Dahe and d

Pfaelzer COines.
n Shippers
O to the Trade only.

Largest Shippers of
German COines to the

United States.

Dohn & Sons
66-70 Beauer street

Reuj rork. a

' 312,465 titers

Shipments l (83,263 Gallons)

in:
1901 ' titers

1 QAO ^ 337,697 titerslyUz:
, (90,052 Gallons) g

1903 '
^ Liters a

Trade (Dark
I (79,71 2 Gallons) '(102,309 Gallons’*')

'^) Highest Record euer made in the Dahe District. g

3



I^ZaDfllCDCeREI^
QOrOR CO(DPflnY
Cannstatt • (Daricnfcldc • Uicnna.

Sole manufacturer of the

“CDeRCeDeS” OJotor Car.
(Dotor cars for the conucyancc of passengers and

goods, spirit, benzine and petroleum motors, mo-
tor boats, ships motors, motor
cars for rails, and freight cars with

a loading capacity up to 5 tons.



® flcUnoluIedgcd to be the best hair restorer in the luorld. ® B
® B H O General Agency for the United States uacant. B I H I

rheodor COirsing, Schineinfurt a*(D/'‘f833'’

Colours* paintings ordinary and decoration, for manufactury of machines,
carriages, pieces of furniture, tapestries, papers coloured impression

* (in paste or dry), playthings, & o. m. Colours grindet in oil.
RCpr Chro^me-, crayon-, carmesin-, signal-, persian-, turUish-, lahes (fast to light, insoluble
in oil, not bleeding into mater, standing uarnishing), lead imitation, uermilon, maroon lake,
& 0. m. — Y6££0Q): Chrome-, of zinc, dutch pink, bromn lake, for lime, &o. m. — GRCCn;
Chrome-, of zinc, Uictoria-, light-, printing-, for lime, imitation Schioeinfurt-. — BCUC;
tight-, mash-, chrome-, for lime, imitation ultramarin-. — BROCOD:—take, umber, black.

Chemicals* sugar of lead, salt of tin, (DCDfltS: (Dainz 1842, (Dunchen 1854,

^
nvvtijj.. monochromate of pot- tOurzburg 1856, tondon 1862, "Paris 1867," asse, chr.of baryt, &o.m. Durnberg 1882, C0ienl873, nurnbergl896!
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in casks and

bottles

warranted

pure and
original

a

Original

Rheingau
COincs

Shipments from
Sltuille’

a on the Rhine °

° f-o.b.Rotterdam, °

flntiucrpc or Bremen,

Hoffmann, Heffter & Co,
Cable address;
lOeinboerse, Leipzig [teipzig fl. B. C. code

4th edition

Sole agents to the American Continent for the “Association of combined unions
of Rheingau mine growers” (C. \). G. Rheingauer lOinzeruereine, e. G, m. b. H,,

Q Cltuille on the Rhine). q
Trading luith wholesale dealers only,

In a special Pauilion of the Pood department. Agricultural Building, Stand £:
Large exhibit (20 kinds of the same uintage). D

6



Bischiueiler Cartridge
Yactorv

lOalbingcr^ CDcuschel & Co
Bischiueiler in flisace, Germany.

Tirst Class Tactory in this branch.

Specialities manufactured: Shooting
cartridges for the tropics mith brass
external cases, extra gastight cartridge

cases, all hinds of ujads, reuoluer and
¥lobert ammunition, compressed bul-

lets made most accurately, as ujell as
percussion caps and caps for all hinds
o of smoheless poujder.

The factory occupies the first place in Germany in

the manufacture of shooting cartridge cases for blacU
as men as for smoUeless poiuder; the cases spe-

cially distinguish themselues by the closed primers
(pattern 1887), solely used by the aboue factory,

by being perfectly gastight, excellent firing qua-

lities, as well as by their genuine and careful manu-
facture, from ail other mares. The closed primer
(pattern 1887) permits comfortable reloading mithout
misfires, mhich renders them peculiarly adapted for

the brass cases recommended for the tropics;
these primers haue also proued themselues excellent

for the most uarious hinds of smokeless pomder, the
different cartridges cases for mhich the firm haue been eminently successful in manu-
facturing by reason of its past experience. All the manufactures of the firm are gene-
rally appreciated in sporting and shooting circles, and genuine sportsmen only use
Bischiueiler ammunition. Q
Q The highest awards obtained at all Expositions exhibited at.

n (Dain luholesale Branch Q
l.LCjOalbinger& (Deuschel of Duremberg.

7



Ibl Irlt^l fJl

Uincyard of the Ciuic “Hospital of the
Holy Ghost” at COurzburg (Bauaria)
g] (under municipal management). [g
Sellers of oiun-cultiuated, guaranteed-pure Tranconian lOines in tuhole and
half bottles (Boxbeutein). On the ground-floor of the establishment, Semmel-
strasse 2, a much-frequented ancient Wine room in mhich the bottled mines
of the Hospital are retailed. Price-lists are forwarded by the Pinancial department

of the Ciuic Hospital gratis and postage prepaid.

|oi— M
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H-Hauptner, BerlinHW
Largest Ueterinary Instrument

° o (Danufacturer in the COorld. S

established

1857.

Ouer 200
ujorhmen
employed.

r I

Paris 1900:
Grand Prix

and
Gold (Dedal.

The firm produces in an extensiue manufactory, equipped with all the contri-
uances of modern technical science, exdusiuely ueterinary instruments and
apparatus for the rearing and care of animals. The business consists of the
following Departments:

1. Ueterinary instructional appliances.
2. Aids for the Rearing and Care of Animals.
3. Apparatus for the Shearing of Animals.
4. Instruments for veterinary Surgery and

CDedicine. q

H
5. Apparatus for Bacteriology, meat inspection

and milk examination.

The Catalogue, ualued among specialists as a text-booh for ueterinary instru-
illustrations, is supplied gratis in German, Prenchand Cnghsh to interested parties. The firm publishes its nouelties annually

L f
pamphlet; its exports are sent all ciuilised countries, fit the Paris

exhibition 1900, the firm receiued the Grand Prix and the Gold (Dedal. q
“ Represented at the St. Louis World’s Pair in the Cx-

hibition of the Royal Prussian (Dinistry for Agriculture.

9 b
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•DR€X€R, ROSenKRflnZ & DROOP, HADOUeR
CDanufacturers of Pittings for Boilers and engines, COater-gauges.

RoscnUranz’

Indicators

luith inside and outside
^

rfl| ;dreyer1I^en0^'2&M()()rpiston spring.

Spring CDanomctcr
for steam, mater and air

pressure as mell as for

uacuum.

CDanomctcr luith

recorder.

COatcr-gauges luith uuN
canised india-rubber

measuring machine for (Dunicipal

mater-seruices. Ouer 220,000 in use.

grhe finest Decoration is ®

m Inlaid COork, CDarqueterie q
ffl manufactured by Q
G. COoIfel Schmabstrasse 74 Stuttgart

fln euer-enduring substitute for all kinds of Painting. D
Set together out of the finest Datura! COoods of all parts of the luorld, also

a of CDetal, CDother-of-Pearl, luory, rortoise-Shell, Coral, &c. O
D

Suited for single pieces and luhole suites of O

furniture, Pianos, Grand-Pianos, Dados, Ceilings

Salooncarriages, Steamers de Luxe, &c.

W I Hight><;t 1

CDunich 1888 — London 1891 — Stuttgart 1896 — Paris 1900.
|
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Hoderit Art Literature
German Section

Collective Croup of the „0eutsche Buchgewerbe-Verein".

^ Pabiisiiiiis-Ofnce^
ALEX. KOCH • DAKHSTADT

(Hesse).

DEUTSCHE KUN5T
UNDDEKORATiON

The most important publishing-office for modern Interior-Archi-
tecture, Ornamentation of Dwelling-Houses and Art-Industry.

OriginaNIllustrations Only.
HU imporfant German and foreign artists are represented in our publications by their best work.

= innEn-DEKORATION =
(..Journal for Interior=Decoration“)

XVth year

eentraI»organ for the whole furnish^

ing and ornamentation of drawing*
rooms & representntiue saloons.

Specimen-flos. with about
50 illustrations 2/6.

Annual subscription: 22 /s.

Deutsche Kunst u. Dekorution
Vllth year

illustrated magazine for modern
Painting, Sculpture, Architecture,

interior*Decorntion and ha*
dies flrt*embroidery.

Specimen*nos. with 150
illustrations 2 / 6.

Annual subscription: 26 /s.

The Turin Exhihition 1902,
dustry exhibited

A Document of German Art.
with gilt-plaquette

The Masters of interior
IIhA I. Baillie Scott, II. C. R.
Hri* Mackintosh, III. L. Bauer.
Each portfolio contains in about
14 coloured plates, a country-seat
fully illustrat., and various rooms
with German and English texts.
Price of each portfolio . 25 / s.

represents in 500 illustrations all the most
prominent objects of international Art-In-

Price 24
/
s.

Exhibition of the Darmstadt Art- Colony. Over
500 illustrations. Price, bound in blue Satin

Price 36
/
s.

Koch, Modern Art-ln-
ffllttfll

Interior-
UUiAliy* Decoration, 200 illu-
strations. — II. Modern Interior-
Architecture

, 240 illustrations.
-- III. Modern Furniture and
Interiors, 244 illustrations.
Price each volume . . 20

/
s.

VPRUAa
•AUgix:
KOCH
PARASTAOr

All our publications are kept in stock at
L. Volkening & Sons, St. Louis, 517 Franklin Avenue. J

11
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G.CDeUK rounded 1847.

Royal Bauarian Court

'

3eiucllcr

Propnetor PAUL CDGRK.

Ovun (Oorkshops for the manufacture of

lemels. Gold and Silucr ornaments, after

oujn and foreign designs, in all styles*

Prizes awarded at six great Exhibitions*

(DUniCH, Odeonsplatz 13*

IS

LE
n

500 Workmen

1. CD. Cehmann,Presden
Germany* rounded 1834.

S (Dachinery for the S

(Danufacture of Cocoa
and Chocolate, Colours

g and Toilet Soap. §
(Dachincs

for making (Dilk Chocolate*

o Hew ^ork 88/90 COalker Street

5 1* CD* Lehmann Company*
° Paris 92 Richard Lenoir °

Societe francaise 1 . CD* Lehmann*

flcrnep eurcDflnn
CDachine Construction Company, Ltd*

HflCDBURG -orrensen
33
33

CDanufactures

:

Sand-jet bloioers* CDechanical Tilter Construe-
tions*’*'^ Rotatory Pumps* Precision-Rotatory-
Blast for Bessemer O^orks**)

12



F. e.lOiRCHSCDUTH, LeiPSlC
B H exhibitor in the education Section. H H I

Artistic coloured wall decorations
for Schools and Homes

as ujcll as large coloured intuitioe pictures
including ail branches of instruction.

(Dathieu CDoIitor; Shepherd’s Sunday Hymn.

Size of picture: 94x64 cms. Price: 6 mks.

Detailed illustrated catalogues supplied gratis and carriage paid.

eiesei: & Co. DRcsDcn-ptfluen.
n Wholesale House for the preparation of

Q non-poisonous colours for articles of food qand luxuries, the soap and fat industry.
export to all parts of the World. Speciality: export to all parts of the World.

Aromatic fruit essences for the CDanufacture of Siueets.

13



Total number manufactured about 6,900.
a flucragc annual output 400-450 locomotiucs. p

Ri (Speed, 150 kms. per hour). p H

HenscHec&soHn
established in /J ^ established in

a 1817 X/inLOOWw D 1817 n

rhe uJorUshops of Henschcl & Sohn, Cassel, the most important of
their kind on the European continent, manufacture as specialities

Locomotiues
a
m
S]

m
§]

for main and branch lines, as loell as for all

kinds of small and street railways, mountain
railways, for industrial morks, earth toorks,
plantations, &c. of euery capacity. g

Tireless locomotiues, spare boilers and
all supplementary parts for locomotiues.
° (Dachine Tools.
Hut presses

S Steam machines, Boilers.

for manufacturing six cornered
loithout any waste of material.

nuts

a

m
[§

m
[§

Own smelting-iuork: ‘‘Heinrichshutte’’ near Hattingen (Westphalia)
mith blast furnace for the production of iron and steel; omn coke furnaces, puddling
furnaces, rolling mills for rough plates, fine plates, bar and angle iron, steel mould
P castings, &c. Cxtensiue subsidiary branches. p
a Own Coal mine in COestphalia. a

14



HincKec&wincKceR
5 FRflnK'FORr*on*rHe-(Dflin

[1

m
m

g] Shippers of Hocks and (Dosdics
[g

S Agents for the United States: Q
c.H.aRnocD&co.

flsk for our luincs at the German Restaurant, COorld’s Pair St. Louis.

The Hoenningen Chemical Tactory
established

n 1889. n
formerly CDessrs. COalther ¥eld & Co. Ltd.

Hoenningen on Rhine
300 luorhmen
employed.

lelegr. Address; Chemische Hoenningenrhein. Bankers: Imperial Bank, Heuioied Branch.

CDanufacturers of preparations of Baryta and Strontia.

R
Carbonate of Baryta 96/99 %, Caustic Baryta 96/98 °/o. Crude Sulphur Barium

Permanent lohite, Strontianite 94/95 %, Strontia
f^senic or iron-especially for accumulators. Sulphateof Sodium, Hydrochloric acid-free from arsenic,-nitric acid, compressed Carbonic acid

15



rhc burning question in the Pottery Trade of
the complete radical and cheap remoual of Pis-
colorations in Tiled goods without the use of

^
Colouring matter is solued by p

Pcrkieioicz’s Process
. patented in all ciuilised countries. .

Por permission to manufacture, or in order to acquire Patent
rights please communicate ujith the

SCudluigsberg Clay Works, S

^
near (Doschin, Germany. ^

The firms exhibits are to the found in the German section of the (Dines and
^

[J D (Detallurgv Building. D

Iron and Cnamelling Works

m

m

m

El

(Proprietor CO. uon Krause, Berlin)

Dcusalz-on-the-Odcr, Sermany.

Registered rrade-marU.

Cast Iron Goods of all kind
also enamelled, nickeled, coppered, brassed. B

Articles for kitchen.

CDeat' Cutters
for hand and for poujer.

Lemon-Sqeezers.

CDeat'Presses.

Colour-CDills.

Closets,Pumps, Candlesticks, Lanterns.

[1

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
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Cysoform
Original House: “Lysoform,” Co. £td., Berlin.
“ Branches; 'Paris, Condon, St. 'Petersburg, CDailand, °

German Patents Do. 141,744 and 145,390. American Patent
Do. 740,424. exhibited in the German education department
by permission of the Royal Prussian (Dinistry of Culture.

Trade fDark

Cysoform
is a Pormaline preparation, disinfecting and deodorising luith-
out the dangerous bye-voorkings of creosote and carbolic prepa-
rations; safest possible disinfection vuithout smell. Introduced

into the first State Hospitals of Germany.

"ITW-Ji
-Ji RaW'Cysoform

is a Disinfectant and Deodorant for purposes of wholesale
Disinfection. ¥or the disinfecting and deodorising of sick-
rooms, cabins, railway compartments, offices, factories and
school rooms, lauatories and closets; disinfects cheaply,
quickly and reliably, remoues bad smells effectually and has
an eximently purifying action without harming the objects,

disinfected. n
°

Cysoform Toilet Soap
is a novelty in the domain of medicinal soaps and combines a
disinfecting action with the properties of a first class toilet soap.

17 c



KflSr&€HinGenG.m.b.H.
m
K

i]

a

srurreflur
Printing ink manufacturers
(Dany awards. Paris 1900: Grand Prix.

Dew York branch: Chicago branch:

CHflS.HCLLCDUrH
46—48 6. Houston St.

CHflS.HeCCtDUrH
357—359 S. Clark St.

Di
S
m
Q
Q
Q

Inks and colors for the entire Graphical trade:
letterpress*, litho*, collotype-, copper-plate-, tin-

plate-printing, Bookbinder work, &c. Uarnishes.
Roller Composition. Rutographic bla<k. Auto-
graphic ink. tessiue for types. Lithographic ink

S in sticks. Lithographic crayon. g

a Sxhibit: a
Apparatuses For

the Kitchen of the

German State

Kitchen of the (Dunlcipal Lunatic Asylum at Herzberge, near Berlin. Building.

Hiidesheim economical Kitchen Range Pactory
special factory In Germany of

• ***^'^^**'^»m cooking apparatuses for wholesale
provisioning in Barracks, Hospitals, Infirmaries, Soup-Kitchens, for establishments with the
greatest requirements, for Heating with solid fuel-coal, wood, &c.-as also with gas or steam.

Cooking, roasting,

baking and warm-
ing apparatuses
for households,
gentlement's

kitchens, restaurants,

hotels, steamships,
etc,.

Admitted to be the

best manufacturers.

18



K l l<3

Telephone flppa-
for House, Cityand
Cong IHstance use.

Central Switches
for small or large Telephone net-
worhs of all systems. g

Telegraph flppa-
for "Post office,TitlUbV^b Rallujay, -PoIIce

and (Dilitary. g

flailway Signals
for all purposes. Ringing Appara-
tus, Track-ioarners, Raifcontacts.

c. LORenz
rdephone and Telegraph COorhs
Railway Signal Construction establishment

Berlin SO. 26

is
bounded 1880 Pounded 1880

(Dy manufactures are
exhibited at the Spe-
cial Show stand of the
Royal Prussian State
Railway Authorities.

M

CRZRLOGUeS
in German, Cngilsh,
Trench, Spanish or
Russian language gra-

to ail persons Inter-

ested.

19 c'



Hubcl &'Denck • Leipzig
Koniglich Baycrische Hofbuchbindcrd.
m

m

m
g]

m

Bookbindings
of cucry kind.

Our speciality: Artistic bindings
for catalogues, price-lists, &c.

The binding of this

official catalogue shows the quality of our worh.

m
[1

Q
s
m
n
Q
[g

Zown Brewery, Limited
Blankcnhain in Thuringia.

® Speciality: Blankcnhain
Trade mark. G)altStrong flic, "pasteurised.

Recommended by doctors as a dietetic and strengthening
means for persons suffering from lung, heart and stomachical

complaints, for weakness, consumptive and anaemic people,

a convalescents and wet nurses. °

° Contains most malt? Infinitesimal amount of alcohol? **

“
.

n
Prizes awarded 1903: Vienna, Paris, London, highest awards.

20



6CD1C BinT)€R^ Pforzheim
Bijouteriefabrik

** Spczialitatcn:

€mailbi|outene, CDedaillen,
flnhanger, 6urtelfchnallen,
Brofchen,CDanfchcttenhndpfe,
Zigarcttcnctuis, Tcucrzeugc,
Zigarrenabfchneider, CDcHcr,
Papiccmcffcr, Saifonartihel.

(Danufacturer ofJewellery

Specialities:

Cnammelled fewellery, me-
dals, pendants, buckles,
brooches, sleeue-Iinks, ci-

garette-cases, match-boxes,
cigar-cutters, kniues, paper-

kniues, souvenirs.

Several registered Designs and Patents.

Tabrique dc Bifouteric a
Specialites: O

BijouterieemaiIIee,flmuIettes,
Breloques, Bouclesaceinture,
Broches, Boutons de man-
chette,Porte-cigarettes, Porte-
allumettes , Coupe - cigares,
Canifs, Coupe-papier, Articles

de saison (souvenirs).

tiibeckcr (Daschincnbau-Gesellschaft
ID ttibech CH

machinc'iuorks, pig-iron and chilled iron-foundry, boiler-forge.

Speciality: S

Dredgers
of euery construction,

capacity and dredging
depth. Sea-, Canal- and
Harbour-work, for gra-

uel-, peat-, ore-digging, &c.

Cleuators, flushing appa-
ratus, hopper barges,

diuing-bell plants, a
floating-docks.

Cxcauators of euery construction, capacity and dredging-depth,
for Canal-, Harbour- and railway-work, open earth-work

in mining and brick-kilns for chalk-, clay- and gold-digging driuen by steamu or electricity. Q
The two massive porches and the covering of the wails in the vestibule of the
Artistic Trade Building, designed by OJr. BRUDO CDOHRlDe, Architect are of special

Interest to theBuildingrrade.
supplied by (Dessrs. G. Uorissen of Oberlahnstein,
whose quarries yield Porvenir, Cstrellante and Rojizonazo, which arc easily worked^d generally appreciated for their beautiful colouring. Unattained size and perfection
“ of blocks in coloured marble. O
^e marble Quarrying and Importing Company In Rew York City and Albany R. Y. has“ undertaken the United States Agency.

21



CfinDflUeR & CDflCHOCt
HeitBRonnestablished 1860

a

10 Prize CDcdals o
fliuarded D
Philadelphia Cxhib. 1876

D

established 1860

Gold CDedal
Prankfort on the (Dain 1900
World’s Pair—Paris 1900 D

TDfSl

Pistillcry
g of ’’Kirschiuasser

Zwetschgenwasser
Raspberry Liqueur

g Cherry Brandy
Cinnamon^ Cordials

D
U

U a
a
D
a

itJ b1
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Gabriel Sedlmayr^ Brauerei
zum Spaten^ CDunich
Capacity about 430,000 barrels (up-

ujards of 500,000 hectoliter). Highest awards
at all the exhibitions in which he took part.

Great export to all parts of the world.

DCUrZ Gas-motor Pactory
cotOGne-Deurz

3 Working capital 20,000,000 marks S

Specialities: otto motors In all sizes from 1 to 6,000 h.p., double acting— four-time blast furnace-gas-motors, pressure and suction-generator-
gas plant for the production of motor gas from anthracite, bituminous coal, brown coal,
peat, wood, clarified mud, &c. (fuel utilisation double as much as in steam engines)!
Complete Pumping and Water Works Plant with (Dotor power. fDotor locomotives for
mines, field and street railways, motor traction engines, motor-boats for conveyance of
D passengers and goods, canal boats. O

Double-

acting

four-time

motor

Trade-mark
registered

§ P. 10. Pranz Ualchenberg §
Have no agents! Worms on Rhine. Have no agents!

Grower and Dealer with Renish and (Doselle lOines — Owner
of tiebfraumilch Vineyards (1st class) — Sole Proprietor
of tiebfraumilch Kirchenschlussel (opposite the Church).

Cable address: “Seniorsohn” Worms. Postal box: Do. 20.
Pour registered trading-marks for the words: “Tischwein” (at table).
“Uaickenberg” (the name itself) for Still and Sparkling, “Ciebfrau-
milch Kirchenschlussel*’ and “the general Trade-mark’’ (see above).

“Tischwein’’ Is a Speciality.
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Only one Price.

<ar^

Champagne

From^i
Only one quality.

Trocken.
Sea.

Halbirocken.
Dem! sec.

Sifss.

Doux.

8qual to the best Trench vuines. CDanufactured from the best
luines of the Champagne^ without the addition of any other wines.

Champagne Cellars of

J.YROCDCD. Limited.
Parmstadter
tandstr. 250.

Telephone 2326.

Prankfort-on-the-CDain Parmstadter
Landstr. 250.

blU jcifSI"

Reliable 1 \7/N Reliable

° ICIiCn^UL ° Sulphur
Preparation, Preparation.

Used with success for diseases of the shin, of the organs of digestion

and circulation, for gonorrhoea, for rheumatism, for female complaints,

KT
'"

II I
Chlorosis and Tuberculosis of the lungs, m

Registered in all ciuilised countries- |}-{^

15^3 Sole (Danufacturers: llLJc)

n Cordes Hermanni Co-^ Tlchthyol Company,
o Hamburg-
a Reprcscntlocs for the United States a

of north America and Canada: CHerCh Sl CO-, l/eW ^OrK-
“ ^ Beware of Imitations? ^

> <*1 CT ' I pI
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rwepereR union
pneucDflnc rme c©
Telegraphic Address:
Gummipeter Telephone Ho. 695couis PGTen

TKAnKTORT on-rHe-OJflin, GGACDAHY
Head Office and COorks: (Dainzer LandstcasselSG

Peter Union Pneumatic Tires for Cycles and
Autocars

Peter Pouble Patent Aim for all kind of (Ohccis
and Tires

Peter Solid Tires for all kind of Carriages and heauy
Omnibusses

Peter Puncture Proof Bands for nir rubos
°

lndl3 Ooods for Technical Purposes
^

Represented by (Dr. Richard Bockemuhl.
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1. lOfinSCHflFF SOHni
n established

1876. Scientific Instruments. S

Berlin SO., Olisabethufer 1.
Specialities: D

flil Instruments that require exactest circular and linear diuisions such as:
Refracting Telescopes (Siueden). (Deridian Circles (Swiss Obseruat., Zurich). Tachy-
meters, (Dicrometers, Theodolites for Triangulations, &c. (Royal Prussian Surveying
Office, Gouernments of Denmark, the Hetherlands, Russia, Sweden and America). Prismatic
reflectors, Gccentricity-free Sextants (Imp. Germ., Imp. Russ.Dauics, &c.). 1st cL Spectre-
meters (Royal Phys. and Techn.lnstit., and seueral private institutes). Goniometers,PhotO'
meters (Royal Geod.lnstit., Potsdam). flItitudcTelescopes (Royal Geod.lnstit. for I’nternatUnd Surv^ing, Potsdam. Observat. in Italy, 7apan, the Detherlands, Russia and America).
(ijagneticTheodoIites and Recording Apparatus of every kind (CDagnet.Observat.Pots-
dam, many (Ding. Observat.). Longitudin. measuring instrum, of all hinds, equipments
for expeditions. Accuracy of division of circle 0’3"—0'4

"
(mean error of division).

** Tropical Instruments (without steel). a

G?e!5pr?z^e; CDodcm Constructions of cucry kind. ^^eoid"cDe?ai?^°'
IHus^ated Catalogues as well as pamphlets about the examination of my filing on the
(Deridian Circle of the Zurich Observatory, in German, Cngllsh and Trench, to be obtained
gratis from the representative of the Scientific Instruments group and from the firm direct.

eeBRUpeRsncHsenBeRG
established 1844. Limited. About 1 000 workmen employed.

2 engineering (Corks, Iron foundry, “
“ Ship-building iJard. “

Rosslau in flnhalt cXgnc'tlStz'“ Telegraphic Codes: Staudt & Hundius, A. B. C. code.“ Telegraphic Address: Sachsenberg-Rosslauanhalt.
All varieties of the “Robert llges” patent Distilling and Re-
distillation Apparatuses with continuous automatic working.
The most modern construction of the latter yields direct from
the wash 90 per cent of the whole Alcohol as purest first-
class spirit, likewise distills raw spirit advantageously. Com-
plete Distillery Plant, mash-vats, mash-tub apparatus. Re-
gistered Trademark 205,388. Henze-dampers, malt-mills, &c.
tile making machines and Compression machines, yeast

works, malt houses. Steam-en-
gines and boilers of every kind
and size. Paddle and screw
steamboats. Stern-wheel steamers.
Dredges. Suction-dredgers, Drying
dredgers, Dutch barges. Bongos,
Ploating cranes, &c., whole or In
parts.
Drawings of tugs and suction-
dredgers exhibited (see group 26).
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EMJLSUSSA.G.
MUGELM -DRESDEN

'Manufacturers

CHRISTMAS

|^£W-YEAR,

^ POSTCARDS. ^

i "First firm in the line,

^ about 500 COorhpeopIo cm-
ployed.

export to all parts of the luorld.

Prizes aioarded at IDelbourne and
Ceipsic. Q

Represented at the St.touis exhibition.

German department. Liberal firts.

EMJLSUSSA.^
MOgELN -DRESDEN.

'Manufacturers
OF r*

CHRISTMAS^
^(EVATAR,

POSTCARDS.

El- IcjBT Id 1
Bl" icjBI" 13 1

m

m
g]

m
s
EC
El

fl. HARCH & Co.
established 1848 (DflYence established 1848

(Wholesale COincDealcr.
Speciality: Rhinegau

and Rhenish Hessian COines.
Only the Crade supplied.

rmasi

—

[1

[E

[§

S
[1

[1

S
[1

EC
JciEC
33 EC

33
33
73

“Dich”-Filcs,
Ccadc* „
marks: ^ ^ D*

large and smaii for engine-works with or with
out unduiating-cut. Precision-fiies for lOatch
makers, Teweiiers, engravers, engineers, "Den
tists, &c. Coois for eiectro-technic and Automo
bile-works. "Patent-cut Rasps. Saw-biades. &c

Kniues, Cieauers,
Caruing-sets, &c.
with the registered
Trade-mark:

‘*pick”'Butcher Steels,
'Friedr-Dick, Ssslingen Germany • > f. dick

Chatillon & Sons, 85-93 Cliff Street, Dew Yorh.450 OJorkmen. 300 Horse-power. 50 CDedals and "Diplomas. lOrite for Catalogue.
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Cross Section 1 : 50.

Congitudlnal Section.

rhc“Schuttc’’typc
of Steam Boiler
forms a combination of cvlindrical fire tube
boilers with return flames and of narrow
tube water tube boilers. It combines the
aduantages of both types whilst eliminat-
ing as far as possible the drawbacks of
both types. The oual shape of the fire
tube boiler originally chosen, such as has
been made for the exposition at St. touis
by the engine building "Factory “Uulcan”
of Stettin, has been abandoned, in order
to auoid firstly the anchoring and the per-
forated stays which are exposed to the
greatest heat and secondly the steam dome
the hoop of which is rather difficult to
manufacture. Che new shape is illustrated
in the transport exhibition by a steam
launch boiler constructed by C. Seebech
& Co. ttd., of Bremerhauen. fl similar
boiler has been used with the greatest
success for ouer a year by the Horddeut-
schen Ocean Cable Works Co. Ltd., Horden-
ham-on-the-Weser. The new boilers of the
steamyacht “Lensahn” built for His Royal
Highness the Grandduke of Oldenburg,
are almost similar ones, only larger, each
possessing a heating surface of 170 sq.-ms,
fl boiler of this description weighs when
ready for use, including armatures, cas-
ing, grates, water, &c., 28,000 kgs, or
165 kgs to euery square -metre of heating
surface as compared with 300 kgs of an
ordinary cylindrical marine boiler. In ad-
dition to this sawing in weight of about
45 per cent, the following aduantages are
generally recognised: the excellent circula-
tion of water in the boiler, easy feeding and
cleaning, the rapid deuelopment of steam,
the small consumption of coal and the
modern simple construction. The German
patents haue been purchased by G. See-
beck & Co. Ltd., Bremerhauen, whilst all

the foreign patents are in the hands of
the Schiitte Boiler Syndicate, which is re-

presented at the exposition. The American
patents are for sale.

Schuttc Boiler Syndicate.
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g xw.zflnDeRs g
Largest (Dakcr of Tine and Superfine
i] Papers in Germany [5
SJ Bcrgisch'Gladbach near Cologne on Rhine. Ci

Specialities:

luocv Boards, Draioing Papers, Blottings, O
° Banks, Art Papers, Account Book Papers, °

Handmade Praroing Papers and £oans. p°
The papers in this Catalogue are the make of 1 . (0. ZflHDCRS.

Carl Roder
Court-baker

to the King of Saxony and
Purveyor to the King of

COuerttemberg

O Telephone 1. 1340 I T)Respen9
Special Cxport business for Presden Christmas
Cakes, Biscuits and finest Paris Chocolate Cakes

Special prizes Prize awarded Gold CDedal

Vienna 1898 Hanouer 1898 Hamburg 1898
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° ^ Oskar Ceuner ^
Established 1870. Connected with the

Xtesisx^ K. S.Technicai High Schooi since 1876.
^numerous awards

^ QfficC: Klarastr. 16.
numerous awards

Construction and (Danufacture of technical
Instruments and Apparatuses. o

Gas analysis ajsparatuses according to Geheimrat Professor T>r. CO. Hempel, Dresden-
j

®‘ analysis by T)r. CO. Hempel; Translated from the third German
edition and considerably enlarged by L CD. Tennis, Professor of analytical and an-
organic Chemistry at Cornell CIniuersity. Toepler’s CIniuersal apparatus for mechanical
demon^rations. Statical induction machines, unaffected by atmospheric moisture with
2 to 60 rotating dises. Instruments for testing iron bridges: tension, flection and
horizontal oscillation indicators, wire drawing apparatuses, instruments for hydraulic
engineering: indicators for channels of riuers, cross section and water tachometers
[German Patent]. Registring tearing apparatuses and machines for the inuestiqation of
paper, spun and wouen goods, leather, &c. Traction indicators, crank power indicator.
Kinematic and machine instructional models, casting up machines registering single

Items and totals immediately and uisibly. German Patent applied for. n

ROBeRT SCHIRCDGR
§ B£R£in 10.50, Schaperstr. 32. rdephonc IX, 5021. S

lOlECneRSDORP, Berliner Str. 163-164.

1
of models for execution in any ma-uepi. 1

. Plastered Stucco. Carued wooden work.

Pept.2. Pireproof tOire-plastering and Cement
S CrtnAfriirfirtn "Draiun and polished loorh in Piaster anda V.OnSTrUCT10n

ojarbie-cement. (Darbie-stucco. a
Dept, 3. Small CDodels of Architecture S
n Plans of factories, &c., white or coloured. Pictorial-plastic Pioramas.

Exhibitions: Berlin industrial exhibition 1896. Paris exhibition 1900. International——— —— Tire Protection exhibition Berlin 1901. Tusseldorf Industrial exhibition
exhibition 1903 (large reception hall), exhibition of the Royal

Academy of Arts Unter den Linden 8. 1902.

lUorks executed for Prof. Bruno Schmitz, Prof. Karl Hoffacker (Art
Institution Berlin, &c.), Works Commissioners Kayser and uon Gross-
heim, Kieschke, Schulze, &c.

References:



RUDOLPH HeRrZOG
Germany’s most important Drapery
2 and burnishing Stores

Berlin C
Germany

1 2-1 8 Breite Strasse
24-33 Bruderstrasse

1 2-1 8 Breite Strasse
24-33 Bruderstrassc

Pounded 1839-

Gold State-CDedal

Berlin 1896

Pounded 1839-

Dress fabrics of euery description. Under-linen.
Household-linen. Woollen Hosiery and Under-
clothing. Sport-Dresses. Ladies’, Gentlemen’s
and Children’s Outfits. Gloues. Crauats. Umbrel-

^f3uelling-0utfits. Curtains. "Furniture. Car-
n pets and Rugs. Bedsteads.

GC

GI

flteliers for home-decoration
and upholstery, manufactory

of flags and banners

33
IS
la
33

n International exposition St. Couis 1904;
German House: Curtains and hangings -rco
Before the German House: embroidered banners -- - (see p 362 4631Building of German Arts: Oriental Carpets

; ; ;

.

Ago; i'

Uar,cdindustr-.BuiId-:ChiIdren’ssIeep--room,£inoIeum,Carpets
(seep 455^4581

liberal Arts-Building; embroidered robes (6. fl. labn. PIauen) (seeMesj n
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Hamburg-flmerica Cine
Direct Secuice ofGerman CDail and PastSteamships

Hamburg-Deio iJork

Hamburg-Trance
Hamburg-Belgium
Hamburg-€ngland
Hamburg-Baltimore
Hamburg-Boston
Hamburg-Dhiiadelphia
Hamburg-Galueston

Hamburg-Deu) Orleans
Hamburg-Uenezuela
Hamburg-Columbia
Hamburg-Central-
flmerica

Hamburg-lOest Indies
Hamburg-CDexico
Hamburg-Canada

Hamburg-Brazil
Hamburg-£a Plata
Hamburg-Sast Asia
Genoa-£a Plata
Stettin-Deiu Vorh
Genoa-Deu) York
Hero York-Cast Asia
Dew York-Columbia

HeioYork-COest Indies
Deiu York-Central ^
America

Orient voyages f

Arctic voyages [;

Uoyages round the «
world

'

further by the steamships of the German Gast Africa Cine: Hamburg-Gast
and South Africa and conjointly u)ith the Hamburg South American Steam-

ship Co. to Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay.

Hamburg-Dciu York, Past Steamship Seruice.
Purther details to be had from ^

The Hamburg- America -£ine, BeSrtment. Hamburg,
as well as from its agents. ^
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